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" CHRIST-LIFE."

*' Christ in you, the hope of glory."—Coii. 1., 27.

This is the mystery which was hidden, and which was

divulged by the apostles. It was Christ in them, in you

—

not simply the doctrine of Christ in the Godhead ; not the

doctrine of Christ in history ; not the doctrine of Christ in

theology ; but something very different and far more impor-

tant. Christ in you, the hope of glory (the inspiration and

the evidence of your immortal happiness in heaven)—that is

the mystery : not a revelation of the structure of the uni-

verse ; -not a revelation of the structure of God's moral gov-

ernment ; not a revelation of his providence and of his

will thus developed ; but in each individual soul the revela-

tion of God in Jesus Christ—to him personally ; and by such

revelation the confirmation of every highest wish—namely,

immortality and blessedness. This was the mystery that was

hidden from ages. This was that inspired gospel which Paul

did so much to make universal.

The indwelling of the divine Spirit is not a truth peculiar

to the Christian dispensation. It was taught also in the old

dispensation ; and its light reflected upon nations that had

no such sacred books as we have. It was not unfamiliar to

the educated Oriental nations ; we find many traces of the truth

that the divine Spirit, in some way, inspheres the human
soul, and that there is such a thing as an indwelling of God
among men. However, we have a disclosure of this truth in

the evangelists—particularly in John—which leaves all other

light dim. There Christ speaks of coming to men ; of en-

tering into them ; of eating with them ; of dwelling with

SUNDAY Morning, March 14, 1876. Lesson : Col. i. Htmns (Piymoutb Colleo
tton): Nus. 1311, 9U7, 882



3 " CHRIST-LIFE."

them in household relationships. He speaks of their unity

with him as indestructible. "I am the vine; ye are the

branches ; as the branch cannot bring forth fruit of itself

except it abide in the vine, so cannot ye except ye abide in

me ; and because I live, ye shall live also." In other words,

your life as spiritual disciples is absolutely dependent upon
my spirit life. Thus, mingling together, the spirit of Christ

and the spirit of all that believe in him pervade the New
Testament.

Now, it is only an inversion of a familiar figure to speak of

Christ as born into men. "We speak of men as born into

Christ. We speak of men as entering into such relationships

with God as identify them with him, and unite him and

them ; and it is but the converse of the same thought to

speak of Christ as being born in men. " Christ in you "

—

horn in you.

Now, of Christ this can mean no physical intrusion. We
are not to confuse, nor in any manner to confound, figures

with absolute facts. We are not to attempt any such con-

fusion as is most successfully carried out in the Athanasian

Creed, where it is undertaken to show that the soul of Christ

and the soul of man were compounded and united, and were

inseparable, and yet were not identical—that they were both

one way and the other, and neither. The attempt is simply

audacious for any man to make, to get an exact scientific,

philosophical statement of the divine nature, which is in such

a sense beyond the reach of the visible that no man is com-

petent to use it architecturally. The most that we can do is

to employ analogies, illustrations, intimations ; and that, too,

with the consciousness that we see through a glass, darkly

—

that they convey to us knowledge a thousand-fold more

precious than the most sacred scientific knowledge, and yet

knowledge which must undergo universal transmutation when

we stand in Zion and see God as he is. We do not, then,

undertake to say that Christ in any literal and personal man-

ner conies into the hearts of men ; nor, when we say that

Christ is born into the souls of men do we mean that there is

an actual entrance of an actual divine nature. It is all

figurative; and we mean by it such a moulding of the whole
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inward nature of men that one's moral and social faculties

will act as Christ's would if his spirit was in the place of

ours.

You can conceive of a divine spirit being infused into

you—taking your place. You can conceive of your own
selves as being under such divine influences that you think,

will, and endeavor to do, under all circumstances, what the

divine Spirit would if it were in your place. So that, to all

intents and purposes, it is Christ in you. The expression is

figurative of course. It does not mean that there is an actual

substitution, and still less does it mean that there is an actual

imputation of one thing or another—that there is an absolute

literal transfer of the divine will and disposition ; it simply

points to an imaginary picture which we know teaches an

actual fact—namely, that a man may be brought under di-

vine influence so that all his faculties shall be shaped to that

mould, so that all his thoughts shall be moved to that inspira-

tion of truth, and so that all his emotions shall flame toward

that center, his will being coincident with the divine will.

So Christ is in us, in the sense that we use ourselves as

Christ would use himself if he were in our place. Christ in

us, the hope of glory.

This is a suflScient—not definition, but description—of

what I mean, to avoid the error of supposing that in any
mystical manner there is a- transfusion actual. It is simply

that the persons themselves, in their condition, come into a

state in which they act as Christ would in the same circum-

stances.

Now, it is a fair use of Scripture and of experience to

liken the development of Christ—the historic Christ—on

earth, to the development of Christ in the souls of be-

lievers. You will, therefore, in the first place, bring to mind
the fact that Christ was born a babe, and that, like any other

child, he was undeveloped, needing help and care rather than

conferring it. When Mary, pondering these things, with a

heart as deep as a mother-heart may be, held in her entranced

arms the babe Jesus, and believed, or strove to believe, that

something of God was there, he still drew life from her

bosom. He waked with cries of pain ; he could neither
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dress himself nor walk forth ; and he lay a burden in the

arms of love.

When Christ is first born into the souls of men it is not

with his crown upon his head, nor with any radiancy of white

garments. Often and often—and more often than not

—

Christ is born into the experiences of men as the babe Jesus
;

your hope needs nourishment at first. It does little for

you. It needs everything from you. Your first trembling

faith that you are Christ's and that Christ is yours—will not

business smother it? Will not joy quench its brightness?

You fear society
;
you look on the right and on the left,

and gird yourself on every hand, lest this blessed birth—this

babe Jesus, born into your soul—should suffer harm. You
care for if more than it takes care for t/ou.

As one lights a taper on the tip of the wick, and there is

a flame just burning, dancing, and not knowing whether to

go downward or upward—whether to abide or to go out ; so

men have kindled in them a hope which they dare not whis-

per of—the child to the parent, the friend to the friend, the

husband and wife or the brother and sister to each other.

For days and weeks and months, often, men carry kindled in

their bosom a strange spirit-life. They know whence it

comes, and yet are not sure. Day by day they watch, they

tremble, they almost dread. The babe Jesus is born in

them ; and although no omnipotence is there disclosed ; al-

though in the beginnings, in the first openings of the soul

upward, the child Jesus does not reign there, but lies help-

less, seemingly, yet in that child is the might of God ; and

the glory of the kingdom is to spring forth from that scep-

tered hand which now lies powerless in the mother's arms.

The faintest beginning, the smallest aspiration, the slightest

yearning which is sincere in the whole soul toward God and

heaven—it is the babe Jesus. The hidden tear, the silent

cry—they are the tear and the cry of the babe in the night.

Better is the weakness of the child Jesus in the human soul

prophesying of that which is to come, than would be the

pomp and glory of all outward kingdoms.

Next you will recollect how, in the sacred Scripture,

Christ is described as growing from a babe to a child, from a
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child to a youth, from a youth to a young man, and from a

young man to a man grown. Luke speaks of him thus :

"The child grew and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom;
and the grace of God was upon him."

Now, this, we will say, is the enlarging of the ideal and

the development in Christian experience of one and another

of those elements which are Christ-like. The purposes of life

growiQg richer and nobler ; the consecration of everything

in life ; the yearning for things higher rather than for things

which shall suit the eye and the senses ; the discernment of

good from evil ; the refinement of our likings and of our

loves ; not yet the full sense of dominion, but the enlarge-

ment of the conception, the opening of the field so that men
shall see, in Christian experience, not a barren heath, not the

mere following of the church bell, not a perfunctory observ-

ance of days and ordinances and services, not a cutting ofE

of this or that performance, not the renunciation of a desired

good and the acceptance of an undesired hardship—not these

things, as for their own sakes, but the growing sense of spir-

itual refinement, conscience sweetened by love, affection

quickened by hope and the discernment of things nobler

than the body can know, and the laying out in one's self,

with greater unfolding, a j)lan of life, a character, and a

destiny, such as does not belong to the natural man nor fall

within the horizon of the unregenerate race—this is Christ

in us, growing in wisdom, and developing in the spirit

of God.

Then, to recur again to the historic element, you will recol-

lect how Christ, when developed to manhood, began the work
of training his disciples, coming in conflict with their preju-

dices, seeking to dissipate the darkness that hung over their

minds, softening them, filling them with sweeter feelings,

teaching them forgiveness and patience under injury, and love

for those who hated them, paying out golden coin for lead

and for iron on every hand, and raising in the smallest and
the humblest the sense that they were crowned benefactors, if

only they used their inward force as God uses his, to make
men better and the world happier.

As a Teacher he souarht not so much to tread under foot
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everything that men had known, as to give higher and nobler

meaning to old knowledges. He changed routine into vital

and vivid reality. He did not despise the synagogue with

contemptuous words flung at its dry doors and emjDty services.

On the other hand, he went in and gave to the services,

jejune and dry, vitality and power. He did not despise the

Sabbath day, but he touched it with a divine finger, and it

blazed with the light of humanity and kindness. Instead of

being a bondman's day, a slave's day, it became a globe of

light to those who were in darkness, and joy to those who
were in sorrow, and a relief to those who were trodden down
by the hard priest and the severe sanctuary. His ministration

among men was to sustain sorrow, and teach them that there

is joy therein. He kindled hope and cheer on every side,

giving to character a higher ideal, and to life a new mission.

We have the parallel of this in Christian experience,

where Christ is born as a child in the soul, and grows in

wisdom and in knowledge, enlarging the conceptions of what

man is when he comes finally to that power and influence by

which he is transformed.

All things are subdued to the reign of Christ. Our
prejudices are cleansed. Our appetites and our passions are

fully controlled. We are superior to our circumstances. We
are no longer to be judged as men who act under the influ-

ences that exist around about them, because there is hidden

life, and hidden food, and hidden communion ; and that of

which I spoke in the foregoing stage, and which was but a

conception of manhood and of nobility, now begins to be

wrought out.

In my orchard, year after year, I went watching for the

first blossom. I knew my trees. I knew that here was a

Northern Spy, and that there was a Seek-no-further ; but all

trees are alike before they bear, except to the critical eye of

the nurseryman. I went watching year by year, till at last,

after six or seven years, I saw some blossoms, and rejoiced,

and said, " The time of the fruit appears !" but the trees were

not strong enough to do more than bloom, and the blossoms

fell away, and no apples came. The next year was an un-

toward year, and the trees did not even blossom. The next
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year they bloomed, and there were clusters of apples—two,

five, ten, but so feeble were the trees, and so mighty were the

insects, that these apples shrank, and were spotted, or

cracked ; at all events, they came to no good. I failed thus

far to identify my trees, and the only satisfaction I had was

that they had come near to the bearing state. Last year,

however, I walked under them, and they bowed down their

branches. As men bend humbly downward in proportion as

they are full of fruit and spiritually rich, so these trees

bowed themselves down on every side. The time of the

bearing of the fruit had come, and the glory of the year was

upon them.

Thus it is with Christian i^eople who begin growing in

the wood, striking out bi-anches, and getting ready for blos-

soms of the higher experiences. These blossoms— their

aspirations, their hopes, what they mean to do—come to

nothing for a time ; but pretty soon there is some little fruit

here and there, which is not very good. At last the time of

bearing comes, and the tree is full of fruit.

Then comes the last stage. In the terminal periods

of our Master's life on earth he instituted a new relationship

between himself and his disciples, and said to them, '' Hence-
forth I call you not servants, but friends." He made love to

them. And he added this significant phrase :
" The servant

knoweth not wliat his Lord doeth ; but the things that the

Father hath told me T give to you "—or that which is equiva-

lent. In other words, he came to that state with them in

which familiarity of love was to supplant fear, and obedience
was no longer to be perfunctory. They were to come into

that perfect freedom of relationship with him which can
never take place until moral quahty becomes automatic or

spontaneous. It is a transition in the life of the disciple

which is of the last degree of importance ; and yet it has
scarcely been mentioned or pondered. Henceforth ''I call

you not my slave [Aor-Ao^]
; lienceforth I call you not my

servant, that takes my commands and obeys them because I

am his master. Now come to my arms and my bosom.
Hereafter ye shall be my intimate friends, and all that I know
you shall know. What I think you may know, and think
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SO too. What I do you may take part in. All the things

which belong to the most exalted friendship are mine and

yours alike."

This was the highest reach that Christ made upon earth

;

higher than that was exaltation ; and that state of things

takes place in the soul in which Christ has been born, first as

a babe ; then as a prophet—a declarer of truth ; then as a

law-giver and king, ruling and reigning; and then, at last, as

a lover : and there comes a period in the lives of men—it may
come in the lives of all, and it does come in the lives of some

—in which they rise into that serene communion with God
which transforms their whole experience from bondage to

liberty. They are so at one, in will, in feeling, in affection,

with God in Christ Jesus, that all their hfe thereafter is but

one splendid development of the joy of the highest friendship

which the soul can form ; and in the midst of outward trouble

they have inward rest ; in the midst of persecutions they

have perpetual triumph ; in the midst of weakness they are

strong.

The examples which have come down to ns from the old

Church of Rome are remarkable in that regard. Many of the

noblest men and women that were ever born into life stand

in the history and in the shrines of that church ; and for

such noble natures, so developed and given to the world, we

owe that venerable church, notwithstanding its accumula-

tions of error and its corruptions, a debt of gratitude which

we cannot pay. And we owe that same debt of gratitude to

other churches just as really. From the wilderness and from

the despised sects which rose up in tlie presence of the re-

fined and arrogant and domineerins: classes, there are some

who represent what is the emancipated condition of the hu-

man soul when Christ has said to it, " Henceforth I call you

not servant, but lover—mine ! mine !
" '

None of us can be called, nor understand the call, until

there las been this gradual transfusion and ripening of

the Spirit of God, so that that part of the divine nature

which is in us becomes so sensitive that we can interpret what

is right and what is wrong, that we can recognize good and

evil, and that we bear perpetually with us a sense of God
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present in us. Then, when once the heavens are his, and
the earth is his ; when you come to such an association of the

diviue presence that the morning is the rising of the Sun
of Eighteousness ; when the dews that fall are to uS falling

from the bosom of our God ; when spring is but the opening

of God's promises, and every flower breathes fragrance

from him ; when the summer showers are reminiscences

and suggestions of God ; when life and death, when health

and sickness, when joy and sorrow, when abundance or pov-

erty, when friends or solitude, alike, are all from the hand of

God ; when there is all the while welling up from the soul

confidence, love, hope, so that one says, "Though he slay

me, yet will I trust him ; " when the soul lies in the arms of

Jesus as the child lies in the arms of the mother,—oh, then it

is that Christ says, and you hear, "Not servants, but

friends.

"

Now, you may put what name you please upon this
;
you

may call it perfectionism, or anything else ; I reject your the-

ories and philosophy, but I do not reject the fad that there

is a possibility of rising to a life where there is no storm that

can reach us ; where there are no trials ; where sorrows and
troubles do not come.

In this running parallelism I have sought to lay a foun-

dation. Christian brethren, for some faithful words to you.

The effect of such a life in Christ Jesus—of Christ in you—
ought to show itself, and will show itself if it exist, in the

power of being, which it will give to you. Even when the

divine nature is diluted and imparted to man, if I may so

say, there is something in the develo^iment of the higher

nature which gives force and power to the whole life. Our
ignorance in Christian experience often makes us weaker than
we were before, partly because we begin and stop

; partly

because we follow certain routine courses which are not wise

nor well adapted to our want ; and partly because the philos-

ophy of the development of the whole soul in power is yet

lacking.

When men come into the Christian life they come in with
an impression that it is a life which requires them to crucify

their bodies ; to deny themselves ; to put on the harness or
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the yoke. To them all these figures contain literal and abso-

lute truth ; and yet, characteristically, the Christian life is not

a life of bondage, nor of harnesses, nor of yokes. It is true

that when men are captives, when they are in prison, when
they sit enchained in darkness, then their deliverer must

come with mighty battle-axe in hand to break down with

thundering blows the door of their dungeon. Under such

circumstances, when they are brought out they are squalid,

and the first thing that is needed is to tear oif the old gar-

ments, and cleanse all foulness from the skin and hair ; and

then, with powerful strokes, the smith must cut off the man-

acles—and it is done once for all. When they are released,

and in their father's house, do you suppose that every day

some one must come thundering with battle-axe at the front

door, and break in, and haul them out, and take off their

clothes, and plunge them into a bath ? Is this to go on

through life ? Are the initial acts by which they were deliv-

ered from thrall tlie characteristics of liberty ?

When a man in Algiers has been brought out of slavery

(for ye are redeemed of Christ, and redemption by him is fair

for this illustration and figure), is he to carry all his life long

tlie sj)ecial experiences of a slave's life ? Suppose he was not

bought ; suppose he hid himself, and starved for days ; sup-

pose he smuggled himself on board of a vessel, and lay con-

cealed under hides or bales, suffering all manner of privation

as the price of his liberty, willing to suffer ; and suppose,

after crossing the Mediterranean, he creeps, more like a rep-

tile than a man, off from the vessel, and is free, is he always

to creep as if he were hiding under boxes and bales and all

sorts of things, starving and going without liquids ? No.

That is a good thing to get out of bondage with, but it is a

bad thing to live with.

So when men are released from bad habits, from the

thrall of the passions. Oh ! it needs the storm, it needs the

rending of the rocks, as it were, to get them out as the pure

gold ; but when men once are out, then come in play the

characteristics of liberty.

Now, I affirm that Christianity is not tears ; nor do tears

typify it. It is not thorns. Blessed be that crown of thorns J
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It typifies what Christ came for—our ransom ; hut it does

not typify that into which we are redeemed by the Lord
Jesus Christ. We come out from the devil's possession, and
are born into Christ Jesus. As children are born, that thrust

their way into life with pangs to the mother and with out-

cries themselves when first they breathe ; so the Spirit,

thralled in the womb of darkness and sin and captivity,

breaks out with sorrow and tears and cries ; but once out it

lies sleeping on the bosom of the mother, and there is rest,

there is peace, which grows amain, and may thrive to full

manhood.

So, then, in all the earlier stages of Christ's life, while

the Christ in you is growing, while he is training down the

animal, while he is kindling the lights and fires which show
you higher living and coming glory, and while there may be

more or less of conflict, the characteristic of a true Christian

life is liberty, is largeness, is joyfulness, is courage, is songs

and rejoicing. The ascetic doctrine of Christianity, while it

did a certain good work in a certain poor way, as a type of

universal Christianity was a wretched thing.

Sorrow is very much like the acids which they use to

make etchings with. They take a plate, and, covering it

with a wax film, mark the lines of the picture with a little

scratcher through to the copper, and then they pour acid on,

and leave it just long enough for it to eat in a little bit, and
wash it off ; but if they let the acid stand all day and all

night, it makes a great black blur, and no picture.

Now, in the spirit life God etches pictures on us, by bit-

ing sorrows, here and there ; but if we think, " It was sorrow

that did me good, it was because I was made sorrowful that I

was blessed, and if a man would be a Christian he must be

steeped in sorrow," that is letting the picture stand in acid

all day and all night, and there will be no picture.

The distinctive peculiarity of the Christian life is that of

fighting, and gaining a victory, and rejoicing, fighting again,

gaining another victory, and again rejoicing, and so on, the

soul rising higher and higher until at last it loses all thought

of gaining victories, and comes into communion with the

divine Spirit, and enjoys the companionship of God's dear
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SOD, Jesus Christ, our Lord and Saviour ; so that the life which
we live in the flesh, we live by faith of tlie Son of God.

There is power in that. When we have reached this condition,

ours is providence ; ours is the God-thought ; ours is the soul-

love of God ; ours is that which even the life and death of

Christ could not sufiBciently typify. For the glory that is to

come, the grandeur and the stature of the life which is

beyond, and only just waiting for the cloud to break before

we inherit it—this not even the Scriptures, not even the

gorgeous figures of the Word of God are adequate to bring

near to us. It will be better than you ever thought ; better

than poet ever sang, or prophet ever predicted ; better than

it ever entered into the heart of man to conceive.

Therefore, if Christ be in you, do not be beggars going

about, with ragged cap and disheveled hair and unwashed

face, to the doors of the church, asking for a crust of com-

fort, a little bit of theology, an old bone with some meat on

it. The poorest man that lives should feed at the hand of

God. He is a child of God. Christ is his. All things are

yours,

—

all things,—poor as you are, weak as you are, spotted

as you are, and standing in ignorance and with various sin.

Notwithstanding your many imperfections, I see resting now
over your heads the bright and golden crowns toward which

you are growing. Lift yourselves up higher and higher.

Not long shall it be, before you, and you, and many of you,

shall bear them upon your brows. Ye are the children of

God. Be proud. Eejoice. Let no man put you to shame.

And above all, king's sons ! do not droop in times of ad-

versity. Do not go drooping and leaning on crutches, and

hobbling through the streets of experience, because there is a

little touch of sorrow here and there.

What would you think of a soldier—an old soldier, too

—

running into camp terrified, and saying that he saw a bush

shake out there, and he thought there might be somebody be-

hind it ? See how the soldier sits upon his steed, when looking

over the field where the battle is raging. Ping, goes one

ball, and ping goes another, but he does not know it. Shells

are rolling and flying about him, but he does not see nor hear

them. He makes his reconnoisanoe, and quietly rides back
|
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and if he is asked, "Were you a good mark for the sharp-

shooters ?" he says he does not know.

How many men think that they are veterans ! but when
troubles fly about their heads, they say, "Oh, what shall

we do !" God calls one of their family, and they say, " Why
was I persecuted in this way ? Why was I made to suffer ?"

When name goes, and friends go, and money goes, and
ambition goes, do not let manhood go too. Hold on to that.

You can afford to lose friends or money or place if you are

the sons of God.

Do you believe that Christ died for you ? Do you believe

that he speaks of you to-day in the heavenly chambers ? Do
you believe that you are beloved of God ? What else in the

name of God do you want ? Who can take anything from
you, and who can harm you, if he is on your side ? If God
be for you who can be against you ? Have you not a Christ

grown in you enough for such confidence and hope of vic-

tory ?

There is to men only just so much of Christ as they can

appropriate. The objective Christ, the universal Christ, is

beyond all measuring ; but the Christ in you is measurable by
your containing power.

No man can go forth and scoop up to weigh or measure

that wonderful efflux of light and heat which comes forth

from the sun, going every whither, and filling infinite space
;

it is immeasurable and inconceivable : and yet, to a sick man
in his chamber there is only as much light as gets in at his

window ; or, to a prisoner in a dungeon there is only as much
light as comes in through the grating; or, if it is underground,

only the few beams that are reflected aslant on the wall, to

make it appear how grim and dismal it is. The universe is

full of light, but he has very little of it.

Dearly beloved, how much Christ is there in you ? Ye
that sit in dungeons

;
ye that sit in dark places

;
ye that sit

in chambers unlighted, to you, too, there is a glory of the

Lord Jesus Christ; but you do not appropriate it to your-

selves by living faith. How small yet is your Christ Jesus !

He is an ungrown babe in you. To you he is not an experi-

ence, he is not a Saviour, he is a babe. After so many years,
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with such strife, with such discipline, with such ministration

from the air above and from the earth beneath, is this all

jou have—a Christ that is a care and a burden to you, and
not a Light, not a Defender, not a DeHverer, not a Prince,

not a Saviour ?

There are many of you who believe that you have been
born again ; but try being born once more. If Nicodemus,
who thought it strange to be born a second time, had lived

in the later ages of the world, he would not have thought it

strange to be born even ten times over, when he saw how
little came of the first birth !

Now, you need another sense of Christian life. You need

another inspiration. You need a higher doctrine of " Christ

in you, the hope of glory." How much in you is conformable

to Christ ? Are your strong, selfish tendencies subdued to

Christ ? Is the folly that is in you subdued to Christ ? How
much are your avarice, your pride, and your varied and
aTmost infinitesimal selfishness qualified, transformed, by the

spirit and presence of Christ in you ? How do you look

upon your enemies ? When you walk the streets and see loafer

boys, and dissipated men, and unsexed women, and all the

violence and shamefulness of persons unshamed, do you
gather up your garments, and say, "0 my soul! go not

thou among them," and take yourselves apart ? Is it yours

to live where there is sin, sickness and dying, and only to

get yourselves away from it as quick as you can ?

At the time of the battle of Grettysburgh the cemetery

had growing in it some peach-trees, and in them spar-

rows, or other little singing-birds, had made their nests. On
the third day, when that charge— of all charges the most

hideous and terrible—was to be made, it was preceded by an

hour of such bombardment as was never known before nor

since on this continent. There was a hail of iron on both

sides ; and the hills and valleys were searched away beyond.

Three or four hundred guns opened their throats at a time.

But the moment there was a lull, where some men had lain

down and hid themselves, up sprang the birds into the trees

where their nests Avere, and began to sing. In one of the

pauses the sweet carol of birds was heard. They could sing
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in the midst of the rush of battle and a horrible bewilder-

ment such as never befell their little lives before.

How is it with you ? Are you not even as much as a

bird ? Can not you do what these least endowed creatures

could do ? Are you one that when the battle rages runs

away, abandons the nest, and will not sing ?

That great mill, the world, grinding, not the wheat nor the

corn, but men and women and little children—do you simply

pluck out of it dainties and delicacies, and carry yourselves

in this great wilderness of suffering humanity only with the

thought, ''How shall I reap luxuries out of these things?"

Or, is the mind and will of Christ in you ? Do you love the

poor for Christ's sake ? Do you discharge unwelcome duties

as unto the Lord ? Do you live as seeing him ? Does he

sleep in your heart and in your house ? Is Christ next to

you in thought and feeling, and in work—in your every-day

service ? Is Christ born in you, and has he come to the

throne, and does he reign there ?

The time is short. Search yourselves—for I cannot search

out all the ways of your thoughts, nor all the habits of your

lives. The day is coming. It is at hand. The places

that know you shall know you no more forever, and that

speedily. But, lose what you may, and get what you may,

lose not the hope of salvation through Jesus Christ. For no

treasure barter away your soul. For no want forget the glory

of immortality. For no other love forfeit the love of Him
who died for you.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.
OtTR Heavenly Father, we rejoice that thou art lifted up above

the comprehensiou of our feebleness; that we are by the attraction
of thy whole being" enabled to overcome the flesh, and to dwell in

the realm to which we are going, and for which we are preparing;
and that thou art by every influence developing in us yearnings,
needs of thee and of that affluence and that nature of the Spirit

which shall fit us to appear in Zion and before God.
"We rejoice that thou dost communicate with us—and yet not with

the body, save through the world in which we dwell, but with our
conscience, and with our faith, and with our hope, and with our
love. And with sympathv thou dosb communicate, making thyself
known not as to the ear, nor as to the eye, nor as to the hand. "We
know thee by what we feel. We know that thou art present by thy
witness of thyself ; by thine exaltation of whatever is divine in us

;

by the awakening in us of all that is noblest, and purest, and sweet-
est, and most of the kingdom of love.

We rejoice that thus we are not cut off because we are encased in

bodily conditions. We rejoice that still the pure in heart shall see

God, and that those who are called of the Lord Jesus Christ, and
who accept the call, and by faith embrace him, are intimate friends,

and know his coming, and are known of him.

So, in the plenitude of the heart's experiences thy kingdom goes
up before our rejoicing eye, and we behold day by day the signs and
the tokens of thy wonder-working power.
We rejoice, O Lord, that there is no limit, and that thou dost

adapt thyself in thy providence and grac^e to the exigencies of thy
servants. In every age thou hast been their refuge. Thou hast been
so mighty that the weak things of this world have been mightier
than the strong. Yea, things despised, and things that are not, have
put to shame the things that are. Thy word, the feeblest of all

things among men, smaller than a grain of mustard-seed, hid away
and buried as the leaven in the meal—thy word, and the power of

thy kingdom, that have nothing for the eye, nor tiumpet, nor ban-
ner, nor armied host, nor enginery of war, nor any element of force,

but that are invisible, so that no man can say of them, Lo, here! or,

Lo, there!—thy silence; the stillness of thy Spirit; the feebleness of

the atmosphere of the divine nature and life—how they have out-

lived the ages, and beheld empires rise and fall, and seen altars and
palaces go down together! That kingdom whose followers were in

caves, in dens, in dungeons; that kingdom that had no power—how
mighty is it above all power! As thou thyself art greater than

thrones, and dominions, and principalities, and powers, thy will and
thy Spirit have been more mighty than all outward things; and still

that Spirit dwells in the earth, moving to and fro, we know not
whence nor whither, wonderfully working, bringing forth out of

darkness, light; out of tears, joys; and out of groans, songs which
no man can number!
We rejoice that thou hast ruled, and that thou art ruling, by

means so high that we cannot understand them : not because they
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are mysterious of thine accord, but because we are yet inferior, and
thou art moving on a higlaer plane than we have faculties to discern.

We see the eflEect, but the details are beyond our inspection, and we
rejoice in it.

And now, O Lord our God, we are not weary of serving thee. We
marvel that thou art not weary of serving us, but thou art not.

Thou Nurse and Mother of all good, never slumbering nor sleeping,

but watching and rocking the world as mothers the cradle; thou, O
God of infinite patience and resource of love, why art not thou
weary? Why wilt thou carry burdens forever more? Why hast
thou caused the generations to march into life as little children, that
they might be tended through all weakness to manhood and to final

strength? Even so. Father, it hath seemed good in thy sight; but
when we shall behold all things stripped away that now hide thee
and entomb us; when we shall behold the wonder of that nature
which takes upon itself care, and labor, and infinite burden with
infinite patience, gentleness against all reproach, and tenderness
against all rudeness and cruelty; when we shall know what is thy
long-suffering and tender mercy, and what is the love of God which
passeth all knowledge now, how adorable wilt thou be to our aston-
ished and enraptured vision ; how insignificant will seem those steps
by which we climbed to the higher realm, and how foolish will ap-
pear those tears which we shed I How little shall we think of our
past life, whether of its glory or of its shame, when we shall stand in

Zion and before God!
We ask not to be set free from life ; we ask not that we may feel

that those things which are needful for daily life are yanity and
folly; but we do ask that we may be delivered from a servile wor-
shiping of these things—of gold and silver, of honor and of praise.

We do not ask to be set free from the joys and amenities of the
*jousehold, and from all those praises which men seek, and by which
<,ife is so much exercised ; but we do desire to have them our servants
.-not to be ourselves in subjection to them. We ask not to be
delivered from life; we desire rather to be delivered from the evil
which is in life, that we may walk in our various ways and appoint-
ed paths, or stand in the places where thou hast put vis, bearing in
ourselves the spirit of Christ, and seeking those things which are
above, at the right hand of God, where Christ is.

Now grant, we beseech of th('e, this primal blessing, this chiefest
of all blessings, thine inspiration ; the breathmg of thy soul upon
ours, that it may bring forth, as from a quick soil, sweet and pleasant
fruits. Grant thy strength to be diffused through our weakness;
thy courage through our despondency; and thy hope through our
fear. Grant us thy love and sympathy. We pray that thou will
disclose thyself. How many there are who might walk joyfully, but
who never rejoice! How many are forever tremblers who have no
need of trembling! How many there are who, if they would look
up and behold the loving kindness of the Lord Jesus Christ to their
soul, would break forth into rejoicings and shoutings! We pray for
all beclouded souls; we pray for all trembling souls; we pray for all

doubting and fearing souls; we pray for all enfeebled souls that are
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caught in the wilderness, and who can neither see where the sun

doth rise and set, nor behold it in its majesty of noonday brightness.

O thou that didst come to open prison doors, and break shackles,

and lead forth the bound and set them free, what work is there for

thee in our own age, when so many souls are imprisoned I Grant,

we beseech of thee, that there may be that most glorious of all

release, the liberty of faith, the liberty of love, the liberty of man-
hood in Christ Jesus, and unobstructed companionship between the

souls of men and thy soul.

And so may the kingdom of Heaven descend. So may we with
rejoicings, though we look through our tears, shout the coming in of

the latter-day glory.

We pray that thou wilt grant that all thy ministering servants

may be exalted by the ministration of thy Spirit, and may be
enabled to preach the living truth to living souls. We pray that

thy Word may be glorified in the fruit which shall spring forth. We
pray that all evil may fail and pass away before the uprising and
growth of that which is good.

We beseech of thee, O Lord our God, that thou wilt be pleased to

remember to-day the wants of those who are in thy presence. Wilt

thou to each one address thyself, calling him by name. Thou dost

know the distress, the hardness or the softness, the trouble or the

joy, the comfort or the pain, which in thy providence hath come to

every one; and grant, we pray thee, that each one in his desolate-

ness, in his solitude, in his despondency, or in his bereavements, may
have the consoling- influence of thy strength. Grant that each one
in aspiration, in hope, in gladness, in love gratified, may have that

blessing which makes all joy brighter than any part can of itself be.

Grant that all who yearn for a higher life, who hunger and thirst

after righteousness, may hear thee at their side. Grant that those

who are in any manner of infirmity, or who are in any manner
oppressed by reason of the truth that is in them, may rejoice when
they are pursued and persecuted.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt bless the households that are

represented here—the dear chldren ; the growing youth; they that

are entering upon manhood and womanhood; those who are stand-

ing in the prime of life, and bearing their burdens; and those who
are beginning to totter in infirmity toward the end of life. May
they all come up in remembrance before thee, and receive the
appropriate blessing which their nature and circumstances re-

quire.

We pray that thou wilt bless the churches that are around about
us. Wilt thou take away from them weakness, and add spiritual

strength to them. Baptize thy servants who preach the Gospel with
the very spirit of the Gospel, that they may stand before men,
representatives of Christ, not in name, but in spirit and in dis-

position.

Remember our whole nation. Wilt thou bless the President of

these United States, and all who are joined in authority with him.
We pray that thou wilt bless the Congress, and all Legislatures, nnd
all Courts, Judges, and Magistrates, and the whole people. Wilt
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thou be pleased to bless all eolleses, and academies, and schools, and
all that teach in them. Bless all who write, bless those that edit,

and those that publish. May all who stand connected with the dis-

tribution of knowledge become themselves 'inspired of God, that

they may do the best things iu the highest way.
Grant that the poor may grow strong toward abundance; that

the ignorant may become broader iu knowledge; that the wicked
may cast off the garments of darkness, and begin to put on the gar-

ments of light.

And bless not ourselves alone, but all the nations of the earth.

We pray that there may be more and more true humanity and
luiselflsh sympathy, and less and less force and suspicion and selfish-

ness. And may thy kingdom come, and thy will be done on earth

as it is in heaven.
And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, shall be praise ever-

more. Amen.

PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Our Father, we beseech of thee that thou wilt grant thy blessing

to rest upon thy truth. How poorly we are able to preach it! How
small it seems when we have plucked it, and rubbed it in our hands,

that we may eat it ! We beseech of thee that thou wilt make our own
lives richer. Grant us thoughts deeper and experiences more divine,

that we may be able to teach and feed the flock which thou hast put

under our charge. We pray for the aged ; for those who are in the

prime and strength of life; and for the young. We pray for the

sorrowing and the weak. We pray for those that are in the wrong
or out of the way. We pray for such as need thee. We pray for

all. O glorify thyself by such an outpouring of divine power upon

the souls of men that all shall stand entranced and wonder, and say,

Behold, God dwelleth among his people.

And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son and Spirit, ever-

more. Amen.





THE COURTESY OF CONSCIENCE.

"But if any man say unto you, This is offered in sacrifice unto
idols, eat not for his sake that showed it and for conscience' sake : for

the earth is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof : conscience, I say,

not thine own, but of the other: for why is my liberty judged of qji-

other man's conscience?"—1 Cok. x., 28, 29.

I do not believe that there is another book in creation

which ever inculcates the duty of courtesy of conscience, or

politeness of conscience. We have learned, in social life, in

regard to ordinary affairs, not that we are to stand for our-

selves, but that we are to have respect for the feelings of

others. The child is taught to give up the best chair, al-

though he has got it, and although, for that matter, he has a

right to it, and it is his. We train children thus to yield

their rights for the sake of others. Speech is free in this

country ; but we train men to courtesy, and to silence as a

part of courtesy. We have certain rights of property, and in

great matters we stand upon them ; but in a thousand things

we teach men to waive their rights in this respect for the sake

of some contribution to the general stock of happiness, be-

cause that is the way to get along in life. There is, however,

one thing which men have always been taught to stand for

perpendicularly, without slips or gradations ; and that is con-

science. Conscience, we are told, is a thing which must not

be bartered, nor sold, nor compromised, nor in any way treated

except in a most up and down manner. Conscience ! Oh,

conscience !—that must be maintained at all hazards.

Paul, therefore, is the boldest man in literature, because

he says that you must respect another man's conscience.

No matter if you think he is wrong, you must do so.

SCNDAY Morning. March 21, 1875. IiESSOn: Rom. xlv. Htmns (Plymouth Col-

Jection) : Nob. 217. 725. 1258.
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" But," you say, '' my conscience tells me that it is the other

way." That has nothing to do with it: his conscience tells

him that way ; and, no matter what your conscience tells you,

you are to respect what his tells him. Be courteous in this,

as in other things.

What is your conscience ? Do you carry a little God in

you that you call " Conscience" ? Have you a little infalli-

bility in which you sit, and look around, and determine for

everybody what is right and what is wrong, according to

your judgment ? Do you undertake to make your conscience

the standard for other men's consciences ?

In dealing with men you are to recognize, not that they

are right, necessarily, because they go with their consciences

—

you may not be right when you go with your conscience

—

but that you are not to be judged by each others' consciences.

You have got to stand by yourself, and other men have got to

stand by themselves, before God. According to the passage

which I read in your hearing this morning, you are going to

give an account to God, not for your neighbor's sins, but for

your own sins. Paul says :

" So fhen every one of us shall give account of himself to God.
Let us not therefore judge one another any more."

" Who art thou that judgest another man's servant? To his own
master he standeth or falleth."

And yet, if there is any popular feeling which only hits

the truth here and there ; if there is any public sentiment

which is uncertain, nebulous, and full of errors and mischiefs,

it is the notion that prevails in respect to conscience. The
metaphorical jihrases which have been employed in respect to

conscience, as well as the philosophy which has been applied

to it, have misled men. It has been called "God's vice-

gerent." It has been called ''the voice of God in the heart

of man." Various other such definitions of it have been

given. It has been taught that conscience discerns good and

evil. It has been claimed that conscience hiterprets right

and wrong. It has been urged that men have in conscience

a liglit which shines out and determines the moral quality of

things.

Now, if these were phrases used in respect to moral sense,
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and if the term moral sense were interpreted as a complex

state, there would not be so much to criticise, bflt as applied

to conscience they are totally and .mischievously wrong ; for

conscience is nothing but a sentiment. It has no eyes, it has

no intellection, and it has no power of judging whether a

thing be right or wrong. If it had, how would you account

for the universal diversi.ties which exist ? If conscience de-

termined right and wrong, how could men be split up on the

same points, the world over, into thousands and thousands

of differences of opinion ? But it does not. Conscience is

simply a sentiment in the soul of man, which, when the un-

derstanding says that a thing is right or is wrong, responds.

When a clock, by its own machinery, causes the hand to

move around and point to twelve, the bell goes off ; but the

bell did not move the clock, it was the clock that moved the

bell : and so when, looking out upon the affairs of life, the

understanding judges a thing to be right or wrong, then con-

science goes off, and rings its bell, whether it be knell or

pleasure.

This fandamental idea, that conscience is simply a moral

sentiment in the constitution of the mind, that it depends

for its action on auxiliaries, and that these auxiliaries are as

numerous, almost, as the faculties of the mind, will go far to

clear up our apprehension ; it will go far, I think, to helj) us

in the matter of determining what is duty ; and it will go

far, also, toward promoting that charity which ought to unite

men together in the kindliest relationships.

The first action of conscience is always one of recipiency.

It never acts until it is acted upon. It is acted upon by two

general classes of influence—first, the intellectual^ and sec-

ond, the emotive. The interpretation of these will go far

toward the practical application which I wish to make of

this subject.

Consider—for we will not reason outside of your own per-

sonal knowledge and experience—consider how innumerable

are the phases of right and wrong. Consider how very differ-

ent right and wrong are in different circumstances. Consider

what nice distinctions there are in this respect. Consider,

when a child is born into the family, how little he knows about
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life ; and how, during all tbe earlier part of his life, he is a

learner of what in domestic relations is right and wrong.

Consider how continually the mother is school-mistress to

him, saying, " No, my child, that is wrong, and this is

right,"—the child all the time saying, ''Why is that wrong?
anc! how is this right?" Consider how the child gradually

begins to feel an impulsion toward active duties which he did

not want to perform. Consider how he inclines to them
because he feels that it is right to obey, although he naturally

feels disinclined to them. The child is made, by drill, by
discipline, by teaching, to understand what is right and what

is wrong. The sense of right and wrong is inoculated in

him. All the way through his young life in the family, the

child is occupied in learning.

Now, if conscience were an inspiration, what need would

there be of this gradual development by which the child is

picking up one thing, and another thing, and another thing,

and slowly learning to associate with different things the feel-

ing of right and wrong ? At first there is no such power in

the child. It is an artificial, in some sense it is an educated,

faculty.

When the child grows up, and goes outside of the family,

and enters other spheres, how he has to learn in those spheres

what is right and wrong ! How he has to make himself ac-

quainted with what is right and wrong in the neighborhood.

It is right for me to keep the road in repair in front of my
house ; but my conscience never tells me anything ahout it.

I have no conscience which says " road" to me ; but, if I am
in a farming neighborhood, I very soon find that I must do

my sliare in promoting the public welfare by keeping up the

road. There is no conscience in me that says, " Keep Canada

thistles off from your farm ;" but if there is a law that a man
must do it or pay a certain damage, I speedily come to liave

the idea that it is wrong to let Canada thistles grow on my
farm. There is nothing in the nature of a man who is born

where Canada thistles grow that tells him that he ought to

destroy them ; but if the law requires him to do it, then he

learns it. I learn that I must keep up my fences, and that

it is wrong for me to let them go down so that my cattle can
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get into my neighbor's lot and eat up bis corn and cabbages.

Not only do I learn this lesson, but society has learned it.

It is one of those things that was fouud out, not in the

rocks ; not in tiie sky ; not from Moses ; not through any

channel of nature or decrees. Men found how it was easy

to live and how it was not ; how to live so that they should

become more manly, and how not. They found out that one

way was the right way, and that the other was the wrong
way. It took ages for them to find it out. And when the

child is born, he learns it from his parents and from his

neighbors.

It is an intellectual process all the way through, to deter-

mine what is right and what is wrong. When it is found
out, then conscience rings the bell, and never till then. It is

an after-feeling, joined to a ludgment or perception of the

facts and relations of human life.

Thus we learn what is right and wrong about fences,

cattle, and taxes, and all manner of things which relate to

the welfare of a neighborhood.

Likewise, when we go into a trade, we find it has its own
relations and regulations. There are the affiances which
it makes with neighboring trade and guilds. It reaches up
and down, and it reaches out on every side ; but no man
has an interpretation of these things in himself. He gains

a knowledge of chem by experience, by inquiry, by seeing

what other men do. It is an artificial process of learning.

You learn that it is right to pay your notes which are due
before three o'clock in the afternoon. Where is the law of

nature which says you must do that ? It is not a law of

nature, it is a law of the banks ; but, being a law for the

facility of commerce, it becomes a moral law, because the

violation of it entails immorahty of certain kinds ; and as

soon as you have found out that one way facilitates and pros-

pers men, and that the opposite way hinders and hurts them,
you have God's thought about right and wrong on that point
as clearly as though you had seen Jehovah on Mount Siuai

thundering it down, or graving it on stone.

The revelation of right and wrong is not by this mode or

by that, but by every method through which the understand-
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ing of man sees the best ways of adjusting men to each

other for common peace, common prosperity, common happi-

ness, and common elevation. These ways are first recognized

by an intellectual process ; and that process is followed by a

second, which is the recognition by conscience of what is

right and what is wrong.

In religious things, and under religious institutions, the

same things take place ; and 1 shall have occasion to speak of

them further on.

All these elements of right and wrong are ascertained,

then, through long ages of experience and history and legis-

lation. Some of God's revelations, to this day, have been

given to us by visions and direct personal inspiration ; but

the great majority of the revelations of God to this world

have come through the way that men have lived. They found

them out through living. Joy is revelatory, and sorrow is

revelatory. Hindrances, burdens, all manner ot sufferings,

aflfiliations of various kinds,—these all tend to reveal the

hidden laws, and the complexities of laws, that are involved

in creation.

We do not learn right and wrong, then, by intuition, in

the first instance. We found rules and laws existing when

we waked up into life. These rules and laws have been

gradually accumulated and marked out by the experience of

mankind. They determine for the conscience what is right

and what is wrong ; and then the conscience ratifies them by

distinctive action.

Now, in all ordinary matters, conscience only responds to

an intellectual perception or conclusion. Therefore you can

perceive that conscience will be contracted and partial just

in proportion as the intellect is. You find a man of a narrow

judgment, and he has a narrow conscience. You find a man
of a dull, stupid, fumbling understanding, and he has just

such a conscience—that is, his conscience never goes beyond

his reason in the interpretation of what is right and wrong.

A man may have a strong feeling of conscience ; but it may
not be intelligent ; and if it is not intelligent, it does not

express itself according to knowledge. Under such circum-

stances it is repressed where it ought to be developed, and it
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is developed and in exercise where it ought to be repressed.

The ordering of it, the action of it, depends upon the clarity

of the understanding.

That is one reason why you find men so divided among

themselves on very small matters. Here are two men, near

neighbors, seeing each other almost every day, but hardly

ever speaking to each other. Good men they are, both of

them, living next door to one another ; and they will scarcely

allow their children to play through the fence ! Kow, what

is the difference between them ? One believes that God

foreordained from all eternity that every thing should come

to pass from his own free will, and for his own everlasting

glory ; the other does not believe it : and they will not talk

to each other. Why is it ? Because on those points, their

understandings being narrow, and often bigoted, they have

said to themselves, " That is vital, and therefore T am bound

to stand by it: come on, Conscience;" and so the bull-dog

rushes out and sits down on that doctrine, and everybody is

judged by it. If you are right there, you are right pretty

much everywhere ; and if you are wrong there, you are wrong

pretty much everywhere. Narrowness, bigotry of judgment

—how it separates men ! How it acts on their consciences,

by obliging them to follow a miserable guide 1

I say to my flock, "Follow me." If I am clear-headed,

and have good eyesight, and am reasonably intelligent as a

guide, it is quite safe for them to follow me : but suppose I

am near-sighted, and timid ; suppose I pick out a path that

is muddy, hard, difiScult, covered with stumps and roots and

stones, and abounding in all manner of acclivities—then, if

my congregation are obliged to follow me, what sort of a

time will the men, women, and children have ! and what a

ragged set they will be !

Now, see how men's honest hearts are often be-drabbled

and draggled through troublesome ways by following an

incompetent judgment. One man has not much sense,

although he has a good deal of conscience. The conscience

that he has can be of little use to him, because it can act

only according to the sense that he has. That sense being

poor and partial and inexperienced, his conscience has an
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awful time following after it. An intelligent conscience,

therefore, is a very great luxury. It can hardly be said to

have been a necessity, or how could the world, with so little

of it, have got along as well as it has to this day ?

Conscience may be dead in some spheres, and very acute

in other spheres. If a man has a small reason, or a reason

that is partial, or a reason that is acute in a few things and
uninterpretative in other things, his conscience will partake

of the quality of that reason, and will go awry to the extent

that his reason is imperfect.

A man's understanding ia very much like a window. The
sun-light is all of one color ; but all the light that goes

through the window is not. Sometimes the audience have

a scarf of yellow running over them, sometimes one of blue,

and sometimes one of red,—according as the window is

painted. Man's reason being like a painted window, the light

that goes through it and falls upon his conscience is bizan-e,

grotesque, wrinkled, bent or distorted. I have known men
whose understanding had in it hideous saints, crowned mon-
sters, apocalyptic visions, and what not—things that took the

colors which were painted on the window of their reason.

It is very important, therefore, that men should be in-

structed. It was the want of a clear discrimination, of a

trained moral sense, of an interpreting conscience, that led

such men as Buckle, on this question, to go to the opposite

side from that which was taken by the theologians. The
Churches were echoing and re-echoing the idea that men
should go by moral sense, by conscience ; and he bounded to

the other extreme, and' said that the world had derived no

benefit from moral sense, that everything lay in the reason,

and that it was the increase of intelligence that the world

should be grateful for.

Now, both things are true. The moral sense, in order to

act to its best advantage, should have clarity and comprehen-

siveness, and should be trained to accuracy of judgment, so

that we may know what is right and what is wrong, and so

that our knowledge may have a motive power which comes

from the response of conscience.

The consciences of men are just as various in their de-
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grees of susceptibility as their other faculties are. The

tactile sense is not the same in all men. Neither is the sus-

ceptibility to education in the tactile sense. I never could

take a piece of woolen cloth in the dark and tell its color

;

but cloth-buyers can, by the feel They are enabled to do it

by an educated delicacy of touch. I never could, through a

microscope, determine things that Draper, or Wier, or any

other microscopist can. I have not had the education to give

me the susceptibility that they have. Every one of our fac-

ulties is in quality and quantity different from those of other

men. Different men have different gifts. Some men, we

know, are natural singers—poets. Some men cannot make

poetry, but they can make verses. Some men cannot even

make verses, but they can appreciate them when other folks

make them. (I belong to that class.) Some men do not even

appreciate them, unless they are very striking. The imag-

inative sense in them is so feeble that it requires an immense

blow to make it come up at all. Some men have such a sense

of color that the lowest tones gratify them; but coarse

natures, with small sense of color, have so little susceptibility

that the lower tones do not affect them, and it is not until

they come to staring yellow, and red-hot red, that they feel

at all. There is a want of resiliency in the faculty, as it

exists in them.

We know how men differ in the arithmetical faculty.

We know how easy it is for some to become mathematical,

and how diflBcult it is for others. We know how easy it is

for some to acquire a language, and how almost impossible

it is for others. Some men are by nature speakers. It is no

more trouble for them to speak than for a fountain to flow.

Other men are full of thought, but slow of speech. They are

like pumps without a nozzle. There is water enough, but

there is no way of getting it out. ^'The well is deep ;
but

what shall I draw with ?" is their perpetual motto. Some

men have skill, and some have not. Some men have dex-

terity, and some have not. Some men can go to sea and not

be sick, and some cannot. Every degree of gift and aptitude

runs through the human mind.

Now, it seems but a little thing to say that the conscience
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stuDfls on the same foundation ; but it is a very important

thing to say and to know that the sense of right and wrong
in individuals varies on a scale as high and long as that of

the reason, the imagination, or the constructive forces of life.

1 instance this, in order to lead to the consideration of the

ordinary auxiliaries of a feeble conscience.

If you take a man who has a naturally strong moral sense

with a good judgment, he easily learns and quickly responds

to what is right and what is wrong ; but if you take a man
who has good judgment, and whose conscience or moral sen-

timent is comparatively feeble, how are you going, except by

the direct training of the moral sentiment in him, to make
his conscience act ? It is at this point that I wish to show
you there are auxiliary faculties, under whose influence,

thrown upon the conscience, the conscience itself becomes

active. It will be found that men are sensitive to right and

wrong, not so much by reason of the direct impact of intel-

lectual decision, as by reason of intellectual decision trans-

mitted through another faculty or emotion.

Let me take a very familiar instance. I go before a large

assembly, wishing to argue in their presence the question of

anti-slavery (I can now safely employ such an illustration

as this). I am an abolitionist, and I wish to discuss this

subject. I know my people are so prejudiced that they

would burn me if I said a word about abolitionism. Such

is their feeling ; and they sit, not only doggedly, but like

dogs ready to bark. I say to myself, ^'How shall I get at

that question of justice ? In the present mood of this con-

gregation, I know that I sJiall have every one of them against

me if I argue it ; and what is the use of arguing it, unless

I can change them ? " What do I do ? I begin afar off,

and take some ground that is common to them and to me.

On this, I approach to the out-skirts of the main battle-

ground ; and upon that I throw the light of wit and humor.

One of the best missionary influences vouchsafed to the

human soul is wit and humor. I throw out wit and humor,
and bring my hearers into a state of royal good nature ; and

through these elements I bring in the truth which men do

not like ; and they say, "• Well, I don't believe it ; but after
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all, let it go—lie is smart." Directly or indirectly, I begin to

make a lodgment in the moral sense of these men. Al-

though their conscience cannot be directly approached, I

can get at it through the side of wit and humor ; and while

I keep on that side of them, so that I am good natured my-
self, I can pour in the truth on their minds, and can at last

make a sure lodgment in their moral sense—a thing which I

could not have done by argument alone. In this case, wit

and humor are auxiliaries ; conscience is intoned by them

;

and decisions are borne in upon the moral sense through the

element of wit and humor—one of the most civilising of all

the influences in the soul of man.

Let us take another instance. A man is not very suscep-

tible to right or wrong ; he is a hard, dry, worldly man ; but

really he is a good fellow, and very kind. You are meet-

ing just such men all the time. He is not religious at all

;

he does not go to church once a year ; and he is not very

careful of his language : but those who know him say,

''Well, he has a heart as big as an ox's." They say, "You
just talk to that man about any trouble or distress, and you'll

see what he is: he is as tender as a woman." You go to

him and you undertake abstractly to demonstrate that a cer-

tain truth is true, or that a given course is right, and that

the opposite course is wrong, and he will not listen to you a

single moment : but you demonstrate to his sense of kind-

ness that your position is right and that his is wrong, and

you begin to touch the feeling of sympathy in him. He
says, "Well, well, I never saw it in that light before. If

that is so, it is so." You can reach him through his benev-

olence, but he will not hear reason.

Take an illustration out of my own experience—for it is

always allowable, I believe, for a man to dissect his own sins.

When I came to Brooklyn, feeling a certain independence,

I refused to return marriage certificates to the authorities.

There was no law which compelled me to do it, and I was not
going to return them for mere form's sake. By-and-by a law
was passed that all clergymen should return marriage certifi-

cates to the Board of Health, but I did not do it then ; I

did not see any reason for it, and I was not going to trouble
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myseK about it. But after the first year of the war, on two

or three occasions it happened, some, woman would come to

me, and say, " My husband was killed on the battle-field ; the

government owed him for bounty and back-pay ; but I cannot

get the money unless I can prove that I was married to him :

will you not give me a certificate?" I had none. I had

made no return of their marriage. It did not take more

than one ai'gument like that to convince me that I ought to

make returns of certificates of marriage. I said to myself,

"If the bread of the poor is often to be determined by the

fact of a marriage ; if the fact of a marriage is a question

of humanity, and can settle what is right and what is wrong,

—

then my duty in the matter is clear :" and I believe I have

not failed to return the certificate of a marriage since that

day. The mere abstract law would not affect my conscience
;

but since my conscience was approached through sympathy,

through benevolent feeling, you could not bribe me to neg-

lect my duty in that regard. My conscience has strength on

that side.

There are some persons whose consciences are affected

through the sense of the beautiful and the ideal, and almost

only so. Many people think nothing to be right in worship or

in belief that has not the grace of beauty with it. On the other

hand, they think that nothing can be wrong which has that

grace with it. '* Nothing can be wrong if it is beautiful, and

nothing can be right if it is homely," is about their creed.

Therefore you will find such persons making this curious

distinction : an act which, in refined society, is performed with

all manner of graces and embellishments, they tolerate and

justify, while the same act performed in a vulgar crowd they

condemn as grossly wrong. The conscience, in these cases,

acts through the element of the beautiful ; and to such a

conscience that is wrong which is surrounded by homeliness,

and that is right which is enshrined in beauty. The imagina-

tive and sesthetical faculty is an auxiliary here. The selfish-

ness of such persons always tends toward, and goes with,

what is graceful and decorous, as if it were right. With

thcui, the aesthetic and the ethic are at least twin brothers,

if they are not identical. On the other hand, things of
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the same character, done without the concomitants of beauty,

are regarded as wrong. Pride is commendable here, in the

midst of what is refined ; but only surround it by what is

vulgar, and it is detestable. Selfishness up here where it

blooms, and covers itself with blossoms, is Justified ; but

down there, ragged and roaring selfishness, though it be

essentially the same in a moral point of yiew, is unjustified.

The things which take place in a cathedral, where are groined

arches, magnificent carving, sumptuous windows, the sweet-

voiced choir, the surpliced priest, round, ruddy and smooth-

faced—there, where things are done decorously and in order

—ah I there is religion, there is worship ; but go down into

a squalid room where two or three hundred roaring Metho-

dists have gathered together, and where they are shouting

out their prayers as from catapults, murdering the King's

English right and left, and singing cantering hymns, and
how can there be religion or worship there ? Persons, going

where things are vulgar, and done as common folks do

them, say, ''If that is religion down there among that vulgar

multitude, where is no grace and beauty—bah ! if that is

religioii, deliver me from it." What is the reason they are

contemptuous at the sincere, earnest, intense fervency of

unwashed, uncombed worship ? Because the asceticism is

wanting. Their conscience has been trained to judge all

things by that auxiliary of their conscience, the sense of the

beautiful ; and to them that which is beautiful is always

right, while that which is not beautiful is never right.

You will see other men, whose consciences act entirely

through the auxiliary of self-esteem. There is something

very striking in this ; but it does not follow, because a

person has an overweening estimate of himself, that he is

altogether out of balance. There are peculiar temperaments
;

there is a temperament of pride, of self-conceit, of self-

esteem, or whatever you choose to call it ; and to some per-

sons, I have observed, every thing is right that they think to

be right. The Ego in them is legislative and interpretive

;

and if they have done a certain thing, you can no more
persuade them that it is wrong than you could change the

laws of the globe. "Have I not done it?" they say to
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themselves ; and in their estimation that is reason enough for

its being done. They are not conscious of the self-conceit

that is in them ; they do not themselves perceive it ;
but it

is there. Whatever they have said must, they thmk, be true,

no matter how much of a lie it may be ; and whatever they

do, they think is right. If they believe a thing, they can not

conceive that it can be otherwise than so. The Ego in them

is so strong that it determines every thing ; and it is not only

the auxiliary, but it is the despot, of their conscience. Thus

persons often measure every thing about them by self-esteem.

I have seen men who were so conceitedly conscientious that

when they turned the screw, and took the last drop of blood

out of the clerk, since it was they that turned the screw, they

could not think that it was wrong. You could not, with the

thunder of Sinai, drive it into them that they had erred. So

conceited were they in their conscientiousness, that they were

impregnable.

" Seest thou a man wise in his own conceit? There is more hope

of a fool than of him."

There is very little hope of a fool.

There are other consciences that act througli veneration,

and only through veneration. Right and wrong are by

them determinable only through strict religious considera-

tions ; and these considerations are colored by the venerating

element. Many persons think there is no religion except

what is expressed through veneration ; and when they

hear a familiar colloquial religious discourse, they say,

''Oh, it is shocking!" On the other hand, when they ap-

proach a church, their voices grow lower and lower as they

come near the portal ; and when they reach the step-stone they

stop, and perform the virtue of lifting the hat ; and they

lay God under obligation by walking softly up the aisle ;
and

they express their religious feeling by bowing; and they

neither look to the right, to the left, nor any whither, but go

right up to where the holy man of God stands. They do

every thing in this restricted way. Do I ridicule them?

No, I do not. Their conscience acts entirely through the

faculty of veneration, of awe, of inspiration, and they are

consistent with it. I criticise it ; I describe it ; I say that it
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is narrow : Devertheless, it is sincere. It is only when they

turn round and become judge of all the earth, and my
judge in especial, and say, "Every thing that is done out-

side of this all-inspiring atmosphere is done wrong"—it is

only then that I pi'otest, and say, " Who art thoa that judg-

est my conscience ?" I worship, laughing ; I worshij^, loving

;

I worship, reasoning ; I worship as a full-orbed man ; and

there is nothing that God put into me of my higher nature as

distinguished from the animal part of my being—there is no
faculty of imagination or of reason in me ; there is no emo-

tion, whether it be high or low, of my being, which is

worthy, that is not a part of the offering which I bring to

God, and which is not as religious as any thing else, if I

bring it in a religious spirit. If a man's conscience only

works through veneration, respect it ; but do not let any

other man's conscience be a judge of yours. Allow no other

man to be your critic in this regard.

These illustrations are sufficient. I will now only give

you a few points of application. First, a consideration of

the auxiliaries which work upon men's consciences, and of

the differences that there are between those consciences,

shows why your conscience must not judge the consciences

of other men.

If my conscience works through the sense of beauty, why
should I judge a man whose conscience works through the

sense of the practical entirely? My conscience is not fitted

to judge his under such circumstances. Let us suppose

a case. Unquestionably a Eaphael worships God largely

through art. A man who is absolutely dead to every instinct

of art—a styllte, an anchorite—thinks heaven to be obtained

by pinched cheeks and a starved belly. He is always denying

himself, denying himself, and denying himself ; and that is

his religion. Now, is he competent to judge the generous,

red-cheeked Raphael ? And yet, each has a conscience, and
is true to that conscience.

Parents often judge their children by their own con-

science. A stern, Sunday-keeping, rigorous-eyed, just man,
who would not foi-feit his word for the world, who pays every

cent that he owes, and who collects every cent that is due
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him ; who walks with precision, and talks with precision, and

does everything with precision ; who is wound up by a prayer

every day, and performs until he is wound up again—this

man has a little buoyant sprite that comes through mother
and grandmother, bringing joy and hilarity into his family

;

and what a time he has, trying to bring up that child ! It is

as if an elephant had inherited a canary-bird. Both are good
in their several spheres, but one cannot give law to the other.

So it comes to pass that it is indisjiensable that men
should bear in mind that, while moral sense is the same, it is

susceptible of auxiliaries through which it acts, or by reason

of which it acts; and that these auxiliaries are so diiierent

that one man's conscience cannot be the interpreter of other

men's consciences. You are bound, therefore, to do as Paul

commanded when he said, '^ Conscience, not ihine own, but

of the other."

Let me read that passage again, for perhaps some of you

do not read your Bibles as often as you should :

" If any man say unto you, This is offered in saeriflce unto idols,

eat not for his sake that showed it, and for conscience' sake ; for the
eartli is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof : conscience, I say, not
thine own, but of the other."

Now then, there are difEerent consciences—consciences

that are just as different as folks are ; and it is not enough

for you to say, " I believe this to be right." That is no rea-

son why you should judge another man's conscience. It is

your duty to respect his conscience. It may be wrong, and

it may need instruction and guidance ; but you must take

into consideration that your conscience is not a fair index or

interpretation of his. If you condemn a man, it must be in

the light of his own conscience. Before you condemn a man,

you must see whether he is condemnable in the light of liis

own conscience as well as yours.

This courtesy, this consideration of other men's con-

sciences, this recognition of the principle that your fellow

men shall have liberty as well as yourself—how quick it takes

down dictation and arbitrariness ! How often do you see a

man—one of the best and honestest of men ; a man that is

lovely (so lovely that y«u wish he was in heaven)—how often
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do you see such a man stand before a congregation twenty

years without an idea that there is a difference between his

conscience and theirs ! He hammers and hammers his con-

science into theirs, and he hammers away many of his hear-

ers, if it is in the city, because there they can choose where

they will go. If it is in the country, they have two con-

sciences—an outside conscience and an inside conscience—

a

conscience of their own and a make-believe conscience. The
minister thinks he is right, and his conscience dictates ; but

it is no interpreter of theirs. It is local and limited, thank

God ! He undertakes to mould and pattern their consciences

on that which is in himself, and not on that which is in

Christ Jesus ; whereas, while he holds his conscience he

should allow them to hold theirs. The true principle is that

of liberty ; and in liberty there is variety ; and in variety

there is congruity. Indeed, it is only by variety that you can

have harmony. If all notes in music were alike, you would

have monotone. There must be the bass, the tenor, the alto,

and the treble, with instruments of every shape and size and

kind, to make those great effects which we call noble, glori-

ous choral harmonies. And among men tliere is great

variety in unity. A wise personality has regard to diversity.

A generic right admits of specific differences. The teacher

.

is glad to see variety in the gifts of his pupils.

When I take golden-pippin apple-seeds, and plant them,

it is not because I want to get golden pippins, for I can get

those by grafting from an old tree : it is because I hope they

will " sport," as the saying is, and come to something better

than the apples from which I took them.

When I sow flower-seeds in my garden, it is not because I

want flowers of the same pattern which I have already, but

because I hope they will develop improved kinds. The
florist's heart bounds with delight when he gets a new variety

;

and it ought to be so in the garden of the Lord, in the hus-

bandry of spiritual things. Let the genus be right, let there

be the right species, and then let there be variety endlessly

diversified.

It is indispensable that we should have a recognition of

men's consciences as differing: one from another—as small or
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great ; as torpid or sensitive ; as intense or feeble ; as colored

bj reason, by humor, by imagination, or by some other aux-

iliary. It is indispensable that we should recognize that a

man may be right who differs from us. The tendency of

this recognition is to make us charitable.

Oh ! I wish that men would hate the Pope worse than

they do. And who is the Pope ? You are the Pope. What
constitutes a Pope ? A Pope is one who thinks that he has

absolute authority over all things; and that is what you

think : not in respect to other things ; but the moment that

you are brought to a place where you are to determine for

your children, for your neighbors, for anybody, in matters

of rehgion, your instinct is to make your sense of right and

wrong, of the beautiful and the unbeautiful, their law.

Every man is inclined to make his judgment the rule for

all other men. Oh, that men had less of this intense ego-

tism !

The Pope at Rome is one of the best men in the world,

I suppose, because, under the circumstances, he has enor-

mous difficulties to contend with ; and I say nothing against

him personally. Pope Pius IX and I will sing hymns to-

gether in heaven ; and if humor does not die out, I will have

some sport with him. I do not use the term Pope in an

odious sense as applied to him ; but I would that there were

fewer Popes in the form of men whose prejudices are their

only religion, and who have no toleration for their fellow-

men that differ from them. I wish to make you understand

that God never ordained you to have a conscience for others.

Your conscience is for you, and for you alone.

In regard to other men you must judge charitably. I

judge very charitably of many drunkards. I supjiose that a

drunkard shall not inherit the kingdom of God ; but there

are many drunkards of whom I could say that they are nearer

to the kingdom of God than you are who never touch a drop

of intoxicating liquor. There are very many stingy men of

whom I could say that they are, after all, better men than

you are who are spendthrifts. I see a great many men who

have violent tempers. A violent temper is a bad thing to

have ; but a man who has a Mount Vesuvius in him, and
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does not let it smoke often, is better than a man who has a

snow-bank in him and praises himself because he does not

get on tire ! It is not your strength that keeps you from pro-

fanity
;
you do not wake up enough to swear. A man of a

dull, phlegmatic nature, who laughs at a jest the day after it

is uttered—do you suppose that man, although he never does

anything in haste, and although he never speaks before he

thinks, ought to pride himself on his caution ?

And so in regard to the whole moral constitution of men.

I do not wish you to understand that it is a matter of in-

diiference. I would not have you understand that some men
are not in a better position to know the truth than others.

I would not have you understand that there is not an infi-

nitely greater probability of the truth being reached by men
who have right reason and emotion and conscience, than by

those who have not. The point that I am pressing upon you

is this : you must regard your brother charitably ; and you

must therefore perceive how he is made, and not judge him

by the way in which you are made.

There is another matter, which perhaps would better be

the subject of a whole discourse than the tail of tliis one,

but which I will mention here—namely, the determining

power of men's moral sense in regard to their theological be-

liefs. There can be nothing, I think, more sure than that

all the great sects of Christendom cluster about certain or-

ganic mental peculiarities. Some men are fore-ordained to

be Calvinists, and some men were created from all eternity

to be Arminians. It lies in their nature.

Now, take a man of large benevolence. That is the pre-

dominating quality of his mind. It overshadows everything

else. It produces summer all along down the sides of Mount
Sinai. He sees no stone, nor rugged rock, but moss and

flowers and leaves and vines. He clothes everything out of

himself from his subjectivity. He invests all objects with

his own personality. His strong sense of benevolence rules in

his family, in his business ; and, in his neighborhood, so far

as he is concerned, it is the fundamental law. Now, you give

him the Bible, and ask him whether he believes in a future

eternal punishment, and what will he do? He will do just
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what a maguet does when it is drawn through sand. The
magnet will attract the iron and not the quartz that is in the

sand. As he goes through the Bible everything that magni-

fies the goodness of God and the mercy of God will come
after his magnet. Whenever he comes to a fissure where

there is smoke of wrath he jumps it and will not touch it;

when he comes to the wrath that burns to the lowest hell, he

says, " Oriental metaphor," and goes on ; and when he gets

to Revelation, he says, " There is no such thing as eternal

punishment,"

A hard, dry man, who has not much benevolence, but

who has a good deal of the sense of justice, of government,

of rules and regulations, goes through the Bible, and when
he returns he has on his back a pack filled with texts of fire.

The two men meet. One has not found anything of eter-

nal punishment, and the other has found nothing but that.

They stand over against each other, they are angry, and they

dispute one with the other. One says, " You will go to hell

because you don't believe in a hell
; " and the other, in his

mildness and provocativeness looks up, and says, "Well, if

there isn't a hell, there ought to be one for yon."

Now each man has followed the strong element of his

constitution and nature ; and taking a book so large as the

Bible, which it took four thousand years to write, and which

came from divers men reared under divers institutions, is it

strange that persons of very different constitutional tempei'a-

ments and biases, after going through it, should come back

with different theories ?

I do not say that the man who found nothing but good-

ness and mercy is right; nor do I say that the man who
found only justice is right : I simply say that each followed

his own bias. One leaned to the side of mercy, because that

was the necessity of his being ; and the other leaned to the

side of justice, because that was the necessity of his being.

So you will find many a man who preaches, not Christ,

but the philosophy of Christ. He never says, "Ecce Homo."
He is never content to say, Behold the lamh of God, just as

he is. He takes Christ to pieces. He declares that he is

Prophet, Priest, and King ; and he goes into a discussion to
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show how he is Prophet, how he is Priest, and how he is

King. He goes into a consideration of his work, and explains

what it was, and how he carried it on. He gives an account

of his passion and death ; and he is not content to throw up
the curtain, and let the august scene stand before the unin-

structed and wondering hearts of men, and produce its own
power by its adaptation thereto—oh, no. He analyzes

Gethsemane. He j)uts Calvary in the crucible, and gives the

reason for the suffering of the Saviour on the cross. He
tells all about the arrangement and understanding between

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. And he is sure

of all that he relates. He says to the sinner :
'* You must

come to God through this enormous machinery of the aton-

ing mercy of Christ." He does not tell his congregation that

they can get near to Christ. They never have Christ

preached to them. It m the theology of Christ, or the phi-

losophy of Christ that he preaches to them.

Now, is there no difference between a thing and the phi-

losophy of it ? A mother has been gone from home two days,

leaving her little babe, a year old, in the care of a friend

;

and, when she comes back, she rushes to the cradle and
catches the babe and covers it with kisses, and says ten

thousand sweet, sensible follies to it ; and I sit down and
say to her, **Now, what do you understand to be the nature

of motherly love ? What is there in that child that is so

attractive to you ?" I am theologizing to that mother.

How many men there are who are afraid that the church

is going to Babylon ! Why are they afraid ? Because a race

of young ministers are coming up who are preaching, not the

philosophy of Christ, but the thing itself. They are address-

ing the soul, the conscience, the feelings of men. They are

bringing the concrete God before men. They are presenting

the absolute reality of the divine existence and love. But the

fathers of the church have been accustomed to preach these

things through the process of discussion—of analysis and
synthesis ; and when their methods are not followed, they are

alarmed. It is a veritable alarm ; and I do not know how
they are going to be quieted, unless they will die. Then I

think they will get over their fright.
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Multitudes of men judge each other, and judge sects or

churches, in matters of religious belief, by the peculiar way
in which their intellect works with their conscience.

There is one other application that I will make, but that

I ought not to make, because in doing it I will spoil a good

sermon—for there is enough in it to make a good sermon. I

refer to the corporate consciences of men. An old theologue

says, '*The church is the channel and medium of God's best

gifts to mankind ; and therefore it is more important that the

church should be established than that this man or that man
should live." That is the secret of persecution—the idea

that, as the church is the medium of the best gifts of God to

the world, the church must be spread, and that if a heretic

stands in its way he is to be killed ! On this theory, the

world has been saturated with the blood of men who were as

conscientious as you or I, and more so—men who subdued

their natural feelings, overcame their affections, and gave up

father and mother, brother and sister, children, every thing

that was dear to them, that they might follow Christ.

I see the same thing now. You do not need to go back

to the dark ages for illustrations of it. The venerable presi-

dent of a theological seminary says, " I think the existence

of tliis seminary is the existence of true theology in this

State : now, any man who is not a friend to this seminary

ought to be put down. The way to spread tlie kingdom of

God evidently is to spread theology ; this seminary teaches

theology ; and any thing that stands in the way of this semi-

nary stands in the way of theology, and so of the kingdom

of God or of Christ, and must be sacrificed." His conscience

is firm and immovable on this point, and he feels justified, in

the service of God, as he calls it, in doing whatever is neces-

sary to maintain the seminary, even to the extent of making

public confidential letters, and circulating injurious reports

concerning men. " Ought we not," he says, " to love Christ

more than father or mother, brothers ov sisters, houses or

lands ? and I am doing it.

"

The same thing is true in regard to a commercial corpor-

ate conscience. It is said that corporations have no souls.

ISTo, they have not ; for a corporation is nothing but a
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machine in which men are the wheels. The individuals who
are working in a corporation allow their consciences to act

with the corporate conscience. The difference between Cath-

olicism and Protestantism is not that in the Catholic Church

there are Pope_, cardinals and archbishops. We have orders

of the priesthood as well as they. The difference between

the Roman Church and the Protestant Church lies in the

fact that the Roman Church requires a corporate conscience,

saying to men, " Your conscience must go with the church ;"

and the Protestant Church says to men, " You must have an

individual conscience—your conscience must be your own."

All through the ramifications of society you will see men
who, while they have a private conscience at home and in

their neighborhood, on the other hand, in regard to traffic and
the community at large, have a corporate conscience. They
have two consciences. As men have two horses, one for one

road and one for another, or one for riding and driving and

another for different work ; so men have two consciences,

one of them being a corporate conscience, for doing things

which they would not think of doing with their private con-

science ; and the private conscience does not feel hurt or

condemned by what the corpoi-ate conscience does. A man's

private conscience holds him in restraint ; but his corporate

conscience gives loose to all manner of wrong-doing, creates

inconsistencies between his public and his private life, brings

him into discord with himself, and prevents that singleness

of eye which Christ enjoined, and without which no man
can be direct in whatever he does, throwing the energy of his

entire self into it, whether it be public or private. Men who
have this singleness and unity have moral power ; but the

men who divide themselves up, doing things in public ref-

lations that they would scorn to do as private men, are

morally enfeebled.

I beseech you, then, to remember the august words which

I read to you in the opening service. You are not to domi-

neer over other men's consciences. You are not to neglect

yourself, but you are every day to remember that you will be

judged by your consciences. Every one of us shall stand be-

fore God and be judged ; and we shall be judged by the light
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that we have, or that we might have had. We shall every

one of us be judged, uot by our neighbor's conscience, not by

the conscience of this or that church, sect or party, but by

the conscience which we carry in our own selves—our own
personal sense of right and wrong.

Therefore, it is of the last degree of importance that you

should set your conscience by the moral sense of God. Let

men help you as much as they please ; but remember that

they are but rounds of the ladder. No man can afford to set

his conscience less carefully than he does his watch.

Do I go to you to know what time it is ? Do I stop the

passer-by, and say, "Let me see the time of day ?" No. I

have pride in an accurate watch ; and I go to Hammond, and

say, "Have you taken a solar observation lately?" "Yes,

to-day," he says. "Then^set my watch." Nothing but the

sun will do for me. T will go on absolute time.

You may help yourseK by other men's beliefs and con-

sciences ; but there is only one true Timekeeper. Every

man's conscience should be set every day with God's. It is

Christ in you, your conscience in Christ Jesus, that should

be your guide. By that you should attempt to hve ; by that

you will be able peacefully to die ; and by that you shall go

to be forever with the Lord.
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PRAYEE BEEORE THE SEEMOK.

O THOU crowned One! we, too, are speaking unto thee, not in our

own voice, but iu the voice of our dear little children that have
gone home. Our fathers and our mothers are with them. Our
brothers and our sisters and the companions of our labor and toil

through many years, who have been on earth with us iu temptation

and ill struggle, but who have ojereome, and are redeemed through
death and immortality, are with thee this day, and we are not un-
known iu heaven, and our spirit is there with those who have gone
before us; and as they rejoice with thee, and are filled with thy
glory, it is as if we were with them. The communion of the saints

brings us into the fellowship of those who are redeemed; and our
hearts reach up gladly to-day, to feel that we have better brothers

and better sisters than those that are incarnated; that we have
nobler companions than the noblest who walk with us on earth; and
that our hearts are to-day not altogether with us, but with those

who are praising thee. We seem to identify ourselves with that

throng, and to make their voice ours, and their sight our vision, and
their praise ours; for we are too blind and too nearly dumb to

praise thee, and are glad to think that those who are so much to us,

and whom we will not let go, holding them fast in the arms of love,

know how to praise with heavenly voice, and are filled with the
glory of that estate toward which we aspire. We thank thee for the

victory of those over whom we wept; of those whose going seemed
like the opening of dungeon doors; of those whom we strove to

keep. We are glad, now that the pang of grief is passed and that

faith interprets providenc^e, that they are at rest, and that they
behold thy face, and that these mysteries which baflQe us are plain

to them, and that that glory which we seek after, they inherit, and
that those praises which with the faintest voices we attune break
forth in rapture and incessantly with them. Oh, blessed children of

our love! oh, blessed companions, not separated from us, though
gone forth from our sight and from our touch, yet ever with us!—in
that which is divine in us, iti all that part of our nature which is of

God, we still hold them. We are still companions with them. We
rejoice that time is bringing us nearer to that blessed estate, to that
glorious company, to that fellowship above; and we beseech thee
while times do scowl and storms are filling the heavens, that we
may minister to ourselves these thoughts, though not to make us
impatient of the burden or of the storm. May we be willing to

bear so long as Christ Jesus wishes us to bear, and as soldiers to

stand and defend whatever is appointed—and that, till we are recall-

ed; yet may we comfort ourselves in the darkness by the thought
of the life beyond ; and as the thorns depress, may we comfort our-
selves with the thought of that thornless Brow that once wore thorn-
crowns for us.

Now from thine eyes the light is that of love. Now thy brow is

full of beauty and of glory, and death shall not disfigure thee, nor
shall weakness reach up to despoil thee of thy strength, which thou
art holding for all thine own. We are, O Lord Jesus, thine, not be-
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cause of what we are, nor because of what we have done, nor for
any reason that we can give, except that thou art God ; and it is the
nature of God to love and to nourish imperfection, to forgive'
iniquity and transgression and sin, to take all who will be taken,
and to bear them steadily forward toward his own estate of glory.
Therefore, we are thine because we need thee; because we are so
sinful ; beeauso we ai e so undeserving ; because we are so far from a
completed fidelity; and because without thee we should die. With
all our manifold weaknesses, and \^th a consciousness of transgres-
sions influite, we bring ourselves before thee,, not bowing down like
slaves, nor cowering. We do not fear thee. We come- boldly to
thee. Thy presence is the sanctuary of love. We have been for-
given so many times, the twilight has flashed over our soul so often,

and the way of tby soul with ours is so plain, that we cannot fear
thee any longer, thou crowned Love!
We rejoice in thee. We rejoice in thee all the more because over

against our unworthiness rise up so conspicuous, and to us so
awful, the beauty, the grandeur, and the raagesty of thy greatness
and thine all-forgiving compassion. Oh, that thou mightest be to

others what thou art to us I Oh, that those who go with dishevelled
locks and poor raiment, wandering beggars by the palace of their

King, might know what raiment, what food, and what a royal recep-
tion there is for them, if they would. Why should the children of a
king go thus defiled and full of distress? Reveal thyself to thy weak
ones; to those whose faith is limited by rais-teaching; to those who
have never dared to let their souls out in trust towards an all-trust-

worthy Lord Jesus; to those who are conscious of their sins. To
those whose consciences are bulwarks between themselves and thee,

make thine appearing. Rise as the sun from the mountains, and
drive away their darkness, and let them beholcT how sinful they are,

that they may come the more readily to thee and be forgiven, and
be received and brought into thy realm. Those who stand away,
seeking their own pleasure, and casting behind them even with
defiling touch the things which are sacred—we beseech thee that

thou wilt give to them a better mind. Fill them with a sense of

compunction for that which is past; but with the radiancy of hope
may they look toward the things which are before them ; and more
and more earnestly may they take hold of the things that remain.
We pray that thou wilt infuse into the hearts of all a desire to

live better; to cleanse their motives; to have their hearts searched

and purified by the Spirit of God. Grant that, in the discharge of

our earthly duties, we may all seek more to embellish the things

which are homely, and to lift up with dignified performance the

things that are in themselves poor and mean. Bring that which is

noble in our own souls to cover that which hath not nobility in

itself. We pray that we may walk among men with such cheer-

fulness, with such sweetness of disposition, with such hopefulness

and with such courage, that we shall diffuse the balm thereof on
every side, and that men shall know that God has iieen with us, and
has taught us his own secret. Grant us forgiveness for our selfish-

ness, and pride, and coldness, and indifference toward one another.
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Gran>*, "baf, \ve may seek in all the days that remain, wherever we
are, towaid all—reward the good because they are good, and toward
the evii beuaase tuey are evil, and need it—to be more like our

Saviour, aud to do to them as he is doing to us.

We pray ihat thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon all the

labors of thy sur^srauis here; upou all our schools; upon all the

means employed for carrying on the various works of love with
which thou hast inspiied ihose who are among us. We pray that

thou wilt bless all those who are teaching, and all those who are

taught. Open the hearts ol our people to be more bountiful; to

spare themselves less and less ; to spend and be spent for the cause
of man,
We pray that thou wilt gvaat tQy blessing to rest upon all who

are with us to-day. Though some may be strangers in outward
guise, may there be that inwaid knowledge of God, that sense of
God presei^t with us, which shall joid us ah together in holy fellow-
ship. May this be a home to many a heart that lor the first time has
come hither.

We pray that thou wilt bless those who are separated from their
kindred—all wanderers; those who are absent temporarily, and are
strangers in a strange land. Fulfill their desires. Bless those who
have left dear ones behind them. Preserve those who wander
everywhere. Rememember our dear brethren on the sea, in foreign
lands, in the wilderness, wherever they may be; and keep them, we
beseech thee, even as our hearts would have them kept.
We pray that thou wilt grant that thy grace which hath been so

much to us may go forth through all our land. Oh, let not thy house
be a house of disputation ! Grant that thy temple may not be filled

with such passions as belong to animals. Drive forth from the tem-
ple those that sell and buy, and all things that pollute and defile;

and may the truth of God shine out from all churches. May the
truth of God unite all people. May the truth of •God inspire
knowledge and the desire thereof, and all probity, and all fidelity,

and all obedience, and all subordination. May all men hoiior each
other, and those who are set over them'^'in the Lord. We beseech
thee, not only that thou wilt unite the hearts of citizens every-
where, but that thou wilt draw together the nations of the earth.
May those defiling passions which have so long estranged them die
for want of fuel. Grant, we pray thee, that there may be less and
less of separation through selfishness, and that there may be more
aud more of the unity of a true brotherhood. Oh, that the name of
Christ might no longer divide, but bring together! And may the
Christian nations of the globe set the example to all wandering
tribes and heathen nations, not only of outward prosperity and
worldly comfort, but of nobility, and generosity, and justice, aud
purity, and truth. And so may the cause of this world become the
cause of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; and may he reign from
the rising of the sim until tie going down of the same.

And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, shall be the praise
erermore. Amen.
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PRAYEK AFTEK THE SERMON.

Grant, we beseech thee, thy blessing to rest, our Father, upon
the truth which has been spoken in accordance with thy will.

Overrule whatever has been imperfect and sinful. Bless according
to the bounty that is in thy heart, and not according to the fitness

of that which we present, all that has been done, and felt, and
thought, and said. And now, let thy blessing go home with us.

The peace of God which passcth all understanding—in that may we
dwell.

And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son and Spiiit, ever-
more. A.mcn.



LOVE, THE KEY TO RELIGION.

" If ye love me, keep my commandments. And I will pray the

Father, and he shall sive you another Comforter, that he may abide

with you for ever; even the Spirit of truth ; whom the world cannot

receive, because it seeth him not, neither knoweth him: but ye

know him; for he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you."—John
xiv., 15-17.

For a long period, in the church, the question of the na-

ture and relations of ChrisL has been a theme of investigation

and of study ; and the weightiest and most unfinished con-

troversies of the Christian era have turned upon the nature

of Christ—upon whether he was divine, or whether, being

divine, he was a part of the Godhead. That controversy,

not yet escaped from the church, has taken on a certain out-

ward form beyond ; and it is a question now whether Chris-

tianity, as the outcome of Christ, is true—whether there was

a historic Christ ; whether anything which can be deduced

from the so-called records of his life is worthy of the recep-

tion of a scientific mind, or comes within the jurisdiction of

evidence—such evidence as it is proper that a thinking,

trained man should receive. " What think ye of Christ?"

is still the question. Is he divine, or is he not ? Is he God

manifest in the flesh, or only a moral genius, developed sud-

denly, by Just such a combination of circumstances as devel-

oped Homer, Plato and Aristotle in antiquity, or Goethe in

Germany, or Shakespeare in England—only in different

spheres ? Was lie the greatest moral genius of the world ?

Now, I submit to you that, while there is much for his-

torical investigation in this matter, the real test as to the

Saviour's nature and rightful claims cannot be established by

StTNnAY Morning. March 28. 1875. Lesson : Isa. Ixi. Hymns (Plymouth Col-

lection) : Nos. 130, 255, 1267.
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historical investigation. It is a question that must be deter-

mined by methods which he himself pointed out.

I have read this passage because in it you will find that

love, or the mode of universal benefaction and good-will, is

the key-note. "If ye love me [that is the entering and

opening word], keep my commandments." In other words,

the command is : Develop love into a practical form. Be-

gin with the culture of the spirit of personal and universal

beneficence and good will ; and then develop it into every

form of active life. Keep my commandments, whether they

are the teaching of nature, whether they are so-called scien-

tific commandments (or commandments revealed by science),

whether they are social commandments, or whether they are

commandments of the household. Whatever true command
is laid upon you, develop obedience to it in the spirit of love,

so that it shall be fulfilled in that spirit. . The promise is that

to one who does this shall be sent 'Hhe spirit of truth"—the

universal knowing spirit—the insight or perception of truth

—the reflection and ascertainment of truth—the very intui-

tion by which truth is disclosed. The mind under such cir-

cumstances shall become a globe, luminous, casting rays out

of its moral condition into every obscure corner or place, and

giving light which comes back by reflection from the nature

of the things on which it falls. "Love me," he says, "and

develop love as the genius of the world-life ; carry it into

every element and every practical form of life, so that it shall

become the absolute controlhng power ; and out of that con-

dition there will spring up in you a universal capacity of

knowing : not instantaneous, not miraculous, but real, with

a larger expression. This order of development, this style

of education for the human soul, brings all its nobler nature

out, and gives it supremacy over the lower and animal nature ;

and that is the test that I am the Saviour of the world, the

Son of God, and divine. You shall find it when you shall

have developed in yourselves that which is in me, and which

J declare to be the sum of the truth in reference to time and

the universe. When I declare that the kingdom of Grod and

I.i{s righteousness are the first to be sought, and that then all

-lather things shall come in their train as sequences and proper
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effects, the way to find out whether I am right or not, is to

put yourself in such relations as I point out. If yon do that,

you shall know." If a chemist declares to you that sucli

and such compounds produce such and such effects, it is

quite in vain for you to stand and reason it out. He and

everybody else would ridicule you if you did, and would say,

" The way to tell whether it be true or not, is to jierform the

experiment. If it be true, it will come out so, and if it be

not true, it will not come out so ; and you will have some

ground for dissenting."

If a person declares that with certain lenses, and certain

combinations of them, certain things can be seen ; if he de-

clares that with a given instrument you can accomplish given

results, it is in vain for you to fall back on old ideas, and

say, *'It is all nonsense." The way to ascertain whether

what he says is true or not, is to put yourself in relation with

these instruments, and see if the effects follow which it was

declared would follow. Then you will know whether the

things stated are true or false.

In view of this general statement, let us test the question

whether Christ is divine, and is the Saviour of the world

in his relations to the human soul.

In the first place, you will bear in mind that our Saviour

never lays any stress on historical argument. It has been a

matter of wonder to a great many—it was to me at one time,

and probably it was to you—how it should be that tlie mani-

festation of God in the person of Jesus Christ should come

as it did. Well, I never thought that Christ should have

come with thunder and lightning ; I never dreamed that there

should have been an army, with banners and music, and all

that—that would be childish ; but I have wondered that he

should have come in such an obscure nation, and in the

obscurest province of it, and among the obscurest people, his

mission being developed through the laboring classes. How-
ever, that is all well enough ; but it has seemed to me strange

that he should have gone about preaching without a secretary,

without a reporter ; with no possible provision made for the

transmission of his messages which had in them the life of

the soul, and the genius of the time to come. There was
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no scribe to take down our Saviour's utterances ; and when he

died, so far as we have evidence, he himseK never had written

a word, except that which he wrote on the ground. He
never had made provision for a record. His maxims, his

parables, his doctrines, his exhortations, his sweet love-tokens,

all of them were held in solution in the memory. No steps

were taken for their preservation.

In other words, Christ seemed almost as if he floated in

time without a body, and without any of those appliances and
instrumentalities which we, in the body, use, and use to such

a good purpose. He seemed to have been a spirit, as it

were, moving in atmospheric conditions, and teaching men
almost without any organic physical nature.

Christ never alluded to bis own work. He never, in any

way, used his personal history : not that it would have been

objectionable; but he did not. He never said, "I am a

Jew," so as to ingratiate himself with his own people.

Knowing that they hated a foreigner, he nevef said to

them, "I have from my youth been educated strictly in the

synagogue, and in the observance of all rites and services."

Although it was a fact, and although it was a right thing,

he never threw out that lure to orthodoxy, so that men
might have confidence in him. He never said, "I, too,

know what it is to be hard worked and to suffer hunger,"

that he might win the sympathy of the great laboring-class

of the community that surrounded him. He did not

make a show of his patriotism. He did not declare

himself to be the workingman's friend. He made no allu-

sion to his external and personal history, except simply to

say : "The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have

nests ; but the Son of Man hath not where to lay his head,"

or something like that. Beyond such incidental remarks,

called forth for special purposes, there was no use made by

him of his outward development in time during his ministry,

so far as we know anything about it. On his power, on his

miracles, he placed a very low valuation. A mii-acle is a

sign and substitute ; and we do not want miracles, because

we have a great deal better evidence of things than any

miracle could be. We have reason and experience in regard
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to moral things, so that with us miracles are not necessary.

But there may be easily conceived a condition of mind in

which the thing proposed to men is so contrary to anything

of which they have any knowledge that, for the time being,

superstition, wonder, admiration, in regard to a sign of the

thing proposed, is needful. The sign of a truth may be a

substitute for a vision of that truth before the mind is able

to perceive it ; but the sign ceases to be of value when the

mind can perceive the truth itself. So, our Saviour always

spoke of his miracles depreciatingly. He ranked them far

lower than he did his own discourses. You will recollect

that when a nobleman came to him for the healing of his

son, he said to him, "Except ye see signs and wonders, ye

will not believe."

He makes a distinction between that kind of belief which

comes from seeing a sign or a miracle, and that kind of

belief which comes from him personally. He says, "You
will not believe unless you see me, like some thaumaturglst,

work a miracle." What he wanted, was that they should

believe in Him. When a miracle would help them to do

that, as a secondary instrument, he employed it; but his

power to work miracles ; his power on the sea and on the

land ; his power with wood, and stone, and fire, and water,

was as nothing to him. The thing which he had continually

in his thought was, what he was of himself, and what he

would have men become by accepting his ideal of life and

character. "Believe in me," he said: "lam the true life

of the soul." He put faith in himself highest and first. It

was in him that men were to trust, by love and sympathy.

That is, their faith in him was to be a faith that worked, as

Paul said, by love. They were to trust him because there

was that in him which made him "chief among ten thousand,

and altogether lovely." It was the beauty that was in him
;

it was the true simplicity and perfection of his nature ; it was

the congruity of all the elements of his character ; it was his

absolute harmony with his circumstances on every side

;

without imperial might, without any schools of philosophy

round about him, without the ordinary instruments which

give publicity to men's acts, without literary fame, without
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pretensions of any sort to that which belonged to his race-

stock, or the history of the age in which he lived, but with a

voice and life almost disembodied while in the flesh, floating

through the period of time,—it was these things tliat consti-

tuted the reasons why they should trust in him. Account to

me, if you can, for the fact that this almost disembodied
influence has turned the world up-side down, has penetrated

all philosophies, has pierced all legislatures, and has been at

the root of law, of education, or morals, and of belief, the

world over, ever since. How absolutely inadequate were any
of the external circumstances which attended the career of

Christ on earth ! and yet, what a power there was in him !

and what a power has come down from him by virtue of that

essential self-ness which was in him—his interior and real

nature.

Now, they who perceive this in any degree, and come into

a love-sympathy with it, have taken the first stej) in the

direction of faith. It was in the matter of faith that he
differed from all others. It was that which gave him his

personality—namely, his spiritual nature.

No man can test Christ except by conforming to his ideal.

No man can test Christ without making the test in himself

as to whether he has that which made the ideal Christ what
he has been to the world—as to whether the structure, opera-

tion, drift, tendency of his interior nature, is working out in

him what Christ said it should work out, and what he prom-
ised that it should work out, as the underlying drift of

creatior.

Did Christ, then, bring all virtues into the world ? No,
not morality. He did not invent that. There was justice

before he was just ; there was love before he was loving

;

there was mercy before he was merciful ; there was order in

the household before he came upon earth ; there was obedi-

ence to parental authority prior to his advent. Neither did

he invent religion ; but he brought into the world a concep-

tion of that which was in him, and of those elements which

had the infallible development of men out of their animal

conditions into the highest spiritual or divine conditions.

That he did ; and it w^as not done before nor since, as he did
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it. Hence the true test as to whether he was Christ, or in

any sense divine, must be found in verifying the declarations

which he made.

For example, in relation to the individual, take some test

points—for instance, as to whether the development of love

will give growth to every other part of man's nature. Will

love educate and develop the reason ? Looking at it in a very

narrow way, no. Looking at it in a larger way, it certainly

will, and does ; it always has done so, and will do so again.

What are the things that hinder or prevent the education and

development of the reason ? Are they not prejudice, pride,

selfishness, self-indulgence, animalism ? It is said that the

flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against the flesh,

and that they can not be reconciled. No ; on any ground of

equality, they can not. The fleshly, animal nature that man
has, rises up, and is perpetually in the way of the right activ-

ity of the human reason ; and any moral change by which you

reduce to subordination the appetites and passions—pride,

envy, self-indulgence, and the like—leaves the reason unen-

slaved to the extent to which that subordination is can-ied.

In proportion as you repress these underlying instincts, the

reason rises and develops itself.

After the winter was past, in old New England, where we
had chopped our wood there were vast beds of chips ; and

under the chips were all manner of roots that wanted to

grow ; and when the blue-bird had blown his flute, and the

robin had warbled her song, and the sun had shot forth its

mild rays, and the grass had started under the south edges of

the sheltering fence, and every thing in the vegetable world

had begun to come forth, under these chips nothing grew.

And when, later, the breaths of the browsing cows smelled

of the grass, as they came home from the pasture, nothing

grew under these chips. And when, still later, the crawling

plants lifted themselves up from beneath the soil, nothing

grew where these chips were. But, by and by, when there

was a general clearing up, we took our rakes and scraped up
the chips, and gathered them in heaps, and tumbled them into

the wood-house ; and straightway there were yellow blades of

grass to be seen, which had beep trying to grow, but could
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not ; and, in less than a week, these blades of grass had
straightened themselves up, the whole spot was changed from
yellow to green, and blossoms were getting ready to come
forth.

Now, at first, the reason could not grow because it was
underneath sui:)erincumbent hindrances ; and it was the tak-

ing off of these hindrances, and exposing it to the sun, that

gave it growth. The human reason has been overslaughed,

weighed down, by animal propensities. It has been kept

busy as the serA^ant of the appetites—cruelty, combativeness,

and all manner of selfish inclinations. It has been running

here and there on errands for the lower passions. It was only

by the removing of the control of these passions, that the

reason could be set free, and rendered susceptible to those

influences whose tendency it is to produce such conditions as

will insure intellectual growth. He who trusts in the love of

Jesus Christ as the invisible element by which the lower

instincts are held in subordination ; he who lifts himself up
and takes hold of the spirit of God as it is manifested in

Jesus Christ,—he has the disinfectant which will give health

to his soul, when it has been defiled by the lower animal

appetites and passions. Historically considered, whatever

element has tended to repress these appetites and passions,

and to bring in sweet affections, and develop the higher moral

sentiments, has also tended to develop the reason.

Why is it that there is such intelligence in America, in

England, in Scotland, in old vSwitzerland, or in any Chriitian

nation where the great masses are intelligent, except it be

that there is in these countries a Christianity which teaches

men to deny themselves ? It is because they have been

taught to deny will, and pride, and selfishness; it is because

they have been taught, holding themselves obedient to law,

to deny drunkenness, and theft, and slandering, and all man-

ner of evil concupiscence, and whatever hinders self-govern-

ment.

Now, invariably, wherever self-government is taught,

there follows it, in the course of time, common sense, intel-

ligence, an appetite for knowledge, and growing reason, and

the spirit of truth, which Christ promised should come to
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those who loved him and kept his commandments. This
promise we know is in part fulfilled, and is certainly illus-

trated by the fact that Christianity works out, in the long

run, and in great masses of men, high and universal intel-

lectual conditions.

Faith does not, in each individual instance, immediately,

as the instantaneous fruit of conversion, work out the ele-

ment of reason ; but taking it compreliensively, and regard-

ing it in its relations to time and to the race, the condition

prescribed by Christ of adhesion to him does work out uni-

versal intelligence.

Apply it to the moral sense. There certainly was a moral
sense before Christ came into the world ; but moral sense was
always developed first centripetally—so much so that moral
philosophers, and many theologians of good repute, believe

that the sense of right and wrong in us is developed by our
consciousness of that which is right- and wrong as applied to

ourselves. They think that man first learned that it was
wrong to strike others because he felt how wrong it was
for them to strike him. Historically considered, it is very

likely true that the early training of men and a knowledge of

right and wrong stood connected with the defense of their

own low animal rights and conditions ; but there is a higher

sense of right and wrong than that. The feeling of right

and wrong is selfish in its origin, necessarily ; but, if we are

rightly educated, we come to a sense of right and wrong as

relates to the races ; and there is such a thing as coming to a

state of development in which a man does not feel the wrong
that is done to him very much. Christ did not feel the

wrong which was heaped upon himself ; but there could not

be the cry of a child, or the wail of a woman, or the suffer-

ing of a culprit, or anything that needed pity, that did not

instantly awaken the greatness of his soul, and call forth his

compassion.

Now, that idea of justice which all governments have,

and which is popular, is yet crude and rudimentary ; and it

is touched with the fatal element of couibativeness and de-

structiveness. The universal notion of justice, which is that

of inflicting pain for wrong done, or making a creature un.
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happy because he has made others unhappy, indicates the

lowest form of moral development ; and there never will be a

justice fit for universal use in securing the highest condition

of mankind until there is a justice which springs out of love,

and not out of a sense of right and wrong. Hating evil never

made a purer or a better intelligence. It is loving good that

makes men like God—-not hating evil. We are to hate evil
;

we are to abhor it ; but hatred or abhorrence of evil cannot

be the fountain out of which we derive our highest manhood.
That cannot be the root of the great moral element which

is so sensitive to right and wrong. This is an element which

must come from a much higher development. You never

will have humane nations as long as nations may do things

such that, if an individual should do them, everybody would

call him a devil. If one man with his teeth devours his

neighbor, is it any less hideous when a million teeth are

doing it instead of a single set ?

It is said that nations must do these thin; ? for self-

preservation. Oh, well, when you plead the 1 iby act, it is

so. Nations that are weak, and cannot do i\'~ best things,

may do things that are less than the best ; an.l . ^^ll they are

confessedly weak, we are not to inveigh against them as

though they were capable of acting in accordance with the

instincts of higher human nature. On that ground we are

to be lenient in our judgment of them ; but on any ground

that ought to develop the race into anything like millennial

conditions, there never can be a moral sense which is not

developed out of love.

The true mother, the woman that feels that her child is

from her loins, and remembers that it is bone of her bone,

flesh of her flesh, mind of her mind, and soul of her soul, and

loves it better than herself, and, because she loves it, hates

to see it turn toward animalism, and by love draws it back

therefrom—slie exemplifies the justice of the universe—divine

justice. Hidden, many of these things were, from the wise,

and revealed to babes—yes, and revealed to the mothers of

babes. There is more theology in woman's love for the child

that she has tried to save from evil than there is in all the

writings of Bellamy, or in all the tomes of Chrysostom. We
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got our idea of justice from the Romans, mostly; and they

were as hard as iron. Those old organizers thought the State

was more important than the people that composed it ; they

enforced their notions of government by machinery ; and

those who were in its way had to be crushed, as, in India,

persons are crushed under the car of Juggernaut. The great

machine of government and law is dragged along, and who-

ever gets under its ponderous wheels is ground to powder

;

and blood like wine flows from the victims that are crushed

beneath them. No matter who is sacrificed, law and gov-

ernment are considered as the most important things. But
I say that souls, sentient, living creatures, are the transcend-

ent elements in time, and that there never can be a right

universal moral sense until you have one that executes itself

on the principle of true love.

I believe in justice, but not in such justice. I believe in

angelic justice, but not in leonine justice. I believe in the

justice of the heart, but not in the justice of the body—in

the justice of the soul, but not in the justice of the teeth.

Till we can get something better we must tolerate what we
have. If you were to take away the crude, rudimentary forms

of justice which exist among us, the world would be worse

off than it is. We must have something ; but do not think

that our justice is the ideal justice. It may be indispensable

for the present time ; but do not suppose that it is justice of

the highest order. Nay, never, until the moral sense takes

a higher pitch, and is chorded and tuned to the Soul that

loves good, and is God because it has good universal for its
•

end—never until then will there be a moral sense of the

highest and noblest stature.

So, too, the gesthetic sense is developed. He who stands

in the Lord Jesus Christ by love ; he who believes in him by

love-sympathy, and so enters into his life, and into the con-

ception of the life which develops through him and by him
—he it is that will find the sense of the beautiful developed

in himself.

It has been said that, neither in the Old Testament nor in

the New, was the artistic element developed. It was not

developed there in the way in which it first appeared in
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Greece, and subsequently was imitated in Rome, and gro-

tesquely showed itself in mediaeval Europe, and now exists

in the various schools of art in modern times. There was

not in the Old Testament, nor could there be under the

r/gime of Moses, the making of statues and of pictures. So

strong was monotheism, and so strong was the idea of the

universality of God in the monotheistic system, that men
were forbidden to make any image. The education in that

direction was so strong that it did not develop the art

instinct—not even in their structures. Architecture was

brought among the Jews from without. The Phoenicians

were the first architects of Jewish buildings, afterwards the

Greeks, and then the Romans. The Jews had not been

architects, and physical art had not been developed by that

race-stock. What did they develop ? They developed the

beauty of holiness. The sense of the beautiful in the

highest forms of character never had such illustration as in

the teachings of the prophets and the apostles. The Jew-

stock gave the seed-forms of beaaty—for I aver that the art

instinct is dependent on the higher forms of moral beauty :

not that art begins low, and then may possibly work itself

up to a higher form, but that the true source out of which

art flows is the higher moral conditions of men. In other

words, that which dematerializes man, that which takes

away the flesh, or the grossness of it, tends to develop a

sense of the ideal and beautiful. It is the very mother of

art ; and therefore, in the long run, a sense of the beautiful

is developed by Christianity.

You will say to me, at once, " Now, nowhere on the globe

is Christianity more universal and operative than in America

;

and yet, America never has been an artistic nation. Not

only so, but that part of America which is the hot-bed of

Christianity—puritanical New England—has had no art."

That is true in one sense ; but there is more truth under

that. There is not a nation on the globe where, though

art is so delinquent, a sense of the beautiful is so universal.

It does not require that a man should be able to paint a

picture, in order to represent beauty. A woman who knows

bow to arrange the ornaments and furnishings of her parlor
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in such a way that they shall be pleasing, is an artist : not in

the sense in which we generally use that term ; but in the

sense of appreciating beauty, and the power to surround her-

self with things beautiful. A man is an artist who can repre-

sent landscapes and figures on canvas ; and the wagoner is an

artist also, in his way, who, on Washington's Birthday, puts

ribbons on his horses, and polishes the brass on his harness,

and, when every thing is made clean and bright, says, " Don't

they look fine?" His' is not art, in the sense of making

pictures, or domes like those of Michael Angelo ; but it has

the element of the love of beauty in it.

Now, I say that this nation, which has had morality and

Christianity more universally diffused among the whole

masses of its population, from the bottom to the top, than

any other nation, has a sense of what is beautiful in equi-

page, in raiment, in the arrangement of the house, in all

domestic matters, to a greater extent than any other nation.

I say that Christianity has developed the aesthetic tendency

in man : not professional art ; not art as a business, which is

aristocratic ; but art as a democratic element.

Religion has not developed among us as an aristocratic

power or influence. Hierarchy has not flourished in our

midst in the past, whatever it may do in the future. What
has flourished ? The democratic form of religion—not the

aristocratic.

So is it with knowledge. Philosophy has had a hard time

of it, and always will have, until it courts the common peo-

ple. Find a man who scorns the rabble, and thinks of him-

self, and studies and writes only for his own improvement

and aggrandizement, and he generally has himself to read

what he writes ; and as that does not pay, he starves. But

let him admit the gracious beneficence of the democratic

principle, and let him say, " He that knows belongs to him
that does not know ; he that is accurate belongs to him that

is inaccurate ; he that is fine belongs to him that is rude";

let him become the benefactor of his inferiors, without arro-

gance,—and we say to him, " Go on and study : only let your

light shine, and we will see that there is oil in your lamp all

the time." In this country, those men flourish who study,
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and are willing to distribute what they learn. Everything in

our country takes on the democratic form—everything in

scholarship, in science, in religion, and in art. In the

special forms of painting, sculpture and architecture, we
have been deficient until lately ; but the development of art

as a domestic, personal element, is more general m our land

than in any other ; and it springs from the sense of holiness,

or, in other words, from the upper-mmd education—from

that education which takes in reason and all the moral senti-

ments.

This faith in Christ which enters into the central teaching

of the Saviour—namely, the love-princij)le which brings to

men communion with him, and which, it is promised, will

bring the Comforter, the Spirit of truth, to abide with them
—this also tends to the reduction, by the regulation and

subordination of the lower elements of life, of all those

causes which lead to care, and sin, and sorrow and remorse.

I have been speaking of the influence of that faith which

works by love, and which brings us into communion with

God through Jesus Christ, in developing the reason, the

moral sense, and the aesthetic sense ; and now I say that he

who, in the jiractical applications of life, has this personal

sympathy with Christ, and attempts to fashion his mind and

regulate his life according to the divine prescription, tends

more than any other man to free himself from those causes

of disturbance and friction and suffering by reason of which

the world groans and travails in pain until now. More than

half your troubles spjing from unnecessary pride unnecessary

self-ness, and unnecessary ambition.

You have had gloomy weeks and months, and your house

has been distasteful to you, and the very voice of your com-

panion has been to you like music to one who has the ear-

ache, harsh and hard. What is the matter? Why, you had

worked twenty years, and you were worth eight or nine

hundred thousand dollars, and down came Mr. Chase into tlie

street, and, contrary to what he said the day before, ordered

the sale of gold, and your stocks went tumbling to the ground,

and were swept away ; and now you have only about fifty

thousand dollars. You fought against it, and rushed about
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the street like a mad bull, and were in great distress, and

could not sleep. What was the matter ? You bad only

fifty thousand dollars left ! What is the cause of your

distress ? Wounded ambition ; excessive worldliness. You
have enough to eat, enough to drink, enough to clothe

yourself with, enough to educate your children with, enough

for your absolute and higher wants. If you are patient and

conteut yon have all that you need ; and if you had to divide

that fifty thousand dollars, and take up with half of it, you

would be able to get along very well. I think a million men
in this nation would be willing to compromise to-day for

twenty-five thousand dollars. But out of your loss come
jealousy, distress, and sleepless nights. And, when you go

into the sanctuary and pray that God would deliver you from
care, what you want is to have God deliver you from care by
giving you back your eight hundred thousand dollars ! But
cannot you get deliverance from care in any other way ?

Here is this complication of circumstances. You should

learn how to step out of those circumstances. Suppose this

man does hinder you, suppose that man does hate you,

suppose this man does pursue you—just you step here, and
leave them to think that you are there. There is not one

of them that can touch you. You ? Does your pocket

represent tou ? Does that floating thing called " reputation

"

represent tou ? Is there no more you-ness in you than what
is on the outside ? The tou is your soul. It is that part of

you which has power to trust, to hope, to .have faith, and to

love. It is the triumph of manhood in you. It is that

which makes you feel that all things are yours—that not

only time and the world are yours, but that eternity and God
are yours. And what are you, that, because mosquitoes bite

you, cry, and wonder that men can be pelted with troubles

and not cry ?

Half your cares, four-fifths of them, ninety-nine parts in

a hundred of them, according to the Sermon on the Mount,
are from this : that you are seeking the world, and are not

seeking the kingdom of God and its righteousness. Says
Paul, "Righteousness, joy and peace in the Holy Ghost" are

the kingdom of God ; and Christ says, Seek these higher
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moral ends, and they will deliver you from the fear of lack of

raiment, fiom fear of the want of bread, from fear of cold or

heat, from any fear. Neither winter, nor summer, nor
hunger, nor neglect, nor threatening, nor want, nor abuse of

any kind, can touch those who believe and trust in the Lord
Jesus Christ. You have power and dominion over the world

when you have faith in the Heart of all that is good.

Not only does faith in Christ bring men up from sin, and
from living in their lower nature, but it develops in them a

stimulus, a courage, a fortitude that makes the world one

perpetual triumph. Your faith is your sense of Christ who
has called you. It is your sense of life in the higher realm.

Says Paul, " My life is hid with Christ in God." There is

where I put it. There is where I invest it.

I receive a million dollars in United States bonds. There

is a fellow that sees me take them, and he winks at

another fellow. I carry the bonds home in a bundle, and

get there just before dinner. The man walks along and sees

me go into the house with them. Just at twilight, when he

is not watching, T slip out and go to the Brooklyn Safe-

Deposit Company and put them in there. Nobody sees me.

I go back home, and go to bed and to sleep, locking all the

doors of my room ; and, in the night, I hear some burglars

in the house. I know what they are after. I hear them
racketing and fumbling downstairs after those bonds ; but I

lie in bed and laugh. Down in the kitchen, through the

dining-room, up in the study, all around, everywhere, they

go, after those bonds. '' When they get them, 1 guess they

will enjoy them," I say.

Well, now, in the world, when a man has hid his chief

treasure in Jesus Christ and in God, and the devil comes

racketing around after it, hunting and trying him here and

there, he can laugh and say, "Devil, when you get me, you

will have to go where God is. That is where I live. There

is my home." And the devil will not go there : he will let

you alone first.

The way is simple enough. There is no secret and no

mystery in it. Rise to that idea which was made known to

you in Jesus Christ. What is it to be a man, what is it to
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love God, what is it put yourself in sympathy with the

divine disclosure, but to lift yourself above care into all

strength, and all beauty, and all rest, and all hope, and all

certainty ?

All these things are fit themes for to-day,* when the

whole Christian world is variously occupied iu ringing bells,

in the sounding of trumpets or organs, iu the singing of

songs, and in the display of flowers, as though all things were

blossoming into summer,—celebrating the resurrection of

Christ by the body. When will the day come on which will

be celebrated the resurrection of the Spirit of Christ; of the

love of God in Jesus Christ ; of that love which is the truest

interpretation of justice ; of that love which is the supreme

motive power of the individual, of the family, of the neigh-

borhood, of the state, of the race, and of the universe ?

Then, when all tongues and nations and peoples shall rise up
in that new-fashioned life—then, when, drawing their in-

spiration directly from the creative fountain of love in God,

they shall present, in their several degrees and relations, the

same essential and divine instincts and feelings—then the

new heavens and the new earth will have come, and God v/ill

rule without an adversary, and all the world will join in that

jubilant song which will expel from the universe all groan-

ing and travailing in pain, all misereres and requiems that

have filled the ages : and animalism shall be dead, and the

spirit shall be alive, and the whole realm shall rejoice

together.

* Easter Sunday.
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PRAYEE BEFORE THE SERMON.

We, too, are thine, our Father !—the little ones—the uugrown chil-

dren—the babes of thy household. With thee are those who have
come to discretion. With thee are tliose who liave, through sorrow
aud through joy, through hope and tlirough fear, educated and
developed into the estate of sons of God; and they are pleasing in

thy sight; and thou art their joy and their life. What they do,

what is the glorious occupation in the spirit life, we know not. We,
though, are of them, and are following after, with various step, in

sorrow and iu joy. The ministration of thy Spirit is to every one
to profit withal; and to each, as thou seest that he needs. We do not
march in common ranks with a common step ; but thou art drawiug
every one of us. Thou knowest each one by name and by nature.

Thou knowest all the influences which move upon our personal dis-

positions. Thou knowest who are afflicted by reason of dullness, so

that they cannot feel ; and who, by reason of acute feeling, are in

over-pain perpetually. Thou knowest who look through the domi-
nance of ignorance as they that look through clouds, and who
behold the sun, and are unsheltered and exposed to its piercing

beams. Thou knowest all the ways of temiJtation through which
men walk, and in which they cut the foot, or tire the hand, or are

poisoned, or suffer iu any wise. Thou knowest who are walking
with heavy burdens, and who go light as with wings. All our life is

known to thee; but thy life is not known to us, in our worldly state.

Thou dost not make thyself appear to our lower life; yet thou dost

to our higher life. We do not recognize thy form, nor thy ways of

working; but we do discern thy power, and the blessed fruit there-

of; and we rejoice that though thou art surrounded by those who
are exalted to a higher stature and to more blessed attainments than

we have reached, thy heart is also with us who are so far away from
thee. Thou art thinking of the cradle; and thou dost behold thy

little ones, even though they be soiled and defiled. And though they

know not how to behave, or behave contrary to their knowledge,

they are thine, and thou art drawing them ; and it is the gieatness of

thy knowledge—a knowledge moving in the great realm of pity and
compassion, and pouring forth bounties from the eternity of thy

love—that makes thee God of our thought. Thou art employing thy

hand, and the universe doth show forth thy handiwork. The moun-
tains are thine, and the sea is thine, and the sky, and the sun, and
the moon and every star; but it is thine heart that hath made us,

aud is moulding us and preparing us to be a generation of holy

priests unto God.
We beseech thee that thou wilt make us to feel less and less of

that confidence which springs from any sense of our own morality,

our own virtue, or our own holiness. Grant that we may feel that

our whole life is accomplished in God. As all things which the sun
looks upon, it is creating by its light and by its warmth, so that they
shall glory, not that they made themselves, but that they are glori-

fied in the light that brought them forth; so may we look upon our-

selves as plants of righteousness growing in the garden of the Lord,
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anfl flrawn forth by the Divine Spirit with wonderful influence—by
that lieavenly nature which j^oes every whither, formless and unrec-
ognizable except by that fruit of righteousness which springs from
its coming and its working.

Grant, we beseech thee, that we may feel as if oui- whole life

were hid with Christ in God ; and more and more may we learn to

long for the full disclosure of that eternal Friend who will be more
bountiful when we behold him than it ever entered into the heart of

man to conceive; who will be more gracious than any human
thought of graciousuess; who will be sweeter and finer than any
conception that we have of sweetness and refinement; who will be
more loving than we ever dreamed that any being could be, and out
of whose love will spring greater joy than ever came from the love
of father, or mother, or lovei , or friend, on earth.

Grant, we pray thee, that we may strive to see God by the way
of holiness, cleansing ourselves from corruption, from self-indulgence,
from selfishness, from pride, from envy and malice, and from
every malign and hurtful evil. Grant that we may grow into the
wisdom of that mightiest of all power, creating love, that we may
walk in the spirit of Christ, and so know that he is the very Christ,
and that he is the manifestation of God, and have thus in our experi-
ence a sense of growing richer and more blessed by our unity and af-

filiation with the general assembly and church of the first-born.

How glad we are that they are in heaven who on earth did quar-
rel and wrangle about the truth—mighty men, accomplishing thy
work, and yet blinded and imperfect, and hurling against each
other anathemas. They are now reconciled in an eternal joy of
love. They behold each other, who did not know each other upon
earth; and they who bore with cruel blows upon their victim here,
are with their victim there, forgiven and blessed. We do not know
each other. That which we call by name is not that which is. How few
of us see the soul-life of those who are round about us ! How few of
us know what we do! Thou that didst pray upon the cross, Father,
forgive them, they know not what they do, grant that that same
spirit which was in thee may be in us, and may grow, and that we
may bear about with us perpetually a sense of how little we know
of the kingdom within, and how they whom we fancy we know are
not in our knowledge what they are in the sight of God. So may
we learn to forgive; so may we learn to judge charitably; so may
we learn to be patient one with another; so may we learn to deal
with each other in that large spirit of Christ's charity, Christ's faith-
fulness, and Chiist's love, that we may realize in our own sphere
what is the divinity of love, and what is its power among men.
We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon every one

in thy presence; to each severally as he needs; to all the house-
holds of this church who have come forth this morning. We pray
that thou wilt bless the families that are accustomed to worship
here. Bless the little ones; the youth; those that are coming into
the responsibilities of life; those that are bearing the burden and
heat of the day; apd those that are beginning to feel the infirmities
of age, and to see signs of their relief in the taking down of their
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earthly tabernacle. Bless all who are with us to-day, and give them
a sense of home-brotherhood and of nearness to the heavenly realm,
and to the company of those who wait for them in heaven. We
pray for all who are separated from us; for all our absent ones; for
all that are upon the sea or in foreign lands; for all that are dis-

tributed abroad upon this continent; for all that are in peril; for
all that are under temptation.

Strengthen thos3 who preach the Gospel to-day. Fill all thy
churches with rejoicing. Grant that all the recollections and asso-
ciations and glorious truths which shall this day be flamed forth by
thy servants may be accompanied by the blessing of the divine
Spirit from on high, and with love for tlie (;hurch universal. We
pray for those that are in error, but that nevertheless are seeking
the truth. Oh, that thou wouldst spread abroad everywhere among
thy churches that spirit of humanity, and gentleness, and patience,
and forbearance one with another which is of Christ! We pray that
thus the world may more and more see what is Christ in the Christ-

likeness of those who are redeemed by him.
Hasten the day when light and knowledge shall make the nations

free and strong; when there shall be a brotherhood of nations as

of individuals, and when war shall die away and be remembered
only as a dream is remembered when one wakes in the morning;
and when sorrow and sighing shall flee away, and the era of joy
shall come and shall abide forever.

And to thy name shall be the praise. Father, Son and Spirit, ever-
more. Amen.

PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Our Father, wilt thou accept our endeavor to follow thee with
our thoughts. But we are so small. We are as very little children

following a man ; and many times we step to one footstep of

him that guides us; nor do we understand whither he goeth, or
what he is. We only follow, with a sense of security in him. So we
take thee by the hand and follow thee, but with unequal steps, and
endeavor to look into the things which belong to thy kingdom, and
to thee, and to ourselves; and we see something—like men as trees

walking. As things are discerned on hazy mornings in the summer,
far off and illusive, and yet winning to the imagination, so we look
upon the coming glory of the race in thy kingdom, when this shell of

the body, this outer covering, shall be taken away, and we shall

come into possession of the only thing that is real to us. Lord God,
for the promise we thank thee; it is a property itself; but the ful-

fillment thereof eye hath not seen nor ear heard. It hath not enter-

ed into the heart of man to conceive what things are laid up for

them that love thee. Grant that we may find them out by and by,

each one of us, in the heavenly glory.

And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son, and Spirit,

evermore. Amen.
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" Knowing that he which raised up the Lord Jesus shall raise up
us also by Jesus, and shall present us with you."—2 Cor. iv., 14.

We will leave that passage for the moment, and return to

it when we sliall come back on the stream of developed

truth.

In the lower range of life, we discern only selfish power,

without companionship, without respect to anything else

—

power stored up for self-preservation. What does a lion

think of in his soberest moods, but how to get something to

eat, that he may be a lion still ! What do serpents think of,

and alligators, and all the great murderous, cruel, crushing,

destroying animals, but how to munch some victim ! They
go not in societies. They have no intellectual conceptions.

The whole world is to them a pasture-ground ; and to destroy

that they may feed is their necessity. Their being revolves

in that circle ; and blood is their life.

If you rise a degree higher, you find the element of com-

panionship developing ; and birds and animals become gre-

garious. And although this indicates mildness of temper,

and the development of other constituent elements of their

being, of a higher order than those of the solitary and the

brutal, yet this companionshi]5 is one which is maintained

simply by the law of violence. The strongest horse rules the

herd. Everything falls into its relative order, upon the prin-

ciple of necessity—scarcely of choice. Nevertheless, animals

consort with each other, and under certain circumstances

have communal feelings ; as when they cluster together to

fight a common enemy, or as when, finding food, they in

SUNDAY Morning, April 4, 1875. Lesson ; 2 Cor. iv. Hymns (Plymouth Col-

lection) • No8. 1208, 1230. " Shilling Shore."
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some mysterious way—birds certainly—make known the tid-

ings to each other. But the range is very narrow, and tlie

development is very small.

By and by we go still higher, and touch the lowest point

from which humanity begins to develop. In this there is a

marked change. Between tiie lowest savage and the highest

animal there is a space which no philosophy has crossed

—

a gulf which no reasoning has overpassed. If you conceive

of the brute creation as brought up so that it begins to be

intelligent of the lower sensibilities and affections of man-
kind, as in the elephant, in the horse, and in that animal

which unquestionably stands nearest to mankind, the dog

—

for a genuine dog is fit for immortality—if you look even

at these very highest specimens of the brute creation, there

is still wanting, not simjjly degree, but kind, quality ; and

the distance between the lowest humanity and the highest

animal is such as effectually estops philosophers. Here

begins a new sort. It is very low ; it is rude ; it is imper-

fect : nevertheless, here are germ-forms and tendencies which

are entirely unknown elsewhere.

If, then, you follow up this development of divine crea-

tion, the human race, there are certain great elemental laws

which liave been gradually unfolded.

How do we know what are God's laws ? Sinai never

taught us God's great natural laws. Sinai taught men cer-

tain rules. They did not rise higher than rules. Beneficent

rules and regulations were they. They are out-grown by

Christian men ; but they are just as necessary for the great

basilar mass of mankind now as they were when they were

first uttered. They are eternally operative and necessary,

because there is an eternity of brute force at the bottom of

society to which " Thou shalt not " is as necessary as, to the

other extreme, ''Thou shalt" is. But there has been no

providential disclosure of the constituent elements of the air

or of the earth. No providence ever revealed to man, by

the word of the Lord, how his body was constructed. No
providence ever revealed to him that he had a brain, that he

had a heart, that there was blood that circulated in his veins,

and that that blood was the feeder of the whole body. No
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angelic messengers have taught man that there was evil in

poison, insalubrity in climate, or unhealth in various articles

of diet. The law of food, and the law of exercise, and the

law of carrying one's self in the midst of material tilings,

have been dug out of human experience.

Philosophers, now-a-days, modern scientists, take great

pride to themselves because they are prophets of the truth.

They scorn many presentations which we make to them,

saying, "We are educated to think. We have learned how
to discriminate. We throw away the apparent, and keep the

real. Do not bring to us empirical matters ; we do not

believe in them." To hear therm talk, you would think that

they were the first men on earth ; that they knew all things

first, and that they were the only ones who had real knowl-

edge.

Now, I do not deny that we owe a great deal to philoso-

phers as such—provided you include among them old women,

and nurses, and boys that have stubbed their toes, and

learned by the pain which they experienced that it was un-

wise to stub their toes, and men that have gone into difficult

places, and found out by what they suffered that it was not

best to go into such places. The human family has been

digging away at experience from the earliest jieriods of the

world, and has been undergoing suffering of all sorts. This

has been true of every class of mankind, black and white

—

for black men can suffer as well as white men. The Tar-

tar, the Calmuc, the Chinese, the Ethiopian, the African of

every description, the North American savage, and all civil-

ized nations, have been unconsciously busy picking up tlie

great threads of life, a little here and a little there ; and the

resultant through ages has been knowledge.

If men say, "Empirical methods are not the best by

which to investigate truth," I admit that ; but if men say,

" I won't take empirical knowledge," then I say that the

experience of six thousand years is invalid; for the finders

out of truth have been largely men who have employed
empirical methods. And when such men as Aristotle give

systematic forms to knowledge which existed before they

gathered it up, they add to it something of that prophecy
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which the study of cause and effect enables every man to

exercise.

And so the human family has developed itself into a

knowledge of divine laws t)y trying after them,—by snatching

at them. In short, suffering, disappointment and mistake

have been schoolmasters in all the earlier periods. A thing

tasted good and men ate it ; and afterward it did not taste

good, and they said, "I will never eat it again." They
found out that there was a law there, and they respected it

—

trying, perhaps, once or twice more, to be sure that there

was no mistake.

The method of investigation by which the race have come
into certain great paths, and developed regularly in certain

great tendencies, has been that they have tried such and

such ways, and found them to be failures, and by trying

other ways have found them to be successful, and so have

said, " Tiiese are the rules of happiness." The process, in

their conception, was mechanical ; but the next man came
and said, "This is a principle." Then the next man, being

a moral teacher, comes and takes this rule or principle, and
shows that it stands connected with the great moral govern-

ment of the world.

These remarks lead me to say that the whole early expe-

rience of the human race went to prove that happiness lies in

the direction, mainly, of the social impulse—that is, the

impulse which draws man to man through kindness and good

will. It did not become the law of the realm ; it did not be-

come the law of philosophy; it did not become the perceived

law of the administration of nations. It was found out that if

men were to dwell together, there was no way in which they

could dwell together in peace and happiness, except by every

one's consenting to forbear things offensive to the others, and

by every one's throwing in something agreeable to the others.

The household very soon was developed. The affections, the

affinities, the growing happiness of those households that

were self-restrained, as compared with the condition of those

households that were self-indulgent ; those households where

there were parents that loved their children, and sacrificed

themselves in love for their children, as compared with those
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households where there were parents that let everything run
riot, and allowed their children, like wild partridges, to take

care of themselves,—these things taught meu empirically that

the way of happiness in the family Was the social way of good

will. And very soon families were grouped together in tribes

—for there were tribes before there were neighborhoods ; and
in these tribes the same feeling was developed. It was feeble

at first ; but at length it began to be the very center of tribal

existence and life ; and it came to be the law of experience.

Family relations, tribal relations, and neighborhood relations,

all of them stood on a principle which was not distinctly

enunciated or recognized in all its parts, and in its every

light as we see it now : nevertheless, there was at the bot-

tom a necessity of which men were conscious, that if they

were to be happy they must be happy in certain definite

ways or directions ; and those ways or directions were that

there should be a renunciation, to a great extent, of one's

self, and that each man should study things that concerned

the peace and happiness of others.

This can be done, usually, with benevolence. A man
may say, " I am the smartest man in this crowd ; but though

I know it, they do not know it : so it won't do for me to

bump my head against everybody that I meet ; and I am
going to hold back. It is true that I am the smartest man
that ever was born ; but for the sake of policy, I am going to

act as though I thought others just as smart as myself." It

is not from principle that he acts benevolently : he acts so, he

restrains himself, he contributes to the self-respect of others,

selfishly, in order that indirectly good may come to himself.

He curbs anger, avarice, every impropriety of life, as the best

method of seeking his own well-being. He denies himself,

and takes up his cross, in order that, making others happy,

their happiness may come back to him as a sweet and

fragrant wind, and waft his bark on to prosperity.

But the main point is, men find out that violence or dis-

regard of others hurts the man that exercises it, and that

the law of peace and good will is a law which is required by

the nature of his faculties, and which, when meu are brought

together in society, impels them to social benevolence.
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Well, as you go higher, there is a very singular develop-

ment of the same principle in regard to national life. The
family is a rude thing. The smaller state or province is still

ruder. All its methods ate rude at best. They are all ragged

and imperfect. But the administration of the affairs of

nations or empires is immeasurably more imperfect. The

weakness of man is shown in proportion as the sphere in

whicli his activity stands is enlarged.

But you will observe one thing—that, in the Oriental

monarchies, all that belonged to the monarch's dominion,

when once they had submitted themselves to him, were a part

of him, and came under the general law of his protection

and good will, while those that stood outside of his dominion

were regarded as fit for food, to be subjugated and ground

up by his power. All who were within the national limit

were attended by a kind of rude social kindness which was

not granted to others.

Take, for instance, the way in which the Oriental mon-

archies—the Babylonian, the Chaldean, and the Assyrian

—

extended tlieir borders further and further. It seems to us

to have been an outrage for them to break into the peaceful

nations adjoining them. It seems outrageous to us, because

now sensibility to wrong, the sense of right, and the condi-

tions of men, are so much higher than they were then. The

evil and the cruelty were not as great as we are apt to sup-

pose. We tend to over-estimate such things. When we

apply the modern developed standard to the earlier and ruder

state of the world, we Judge unphilosophically and too

severely.

When Assyria took within her own limits a great slice

of the adjoining nation, the shock was rude, and full of

cruelty ; but when once the inhabitants were in, and were

counted, and counted themselves, as citizens of that empire,

they had all the amenities, all the protection, and all the

good will of the Court. Then, when another section was

swept in, there was rudeness and cruelty again ; but when

the people were once in, they were regarded as citizens, and

the government extended to them its good will.

So, in this very vague, rude, diffusive way, the law of
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imperial social kindness evolved itself ; and the rulers of

nati(jns were regarded as corrupt who did not consider the

welfare of tbeir subjects ; and poetry, oratory, and history cel-

ebrated tlie crowns which shone out with a thought for the

common people ; and those monarchs were called detestable

who were cruel and oppressive, and who did not recognize

the welfare of the subject.

It was a rude judgment ; but did it not show that there

was tliis great underlying tendency, this great organic law of

human existence, teaching men that happiness lay in the

directions in which men sought each other's welfare ?

To be sure, to a certain extent, care for one's self is right.

That is to say, there is a fundamental law that a man must

look after himself, as a primary condition of being able to

look after others. The mother who gives milk to her babe

must give food to herself ; and yet giving food to herself is

not necessarily selfish. There is such a thing as care of one's

self that stands preparatory to the care of other people.

These two great principles which are concurrent have not

been understood or well interpreted.

With this gradual develoiiment of the sense of good will

as the fundamental law of happiness in a community, there

have always been selfishness and cruelty under the form of

justice—for of all things that are unjust on earth, nothing is

so unjust as justice—as men go.

Now, this slowly developed element had grown until the

fullness of time had come, and until the race were prepared

to hear our Saviour announce, in the broadest terms, and

as a universal principle, '^Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and thy neighbor as thyself"—this is the

law. The body and soul, the heart and breast of the divine

law, to the human race, above and beneath, and on every

side, is this ; and the seeking by men of the welfare of each

other is the fulfilling of it.

But even that disclosure was yet imperfect. It was the

law of love which Clirist disclosed as the main element of

that ''stream of tendencies," as Arnold would say, which

had pervaded or passed through time ; but there was to be an

exhibition of it still more emphatic. Christ's death was the
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most significant revelation of his life. It gave to humanity
this grand idea, not yet comprehended by many, that men
must not only live to love, but that love itself is measured

by its wasting and by its suffering.

No man can measure love by the pleasure which it gives.

No man can measure love by the soul-disturbing throes which

accompany its exercise. No man can gauge and estimate

love by itivisible and bodily conditions. The eternal and
everlasting measure of love is, How much will you give of

yourself for those whom you love ? And Jesus Christ stood

upon the threshold of two worlds, and said, "I will give

myself, by life and by death ;" and he plunged into the dark-

ness of the sepulcher ; and with him slept for ages the

sublime truth which lay in this act. Love, which is the

crown and soul of God ; love, which is the law of the uni-

verse unseen, and which has been slowly detected by the

unfolding of the experience of mankind to be also the social

law of human existence and being; love, which teaches us to

suffer one for another, yea, and to empty ourselves for others

—this is the highest form yet disclosed. There may be

higher forms, but they transcend any capacity which we now
have.

I do not stand here to raise the question of Christ's

divinity. Still less do I stand here to define it. I believe

that every one of us holds Jesus Christ to have been in such

a sense the representation of God as that his acts interpret

the divine nature ; but that the divine nature, interpreted

by Christ, was that, at the point of love, the very being

itself should be given up through all time to suffering for

the welfare of another, all have not yet come to see.

You will observe that here the circle completes itself, and

that you have made an entire revolution. Life begins at that

point where animals take care of themselves by inflicting

unmeasured suffering. Animal life builds itself up by prey-

ing and destroying. Then you see developed more and more

the element of sparing. Then there is the manifestation of

kindness within circumscribed limits. Then there is the

opening up of social life on the principles of forbearance and

affection. Then, through larger disclosures., there is the
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growtli of refiaemenfc and civilization, and the augmentation

of human being, and so of that great central power of attrac-

tion and gravitation, the j^rinciple of doing well to men for

one's own sake, and for otliers'. Tlien you come at last to

the truth that love is the fulfilling of the universal law, and
that love suffers rather than permits suffering—that the

divine nature is such that it will suffer itself rather than allow

others to suffer. And then, at once, you perceive that we
stand facing in exactly the opposite direction from that in

which we faced in the beginning. In the beginning it was,

"I am happy because I have strength, and because I have

enough to eat." Going on from that, it was, " I am happy,

not only by reason of my power, but because with my power
I am mild and good-natured." Going on still further, it is,

'^I am happy because I exercise my power both with refer-

ence to myself, to make myself happy, and also with reference

to others to make them happy." Going on further yet, it is,

" I am not at liberty to seek my happiness by withdrawing

happiness from others." And at last we find ourselves facing

in directly the opjDosite way from that in which we faced at

first, and saying, '^I am to find my liappiness by suffering

that others may be happy." In the beginning the law was,

''Let others suffer that I may be happy;" and in the end
the law is, " Let me suffer that others may be happy, and so

I shall be abundantly happy." Has there not been a perfect

transformation—a complete revolution ?

I shall not now go into the question that arises in the

minds of most persons in this congregation as to how this

theory can be reconciled with the drama of life itself, with

its diseases, with its sicknesses, with its plagues, and with its

sufferings. I recognize your right to raise the question, and
I will perhaps make it the subject of a sermon some time

;

but I shall not discuss it this morning. It is proper for you

to interpolate the general fact of a difficulty here ; but we
will pass over it at this time.

Now, having come down in our line of thought to this

point, am I transcending the fair province of reasoning by
analogies when I say that Christianity is a system founded
essentially on this grand central principle of love, that its
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nature is social, tlmt its very impulse is the creating of such
intelligence and purity and obedience and love through the

individual, the community, the church and the race as shall

make them all happier ? Is not that the interior idea of

Christianity ? It is ; and so far from its being a system of

seclusion, so far from its being a system of intense selfishness

which leads a man to say, "Let me get out of the world,

that I may be so pure that I can get to heaven"—so far

from that, its very necessity and genius demands that a man
shall live in the world, and that he shall contribute to this

grand, universal, central element of social benevolence.

I will not say that a man may not be a Christian and at

the same time a monk or a hermit. I can conceive that a

man studying in a monastery may say, "I cannot person-

ally do much for my kind ; but I can write books that will

do more than I can personally." Men may be secluded

from mankind and yet think that they are working in the

best way m their power for their fellows, and therefore I

do not speak uncliaritably of them ; but the monarchic

idea, that heaven is best sought by those who keep away
from mankind in order to keep their garments pure and

S]3otless, is contrary to the genius of Christianity. The
idea is that a man shall stand where his birth put him,

in the providence of God, and effloresce there ; that he shall

take all the labor, all the cares and responsibilities, which

God has laid upon him, and bear them bravely, and wisely,

and rightly, and make his whole force a contribution to the

welfare of those who are nearest to him, in circles that grow

wider and wider to the uttermost, till all mankind are

included in the sphere of his benevolence.

The sj)irit of Christianity is social, the genius of Chris-

tianity is social, and it works accordingly.

Now, when we come down to the thought of dying—for

I am coming home again pretty nearly to my text—it is

remarkable, you will observe, how blindly this strong social

element is set forth in the Old Testament, and yet how real

it was in the Old Testament conception of life and death.

It is perfectly certain that, so far as the text of the Old

Testament scripture is concerned, tliere was no revelation.
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no dogmatic avitliovitative declaration, made of the future

existence ; and it is equally evident that in the minds of the

writers of the Old Testament a belief in existence after death

was not uncommon. It is evident that men of high moral

natures and of intuition saw it, and interpreted it ; but it was

no part of the teaching of the Mosaic economy. There was

not a word about it in that. From first to last, there were

no declarations on this subject. There was nothing like this :

If you sin you shall fail of the life to come. The promises

were these : If yon obey, your days shall be long in the land

which the Lord your God has given you ; if you are obedient

your fields shall be fruitful, your herd shall increase, you
shall plant, and drink the wine of your vineyards, and eat

the fruit of your labor ; but if you are disobedient you shall

sow and another shall reap—you shall plant and another

shall have the harvest. All through the Old Testament
there are promises of temporal blessings, but not of future or

spiritual rewards. But although, in the ancient economy
and forms of religion, there was no recognition of the other

state, we perceive distinctly that the more eminent saints of

the old dispensation believed in it. It was peculiar to their

personal experience. He died, and was gathered to his

fathers ; he was a shock of corn, ripe, and borne to the

granary of God,—such mute and inarticulate passages are

very touching to me, as the language of a child often is.

The Hebrews' conception of the other life was borrowed

very largely from tlie physical condition whicli surrounded

them. They lived in a limestone country, where all manner
of caves abounded. These caves were the earlier sepul-

chers. The stone was soft, and they hollowed out oven-

like places, and into these they shoved coffins with the

remains of those that died. Channels or berths were made,
where these coffins were placed in continuous rows. And
tlieir imagination worked in connection with these things,

and their idea was augmented until they had what they con-

ceived to be a kingdom of darkness or of death,—a great

kingdom where, in semi-consciousness and in half sleep,

beyond the sound of the thunder of life, and beyond the

influence of men, in a sort of gelatinous placidity, men dwelt
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together. They formed a society. Men did not die to be

blown with the dust every whither. Men, dying, were not

annihilated. To their thought, men, dying, were not separa-

ted from each other by the clod or the soil, but were gathered

into a great slumberous chamber of half consciousness. They
were " gathered to their fathers," one after another. What
meaning the Hebrew child gave to this expression we cannot

tell. We were brought up to speak differently. What were

the mother's thoughts who bade farewell at the mouth of the

sepulcher to that which was more to her than herself, we
cannot tell. When Elisha went up toward Carmel, the

woman who had given him shelter and food, and whose

house had been his home, sent forward her servant to call

him quickly, as her child was sick ; and as he came up,

meeting her, he asked, "Is it well with the child ?" and

she said, '"It is well." That is all that passed between

them ; but, what an orb of feeling there was in that mother's

heart ! She did not believe that that child was annihilated.

It was dead, but it was not dead. And so there were strange

and wondering thoughts of life in death that clustered round

about the sepulcher, among the peojile of God during the old

dispensation ; but we cannot solve or explain them.

When Christ came, however, life and immortality were

brought to light ; and now see how, already, it was not

special to him. It had become part and parcel of the belief

of the nation, although there was a class of men who did

not believe in resurrection or the life to come. The Saddu-

cees, the wealthy class, those that were educated, and for the

most part self-indulgent men of the world, said, "Well, ve

know what we see, but nobody knows what he does not see."

Men who love good wine and good beef, and enough of them
;

men whose eyes stand out with fatness ; men who sleep

well, and wash well, and eat well, and ride well, and have

every comfort, and enjoy physical life through every fiber

—

they say, "We do not know anything but what we see or

feel." There are many men who do Jiot know any more

than they see or feel.

Such were the Sadducees, and men who walked m velvet,

that said, " This world is good enough for us ; we do not
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want any better world ;" and all outside of them were cry-

ing and groaniug and suifering ; but they did not look out
for them. Their table was large; they had all that heart
could wish; and they said, "We are satisfied with this

world." But all the rest of the Jews believed in a certain

immortality ; and Christ brought it to light. It was not free
from doubt ; it was a subject of dispute in the schools • it

was a question of personal faith, largely, and those who were
constituted one way believed it, while those who were consti-
tuted another way did not believe it ; and yet, Jesus stamped
it as a fact, and brought it not only to light, but to life. He
held it up as the center of human thought and hope, and as
a light by which they were through the night and darkness
of time to steer. Humanity beheld its horizon swept on to
infinity by the word of the Lord. Man was here ; but he was
destined to another world above. Here he was in a nascent
condition, but there he should be perfect and regnant. But
if only the good could inhabit that otiier world, who was
good ? and how terrible was dying ! The sting of death was
sm, and the strength of sin was the law ; and if men that
had sinned under the law died, what would become of them ?

Eound about the portal of death there hovered just the
same dark clouds which gather and brood over the exit of
life to us.

Now, what was the teaching of Christ ? and what did
the apostles understand to be the genius of that teaching ?

See how there struck through the whole literature of the
New Testament a new element of representation. Where
can you find in that literature one single discourteous allu-

sion to death? There is neither ghastly skeleton, nor bone,
nor dust, nor dirt, nor sHme, nor anything of the sort asso-
ciated with dying, in the language of our Saviour, or in the
language of the apostles who interpreted him.

Well, what is dying ? If it is spoken of to those who
have faith in Christ, it is ''falling asleep in Jesus." Oh,
that men could get back again from their long wanderings
on this subject to the joyousness of that level at which it

started in the mind of Christ and his immediate successors.'
Dying is blessedness. As to the act itself, brethren, there is
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not a man that has the toothache all day long who does not

suffer more, a hundred times, than a man ordinarily suffers

in dying. There is not a woman that has neuralgia through

a single night of wakefulness who does not suffer unspeaka-

bly more than one suffers in dying. As a general thing, it

does not hurt one to die, any more than it hurts a bird to lift

itself above the branch and fly singing through the air, or

any more than it hurts an apple, in the silence of the dewy
night, when it is ripe and has begun to let go of the stem, to

fail to the ground. The difference between the sunlight and

the dew is enough to detach it, and it falls, and there is no

suffering. Dying is not usually hard. The cases are excep-

tional where it is hard. The reasons of hard dying are arti-

ficial and mostly abominable. For the most part, the going

out of life is peaceful. The gate where men come into life,

and where parents and friends stand with smiles and con-

gratulations, is a gate of pain and groans. The mother-

gate is a sorrow-gate, and the child's birth is a birtli of

cries and tears; but the gate at which men go out of the

world is a gate that, on this side, is silent and smooth ; and

this life melts into the other as the night melts into the

morning, when no man can say, ''It is night," or, "It is

morning." Such is the present state of existence to him who

has faith, and a sense of the value of himself, and therefore

an insight into what he shall be in the life to come. And
what a comfort is this thought of dying ! How inexpressibly

sweet it is to believe that no man goes to heaven because he

is good, but that the best man that ever lived throughout this

broad creation goes to heaven because God is good.

Did you never hear a trembling virgin speaking of some

great heart that had loved her, and saying, in that most

humble of all experiences, the experience of being loved,

" I am full of wonder that he loves me" ? Yes, that is the

character of love. It was out of the greatness of his nature,

according to her conception, that he loved her, and not be-

cause there was that in her which was as great as he, and

which had shone upon him, and compelled him to love her.

Greatness loves down as well as up. And no creature will

ever stand before God in the day of judgment, or at any
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period, and say, " I have lived on earth so that I am fit for

heaven." There, in other language than ours, with varia-

tions of sweetness, and with transcendency of conception,

every soul will say, " By thy grace, dear God, I am where I

am." Christianity takes away from men all thought of their

desert of bliss in the world to come ; and it gives to them at

the gate of death the feeling that God is all that they need

for going.

But look at the social element :

" For none of us liveth to himself, and no man dieth to himself;

for whether we live, we live unto the Lord ; and whether we die we
die unto the Lord: whether we live, therefore, or die, we are the

Lord's."

1 go and bring, on Easter morning, hundreds of bright

flowere to celebrate the rising of my Lord ; and they indicate

the wish and thought of my heart to celebrate him. I see

that Christ is helping us every one, and I look upon the poor,

and there is not a ragged boy in the street, there is not a mis-

erable urchin that " sauces" me as I go to the ferry, that my
heart does not yearn toward him. He does not know any

be-tter than to do as he does ; but he is the Lord's child.

The m.en who are the wickedest, and who are the wickedest

to me, I look upon, and say, "What am I that I should not

look upon them, as God looks upon me, with compassion,

and sorrow, and willingness to suffer for them, if I can do

them any good ?" I give alms and sympathy to men, know-

ing that in so doing I make a gift to Christ. He stands

behind every weeping soul. Jesus is not far from every dis-

tressed orphan. He is near to every widow who is oppressed

in the hour of her trial. He is with every prisoner. He
remembers all that are children of weakness and want. For

those who are captive iti the Babylon of vice, for those who
are confined in the old Roman inquisitorial dungeon of crime,

there is a Christ ; and lam bringing gifts to him in serving

any of these ; and at last, when I can do no more, T will

bring to thee one final gift, Jesus ! I will bring myself—my
soul. It is all tliat I can give. And I shall be taken by the

hand of the Saviour, and received into his kingdom. Wheth-
er we live, we live not to ourselves ; and whether we die, we
die not to ourselves : living or d>ang, we are the Lord's.
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Well, as if that were not enough, see how exquisitely

delicate this gentlemanly Book is. See what comfort it

affords to those who are anxious as to whether or not they

shall know their friends in heaven. That there are those

who are thus anxious, I know. It is a fact with which T am
brought face to face every week of my life, in the troubles of

those who come to me for counsel. " Shall I know my
husband ? Shall I know my child ? Shall I know the

dearest friend that I ever had on earth ?" 0, you that are

rich in friends, you do not know what sorrow is, even in the

loss of your beloved ; for there are many in this life who
have but a single friend. There are some who have no child

that runs out to greet them when they come home, or but a

single child. There are some who have no one to care for

them but some kind friend in the neigbborhood ; and when
that friend dies the world to them is empty. All that for

which the heart hungers and which it needs more than

anything else, is gone. The only child and the only solace

of the mother is taken away, and she sorrows over her loss,

and every footfall on the threshold is a perpetual trumpet

calling back joys that have departed. And when thus all of

life is a dirge, one says, " Oh ! I could bear it, if I only knew

that in a short time I should surely meet that dear one"

—

for the first shock of grief is always skeptical, or is apt to be,

and we work our way up to confidence and faith gradually.

At first, sorrrows are not joyous but grievous ; but they work

out the fruit of righteousness. The early experience of

grief is that of doubting, and the cry of the bereaved one

often is, ''Why was I disbranched and uprooted ? Why did

the stroke come on me ? Why were not those children that

were brought up to damnation by wicked parents taken,

instead of my children that were brought up for salvation ?"

People who are stripped bare in this world need some light

from the other side.

Now, hear Paul saying :

"Knowing that he which raised up the "Lord Jesus shall raise up

us also, by Jesus, and shall present us with you."

When that blessed hour of blushing immortality comes,

you will be presented with those whom you love. You shall
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find your children. lover ! thy beloved will be by thy

side. friend ! thou shalt not be friendless. This social

law, this secret that dawned early but imperfectly, that waxed

stronger, that spread out wider, that developed most com-

pletely in the time of Christ, and that then gave form and

figure to all representations of life and death and immortality

—this glorious sociality and indissoluble bond by which he

that has loved once loves forever, if he has loved with the

higher nature—this truth comes to every one that stands

looking wistfully into the heavens.

Be not alarmed. Your loved one that has gone before

has not gone to be a part of the universe, simply. He has

not gone to be a mere particle of the ethereal future. He
has not gone into some altitude or sphere that is incommuni-

cable to you. What are the precise conditions and limita-

tions that he is under, I do not know ; but this I know,

that when I go to ajjpear before God in Zion, I shall be

presented with you—with you whom I have baptized ; with

you for whom I have prayed ; with you to whom I have

preached ; with you from whom I have received the sacred

fire of love and faith ; with you for whom I have suffered
;

with my children who are waiting for me; with those that

are witli me ; with all wliom I have labored with. Not only

shall I be presented to God with them, but I shall know
them, and they shall know me ; and they, and you, and I,

and all of us, with ecstatic joy for which there is neither

language nor thought in this life, shall bow ourselves before

the All-lovely, and say, ''Not unto us but unto thy name,

be the praise and the glory." Ameii.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

THOtr, O God, art not sitting in eternal serenity ; nor is eternal
peace tbiue; foi- love is iu thine heart; and in love is sympathy; and
all that mourn and are sorrowful throughout the realm are ever
before thee; and thou art their Comforter and their Enlightener;
and such solicitude is with thee as love gives forth. Not with pain,
and yet with care and with great burden, dost thou carry men for-
ward, though thou art iufinite in strength and enduring through the
ages, unwearied, without shadow of turning. We rejoice to believe,
though we cannot comprehend the feeling, that what we have
learned in the household, that the care which love doth bestow
upon the feeble and the unknowing, that the solicitude which has
its own reward, that the pain which blossoms into gladness, and
which we have leat ned as parents in the bringing up of our offspring
—we rejoice to believe that these are the faintest beams of that light
which in thee shines as a sun, unwasted and unwasting, pouring
forth throughout the vast realtns of the universe life and joy
through sorrow and imperfection. We aspire to that same light.

We long to have such resources in ourselves. We yearn for such a
subjection of every thought and feeling to the Lord Jesus Christ as
shall make us, like him, one who goes about doing good, and who
measures love and goodness by suffering unto the end, and yielding
his very life a ransom for many. Vouchsafe to us a sense of thy great-
ness, not of thine hand, compelling storms, and moulding and send-
ing forth globes. Grant to us a sense, not of thy wisdom, piercing all

things before they exist, making them what they are, ruling and
marshaling them by thy will, and commanding all things unto
obedience—grant to us, not this, but an understanding of the glory
of God. May we understand that sphere where the warmth of the
universe is. May we understand those elements out of which have
sprung all sweet affections in men and angels. May we understand
thine infinite, various, unspeakable goodness.
O Lord our God, may we rejoice in thy nature. And we beseech

thee that we may more and more be brought under thine influ-

ence, transcending all experience, for which we have but the dim-
mest s.ymbols. May we, by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, be
lifted up to see somewhat as did thy servants of old—thine apostles
and holy men ; they who yielded their life as martyrs ; they to whom
were opened the heavens and the glory of God. Grant that in dis-

tress, in bereavement, in care, in labor overmuch, in all the distem-
peratures of human life, and in all the evolutions of human affairs,

we may be able to lift ourselves up, and behold the God that is the
God of glory, the God of wisdom, the God of goodness, the God of
power, above all things, controlling all things, and showing in the
stormiest sky and along the most convulsed ground the tokens of
his will, whose counsels are from eternity, and who shall stand unto
eternity, the ever-living and unchangeable God.

Grant, we beseech thee, that so we may walk, not as those
that tread upon quicksands, nor as those that go down on the rush-
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ing stream, nor as those that are benighted, lost in the wilderness,

or entangled in labyrinths. May we be the children of God ; and if it

be in prison at midnight, may our prayers and hymns be heard; or

if it be in the daytime and in freedom, may we rejoice in the eleur

shining of the light which our Sun of Righteousness doth make.
We beseech thee, O Lord our God, for that which we need. We

beseech thee for the forgiveness of our sins. We beseech thee

for thy care and presence still with us in all our life—though we
know that it will be; for thy goodness outruns all our thought of

need, and thou dost not walk in the places in which we walk, and
thou dost not give according to the little measure of our souls.

Thou art giving as the sun dotli give, not taking account of things,

but pouring forth quantities immeasurable of that which is in thee

over all things homely or beautiful, high or low. O Lord our God,
we know that thou wilt bless ua according to thine own self, and we
shall stand in the place of thoughtful love, and shall be overwhelm-
ed with the glory of thy presence. We beseech thee that thou
wilt therefore when we ask for the forgiveness of our sins, and for

thy continual presence and providence, permit us to plead with
thee for our sake because it does us good ; because there is this need
in us, if not in thee. It brings us nearer to thee. It breaks up the
continuity of thy blessinj?s, and they seem like special gifts. It

reaches to our want and our cry. And so we are at thy feet—we
that are in the bosom of thy love; so we plead upon our knees—we!
that are sin-sick and that long for eternity, because it helps us. Thou
art benign and dost permit it; and thou dost not reject us because
we are disfigured; and thou dost adapt thyself to the imper-
fectness of our ways of asking. As reverent parents look with
rejoicing upon their children thoiigh they are imperfect, so thou
dost look with pleasure upon us though we are imperfect. And
we beseech thee that thou wilt give us more liberty before thee,

more confidence and more trust. We are ashamed that, while
mariners upon the sea do never distrust their compass, we distrust

thee. They know by the stars and by the courses of the sea where
they are and what they should do, and are at rest even amidst
storms, and more in calm.

Oh, grant that we who have been touched with the regenerating
power of thy Spirit, and are lifted up from the condition of slaves

into the relationship of sons of God, may have more confidence in

thee than men have in brute things and in things inanimate. We
beseech of thee that we may so walk day by day that men may see

that we have invisible strength, and invisible food, and joys that
come through channels that are invisible; and may they themselves
desire the same faith and the same hope, and find the same blessed
Saviour.

Grant to each one in thy presence, this morning, that which he
needs of grace, of strength, of inspiration, of hope, of courage, of

clarity of vision out of the midst of doubts. Grant that every one
who hungers and thirsts after righteousness may find heavenly food.

Oh, speak to distressed consciences, and give them quiet through
illumination.
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We pray that thou wilt grant to all the households that are
represented in this church and congregation more grace and more
peace from God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
We beseech thee that thou wilt bless those who are strangers

among us. We are all strangers and pilgrims upon this earth; and
yet all of us are of one household—the household of faith; and so
may a home feeling come this morning with the blessing of God to
all that are comparative strangers here. Go with their thoughts, as
upon wings that fly, to hearts far off, and bear blessings of God to
them.
We beseech of thee that thou wilt grant the nearness of thy

Spirit, the presence of thy Spiiit, and the consolation of thy Spirit,

to those who are mourning for friends departed, or for great calam-
ities and overthrows. Grant to every one the grace to behf)ld this

whole life as but a fleeting show. May we discern that the true
realm, and the only place where there is substance, is the invisible
life above. And so, though the outward man perish, let the inward
man be renewed day by day.
We pray for the ignorant, and for all who are seeking to en-

lighten them. We pray that knowledge may go forth with virtue.
May the nations of the earth be brought nearer together by that
bond of sj^mpathy which now unites so many hearts. May they not
look upon each other crouched as wild beasts ready for the spi ing,

but may they discern in each other, brethren ; and may that
brotherhood breathed from heaven Ijecome universal ; and may all

nations grow and thrive in a peace founded upon justice and truth
and purity.

Let thy kingdom come, and let thy will be done on earth as it is

done in heaven.
We ask it for Christ's sake. Amen.

PRAYEE AFTER THE SERMON.

Grant unto us, our dear Father, the power of death to help us to
live steadily and mildly. Tell us of the world that is beyond. We
beseech thee to teach us that life shall be immortal. And then may
we not concern ourselves, nor fret, as to the how or the why God
shall work in our behalf, but rest in the sublime trust that he who
has made us, and guided us thus far, will order all things aright,

so that when we behold him in the other life we shall break out into

rapturous transports of joy.

Grant us this faith tlirough our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom, with
the Father and the Holy Spirit, be glory forever. Ameii.



MORALITY AND RELIGION.

I do not like to give out eccentric texts, nor do I like to

give out texts in which single words are picked out from

their connection and made to signify that which they do not

signify in their connection ; but now and then a single word

has a force which men fail to recognize even when tliey are

told, and by selecting it one may make emphatic and memor-
able something of transcendent importance. My text, there-

fore, and for sacli a purpose, is the word "and," which you

will find recorded in the 10th chapter of Luke, and in the

27th verse.

" AncT he answering said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy Grod with
all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and
with all thy mind, and thy neighbor as thyself."

You will observe that there are several "ands" in the

passage, and that all the earlier ones, though very useful, are

merely additions ; but here is an equalizing copulative—

a

word which brings two sentences together as the two sides

of an equation, and which will not permit you to take the

first part of the sentence as the declaration of the Saviour,

nor to take the second part of it as the declaration of the

Saviour, but which requires you to take it in its loholeness.

You must take it so, or you do not take it at all. First

comes, "Thou 'shalt love the Lord thy God;" and then

come the expletives or specifications, " and thy neighbor as

thyself."

Now, it is not enough to "love the Lord thy God," nor

is it enough to "love thy neighbor as thyself"
;
you must do

both : and therefore that " and" stands as none of the others

do, and as almost no other such single common word does
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ill the great realm of literature. I think I may say, indeed,

without extravagance, that there is not another such " and"
in the whole reach of human language—one which stands

in such significance and emphasis and importance—as this.

" Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and thy
neighbor as thyself."

The love of God is put first in order, probably from the

dignity of the personage spoken of : it is simply in the

order of importance, but not in the order of time. We do

not first love the Lord our God with all our heart, and then

learn to love our neighbor as ourselves. In the order of

time, the reverse is true : we learn to love our neighbor, and
from that point, through practice, we come to a condition in

which we love our God. The love of God is not the primary

state, then, into which we are born : it is that to which we

come last, in fact. Loving God is the grand ideal or mark
toward which we are striving all our life long ; and the steps

by which we are working our way up to that consummation

of experience are the steps of loving those who are round

about us,—enlarging our affection and capacity, enriching

each individual act, lifting it into a higher sphere^ making it

more comiirehensive, and so coming, at last, to take within

our horizon the great Invisible, the glowing abstract of

every conceivable excellence, to the appreciation of which we

are not born, but educated.

So, then, these two members or sides of this wonderful

sentence, this charter of human life, may be said to repre-

sent religion and morality. They stand appropriately for

that which goes to the general understanding of men, as

morality and religion. "^ Thou shalt love the Lord thy God"
—that is, thou shalt worship him, reverence him, acknowl-

edge him, and look up to him, in every inflection of experi-

ence—this stands appropriately for religion ; and the other

—

"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself"—stands appro-

priately and properly for morality.

It becomes a matter, therefore, of no small importance,

to ascertain exactly what is the sphere and the function of

morality,—its educating force, its final intent. And this is

the more to be desired because a great many preachers are so
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intent upon the disclosure of the glory of God and his moral

government that they half lose a sense of the educating force

of morality, and, without intending it, or acknowledging

it—yea, even denying it, when the case is put to them—they

in fact leave the impression upon their congregations that

religion is a kind of substitute for the complete accomplish-

ment of morality, and that men who boast of their morality

stand on nothing, and worse than nothing, that it is mislead-

ing, and that it has no salvable force in it. They do not say,

they never would say, ''A man ought not to tell the truth, a

man ought not to be honest, and it is no matter whether you

are drunk or sober"—tliat they never would say: but they

say, *' These things ought to be the fruit of spiritual change
;

these things ought to be done, but they ought to be done

from the motive of God's glory."

Now, in respect to the great mass of men, there is no

such motive, nor is there any preparation for it ; and the

effect of such preaching is to make men feel that although it

would be a splendid thing to be a real Christian, a genuine

aristocrat of God, yet if you can not be that, then, next to

it, the best thing you can get is morality ; and they content

themselves with morality.

So, then, that begets a class of men and ministers in the

other extreme (for wherever there is a large portion of the

community of one way of thinking, there will always be

teachers to teach them that way) ; and from many pulpits

you hear taught to a congregation immensely larger than

those who believe in spirituality that, if a man is a good hus-

band, a good neighbor, and a good citizen ; if he pays his

taxes, and does not chef^t flagrantly, nor lie in any except the

allowable ways ; if he is a good provider and a good father,

and does about as well as he knows how, why,—he may risk

it,—he will be safe.

And then, that is corroborated and built up and enforced

upon men by this consideration :
'' We moral men are a

great deal better off than you religious men are. We do not

lie as much as you do. We do not pretend to have any relig-

ion to get behind as a kind of shield or defense. We have

to be honorable ; our honor is all we have ; but you think
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you have something else. You are ' elected,' you are ' God's

favorites,' and therefore these things are of no account with

you "—acting as men do in money matters. A man that

is poor, and works for all the money he gets, has to be very

careful, every day, of every cent, clear down to the bottom
of his pocket ; but if a man is the son of a millionaire, he

spends his money profusely, and does not care for the pennies,

saying, " I have more than I want, aud I can afford to

spend money freely." " You have your religion," say men,
*' and therefore you can afford to dispense with honor, and
fidelity, and honesty, and all those things which are the

driblets of morality ; but we have no religion, and we have

to be more honest and more truthful and more faithful than

you are." So they jeer at one another; and a most unfortu-

nate state of things exists : whereas if this could be changed,

so that men could see on both sides—on one side the supreme

importance of morality, and on the other side the supreme

importance that morality should blossom into spirituality and

bring forth fruit—there would be a gain to both, and one

party would be a help to the other.

Now, what is the appropriate sphere of morality ? It

includes all those active aud passive duties which are neces-

sary to the well-being of men in this world, considering men
as time-creatures purely and simply. All the necessary duties

that require men to take care of themselves, that are needful

to the well-being of the family, that are indispensable to the

integrity and healthfulness of the state ; all those necessary

duties that keep up the organization of civilized society

—

those are moralities. And what is religion ? All Jiose vir-

tues and habits, not which take hold upon society here alone,

but which recognize an invisible world, another existence,

and an invisible Potentate, or Father and Head, and that

therefore carry the mind above the sensuous into the super-

sensuous, or the realm of faith—that is religion. One

occupies the ground of the unseen and spirit land, and the

other occupies the ground of the visible and time land.

Morality, then, includes, first, duties to one's self, per-

sonal duties, sustenance, defense—by the law, if the law will

give it ; by one's self, if the law will not give it. For a moral
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reason, a man may lay down his life, suffering martyrdom,

suffering death, refusing deliverance ; but that is the excep-

tion, and is rare. Ordinarily, a man is lw)und to defend his

own person, and to do it in such a way as that society shall

be relieved from the great danger of every man's becoming

the judge and executor in his own case. He is bound to

defend himself by society and its appropriate instruments

;

but where society does not exist, or where, existing, it is so

nearly dissolved as to be inoperative, as in frontier cities, the

primary duty of self-defense recurs, and every man is as

much bound to defend himself as he is bound to defend liis

neiglibor.

If I were walking along the streets, and were to hear a

woman cry out, and were to see two men attacking her, would

I have any claim to be a man, if I ran away so as not to get

into danger ? He is a poltroon that would not rush into the

fray, caring not who it was. A woman assaulted by two

men, and not to be defended by a man ! But if it were not a

woman, if it were I the two men set upon, I am bound to

defend myself ; and I would ; and no man is moral that

would not. If you are placed in circumstances where, in

the presence of witnesses, you wish to exhibit the power of

true loving, the patience of a divine life, and men insult you

and spit upon you, and put upon your brow a crown of

thorns, you follow the example of the Master, and return no

reviliugs for revilings, no blows for blows—you are in a

sphere of moral exhibition ; but if, in the night, in violation

of all human instincts as well as of all laws, a man steals into

your house, and threatens the life of your children, or of

your old father who is supposed to have money, perhaps,

under his bed, and you do not return blow for blow, and shot

for shot, you are not worthy to be called—I will not say a

Christian—you are not worthy to be called a man. For self-

defense, either by the methods of society where they are

available, or by your own hand where you cannot avail your-

self of those methods, is a primary morality, and it is whole-

some, and it lies near the root of all true manhood ; and any

doctrines of peace, or any doctrines of Christian experience,

which eradicate that great primary fundamental duty, will
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emasculate civilization. Not that we are in anv great danger

of it just yet; but the duty of sustenance, the duty of

defense, the duty of moderation in all physical desires, the

duty of overruling self-indulgence, the duty of inspiring in

one's self iudustiy and independence,—all these are duties

which a man owes to himself. If there were not another

human being on the earth, every man ouglit to be this that

I have described.

The next is the class of duties which we call social—the

duties of the family aud neighborhood. There is the family,

and there is the extension which every true family makes by

embracing in its atmosphere neighboring families with whom
it is in friendly relations ; and the duties are those of recip-

rocal affection, and of generous social co-operation for things

which bring the kingdom of God to all ; the provision for

those that are nnder our care—our children, our servants,

and, more remotely, clerks and laboring men ; self-denial, or

the refusal to assert our primary and personal rights, giving

them up for the common benefit of society, and receiving our

pay from that—if you look upon it as a matter of bargain.

You ought not to look upon it so ; but if you do, you receive

back your dividend in the happiness which you have by

reason of the good will of the society you have obliged.

The parting with one's rights for the common good, grati-

tude, good will, truthfulness one with another, fidelity to each

other—these are moral obligations imposed on every man,

because only in some such moral relation as this can many
persons live together in happiness under the same roof. You
can put men together in a common family, if you treat them

as cats and dogs on sale. Give each one his own kennel or

his own little pen, so that they cannot get at each other, and

you can always keep them from quai-reling ; but if you mix

them all together, you cannot make a happy family, except by

destroying in some sense their original tendencies. In man
you must have the principle of mutual good will, or the

household cannot exist. That is the fundamental morality

branching out into all manner of collateral moralities.

Whatever, therefore, is necessary for the integrity, the pros-

perity and the happiness of the household, is a morality.
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Then, we stand in relations to the larger community rep-

resented by the government in all its forms—by the legisla-

ture, by the executive, and by the courts and magistrates.

Ev'ery man is bound to show obedience to the laws ; and if

he does, he had better not go where they are made ; for it is

with law-making very much as it is with dining. It is a good

maxim for a traveller, "If you wish to eat your dinner with

relish, do not go where it is cooked." So, if you wish to

respect justice, do not be too familiar with the courts ; and
if you wish to respect the laws, do not go to the legislature.

In other words, the weakness of men is universal. The
clumsiness by which all higher processes are carried forward

on any considerable scale, the interferences of selfishness, the

bias3s of pride, and the drawings of self-interest—these are

everywhere
;
just as much in the church as in the legislature,

and just as much in synods and general assemblies as in

courts of every description. It is part and parcel of the

infirmity of universal human nature.

Nevertheless, we are to be under obedience to the laws.

We are to respect magistrates—for their own sake if we can,

but, then, if we cannot, for the sake of their office. We are

to contribute to the well-being of the whole community by

the contribution of property, and also by the contribution of

personal service when that is required. We are to have

respect for the rights of our fellow men.

"Live and let live," is a familiar saying, and it is funda-

mental morality. Fidelity, truth, honesty, are elements

without which, in a short time, society would disintegrate

and fall to sand. It is (lot necessary to tell the truth, simply

because there is going to be a judgment day. If all men
should fail to tell the truth, the judgment day would come,

long before the General Judgment. For trust of man in man
is the cohesive power by which society is possible ; and no
man can trust to man where to lie is the rule and to tell the

truth is the exception. But just in proportion as men are

sacred in their promises, speaking the truth in the love of it,

and not only make what they say seeming truth, but make it

real truth
;
just in proportion as men deal -with each other

honestly and truthfully, they are contributing to the essential
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stability of that great organ and means of grace which God
has set up in this world—civilized, organized society.

Now, it is a universal fact, and therefore it is a universal

law, first, that each surhordinate form of morality is subject

to a two-fold development—namely, that each lower sphere

of morals prepares the way for, and naturally leads up to,

that which is next above it ; and secondly, that there is

another development in the man himself—namely, that any

act or quality of morality, if not hindered or restrained,

tends to take on a higher form in him. Every man who
learns how to take care of himself in lower degrees becomes

capacitated to be a useful member of the family. If one

cannot think enough to take care of himself, if he is too

weak to take care of himself, and if he has not judgment

enough to discriminate between right and wrong, he sits and

mopes in the corner, and we call him an idiot. The primary

necessity of a man is that he shall take care of himself, and

have such jiower of discretion that he can become an active

member of the family.

This lower form of morality, which includes the duties

a man owes to himself, works right toward the next sphere

—namely, that in which he becomes an organic member of

the household. For, now, the duties which are incumbent

ipon every one in the household—what are they ? Obedi-

-^Qe to superiors—to the father and the mother. Therefore,

^ere is to be reverence with obedience, and affection, and

good will toward each other, and dealing on the plane of

truth and fairness, through love to brother and sister.

Boys will fight with boys, if I recollect aright, in the

family ; but very seldom boys with their sisters. They are

taught to regard women as the representatives of something

higher than that which exists in physical force ; for, to the

child and the young man and the man woman represents an

ideal. It is the ideal of that which is divine. He who

( lA) sees woman in her physical relation to time and place

nas his head set back toward the beast ; while he whose head

is toward God sees in woman the incarnation of a divine

Itr^nciple.

So, from the earliest day, in the family, boys, rude and
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stubbed, giving way to anger, always feel more remorse for

hitting a sister on the head than for hitting a great blowsy-

headed boy brother.

Out of this moral drill, this knowledge, this discrimina-

tion, there begin to grow up those sentiments which fit men
for their higher relations in society. It is not that instruc-

tion alone, but that training, which men get in the family,

that prepares them to go into the larger spheres. Although

it does make the family happy, God does not build the family

and sequester men in it in order that they may have nothing

to do but to sit at home and be happy. It is a school, and it

graduates men into the larger sphere, and equips them at last

with the germinant forms of those virtues and moralities

which qualify them to be good citizens on a wider plane.

Human society is to have a millennium. Human society is

one day to be governed, not by those clumsy discriminations

of intellectual justice, not by those rudimentary laws which

are the best that the present condition of human knowledge

will allow : the day is coming when that government which

stands most perfect yet in the world—the government of love,

as administered by father and mother, over as many children

as they can take care of—is to be, in the increase of human
wisdom and human love, the government of states. It would

be folly to rush into it Just yet—as foolish as it was for David

to take on Saul's armor, which rattled about him ; but

when, by the evolution and the growth of ages, the world

comes to a condition in which it has the material for a gov-

ernment of love, the administration of that government will

have a place and will have a power of which we have now
but little suspicion.

The education of the child by inoculation, and more yet

by drill, drill, drill, prepares him to be a citizen. I em-

phasize the difference between education and training. Ed-

ucation is the impartatiou of ideas to children. Training is

the watching of them, and the teaching of them to reduce

those ideas to practice and to habit. So, then, a person may
be taught, and not be half-baked. Only then is a man in pos-

session of knowledge, when he has it so thoroughly that he

does not discriminate between knowledge and his own per-
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sonal existence. It must be so incorporated in you that it is

you, and that you use it spontaneously and inspiration ally.

Then, you know.

Now, when a child is brought in from a rude state, he

sits at the table and helps himself, and takes his knife and

fork as if they were respectively a pitchfork and a scythe.

As he eats he is told, "Tut, tut, tut ! you must not stick

your elbows into your neighbors' sides." Using these instru-

ments is an awkward thing to him ; and he never puts them

down without thinking, and never takes them up without

thinking. And when he takes them up, how awkwardly does

he point them ! And how long it takes him to learn how to

use them right ! But he will learn hi time, if you drill him

and train him, and keep him drilling and training, drilling

and training. I suspect that there is not one here among you

who ever thinks about putting his elbows into his neighbors'

sides ; I suspect that every person here uses his knife and

fork gracefully, without the least impediment, and in such a

way as serves, without any disturbance of others, the best

purposes to himself ; but you were trained to it. You were

not born with that knowledge. You were brought to it, not

by simply being told, but by being told and watched, and

told again, and told again and again. The boy is asked,

" Now, Edward, what did I tell you yesterday ?"' and when

the next meal comes, again the same " Tut, tut, tut !" puts

him on remembrance, and keeps him working, working,

working, till he has forgotten all about the injunction, hav-

ing acquired the habit : and now he is trained.

It is the training, then, which men get, that avails more

than preaching. One reason why preaching does so little

good is that it is like firing at birds on the wing. If you hit

them, they have strength to fly off into the wilderness, and

you cannot get them. Many a man gets an idea from

preaching ; but getting an idea is not getting a habit. Many

a man gets an impulse ; but an impulse is like a rill after a

rain, which runs out very quick, and leaves a dry channel.

It is training that does the work.

Now, churches are not very good training-grounds, as

compared with families. I know it is said that preaching.
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and the means of grace in churches, keep the family ahve.

Yes, there is a certain truth in that ; but the truth is just

reversed. The family keeps the church alive first.

In the dispute between the earth and the clouds, the

clouds being very high up, and wearing gaudy colors, boast

and whisper down, and say, ^' Ah ! if it were not for us up

here, what would become of you down there ? " And all the

springs, all the rivers, all the lakes, and all the moist earth,

say, "If it were not for us that evaporate our moisture, what

would become of you ?—for clouds are born out of the water

that the earth gives." Thus, while the clouds do rain and
refresh the earth, they only give back to it that which they

borrowed from it ; and so as to the church, although it influ-

ences the family and enriches it, it got the influence first out

of the virtues of the family.

So, then, moralities, in the order of the divine economy,

beginning at the individual, run through the family, and up
into civil relations. They are so ordered that every lower

stage of morality—that is to say, the duties that necessarily

belong to the organic existence of each particular stage of

human development—prepares for the next one above.

But there is another still more important development

than this. I will give a single instance to show you what
I mean—that of gratitude and trust. When gratitude is

nascent, when it is just born, it takes hold of men by the

lowest side. When you take a little babe that is just coming
to be ten or twelve months old, why does the child run to

the mother and to the nurse rather than to any others, ex-

cept for this reason, that it knows where its food comes
from—that it knows where it is made comfortable ? They
take care of it, and its little body is full of the consciousness

of being made comfortable and happy by the ministration of

the mother-hand and the nurse-hand. So the child learns

from bodily sensations to prefer them, to run to them, and
to play with them.

But as the child grows up, and becomes a boy of six or

five or four years of age, it then receives all these things as a

matter of course ; but if there comes one of these grand fel-

lows, as boys think—a boys' hero—into the neighborhood.
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who pats him on the head, praises him, asks him to ride

out with him, and gives him a ball of twine, a kite, a top,

or a jack-knife, thus putting the boy in the way of sports

and service and development, why, that boys' hero will run

away with that little fellow in spite of father or mother, or

minister or teacher, or anybody else. There is nothing more
grateful and trustful than a generous-hearted boy toward a

boy benefactor that treats him just along the line and on the

plane of a boy's development. Oh ! I remember : I think I

would have run myself to death for some persons who shewed

me kindness, when I was a boy. What would not I have

done and dared for them and in their defense ? and it was

because I had been touched by them just in the point where

my nature was being developed.

But the boy gets a little larger. He is just beginning

to feel that these things are altogether infantine ; he is

coming to that point where he begins to have a love of

knowledge awakened in him, a sense of competition, and he

has a teacher that teaches him offense and defense, that

teaches him equestrian feats, that teaches him to hunt and

to fish, and other things. And, gaining him through these

things, he inspires him to discrimination in thinking, and

nourishes his mind, until by and by the boy who fell back

from mathematics, as I did, is encouraged to go on. I

did not believe that it was in me till I was made by

the force of my teacher to know that it was in me, and

that even Euclid was not a match for me, when I got

thoroughly mad and went at him. And that man who first

waked up in me a sense of victory, a consciousness that I

could attack a proposition, that I could subdue a sentence,

that I could gain knowledge, and that I could add knowledge

to knowledge—my head will have gone down into forgetful-

ness before I shall forget Fitzgerald. He is dead, but he

lives ; and I shall never forget him. Boys come to have

a reverence and love for those that are faithful to them, and

that develop what is best in them ; and you may carry

it one step higher, and consider the admiration which ad-

Tanced pupils feel—the artist for his art-teacher, or the

disciple for the philosopher in whose school he is ; or, take
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what is a more frequent and universal experience, where the

tender and the most profoundly radiant and divinest affec-

tion of gratitude exists—namely, the affection which sensitive

religious souls feel for him who has cast a light upon the

dark places of their experience, and delivered them from the

prison-house of doubt, and brought them into the liberty of

trust and faith and love. There are no affections so sacred

nor so wide in the horizon of the earth as the loves which

are formed on religious grounds for religious helpfulness.

Now, mark that the lowest stage of gratitude was for

physical things ; and the next was for pastimes and means

of sport ; then it rose higher, and took in ideas ; and then

it rose still higher, and took in religious sentiments, so that

the instinct that had a very low origin went on enlarging

and increasing. The tendency of morality that is rightly

developed, if it be not hindered and if it be dealt justly

with—the tendcDcy of every such morality—that is, the ten-

dency of those duties that are necessary to the organic con-

ditions of the individual, of the family, and of civil society

—

is to spread upwards and take in larger and larger spheres.

Now, you have struck the philosophical principle on

which morality works up toward religion, even by which the

habit of affection, and of fidelity, and of duty, and of self-

restraint, and of the relative duties which we owe to each

other and to society, and which are necessary to this plane of

existence, comes, by an increasing tendency, to recognize a

still higher residence, a still higher world, other beings, and,

above all, the Supreme. And then, when these very edu-

cated tendencies which have been gradually formed and

fashioned transfer themselves, and rise up, you worship God,

and you recognize life as immortal, and you serve this present

society, looking across it, and taking aim at the other and

higher. So that this life has been a series of successive

academies or universities or schools, and through them all,

and by their ministration, you have risen, step by step, to the

competency of the higher life.

Here, then, I pause in the discussion, having shown,

in the first place, what moralities are—namely, that they

are, in their highest and best sense, those duties which
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men owe to themselves, to their liousoholds, to civil society,

to their social relations in this world and in time ; and
also, that morality, in one form and at each stage, prepares

for the next higher development of it and the next advance
in growth ; and likewise, interiorly, that every trne morality

tends to develop itself in a higlier class of faculties ; that it

begins in the physical, and then goes on to the social, and
then to the intellectual, and then to the aesthetic, and then

to the moral, and then from the visible to the invisible

;

so that every morality that does not go on to a sjiiritual form

is estopped and dwarfed. Every morality is an uncompleted

note. It is drawn, but it is not signed, and is not ne-

gotiable. It is a vine that spreads, and branches, and covers

itself with leaves, but never blossoms, or if it blooms, stops

at blossoming, and brings forth no grapes. It is a tree, but

not a fruit tree. All morality, initial and intermediate,

must consummate itself in the higher regions before it be-

comes perfected morality.

So, then, on the one hand, if men say, " I am not a re-

ligious man, but still, I do about as well as I know how ; I

am trying to live a moral life ; I don't get drunk ; I don't

steal; I don't lie; I am trying to be just; it is a crooked world,

and it is a hard thing to carry yourself along; and I do, per-

haps, totter sometimes, and go a little to one side or the

other ; but, after all, I hope I am living about right ;*and, in

the judgment day, I trust it will be found that the books

about balance. . I have done considerable harm, I know ; I

have been somewhat selfish in spots, but I have been very

benevolent in other spots ; I know that I may have crooked

the truth a little here, but I have told it straight there a great

many more times ; I believe I have averaged it pretty well on

the side of morality. I do not know much about these

things, and I do not think others do ; but I hope that,

somehow or other, when I die, I shall fare about as well, at

any rate, as the members of the church do." That is about

the way in which men speak of morality.

Oh, men and brethren, is that the rational way ? What
would you say of men who should voyage to a distant

country and make only those provisions which were necessary
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for them while they stayed at home—who should make no

i:)rovision for the future, for the sea, nor for the distant con-

tinent ? But you are not denizens of time alone. You live

here that you may live forever ; and those virtues which are

necessary for the maintenance of society organizations are

good, thoroughly good, and indisjiensable ; but does it fol-

low that those virtues and moralities prepare you for an

entirely different and adjourned state ? They are good as

long as you are in the body ; but ;^j.hen the body drops, what

then ? All those habits, all those self-restraints, and all

those moralities which have respect to a simply physical ex-

istence, when that existence becomes purely spiritual, drop

away from you ; and what is left ? A man may be able to

maintain himself in a city, and in a store, because he has those

fundamental habits and that training which qualify him for

a physical existence and for dealing with physical men ; but

suppose he passes into a state where there is no body, where

there are no stores, where there is nothing but reason and the

moral sentiments and affections, how much has he of them ?

All the stock in trade which he possesses is that which has

relation to a lower state of existence.

It is as if a worm were to make no provision for itself as

a chrysalis. It is as if the chrysalis were to say, " I do not

care for any thing more than I have ; I am happy now where

I am, and as I am," and make no provision for its winged

state when it should rise and soar through the air.

It is for you that are born of tlie clod, and, beginning at

the lowest point, are working up by your moralities, higher

and higher—it is for you, as far as possible, to understand

that which is within you—with revelation if you have it,

and even without revelation if you have it not ; for men
without a revelation have had the instinct of immortality.

The old Jews, who had no revelation of immortality, believed

in it, by reason of God's working upon their inner nature by
his Spirit, and by outward analogies. If you are fitted by

your lower moralities only for this mortal and lower state,

then you come to yourself in the other land, what will there

be of you ?

An artist takes a picture, and begins working at the bot-
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torn, on the foreground, and works in everything clear up to

the middle distance, and completes it, saying, *'I will finish

the upper part as soon as I get time"; and he goes off and
leaves the picture. By and by, the possessor concludes to sell

it. So he takes a knife and cuts it in two in the middle and
sells the lower part, and it is gone. Then he tries to sell the

upper part ; but there is nothing there. That part has not

been painted.

So death cuts men in two, and leaves the bottom here,

and there is no top to go there. Men that are good citizens,

and only good citizens for this life ; men who have clung

around the necessary objects of physical or material exis-

tence ; men who develop themselves in respect to that,

and only in respect to that, with no shoots going out, with

no vines creeping up from them, with no lift and illumina-

tion and higher development—such men die ; and how much
is there of them ?

Well now, select a worldly man of great wisdom, great

power and great position. Each of yon can call to mind such

a man. There are enough of them ; you can have one

apiece all round. Now, let us see how much there is in him.

How much is thereof him? For example, I ask: Do you

admit him to be a man of gi*eat power and consequence ?

" Oh, yes," every one of you says, "yes." Do you think he is

a man who has a very great sense of imagination and poetry ?

"Poetry? Hem!" It is considered a good joke. Well, I

mean refinement? "Refinement? He has too much force

for that. He is like a wild boar of the forest. He don't

stop for refinement. He means Misiness." Well, how about

his moral instincts—his sensitive honor ? " Honor ! He goes

for interest, and he goes where it is, and he don't stop either

for any httle impediments." Well, as it respects his devo-

tion ? " Oh, I do not think he ever squandered many hours

in his closet." Well, as to that generous feeling which large

manhood has for all those who have served humanity ?

It is proposed to raise a statue to Franklin, to Shakespeare;

and all men who feel that they have been made richer and

wiser and better by the life and writings of either of these

men, saj, "I would to God I could give him personally
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something ; but I can't, and all I can do is to express

my gratitude by some contribution to his honor among

men." You go to your man (you are thinking of one,

doubtless, each of you, and I am thinking of mine), and

say, "Will you contribute something to Franklin's statue ?"

"Franklin's statue? What do I care for Franklin? No,

not a single cent." There is no generosity in him of that

kind. But say to him, "Look here, don't you know that

you are trying to get that last minority director to agree

to this change, and to fall in with your idea ? Well, now,

that man has this thing very much at heart ; and if you

will just subscribe to this statue, it will please him exceed-

ingly, and he will be likely to adopt your view." "Cer-
tainly, certainly ; put my name down for five hundred
dollars." What he would not do from any manliness, or from

any sympathy with manhood, or from any sense of gratitude

to the world's benefactors, show him that it is selfish and he

runs to it as a swine runs to his food.

Well, but, is he conscientious and just? "I would not

take the man's word out of my sight—^not for a minute ; but

he is a good man as the world goes. Oh ! he has the keen-

est way of bargaining. He has a wonderful force. He
understands men. Nobody goes near him that he does not

use him, and the man hardly knows it. All the nets that he

draws come in full of gold-fish, and silver-fish, and all sorts

of fish. He is a large, prosperous man. I would rather

have that man's name on a note than the name of any other

man you can mention." And yet, when you come to analyze

him, it is all garret up, in his moral nature. There is not a

tenant in it. He has no higher virtues ; no serene faith ; no

hope that triumphs over adversity, as the bow spans the

storm ; no love, disinterested ; no generosity ; no refine-

ment ; no imagination in such directions ; no thought of

God ; and no thought of men, except as so many elements or

materials that he can work up into his prosperity. Well,

this great man dies suddenly ; and all that was great in

him is in his cofiin. The blood is still ; the eye is dead
;

the ear is deaf ; the hand is useless ; and the foot will walk

no more. What is gone, then ? The earth takes to itself
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again the earth that was iu him ; and that which goes up to

judgment is the reasonable intelligence, the moral sense, and
the affections : and what are these ? Yet he was not a bur-

glar; he was not a drunkard; he was not a thief; he never
committed arson ; none of these things was he guilty of ; he

had many of those indispensable virtues which were neces-

sary to the working of his plans and the maintenance of

society ; but, so far as the next state of existence is concerned,

all his good qualities stopped short. They never blossomed

into those states which will be of use to him in the life that

is to come.

Let me say to every young man and to every maiden, I

preach to you every form of morality. There is not one

observance of etiquette, there is not one observance of refine-

ment, and, still more, there is not one of those fundamental

moralities that have in them your purity, your truth, your

temperance, your honor, or your courtesy, that I do not urge

upon you. All of these are of transcendent importance.

Do not understand me as saying that morality is of no

use. It is very useful ; it is the seed-ground of immortality
;

and I go further and say. It is better that you should have

that, even if you have no religion, than that you should have

no religion, and not that either. It is of vital importance
;

and to every parent and to every teacher I say : Drill and

train men in all the fundamental moralities of the family,

of the school, of the neighborhood, and of the State. They

are the foundation on which men are to build. If they are

ever to have religion, that is what it must grow out of, and

on which it must be built. You can have morality without

religion ; but you cannot have religion without morality.

You can have a foundation to your house without any super-

structure on it ; but you cannot have a roof in the air with

no foundation under it. '• Religion " is only the name which

we give to that form of human development which carries a

man higher than this life, and into the other and spiritual

hfe.

Therefore, when I preach that you must be born again,

when I preach that the new life in Christ Jesus, wrought by

the power of God, must be in you, do not think that I
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undervalue the lower forms by which you come to the possi-

bility of these things. They are of transcendent importance :

but do not believe that they are enough. Straw that never

ripens its grain is straw. Plants that throw out leaves and
do not blossom are mere grass and herbs, and not flowers.

Trees and vines that bring forth no fruit are not fruit vines,

nor fruit trees. " By their fruit ye shall know them." And
I say to everyone that is simple, truthful, sweet-minded,

gentle, obliging, courteous and virtuous : You are doing v/ell

in these things, and why should you not do better ? You, of

all the world, have less excuse than anybody else, if you rise

into the other life without that spiritual equipment which

should have sprung from your moralities. A poor, ignorant,

rude frontiersman, a river-man, living on boats and rafts,

may rise up and say, " Lord, I am of no account in spiritual

things ; but then, I had no chance. Nobody ever taught

me anything. My father and mother were drunkards, and I

was thrown into bad company, and didn't know any better."

There is some chance for him ; the last may be first : but

you that were taught from your mother's lap, and have had
your higher life associated with every endearing thought of

father and mother or brother and sister, you that have been

taught that the common moralities were but the ground out

of which were to rise the higher virtues and spiritualities,

when you stand there shorn of blossoms, and without such

spiritual development, what will you say ? How can you
lift u]) your eyes to the Judge who put a price into your
hand to get wisdom, when you are obliged to acknowledge
that you squandered that price upon your passions ? How
can you say, ''Lord, Lord, open unto me," when all your
life has been locking and barring and double-bolting the

gates of the spiritual life to yourself ? How can you ask for

spiritual visions or communicable happiness in the other
and higher life—you whose whole education, voluntary, con-
tinous, against warning and in^^tation and understanding,
has been an education that should fit you for the lower, and
unfit you for the higher life ?

Do not think that the going into heaven, that the going
into an eternity of hai:»piness or unhappiness, is a matter of
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mechanical registration. Do not think that it is organized

and worked up as an army is organized and worked up.

That which is in you will determine what you are, and where

you are ; and in the great hereafter, in more glowing and

grander and larger forms, you will assume to yourself that

which you have been, and not what you have seemed to be,

in experience.

Not because a child is born of a great name does he

become welcome to company, if he be a brute ; but if he,

being born of a great name, has added to that name great

qualities, he is welcome. Human society constantly sifts

and selects ; and the bad go with the bad, the good with

the good, the refined with the refined, the understanding

with the understanding ; and that which is here in rude and

crude forms, grows larger and grander and purer and surer

in the other and better life. He that is holy, and loves it

;

he that is just, and loves it ; he that is grateful, and loves it

;

he that is confiding, and loves the quality ; he that trusts,

and believes beyond the senses, by the understanding ; he

that has faith, and has centered that upon God, although

unknown or too little known—he, in the other life, cannot

be sent to hell.

When I come up before the Eternal Judge, and say, all

aglow, " My Lord and my God !" will he turn to me and say,

"Go down; you have never been immersed—go down"?
Will he turn to me and say, "You did not come up by the

right road
;
you did not come through the true Church—go

down"? I, to the face of Jehovah, will stand and say,

"God, I will tiot go to hell: I will go to heaven. I love

thee. Now, damn me if thou canst. I love thee." And

God shall say, and heaven shall flame with double and

triple rainbows, and echo with joy, " Dost thou love ? Enter,

and be forever blessed !

"
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

We do not draw near to thee, our Father, as the unhelped and
the outcast; for we have been abundantly succored, and we are

drawn near to thee already ; and we are buoyed and borne hither,

this morning, on the bosom of mercies innumerable. We are as they
that press upon the very tide of the sea and the ocean. Every
morning, and every noon, and every evening, and through the

night, always, and in every way, thou art watching and pouring
abroad upon us mercies unnumbered. Nor shall we know the scope
and intent of all thy care until we are dismissed from these deceiv-

ing bodies, and we come to the knowledge of the truth as it is in

Jesus; until we see thee as thou art in the realm where thou dost

dwell; until we have left this lower state, opaque and earthly, and
risen to the land where the spirit is, and where life is nobler.

Grant, we beseech of thee, that we may have more and more,
day by day, a sense of the all-abounding mercy and goodness of God

;

and that the goodness of God may lead us to repentance, and not to

selfishness—to nobler endeavors, and not to supineness and indo-
lence.

Grant, we pray thee, that by thy mercies, by thy gentleness, by
thy sweet attractions, we may be drawn toward thee, and become
like thee, owning our parentage, recognizing the filial feeling, and
crying evermore, Abba, Father. We thank thee that thou hast open-
ed to us iu Jesus Christ so clear a view of what thou art, aud of thy
social relations to the human soul. We are no longer as those who
stand trembling to placate an offended Divinity. Thou art God in

us, and thou art our Father, not because thou boldest in thine hand
the universe to mould it and shape it as thou wilt, and not because
thou hast all power. Thou, O God, art not simply a God of wisdom
and a God of might. Not so in the temple of our souls do we dis-

cern thee, and not so do we read thee in the revelation of thy Son,

who was in the express image of thy Person. It is because of the

wonder of thy deeper and inward life; it is because of the construc-

tive force of thy love; it is because thou canst by thine ineffable

sweetness and beauty and glory sustain and forevermore rejoice in

the sentient creatures that are brought through trial to know thee

as thou art,—it is because of these things that we adore thee as God.
Though thine outward work is glorious to our outward sense, and
though thine administration is wise to our understanding, yet only

then do we begin to know thee when tlie heart feels after thee, and
all its wants are met by thine incoming Spirit. For over against

every desire, and every yearning, and every attempt to go from
worse to better, or from better to best; over against every sorrow,

and temptation, and discouragement, aud over against every fear

stands Christ, meeting our every want—so meeting it that it is as if

we had beheld our God. And mingling that which we can understand
in him with that which is higher and beyond, we come to some faint

and feeble knowledge of the great God, not far away, but separated

from us by reason of our incapacity to worship, and to understand
the magnitude and the quality of his glory.
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Our Father, we thank thee for Jesus. O Lord Jesus, we thauk
thee for thy fidelity, and for thy surpassing wonder of love. We
are as uothins ; we have done nothing; we are as helpless as babes
in the mother's lap ; and thou art more to us than ever mother knew
how to be. We rejoice ia that disinterestedness of love, and
patience, and care, and watchfulness that lasts from day to day,
and is unwearied and unweariable. O thou blessed Saviour, thou art

the One that the world needs; for how shall men be driven up by
tyrant's blows from the lower or from the worst forms of life into

excellence? And how shall men be goaded by tears and conscience

and manacles, and made large and free, so that their goodness shall

flash from them spontaneously ? Only from the sunmier of thy love

canst thou bring forth in us that which is divine. Only by the good-
ness of God can we become good. And yet what is the task that is

appointed for thee? We linger in our thoughts, and how soon we
are weary! How often we whom thou lovest are fatigued by reason

of the weakness of the flesh, by reason of our self-indulgence, our
pride, and the thousand infirmities of life; and thou that art so

much purer, and whose eyes discern within and without—how
patient art thou, resuming again thy labor with each generation,

and waiting to be gracious! We cannot understand thy nature.

The length, and breadth, and height, and depth of the love of God
in Christ Jesus passeth knowledge. And yet we look forward to

the day when we shall be able to see thee as thou art, and when,
being more like thee, we shall enter into a better understanding of

the possibility of thy nature and of thy disposition. Grant, then,

that we may count everything that is unlike thee unworthy of our-

selves. May we diligently seek for the mind of Christ, and in all

things be made conformable unto him.
Vouchsafe this morning thy commimion, thy presence and thy

blessing consciously to every heart that needs thee. We pray for

those who are themselves mute. We pray for those for whom
parents long ago have prayed, and who are left ui)on earth far from
God, and from the covenant of promise. We pray for those who
have once prayed, and have ceased praying. We pray for those who
have from any reason backslidden from their early hope and faith.

We pray for those who are discouraged with oft attempts and con-

stant breakings away from their better purposes, as sailors wIjo

seelv from the wre(^k to reach the shore, and are tossed back again

by the refluent wave. How many are there who fain would come
again to purity, and temperance, and truth, and duty! The pur-

pose is with them, the spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak. O thou
High-priest, that art appointed to succor those who are out of the

way, liave compassion upon all who are enthralled ; all who are lost;

all who are entangled; all who have wandered from the road, and
cannot again find it. And we beseech of thee that thou wilt teach

others to be helpful to them. What are we that we should tread

down men as if they were the dust of the field—wo whose veiy life

is by sufferance; we who, if God should t..!:e his thoughts of com-
passion one single hour from us, would sink into night and death?

Grant that we may be merciful, and have sympathy with those that
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are in trouble, and with those that are out of the way, to j?ive them
all succor, and courage, and help, that they may be established in

that which is good.
We beseech thee that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon

any who are in sorrow, and interpret to them how much there is

that they need in sorrow, that they may not stand questioning,

"What have I done that God should afflict me so? May they, rather,

with resigned hearts and upturned faces, say: Lord, what is the les-

son that thou wouldst have me learn in this trouble? May it work
to the humbling of their pride, to the correction of their self-indulg-

ence, to the deepening of their faith, and lo the enriching of their

aflfections. Let them call suffering, not God's anger, but a drawing
near to them of their God. Let them understand that when God
casts them into twilight it is for their benefit, though men call it

trouble and sorrow.
We l)eseech thee that thou wilt grant that all those who are

appointed to sickness, to disease, or to death, and are drawing near
thereto, may learn to look, not upon the ruin, but upon the coming
glory. What if this outward house is disst)lved? What if this tab-

ernacle does go down ? Oh, that they might know that they have a
house on high, not built with hands, which no desert storm can
overthrow, and which no earthquake can shake, eternal in the
heavens.
And we beseech thee that thou wilt grant that while men shall

be content still to live and not to be unclothed, yet they may be
more contented as they see the signs and tokens of their drawing
near to the other and better life; and may these signs and tokens be
to them as music which calls men forth to the street; and may they
rejoice and listen for the sounds. As old age and various infirmities

are taking away from them this world, part by part, and shutting

them up more and more, grant that their thoughts of God may be
as when men put away pleasant things for the voyage home, and
pack thera safely, and do not mourn that they are hidden from their

sight, but rejoice continually all day and night in the thought that
they are going home. AtkI so may we be willing to fold up these

vestments, and see this body taken down, and these senses hindered
and obscured; and may they be as the tokens of God that soon we
are to be called for; and may there be given to us such grace and
such help that in every trouble we shall see deliverance, in every
hindrance speed that is coming, and in every sorrow the monition
of triumph. And so when, at last, the summons shall come, may it

find us not only willing but waiting, longing to depart and be with
Christ, which is better than life.

And to thy name shall be the praise. Father, Son and Spirit, ever-
more. Amciu
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PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Otjb Father, we pray that we may rise to the conception of true
livinjr, and of living here that we may live there; of living in a
divine mood that we may be partakers of the divine nature. When
we are best, we are but scholars in primary schools. We look for

our full enfranchisement and graduation only when we shall stand
in Zion and before God ; but teach us how to make use of the things

that are here, so that we may unfold more and more, and reach up
toward that coming land, that we may be equipped for it, trained

for it, and that we may be able at last to enter in, and to be forever

with the Lord.
And to thy name shall be the praise of our salvation, Father, Son,

and Spirit. Amen.



THE LAW OF SOUL-GROWTH.

" But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even
those who by reason of use have their senses exercised to discern

both good and evil."—Heb. v., 14.

The part, of tliis text from which I shall speak, is :

^' Those who by reason of use have their senses exercised to

discern both good and evil." This is a special application

of that principle on which we may, I think, now say. The
world was created, and the race introduced upon it. It is a

very quiet and special application of a principle that lies at

the foundation of human economy, as designed and con-

ducted by the Almighty.

You will observe that in the context the reproach is not

that they have disobeyed their instructors, that they have

fallen into evil habits, that they are slack in bounty or

benevolence ; it is of duties ordinarily neglected, or ordi-

nary wrongs committed. The point of exception and rebuke

is that they have not grown more ; that they were brought

into the name of Christ, that they were gathered into Chris-

tian fellowship, and that there they were like so many little

babies crying in the nursery, every one wanting his cradle,

every one wanting a nurse to rock him and feed him, and

no one wanting to take care of himself. " You are all babes.

You need yet to he fed with milk." That is the idea.

Individuality of conscience ; the power of judging what

is right and what is wrong ; the manly duty of taking care

of yourself, which is reprobated, often, as a dangerous thing

Sunday Morning, April 18, 1876. Lesson : Heb. v. Hymns (Plymouth Collec-

tion): No8. 286. T41, 660.
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—this is enjoiued here as the very ideal of the Christian life
;

and that kind of supine submission to authority, that young-

robin habit of opening the mouth and letting the parents

put in whatever they think best, and swallowing whatever

goes in,—that state in which one is passive and recejitive, and

wants to conform to usage and institunon, and to have no

trouble, and to be a babe, lapped, l-osomed, fed, dandled,

taken care of, a babe still ;—that is rebuked.

The Protestant idea of the sovereignty of the individual

conscience is recognized. The hierarchic idea of the sub-

mission of men's consciences, or of the individual conscience,

is condemned ; and it is in connection with this that the

apostle speaks of men as, by reason of development or of

education, having their senses—that is, their faculties—so

unfolded that they {thei/, not other people) can discern and

discriminate, in all the infinite perplexities of life, and the

ten thousand new cases which are coming up, what is right,

and what is wrong, and act accordingly.

Now, elsewhere, we have abundant exhortation in the

word of God to growth.
" Grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour,

Jesus Christ." " Grow up into Him in all things."

Being built up, tier by tier—that is the hidden meaning

—the meaning now hidden by the common use of the word

"edify," which signifies build.

All these elements of v^arious figures and words, all these

stages of growth, are abundantly recognized ;
but here it is

the method of growing that is recognized. It is the use of

our faculties for ourselves, so that they become interpretative

of law and truth : not so that they are able to accept the

interpretations of others—though that is permissible ; but so

that they shall have legislative power in themselves, and so

that every Christian man shall be gradually brought to that

staJ^e in which, in higher and higher spheres of duty, he

shall know what is right and what is wrong, and help himself.

It is the recognition of the method of God by which he is

endeavoring to prepare men, and each man, to be a sovereign

over the kingdom within. More glorious and more important

than any kingdom that Ca3sar ever reigned over, is that
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kingdom which the poorest man carries in his own bosom
;

and the whole training of God is to prepare each man to be a

thinker, a man of will, a man of choice, a man of function,

for himself.

Not that we ever shall escape the need of help on the

earth, from above, from beneath, and from every side ; but

the ideal toward which we are pressing, and which we shall

recognize in the hereafter, is that ideal to which each man is

competent in himself.

The difference between a man and a machine—did you

ever think what it was ? A machine lasts a great deal longer

than most men do, and works a great deal cheaper. One
machine will do a hundred men's work, and will do it a great

deal better than they would do it. One machine for making
cloth clothes more poor people than a hundred men could,

weaving by hand. But after all, though a machine may turn

out better shoes and better boots, better buttons, better hats,

and better cloth, than men, yet the poorest man that drudges

in the penitentiary is of more worth than an infinite num-
ber of such machines—and by virtue of what ? By virtue

of the power of thinking. The fact that the machine

stands there absolutely unable to think, is an evidence of its

inferiority. It is hard to persuade myself that some machines

do not think ; but I know that it is so When I see one of

Hoe's master presses, with the latest improvements, taking

tlie paper, and wetting it, and printing it on both sides, and
with nimble fingers drawing it this way and that way, and
turning it over, and folding it, and throwing it into the box,

five or ten thousand an hour, ready to send off by mail (a

work which twenty men could not do in that time, but which
this stone-blind machine does with ease), it seems hard to

believe that somewhere or other that thing does not think.

I have seen the power looms at Lowell and at Lawrence doing

their work ; and T could hardly dismiss from myself the feel-

ing that they had intelligence ; and I remember that, the first

time I saw them, with Mr. Bigelow, the inventor, I said,

"This machine onght to vote"— which is the American's

way of expressing intelligence. And yet, after all, there is

nothing but iron and wood in those machines ; there is no
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thought in them ; there is no education that will ever put

into them any marrow, or any brain, or any susceptibility.

There they stand, just the same for a hundred years, doing

grand work—better work than men do ; and what is the rea-

son that the poorest emigrant that has just come over,

uncombed, unhoused, undressed, is worth a thousand such

machines, except that God made him with a nature that

thinks? He has thought, and he is a cliild of God. But
he is pushed this way by cold, that way by heat, and the

other way by hunger ; he is made to do a hundred things,

acted upon by ten thousand influences : and yet, poor, mean
and vulgar as he is, there is coiled up at the center of his

being a susceptibility out of which, in the way of life, can

be brought the power of thinking and of choosing. In other

words, there is an interior power which dominates over the

exterior, and makes him the master of his body, and the

master of his circumstances. That is the reason why the

man is worth more than the machine : not to the market,

necessarily ; not to the store ; not to the shop ; not to the

warehouse ; but, judged in the higher court of the value of

humanity itself, the poorest and most ignorant man is better

than a machine, and is better by virtue of the fact that he

has the power to think, to choose and to act.

This principle rises in its sphere from the lowest forms of

creation to the very highest—namely,' from the lowest power

in animals to the self-determining power in man.

Look at inorganic matter. What is it ? It is that which

has no power except to receive impressions. It can contrib-

ute nothing as of itself. What is the first step above inor-

ganic matter ? It is organized matter, even in the vegetable

kingdom. It is that which not only is able to receive domi-

nant influences, but begins to exert some influence. If there

be any conscious power in the vegetable kingdom, it is the

barest, the merest suggestion. But, the moment we have

come to what is called the animal creation, we find this

self-element more marked—we find a power which is differ-

ent from all its environments, and which enables it to act

out of its central self in various ways. That power begins

to be disclosed ; and it is along the line of this disclosure
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that the development of the lower animal stands toward the

higher.

''This manifestation," men say, "is due to the aug-

mentation of the nervous system." They say that where

self-power rises in the scale to a higher sphere, it does so

because the nervous system is the organization by which this

power is developed in the individual, and by which he be-

comes a thinker, a chooser and an actor, from reasons that

are in himself.

And when you rise to the human family, you find that

they extend vastly above the highest of the animals beneath

them, by virtue of their susceptibility to increase this power.

It may be some quality, some generic character, as in the

highest animals below man ; but the susceptibility of devel-

opment varies to such an extent as that there is a gulf

between the highest animal and the lowest human being—

a

gulf apparently impassable to investigation. There are a

great many chasms to be bridged ; but this seems to be a

chasm that never will be bridged.

The sphere, then, in which the inward force of con-

scious being controls the outward is very small ; but it aug-

ments. It is sometimes said that man is the creature of his

circumstances ; that his climate enforces his occupation and
his domesticity,—that in warm climates he lives out of doors,

and the family is therefore diffused; but that in cold climates,

for the greater number of the months of the year, he is

indoors, and the family is huddled together, and that the

bringing them together in household relations develops qual-

ities which are not developed in the torrid zones. " What a

man eats," Mr. Buckle says, "develops his disposition;"

and he goes on to say that a man's outward circumstances

determine his inward nature.

Now, no man will dispute that circumstances act power-

fully on men as movers and motives ; but the peculiarity of

man is this: that outward motives are so much food, as it

were, to the rational and moral nature that he has within

him; and that he digests these outward motives or influences,

so that, after all, while they start him, he determines in the

last result. Physically, a man can be pushed, whether he
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will or not ; he can be lifted or lowered : but in that sphere

where a man is himself, it may be that the suggestion of

this, that, or the other course of conduct, or that the first

impulse toward it, may come from without ; but there is

nothing from without which has not to pass through the

mill, or, I might say, through the stomach, and this, only

when digested, becomes his will, by virtue of his moral

sensibility or social reason ; so that, although a man is the

creature of circumstances, circumstances become the servants

of men. If a man be feeble, then he is very much bound

by circumstances ; but if he is strong, he grinds up circum-

stances. Heat and cold, time and labor, necessities, con-

flicting wills, all sorts of outward influences, come in and

report themselves ; and he legislates among them, and deter-

mines the line of conduct by that which, to him, in his

selfness, seems best and right.

There is, or there ought to be, no conflict with the schools

that say that a man is a creature of circumstances. He is so,

because he is the creature of himself ; and it is the selfness

in him that makes use of these circumstances. We are influ-

enced from without ; and the without is influenced from the

within. There are tliousands of men who are too feeble to

make much use of the suggestion of circumstances, and they

are going down like dead leaves on a stream ; but there are

thousands of men who work out their prosperity, not along

the line of circumstances, but right in the face and teeth of

them, and who out of poverty gather abundance, and out of

opposition gain victories, and out of despondency extract

courage, and out of daunting fears build hope, and maintain

themselves, and thrive where other men are destroyed. It is

the magnitude of self-power in them which makes them

superior to their fellows ; and we call them leaders, and

generals, and men of genius, and what not, according to

circumstances. These indicate to us, according to the uni-

versal impression, that the line of ascent from tlie lower to

the higher form of manhood is that line of ascent by which

a man, whatever may be the institutions that surround him,

whatever may be the instruction which he has received,

whatever may be the external environments and influences
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which bear in upon him, as these things report to his inward

consciousness, subjects them to his legislating will. Man-
hood runs in that direction.

So, then, manhood does not consist, as many people

not unnaturally and yet incorrectly have supposed, in per-

fectness. There are a great many who think that if a man
only does not do any wrong, and does do just those things

which his sphere demands of him, he is a perfect man.

Now, you take an ivory ball, and put it on a lathe, and
with suitable tools and skill you may turn it out perfectly

round—the billiardist's delight. When you have it finished,

and hold it up, is it not perfect ? Just as perfect as some
men are ; it is round and smooth, and runs just alike in

cne way and another. There is nothing in it, and nothing

of it, except the impact which you give it. You never saw

four billiard balls playing all alone by themselves, and
laughing in their sport. They never stir except at the end
of the cue. There are many men who are not much better

than ivory balls. Harmless and round are they. They are

called perfect folks because they move with equal facility in

any direction. They are not much in themselves, but they

run easy and smooth. There is no mischief in them, and
they are not of much service. They neither flash nor fire

up. Why, one man, oftentimes, who has fury in him, is

worth a hundred men who have nothing in them.

Perfectness does not mean absence of thought. It does

not mean merely that men can perform the common and in-

structed duties of life. The ideal perfection runs through

these, and takes them on the way. " Thou shalt not," is

recognized ; and " Thou shalt," in the easiest sphere, is

recognized ; but perfectness runs on beyond. You liave not

spelled out man until you have come to the conception of

him who not only avoids known evil and performs known
good, but is all the time prospecting, thinking, and working
out larger endeavor, broader conception, finer justice, sweeter

love, purer friendship, nobler honor, in every direction radia-

ting and bringing into himself from this activity thinking

power, increment of every nobility—a manhood larger than

he had before. And it is this on-going power which dis-
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tinguislies between the real man, the ideal man, and the com-
mon, the effete, stagnant, supine man—the machine man.

This development, then, of the individual reason and of

the individual moral sense, so that it is in conformity to law,

from himself, from his own choice and not from external

influences—this is the line of manhood, and it is right in that

line which the apostle thought and believed, when he said,

"You are babes, because you do not do anything except

what you have been told. If you were men, you would

think for yourselves, and would not everlastingly have to be

fed with catechism—that is, with milk—but would go on

with larger liberties to right thinking, and from right

thinking to right living." It is growth; not growth merely

by aggregation, but growth in capacity and versatility of

thought, in legislative power, in all the infinite variations

which belong to the immortal spirit. It is the tendency to

go on and complete one's being to the full, that he may be

worthy to be called a son of God. This is the divine, and

therefore the apostolic, idea.

You will take notice that this is the difference, really,

between barbaric kingdoms and civilized kingdoms. In

other words, putting it in a more general form, a barbaric

empire is an organization of physical force, or the lower

elements of mind-power; while a civilized kingdom is the

organization of mind-force, with a larger infusion of the

moral and aesthetic elements in it. In other words, barbar-

ism represents man not yet competent to take care of his

own affairs, and therefore impressed by law, and dominated

by authority ; but civilization represents the power of self-

government. It is, in other words, being fitted for enfran-

chisement. When a man has the power of balancing himself,

faculty by faculty, so as to develop into a larger and better

man, we call him civilized. And, among those who are civil-

ized, there are the high and the low.

Now, a man is not necessarily high because he has fine

clothes ; nor is he necessarily low because he has poor, coarse

and ragged clothes ; and yet, there are the high and the low.

Everybody recognizes the fact.

It is said: "All men are equal." They are not equal.
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Their eyes are not equal, and their ears are not alike. Some
men are better-eyed than others. Some men have better

hearing than others. Taste is not the same in all. Some
men are far more exquisite in the organization of the palate

than others. Men are not alike as thinkers, and they can

not all be driven up to the same point in the matter of think-

ing. That is, quality is determinable by the relative amount
of the higher nature that is in men. When men are " men,

in Christ Jesus," to use the Scriptural phrase ; in other

words, when that part of them which is essentially divine,

and which is susceptible, therefore, to the breath of God in

the universe—when that part is in the ascendancy in a man,

then we say that he is higher than others ; and when men
live in their lower inclinations, in their physical wants and

supplies, or in simply material pursuits, we say that they

are low.

Therefore it is that the legislator, in the ideal, whatever

he may be in the concrete, is higher than the citizen who
merely obeys laws. Therefore it is that the ruler is supposed

to be more than the ruled. He that has the least of the

nobler qualities of man belongs to the low class. He that

acts by the selfish and the mean sentiments is vulgar. On
the other hand, he that has the most of reason, of moral

sense, and of affection in him, belongs to the high class,

whether he follows the plow, or works at the loom, or

mans the ship, or labors in the street. Whatever he does,

he is a nobleman that is a nohle man. And these desig-

nations in society are simply the rude recognitions of that

great principle on which creation seems to have been based,

and which is indicated by the individual, by the development

of society, and by all the elements of barbarism and civiliza-

tion. Everywhere it is marked out that man was made to be

a creature who should come to himself by a vigorous use of

his reason and of his moral sentiments, so that ^'by reason of

use" he might be able to discern what is good and what is bad,

what is right and what is wrong, what is high and what is

low, what is generous and what is selfish, what is mean and

what is praiseworthy. The man who has in himself that

celestial machinery, or that machinery of the soal and mind.
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which works out the noblest fabrics—he is the man whom
the Scripture contemplates, and toward whose standard, by

every appeal and by every motive, providence and grace are

trying to drive us up.

Now, from this statement of principles we shall be able

to deduce a great many instructive conclusions, and answer a

great many puzzling questions.

There comes a turning point in the life of every well-born

child—and a well-born child is a child that has a good father

and mother, whose fathers and mothers were also good, their

fathers and mothers likewise having been good. In other

words, there comes a turning point in the life of every child

tliat has not only the absolute gift of birth, but that has

tliat thoroughbred element which belongs to an inheritance,

through successive generations, of good qualities. The pre-

eminent truth recognized four thousand years ago in the Old

Testament, but almost forgotten in mediaeval Christianity,

is, that a child is brought np, in the earliest periods, to do

that which is right and avoid that which is wrong, and that

he does it mechanically—purely so ; but you must have rules

for him because he is a child, and has not had his "senses

exercised by reason of use," so that he can discern what is

right and what is wrong.

At first, the child picks out the biggest orange. It is the

first stage that always wants the biggest and the best ; but it

is the secondary stage that associates the wanting of the

biggest and the best with the conception of selfishness, and

that learns that selfishness itself is mean. This latter is arti-

ficial, inbred, or owbred, knowdedge. Step by step, the child

takes on a knowledge of right and wrong in the qualities of

material things, in his intercourse with his little fellows, in

obedience to the laws of the family, and in his relations to

society in obedience to society laws. This knowledge is

artificial in the sense that he has to learn it, and to learn it

by the application and unfolding of the inward powers which

God has given him.

Now, as this process goes on, the child comes to learn

something about religion; and, in learning about religion, he

too often makes the mistake of confounding the instruments
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of religion with religion itself. The child is brought up to

go to church. He is brought up to understand that Sunday
is the Lord's day, and that it is a sacred day. He has no
particular idea of what sacredness means. To his mind, it is

associated mostly with negatives. He is told that he must
not do certain things on the Sabbath, " Do not whistle; do

not play; do not make a noise; do not be a trouble to Pa and
Ma, because they have so many children and so much to do,"

—those are the injunctions which they receive. They are

impressed that Sunday is a sacred day.

Then, the child is taught that tbere are other churches,

and is told not to go to them. ''That is the Church of the

Seven Hills : don't go near that. my son ! abhor her of the

scarlet"; and the child comes to have an orthodox dread of the

Pope. Many men might be called Christians on the ground
that they hate the Pope so. And then, there is the eldest

daughter of E,ome—the Episcopal Church, which some men
regard as almost identical with the Church of Eome ; and
people say. " I would not belong to a Church which grinds

out religion day by day as music is ground out on a hand-

organ. I was brought up to believe in the Westminster Con-
fession, in the Five Points of Calvinism, in Election, in

Reprobation, and in Pore-ordination. There is sound meat
in my system." And the child goes on in that way. He
cannot very well help it. It is natural for a crude and un-

developed child to take that which is given to him.

But there comes a period when the child reads other

books than those which have been allowed in his father's

house. When he goes to college, he gets hold of the writings

of the French school of })liilosophers, of the English school

of philosophers, and of modern philosopliers ; and he finds

that there are other men in the world besides ministers, and
other systems besides those which were crammed down him
when he was a boy. There comes a point of time where
the child begins to break loose from old restraints ; and that

point is one of the most salutary, as well as one of the most
dangerous, that a young man can have to encounter.

Now, if, when he begins to think for Jiimself, and gives

sign of that labor-throe which means the birth of man (and
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no man is born till he is able to think and determine some
things for himself) ; if the parents, when they see that the

child is beginning to reflect, are alarmed, and lament, and
say, " He is leaving the ways of his fathers ; he is departing

from the good old sound paths ; he is going to leave the

Church in which he was brought up"; if they are full of

distress, and flutter about the new-born thinker, the mother

praying foolish prayers, and the father wringing his hands

foolishly—then matters will not be helped. But if, on the

other hand, they say to the child, "Think on, think on,

my boy
;
you have got to do it sooner or later ; do not be

afraid to think ; and not only think, but read ; but do not

read further than you can understand ; for remember that

you are going out of a state of crudeness into a state of

maturity, that you are going out of a state in which you

are a recipient into a state in which you are to be a thinker

and an actor"—how much wiser that is ! In every pastor's

congregation there should be (and there will be if he is

active and docs his duty, and stimulates thought in his

people) persons who would come to him and say, for in-

stance, "You have taught me to think; and I have thought,

and the result of my thinking is that I am going to the

Swedenborgians." A sensible reply of the minister would

be, under such circumstances, "Well, go. That is right.

And stay, if you like it and want to stay ; but if you do

not like it, and want to come back, come back. Do not

think that manhood requires you to be just what you

were taught to be in your youth. You are not to be held

blindly to the regulations of any church. Think for your-

self : do not let others think for you." A man comes to me
and says, " I think that the views which I held of the divin-

ity of Christ in my youth wei-e not correct ; and I cannot

hold them now." "Well," I say to him, " take Christ as a

Person, take him by love, take him by faith, hold on to him

by the inward power that is in you, copy him in your life and

example,—and the question of his rank he will take care of

himself. He is not jealous of that. He is jealous of Christ

in you, but he is not jealous of your thought of Christ in

heaven."
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Moreover, I say to every man who seems to be going

away from the views which I hold (for 1 very firmly hold to

the absolute divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ); I say to

every man that I find varying from my belief, " Good by.

Let me hear from yon often. If you get stuck, come to me
and 1 will help you the best way I can. If you follow Christ

by tlie inward man, I am not afraid but that you will come
back to right views concerning him. He is an influence, and
he who takes the influence, takes the Person, in all that is

takable."

And so, it my oldest son, or any one of my boys, should

come to me and say, " Father, I cannot stand the twist-

ings and turnings of the old Protestant faith any longer

;

I do not agree with your views ; the idea of one church

—a church that has gone down through all the ages—is

finblime to me ; I believe that is the church of God; and I

must go into it"—if one of my boys should come to me and
say that, I should offer him any help that I could give him

;

but, if I could not help him, rather than attempt to hold him
back from being a thinker and a reasoner, I would take him
by the hand, and go with him to the nearest priest that I

thought to be a man of God, and would say, " I commit my
son to you: not that I believe in the system which you
administer; but I think there is enough of good in it to

bring my boy to heaven; and I will discuss the differences

when you and I get there." For, more than this dogma or

that dogma, more than this rule or that rule, more than this

expedient or that expedient, is the living man, and that

which makes a man of a man; and to augment him you must
augment him in reason, in variety, in power, in scope, in

comprehension, in intention. And the moral nature, which
discerns sensitively things that are above, things that are

unimpeded by that which is physical, things that are called

poetry ; things that have to do with emotion, things that

give susceptibility to that which is right and wrong, things

that develop the social sense, the intellectual sense, the

divine, or God sense—this is that which is the most im-
portant in a man ; and everything which is less than that is

instrumental and subordinate. You may use everything on
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God's earth which will make a noblej- iiiau of you, and you
may throw away anything on God's earth that stands in the

way of making a nobler man of you ; for these are all in-

struments.

Why, what are tools in the hands of a sculptor? What
if there should be a quarrel in Rome and Florence between

studio and studio ? One gets flesh-like tints on his marble by
this manner of working, and another by that. One says,

" That is not orthodox, but this is." One says, " I get mine
by rubbing so," and the other says, " I get mine by doing

so." What is the art of " handling," as they say ? It is not

without importance to the individual person ; but the effect

is all that the handling is good for.

And so with all church organizations, all creeds, all days,

all observances. They are every one of them subservient to

this single end—a perfect man in Christ Jesus. That must
dominate everything.

Now, if this be true, you will observe another matter

—

namely, the light which it throws on the principle of teach-

ing and government in the school and in the household. It

is far more important that the child should understand the

principle of arithmetic than that he should be a perfect

Babbage calculating machine. One daisy is better than a

load of hay, to a botanist. One living thing, exercising its

own functions, is better than a thousand dead things that

are moved here and there, tossed to and fro with the fork by

the right hand of the laborer, and that are in themselves

nothing but recipients of influence.

Bring up your children from the beginning with the un-

derstanding that what you forbid them you forbid them on

the way towards giving them permission to do what they have

a mind to ; and that what you enjoin on them is only a part

of that training by which you permit them to do or not to do

the things that you enjoin. What are rules and regulations ?

They are appliances and appurtenances in the education of

the weak ; and, as long as a man is weak, he must have these

outside supports. But they are not to keep him weak. They

are to help him over his weakness.

Now, in the family, government is, I will not say oftener
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than otherwise, ruinous—that would be extravagant ; but I

have seen many a child wrecked because the parents did not

understand the philosopiiy of governing ; because they did

not know how to teach the child to behave without being

governed. You know the proverb of the Greeks, that "min-
isters' sons are the devil's grandsons." It is often said that

ministers' and deacons' children go to the bad. The facts,

certainly in N^ew England and America, belie that allegation.

Ministers' sons make the best of lawyers, the best of finan-

ciers, the best of business men ; and you would be astonished

to know how many successful business men in New York
Just escaped being ministers. Because they were ministers'

-sons, tliey were trained in those elements of high moral

character which are essential to stability in any calling.

Daniel Webster, if he had had more balance of mind, would

have been tlie grandest man of his time ; but he was de-

fective at the core, because he lacked the governing sense

of morality. Ministers' and deacons' families are conspicuous,

and men watch them and talk about them, when a young
man belonging to them runs off into dissipation or infidelity

;

but, if you make a calculation, you will find that, on an aver-

age, such cases occur less frequently in the families of minis-

ters and deacons than in others. And yet, there is such

a thing as making moral government in the family too

stringent.

If you take a violin that is out of tune, and screw it up to

concert pi[^ch, it performs well; but if, after bringing it to

concert pitch, you carry it up four or five notes higher, and
then undertake to play on it, snap go the strings here and
there, because you have screwed it up too tiglii.

Now, in the family, you must not screw your government
up too tight. If you do, how is the child going to learn to

govern himself ? If, the first thing in the morning, you
say, "My dear, you mnst pat on your shoes first, you know ;"

" My dear, this is what you must put on next," that will do
for a few days. When the wonderful transformation comes
from the little frock to pantaloons, the child needs some
directions that he may know how to dress himself ; but, after

a day or two, when he has learned to do it, he ought to be
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left to do it himself. But take a model child, in a model
family, with a model father and mother ; and hear him say,

when he gets to be twenty-one, "I never have combed my
hair once in my life : my ma does it for me "

! What is he

worth ? Teach your children, as quick as you can, to do for

themselves, so far as it is in their power, the things that

they need to have done. A boy, in our day, has to learn to

go out into life ; but how is lie going to learn it, if you shut

him up in your door-yard till he is fifteen years of age ? It is

said, "If we let him go out, he will meet bad company."
Well, he must meet had company ; and the way to educate

him to meet them is, to let him go out. It is better that he

should go out. You may go, too, if you wish, only do not

let him know it. It is not necessary that you should leave

him without vigilance ; but it is necessary that you should

throw him more or less upon his own responsibility. I

would rather have my child make a mistake which would

prevent his making a hundred others, than have him make
no mistake, and afterwards fall into five thousand. It is

drill, education, that children need. Put responsibility on

them as early and as much as you can. A child should be

trained to undertake things which require independence and

self-reliance. A man says : "My son, I want you to go to

Chicago. Here are these collections to be made. When you

reach there, apply to such a lawyer (for, when you want

anything right and honest, go to a good lawyer). Here is

money for your journey. This is the route. Now, go." I

used to feel, when I went on errands, on a horse, into a

neighboring town, that I was the biggest boy in the county.

I felt that I was out for myself. I had been trusted ; and it

was like wine to tliose who are stimulated by wine. Send a

boy on an errand, and tell liim to take care of himself, and

mention something of tlie dangers that he will encounter,

and say, "You will understand them, use your own head.

Never ask questions when you can get the information you

want without; but never fail to learn a thing whicli it is

desirable to know by being too proud to ask. Ask ques-

tion upon question if it is necessary ; but be not too lazy

to work and learn what you can without questioning. I
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shall expect you back at sucli a time ; but it may take you a

few hours more, or a few hours less, and I trust you. Go."

Well, you are making that boy a man—the average boy, I

mean. Now and then, you will come across a person who

has a wheel broken in him, and who needs an institution

around him all his life long ; but such cases are exceptional.

Ordinary human nature, you must trust ; so as to enable it to

learu to go without danger anywhere.

In tlie family, there is much that you can early put upon

your children to strengthen them in those qualities which go

to make true manhood. Put responsibility on them. Train

them to use their understanding. Make them wise by reason

of the exercise of their faculty of wisdom.

And that which you do in the lower sphere in that regard

you may do also in the higher. Teach your children ; but

always do it with reason. Your teaching may find a frail

receptacle, but do the best you can under the circumstances.

Teach your children what is the highest conception of

religion ; but do not insist that they shall come to it by

precisely the same patli that you do. You may be a dry

dialectician ; and tlie royal road to Jerusalem to you may be

a plain, graveled, macadamized road ; and you may say, " L

do not believe in any other way :'' but if your child comes

flying througli the air, being a poet, filled with fancy, do not

say, "That is not going to Jerusalem," because he does not

go as you do. Let every one come according to the faculty

which God has given him—some by intellection, and some by

poetry, imagination or fancy. Let all come freely, whether

they incline to come in your way or in some other way. Then
the sum of their manhood will be increased, and they will

be more worthy to go in when they get there. It is more

important tliat they should go than that they should adopt

any particular way of going.

Some men attempt to go to heaven as a package of Jewels

comes to my house, tied up in paper, labelled, and shut up

in a box, started in the shop, and brought by safe hands and

delivered to me. Not so come the birds to my garden ; not

so come the visitors of spring to my Peekskill home, where

they know they will have protection, some creeping, some
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crawling, and some flying, eacli in his own way. They are

all welcome.

And in the new Jerusalem it is the same. The call from
thence to every one is, " Come to manhood—that manhood
which allies you to Jesus Christ, and that manhood which,

through him, allies you to the universe ; come by your own
emotion ; come by your choice ; come by your intelligence

;

come by your taste ; come not only by your reasoning power,

but through your social and civic and moral relations of every

kind. Come—that is the great thing : come, and be a man
in Christ Jesus."

I will add only one of the many suggestions which I had
in my mind—the relation of this thought to the future. I

want to read a word or two from one of the noblest thinkers

of his age—one who played to the Jews in religion the part

which Moses played to them in civic life. Moses took them
out of captivity through the wilderness into tlie promised

land. Paul took them out of the fetters and constrictions

of Judaism, and led them into the large liberty of Jesus

Christ. He [Paul] was a man that had visions, that dreamed
dreams, that had prophetic instincts ; and you will recall that

he was caught up into the seventh heaven, where he saw

things which it was not possible for a man to express in

human language. You will remember, also, that he used to

hear angel voices, and men calling, " Come over to Mace-

donia and help us." He heard a voice in the night, and on

the sea, and in the storm, saying, " Fear not, Paul : no harm
shall befall thee." The voice dropped down out of the

heavens into his mind ; and it has never ceased to drop

down out of the heavens into the minds of godly men.

And thinking of this man—the largest and most glow-

ing of the teachers of the New Testament—do you say, "I
wish I could ask Paul how we are going to be in the other

life" ? Do you wish you could say to him, " You have been

talking about growing in manhood : now tell us what man-
hood will be in heaven " ? Then listen to Paul, who was like

a little child, standing on the ve-ry threshold of the lieavenly

land, and looking in. Hear him as he turns around, and

says to all the world, through every age, " I do not know
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what heaven .>s ; I do not know how we shall be when we are

there : I know what it is to be a man in Christ Jesns ; I

know, or I can imagine, what will be the joy on my part

when I meet him ; " and he says, speaking of those wliom he

loved, and who were dying, " Christ that rose from the dead

will bring us up and present us together before the tlirone"

—

maintaining the idea of unity in social life, after our transfer

to the other world. And hear him say, "We know partially
;

we teach partially ; but when that which is perfect is come,

then that which is partial shall be done away. When I was

a child, I talked like a child, I understood as a child ; I

tliought just as a child does ; but when I became a man, I had
such a large view of those things that I put away my childish

thoughts. They were the mere germ-forms of that which

I have now so much larger." "In this life," says Paul,

"we see God and heaven and eternity dimly, through a

glass ; but then, when we shall have gone up, we shall see

face to face. Now I know only in fragments and parts ; but

then shall I know as I am known. As the rounded thought

of God takes in all truth, and enters me in my entirety, so,

when I stand in that exalted sphere, I shall know fully and
completely. Therefore that which I know upon earth, and
which pertains to earth, I am prepared to leave behind ; but

that which I have received on earth, but which pertains t(

heaven, will abide."

Now, there are three things which are neither partial, nor

fragmentary, nor transient, nor relative to time ; there are

three things which do not stand in the order of human
development ; there are three things which have on them the

stamp of eternity, and which we shall find on the other side,

just as we find them on this. What are these three things ?

"Now abideth faith, hope, love."

Radiant, of noble stature, and prince-like. Love leads

the other two. We cannot tell what this development is in

the interior manhood of which we have been speaking, and
which is the great center of the divine providence and grace

;

we cannot tell precisely what the portraiture of it is in the

other life ; but we know that that which is the highest and
most transcendent here, is surely going to be there. For
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all the rest, we are like children tliiuking about manhood

;

but, when you come to join the heavenly host, you will have

lost nothing, and you will have found a thousand times more

than it ever entered into your heart to conceive.

Do you say, "Grive me back my babe, just as it was when

it parted from me " ? No, no
;
your babe died an unground

diamond, and God shall give it to you, flasiiing light from a

thousand facets. Do you say, "Give me back my compan-

ion as she left me " ? No ; without a flaw or an imperfection

she shall come to you again, and be yours.

It does not appear now ; here no man can know : but of

this one thing you may be assured—that that which has gone

before, and which awaits you in the spliere above, will be

better, a thousand-fold better, than your utmost flights of

fancy or your heart's desire could imagine.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

We Thank thee, our heavenly Father, that we were born in a time
when we can draw near to thee with so few helps, moved so much
by our own inward desire. With very long knowledge, the world
has at last brought forth generations of those who need but little of

instrument, and but little of mediation between the spirit and the
flesh, and of interpretation therein. We rejoice that those things

which of old wei-e learned only in the tabernacle and in the temple
belong uow to every household; and that all those thoughts by
which thy servants of old were led in the narrow way are now
known by little children ; and that thou art nearer to the world than
thou wert thousands of years ago—neaier to every one; and that
thou hast awakened that love which makes kings and priests in the
souls of men; and that thou art thyself, now, become sufficient to

men in their thought and in their feeling; and we rejoice that by
power of faith, by insight, and by the recognition of that which is

invisible, thou art giving power to thousands to overcome the vis-

ible, and to reign over it, and to rule within it. We thank thee for

this growth of the knowledge and of the power within. We thank
thee for the elevation which now may be reached, not by the chosen
few alone, but which is offered to, and is becoming the property of

the great mass of those that are reared under the gospel. And we
rejoice—we do vehemently I'ejoice, and evermore—in beholding
thus the spread of thy Kingdom. It is descending from heaven.
The new heavens and the new earth are coming together. Therein
dwelleth righteousness ; and we rejoice in it.

And we pray now, that thou wilt grant unto us wisdom accord-
ing to the times in which we live. May we not be scorners of those
that have gone before. May we not be so proud or conceited as to
forget the gratitude which is due to those who groped that we might
walk without groping; who cleared those ways by which we now
travel more broadly and easily than they did. And yet, grant that
we may bo delivered from that indolence and worship of men and
of thiugs, which shall incline us to sit still as if all were accomplish-
ed. May we behold that which lies yet before for ourselves and for

those who are to come after us, and for the honor of thy dear name,
by whom all things are named in heaven and on earth. May we
strive to build better, to purify ourselves, and to work up more
precious materials.

Grant that thy kingdom may suffer no diminution in our hands.
Grant that the ministration of thy Spirit may be powerful in us to

create energy, and zeal, and a truer conception of God and of his

purpose among men. And we beseech of thee that we may know
what is the power of Christlikeness. We beseech of thee that we
may wake up from the guilty dream of men that their power lies

in their strength of body, in their skill of hand, or in that which is

fleshly and mateiial and secular; and may we discern our true
power to lie in those things in which we are like thee. And so,

while yet all around about in the low and dark places of the earth
the animal rages, may there be more and more peace, more and
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more consecirated realms where the pure spirit rules, where weak-
ness is strength, where self-reuunciation is ajrgraudizement, where
humility is honor, and where going down is ascending toward the
throne and the erown. And we beseech of thee that in this spirit

we may discern a finer wisdom in human beings, and better justice

than men practice. May there grow out of the increasing number
of those wbo live by the spirit inwardly a better administration,
better institutions, a larger manhood, a nobler generosity, and a
purer affection ; and may all our lives pass into a higher sphere, so

that while we are in the world we may live above it, in the things in

which it is yet mean and poor and deceitful in its imperfections.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt draw near to us this morning,
since we are in thy very presence, and in tliis place which has been
consecrated by years of experience. Draw near to each one sever-

ally, and manifest thyself to each, that he may believe that he is

thought of, and that his name is cherished by thee, and that no one
on earth loves him as does the Saviour in heaven.
May each one be free, and open his heart, and cast out care, and

fear, and restraint, and awe. May we have the sweet familiarity of

love, that we may come boldly, and look thee in the face, and smile

to thy smile, and rejoice in thy complacency. May we not be afraid

to call ourselves the sons of God,—not from what we are, but from
what we are to be made, and are beginning to be. Grant that we
may have such a sense of thy fullness, and of thy grace, and of thy
super-eminent power and work in us and on us, and in everything
which we do and are that is right, that we may no longer think of

thee as of ourselves, but as of God, and so rejoice in every victory,

and in everything in which we are consciously better, as the work of

the hand of our Maker. We pray that we may have this sacred

access to thee as a comfort for all trial ; as an illumination for all

darkness ; as a guidance in all our perplexities ; as a strength in all

our weakness; as a stability and rest when we are weary or are

unstable.
We beseech of thee that thou wilt grant especially this morning

to those that need it, consciously, sustaining grace undei- very great

burdens. O thou that hast all might, and from whom is breathed
all heroism and all endurance, sustain those who this morning look

up to thee, conscious of their utter inability to sustain themselves

by reason of care; by reason of long-continued trials unrelieved;

by reason of hope deferred, which maketh the heart sick ; by reason

of temptation ; by reason of facility in following whatever tempta-
tions present themselves, with oft recoveries, and tears, and repent-

ance, and yet with continuous falling again. Sustain all those who
look up to thee, and whose heart, if it dared, would plead with
thee.

Have mercy upon those who cannot carry themselves. Thou
that dost carry the lambs in thine arms, wilt thou not take in those

who are torn by the wolf, and are bleeding and unable to go back
to the fold ? Wilt thou not go after them, and bear them gently,

and restore them to safety, to the honor and glory of thine own
great goodness ?
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We beseech of thee that those who sit in darkness monrning,
from whom lifrht is taken, and whose staff is i)rol<en, may have min-
istered to them tlie consolation of thy Spirit. Grant, we pray thee,

that though the world is less to tliem by reason of those who have
gone or fallen, it may be more to them by reason of the God who
shall be revealed to them in their darkness and distress.

Oh, teach us all to sing songs at midnight in the prison, that by
the mighty power of God our psalms and our prayers may bi'eak

down prison walls, and bring us forth into liberty again. May we
suffer because we belong to the Sufferer. May we be patient because
we belong to him that endureth forever. May we rejoice at last,

and may we learn to rejoice in infirmities, in temptations and in

trials, knowing that if we suffer with him we shall also reign with
him. Grant that we may reign with him, though we go tlirough the
sea and through the desert. Though we suffer never so much, what
shall it matter? When thou shalt appear with all thine angels, and
when thy throne, glorious for eternity, shall bear thee toward us,

and when we shall be called before all the universe thine own, and
shall sit with thee on thy throne, then what to us shall be the
memory of all the trouble, of all the tears, and of all the heartache
that we have undergone?

And why not give to us now, dear Lord, beforehand, the con-
sciousness of thy victory, that we may take it now, in the steep
way and in the rugged path, and help ourselves toward that final

joy by the faith of it? Help us, then, to live by faith and not by
sight. May we discern in the days that go by, not wliat other men
discein, but what God means and his writing. And so may we grow
stiong by everything—by joy and by sorrow, by peace and ])y

tumult. Grant that everywhere and at all times we may believe
that all things shall work together for good to them that love thee.

We pray for all our brethren in every denomination. We pray
for those who have less truth ; and grant, we piay thee, that that
truth which they have may be a leaven that shall increase more and
more the power that is working in them, till the whole lump is

leavened. We pray that those things which divide thy servants
from each other, that those walls of partition which selfishness and
ignorance have builded up between one and another, may be taken
down. We pray that there may be more trust, more patience, and
more willingness in all, that each may have the liberty wherewith
God inspires his conscience. Grant that there may be more helpful-

ness, more common labor, that we may not be i>ulling down each
other's work, and thinking that we are doing God service. Oh,
redeem thy people from the thrall of pride, from all envy and
jealousy, and fill them with that spirit of love which shall bring
summer to thy church universal.

Hear us in these our petitions, answer us, and accept of us, not
because we are worthy, but for thine own love's sake.

And to the Father, the Son and the Spirit shall be eternal praise.

Amen.
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PRAYEK AFTER THE SERMON.

Grant unto us, our heavenly Father, that faith in thee, that
hope through thee, aud that inspiration by thy divine accompanying
Spirit, which shall be to us more than the sun is in summer to all

the things that grow upon the earth; for we are not plants that

have no will of their own, and thou art not a sun which is itself

moved by other powers; thou art the self-existent God, and
thou, by thy Spirit, art giving life everywhere, aud to life some
of those determining elements which are in thee. Grant, we be-

seech thee, that by thy dear Spirit we may grow into the fullness,

and into an earnest and joyous and loving fulfillment, of that which
is highest and best. May thy Word be a perpetual guide-board to

us along the way ; and may thy teachers be constant helpers, and be
educators in those things which shall enable us to be teachers of

others. And so may we go on unfolding, aud rising in thought and
in feeling, drawing after us in conduct from one degree of excel-

lence to another, until our call is, Come up hither; and then, with-

out a tear or a wish to stay—yea, with joy unspeakable and full of

glory—may we rise to be with thee, O Blessed of our soul, Jesus,

Mediator, Saviour, Lover, God.
And to the Father, the Sou and the Spirit shall be praises ever-

more. A men.



SOURCES AND USES OF SUFFERING.

" Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort ; who eomforteth us in

all our tribulation, that we may be able to comfort them which are

in any trouble by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted
of God. For as the sufferings of Christ abound in us, so our consola-

tion also aboundeth by Christ."—II. Cor. i., 3-5.

" For godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation not to be
repented of: but the sorrow of the world worketh death."—II. Cor.
vii., 10.

There are not two kinds of sorrow, one of which is, in its

own nature, malignant and deadly, while the other, in its own
separable nature, is wholesome and spiritually nourishing.

It is the same sorrow ; but treated in one way it is deadly,

while treated in another way it is wholesome. The one

insoluble mystery of human life is the fact of universal

suffering. For that there has never been a solution ; nor

does it appear as if there ever could be one. The reasons of

it lie so far back, apparently, from any possibility of knowl-

edge, that that constitution of the world which necessitates

suffering must be among thfe insoluble mysteries which God
shall reveal only when we are lifted up to a higher sphere of

understanding. I know that it has been solved by saying

that it is a violation of the law, and that it is meant to keep

men within law : but that does not touch the question. How
should men have been made and put into a situation in which
the facility of violating law should have required a suffering

tendency to stop them ? As if a tendency that required

suffering were not organic ! And, therefore, why were men
organically so made that suffering should be necessary, as

Sunday Morning, April 25, 1875. Lesson : 2 Cor. vii. Hymns (Plymouth Col-
lection): No8. 705, 726, 729.
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it were, to stop up the gap that sprang from the very neces-

sity of their creation ?

It is said that suffering is the means of working out the

greatest good upon the whole. Undoubtedly we may believe

that, and gladly ; but that does not touch the question at all.

Why was suffering made to be the means of working out the

greatest good ? or, to put it in another shape, why should a

system of creation and of moral government which is an-

nounced as centering on the princij^le of benevolence, whose

sublimest illustration is that of the Divine Being himself

suffering rather than that others should suffer—why should

a creation that has that for its charter and center be so

constructed that suffering should be a part of it ? Why
should it be organically made so that suffering should be

necessitated ? For what man has ever lived that has not

suffered ? and what man will ever live that shall not be a

sufferer ? No answer seems to me possible except that which

Paul gave in a like emei'gency, and which was rather a

mouth-stopper than an argument. There are a great many
answers which shut a man up, but which do not explain nor

answer. And so, when Paul was reasoning in the ninth

chapter of Romans on the subject of discriminating power,

or the elective and choosing power of God, he represented

the objector as saying, " Why doth he yet find fault ? For
who hath resisted his will?" In other words, ''If that

was his creative purpose, who hath resisted him ?" Paul's

answer is, " Nay but, man, ,who art thou thab repliest

against God ? Shall the thing formed say to him that

formed it. Why hast thou made me thus ? Hath not the

potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one

vessel unto honor, and another unto dishonor?" Now
the only fairness that there is in that answer (and that

is perfectly fair and conclusive, and was the intended

answer, and ha* been overlapped, and overlaid, and mis-

construed by theologians)—the only fair thing in it is

this : that there is one point at which all questions and

all mysteries stop; and that is at the inquiry, ''Why
did God make the world as he made it?" That is a ques-

tion which no man can answer. We do not know. That
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is back of all possible reasoning. Being made and formed
into organic unity, we have a perfect right to argue as to

the tendencies of things and their relations to necessaiy

causes; but when we go back of all that to the supreme
question : When God made the constitution of the world,
why did he make it so ? the proper answer is, " Nay, man,
who art thou that questioneth God on this matter?"

A little child goes into his father's pottery and hears the

buzzing of the wheel, and sees heaps of blue clay lying about.

The father takes a wad of clay, and slaps it on the wheel, and
turns the wheel, and forms the clay with his hands, and
brings out a common earthen bowl. Then he sets that aside,

and takes another wad of the same kind, and puts it on the

wheel, and shapes it into a graceful urn of exquisite form
;

and the child says, "Father, why did you make one a

dumpy, round bowl, and the other a long, slender, pretty

pitcher?" ''"Well," the potter says, "because I had a mind
to." Perhaps he cannot state why he did it. He might be
able to, or he miglit not. And when you ask how God shapes

things, like a potter, turning them out, as it were, on a

wheel, there is this difference : that a potter can talk to his

little child, but God does not talk to us. Therefore, when
you are questioning God, and saying, " Why did you do it so

and so ?" You have gone beyond your depth, and your ques-

tions all come back upon yourself.

However, the sources of suffering and the uses of suffering

may be sought. In the first place, I think we are accustomed
to generalize too much, and to make declarations in respect to

sufferings generically which are true of certain specific kinds,

but which are not true of every kind of suffering. The
moral character is different. For example, a man receives a

constitutional tendency toward suffering by birthright. The
sins of the father and of the mother go over and are vis-

ited upon the child, not in our narrow and technical sense of

the word "sin," but in this sense: that certain habits,

good or bad, certain tendencies, good or bad, are trans-

missible. Many a child is, born into this world with mal-

formations ; and you cannot make a gymnast of such a

child. You cannot make a full man of one who is born
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without the average number of senses, or without the ordi-

nary use of his h'mbs. He does not stand on a par with other

men ; and if a man is born in such a way that the herita-

ble composition in him has a morbid structure, that man
will suffer, not on account of any sin of his own, and not on

account of any social liability, but simply on account of that

great law which carries over from the ancestors to their pos-

terity certain traits, good or bad. In other words, wlien it

becomes well known, it is a vast motive for right living, and

a plea against bad living, inasmuch as one and the other do

not stop with you. He that disorganizes himself, he that

corrupts his pliysical frame and his moral constitution, trails

down through generations the mischiefs of such disorganiza-

tion and corruption ; and he who vigorously manlioods him-

seK in body, in intellect, in moral feeling, is a benefactor to

nations yet unborn, to races, to generations. The good and

the bad which are stored up by a man's voluntary action

become organic in him in such a sense that they are trans-

missible, and are a legacy, a heritage, to those who come
after him.

" Who did sin," said the disciples to the Master, '* this

man or his parents, that he was born blind?" "Neither

hath this man sinned, nor his parents," said Christ; "but
that the works of God should be made manifest."

This is a part of the original design of God. Therefore,

we must take into consideration in any fair analysis of suffer-

ing the fact that a great deal of suffering in this world, in

persons'that have inherited a morbid estate, is not suffering

that they are responsible for. They may be responsible for

the use that they put it to, but not for the origin of it. I

have noticed, in regard to suffering, that it lies in the nerve

system—in the sensitive part of the system. Without a

nerve there is no more feeling than thei'e is in the shell of a

tortoise. The muscles do not suffer except by the nerves

that are imbedded in them ; and the veins do not suffer

except by the nerves that run along in them or near them.

And there is a difference in the quality of the nervous sys-

tem. Some persons are born into this world with a morbid

nervous quality ; and of all the incidents that fall upon
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tbem the great majority make them suffer. On the other

hand, there are i^ersons born with such a wholesome and

normal condition of the nervous system that the things which

excruciate other people feed them and give them delight

;

and we are to make a distinction between persons who start

with such disadvantages and persons wbo start with such

advantages in life.

So, then, one great source of suffering in this world is

the constructive difference of hereditary possession into which

persons come when they are born.

Then there is a second great source—namely, voluntary,

self-inflicted suffering, or that suffering which conies upon
men by reason of actions of their own. And this includes a

large amount of bodily suffering ; as where, with or without

knowledge, men of their own accord violate natural law and

take the consequences.

It includes, also, a vast amount of social and moral

suffering ; aS when men suffer from pride, from vanity, or

from selfishness, by a wrong use of these qualities. There

are many of the most acute sufferings in human life, which,

if pride would go down and let men alone, would cease in a

moment. There is a suffering of pride, there is a suffering

of single faculties in the experience of men, which will

throw a pall over the universe to them. They suffer because

of the misuse of faculty, or because of the violation of exter-

nal physical laws. The not-right using of the world outside,

and the not-right using of the world inside, by a man, is

what I call the cause of self-inflicted suffering. I need not

say how countless are the elements of suffering that lie in

this great source.

Then there is the third source of suffering—that which

is inflicted upon us, other than that which is hereditary,

first, by reason of our social connections. I think the

most genuine and universal sufferings among rational and
amiable jjeople are those which spring upon them from

their social liabilities. It is not safe for you to have

a friend, because you double your liabilities to suffering

;

because you suffer for yourself, and you suffer for him if

he suffers. By a friend, I do not mean a person who fans
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yoa in summer by taking just as much wind, every time

he waves the fan, toward himself as he wafts to you. I

understand that man to be a friend who joins his being with

yours, and all his intents and purposes with yours, so tliat

whatever joy or sorrow you have becomes his in a measure.

Therefoi'e, a friend is one that stands by you in joy gladly,

but even more earnestly in sorrow and trouble. A man that

stands by me in joy and abandons me in trouble is a para-

site, and not a friend. Therefore a man cannot afford to

have too many friends if he does not mean to suffer. He
cannot afford to marry and love a woman as if she were his

chiefest and noblest self. He cannot afford to be a father of

children, every one of whom is an explosive kingdom of

suffering. He cannot make himself liable to the cares, the

anxieties and the burdens of the household, where with

bankruptcy comes suffering of one kind, and where misfor-

tunes, crowding down hither and thither, scatter suffering

of another kind, and where each child brings its iittle rivulet

to pour into the parental stream of suffering. A man is so

made that he takes not only joy and sorrow, but weeps with

those that weep, and rejoices with those that rejoice. He
takes part with all those who are around about him in his

particular sphere, suffering by his sympathetic association

with them. Of the sufferings that we go through in life, by

far the largest number, and by far the noblest, as compared

with any other source thus far mentioned, are the sufferings

which we have in connection with other people. We rise

with them ; we go down with them ; we mourn with them
;

we rejoice with them ; and in this world, where so seldom it

happens that all your friends are wise, and where yon stand

more or less affiliated with those who are imperfect in a

thousand respects, and where you carry their burdens, bear

them for them, as Christ bore our burdens, you render your-

self liable to a great amount of suffering.

Then, besides, tliere are the sufferings which spring up on

account of our civil organization. We are not simply mem-
bers of the household ; we are also members of the State.

We belong to the kingdom, to the empire ; and in the gi-eat

play of the events of human life, that which happens to the
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commonwealth has its dividends in each man's experience,

and may have in the experience of multitudes of men.

Thus, in the ^reat war, whicli like a summer tempest

sped through onr murky years, how many, many thousands

and hundreds of thousands suffered exquisitely, without fault

of their own, simply because they were joined to the com-

monwealth ! When the commonwealth suffered, they suf-

fered.

The commonwealth is the indispensable condition to that

happiness which gives wealth and power, and augmentation

of power, to each—that power which belongs to law, to

institutions, and to potential government. It is every day

pouring, unnoticed, innumerable blessings upon every citi-

zen's head ; but now and then every citizen has also to take

his share, his dividend, if I may so say, of that suffering

which offsets so much bounty and benefit. The sufferers in

the great var were not those that bled on the battle-field.

The drops of blood that fell on the hearthstone were more
and bitterer than those that fell on the field of battle. Not
he who haply was a martyr in the cause of his country, but

they that lived to mourn, suffered most—by their social con-

nection, not only, but by their civil relationship.

And so we have springing from all these sources the suf-

fering which comes upon us by ancestral connections, by our

self-inflicted violations of law, and by those things which are

inflicted upon us by others, whether by accident, by social

liability, or by civil estate.

Now, it is Christianity alone that grapples with this

sui3reme element of human experience, and makes it a char-

acteristic element of its system. You may burn uj) your

Bibles, you may call in philosophers to show that they are

absurd, you may have scientists to demonstrate that the his-

torical elements here and there are all wrong ; but I tell you

that a Book which takes into account universal suffering, and
throws upon it the light of the soul of God, to teach men
how to triumph by it, through it, and in spite of it—T tell

you that such a Book is not going to be lost out of the world.

Give me a medicine for pain in the body that effectually

cures all bodily pain, and let it be known through years and
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years and yeai"s that, witliout harm, nay, that, enforcing the

constitution and augmenting the strength, it has the power

to extinguish pain; and you may bring every school of jjhysi-*

cians from the highest to the lowest, and from the newest to

the oldest, and they may analyze it and denounce it, and

chemists may pronounce it void, and men, wise and foolish,

may call it empirical, and may say that it is fancy, or what-

ever else they will—let me have that which, when taken,

does stop pain, and all the schools in creation cannot prevent

its distribution ! Men want it, and they will have it.

So I say in regard to the New Testament especially—in

regard to the Old Testament also, but more particularly in

regard to the later revelations—that the reason why the words

of Christ, and the interpretation of those words through his

apostles, are destined to hold a controlling place through all

time, is not that the church is going to take them up, is not

that there is going to be an able priesthood or Christian

ministry, but that in the New Testament, and in that alone

of all religious Books, there is that which grapples with this

fundamental mystery of human life. Other books give you,

here and there, a maxim—a stoical maxim; they touch suffer-

ing in one point or another ; but the New Testament looks it

right in the face, and throws around it its arms, and takes it

into its very heart and substance, and tells the world, not

why it was created to suffer, but how suffering, as it were

circulating in the blood of the human race, can be turned to

the highest account, and make men joyful. That is what

the New Testament does.

Now, to me, it is not a small thing that the New Testa-

ment teaches that Christ is God. Although I attempt, and

will attempt to the end of my life, to persuade men to receive

Christ by the heart as God, I am not one to say technically,

or theologically, that a man has not the true idea of Christ

because he does not believe he has a divine nature ; I will

show the utmost lenity and charity in receiving men into my
fellowship and into communion with the saints of God where

I believe the heart virtually does the work which the head

ought to have done but failed to do ; but in respect to my
own personal faith, when I give up the thought that Christ
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is very God I give up every thing. It is a part of my very

spirit-being. I have no God except as I have seen him inter-

preted through tlie Lord Jesus Christ ; and any reasoning or

any theological system which takes the very godsliij) of God
out of my Lord and Saviour puts me where Mary was when
slio said, " They have taken away my Lord, and I know not

where they have laid him.'* It is this : the fact that Jesus,

very God, came down from heaven into a world organically

created to suffer, himself a sufferer and God ; and when it is

said, "The whole creation groans and travails in pain," it

does not exclude Him who made creation, who humbled him-

self unto death, and w^ho became a sufferer above every one

that ever lived upon the face of the earth ; and it is this :

that Christianity bases itseK on the sufferings of Christ, and

out of considerations derived from his nature and character,

and out of revelations opened by his work, teaches men how
sufferings may be, not avoided—no, no ; how sufferings may
be, not healed—oh, no ; how sufferings may be, not cast out

—no : but kept in, kept in.

When the heavens are black with storms, and the sun is

all hidden, how hideous are the rolling clouds ! But when,

moving on at last, the sun gets a fair stroke at them, what is

there in castellated dwelling, in mountain or in field, or in

all human experience, so magnificent as sun-lit clouds, of

every color, gorgeous with every hue, and piled in every

wondrous variation of form ?

And so, when suffering falls upon the natural man with-

out the light of Christ, and without the light of the other

world upon it, how leaden, how dark it lowei's ; but when it

is once lit up with all that comes from the Lord Jesus Christ

and the opening of spiritual life beyond, how does it flash

radiantly ! And men that cower as the thunder rolls, and

hide themselves from the storm as it passes them, see what it

is, and thank God for such a storm ; and in human life there

have been a few, too few (many more there should be, and

many more there will be), who, when sorrows came upon
them, mixed, indiscriminate, uninterpreted, unknown, have

sunk down under them ; and yet, when a longer time had
elapsed, and they had come to old age, looked on their sor-
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rows, and what they had suffered, and said, "It was not

joyous, but grievous ; but really it has worked out in me the

fruit of righteousness.

"

Now, there ought to be the spirit of interpretation, or of

knowledge, among men, so tliat while they are going into

suffering, while yet they are under its rain, and while its hail

pelts them, they shall be enabled to say, "I rejoice." Let

us look into that a little.

The use of sorrow, its capabilities for grandeur and for

richness in men, is not to be lost sight of. That is the dis-

tinctive character of the New Testament. I say that while

in the philosophy of Seneca and in the philosophy of the

stoics generally you see many things that are admirable, and

that might well be texts of the Bible, yet you do not see in

any religion or philosophy a grappling with the whole fact of

suffering in its varied relations. I do not see there any

central principle by which suffering may become the greatest

boon of humanity. In Christianity alone do you find that

;

and in the text of the 7th chapter of 2d Corinthians, tenth

verse, it is declared that there are two ways in which suffer-

ing works. One is toward death, and the other is toward

life. It may go either way.

Now, then, let us look into that element in Christianity

and see what it is. It teaches us that sorrow is divine.

Whatever may be the sources of it, there is in it a divine ele-

ment.
" Blessed are they that mourn."

When our Master was about to send out his disciples he

thought he would give them a pearl necklace ; and it is ex-

traordinary to see what kind of pearls he strung on that

string which is called " the beatitudes" in Matthew. There

never was such a necklace made before ; and among the

pearls, and one of the largest of them, is, " Blessed are they

that mourn." Then, to be in a condition to mourn is to be

in a condition of divine benediction. And when he had

finished his necklace, and he wanted to have a glowing, mag-

nificent clasp to it, that would set off everything else, he said,

" Rejoice when men persecute you, and say all manner of

evil against you, spitefully, for my sake." In other words.
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the men that are accounted the unfortunates of life ; the

men that society kicks out ; the men that all good and nice

people despise ; the men that have lost name and place and
power ; the men that are crowded, as the apostles were, till

they said that they were treated as if they were the slough,

the washings, the off-scourings of the world—to all such men
Christ says, " Eejoice, and be exceeding glad." Was there

ever such a ridicule of human life, as to tell men, under such

circumstances, " This is the time to be happy" ? And yet,

there was never anything deeper and truer.

The sorrow unto death—let us look a moment at that.

What is it ? Anything that tends to make sorrow strengthen

the animal nature that is in you, the lower faculties that are

in you, makes sorrow work toward death. He who selfishly

avoids all sorrow is working toward the animal ; but there

are a great many men who do it without any hesitation. I

do not mean who do it grossly : I mean what are called

" snug men "—men that have their senses about them ; men
that, when they go into a place, are not going to give way
to generosity ; men that look around and see where the

church is that has the most respectable people in it ; men
that are not going to take any prominent position, but that

are going in just enough to get whatever advantage there

is in association ; men that, when questions come up in

the community, are not going to discuss them, because

it might bring them into unpopularity ; men that are not

going to form connections in this, that, or the other way

;

men that, since it entails a great deal of trouble and respon-

sibility, are not going to get married, but are going to live

single ; men that are not going to take upon themselves

care or trouble of any sort. These men have only just the

thought that a needle has—how to go through cloth smoothly,

and not catch ; and they are worth just about as much as a

needle—sharp at one end, blunt at the other, and cold all the

way through. They are men that are all the time thinking,
" How shall I dodge sufferings ? How shall I put myself in

such relations to men that I shall not have any of their bur-

dens and responsibilities and cares?" They are men that

say, " I mean to keep myself smooth, and pretty, and vel-
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vety, and happy—that is what I am going to do." What
sort of a man is it that says that ? What do you think of

such a man—even if it is yourself ? There is many a man
that, if lie could think himself to be his neighbor, and then

look at him, would despise him. The men that are avoid-

ing all suffering by sacrificing every generous instinct, by
sacrificing every element of magnanimity, by sneaking

through the by-ways of life ; the men that roll themselves up
in leaves as many rose-slugs do ; the men that are so afraid

of suffering that they are content to be immaculate negatives

in life—what sort of men are they ? That dread of suffer-

ing, that avoidance of suffering, it is, that works death and

damnation.

There is many a man that scoffs and turns up his nose at

the poor reeling wretch of the gutter ; and yet I would rather

take a drunkard's chance before Grod than that of these

smooth impeccable specimens or icicles of humanity ; for

there is many a poor drunkard that has been carried down
by the warmth of his heart because it was so much easier for

him to trust and lean upon men. It is wicked, it is awful,

for a man, under any considerations, to destroy mind and

body and soul together : nevertheless, there is many a re-

spectable man who is worse than a drunkard. The drunkard

has corrupted himself ; but the other has saved himself; and

he that saveth his life in that way shall lose it.

Where men refuse all education of their higher nature

;

where they, in other words, refuse to let suffering work the

subsidence of the animal instinct, and the elevation of the

moral element, their use of suffering and trouble is unto

death. There is many a man who never humbles himself

under suffering. He undertakes to ward it off. What he

should do, often, is to yield up that thing which makes him

suffer. The suffering springs from a corrupt, wrong ten-

dency in him. He refuses it ; and it perverts him, hardens

his heart, bakes it, as crockery is baked in the potter's

furnace. Where suffering works toward the full education

of the lower nature ; where it makes men selfish, quarrel-

some, bitter, envious, full of complaints against God and

man, cowardly, despairing, there preeminently it works
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toward death. There are many men who destroy themselves

in suffering by suffering, because it seems to take out of

them all their manhood, and to reduce them to the range of

the lower animals.

The most piteous thing in the world in sickness, I think,

is the want of tone that ib brings with it. It is a very pitiful

thing to hear a man of great, strong, rough voice piping and
asking you to "shut that window."' Well, that is mere

physical weakness ; but still it falls painfully upon your ear.

Tiiough he is not responsible for it, you see how painful it

is. You cannot bear to see a man whom you have looked up
to, and the light of whoso understanding and genius has

radiated your path, chirping out of his chair, not worth

much more than a cricket in the corner. This is the

physical feebleness that comes over men ; and yet you cannot

help feeling that it is painful.

I cannot bear to go to sick chambers very much on that

account—and yet, I can bear anything. I can go when it is

my duty ; but no man can interpret into language the piti-

fulness of pain which one suffers when father and mother
grow so old that age hides what they were from you, so that

they come to be children again.

Tliat is one reason why I do not want to be an old man.
I hope God will have so much consideration for my weakness
—if it be a weakness—as to let me drop down in my harness,

and in the full energy of work. I have no fear, whatever, of

dying: it is only the fear of living that I have before my
eyes.

My venerable father, who was a second David in his time,

a man of war, and yet who had as sweet a heart as ever an
angel woman had, hved through many last years of weakness
and obscuration ; and I had to remember a great way back
to find ray father. It was very pitiful, very painful. It was
not his fault ; but there is the fact.

Now, if things for which men are not responsible are,

nevertheless, when looked at, so painful that you have to

fight with the sense of deterioration, if not degradation, how
much more painful is it when you see a man who has no such
excuse or reason overcrowded by trouble ?
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Here is a man in the middle of life ; and what has befallen

him ? He had been scraping and scraping and scraping in

the dirt, and had dug out gold particles until he had a large

pile, a little pyramid, of gold ; but one day a thief, bank-

ruptcy, revulsion, commercial reaction, hit it a lick, and away
went the whole of it ; and here goes our wounded soldier

limping off from the battle-field I It is as if a soldier had a

ball in battle take a little bit of skin ojff from his hand, and
he cried, " Oh ! oh ! oh ! carry me to the hospital." You
Avould despise such a soldier ; but you are all soldiei's in the

battle of life. You can overcome, if you will, the troubles

that overtake you in this world ; but there are multitudes of

men who are driven out of courage and constancy and use-

fulness by things that ought to make them ashamed in the

telling.

Do you suppose you require a mirror ten feet high and
four feet wide in your parlor ? Do not you suppose that you

could sit on a wooden-bottomed chair, and dispense with a

chair with a plush bottom ? Do you not think you could get

along if you had no piano and no girls to drum on it ? Do
not you think you could stand it if you had not wheat bread ?

Is there not something in you that does not require the blan-

dishments and the favors of life ? Is there no source of

pleasure in yourself without these things ? Have them if

you can, but keep your manhood ; and when, in the provi-

dence of God, they are taken from you, when you are

stripped down and down, let it be with you as it is with the

ear of corn. When one husk is taken off, and another, and

another, by and by you come down to the corn. That is all

;

and that is the best of the whole. It is what the whole thing

was made for.

Men, in the troubles of life, in the adversities of life

—

how they sneak ! How they deliquesce and run down ! And
how poor, how mean, is manhood that has not in it sublime

faith ! The man that is born of the earth, and remembers

only that father, and does not remember that he was born of

God, but forgets that Father—what sort of manhood has he ?

and how right straight down on the broad road of death,

murderous death, is such sorrow as his !
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When a man has sorrow that touches the body and the

affections, for a moment the shock may be allowed to unman
him ; there is great expansibility in nature, and God is ex-

pansible in his sympathy, and Christ wept, and there is a

charter for every one that sheds tears in due measure ; but

just beyond the tear was the resurrection, and Christ knew
it, and yet wepb ; and so men may weep under suffering. I

would not hold them up to a stoical rigidity ; but this I say :

No man should allow himself to be ground out of his man-
hood by any suffering of the body or the affections, nor by^

any suffering in life, come what may.

Then comes the sorrow that works toward life ; and in this

there are four stages which I shall mention. Where sorrow

works reformation, patience, endurance, and fortitude, it is

unto life.

The civil engineer takes a stick of oak, a stick of ash, a

stick of pine, a stick of spruce, a stick of maple, a stick of

beech, and a stick of every other kind of timber, and he has

a graded screw, or a succession of weights, and he brings, by

pressure, it may be of the screw, or it may be of the weights,

each stick of timber to the breaking point or the crushing

point, and he finds that the strength of these sticks of timber

varies all the way through a wide scale.

And it is so with men. They are not alike. Some men
break easy, and some break very hard indeed.

Now, when suffering comes upon men who are involved

in wrong (as suffering comes from wrong), the question is,

How much suffering will they endure before they will stop

the wrong, or reform, or be converted and turn from the

wrong ?

A man finds that his drinking habits are bnnging him

and his wife and children to desolation and misery ; and if he,

being made to suffer, buries his suffering in the cup, it is

suffering unto death; but if the suffering says to him,

"Stop ! stop !" and he says, " I will stop ; with what little

remains to me of manhood I will cut off the source of this

derangement," then his suffering is working in the nght

direction. But that source of derangement being cut off,

down goes his spirit in a moment : that is,, he is in a de-
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pressed condition ; and he says, ''I have lost my character,

my business and my place, and I cannot get them back

again. Now that I want to reform, nobody wants me

;

and wherever 1 go, I am met coldly and repulsed. Just

when I should think God would send me relief, just when I

need it to enable me to be a better man, then it seems as

ttiough all God's thunders rolled over my head, and all his

troubles came upon me." But he says, "Nevertheless, I

will not give up." And then comes the balm, the sweet

words of that blessed disinterested love, a woman's love, the

love of a wife for a fallen husband, than which there is

nothing more pitiable, and nothing diviner, this side of the

throne of God. She whose heart has been like a macada-

mized road, tramped over by his infernal hoofs—she is the

only one who in the stress of his anguish and in the depth

of his troubles soothes and quiets and cheers him, and holds

him steadfast, till with some rays of hope, and with faint

steps, he begins to turn back. Oh ! let the star rise early

in the morning with blessing, let the star linger late, that

sends God's kind thoughts to such an one as helits de-

liver another from the thrall of bitterness and the bond-

age of death. Sorrow works repentance, and he is saved.

Little by little, he grows again ; and as the tree heals its

gashes, so his life gradually throws out new wood and bark

over the old sores and wounds ; and where sorrow is blessed

to the reformation of a man, making him patient, and giving

him courage and fortitude, that is one effect of sorrow which

^orks toward life and toward salvation.

Then look at sorrow where it works out the deliverance of

our manhood from earthly trouble. As I have said, all

trouble is not from the violation of natural law : it is the

misuse of our own selves ; as where a man, for instance,

determines that his happiness shall flow out from money, and

he is balked in the acquisition of money, and he insists that

he will be happy through the instrumentality of money
or nothing. The cure of that in a man is to teach him to

be happy in something else besides the possession of money.

Many a man means to be happy by having political influ-

ence ; and he is tripped uj) ; he is slid down and out of the
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way ; and he mourns ; and his life is bankrupt to him, and
all that sort of thing. Now teach him that the thing for

which he was living was not worthy of him, and that there

are other and better sources of happiness, and you have

healed the sorrow in him. When sorrow so works as to

broaden our life, as to bring down our offending faculties into

their proper position, as to make us take anew our bearings

and carry ourselves as sons of God destined to immortality

should do, then it works toward salvation and toward life.

Now, we go one step higher ; and now we are coming to the

heroism of suffering, where our sorrow has been felt, where

we have turned it to good account, and where we say in our-

selves, ''I thank God that I have suffered. I never had
such a pity for people as I have now ; I never had such a

sense of the weakness of people as I have now ; I never knew
that people needed compassion so much as I do now ; T never

felt so drawn to men as I have since I have suffered. I glory

in suffering. I have learned how to comfort other men with

the comforts by which God has comforted me. I have been
studying human nature ; I have seen it in its prosperous con-

dition ; I have been prospered ; and I did not know what a

great under-class of unfortunate men there are in all manner
of distress, till God plunged me down among them, and then

drew me out, and comforted me, and strengthened me, and
gave me the victory ; and shall I, that, like my Master, have

been taught so much by suffering, see so many men about

me that need the consolation with which I have been consoled,

and not glory that, at last, I have a text from which I can

preach to a class that seldom hear sermons ?"

Every man has by experience learned a language in which
he can talk to men and be understood. It is the language

of sorrow and despondency and heart-brokenness. It is the

language of guilt. It is the language of fear. And the ser-

mons are not theological sermons. They are sermons that

come from the heart of the speaker, and that are on a level

with the understanding of those who are round about him.

When a man feels, "I have been made wise by mistakes, I

have been made a sufferer by them, and so have been fitted

to help other sufferers ;" when a man feels, ''I have been
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made tender, and my pride has been humbled by suffering,

and I am qualified now to take hold of those who are lowly

and outcast and are in trouble, and I thank God for a minis-

try of suffering," then he has found the secret of happiness.

So when Paul gave utterance to that rejoicing chorus, " I

count it all joy when I fall into trials ; I rejoice in my afflic-

tions and infirmities," that language seems strange to men
who do not know the meaning of it ; but it is a wondrous

language. It is not a language of this world. It is divine.

You recollect the story (I wish I could call his name), of

a young physician who, when men were perishing by plague,

and all medical skill was baffled, deliberately arranged all his

affairs, and, though he had a brilliant prospect of life before

him, went and took care of the plague-stricken patients,

shutting himself up with them, and exposing himself as no-

body else would. At last he was seized by all the symptoms
of the plague, and with his watch and journal he marked
down, liour by hour, the progress of the disease, telling how
it affected his head and heart and lungs, and what was every

development of it, clear down to the point at which he could

no longer hold his pen, and died. He did this that he might

leave, through his suffering, that knowledge which would

cure and save the lives of myriads of men. Do you under-

stand that ? Do you see how he could do it ? Yes, I hope

there are still ingenuous young natures, not yet hardened by

selfishness nor seared by worldly experience, that can feel

some rebound at that heroism by which a man would delib-

erately take on suffering in this life in order that he might

bless his whole race.

Do you remember that other story of a man who all his

life long was laying up, laying up money, watching against

waste, and living in the humblest ways, and was considered a

miser, and was pointed out and jeered at by the boys, and

taunted and flouted in the city ? But he was not a miser.

He had an end in view. The poor of the city were accus-

tomed, from the slender resources of water there, to suffer

great extremity ; and he saw it ; and he labored through his

whole life to amass money, that he might build an aqueduct,

and bring the water from the near hills to the city ; and
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when he died, the treasure that he liad accumulated was used

for this purpose. Thousands of the poor and helpless inhab-

itants in the city suffered from thirst ; and this man suffered

poverty and abuse in order to amass property that his fellow-

citizens—the infirm and poor—might be relieved ; and he

joyed as he went on, thinking what a blessing, by his suffer-

ing, would spring up in rivers of living water.

Is there not an education in these examples of suffering

for men which is worthy of the consideration of every man ?

Look away from yourself. Ponder not what your bones

and flesh do suffer. Think not what your calamities are.

Do not selfishly calculate how they will affect you here or

there. Rejoice that you are counted worthy to suffer, that

by the consolation with which you are comforted you may
console those that are suffering in calamity.

Now, there comes one step beyond that—a step which in

some hours some men may take—namely, the fellowship of

suffering with Christ. In that matchless letter of Paul to the

Philippians, 3d chapter and 10th verse, he says,

" That I may know him, and the power of his resurrection, and
the fellowship of his sufferings, being made conformable unto his

death."

Now, we all rejoice to be made conformable to the throne,

and to the crown, and to the smiling and rejoicing ; but how
many of us have a secret heroic joy in thinking that we are

joined to Christ in the sufferings of this world ? not in sick-

ness ; not in any lower physical aspect, but in his higher

relations ? That, as the universe, which groans and travails

in pain until now, is to be delivered by the great Saviour

through the merit of his own suffering, and through the

instrumentality of his own endurance, so we become like

him when we rise into such fullness of sympathy with him
that we are declared to be Christ's companions ; that inas-

much as we are coming to understand what were his suffer-

ings, and to suffer as he did, in some sense our life is given,

like his, for the world, our hearts are pierced, like his, that

other hearts may not bleed, our tears fall, like his, that

others may not shed tears, and we are cast out that others

may not be cast out; that we may do these things in order

/
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that we may "give seed to the sower, and bread to the

eater"—this is the highest reach of suffering.

I commend you, not to a few trite maxims ; I commend
you, not to a knowledge of how to dodge suffering, or how,

with a few stoical notions, to endure suffering—they are

unworthy of you : I commend to you the true theory of

suffering as men. I commend to you the knowledge of how
to manage suffering so that when you have gone wrong it

shall bring you right. So manage it, if it comes upon yoii,

that it shall make you richer in the upper part, and poorer

in the lower part of your nature. So manage it that it shall

make you a benefactor of the great throng of sufferers that

are round about you. So manage it that it shall bring you

into sympathy and personal alliance witli God. So manage
it that you shall rejoice that you are made conformable unto

his death and his sufferings.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

How easy thou hast made it for us to come near to thee, thou
that hast made the day, and the sunlight, and all that is blossoming
and fair upon the earth ; thou from whom cometh forth whatsoever
greets the eye with joy and with pleasure; thou that dost own the
cattle on a thousand hills, and all gifts and treasures; thou who hast
stamped thyself upon all the woiks of creation ; nay, thou who
hast taught us, looking upon the bird, upon the flower, upon the
sky, upon morning and evening, and upon summer and winter, to
associate them with thy reverend name and divine power! How
easy hast thou made it for us, out of our very senses to rise up to-

ward thee! And yet how much easier is it because thou hast called
thyself by such names, and hast represented thyself in such rela-

tionships as are most familiar, and are dearest to us—for thou art
our Father, and heaven is our home, and the church is a household,
and we are all brethren, and we come to thee through the interpre-
tations of thyself which are most familiar and endeared in us, and
learn to think of thee in all the daily play of joy and life within
the household. And thou hast taught us that thou also art a Law-
giver, and the Supreme Ruler in all the affairs of life. In our con-
tacts with civil affairs we still have something within the range
of our understanding from which we glance easily off to thee. And
yet there is more of thee than is reflected in any part or in all parts of
human experience. Thou art richer than anything on earth can sig-

nify. There is no justice that is a fit emblem of thy justice. There
is no love so tender or so enduring that it can measure what love
is in God. And we have, besides that knowledge of thee which has
come to us through our varied experiences, this blessed thought:
that far beyond any conception which we can form, thou art better,

nobler, and more joyful to the soul, when it shall behold thee. And
when we have gathered together all things which we can, and framed
them divinely, and lifted them up before our mind that they may re-

flect to us something of what thou art, we know as little of thee as

they know of the stars far away who look at them through the tele-

scope. They see something of them ; but the most remains unsought,
unsearched, unknown. None by searching can find thee out, so rich

art thou, reaching out so far beyond the interpretation of any
faculty or any experience that we have had upon earth. Oh,
what joy is in the coming future. Oh, what treasures will there be
for the soul when it shall be free to understand, purged from the
flesh, opened and enlarged, to be forever with the Lord. Blessed
be thou, O Lord our God, for all the hidden treasure that is in thy
name.

And now, we beseech of thee, that we may not sin by a narrow-
ing of thee; by a constraint of thy goodness; by likening thee to
things which are poor and mean upon the earth, and which were
born of man's selfishness or of his weakness. Grant that we may
constantly aggrandize our thoughts of God that they may be more
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worthy of the majesty of thy goodness, of the glory of thy love,

and of its potency in the struggle that is going on irt the work of the

universe, where thy light is driving further and further away all

darkness, and where thy love is driving further and further away
all cruelty of suffering.

"We beseech of thee that we may rejoice, not in our strength,

not in our riches, not in our skill, not in our learning, but in this:

that the Lord is ours, and that we are his. We are heirs of Christ.

We are joint-heirs. And what hast thou, O Father, that is not

thy Son's? O Lord Jesus, what hast thou that is not ours? A
sealed will, an unknown legacy, an inheritance undefiled there is,

far removed from present knowledge and interpretation ; but ours

is all that is thine; and thine is all that is God's; and what more can

the human mind comprehend, or look upon without comprehension

by reason of its greatness?

We adore thee. We rejoice in thee. We sometimes almost fear

that we are selfish because we rejoice in thee—in the treasure that

we have in thee. Lord, lift upon us to-day the light of thy counte-

nance, and give us the quietude of excessive joy. Give us the tran-

quillity of those feelings that rise high above all common inspirations,

that we may in thee have perfected life e ven for the moment, if not

beyond and more.
Vouchsafe thyself to all. Since thou art food for all, and medi-

cine for all, and the water of life for all; since thou art all in all;

since all strength is in thee, and all goodness and life and light are

in thee, is there anything that can befall thy people for which thou

hast not a remedy and relief? Vouchsafe to every one in thy pres-

ence such a consciousness of God present with him that he may
be able to bear whatever is brought upon him and imposed upon
him. May every one feel that if God be for him nothing and no

man can be against him. So may each one be strong, not in his van-
ity, nor in his pride, nor in his outward strength, but in the feeling

that God present is a fortress, a tower, a hiding-place, a refuge, a
strong defense, a shield and a buckler. May every one, from day
to day, so dwell in the thoughts of God as to be proof against tempt-
ation, and trial, and sorrow, and every besetraent of this mortal
life.

Especially comfort those who seem to themselves to be sitting

in the region and shadow of death. Oh, grant that thy blessing

this morning may fall upon those who mourn, and sanctify their

grief that it may work, not toward death, but toward life. And we
pray that those who are in circumstances of perplexity and exquis-

ite care and trouble of heart may find in thee that sympathy which
thou didst manifest upon earth. What creature was so low or so

degraded, O Jesus, that she could not come to thee? What one ever
came to thee in suffering, springing even from the utmost sin, that

thou hadst not for him an open face, a kind eye, and the sweet words
of comfort and forgiveness? Oh, why should any hold themselves

away from such a Redeemer? Vouchsafe to those who have gone
wrong and are wrong, that they may not add to all their other trans-

gressions that of doubting the all-forgiving and recovering Saviour.
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And we beseech of thee that thou wilt grant to those who are bear-
ing very heavy burdens, and who require constant thought and
endeavor, that they may be patient. May patience be the armor by
which they defend themselves against every assault. May they be
good soldiers, and stand in their place, and do all that is laid upon
them, and still be found willing, and not lie down in weariness.
Having done all, may they still stand. Vouchsafe, we pray thee,

that wisdom which every one needs. May they ask wisdom of God,
who giveth liberally and upbraideth not.

We pray that thou wilt lead in the right paths all that are yet
inexperienced and liable to be misled. Let thy providence sur-
round the young. May all those who have no other teachers hnd
among the people of God fathers and mothers, and brothers and sis-

ters, that shall lead them into the right way. We pray that thou
wilt make the hearts of these people merciful and pitying, that they
may be like unto the Lord, and may exert an influence for good,
that all evil feelings may cease and be utterly hushed, and that the
sweet sound of the singing of birds may be heard—for the time of
the singing of birds is come. And we pray that there may be in all

such goodness, such cheerfulness, such true faith and trust in God,
such hope, and such salvation through Jesus, that all the overflow of

their life shall be heavenly and divine.

Bless the strangers that are among us. May they be at home here
in the house of their father and our Father, of their brethren and
our brethren. Grant that all their thoughts of prayer for those
loved ones that they have left behind may go up this morning, and
be pleasant to thee. We pray that thou wilt do good to their absent
ones. Remember all those who belong to us, and are scattered
abroad in thy providence, upon various errands on the sea, on the
land, every whither over all the world. We pray that to-day all the
blessings of the sanctuary which we are experiencing may go forth
in due measure to them. As the wind bloweth where it listeth, and
we know not whence it cometh, nor whither it goeth, so, though we
know not how thou canst do it, thy Spirit can make every place a

sanctuary, and every heart of those who are beloved by us to be
filled with a sense of God present.
We beseech of thee that thou wilt bless our laud. Remember

the President of these United States and all who are joined with him
in authority. We pray that thou wilt remember all legislatures

thiit are in session In the several States, and all governors, and
judges, and magistrates, and all the people that are under the law.

Grant that all our rulers may be God-fearing men.
And we beseech of thee, not only that thou wilt grant thy bless-

ing to rest upon this nation, but that thou wilt advance the
spirit of Christ in all nations. Bring out of darkness those that
dwell in animalism. Bring into the full light of day those that are
but partially enlightened. Bring out of all the realm of selfish-

ness and violence all nations that are civilized. Grant that the
nations of the earth may begin to love each other, and that the prin-
ciple of humanity may be recognized, by which all are united
together on the face of the earth in amity and co-operative kind~
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ness. May thy kingdom come, and thy will be done until the whole
earth shall be filled with thy glory.

And to the Father, the Son and the Spirit shall be praises ever-
lasting. Amen.

PRAYEK AFTER THE SERMON.

Our Father, wilt thou bless the word spoken. Grant that it may
enter into our hearts, and do us good. May it be fruitful in us. May
we not take it by word of mouth. May we examine it, and see if it

be true. May we sanctify ourselves against malign suffering. May
we attempt to make suffering light for other persons, and increase

their joy. So may we live in sympathy with them. And at last

may we be brought where thou art, to see thee no more through a

glass, darkly, but to see thee as thou art, to be like thee, and to be
with thee forever.

And to the Father, the Son and the Spirit shall be unceasing praises.

Amen.



GOD'S DEAK CHILDREN.

" Be ye therefore followers of God as dear children ; and walk in

love, as Christ also hath loved us, and hath given himself for us."—
Eph. v., 1, 2.

The figure of following may be drawn from any of several

sources. A soldier follows his leader ; and sometimes in

sacred Scripture following is set forth by that figure. Schol-

ars, also, according to the Oriental method of instruction,

where the teacher walks in some shaded garden, follow their

instructor. The Rabbi, in Palestine, with a band of dis-

ciples, moved from village to village, teaching the people
;

and so this, too, is a scriptural figure. The sheep follow the

shepherd ; and that also is scriptural. But the image we

have here is that of little children following after their

parents ; and no picture could be more charming than that

which rises to the imagination of everyone who has been

blest in his home childlii)od,—the figure of little children

watching their mother, running after her if she leaves the

room, crying for her, clinging to her, asking to be lifted by

lier, dependent, seeking their own little liberty always within

the scope of her eye.

Now, we are to follow God as dear children ; and he,

therefore, is to be to us of necessity a father, or we cannot

follow him as children. If, to our conception, therefore, he

is a God of fate, whose decrees are fiiful coercions; if our

conception of God is that of one in whom is all power, and

all will, and a rightful willfulness, it is impossible for us to

follow such an ideal of God as dear children. Or, if he be

to our imagination intellectualized into an abstract God of

SUNDAY MoRNiNo, May 2(1, 1875. Lesson: Eph. iv. Htmns (Plymouth Col-

lection): Nos. 23, 922, 907.
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perfect purity, with such a revulsion from evil and discord

and sin that he cannot for a moment tolerate it in the

universe, but sits conscious of his own everlasting purity,

demanding purity in every one inexorably, you cannot follow

such an aspect of God as dear children. A child can follow

a smiling mother or a benignant father ; but you cannot

persuade a child to follow a stern-browed stranger, nor any

one that stands in the attitude of a judge, whose face is

clothed with frowns. Children flee from such a face. It is

not in nature that they should be attracted to it. You can

drive them after, but they will not follow, under such cir-

cumstances. And if we are to follow God as dear children,

it must be because God is such a one as we can follow ; one

so full of all compassion, so full of all love, and so full of

the patience and self-sacrifice that we associate with father-

hood on earth—only higher, richer, more multiform, inex-

haustible—that when we look up, to our throbbing, filial

love there shall answer the ocean love of One who knows

better how lo love than we, who created love, and in whom
it resides, primal, everlasting.

So the Apostle calls those who were newly gathered into

the Christian Church to follow God as dear children ; and

when we follow God as dear children, we follow him as

Father ; and that takes us back to the Lord's prayer, where

we are taught to pray, "Our Father"—each one of us, each

individual, each personal heart ; and not only that, but
" Our Father which art in Heaven "—lifted up above human
imperfection ; lifted up above human organization : not God
enshrined in an ordinance ; not God enshrined in a church ;

not God enshrined in human society or in universal human
nature ; not a widely distributed, pantheistic God ; but " our

Father," personality calling for personality, and " our Father

which art in Heaven," invisible, universal, and not repre-

sented by any human form, nor embodied in any human
organization.

But take notice :
" Be ye followers of God as dear chil-

dren ;" and that ye may so follow, and as the means, the

method, the indispensable condition, of following, "^walk in

love, as Christ also hath loved us, and hath given himself
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for us." That is the method by which dear children are to

follow their Father. They are to do it by walking in the

way of love, as he dwells in love, administers by its powers,

and makes it the test of that character which shall survive

death and live through immortal spheres. So we are to

follow him. We are to follow him in that spirit.

And it is not a figure of speech alone. If I may so say,

it is that very atmospheric condition of the soul by which

you shall appreciate the truth in God, the personality of God,
and all the duties that you are called upon to perform as the

followers of God through the Lord Jesus Christ.

We are just hearing from the various scientific corps that

have gone out from all civilized nations to witness the transit

of Venus across the surface of the sun ; and we have learned

that on the day appointed some of them, after infinite pains,

after months, and it may be said years, of preparation, found

storms beating down through the air, blinding them ; and, all

day long, they might just as well have gazed into midnight.

The atmosphere was in such a condition that they saw not a

glimpse, and folded their instruments, and returned home as

wise as they went. And there were parties that were sta-

tioned at other points of observation, where, although the

rain did not descend and beat upon them, clouds hung dark

and low, and would not separate ; and they returned home.

The condition of seeing that magnificent orb was not granted

to them. And there were other parties with whom the

clouds played coquetries, and opened and shut ; and they got

glances and visions. The first contact and the second con-

tact were lost, and the third was gained ; or the first and

second and third were gained, and the last was lost, and so

on. They returned home somewhat wiser ; but still it was

not a propitious heaven. Only they answered the end for

which they had taken such extraordinary pains, and gone

forth on such a long journey, whose whole sky was open and

clear, and who saw the planet advancing to the sun, touching

it, passing over and leaving it. The atmosphere was every-

thing. No matter how wise the men were, bow perfect the

telescope was, or how admirable the structure which enclosed

it ,• if the atmosphere was not right, they lost everything.
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Now, in the Christian life, the atmosphere is everything.

They that will see God must have the atmosphere through

which alone he can be discerned ; and that is the atmosphere

of love. So that, while we are followers as children, we
must follow the Father who dwells in love, and who is Love,

and we must walk in love, or we can neither understand him,

perceive him, nor receive benefit in any material degree from

him.

So then, I read again (for the text is always better than

the sermon) :

" Be ye therefore followers of God as dear children ; and walb
in love, as Christ also hath loved us, and hath given himself for us."

Out of this fundamental and vital quality there will spring

up many other forms of inspiration ; but the root-form, the

foundation, the fundamental element, of Christian life, is to

lie in that love to God which dear children have to a parent,

and which Jesus Christ made manifest by his walk and con-

versation.

We have heard much clamor and much dispute as to what

are fundamental doctrines. There are no fundamental doc-

trines. There are doctrines fundamental to philosophical

systems. Arminianism has certain vital doctrines ; it cannot

be Arminian without them. The Manichean heresy had

vital points which were essential to it. The Calvinistic

scheme has its vital points without which.it cannot be Calvin-

istic. There may be such things as vital or fundamental doc-

trines in reference to a system ; but there are no fundamental

doctrines in reference to the human heart or to a Christian

life. The requisition for a life of Christianity, is. Walk in

love. That is the fundamental element. Out of that otlier

things shalf come. Without that, come what may, it is all

void and vain.

How long shall we need to go without an adequate inter-

pretation of the 13th of Corinthians, where Paul, with every

form of speech which belongs to eloquence, declared that men
might know all, beheve all, do all, practice every external

charity, but unless they had love it should profit them

nothing, but should be as "sounding brass or a tinkling

cymbal." With this glorious descant hanging in the air,
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hundreds and thousands of years have rolled away in the war

of the world, men quarrelling, and shedding each other's

blood, and burning each other at the stake, on account of

doctrines that had nothing to do with love, and of which a

man might believe either way without being better or worse.

Here is the great quality out of which is to spring what-

ever else is of vital use—namely, walking with God in that

spirit in wliich Christ walked with us. We are to walk as

dear children, trusting, loving, confiding; but out of that

spirit, when once it is radicated, and kept vital in us, will

come many other experiences. For one may follow God with

the reason, the intellect ; but, without that spirit, no reason,

no intellect, can interpret God. We can learn by the reason
;

but we may learn much, and that much may not help us.

For instance, if you desired to show how any eminent

man looks, it would not be enough that you should paint

first an eye on one sheet of paper, and then on another sheet

a nose, and then, on another sheet a mouth, and then, on

auother page a chin, and then, taking these separate organs

or features, say, " Combine tliem and that will show you how
he looks." Who could combine them under such circum-

stances ? It is the organic unity of the whole that makes
the resemblance to the man. But only when we see one in

face and feature do we know him ; for men are as different

from one another as face and feature are one from another.

A man who from his youth has been thoroughly good, cannot

understand a man that is thoroughly bad ; and a man who
from his youth has been thoroughly bad, cannot understand

one that is thoroughly good. A miser cannot understand a

magnanimous and generous man, any more than a man whose

whole joy is in charitable distribution can understand the

pleasure that a miser has. We have to be in sympathy with

that which we understand. If we are to understand the

philosopher, then the reason must be in us which the philos-

opher uses ; and if we are to understand a generous nature,

it is because generosity is in us. He who thinks that

manhood lies in craft, would despise the old, blunt, square,

hard-handed Saxon strength.

Now, a man can understand God as a mechanician, as an
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artist, perhaps; but he who comes to the understaDding of

God purely by intellection, understands him only, as it were,

from without and mechanically, and in the inferior disclos-

ures of the divine nature. For God glories, as he tells us, in

his own suffering, in his patience, in his loving-kindness,

in his tender mercy ; and no man can understand God
who does not go beyond the external attributes, or natural

attributes as they are often called, into the disposition of

God. We may follow God by veneration, by a worshipful

emulation ; but it must be in such a way as dear children

can follow. For there are, or have been, I doubt not, to

every one of us, moments in which the goodness of our

mothers and the superiority of our fathers have acted back

upon us, and we have been made to feel how inferior we are

to them ; and we look up to them, and we rejoice in that

greatness v;hich makes us feel how inferior we are. And so,

a loving child of God may rejoice in his own sense of

abasement and inferiority, because he loves God ; and out

of love there may come veneration, humiliation, and prostra-

tion of soul. But without love it is unmanly, it is unworthy

in any one ; and that whole system by which men are meant,

through a sense of their own sinfulness, to be humble and

prostrate before God, is not only derogatory to the supreme

idea of manhood, but is degrading to the sense of man ; and

men who are all the time looking at their own imperfections

and sins, and studying them, and, as it were, stewing them

in their own consciousness, and living upon a perpetual sense

of their inferiority,—such men are not wholesome minded.

That is not the way that dear children live at home. You
would not let them. As little as you have of the divine

nature in you, you are conscious that that could not be the

proper aspect of the experience of children at home; and

that, if they love you and feel the warmth of your love, they

cannot forever be abiding in a morbid consciousness of their

own weakness, imperfections and misdoings. There must

be the upsiDring of hope and faith and trust and love, or the

child cannot be a dear child at home.

And so, in the ministration of the church to men, that is

a bad administration which inspires blind veueration ; and
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he that shivers in the presence of God is not in God's

presence. He has no conception of the true God.

And still less is fear compatible with following God as

dear children. There is a filial fear. There is nothing more

solicitous than love. A mother knows fear in connection

with those cliildreu that she loves ; but it is not degrading

fear. The child, anxious to please, looks with waiting ex-

pectancy to see if its task has pleased father or mother.

The child that is learning to write, or that is studying art,

and, making sketches, brings them to the teacher or to

the parent, comes with a kind of trembling apprehension lest

they shall not be approved. That is honorable. That has

the approval of affection itself, and it is ennobling. But the

fear of anger, the fear of penalty, the fear of our own suffer-

ing and loss, is admirable only in very remote degrees, and

occasionally, when other motives fail. And yet, there is a

filial fear, a love-fear, which not only is permissible, but is

honoring and uplifting.

Now, we are not to be members of the church that we
may either be awe-smitten, or bowed down with a perpetual

recognition of how poor we are, or trembling under the

administration of divine purity and divine law. We are to

follow as dear children.

Beware, then, I beseech of you who are beginning a

Christian life, of substituting anything for the foundation

quality of love within you, or of letting anything come be-

tween you and that quality.

You are God's. You are not owned by the church. You
are not owned by the priest. You are not owned by the

minister. You do not belong to any less a personage than

God ; and you do not belong to him in the sense of being his

slaves or his hirelings. You are his dear children. Yours
is all that is God's. If he owns the heavens, you own them.

If he owns all sources of joy throughout eternity, you own
them. For you are heirs with Christ to the inheritance

which he has from God ; and, as dear children of God, you

are to live lives of liberty, and hope, and courage, and joy,

and trust.

Let us beware, therefore, of all those elements so often
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and so grievously met in the experience of men that draw

down our allegiance;, and make us feel responsible to things

lower rather than to things higher.

You are now received into the church ; and did it ever

occur to you that Jesus Christ, who founded the Christian

church, as we are told, was never a member of it himself ?

Did it ever occur to you that the twelve apostles, who are

supposed to have been the twelve pillars of the Christian

Church, were never members of that church ? Christ was a

member of the Jewish Church, and the apostles were all

members of the Jewish Church ; but the Christian Church,

as distinguished from that, was not founded either in his

life-time or in tlieirs, except among the Gentiles.—and then

in the pattern of the Synagogue. You are not to join your-

selves, therefore, to an earthly church, under any of those

poetic notions, or under any of those heroic emblems, which

make the clmrch a representative or a substitute for God.

It ought to be much to you, by its fellowship, by its com-

panionship, by its sympathy and by the instructions which

you receive in it ; but the church is of value to you only by

the value of the results whicii it produces in you.

What is summer worth in the desert of Sahara r It found

it sand, and leaves it sand. The sun and the summer are

worthless to the desert. And what is the church worth to

you ? It is worth jusfc what it develops in you, as an educat-

ing institution. Its whole design is to hold you up in wealc

hours ; to inspire you with higher thoughts and with sweeter

dispositions ; and to give you power to lift yourself up to the

invisible. The church is neitiier to be worshiped nor to be

rested upon. You are not safe because you are in it, any

more than the child is learned because it has been at school.

The school is of great value ; there knowledge is gained more

readily than it can be gained elsewhere : but we do not un-

dervalue it when we say that you should not worship it.

And the church—should I disparage that—I, a minister,

that have received its blessings, and that have seen them im-

parted to others? No; but its value is in this: that it

teaches you to neglect the lower, and to center your affections

on the higlier. For nothing less than God can satisfy the
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human soul,—no ordinance, no service, nothing but love,

down-dropping from the everlasting Fountain of sympathy,

of pity, and of compassion. The love of God can satisfy you
;

and the uniting with the church is good to you just in pro-

portion as you, through the church, look up and see God.
But what an astronomer he would be who should sit at

his telescope, watching the instrument, praising its lenses,

magnifying the honor of its maker, cleaning, fixing and
adjusting it, and never seeing anything through it ! It is

what is beyond the telescope, it is what the telescope reveals

and brings to you, that gives it its value. Without that, it is

good for nothing.

Now the Cliurch is God's telescope ; and if it enables you

to see through the visible to the invisible, if it brings you

truth, if it brings your time-thoughts into the relations of

eternity, if it brings God, as a veritable person—yea, as a

Father—near to your heart and near to your moral sense, then

it is the Church of God to you. Otherwise, it is the Church
of man. If it be opaque ; if it stop your thought with itself,

if you have got only so far as that you are a Churchman, you

have not started on the true Christian coui'se. You may be

a Churchman and be lost. But if the Church is vital to you
;

if it is to you a messenger and a help from God, then it is

God's, and you see through it and beyond it, and by its help

you behold that which is the soul's only estate and only

strength—God, our Father; the Lord Jesus Christ, our

Saviour ; and the Divine Spirit, our Enlightener.

Many of you are just beginning your Christian life ; many
of you are already experienced soldiers therein : and yet, it is

a good thing for you, whether you have had much or little

experience as Christians, to count this day as a day of new
birth and new life, and to begin from this time forward,

according to the spirit of the passage which we have read in

your hearing, to live as the dear children of God. For then,

when once the habit is formed, and your thoughts run nimbly

and easily up, in all circumstances of trial and of temptation,

to the bosom of your God, you will find in that communion
and in that faith all the strength and all the comfort that any

of you need.
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No man knows where you will go, or where, in a year,

you will be scattered abroad. Tell me, where are the birds

that sang in my trees last summer ? Tell me, where are the

leaves that waved on my trees last summer ? Tell me, where

are all the flowers that bloomed through the last summer ?

Who can trace them or find them ? And where you shall be

in five years ; what may have befallen you ; what exaltation

and prosperity; what new avocation; what drifting far

across the sea ; what habitation in the wilderness ; what

deprivations by which ye that are one in love shall be sun-

dered and severed, and walk alone and solitary—who can

tell? None. Nor need we desire to look forward with a

curious prescience ; for there is one thing that, if you only

have it—if you have God, the dear Father, and you are dear

children, and are walking in love under the providence that

works good out of everything for those who love God—it

matters little whether you live on the land or on the sea, in

your native land or on a foreign shore ; whether sickness or

poverty comes ; or whether disasters and disappointments

come. God is the soul's all, and in him you are strong and

rich, and may be joyful ; and the possession that I long for

in every one of you, is this : that, in the church, in your

avocations, in your households, in all your companionships

and friendships, everywhere, you shall have learned this

royal lesson of happiness and safety—how to follow God as

dear children, and to walk in love, even as Jesus Christ loved

us and gave himself for us.

Now, dearly beloved, with these brief and prefatory re-

marks, we are (many of you for the first time in your lives,

and all of you for the first time ander such circumstances as

have gathered us here) about to sit together and partake of

these emblematic memorials of the Lord Jesus Christ, your

Saviour and my Saviour ; and in partaking of these symbolic

representations—the bread broken, and the wine standing

for the blood shed, and the broken bread and the wine both

standing as the test of divine love for you—you join together

in an hour and under circumstances that will not occur to

you again in your life-time. You will never be brought again

to the beginning of this experience ; a beginning can be but
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once ; and to many of joii this is the first time. I trust that

it is not the most joyful time ; and yet it is an eminently
joyful time. My heart goes out to you ; and my longing is

not so much for your eminence in this life (though that, too,

I sympathize in) as for this: that you may'have that stay,

that staff, t,hat strength, that sure hold upon God by love,

which shall be with you in life and in the valley and shadow
of death, and which shall administer unto you a joyful en-

trance into tlie kingdom of God, your dear Father.

And I invite all those present, whether they are members
of this church or of sister churches, or whether they are not
members of any church, who are conscious of their own
sinfulness and of their need of pardon and salvation through

Jesus Christ, and who earnestly and cordially accept Christ

in their thoughts and in their feelings as their Saviour, if it

would strengthen them or comfort them—I invite such to

unite with us in the celebration of the Lord's Supper. And
I repeat again, that this ordinance belongs not to the Church,
though for the sake of convenience and order the Church
administers it. The Church does not own the Lord's Supper
any more than the Church owns the Bible. Every man has

a right to read the Bible, and every man who has faith in

Christ and love toward him has a right to this ordinance

;

and I make my invitation as broad as I suppose God would
make it if he were to discern the hearts and thoughts and
intents of this congregation. None who are careless and
heedless, though they be thrice a hundred-fold members of

the Church, do I invite. I invite none who take this ordi-

nance simply as a form ; I invite none who take it as a mere
amulet or charm ; I invite none who accept it as an outward
rite of ecclesiasticism only ; but they who know their own
weakness and want, and who with the love of a child cry

out, " My Father, help me !" them I invite. To such I say.

Come, and let him help you. Your preparation for the

Lord's Supper is, that you need it, and know that you need

it, and are willing to partake of it.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

THOtJ ever blessed God, for the communications of thyself in
nature we render thee thanks; and though we glance only upon the
surface, and though the revelations of thyself lie yet deeper- than
human thought hath penetrated, we rejoice in such help, and in the
knowledge of more yet to be received, breaking forth into the light
of the future. We thank thee for that revelation which thou hast
made through holy men of old, that spake as they were moved by
the Holy Ghost. We rejoice in their experience, in all the knowl-
edge which they gained, in their inj^piration by thy personal pres-
ence with them, and the lifting up of thy soul upon theirs. But
above all, we thank thee for that revelation which thou art day by
day making in the hearts of thine own people—thine indwelling;
for thou dost come unto them, and dost abide in them, and manifest
thyself unto them as thou dost not unto the world. Grant that all

of us may have something of this inshining light of God by which
all that is of the earth and earthy, and of the tlesh and fleshly, and
which is opposed to the law of God, and cannot be reconciled to it,

may be kept in subjection, and made to serve, and never to rule.

Grant that by thy divine presence whatever in us is like unto
thee, of thought, and of feeling, and of imagination, may be so

inspired that it shall grow in brightness J^nd in strength until every
thought and every feeling is brought into subjection to Jesus Christ.

We thank thee that there are so many who have enlisted in the

way of righteousness, and who henceforth are to measure their

lives, both within and outwardly, by the simplicity of truth as it is in

Jesus. Grant unto them that their joys may abound as the token of

thy goodness, and as the evidence of their victories. We beseech

thee that they may feel themselves called of God to be God's dear

children. May they not come into the service of Christ as slaves,

whip-driven. May they not account themselves prisoners in the

church of Christ, or hirelings, or burden-bearers and toilers. May
they hear the voice of the Master saying to them, Henceforth, I call

you not servants, but friends. And may they have an inward ex-

perience of thine intimacy with them which shall give them
strength in all that is good, aversion to whatever is evil, and power
to resist it and overcome it.

We beseech thee that thou wilt grant that by the faith of

Jesus their homes may be brighter, and their affections sweeter and

purer; that they may live one with another in a more blessed fellow-

ship ; and that to all the joys that belonged aforetime to life may be

added now, in over-measure, radiant, the joys of the life that im-

pends and soon must come. May all their thoughts, and loves, and

pur[)Oses, and endeavors, be enshrined in the nobler life that over-

hangs them. So may they own two worlds, and live in the one

as expectants of the other. There is their home whose founda^

tions can never be moved; there is their substance where moth and

rust do not corrupt; there are friendships which neither wane nor
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perish; there is safety which storms cannot rock nor tempests put

out; there is purity without temptation; ttiere are joys without

tears or sorrows; there is the perfect life iu their Father's home to

which they aspire, toward which they are traveling, and which, ere

long, some of them will reach; and may all of them have the glo-

rious presentiment of the life above, aud the life to come, to draw
them, to comfort them, to strengthen them, to inspire them in the

life that now is.

And we beseech thee, O thou blessed Spirit, that thou wilt more
and more invigorate the purposes of their souls. Add sincerity

to sincerity, earuestness to earnestness, and endeavor to endeavor,
that they may day by day in the sight of all men, and in the sight of

God, ripen for the heavenly life. How many thanks should we give

iu their behalf! How many have struggled long, but at last are

planted in the garden of the Lord! How many have been waiting

for years looking through dim mists for the bright vision to break,

and have been brought at last to consecrate themselves to Christ

without condition, and to accept his services as little children accept
the commands of a parent! For how many of these have prayers
and tears been given by parents! How many that are with thee in

heaven rejoice to-day over their children here! How many are
there that in their own heart are rejoicing to think of what father
and mother and brother and sister shall say and feel when the tid-

ings of their union with the church have come to them afai" off.

God, sanctify the joys of those that are in thy presence, and of
all that love them; and may each one be kept severally according
to his circumstances. May those who are under circumstances of
temptation and trial, and those who are bestead by poverty, and
those who aie in trouble of any kind, and those who are surrounded
by friendships, all of them find that everything works together for
good to them that love thee.

And we pray that thou wilt accept the joy and the thanksgiving
of this church. It is summer in the midst of winter. It has been
harvest-time in the dreary year. We rejoice that thou hast made it

a year of inward light, and inward joy, and consecration, and fer-

vor of prayer, and faith and trust in God. aud that thou hast made
it a year of great growth in grace, and of the plenitude of thy
spiritual gifts. Why should we murmur or repine, though the storm
rages without? How happy are they round about whom the cottage
throws its walls, so that no storm can be upon the heartb-sidc! And
we have been sequestered and sheltered, and the Spirit of God, all

peaceful above, the inspiration of light and life and joy, hath been
within ; and what matters it what is without, so that thou art dwell-
ing with us? Even so. Lord Jesus, still abide with this people. Still

commune with each heart, and sanctify to every one all the deal-
ings of thy Providence with him.
And now we pray that thou wilt prepare us all for the remainder

of our lives, whether they be longer or shorter. Prepare us for the
communion of death. Prepare us for a glorions triumph, as we
march through the darkness of the grave to find the eternal life

beyond. And then, when we shall have been crowned, and are vie-
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tors over life and death—then, when the radiance of immortality is

GUIS, and shines from our eyes and from our crowns—then, we will

cast our crowns at thy feet, O Beloved, and cry, with tears of glad-

ness : Not unto us, not unto us, but unto thy name, be all the praise

forever and ever. A-meti,



GRIEVING THE SPIRIT.

" And grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed

unto the day of redemption.—Eph. iv., 30.

Here, as in many other places, the existence and the active

agency upon the human heart of the Divine Spirit are not so

much taught as taken for granted. It was the universal

belief, but in Christianity the idea was purified and exalted.

More than that, it is taught here, or implied, that under the

divine influence of the Spirit there are conditions in the

human soul which modify the result,—or else why should

men be dissuaded from courses of conduct that would grieve

the Spirit of God ?

For a long time, it was needful that men should have the

conception of God cleansed from the degradation which was
incident to the earliest thoughts of Him. The human race

has learned its way, by gradual un foldings, from the most
rudimentary notions of divine intelligence up to those high

and pure ideas which exist in our time ; and it became neces-

sary, in the progress of this unfolding, that such conceptions

of God as were derived from physical force, from the animal
nature of man, should be modiiSed, and that God should be

set forth as a spiritual Being.—controlling all nature, and
yet not himself made up of matter, and not, therefore, a
material God, but an invisible spiritual force in which inhere

the vitality, the wisdom, the goodness, and the government
of the universe.

In the process of evolving this higher conception of God,
it was necessary, at times, that it should be in marked con-

SUNDAY Morning. May 9th, 1875. Lesson: Isa. xI., 9-31. Hymns (Plymouth
Collection) : Nos. 296, 865, 907.
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trast, first, with idolatry, or such representations of the divine

nature as were capable of being made to the imagination of

men through material forms. Thus, in the passage which

I read in the ojaening service, God condemns and ridicules

those conceptions of himself that were capable of being put

into metal—gold and silver—or into stone or wood, declaring

himself as transcendently above the possibility of any such

representation. And again, where the reigning power of

the universe received in men's thoughts a characterization

derived from the best specimens of monarchy which then

existed (an oriental monarchy at that), it became necessary

to divest the conception of those imperfections, crudities,

and abominations, which inhered in it, and to represent the

God of the universe as something better and nobler than a

mere reigning force, and especially such a reigning force as

men see in the monarchs, the kings, the sultans of oriental

lands.

So, in a nobler disposition to represent God as moral, not

^jhysical ; as spiritual and invisible, and comprehensible only

by the interior force, never traced by the eye, nor approached

by the hand ; to exalt him into his own sphere, it was need-

ful often to use strong metaphors and illustrations, designed

to dissuade men from the fleshly view. And out of that has

grown, in later times, a method of representing God which,

when carried to an extreme, certainly seems to overleap the

purpose of those who employ it, and which, in another way,

and by an opposite force, comes as near to annihilating

God in the trust and love and faith of men as he was in

danger of being annihilated by physical representations. For,

while men cannot be very much updrawn by a gross deity

made up of human jiassions, only infinite in development or

carried to excess, while such a God could be of very little

service to mankind, so, if you refine the conception of God,

if you exalt his perfection, until you have carried him so far

away from the physical and the social that he is beyond

analogy and beyond the initial experiences of the human

heart, you have a shadowy God of abstractions, as impos-

sible to be approached, to be loved, or to he trusted, as it is

impossible to approach with love and trust a problem of
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Euclid, or to bow down and say your prayers to a theorem of

mathematics. If you imbrute God, if you incarnate him (in

the ordinary sense of the term), you lose him in one direc-

tion ; but by exhalation and evaporation, you lose him in the

other direction.

And so it comes to pass that men have often, in the

attempt to magnify God's glory, practically destroyed him.

It is needful for me to believe that God is perfect ; that

he is holy ; that iiis holiness is the supreme end of adminis-

tration. Amidst all the myriad conflicts of life, in spite of

all the thousand backward-setting eddies along the stream of

time, it is necessary that I should believe that the great

under-current—the gulf-stream—is moving steadily out to-

ward the ocean of perfectness and blessedness. If, there-

fore, one represents holiness to me as so self-contained, so

selfish, so sensitive, so jealous, so cold, so centralizing, that

it loses all analogy to what I love, then my God is liidden

from me, not by excess of brightness, but by excess of ab-

straction.

This will receive its highest illustration if you will remem-
ber how, in times of religious excitement, eminent and excel-

lent teachers have warned men against grieving the Sj^irit of

God. Some such have said, "See that you go back from
these sacred seats to your house in silence ; be still before

God;" and men have gone home, fearing that if they

dropped into common conversation God would be grieved

away from them. And when men have been thoughtful as

to the reconstruction of tJieir life and conduct, when serious

thoughts have been upon them, it has been said to them,
" Mingle not in the household, withdraw to your chamber,

give yourself up to solitude;" and when, in the ordinary

course of proper life, there were social unfoldings and inno-

cent enjoyments, it has been said, " But is not the Spirit of

God working with you? Beware! heivare ! lest you grieve

the Spirit of"" God."

Now, what kind of spirit must that be that would take

offense and show spite at the nortnal and natural and inno-

cent unfoldings of human thought and human feeling. In

those very relations where the divine providence has put us r
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Is God jealous, in tbat sense ? Is God's Spirit in danger of

being grieved away, as a fastidious beauty, coquetting with

one and another, might take offense on the slightest provoca-

tion at a compliment a trifle too much or too little ? Is

that tlie ideal conception of the everlasting Father who is

bearing the universe on through all its cataclysms and

changes towards the eternity of blessedness ? This mis-

representation of the divine influence has wrought limita-

tion of view, perversion of view, and instead of making

God more, it has made him less, narrower,—sharper, harder

to be approached, less to be enjoyed ; for of all beings that

are large, generous, inconsiderate of themselves, and consid-

erate of those that draw near to them, none is to be compared

to God. He that made the heavens, who taketh up the stars

as a little thing, whose ocean on the globe is but the palm of

his hand, and to whom the isles are but as the dust of the

balance—he is the mighty God. He is the one that bowed

himself down in the person of Jesus Christ, and lay flat upon

the ground, that all suffering humanity might press upon him,

and that, rising through suffering, he might lift with himself

all that needed to be carried up. And is the self-sacrificing

God, who dies rather than that you should die—is he to be

represented as nervous, and captious, and easily offended, and

dashing away from men in their thoughtless and incon-

siderate moods ? No, there is nothing so patient, nothing so

generous, nothing so considerate, nothing so long-suffering,

as the Divine Spirit.

Is there, then, a revelation of the Divine Spirit, as

separable from the Father and from the Son ? If you will

not ask me any other questions, I will say. Yes; but if the

answer should lead you to say, "What is the Father ? and

what is the Son? and what is the Spirit ?"—I am dumb. I

cannot understand human mental philosophy ; I cannot un-

derstand, or analyze, nor has it yet been given to science to

analyze, the relations of soul and body, of intellect and

emotion, or of nerve and brain, with their contents and

their products. How little we understand of these things,

though we live with them and by them, and have their ana-

logues ! They are not brought down into the sphere where
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our familiar knowledge dwells. And shall one who under-

stands so little of mental jjhilosophy in himself, assume that

he can rise into the realm of the divine, and unfold what are

the conditions and methods of life in God ?

Nevertheless, when the Bible speaks of God as the Fathei',

and again as the Son, and again as the Spirit, individualizing

them, I do not care about answering objections. I say, "1
accept it just at its face; not because I have probed it and
reasoned upon it so that I understand it, but because I find

it more convenient to accept than to reject it. Since I

cannot understand it, I take it upon statement,—that is

all." '^Do you believe in the Trinity ?" I am asked. Yes.

*'Why?" Because it is easier to believe in it than not,

considering all the facts and circumstances ; not, however,

because I understand it, when the Spirit is spoken of as a

separate entity or individuality of the divine nature. I do

not undertake to reason upon it, or to show the relation of

the divine spirit. It is quite enougli for me to say that there

exists, and that there acts, a divine Spirit ; that it is cast

out through all God's universe; and that it is the source of

human life in all its higher ranges. There is a divine

influence which acts upon the higher nature of man. This

is the simple teaching of the Bible. It does not represent

the Spirit of God as working upon matter, or upon the lower

social conditions of humanity ; it represents it as having to

do with heroism, with self-sacrifice, one for another, or one

for the whole—patriotism. In all the higher developments

of life, it makes the gloomy history of the race to shine, at

points. These developments are accredited to the divine in-

fluence, or the divine Spirit, although we are not prepared to

say dogmatically that this is the supreme, the single, the

exclusive, function of the divine Spirit ; and if there is to be

no dogmatism, it is enough to say that, so far as we under-

stand it, the divine Spirit works on that side of human life

and human nature which is neai*est to God, to give it exalta-

tion.

Look, for a moment. We all see that the race, however

it comes into the world, comes through the gate of weakness,

want, and of imperfection. Every child that is born
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is at first but an empty sack. Whatever fills it thereafter, is

to be gained. Paupers we come, crying, absolutely helpless,

without power to get, lymg in the arms of wisdom and love

and power ; and we are to learn everything, aud by unfold-

ing experieuce to come to some capacity of self-government

and self-care. In the ripest conditions of human life, we

come limping into society, miserably weak and low; and how
much more, as you go down out of civilized and Christian

households, when you look at the way in which the whole

Avorkl in every generation begins to march, the little army

comes in without banners or trumpets or insignia of power

!

How the whole world creeps first, and pules, and cries and

wails, and is weak in every direction ! So, by the decree of

God, the march begins at every generation through the door

of zero ; it starts from nothing, and rises slowly towards

something, and then comes to a little more, and to a little

more. First, there is the animal ; and it slowly unfolds out

of animalism into sociality; and then out of sociality slowly

into reason and reasoning ; and last, slowest, hardest, most

unsymmetric and imperfect, out of reason into moral excel-

lence, which lifts a man quite away from the brute creation,

and develops in him attributes and results which are utterly

unlike anything that we see in the most intelligent lower

animals. This is God's decree ; and there, in the whole

great black continent of Africa, it has been seen through the

sounding ages ; so, in Asia ; so, in civilized Europe ; so in

Christianized America. Everywhere, whether men be barba-

rian or civilized, bond or free, Christian or heathen, this is

the law of the race—that they begin at nothing, and come

steadily up through the animal to the social, through the

social to the reasonable, and through the reasonable to the

moral and spiritual.

Now, if this be the foundation, creative fact, might it

not be expected that there would stand over against a world

so created a divine force that should adapt itself to this

special want; and that, as there are provisions in the physical

world for- the physical unfolding of man, as there are provis-

ions in the social world for the unfolding of his social nature,

and as there are provisions m schools and other mstrumen-
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talities for the unfolding of his intellectual nature, there

should be somewhere, a provision for the development of the

spiritual, invisible, moral nature of man—that which allies

itself to God, and to things which reach beyond time ?

When, therefore, it is taught that there is a divine Spirit

which works upon these higher elements in men for which

there is no provision in material nature, very little in social

relations, and none at all in the great currents that move

races and generations of mankind ; wheij it is revealed that

there is, far beyond the reach of the bodily eye, a silent and

universally shining Spirit that works incessantly upon the

higher nature of man to give it vitality, does not every one

say, '' This is a view of God which adapts itself precisely to

the facts of the physical creation of the race in the world and

in time," and does not the state of facts in the race point

to the existence of such a Spirit ?

As Leverrier, by his calculations, determined that there

must be an undiscovered planet somewhere, to account for

the disturbance and perturbation of neighboring planets, and

as by research this was found to be true ; so we may calcu-

late, from certain given states and conditions of men in life,

that there must be, somewhere in the celestial space, certain

great moral influences, or else that the scheme of the race

is imperfect, fortuitous. There is apparent the necessity

of the agency of a divine Spirit, to give life and inspira-

tion, not to the lower, but to the higher nature, of man.

This idea completes the whole scheme of life, and gives

ground and reason for the faith which we could scarcely get

from the mere text and letter, but which we eagerly accept

(seeking it, indeed) when we come to look upon the sins of

mankind collectively and at large.

What do you need that nature has not for you—for your

pulse, for your bones, for your flesh ? Is not nature a maga-

zine for all your physical wants? What do you need, to

teach you gentleness and courtesy and obhgingness, that is

not provided in the household ? The provocation to goodness

is there incessant. Both joy and sorrow are as schoolmasters

to teach every child what belongs to his social life. And
what do you need to inspire industry, frugality, and fore-
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thought, that is not supplied bv the laws and customs of the

society in which you dwell ? All these elements fit you to be

a good man in this world; and they would be enougli, if

there were only this world. It would be worth a man's while

to be moral and virtuous, if he were to live but eighty years

on earth—for the moral and virtuous reap fewer pains and
more joys than any others. He that is without morality and
virtue, is bankrui^t on earth even. But if this world is only

the seed-bed, the sprou ting-ground of another world ; if men
are but cuttings in thumb-pots here, to be rooted and carried

through the winter, that they may be transplanted in the

other life, then there is another question ; How shall we get

the training which is needed by the germ forms of those

elements that are to belong to the invisible and jmrely

spiritual state ?

An ox lies down and chews his cud ; and the cow breathes

heavy through the night, her breath freighted with the odor

of the fields ; and they never say, *' I lay me down to sleej),"

or, "Our Father who art in heaven," or, "Wherewithal

shall we be clothed?" They do not think of these things,

and they do not need to think of them ; and still less do

they think of dying, or anything of that kind : but there is

not a human soul that does not think of death and of the

future ; even low and vulgar men have strange insights, and

yearnings inarticulate. Something ails them, they say ; they

do not know what it is, but there is the voice of the ever-

lasting speaking to them ; they have a sense of the infinite

and of the enduring ; intimations come to them of the great

invisible toward which we are all being whirled as leaves

before the autumn gale ; they have a consciousness of the

undeveloped nature that is in them ; and where is there in

human life that which gives any adequate development or

instruction to these higher elements which exist in the soul

such as is provided, outside of men, in the organization of

society, for the lower elements of the soul ?

So then, while God reaches us mediately, or by instru-

ments, all the way up to the realm of the moral and spiritual

elements, he reaches also, by the Spirit, immediately, all

those elements which are to constitute the essential qualities
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to be brought into the other life. The Divine Spirit,

infinite and invisible, stimulates the hearts of men, and

adapts itself not only to the average condition of the human
race in this world, but to that condition in the other sphere

which every man, according as he is unfolded, feels that he

needs more instruments to unfold than simply the instrument

of society. Above literature, and learning, and the syna-

gogue, and the temple, and the altar, and the church, and
i;he cathedral, we need that power which is in God *, and

that is the power which is represented in the word of God by

the Divine Spirit.

Far be it from me to say that the Divine Spirit exerts

itself only by direct impact, if I may so say ; that it falls

down on the human soul as the sun falls down on an apple,

on a flower, or on the grass. I do not say that it does not do

so ; but I do not hazard saying that this is the only, or the

most accustomed, method. I can perceive from history that

God's will and God's power act in general through instru-

mentalities. T can see that he acts thi-ough laws, as we are

accustomed to term them, and reaches the ends of creation,

not by an immediate exertion of his will, but through instru-

mentalities and organizations which he has created. I can

comprehend that he administers the material globe by law
;

and I can well understand that the same economy may pre-

vail to a very large extent in regard to the active influence of

the Spirit. At any rate, I can understand that it so connects

itself with influences, with objects, with suggestions, with

ten thousand things which in their nature are adapted to

touch man more or less, that we may say that the Divine

Spirit acts through the agency of the universe, as well as by

the direct efficiency of soul-power. I love to think so.

When I perceive what association does, when I perceive that

nine-tenths of the things which are valuable in life are made
so by association, I see not why T should not extend that to

the highest realm.

The homeliest house, probably, on this continent, is the

bouse which you think of as being more radiant than any

gem or pearl— that old one-story, low-roofed house, where

every window rattled with every wind ; where you woke in
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wiuter to find above your woolen counterpanes a snow blanket

on your bed ; where, crawling under the rafters in the garret,

you received many a bruise ; where the creaking old well-

sweep stood ; where there was no yard ; where, perhaps, the

lower animals fed at your very door-step ; where you got up

early on winter mornings to do, with half-frozen fingers, the

chores, and thought it hard, no doubt ; but whither, after

all, your thoughts turn back with pleasure. And you say,

^'I would give more to see that old red house, or that house

grown brown by weather strokes, than any other place on

earth." Why would you ? "Because I remember my old

mother, as I saw her there. I remember where she sat." I

go with you, and you say, ''Here is the old chair." A
rickety old chair, indeed, it is, and I see notliing in it ; but

how beautiful it is to you ! That corner of the room—

I

would not, with all the hatred I have of rheumatism, sit

there half an hour for anything ; but to you, it is like a

nook in paradise. How beautiful it is, as you see it ! I walk

around the room, and say, '"Humph ! this is where he was

born ! Heaven save the mark ! " but you go around the

room, and presently you begin to wipe your eyes, and you

say, "Let us go, I cannot stand tliis any longer." That old

coflBn of a house—there is nothing in it. It is a tumble-

down affair, with no comeliness, no convenience about it.

From attic to cellar, it is full of vermin, and all things

noisome and repulsive to the taste ; and yet, to your eye, if

it were built of gold and silver, and gemmed, it would not

be so beautiful, because it has been overlaid by your feelings.

It is because your feelings have been the upholsterers, and
have hung in it precious memories and associations, that it is

ten thousand times dearer to you than matter could make it.

Talk to me about magnificent churches and cathedrals !

They are magnificent ; but many a man will cry at a hay-rick

who could not be made to drop a tear at a cathedral. Many
a man will reverently take hold of a creaking door and say,

"Ah, this is the same old door that I used to hear turn on

its hinges," who will stand unmoved at the sight of the most

gorgeous architecture.

And why should this not extend itself ? Why should
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God, since he has made this law to operate through all the

lower realms of the universe, disdain to put it in operation

in the higher realm ? Why should not the shaking leaf,

balsamic, and filling the summer with fragrance ; why should

not the bird that flies through the ether ; why should not

the clouds that sail in the heavens on their voyages, and
go to wreck, and come back again ; why should not the

hum of bees, the blooming of flowers, the growing and

ripening of fruit, the music in the air, the sweet influences

of summer, bewitching and bewildering the imagination

—

why should not all these things be touched by the divine

Spirit, so as to affect us, and to become the mediums
through which the Spirit of God acts upon the imagination,

upon the reasoning faculties, and upon those remoter forms

of moral development which have no phrase, no words,

—

which are inarticulate, because they are the highest elements,

and so far from rude matter that they cannot be embodied ?

Far be it from me, therefore, to say that the Divine Spirit

does not act mediately through forms of nature and society,

through a thousand means in social life. Doubtless this is

true; but is there nothing more than this ? I hope there is.

I accept, without questioning, the intimations in the New Tes-

tament that God's Spirit acts by direct influence upon the

soul of man. I long to have it so ; 1 perceive the need of

it ; I feel that need. I see it in others, and interpret it from
my own experience.

It is not enough for a child in trouble that the mother
should sit on one side of the room while it is on the other.

When it is wounded by some rude word from a servant, or

when it is hurt by some fall, it is not enough that the

mother from the other side of the room speaks to it and
comforts it. The little child scrambles upon its legs, and
runs to bury itself in the mother's bosom, and feels her. Of
all consolation, there is nothing like a mother's bosom.

And the soul, tempted, tried, humbled, wearied, badgered,

cast to and fro, longs to feel the very touch of God, and
to know that it is played upon by nothing less than the

soul-power of God himself. And why should we resist this

idea, or step aside from it ? Why, if there be no potential
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argument against it. should we not take it without question ?

I do. I believe it, and rejoice in it. I believe it is in accord-

ance with the nature of God that he should quicken thought-

power, and imagination-power—the highest of human faculties

—not merely through the instrumentality of institutions, and

stated teachings, and influences of nature, and phenomena of

every kind, but also by direct down-shining. Our language

scarcely gives us terms fit to express this inefEable thought

;

but, nevertheless, we can understand that there may be such

modes of divine life and action as that the soul of God en-

spheres itself in our soul. So the Master said that he would

come and dwell in men ; and so the Apostle said, afterwards,

"Know ye not that ye are temples of the Holy Ghost?"

We have, in the New Testament, declarations that God comes

by the Spirit to dwell in men's souls, as though they were tem-

ples and shrines built for him. And while you may call them

figures, why should you reason away, throw away, the sweet-

est, grandest truths that ever irradiated humanity ?

Now we come to that part of our text which warns us,

since this is the inevitable constitution of things, not to grieve

the Spirit of God whereby we are sanctified. Here is that

divine influence by which men are developed and carried up
;

and why should they grieve it away ? How do they grieve it

away ? Is it not imperative ? Is it not omniscient and omni-

potent ? If it please God to send the Spirit to men, is any

man able to drive it from him ?

This may be a question of curiosity, but it need not be a

practical question ; for we are taught—and I suppose the

teaching is founded on certain physical facts in nature—that

the body cannot see God. Opaque matter has not in it any-

thing that represents invisible spiritual existence. We bear

in ourselves spiritual germs and elements. If they are de-

veloped, through them we come to a communion with and

understanding of God. If they are not developed, if only

our lower animal and wordly nature is developed, then there

is no possibility of our understanding God, except as the

metaphysician's God. We can excogitate a God of ideas ; but

a God of ideas alone is a God of icicles.

There is no summer among the crystalline icebergs of the
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North ; nothing grows there, and nothing flourishes there

except darkness and congelation ; and a God that is built up

merely of theories and problems and philosophical generaliz-

ations, is not the God for us.

If, therefore, that in us which is capable of understand-

ing and appreciating God is in full force, we can understand

and appreciate him ; but if that in us which was meant to be

a lens through which we should discern the divine nature is

diminished and starved and kept under, how shall we ever

see God ? Hence it is said, " Blessed are the pure in heart

;

they shall see God." The eyes through which we are to

behold God are the moral affections ; and where these affec-

tions are kept clear, single, then men shall discern, feel, and

recognize the Power that is drawing them ; but if anything

else is made predominant, they cannot see him nor recognize

his presence.

Now, where men live so as to make the body the chief

end of their existence ; where men's sentient enjoyments are

all of a physical nature, they are in no condition to hold

communion with God. It is said by a man that lives to eat

and to drink, "I do my neighbor no harm ; indeed, I do my
butcher and grocer and confectioner a good deal of good."

He prides himself on his benevolence, because he buys things

of these men, and so indirectly benefits them. He lives to

serve his own capacious selfishness ; and he eats and drinks

and sleeps, and wakes to eat and drink and sleep again ; and
so the curriculum of life is rolled through. He says, ''I

have stolen nobody's purse ; I have broken into nobody's

house ; I have set on fire nobody's barn ; I have run away
with nobody's child ; I have done no mischief in the street

or on the Exchange
; I have lived at home and paid my

taxes ; I am a good man ; and what lack I yet ?" The man
who has made his belly his god; who has said to the sea, to the

land, to the heavens, and to the years, '^Feed me, feed me,
feed me,"—now, wheezing with fatness, at the end of life,

and with nothing on earth except palate, tongue, and stom-

ach, says, ''What lack I yet?" Oh, collopy man! Oh,
thick-ribbed man ! Oh, thick-cutting pork man, what lack-

est thou ? Nothing, as an animal. Were there some celestial
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cattle-fair, thou wouldst take the prize. Thou, beast, alL

devouring monster, jaw and stomach art thou ; and thou

feedest and feedest, and flourishest and flourishest ! But
where is thy reason ? Where is thy conscience ? Where is

thy faith ? What hath liope for thee ? The horizon of thy

life is Fulton Market. What is there in the years to come
of nobility to thee,—thou that belongest to the immortal

spheres, but art glued to the rock, and baser than the oyster

thou dost eat ? Dost thou say, "What lack I yet?" while

still thy mouth, made for prayer and praise and glory, is

opening aud sliutting, bivalve of humanity ?

If one gives himself to lower things—I will not say to

gluttonous and riotous excesses; I will say to animaliziug

tendencies that shut out the light, the glory, of God and the

influences of the Divine Spirit—if one, for the sake of living

in luxury, eats witli such moderation that he shall be able to

eat continuously and long ; if one makes physical sensation

the end of his life, what insliining is there for him ? What
is there, when the Divina Spirit rests upon him ? Nothing

in the head, little in the mouth, something in the heart, and

much in the stomach ; and though the Divine Spirit may be

given fortii for him, to what effect is it ? The rain falls on a

granite rock, and the sun smites it all summer long ; but

what does a granite rock bring forth ? The sun pours down
its warmth through long days upon Sahara, but it produces

nothing ; and the Divine Spirit rests on many and many a

man who puLj such barriers of sensuous enjoyment up that

when the influence of God comes to him he wards it off

;

and so he grieves the Spirit. He lives in his lower nature,

and the influence of the Divine Spirit leaves him where it

found him.

There is something associated with all animal indul-

gence which repels the Spirit. Men of dyspeptic stomachs,

of slender habits, though they do not come under the strict-

ures which have been applied to others, are, in their way, in

danger of grieving the Spirit. There are many persons who
feel that this subject lias a legitimate application thus far,

but who do not perceive its further application. If, liowever,

they would carry it forward, they would see that, in so far as
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tliis particular matter 'is coucerned, avarice is as bad as

gluttony and intemperance and rioting. That is to say, if a

ship goes down in ten feet of water, and everybody in it is

drowned, it would not be a whit worse if it went down in

five hundred feet of water, and everybody in it was drowned.

The drowning is the thing ; and if that takes place, a little

more or a little less water is of no account.

Now, while there are many relations in which gluttony

and lust and drunkenness are more detestable than avarice,

in this one relation— its power to extinguish the Divine

illumination, or to effectually interpose between the Spirit

of God and tlie liuman soul—it is as bad as dissipation.

Not the wallowing Eoman emperors more completely shut

God out from tlie possibility of touching their souls than

those men who, whatever may be their morality, and sense of

propriety, and obedience to society laws, are at heart intensely

desirous of promoting their own pecuniary and property

interest. I need not say to you who have heard me exhort

men to make money, and who have heard me say that indus-

try is one of the means of grace, and that foresight and
prudence and frugality and self-denial are essential to the

highest success in human life—I need not say to you that I

do not desi^ise riches ; but it is one thing to look upon riches

as your servant, and it is another thing to get down on your

knees and say your prayers to riches as your God. It is one

thing to desire property, that you may make it a subservient

instrumentality on account of the things that it can bring

and the things that it can ward off ; and it is another thing

to give one's heart to such an ambition for wealth that it

becomes a center of life, so that all things are obliged to take

measure and proportion from it. Such an avarice as this is

not only atheistic, idolatrous and heart-hardening, but it

defies the very nature of God, and shuts out from the soul

that in-shining Spirit without which we are animals, with no

hope of emancipation into the true spirit-life of the universe.

Methinks there are some who should guard against this

feeling.

I am not one of those who believe that money-making is

the most dacge^'oi'S thinof in the world. I give full heed to
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the declaration of Scripture ; I know; that the love of money
is dangerous ; and that is what I was speaking of—not

money, but the love of it. But, while there is many a man
who makes money for the love of it, there is many another

man who makes money, saying, "It is my child," or, " It is

my wife," or, "It is my father," or, "It is my friend," or,

" It is my country." Loving money

—

loving it, hugging it

—

tliat cannot be too strongly condemned ; nevertheless, I do

not believe that the iove of money is half so common as

many careless censors say it is. I do not believe that one

in a hundred who go up and down Wall street—that strait

and narrow way (at any rate, few there are that find it, and

fewer that get through it to heaven, I fear)—I do not believe

that one in a hundred of them, if you were to search them
home to the quick, would be found to have the love of money.

They use money, through love, many of them, for other pur-

poses. Here and there you shall find a man, with many
virtues, many social excellences, many good qualities, who,

after all, when you come to pierce to the very center where

he lives, is ruled by avarice in some form, which is to him

a canker, and to others a mildew, a pest, a curse. And
avarice is one of those things by which the Spirit of God is

grieved away.

In like manner, there is an egotistical conceit which

destroys men by interposing between the Divine Spirit and

themselves an impenetrable medium. Men's thoughts of

themselves, if you could imagine their daily thoughts as roll-

ing up like curling smoke, would take on the form of em-

battled hosts above their head—would appear like an army

in the heavens. In their conceit, they assume themselves to

be the chief work of Grod ; they feel themselves to be gods,

and they say, " What lack I yet ?" They survey their per-

fections—for they think themselves to be perfect—with great

complacency; and since other men do not see their supposed

perfections, they really believe the rest of the world to be

purblind, and envious, and jealous. Their excellence shines

into the darkness, but the darkness comprehends it not

!

Thus, in various degrees, this intense and intolerable

conceit of one's self, this utter want of humility, by which a
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man measures himself, interposes between bini and God, aud

presents to the down-coming influence of the Divine Spirit

an opacity through which it cannot enter.

So, a man does not need to be gross or sensual or avari-

cious, in order to separate himself from God. His conceit,

his pride, may generate qualities which will turn the edge

of the light, and leave him in darkness while he boasts that

he is supreme in intelligence.

In short, whenever, in the soul of man, any of those

passions and appetites by which we wage war with the

seasons, with the rock, with the soil, with beasts, and

with rude men—whenever any of these powers, which nor-

mally tend to act downward, rise to supremacy, look high,

and assume to have the right of predominance, then they

prevent God from exerting any beneficent influence upon

them. So far as the development of any divine influence in

them is concerned, they turn away from the Spirit of God.

Contrariwise, all sweet affections, all gracious tastes, that

ally themselves more and more to refinements, work toward

the ineffable. All acts of heroism, anywhere and everywhere,

humble though they may be ; all gentleness under provoca-

tion ; all patience under wrong ; the ten thousand scattered

dew-drops of graces and virtues which abound in life ; all

true loving, all humility, all aspiration, that yearn for the

betterment of the unfortunate, and that teach the soul, for-

getting the things that are behind, to press forward toward

the mark for the prize of its high calling in Christ Jesus,

—

these qualities not only invite the indwelling of the Spirit of

God, but make that indwelling possible. It is with these

sides of man's nature that God has commerce. It is through

these elements that God reaches the soul ; that summer
comes to the roots, and makes them swell, and gives to every

bud a noble opening, and enables every branch to spread

more widely.

Says the apostle :

" Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God."

Let me read the whole context :

" Let him that stole, steal no more ; but rather let him labor,

working with his hands the thing which is good, that he may have
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[what? Something to invest?] to give to him tliat needeth [the best

investment tliat a man can make]. Let no corrupt communication
proceed out of your mouth." " And grieve not the Holy Spirit of

God."

It is as if it were said, '^' Dislionesty, flagrancy in the

lower life, evil thinking, evil doing—these are the methods

of grieving the Divine Spirit."

" Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed unto
the day of redemption. Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger,

and clamor, and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all

malice; and be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted."

That is what the world is pleased to call " gnsh"—tender-

heartedness. Great, hoary, hardened, stiff-bearded men,

that make their way as if their cheeks were bruising rocks,

bounchig here and there, dashing through life—these men,

seeing one trying to get along by gentleness, by kindness, and

by love, speak of it as the "mush of magnanimity." Never-

theless, the Word of God standeth sure :

"Be ye kind one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one an-

other, even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you."

Now I have known men to put these two verses up in

their counting-house, so that they might always have them be-

fore their eyes ; and it is a good thing to do. I will read

them again.

" Let all bitterness [all bitterness ; the least bit of bitterness will

spoil a whole can of milk], and wrath, and anger, and clamor [buzz,

buzz, buzz], and evil speaking [sweet, soft, sinuous], be put away
from you, with all malice [from which these sprang] ; and be ye kind

one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as God,

for Christ's sake, hath forgiven you."

Go and write that down
;

put it up in your counting-

house ; read it ; and then, the next time a man does a thing

which is a little more outrageous than you can bear, let him

have it ! Blaze at him ! Then come back and say, "Well,

there are cases in which you cannot expect to be a saint ;" and

so dodge, all the way through the Bible, the things which

were meant for your life inside, always making excuses for

yourself, scorning nothing that has selfishness in it, and

meanness in it, and willingly following in the bondage of

your lower nature ! You are ashamed to take on the livery

of those bright and celestial states which need no buffet, no
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discipline, but which are already in sympathy with God,

and which bear with them the sweet flavor of the Divine

Spirit !

Pat on the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not be ashamed of

him ; and in his coming with glory he will not be ashamed
of yoUo
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

We rejoice, our Father, that thou hast revealed thyself in such a
measure that we believe that thou art, and that those who come
to thee must come in spirit. Thou caust uot be approached by
these bodies. Though thou art ail arouud them, aud art the cause
of the life that is in them, yet they cannot behold God. Only with
that which is within can we discern thee; nor with that, except when
enlightened by thy Spirit and purified ; for thou hast declared that
only the pure in heart can see thee. We lejoice that we may thus, in
drawing near to thee by the understanding, be also drawn in dis-
position, and in inward likeness become worthy to be called the sons
of God. Grant that we may feel that this is the end of our lives
whereunto all should strive, and that this is that toward which thou
art drawing the created whole over which thou art ruling: for we
need this vision of thy future glory in the glorification of thy creat-
ures, to sustain us amidst the darkness and doubts and troubles
which fly up from human sorrow and all the works of darkness upon
the globe; because so long hath the prince of the power of the air
ruled, apparently, that we need help in our faith to believe that
above the malign government is the supreme government of love.

So long have things seemed to go jangling in hateful discords that
we need to know that, afar off, where all sounds do meet, they at
last are composed to celestial harmony ; and that, where force seems
stronger than right, where passions dominate over all sweet feelings,

and where they who are rudest possess the earth, we need faith to

believe that the meek shall inherit the earth, and that goodness shall

yet prevail, and that avarice and dominating pride and all passions
that have had on earth such a sphere and influence, shall be put
away and destroyed, and that the glory of God shall shine forth in

every soul, and that the whole universe shall stand rounded in

purity and restored, rejoicing together, when the final shout of vic-

tory shall go up, and thy crowned head shall look forth in beati-

tudes of love to rejoice in the joy which thou art everywhere
inspiring.

Even so, Lord Jesus, come quickly, for our hearts faint. The
way IS great. We are shut in by clouds, by forests, by thickets. We
are ourselves so animalized, so swept by passions at times into sym-
pathy with passion, and the lower life is so full of force, and the
ways of men are so full of gusts and storms, that we are carried

away from our faith and hope and comfort, and we need thine in-

dwelling. We need that covert on which the storm beats in vain.

We need the sight of God sitting King upon the flood, and rising

above all storms, rising far above thrones and ])rincipalities and all

names, regent over time and darkness, throughout the universe, to

uphold us and to comfort us.

But thou who art so great art also as a Shepherd. Thou goest
forth taking the lambs in thine arms, and most gently dealing with
those that are out of the way. Thou that art so great dost uot
delight in thyself, but in those that thou hast created—the great
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family firouped about thee beyond all thought of computation. We
rejoice that in thy supremacy of power and wisdom and goodness is

supremacy of tenderness and patience and long-suffering. Yet we
are glad that patience and long-suffering shall not serve iniquity;
that thou art not patient because thou art indifferent; that thou art
healing; that thou art everywhere rebuilding; that tuou art waiting
because thou discernest the end from the beginning. \ )u wilt not
build up wickedness; thou wilt cause all wickedness to perish. Thou
wilt cleanse thy works from all dross; and the day shall come when
thy long-suffering shall be glorified in the recuperation of all, in the
up-building of all, in the salvation of thine host throughout all

worlds, and in the rejoicing of the universe thereat.

And now, O Lord our God, we desire to have comfort in thee. In
ourselves thou hast made some comfort ; and in those things which
are round about us thou hast also made joy and comfort; but may
we above all these lower works always, or at least at times, rise to

that great Fountain wlieiice all things are filled, and rejoice in the
Lord, and bear about with us that sense which can come only from
communion with thee.

We beseech thee, now, that thou wilt grant, this morning, of

thyself to all that are gathered together here. We pray that thy
blessings may drop down as the I'ain and the dew.
We commend to thee especially the dear little children who have

been brought by loving parents into the midst of this loving
brotherhood, and who are now of us, under our care and sympa-
thetic watch ; and we pray for them, that their lives may be precious
in thy sight, and that they may grow up in bodily health to all

morality, to all virtue, and to all piety. May these children adorn
the household, the avocations of industry, and the professions of

life. May they become noble citizens, good men, holy. God-fearing
and man-loving. And we pray, O Lord our God, that thou wilt

grant that, if any of them are to finish their errand before we
think, their going may not be as perishing meteors. May their

parents have faith to believe that they rise to the glory of the blessed

and wait; and that they are to be restored, not as in a napkin, but
augmented a hundred-fold in sweetness, and beauty, and glory, and
joy-inspiring power. And we beseech thee that those who, look-

ing upon these dear children, think of their own, may be blessed of

God; and may those who think of children that were theirs, and are

departed from out of their arms, and have left the night darker,

and the house stiller, and the heart emptier, find their solitude of

grief blessed to them. Bless them in those thoughts which know
not how to round themselves into expression—the uttermost distress

of hearts that secretly bleed. We pray that the revelation in Jesus

Christ of God's love for little children may comfort them. May the

memory of that blessed act of thine own life, Jesus, Master, in

which thou didst take little children in thine arms, and set them
upon thy knee, and put thine arms about them, and thine hands
upon their heads and bless them, comfort us, and, to the latest year
of life, those, so many, throughout the great and elect army of grief

who are called to mourn over the loss of beloved little ones. Oh,
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sanctify such sorrow, that it may make the heart deeper; that it may
make the affections purer; that it may inspire faith with disinter-

estedness.

And we beseech thee that thou wilt grant that all those who
are called to rear little children—especially those who this morning

have expressed their vows and covenants and determinations to

rear these children in God's love—may l>e enabled to f ultlll their pur-

pose. Grant that they may have that wisdom given to them, and
all that patience and self-sacrifice, which they require. May they

themselves learn justice, that they may teach it to their children

;

and purity, that it may shine down upon the hearts of their children

;

and truth, and love, and honor, and fidelity, and all Christian man-
liness, that they may not only teach these things, but be examples

of that which they teach.

And so, teach us disinterestedness in all the relations of our lives.

May we look, not on our own things alone, but also on the things of

others. May that mind be in us which was in Christ. May we, if

exalted and filled with privilege, not account it hard to be ourselves

put down, to be emptied of all our honors and privileges, if thereby
we may be brought into sympathy with the poor and needy. And
when we shall be exalted, may we not be afraid of that humiliation

wherewith God crowns his children. May we be afraid of those

things by which we are so apt to be turned downward. Grant that

we may not follow our ambition, si^lfishness, or self-aggrandizement;

rather may we seek the things that make for peace, and gentleness,

and love toward one another, and goodness. And so, by the Holy
Ghost may we be lifted above the weaknesses of this mortal state,

and be worthy to be called the children of God.
Vouchsafe thy blessing, we pray thee, upon all the interests of

this great church. Accept our testimonies of thanksgiving for thine

abiding presence with us, and for that unity and that fruitfulness

which are the testimony of thy presence and indwelling. May we
desire the welfare of all the churches that are round about us, and
near to us.

Bless thy servants, every one, who preach the Gospel of Christ.

We pray that their weaknesses may be strengthened into all grace
and goodness, and that though they may sow laboriously, and wet
with tears the seed, they may come every one of them, by and by,

bringing golden sheaves in their bosoms. Unite thy people of every
name. Break down the walls of separation that are between thera.

May the heart be mightier than the head. Rule over thy people
everywhere, that love and fellowship may prevail, and that the
power of truth may be augmented bj" the force of the soul. And so

may all the world at last behold thy salvation, and begin to know
thee. Let thy kingdom come, and let thy will be dpne on earth as

it is in heaven.
We ask it for Christ Jesus' sake. Amen.
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PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Ottb Father, we beseech, thee that thy blessing may rest upon
the speakinji of the truth, and upon the truth which is so much more
glorious than the speaking of it. Give us to rise above all symbol
aud exposition, and have the witness of thy Spirit within us that we
are thy children ; and we know that we can have no such Tritoess if

we have not the mind that was in Christ Jesus. Grant to us the

power to overcome the natural man ; to give ascendancy to the new
man in Christ Jesus, created in righteousness and for righteousness.

And so may we walk while in the world as the light in the midst of
darkness, as the salt of the earth. So may we walk in sorrow sing-

ing, and in defeat triumphing. So may our sorrows be the trumpet
of our victories evermore. And all through life, as redeemed Chris-

tians, praising to the end, may we go with the strength of God, and
die rejoicing; and may they who linger, hear some words wafted
back from our departed spirit, telling them that there is a joy imut-
terable beyond the grave. And so, one by one, may we finish our
course, and meet again in heaven to wonder at the dullness of this

life, and at the glory of the life beyond in Christ Jesus.

And to thy name, O Father, Son and Spirit, shall be everlasting
praises. Amen,
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'And having done all, to stand."

—

Eph. vi., 13.

This is part of that remarkable figure, drawn from ancient

warfare, by which the apostle sets forth a Christian man
as a Avarrior ; describes the various moral influences under

which he acts, as parts of his armor offensive and defensive

;

and represents him as having made every preparation, not

only, but also as having adventured into the battle, and

come to a point in which nothing more was to be done, and
yet he was to stand.

There are many times, la the course of a great battle,

when to hold a point is itself victory. They that hold it

may not be able to advance ; they may not be able mightily

to repulse the adversary ; but, by the sacrifice of life, by ])er-

sistent courage, by indomitable obstinacy, they hold on

;

while other events transpire around the battle-field, and, at

last, the active fighters, sweeping round in circles of fire,

bring victory. But, after all. it hinged on the courage of

the men who held that place. Others seem to have reaped

the victory ; but the general knows that it was due to those

who held the key of the battle-field.

The Apostle Paul, without thinking of modern warfare,

and doubtless without any such enlargement of the figure,

had in his mind those conflicts which, though men exerted

themselves to the uttermost, were not finished. They had
prepared themselves, they had put on their whole armor,
they had exercised their utmost strength and courage, and

Sunday Morning, May 16th, 1875. Lesson : 2 Cor. 1-31. Hymns (Plymouth
Collection): Nos. 190, 438, 776.
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tilings had come simply to a point of standstill ; and the ex-

hortation to them is, "Do not retreat, nor surrender, nor

consent to fall, but stand ; and as before by activity, so now
by patient waiting, win : win by working and waiting." This

is the subject.

" Having done all."

A great many people forget that clause. They are willing

to stand, before they have done anything—yea, to lie down.

A great many persons are willing to stand, from indolence

—

from an indisposition to exert themselves ; but the command
is, • Having done all, to stand," It is a command to men
that love enterprise—that are active, either by nature or by

grace ; to men of ambition, of compass, and of purpose ; to

men that are ready to go into any amount of self-sacrifice,

and the suffering that is incident to it : and to them, above

all others, it is the hardest thing in the world to stand or

to wait.

There is much misconception as to what are called labors,

and burdens, and cross-bearings, and contentions. The

easiest part of any life, whether it be secular or Christian,

is its activity. As long as a man is in the possession of

health, bodily activity is not toil. It may become so through

excess ; but, by nature, a suitable degree of activity or indus-

try does not simply accommodate itself to mankind,—it is in

the constitution of men to be in health and in happiness

by the exercise of their faculties.

And that which is true of the body is more eminently

true of the mind : for our joys do not come few and large
;

they come like the dew and like the profitable rain, in

myriads of small drops ; and that which we enjoy most is

that which we enjoy longest, and in small measure, at each

particular moment of time. Activity, low in tension—in-

tellectual activity, emotive activity, the whole man acting—

this is the natural state of enjoyment; and it is unneces-

sary to impress upon children, or upon Christian men, that

Christian activity is something that we must take up, or

that we shall be strengthened to take up. Why, we need

grace to be lazy, if we are organized with good brains and

large nervous systems. Under such circumstances, activity is
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part and parcel of our enjoyment; and there is no real

sentient and manly happiness without it.

All labors, therefore, that are normal, and that are carried

on with moderation", and within proper hmits, carry with

them their own rewards. Every man who follows a useful

occupation, and is not driven by stress of circumstances to

untimely fatigue, ought to enjoy his work as he goes along.

Every man in business ought to enjoy the business itself.

This is the normal method of developing the whole man.

Every scholar, every pupil, every professional man, should

enjoy his work.

Hence, there are a great many persons who take credit to

themselves for diligence when there is no credit due to them.

There is a great deal of credit due to a child, if aloes are pre-

scribed and he takes it without a wrinkle ;
but if grape-cure

is prescribed, and large clusters of luscious Hamburgs are

administered, with the injunction of the physician that a

pound shall be eaten three times a day, and the child eats

them with great docihty and submission, and thinks, "What

a good child I am ! " is it goodness ? Is it praiseworthy ?

And so. many persons, because they do agreeable things,

because they visit agreeable people, because they perform

those offices of kindness which lie easily within their reach,

costing them nothing, because they see the pleasure which

arises from their ministrations, and because they fill up much

of their lifetime in this way, say, "Am I not an active

Christian? Am I not taking up my cross?" Why, when

smiles are crosses, people like to take them up. When a harp

is the cross, melodious to every touch, who would not be glad

to bear it ?

There are thousands of things which men are called to do

in a Christian life that are so full of relations to pleasure, to

peace, to self-respect, to the sense of praise, to social instincts,

and to the feeling of sympathy, that they are not loth to take

them up. They are not valueless, but they are not impor-

tant ; and no man can take to himself the repute of being a

sufferer and a worker, in such a sense as to call for pity, who

merely does those things in the work of God which are very

agreeable.
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What cross do you suppose /take up in preaching ? Just

the same kind of a cross a mountain rill takes up that

gushes forth all summer long. Why c]oes it gush forth ?

Because it is its duty ? No ; because it cannot help it. It is

its nature ; and it goes ringing down the dell to please itself,

not to please the heavens, or the clouds, or anything else

—

though it may please them all. And it is because it is to me
pleasanter than anything else that I preach. I might preach

if it was not so pleasant ; but I am entitled to no thanks

because I preach. The whole professional life of a minister

who has health, and a healthy theology, ought to be pleas-

ant. Kot that there are not!' some cares and perplexities

connected with it ; no machine was ever made in this world

that had not friction somewhere ; but there never was a

machine made that ran with as little oil as a healthy man
preaching to healthy men, or to men whom he can reach, the

gospel of hope, of faith, and of love.

To this, many men are called ; and they are told, when
they enter upon the ministry, what a great and solemn work

they have before them ; what an awfnl responsibility they

take upon them ; how much they should abide in the

closet ; how they should ponder on what they are about

to do. Well, I would not take away from any man that

undertakes to be a minister of the truth' as it is in Christ

Jesus one whit of his sense of the necessity of moral ear-

nestness, or of genuine sincerity ; but I would tear away
that fantastical notion, which belongs to ecclesiasticism and
not to Christianity, that the work of Christ, in the minis-

try or out of the ministry, is a disagreeable work. It is

honorable. It is full of joy. Ko other business is like it in

the pay which it gives to you. Even if you are without

friends, or if you labor on the borders of the wilderness, laying

foundations, there rises up in your heart, if you are consci-

entiously doing God's work among the poor and the weak,

the remunerations of the heroic element in the Iniman soul.

Whether in wealth or poverty, whether in popularity or un-

popularity, there is, in the work of every lionest man, doing a

genuine service for God's people, a joy that is enough to com-

pensate him if there were no other joy, no other honor, no
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other remuneration. I would not call a man into the ministry

simply because I thought he ought to go there ; but if the

interior life of the true minister of Christ could be opened up,

vivid in contrast with the cares, the burdens, the disagree-

able necessities, and the over-taxed efforts, which exist in

other professions that are equally honorable in their place, in

their way and in their methods, people would run eagerly to

the Christian ministry. Not to an ecclesiastical ministry ; not

to sinecures—I am speaking, not of men who have an ad-

ministration which requires them simply to turn the crank of

pre-arranged affairs, routinists (although there must be some
to serve machines, if machines are built) : I am speaking of a

manhood ministry—of a ministry of men who know Jesus

Christ, and the love and power of God that are in him. I am
speaking of those who love their fellow-men, and are willing

to bring to them what medicine or what bread their disease

or hunger needs. The ministry of such men, being neither

mechanical nor perfunctory, but spontaneous and continual,

and in full liberty and joy, is one of the most blessed avocations

that the world knows ; and activity, enterprise, incessant

preaching or incessant visiting—these things are not to be set

down to credit as virtues. They are gains.

Now, Paul had them ; and he had them, too, under
circumstances in which they were not all externally pleasant.

I read a passage in your hearing, this morning, to show you
that, notwithstanding the extraordinary incidents which befell

his active ministry, it was joyful. I read it to show that the

central idea of a Cliristian ministry in his hands was joy;

and that all those superlative experiences which he had, but
which were rarely ever experienced in the ministry of any
other man, were converted into joys by the shining light of

the interior central joy of the Lord Jesus Christ. And what
to him were perils, or false brethren, or enemies, in the city

or in the country, on the sea or on the land, but occasions

for thanksgiving ? For, as there are some ships that go
plunging, plunging, plunging through the seas, so that every

single wave splits and tlirows over, and their decks are never

dry, while there are others that ride the waves, and are lifted

by whatever strikes them, so there are some men who jam
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themselves into every wave, and are forever full of tears,

while others, with a higher Christian ideal, are buoyant in the

midst of troubles, and ride over them, floating on the storm,

and rejoicing.

Paul was one of the latter. He was the healthiest, the

sweetest-souled, the most heroic, of all the men that are

mentioned in the history of the Old or the New Testa-

ment. Now he was in prison ; now he had no longer liberty

to go where he would. The cries of the churches were

brought over to him ; but he was a man enchained—fastened

to a soldier. He heard of their disagreements and conflicts,

or of their weKare and rejoicings. He received tokens sent

in to him of their good will and various experience. But it

was when he was lying, ready to be offered, and conscious

that his last hours were near to him—^it was then, and as a

part of his own experience, that he said to them, " Having
done all that lies in activity and enterprise and forth-patting,

why, do the rest, that consists in standing and waiting."

There is a world of Christian life in simple patient wait-

ing—in simple Christian endurance ; and if I were to call

your attention, with various enumeration, to those within

the range of your own observation and knowledge ; and if

you were to go about and take an inventory of them, family

by family, I think you would be surprised, and that the sur-

prise would grow upon you, to see how large a number there are

in every community who need, not the gospel of activity, but

the gospel of patient waiting—who need to look upon their

religious sphere, not as a sphere of enterprise and accom-

plishment, but simply as a sphere of endurance and conquer-

ing by standing.

It will be my purpose to give the largest scope to the

subject, but only by specimens, showing the various classes

who are called to stand—to be content, in other words, with

a position which does not allow the active exertion of one's

faculties.

First, there are a great many who are called, in the provi-

dence of God, to bear things which are irremediable for

physical reasons. There are troubles that never get into the

newspapers (and therefore they are peculiar !) ; as when one
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is born with a mark upon the face, being otherwise comely.

That mark is to be carried all through life. No surgeon'a

knife, nothing, can remove it. Wherever he goes, man,

woman and child, looking upon him, look to pity. You
that are comely

;
you that are plain

;
you that can pass,

attracting only admiration, or attracting no notice (which is

still better)—you know nothing of what it is to be obliged

to say to yourself, at the beginning, "Well, I am to stand

apart from all my fellows. I am a marked man. No person

shall come near me, and not stop and look, and say, ' Who is

that ? What is that ?' All my life long, it is to be so."

Byron was born club-footed, or was early made so ; and it

wrought, through his whole life, upon his disposition. It

made his pride bitter; it made him envious; it made him
angry : but his bitterness, his envy, his anger did no good

:

he had to carry that queried ankle all his life long. It

worked on him.

I know not how I should take it, now that I am old

—

they say ; but I know that if, in the beginning, I had had tiiat

to deal with, it would have been no small matter. To be

sure, if a man comes home from the war with only a shoulder,

there is honor in that—such as it is. Everybody respects

you, and permits you to go to poverty ; and yet, there

may be a sense of honor that will be some sort of equiv-

alent even for this misfortune. But, to have it congeni-

tal ; to have it a mere accident, without any patriotism
;

to be lopped of one leg or arm ; to be scarred with loath-

some smal!-pox ; to be marked in any way that sets you
aside from your fellows, and makes you a hermit in the

world—an individual without cohesion in those respects

which unite you to others,—this is a matter for which there

is no remedy. What can you do ? Nothing. Bear it

—

bear

if. And you shall find how easy it is to bear it, because

everybody will say to you, " My dear friend, you must be

patient, and bear it." Then it is easy ! How easy it is for

us to bear each other's troubles ! Parents bear their chil-

dren's troubles so easily ! Neighbors bear their neighbor's

troubles, oh, how easily ! And so. it is easy for us to say to a

person who is set apart from his fellows by physical reasoQS,
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" Well, you should be a man. You should bear it manfully.
''

And when every day of every week, of every month, of every

year, has had its own special throws at a morbid disposition

and a sensitive pride—how does anybody wlio has never

had these things to bear, and never thought of them, know
what it is to bear them ? It seems easy to you who know
nothing about them, but it is like a rankling thorn with a

poisoned tip to those who are afflicted by them.

Nevertheless, here is a gospel for such—Stand ! Stand !

Why ? Because it is the will of God.

If you were in an army, and were selected by your com-
manding oflScer, to be sent as a vidette or as a scout to worm
and explore the distant thicket, being specially chosen on

account of your bravery, you would take it as an honor.

When, in the battle of Gettysburg, it was needful to clear

out from the Devil's Den the sharp-shooters who were

making havoc among our officers, a printer, who I think is

in New York somewhere now, was told by his general, who
knew him to be bold, to pick some of his companions, and

go and clear out that nest of sharpshooters. It was about as

perilous a task as he could have undertaken ; but it pleased

him—and all the more because he did it; and now it is his

modest joy occasionally to rehearse the service which he per-

formed— the most dangerous, and the most likely to be re-

warded with lead, of all.

And if such be the soldier's thought in respect to a battle,

what is your thought in respect to God ? Is he your God ?

Are you Christ's child ? Has he marked you, so that every

man shall see you ? And is it not that every man who looks

upon you, seeing that you have this great affliction which

no striving against can remove, shall say, "Behold how he

stands, Christ-like"? A Christian, under such circum-

stances, is more a Christian than if he were an active man.

There are men in New York who do nothing, but who rep-

resent Christ more nearly than Harlan Page did, or than

many missionaries do, or than many popular preachers do,

who run with the current of their nature.

Look at another very large class of men—larger than that

of which I have been speaking—who come into life, with a
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laudable ambition, willing and meaning to spend and be

spent for the good of their country, of their kind, of their

age, and, it may be, of their God. It is for them through
scholarship to acquit themselves, and with great attainments

and constantly augmenting progress they are already noted,

and their unfolding powers show them to be no insignificant

heirs of the future ; but some feebleness or gradual disease of

the eye not only closes to them all books, but shuts out na-

ture, and they grow blind. And now in the hour when the

word is spoken, "You must content yourself, my young
friend : no surgeon can help you

;
you are blind

;
you must

be blind "—in that hour, what an instantaneous revolution

there is of life ! What a change there is in every expecta-

tion ! What a waste ! And yet, it is irremediable. And
shall this man now go kicking against the pricks and repin-

ing? Shall he yield to despondency? This is a case where

the gospel of standing comes in ; and in all the plenitude of

divine authority Christ says to every such one, "My son, I

that wore the crown, and yielded life itself for thee, have

need of some one in the very flush of youth and expectancy,

to show the world how Christian character evolves under

such circumstances. Having done all, having acquired the

power to use your sight with great efficiency, now that it is

gone from you, stand and be contented."

Sickness comes, in after life. Men enter upon their pro-

fessions. The plow is put into the furrow, and the strong

will, like well-broken oxen, draws their purpose bravely on;

and, just as they have come to that opening where honor and

universally acknowledged success is about to crown their

legitimate endeavor, they break down in health. They
become invalids. Voyages bring them nothing, and physi-

cians from afar bring them nothing ; and, year in, year out,

till hope deferred makes the heart sick, they decline ; and

at last they sit down, valetudinarians, and drop all things

and see the world go by. It is very easy to say it ; but, to

know what you have in you, and have no right to use it

;

to know what you could do, and long to do it, but to be

shut up by sickness and see the honors that were just within

your reach seized by other hands ; to see the great life
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thunder by, and be like one broken down in the army and

thrown out of the march,—is that very easy ? Yet there is

not a \dllage in the land in which there is not some ambitious

youth called to just such an experience, who needs this

gospel. Learn how, having done all, to stand still, and be

patient, and wait to the end.

It is a noble thing for a man, with a chastened ambition,

restrained within due bounds by a wise reason, to aspire to

achievements ; and, when the potency to achieve is demon-

strated, it is still more heroic for such a man, if it be tlie

will of God, to fold his wings and stand still, and let those

achievements go by.

I wonder that some of the old music has been suffered to

die out. I have always wondered why that song, '' The Caj)-

tive Knight," should have gone into disuse. A returning

crusader, in crossing a hostile territory, was seized by some

nobleman, and thrown into a castle prison. After a time,

on some bright morning, he hears the sound of distant

music, which comes nearer and nearer ; and soon the flash of

the spears is seen ; and by and by the banners appear ; and
at last he sees men approaching whom he recognizes as his

old companions, with whom he has breasted the war in a

thousand battles. As they draw still nearer and uearer, he

caa distinguish their countenances : and he calls out from

his tower to them, again and again ; but the music covers the

sound of his voice, and they pass on and on, and finally the

last one disappears, the banners gleam no more, and the

music dies in his ear, and he is left alone to perish in his

prison !

There are thousands of captive knights in this world who
see their companions passing by with the glories and honors

of life, while they are in prison and cannot stir ; and to them
comes the message of our text, '•' Having done all, stand."

Stand still, and be patient, and be as manly and as noble, in

standing still, as you fain would have been in attainment

and achievement.

We are constantly meeting men who are thrown out of

their career in the midst of life, and all whose success is

turned to misfortune. For myself, I have a peculiar sorrov/
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and sympathy for those who, having begun well, and having

succeeded to a degree, are, by the various revulsions to which

society, especially in our land, is subjected, turned out of

their legitimate sphere of labor at a time and under circum-

stances in which they cannot recover themselves. I cannot

sympathize with any of the stock remarks which are usually

indulged in concerning such men. " Oh, he was always

a schemer!" As if society would go forward at all, were

there not some pioneers !
" Oh, well, that is what you might

have expected. He was a generous-hearted fellow ; every-

body could do just what he pleased with him ; and of course

you can imagine what his business would come to, under such

circumstances." As much as to say that the fact that the

man was too manly for his own good, was a reason why you

should despise or pity him ! Our thoroughfares are full of

men who, if they should speak their silent thoughts, would

say :
" I remember, years ago, when there was not a man in

these streets who did not seek to do me honor ; but now,

almost nobody seems to know me." They are men who once

lived as you live, but who now live on the outskirts of the

city, and in small houses where rents are less, and all whose

households are put to ingenuity and labor, to eke out a poor

subsistence.

When you think how many, by commercial revulsions

and infelicities of business, have been stopjsed in mid-career,

and forbidden to go forward, not only, but thrown back to

the bottom, is it a matter of no sorrow ? And yet, I think

that, under such circumstances as these, some of the noblest

manifestations of Christianity have been exhibited and be-

held. Men have contentedly taken poverty and obscurity,

that they might inherit themselves ; and if they were to

speak their innermost thoughts, what a revelation it would

be ! But these thoughts never come out in prayer-meetings.

Christian brethren, I do not think we ever get the best

things in our prayer-meetings. The soul carries its choicest

treasures with a kind of fastidious delicacy ; and men are

accustomed to confess their sins in general, and to keep back
their particular ones. They are accustomed to speak of

their victories in general, and never to mention those victo-
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ries which are the most significant in tlie sight of God. The
history which lies inside of the soul, is a history which will

never be read until it is read from God's book. The very

soul of the soul, has never been spoken or printed. It is

inarticulate, and is unknown to mankind. And there are

many men who, lying low in human notice—failures, as the

world looks upon them—are nevertheless the highest in the

wisdom of God, having learned the gospel, first of activity,

and then of passivity. Having done all, they have learned

how to stand.

It is not always seemly to mention names, and yet I will

not hesitate to say that when such a man as Le Grand Lock-

wood goes over, and everything is swept away, I cannot go by

the stately house which he had built for himself and for his

children, and look upon it, and say, "What a useless ex-

pense ! He made a great show, but now where is he ?

What vanity he displayed ! People that live fast are very

likely to go over"—chattering, chattering, chattering such

cheap moralities as men do. I think of no such thing.

There is more histo ry in that one man's feelings than in a

whole hundred years of recorded history. There is more

history in many a young man's thought at night, as God
sees things, than in the pompous chronicles of France or

England.

And there is that other man, whom now it is so easy and

cheap to deride,—Jay Cooke,—of whom men say, "He was

over-sanguine ; his ventures were utterly wild," but who was

a man that meant the best things, and whose ruin carries

down thousands. How must he feel, standing now in the

wilderness, solitary and alone ? Thousands of men that once

were glad to have his look and his recognition, now pass by

him as an exploded experiment—a Chinese cracker that has

been fired off.

For my part, I look upon such men with the profoundest

sympathy, and long that they may have made known to them

that gospel of patient waiting and heroic efflorescence in

Chnstian quality which shall make them better than they

have been at any otlier time of their life.

There is, also, a condition of things which is not often
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recognized in the pulpit, but which life feels, and which men
in life contiinuilly feel, where a man all his days is conscious

of being what is called "a creature of circumstances";

where he is in a subordinate place, and subject to men who
are in every way his inferiors. There is a natural law of

rank and of value ; and it is striving, all the time, against

artificial arrangements. Wealth,—although it is subject to

this great cerebral law, that price is according to the quality

and quantity of brains that go to the making up of anything,

—wlien once obtained, becomes itself no longer the exponent

of the causes which produced it, and assumes a kind of legisla-

tive power. The father that earns, dies ; and the son that

spends, lives : and the latter, although he is without the qual-

ities which made the property, or which adorned it, stands

far above the multitudes who are, in every way—in thought,

in enterprise, in fineness, in virtue, in manliness—his supe-

riors ; and under him they must walk, and to him they must
be responsible ;—and it is hard.

It would be hard if God should say to me, " Serve thou
ttiat monkey all the days of thy life." If I were sure that it

was the will of God, I should try to do it, however much I

might marvel ; but would it be easy ? Would it be easy to

my self-respect, to my sense of the fitness of things, to my
pride, to my imagination, all the time to dance attendance
upon a monkey ? There are thousands who do it in life.

I have seen most noble and stately women allied to men who
scarcely could be said to belong to the human species, so

slender were their endowments—for the distance between,
that the Darwinites speak of, is very much narrower in some
places than in others. x\nd yet, what honor there is ! AVhat
fidelity ! What brooding care under the form of rever-

ence ! What thinking for him, planning for him, willing for

him, stopping faults, and holding back from ruin ! Yet he,

bantam-like, struts as though he were the master and lord of

the household. But there is no remedy, for the fool's life is

long. And in this ill-mated pair, how noble, how divine is

that self-abnegation that covers from the eyes of men—nay,
from their own eyes—the sense of unfitness that the stronger,

the wiser and the better should serve the poor, pinched
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homunculus ! But is it not better so ? Some, poisoned with

the world's worst ambition, would say, " Break these bonds

in sunder, and go careering through the wilderness for some

fitter conjunction of circumstances" ; but wisdom is justified

of her children, and one woman that stands in such a case

patiently covering infirmity, hiding fault, and carrying her

own great self, and her little self with her, to heaven,. does

more for religion, and for honor, and for ideal humanity,

than a thousand trumpeting heroines.

How many are there that, as subordinates in the store,

or upon the ship, or in the army, or in business, are unques-

tionably, by nature, chiefs ? Life, in its unmatched condi-

tions and circumstances, is filled full of such instances : and

while men may legitimately strive for a sphere which befits

their faculties ; while it is right for them, by fulfilling the

duties of the place where they are, to create a vacuum above

them which shall draw them up into it (for the call of God
comes to men not in themselves, but in those above them

that need them) ; while it is right for men to rise, when the

circumstances which surround them admit of it, yet, so long

as in the providence of God they cannot, and are obliged to

stand in a given relation to their fellow-men, without regard

to their superiority in knowledge or moral worth, they need

to apply to themselves this gospel of—having done all, to

stand.

A rich man's librarian, who carries more knowledge in

his little finger than the man in his whole body ; the staff-

ofiicer, who does the drudgery and planning, that his feeble

general may reap the glory ; the confidential clerk, whose

going out leaves the establishment to fall to ruin, showing

what he has been to it ; all men who in the providence of

God find themselves lower than their powers entitle them to

be—there is a gospel to them of standing patiently, of

waiting, and not calling God to account for his providence.

As in the outward, so in multitudes of the inward, relations

of life. It is often the case that children are obliged to

patiently wait for tlieir parents. I do not mean that the

father is a drunkard, and that the child waits long and

patiently for him—though that is noble ; but the boys are all
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gone, and the old Vermont farm is hard of soil and full of

rocks ; and the youngest son at home is evidently a child of

genius, more than any of them. One has grown rich in Ill-

inois ; another rules in a county in Missouri ; another has

gone to India, and is reaping a fortune there ; and the last

son, although in him are the movements of genius, says, "I
cannot leave the old people. My father and mother have no
one else to lean on." And so, without words, without in-

scription, in the silence of his own heroic soul, he says, "I
will stand here. Whatever is in me that I can use here, I

will use for my father's sake, and for my mother's sake."

Many a maiden has consented to pass on to that ground

where the disparaging term "old maid" is attached to her,

from reasons as pure, as self-sacrificing, as heroic, as ever

animated human nature. " I will not leave my home, my
mother, and my younger sisters ; I will not leave them, and
I cannot take them. No man can take them all." And she

devotes herself to virginity ; and no saint in the catholic

register—a long register of noble souls—shall shine brighter

in the thought of Grod than the son or the daughter that,

without boasting or publicity, for the sake of the father and

mother, contents himself or herself with an undisclosed and

undeveloi>ed life.

How parents wait for children, is more generally known ;

and yet, no rule was ever framed, and no estimate was ever

made, that told the half of that heroic endurance which

fathers and mothers pass through for the sake of erring and

shipwrecked children. Oh, that it only might be true that

they always at last came back ! The bitterest part of this

bitterest experience of human life is when score of years is

added to score of years, and all calls have not brought back

the wandering prodigal, and the drama closes with his final

and utter destruction. There is a mystery about this ; and

yet, how many silent waiters there are ! How many there

are that have cried in the closet, night and day, •' How long ?

Lord, how long?" And yet there came no cheer, and no

command except, "Having done all, stand," and they stand

till God calls them.

What, then, are those considerations or motives that help
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US to do these things which are so hard in the service of the

Lord Jesus Christ ? We are his servants, not by a profession,

but because we do and bear and suffer as he did that bore

and suffered. Listen then :

—

"Be obedient."

To whom was this said ? To slaves, the most accursed

class of men on earth ; subordinated, made the mere pleasure

of their masters, denied at every single outlet the full expres-

sion of growing manhood. And yet, to them it is written :

"Be obedient to them that are your masters according to the

flesh [not that they were their masters : Paul is very careful of ever
acknowledging that doctrine] with fear and trembling, in singleness

of your heart, as unto Christ; not with eye service as men pleasers,

but as the servants of Christ, doing the will of God from the heart."

Whatsoever you do, do it heartily. Be glorious men, if

you are slaves. But what is the motive ? Says the servant,

" My master will not understand it. It will not put me for-

ward in the world. Whatever I gain, he will reap." But

the apostle says that you are servants of God.

"With good will doing service, as to the Lord, and not to men;
knowing that whatsoever good thing any man doeth, he shall re-

ceive of the Lord, whether he be bond or free."

Take the fullness of that thought of God with you, that

you are consecrated to the Lord Jesus Christ, following in

his providence, following in his personal knowledge of and

love for yourself, believing that from your childhood you have

been an object of the paternal thought and care of Christ, in

comparison with which ordinary parental care is poor and
pale. Look upon your condition as the allotment of Divine

Providence. Even if your faults put you in the place

where you are, it is a providence. If your sins put you
there, it is still a permissive providence. And wherever you

are, whether by mistake or wrong doing or sickness, there

standing, you are not shut out from God. You are his, and
his word to you is, " There, in your circumstances, serve and

obey me, and you shall receive a reward and an inheritance."

What, then, is that reward and inheritance ? The apostle

says of Christ, " When he shall appear, then shall we
also appear with him in glory." I do not think it signi-

fies simply an external coming together ; I think the idea
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lies far deeper than that, tliongh that also is carried with

it. Here, Christ is not apparent to us. We know him only

by hints, signs, or symbols. But when the day shall come
that we shall rise with spiritual vision, cleansed, Jesus Christ

shall be disclosed, opened up, so that all the created universe

shall perceive him as he is, with glory infinite, far beyond ex-

pression or conception. Now, when he shall be unfolded,

and shall pour himself abroad in infinite glory, you that are

here wrapped up, undeveloped buds, germinal, sliall be

opened up and disclosed ; and when he shall be as glorious as

his nature is, then you shall come to that glory which is pos-

sible to your nature. You serve the Lord Christ for a little

time, and rapidly you are being borne on to the sphere and

plane of disclosure ; and then, when death shall take down
from before you all this opacity, when these eyes shall fail

that others may open, and you shall behold with amazement
and rapture the wonderful reality of Clirist, in turn you will

find yourselves so changed, so radiant, so noble, that it will

be the first time in all your history in which you shall have

known yourselves. Then will appear the meaning of all the

blows, of all the pruning cuts, and all the experiences of Joy

and sorrow through which you have jaassed.

The old lapidary, purblind, sits in his Amsterdam shop,

and to him is brought some Kohinoor, some great rough

diamond, and he takes it in his hand, and studies it, turning

it in every way, and lays out a plan by which, instead of

being a lusterless stone, it shall be cut, and made brilliant, and

set. And the plan being fixed upon, forthwith, with many
wheels, and with diamond dust, he works by day and by

night, rubbing it with oil and emery, and works through the

patient months, until at lengtb the last facet is ground. And
now he cleanses it ; and, taking it to the light for the first

time, he holds it up, and the sun flashes from a hundred

faces such a beauty as men never saw in it before. The stone

did not know what ailed it, nor what he was doing with it,

as, sitting in his old shop, he ground it, working day and

night, turning first one side to the wheel, and then another

and then another ; and it did not feel any more glorious than

at the beginning until the grinding was done, and the cleans-
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ing was done, and it was brought ont into the snulight ; but

then it flashed glory from all its faces. And when this great

round wheel of time, grinding by joy and sorrow, has com-
pleted its work, and we are taken at last into the presence of

the Sun of Righteousness, and are held up, then shall flash

from every side of us such glory and such beauty as it never

entered into the heart of man to conceive.

You are not born for time. Made out of the dust, you

do not belong to the dust. Begun, you shall never end.

God has great things for you, and all he asks is that, in the

school where he is teaching you, you will be patient, believe

in him, hope on, and be trustful ; that, by-and-by, when the

work is complete, he may show you what you are, and what

is the meaning of his providence. And when he is to you

the chief among ten thousand, and altogether lovely, in the

Joy on his face you shall see how sweet and beautiful to him

you are.

In the hope of this termination, in the faith of this con-

summation, in the joy of anticipation, learn not only how to

do all, but how, when God's providence shall bring the other

part upon you, to stand and wait.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

Blesseb be thy name, O thou Most High, for thine infinite con-

descensidu; for thy power which is exerted upon all thy creatures,

and by which thou art drawing toward thyself thy whole creation.

With slow but sure degree, thou art drawing up those made in thine

own image to a perfect likeness. What it is to be the sons of God
we know not. Intimations thou dost please to give us, but the full-

ness, the glory, the wonder is hidden; nor are we prepared to

understand thee: yet it cheers us to know that it is above all earth-

ly glory; that there is nothing in friendship, nothing in occupation,

nothing in life, nothing iu power, or wisdom, or wealth, or glory of

outward estate, to which it can be likened ; that it rises above all

the iuflrinity of the best things, and stands beyond us because it

transcends the measure of our mind and of our experience. And
out of this faith and hope of things beyond we draw continual

nourishment, and learn to carry ourselves in the spirit of love and
universal benefaction. Since faith and hope and love endure for-

ever, we desire to walk in an eternity thereof, and by hope and
faith to draw down upon us such divine influences as shall enable

us to bear all. things, to be patient with all things,to be kind toward
all, to be full of benevolence toward all, to love all, and so to be

like thee.

Vouchsafe to every one in thy presence now, that divine grace

and helpfulness which every one needs in the battle of his own
soul, or in the way or warfare of his own life. We are all of us

called to contention. Each bears his own burden. Thou hast ap-
point<-d the cross for every one who is to wear the crown. If we
are without chastisement, we are not children. Grant to every one
that patience, yea, that glorying which thou dost permit to the soul

in trouble and infirmity. Grant that sorrow and pain, in the light of

thy suffering and of thy victory, may change their color and their

meaning. May we not be as other men, who walk oppressed by out-

ward dominations; who seek life only in the world, subject to

those storms and whirls which belong to this lower atmosphere.
May we count ourselves bom of God, and heritors of an estate

which no earthly storm can reach. There may our life be hid where
rhrist is. May we set our affections on things above—not on things

upon the earth. So may we be established in the faith of the great

unseen world, of the presence of God, and of the reality of the in-

visible, so that we may walk among men rejoicing, strangely know-
ing all. and yet unknown; dying, and yet living; poor, and yet
inheriting all things; aflQicted, and yet triumphant; in despair and
despondency as other men look upon us, and yet crowned and re-

joicing as thou dost behold us.

Give to us this secret life that shall lift us above the other lift,

and make us conquerors, and more than conquerors, thjough Him
who loved us. And as our strength is in thee, so may we recognize
it. Day by day, may if be our joy that if is Christ in us that throbs
with desire, that aspires, that strives. May we feel how helpless is
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this mortal flesh, and how dull and pulseless is ambition for spiritual

thiiifis iu this lower life. May we rejoice that there is a Divine
Spirit stirring within us, and malcing out of the dull realities of the

best things in this life an aspiration for things nobler and diviner.

And may we follow the things of God. May we behold, in all the

events of our lives—in their outward ordering and inward experi-

ence—the hand of love, the hand of wisdom and power, the hand
of God.

Vouchsafe to every one, to each according to his several circum-
stance, thy special help in his special need. We pray for those that
are in sorrow, and for those that are iu joy ; for those that are cast

down, and for those that are exalted; for those whose cup runs over,

and for tbose who are in a barren land, weary and thirsty. We
pray for all whom thou hast blessed in the household, and to whom
the family is ^s the gate of heaven ; and for all that sit in the region
and shadow of death, beholding their household broken and de-
stroyed. We pray for all those who are walking in the light, and
for all those who are walking in darkness. May they see thy light

in the day and in the night. We pray that thy blessings may rest

abundantly upon each as thou seest that he needs.

Bless the services of the day, not only in our own place, but in

every place where thy people are gathered together. May the
name of Jesus be sweet to every soul. May the power of Christ be
upon those who minister in sacred things. Give light and encour-
agement to thy servants; and, as they sow often in tears, yet more
abundantly may they reap with joy. Spread abroad the truth as it

is in Ciirist throughout all the world. May darkness and ignorance,
may passions and all brute forces, cease. Bring in, we pray tlree,

that latter-day glory, when all the earth shall learn to love peace
founded upon justice and upon knowledge.

And to thy name, Father, Son and Spirit, shall be praises ever-
lasting. Amen,

PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Our Father, we pray for thy discouraged ones; for thy hidden
ones; for thy suffering ones; for thy poor and despoiled ones. We
pray for all those who have none but thee for an advocate, and who
are near to thy heart. Breathe peace into their souls. Give them
faith of the future, and a hope that shall triumph over sight. And
we pray that, in all the experiences of our own lives, going through
light and through darkness, through joy and through sorrow,
through weakness and through strength, we may still have this

sure, sure faith that God is doing all things right, and that all things

shall work together for good to them that love thee. And at last

bring u.-^ to that rest which remainethfor the people of God.
We ask for Christ's sake. Amen.



THE SURE FOUNDATIONS.

" Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth sure, having this

seal, The Lord knoweth them that are his. And, Let every one tliat

nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity."—'^ Tim. ii., 19.

It is the nature of truth, as it is developed by human
intelligence and used for practical purposes, to gather to

itself instruments and institutions. Wherever there is an

original truth, not long after men come into possession of it.

they express it by some ceremonial, some law, some insti-

tution, some custom, some doctrine or dogma ; so that truths

which, abstractly considered, are invisible and impalpable,

tend to incarnate themselves for human uses. This is neces-

sary ; and if a people stand at a low point of civilization and
intellectual culture, it becomes necessary that these forms or

visible manifestations of truth should have a certain con-

stancy or permanence. And yet, so soon as a human mind
begins to act, all the external exhibitions of truth must be

expansible, elastic, changeable, or else men will fall into

resistance and revolution.

The permanence of great fundamental truths, and the

infinite variability of the exponents of truth, in the form of

law, custom, philosophical statement—these are the two great

truths with which we are to expound the past history of

religion in the world, and by which, also, we are to prepare

the way for its development in the days that are to come.

After a while, men lose sight of the truth in the instruments

of it. They cease to worship the thing, and worship its

exponent ; so that, by and by, it is not the truth that men
follow so much as its institutions.

SUNPAY MoRNiNo. May 23d, 1875. LESSON: MATT. v. Hymns (Plymouth Col-
lection) : Nos. 1225, 906, " ShinlDg Shore."
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And so, as soon as this takes place, men, following their

senses and their lower nature, begin a process of idolatry,

of professionalism ; and they become worshippers of the

sensuous. So it comes to pass that all religions tend on the

one side downward, and on the other side upward. There
are these two tendencies, perpetually at war with each other.

One assumes to itself, improperly, the name of conservatism

—for there is a noble conservatism ; and the other takes on
various names. It is the ''new light"; or it is the "pro-
gressive view"; or it is the "reform view"; or it is the

"New-School view." The tendency to carry on truth to a

higher and nobler form co-exists with another tendency to

hold the truth in just the same confined forms with which it

has hitherto been served. And so, churches find in them-

selves the elements of explosion and of controversy.

Then comes revolutioa or reformation. Then comes sec-

tarianism—or the principle, rather, from which sects grow.

When a man of thought and warm feeling sees larger, or

other, views than those in which he has been educated, if he

be permitted to hold them, and if there be laid upon liim no

other law than this :
" G-od's seal is. Depart from iniquity,

maintain piety and virtue and manliness according to Christ

Jesus, and hold the truth that is given to you," then he will

abide, and the church will not be split. But if the church, its

officers or its majority, says to every man who has, or thinks

he has, a new view, " This is intolerable, not to be allowed :

go out, or give up," then the church extrudes from itself

that which is the germ of a sect. Sectarianism is not tlie

fruit of liberty ; it is the fruit of compulsion. It does not

come from the wildness, or from the inward nature, of liberty

of conscience. Sects are produced by imperiousness, by

arrogance, by the side of the church that regards itself as

Infallible—and that side of the church is the majority,

always. So, then, sectarianism is not the disease of liberty
;

it is the disease of its want or absence. As, when the body

is weak and in morbid conditions, it breaks out into boils,

so, when the church is weak spiritually, or in morbid con-

ditions, it is very apt to break out into sects.

When these conflicts take place, when, in other wordS;,
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the variable elements of religion are changing, men forget

the constant and the invariable, and become alarmed. Some

men are giving up churches ; some men are denying baptism;

some men are denying the authority of the Lord's Supper;

some men are declaring that there is no order of priests or

teachers ; some men are warring against the ecclesiastical

forms of religion •, some men deny the Trinity ; some men
deny the atonement ; some men deny the character of man
as depraved. All kinds of differences are going abroad in

the world ; and men say, " What will all this tend to ? What
is to come of all this ? Something must be done. There

must be some restraint, soiKewhere." They think that re-

ligion is perishing ; and so there comes up the cry of infidel-

ity, and atheism, and anarchy.

Now, if the fundamental truths of human nature and

human society remain, they are God's best revelations, out of

which the recorded revelation was made. There can be

no final or fatal destruction of the products of these original

and organic truths. Yon do not destroy the grass because

you mow it. Right behind the scythe of the mower, the

grass springs up again, if the root be left alone. You might

sweep every churcli from the face of the earth to-day
;
yea,

you might sweep the Bible itself out of existence, and those

great causes from which originally sprang a visible religion,

a visible worship, churches, and the Bible—those fundamen-

tal causes, still existing with primitive power, would repro-

duce them. And such a thing as exterminating religion and

religious institutions is as absurd as exterminating the race

itself wonld be. Destroy all temples and all statues in

Greece, and art is not dead. Destroy all government in

Rome, and all laws, and institutions of law, and government

are not at an end in the world. They come again, pushed

up by the original and organic necessity of human nature.

Destroy every church and all revelation, if it were possible,

and religion would not be destroyed, since it inheres in

human nature and in the divine nature cooperative, and it

would reproduce itself. There might be a great loss, and

there might be confusion ; but the final results would not be

atheism, nor infidelity. A fundamental truth, then, may
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have the stem and the leaves cut off above ground, but the

root will not be affected,—and that is the vital matter.

Novs^, in the time of Saint Paul, vast changes were taking

place. Mosaism, or religion as developed through the instru-

mentality of Mosaic institutions, had ripened and gone to

seed, and was passing away ; and in so far as the Gentile

world was concerned, there was no further attempt on the

part of the apostles to teach religion by the old forms and

under the old methods. If you turn your eyes toward tlie

Greek nation, which was the thinking nation of the world,

they had knowledge, philosophy and art, but they had no

moral sense. The Greek never bad moral sense enough to

maintain a government. The sense of justice—the sense of

right and wrong—was, in them, relatively inferior to the sense

of beauty and the sense of philosophical truth. If you turn

to the Roman empire, there was organization, there was law,

and an effete idolatry.

Now came Christianity. But Christianity in itself, in its

very origin, was vexed with schisms, with disputings. There

were men, like Hymenaeus and Philetus, denying that there

was to be any resurrection, saying that it was already past

;

and various controversies sprang up, partly from the heathen

side, iind partly from the Jewish side ; and it was in the

midst of these confusions that Paul made the declaration of

our text, that '' the foundation of God standeth sure."

No matter what this man thinks, or that man teaches

;

no matter what shadows come or go, be sure of one thing

—

that the immutable foundations of religion stand. They
will not be submerged permanently, nor will they rot in the

ground ; and they have this seal or superscription, written,

as it were, on the coiner stone : "The Lord knoweth them
that are his." There is the great truth of divine existence,

and intelligence, and active interference in human affairs.

God is not blotted out by men's doubts, or reasonings, or

philosophies, themselves caused by the interpenetration of

divine thought upon human intelligence. "God knoweth
them that arc his." "Let every one that nameth the name
of Christ depart from iniquity." That is the other seal

—

aspiration for goodness ; departure from all evil ; an earnest,
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thorough and persistent seeking after a godly manhood.
There are the two elements. Whatever changes come at

Athens ; whatever changes come in Jerusalem ; whatever

schools may spring up and vex the early saints ; whatever

disputes may arise ; whatever ceremonies may come or go,

remember that the great foundations of truth are not af-

fected. Remember that the two essential elements are, God
living, intelhgent, active, vitalizing ; and man, what ? Theo-

rizing ? man searching after the truth ? man systematizing

the truth ? No, man seeking manhood ; man developing

himself. These are the two great fundamental facts ; and

these are the seals of this,—that tlie foundations of God
stand sure.

Now, in our day, the world is full of conflicts and rival-

ries and superstitions of one sect after another. And then,

besides all these theological and ecclesiastical conflicts which

are going on and filling the world, there is that other great

movement, beginning early, moving slowly, developed in

greater and greater power through each j^eriod of the several

last hundred years, and coming to great volume, as a flood

comes in—the scientific tendency of our times ; and it seems

likely to displace a great deal. So it will. The scientific

investigations of our times are going to be as the grasshop-

pers are to the trees and the crops of the West. They will

eat off the leaves of a thousand things. If the archaeological

inquiries shall be substantiated ; if the essential truths of

the origin of men and the philosophy of the species shall

be developed more and more perfectly, and applied more
and more to human life, and to the questions which spring

from it; if the philosophy of the mind begin to be studied

and known, you may be sure that there are a great many
manners and customs, a great many ecclesiastical laws and

orders, which will lose the prestige and authority of being

divine. A great many things which men have been taught

to reverence and to hold as being revealed of God will be

proved not to be divinely revealed ; and there will be a great

change. There will be a substitution of new things for old
;

there will be new organizations, and new liberties : but there

will be nothing changed, by any progress of science, which
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will touch the foundations. Therefore, all that consci-

entious and amiable fear, all that dread which is driving

men into the Church, high-built round about, as into citadels

and towers, as if they were to be besieged, that they may
be secure against the incoming flood of infidelity,—all that

is useless. The foundations are sure. Religion is not going

to be changed by science in anything except its variable

part. It is constant, and its fundamental elements are not

going to be clianged ; and these fundamental elements do

not lie in abstract statements of doctrine or truth. Such

statements are not fundamental to anything except philosoph-

ical systems. It is important that a system which is worked

out as a philosophical system of the universe should have

certain great key-stone doctrines affirmed and maintained.

The system demands it. Thus, the system of Calvinism

demands jiredestination, fore-knowledge, fore-ordination.

Take that out, and you have taken out the key-stone of the

arch. But that doctrine is fundamental to what ? To my
personal character ? to my honor ? to my integrity ? to my
spirituality ? I may accept it or disbelieve it, and be just

the same. You may accept it or disbelieve it, and it will

not affect your personal character. It is fundamental to an

abstract system of moral philosophy or truth.

Or, if a church is formed mainly on government, the

divine order of the priesthood is fundamental in that church.

If there is a visible church, and if it be held that that organic

and external church, was ordained of Clirist, and was to be

perpetuated by certain channels of influence—namely, certain

men taken out of many men, and endowed with authority

and a vital force apart from their fellows—then that order

of the priesthood is fundamental. But fundamental to

what ? To virtue ? No. To piety ? No. To salvation ?

No. To what ? To a hierarchical church organization

—

that is all. It is fundamental to that, but it is not funda-

mental to anything else.

Or, if a church stands upon ordinances, if it be held that

no man can be a proper member of any church until he has

been baptized ; and if it be held that no man is baptized

until he has been immersed,—then that is fundamental, so far
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as it belongs to church organization. But is it fundamental

to piety ? No. A man may be sprinkled, and be as much a

Christian man as if he had been immersed. That ordinance

is fundamental to the particular organization which holds it

to be necessary—nothing more.

Now, there are fundamental elements in a Christian

church which we ought to speak of, and which we ought to

mean when we speak of fundamental doctrines ; and there

are those which are necessary for the formation of the indi-

vidual character, and for tha Iransformation of man from an

animal to a spiritual being.

These are the fundamental truths which stand connected

with the existence, government, and power of God in the

world ; and also with the organized development of human
nature, that it may rise toward God. In regard to these

two prime elements, this (God knoweth those that are his

own, takes cognizance of human affairs, dwells among men,

legislates and guides), and all that immediately pertains to it,

is fundamental on one side ; on the other hand (on man's side,

on the under side of the question), all that which takes hold

necessarily and immediately upon human character, all that

which teaches the very vitality of integrity, and honor, and
truth, and purity, and beauty, is fundamental.

Now, it so happens that there are a great many things

fundamental to theology which are not at all fundamental

to human nature ; and it so happens, on the other side, that

there are in human nature a great many things which are

fundamental to the organization of a noble and manly char-

acter, but are hardly recognizable in theology at all.

We ought, then, to clear our minds of the misuse of the

term fundamental doctrines. No doctrines are fundamental

except those that teach the divine existence and government,

or that teach the condition and wants of human nature, and
its reconstruction, its re-organization into Christian manhood.

Let us see, now, what are, in every age, the grand features

of Bible teaching on the su-bject of fundamental truths

viewed in this later and proper light : not what are the

institutions, nor what are the methods, nor what are the

ordinances, nor what are the schoolmasters, nor what are
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school-books of religion ; not what are the right or the wrong
sects, but what are the great underlying truths of God's

Word, in so far as they relate to divine nature and to human
nature. And is it likely that these great underlying facts

and doctrines will be changed, except to their advantage, by

the progress of science, or by philosophical disquisitions, or

by the advance of mankind in civilization, and in the insti-

tutions of philosophy ?

Early, probably earliest of all, was recognized the great

truth of the difference between right and wrong. That is

original, and it certainly is fundamental. All the way up,

till you reach the plane of human life, there is no such thing

as right or wrong. Tliere is no right or wrong to the

horse ; there is no right or wrong to the dog ; there is no

right or wrong to the eagle : there is impulse, there is neces-

sity, there is desire, there is fulfUltnent, but there is no

moral sense in the great underlying species of existence.

There is in man the sense of right and wrong; and not

merely the sense of it, but the organization which is adapted

to it. In other words, as in every instrument that you
employ, if you run it according to its own nature, it per-

forms, but, if you run it contrary to its own nature, it will

not perform ; so in the human constitution, the men who
are brought tip to recogniz3 the fundamental difference

between right and wrong grow in strength, in clarity of

knowledge, in vitality, in power, in virtue, and in happiness,

while the men who do not recognize this prime and original

element in the construction of human nature diminish, die

in weakness, perish. So that the distinction between right

and wrong is not speculative, though men may speculate

about it. It is instrumental, it is primary, and it is funda-

mental ; and, from the beginning of the Word of God clear

down to the end of it, that distinction of right and wrong, or

the existence of moral sense, is one of the patent features.

The sense of duty, or the impulse which is part of the

constitution of the mind to do the things that are true and

right, and to resist the things that are false and wrong, has

belonged to all religious organizations. The instruction or

education of men to the sense of duty has been part and
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parcel of every system that has had any success ; and in so

far as heathenism has existed, it has been, not on account of

its heathenism or idolatry, but because every system that is

founded at all upon human nature, or that has any control

of human nature, is obliged to recognize certain fundamental

truths which belong to human nature. Therefore, education

to duty has been part of the great revelation of God in sacred

Scripture.

The Word of God has recognized, from the beginning,

the composite character of man. From the beginning, it

has taken for granted, and it has taught explicitly, that men
were on one side fleshly, organized of matter, restrained by

laws, and clothed with impulses that could exist only in

connection with matter. Men are like animals, up to a cer-

tain point ; and this has been recognized by Scripture from

the begin ningc

Beyond thf t, and higher, comes in another truth—name-

ly, that men are spiritual, moral, religious. And here are

those two greit departments into which the human mind is

divided—the upper and the lower. Eeason, moral sense,

and the affections of a higher kind, are the upper and supe-

rior ; the in pulses, the appetites, the passions, the body and

its necessities, are the lower and inferior. The natural neces-

sity that men should subdue the inferior to the superior has

followed this fundamental recognition of the fact. So self-

government and self-denial have been, from the earliest peri-

ods of Scripture, a fundamental part of the teachings of

religion. The organic fact that men by nature are not good,

but are susceptible of becoming good, has been from the

earliest day a part of the teaching of Scripture. Men have

not, even in civilization—certainly they have not as a race,

and looked at historically—grown up to their ideal of man-

hood inevitably, as animals or plants do to their maturity.

It is true that a lion never misses the way. Starting as

a lion's whelp, he never turns out a calf or an ox. He
comes to lionhood ; and the horse comes to horsehood ; and

the eagle comes to eaglehood. Everything below a man is

built on so narrow a pattern that with inevitableness it comes

right up to that pattern, if it attains its fullness of strength.
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There are no schools that teach hawks or doves. There ar&

no churches in which lions, or serpents, or any of the lower

animals, worship. It is not until you come to the human
race that you find creatures so composite that their condition

or nature has to be unfolded by assiduous labor and instruc-

tion. At the beginning, man is the farthest from himself

;

and he grows toward himself at every step of real develop-

ment through life.

However much there may be of rudimentary excellence

among men ; however much better men may be by reason of

their circumstances ; however powerful the leverage may be

which comes from heredity, taking the race comprehensively,

it is true that man is not born at birth, that he has to

work up through life by education, and that in the last estate

there is that which amounts to a preponderance of the spir-

itual element within him. Then there is a new birth. The
first birth gave him forth an animal, and the second birth

gives him forth a spiritual being. From the earliest day, this

has been taught. The weakness of men, their temptable-

ness, their necessities, springing from their emptiness of all

righteousness, and their need of culture and divine inspira-

tion, are as preeminent in the teaching of the Old Testament

as in that of the New.
Now, let any change take place in our text-books of men-

tal philosophy, let any change take place in the history of tlie

human race, no matter how much men may reject the teach-

ing of the Bible, these great fundamental facts remain.

The difference of moral quality in man ; the absolute ignor-

ance or emptiness of every man born into life, in respect

to morality ; the indispensable necessity of building the man
that is born ; the great need of divine interference and in-

spiration for the purpose of building him,—these great truths,

lying at the very foundation of character and of civilization,

are not dependent on any extra statement. They are appar-

ent. They are Just as ascertainable now as they were in the

earlier ages. They need no revelation. Perish the revela-

tion by which they were brought to man's belief
;

perish

every institution by which they were impressed on man's

imagination, or by which they are impressed on the convic-
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tion of mankind to-diiy, and science itself, when it becomes

legitimate, and fit to be a practical legislator, will interpret

a religion which will be obliged to involve and carry the

fundamental elements which the word of God has been teach-

ing, and on which every true church that has ever existed,

and done any work, has been obliged to stand. The want

of man ; the weakness of man ; the wickedness of man ; the

need that there has been of institutions instructing him,

of coercing influences restraining him, and of inspirational

forces lifting him up ; the need that there has been of en-

lightening him in respect to the life that now is and the life

that is to come,—all these are elements which lie at the base,

and without which there can be no such thing as civilization.

They are just as much provable by science as by authority

—

yea, more ; and, so far as these things are concerned, science

is not going to destroy the doctrine of man's weakness and

wickedness, or the doctrine that man needs education, and is

susceptible of infinite moral changes. It is not going to

destroy tlie doctrine that man must live by the power of his

superior faculties, and that, to come to these, he must be

evolved. It is not going to destroy the fact that this inspira-

tion of man cannot come from the lower orders oi society,

that it does not inhere in himself, and that he needs the help

of some higher influences. These great truths, which are

fundamental, are not going to be destroyed. Science may
take down the steejile, it may hush the organ, it may teach

us new ordinances, or do away with the necessity of old ones
;

but when it comes to the great substantial questions. What is

man's condition ? what does man need, and where is the

power that shall meet his want ?—when it comes to these

questions, and also to the practical question. How are you

going to take the race and educate nations to overcome the

lower and bestial forms of human nature, or superinduce on

them the spiritual forms,—when it comes to these questions,

we have nothing to fear from science. In the end, it will work
through them. Science will not teach me the Trinity, but

science must teach me God. However much it may be re-

luctant to do it, that it shall do it, is incAitable. As science

progresses, the world will shine with a radiance of divinity
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recognized, such as lias never been known before. The teach-

ing of the revelation of the existence of mankind beyond this

life, I believe, is to receive from science a recognition, not
only, but a confirmation,—for if in this world only we have
hope, we are of ^11 men most miserable.

It is said that virtue is desirable and profitable in such

a sense that a man should be virtuous without any regard

to future existence ; and very likely, in a remote, vague,

and general way, that may be true : but this I say, that it

is an open, even question whether susceptibility in this

world, as it is now organized, does not incur as much suffer-

ing as pleasure. If our affections are made quick, keen, in

a realm where death is perpetually crucifying it, then it

becomes a question whether it is desirable for a man to clothe

himself with affection, and whether he does not invite sorrow

fully as much as he does joy. It becomes a question whether

disinterestedness is profitable beyond a certain very limited

sphere, if this is the only life. There are certain great or-

ganic laws which ought to be obeyed whether a man lives

again or not, on account of that higher manhood and those

heroic qualities which are in man ; yet I think, if you were

to obliterate from man the faith of another life, of a higher

disclosure, and of a better chance, you would strike a blow

at those very things which make ecience possible—namely,

the higher development of the human Foul ; and I believe

that this doctrine of immortality which glinted on the hills

of Judea, and was brought into ample light when Christ

brought life and immortality to light, is to-day the motive-

power of Christianity. I believe that this doctrine, too, will

receive confirmation from science, ultimately. For it is fun-

damental. It is not fundamental to the lower forms of

manhood ; but when men rise up into their higher nature,

and become men in Christ Jesus, then the doctrine of im-

mortality does become fundamental ; and without it the

motive>j are paralyzed, and the nerves are insensitive to the

higher forms of true excellence.

With this brief and very imperfect outline of the subject

under consideration, I remark, in the first place, that no one

need to have any great fear in regard to religion, as if it were
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shut up in the Bible, so that if a man should burn the Bible

lie would burn everything. I can understand how a man
paddling in a skiff might have seen the whole poijulation of

the world in the ark, and said, "If that ark goes down,

there will be nothing left;" but the Bible is not, in any

such sense as that, an ark containing everything. You are

the ark, every one of you. Every man who lives, carries the

necessity of those truths which are found in the Bible from

Genesis to Revelation ; and if you should destroy this form,

that form, or the other form, in which the truth is set forth,

something else would spring up and take its place. That

which is the product of the religious necessity in man and

in the divine constitution of the world, would organize again

a religious faith substantially like that which we have now.

Those things which are matters of transcendent faith, and
which are fundamental to the construction of human nature

—not to the construction of churches, or of moral philos-

ophies, but to the construction of human nature—the build-

ing up of men in Christ Jesus,—those things you cannot

destroy. You cannot destroy that part of religion which has

for its work man's highest development.

Therefore, though darkness might rule over tlie world,

though you should burn down Princeton, and Alleghany, and
Lane, and Yale, and Andover, and Tufts, and Gilmanton,
and though every minister should die, and every church
should sink, and though there should not be an ordinance,

or a usage, or a Sabbath, you would leave behind tliat

which would recreate them again. Men cannot live without^

a religion. They cannot be men without it. The State calls

for it ; art calls for it ; home and domesticity call for it

;

the voice of mankind and the voice of the ages have called

and are calling for it ; and they are either ignorant or cow-
ardly who fear that any great disaster is going to befall

religion in consequence of the progress which is taking place

in the investigation of truth.

What ^e want above everything else is truth, and liberty

to make truth apparent. What we vaut is that men shall

think. What we want is a recognition of their obligation to

think. We want thinking carried forward, overflowing the
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old bounds, sifted, ground, and made into daily food. We
do not need less, we need more, liberty of miud, liberty on

every side ; and out of greater liberty will come more of God,

more of duty, more of virtue, more of inspiration, more of

development into the spirit and mind of the Lord Jesus

Christ.

Do you believe in a providence ? Is this great world,

floating without a rudder, without a pilot or a captain ? is

time made up of chance-drifts ? or is there a God ? If there

is a God, has he a future, and is he steering time and the

race toward that future ? And will he sleep or forget, and

allow the race to run to ruin ? The Word of God, the foun-

dations of God, stand sure. There is a providence ; there is

a divine government; there is a drift of things; there is a

purpose ; there is to be a consummation ; and nothing is to

turn it back.

Now, this general fear will lead us to take into consider-

ation the necessity of a closer union and affiliation of true

Christian people, and. persons that are true morally. You
will take notice that the respects in which men have quar-

reled most are those most remote from the formation of per-

sonal character. Thus, one hemisphere was set over against

another on the question of the observance of Easter-day.

The Oriental Church and the Occidental Church split in two

on that question. But, miserable man that I am, I never

heard of Easter until after I was twenty years old ; I had

never thought of it ; and yet I had tried to be honest, and

had had a good deal of Christian experience. The Christian

world, however, was split asunder on this question of Easter.

And what divides the Christian world now ? What
divides Rome from Brooklyn ? Why do I and my venerable

brother, Pius IX. , stand over against each other ? He does

not fear me, nor do I fear him—in that, we are even ; and on

what account are we separated ? In regard to morality, we are

on the same ground. In regard to the constituent elements

of human character : in regard to the organization of man ;

in regard to the great question of right and wrong ; in regard

to the sinfulness of man, and of his need of regeneration by

the divine Spirit, and of the formation in him of a Christian
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life after the pattern of Christ Jesus,—are we divided on these

fundamental questions ? If the Pope is orthodox on those

points, then I am a Papist, so far as that goes ; and if I am
orthodox on those points, then he is a Protestant, so far as

that goes.

Why am I separated from the Episcopal Church ? Is it

because I disbelieve in their prayers, in their inspired hymns,
or in their saints ? Is it because I think them to hold no
truth of God, and no truth of human nature, and no educa-

ting process through which all must pass for salvation ? I am
at one with them in many things ; but they say that they

have a lineage which I have not, that they have a heritage

which has come to them through the ages. These are ques-

tions about which a man may believe one way as well as

another, and be as much a man in one case as in the other.

A man that loves righteousness and truth, and conforms his

life to those higher things, may believe in the unbroken apos-

tolicity of the priesthood, or may disbelieve in it. The
points on which we quarrel with the Episcopalians are of sec-

ondary importance ; whereas, in respect to the great elements

which have been operative from the foundation of the world,

and which have been fundamental to civilization and to

Christianity—namely, the nature of man, the necessity of

his education, and the divine impulse for that education,—in

respect to all these great elements, we stand together.

The only thing which separates me from many men who
preach in the Unitarian churches here in Brooklyn, is the

philosophical solution of the Divine existence. I believe in

God ; I believe that he has a power throughout the universe
;

and, whether it comes from three Persons or from one, the

substance is. There is such a God, with such a nature, and

with such a purpose, and with such a work ; and that is

believed by many and many a Unitarian as much as by me
;

and that is the fundamental element of Christianity. Not
that the other things are unimportant or useless ; but they

are not of such importance as that they need separate a man
from his fellow, when he sees that he has in him the image

and the spirit of the Lord Jesus Christ.

I am not separated from a man because he is an Armin-
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ian. He may be as good a Christian with Arminianism as

without it. I am not separated from the Calvinists by reason

of their stridulous doctrines; for the great substantial veri-

ties they and I hold alike. I ought not to be separated from

the Baptists, or from the Lutherans, or from any of the

churches. Why? Because we all agree in regard to those

things which are fundamental—namely, the wickedness and

weakness of man, his salvableness through the inspiration

of the Holy Ghost, and his need of recreation by education

and by the influence of the Spirit. Since we hold these

together, why should we not substantially agree ?

Now, when there is so much of general unbelief as the

result of the movements of science upon the popular and

the religious mind, and when there is so much shivering and

alarm, and when there are so many tentative efforts to arrest

the tide of infidelity, why should not Christian men stand

more firmly together on those acknowledged foundations

which are sure ? Among the fluctuations and changes of

philosophical systems, why should there not be more unity

on those points about which there is no controversy ?

I look with some surprise upon the tendencies of men to

meet the incoming flood by holding firmer, as it is said, to

the great sound doctrines of religion. There is many a man
who for the last twenty years has not looked into the West-

minster Catechism, but who lately, being scared upon reading

Huxley and Darwin and Spencer, or because his young folks

have been reading them, says, '* These works are untying all

the ends of things : my dear, where is my Catechism ? " and

he goes back and hunts up his old Confession of Faith, and

the Catechism, Longer and Shorter, and says :
" It is better,

a good deal, to hold fast to the sound words that our fathers

believed, and that carried the church safely through all

dangers. I would rather venture on those than on these

wild theories and speculations." And so they go back to a

philosophy which was an inspiration at the time when it was

given to the world, and which had a power that was adapted

to the then wants of the human mind, and to the then stage

of God's Church, and which then did its work, but which

did it so well that we now are better prepared for something
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new than for that. There were other facts to be disclosed,

there was a light to come in, for which provision was to be

made.

Others still, instead of runuing to the old Confession of

Faith, or to the old Catechism, as to a citadel, come into a

more rigorous inculcation of church life. Men are exhorted

not to abandon the church of their fathers. They are urged

not to give way to this dangerous doctrine—this laxity—of

men. We see many tirades against charity, against sympathy,

against magnanimity. There is a great uproar in the temples

in regard to these milder and sweeter Christian graces, which

are thought to be gaining ground too fast. The human race

are so gentle, mankind are so placable, men are so intensely

determined to forgive those who injure them, people are so

outrageously amiable, they love with such a disinterested

fervor, that when one ventures to /jee/j from the pulpit kind-

ness and forbearance, men cry out, " This is cutting the

cords ; this tends toward dangerous laxity ; this is what the

world cannot bear!" Men are so good that if you do not

give them a little amalgam to hold the gold together they

will wear out in circulation ! and so, there are prudent people

who, for fear that men will forgive too easily, and be too

lenient and loving and merciful and magnanimous, say,

'* Ah, these liberal views will lead to great mischief !" They
believe in blood and thunder. They believe that the way to

hold men is to hunt them down and bind them !

Now, it seems to me what we need is, not to go back to old

systems, or to cling to the old churches, but simply this : that

we should search for the great fundamental facts and truths

which stand connected with the development of liuman

nature from animalism to spirituality, and work together on

these common grounds. Not that I would abolish ordi-

nances, days, or institutions. 1 say to every sect, '' Act

according to your belief in regard to these things. Keep
your theory ; ordain as you think best ; organize as you think

best; let your ordinances be such as you think best; make
your philosophical systems such as you think best : but stand

with your brethren. Do not let the veins of your life run

just as far as the walls of your church, and then come back
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again : let them go forth throughout Christeudom." Let all

who love the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity and in truth ; let

all who think that men are sinful, that they need help for

their recovery from sin, and that there is a divine power in

the world which is working for theiV reclamation,—let all

such stand for those fundamental elements which tend to

build up the human heart in truth, and honor, and fidelity,

and disinterestedness, and self-government, and self-denial,

and humility, and love, and obedience to God. Let men
make these things their supreme aim, aud staud with each

other.

And now, at this time, when a common enemy is abroad,

and pantheism is taught, and atheism is taught (it will be

only for a short period, but it is capable of producing great

desolation)—at this time, it is not for sects to build high

their walls of separation : it is for them, rather, to break

down those walls, and shake hands over the fallen stones that

have separated them, and work together, heart with heart,

and enthusiasm by the side of enthusiasm.

While this is my view, and while I would advocate it as

applicable to Christianity in general, I feel that we are espe-

cially called, as members of Congregational churches, to desire

and to labor for the very spirit of Christ, and to see that

Congregationalism does not become sectariaii. It was the

glory of our fathers that Congregationalism never organized

itself into an imperial form. Its fundamental element is that

each local church is an absolute church, entire, perfect,

responsible to God, and to none other ; a church united to

others by the aflBliation of sympathy and mutual interest,

but in no other way. Congregationalism has done its great-

est work, not so much by its own extension, as by leavening

other churches. There is not a hamlet in America that is

not indebted to the old Puritan spirit of New England. New
England sons and daughters have gone out, not to estabhsh

Congregational churches, but to establish the rehgion of

Jesus Christ ; and they have organized Presbyterian

churches ; they have gone into Methodist churches ; they

have joined Episcopal churches. The ministry of the Church

in America have largely sprung, directly or remotely, from
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Puritan loins. The spirit of Congregationalism has mani-
fested itself in this, that it has acted as a leaven.

Now, leaven never asks to be the loaf. It only asks to

make the loaf, and to be the leaven. Liberty, intelligence,

personal obligation, the education of the individual, tlie

making of society rich and of churches rich, the making of

each person self-governing, self-reliant, and responsible to

God—to develop these things has been the work of the spirit

of Congregationalism. To his own master every man stands

or falls. He is not the servant of any other man ; and no
church is the servant of any other church.

This spirit has changed the Christianity of the continent,

not by superseding other organizations, but by infiltrating

itself into them, and giving them larger catholicity, creating

a sympathy in them by which they should all affiliate together,

and yet be free, independent, as, in the army, the cavalry,

the infantry, and the artillery are different, and yet equal.

And, at this day, to attempt to ecclesiasticise tlie Congrega-
tional system, and make it imperial in such a sense as to go
back on the track of our fathers, is to violate the spirit with
which it started, and to take from Christianity one of the

noblest and sublimest of all its features—that of churches
organized individually free, leaving the members individually

free, and relying not upon pomp, not upon architecture, not

upon ceremony, not upon anything extrinsic, but upon the

invisible power of a God-created manhood—upon the soul,

and not upon the body.

So, then, I do not stand for the liberty of this church. I

am not afraid about this church's liberty ; nobody is going to

carry you into bondage ; I have no fear concerning this jiar-

ticular body of Christians ; but the churches of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, of every name, are dear to me.
And my fatherland, from where the wave washes the rock
on which our fathers landed to the far-off shore where from
the other ocean deep responds to deep, and from where wirrter

never lets go to where summer holds on forever, in all its

length and breadth, God has made inexpressibly dear to me.
I inveigh not against any other denomination. I contest no
theories and no ordinances. Hold them, only do not make
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them imperious over me, • Let me take them or not, as I

please ; and may grace and mercy and peace abide with every

one of them !

Therefore, any disposition or attempt to build up walls

between Congregational churches, or to infuse iuto Congrega-

tional churches the old hateful ambitious spirit of the priest-

hood, the aristocracy of the ages—that I shall contest

;

because I am commanded to resist the devil, and I know that

the promise is sure that he will flee from me. And I long to

see that day inaugurated when no man shall be in danger of

being carried away to aristocracy and the bondage of the

authority of one member over another ; to that imperial

spirit by which men shall say to their brethren or to their

neighbors, " Thou shalt serve God as I command thee to

serve him." That spirit we are, all of us, not with anger, not

with malice, not with an evil eye or an evil heart, to resist.

We are in meekness to instruct those who oppose themselves,

if God peradveuture will give them re])entance.

In this work I have lived. I have lived in the largest

spirit of liberty. It j^leased God to give me my birth when we

were in conflict with our mother country for our own juris-

diction and the ownership of our own ships ; and, from that

hour to this, the sense of independence, of right and of free-

dom, has been a part of my very blood. My mother gave it

to me, and my father educated me in it; and as I grew to

manhood I heard—only in imagination—the cry of the slave,

enthralled. This great continent was in danger of a second

night ; and, from the very first beginnings of my public life,

I wrought for freedom, never expecting to see it. Better

has befallen me than befell him of old, who, having gone

with his people throu-rh the wilderness, could not see the

promised land. I have seen the Jordan divided, I have gone

over with my people, I am in the promised land of liberty ;

and now, being free, my heart goes out for that freedom

which comes from knowledge, that freedom which comes

from virtue, that freedom which comes from faith in God

and love to the Lord Jesus Christ—freedom in thinking,

plenary, not punitive ; freedom in worship ; freedom where

all liberty began, in the church of Christ. There, where lib-
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erty had its birth in religion, the iron cradle of despotism

has rocked the world ; but the time has come when religion

should be synonymous with individual liberty—liberty in

belief, and liberty in the churches ; and if it shall please

God, before my sun goes down, to let me see that spirit

which is rising and spreading, augmented and confirmed, so

that all the auspices of the future shall be sure, I shall die

content, blessing God that I have lived in this stirring age,

and seen such blessed fruits gathered—though not by me, nor

by reason of my labor. The blood of the martyrs, the tears

of the imprisoned, the sufferings of the wronged, through

hundreds and thousands of years—these have been God's in-

struments, and these are the powers that, gradually accumu-
lating, have broken forth in our day, and brought us such

blessed fruits of liberty, and virtue, and intelligence, and
piety.
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PRAYEE BEFORE THE SERMON.

We rejoice, our Father, that we may come to thee at any time,

and then most easily when most we need thee. While we lean upon

thy staff, while thy rod comforts us and sustains us, while we have

the joy of the day, the blessings of home, and the sustaining pres-

ence of each otiier, we lean upon thine instruments; but when
these fail iis, and sorrow clouds the day, and there are no insti'u-

ments round about, we rise to thee; and then most condescend-

ingly dost thou come to us, and in the darliuess thou art briglit.

Thou art in the night our song and our gladness. Yea, thou hast

given thy servants in every age the power of overcoming this

world by that which is invisible, and of outshining the pomp of life

and the glory of the day here by that other life and that eternal day.

We rejoice that thou hast taught thy servants how to malie sor-

rows tumultuous with joy; how to count it all gladness when
they fall into trials; how to rejoice in infirmities; how to make
weakness strong, and emptiness full, and defeat victorious. Thou
hast taught us that we live not by the passions, nor by the body,

nor in outward and visible things. Thou hast taught us that the

true man is in the soul, and feeds upon God, and communes with

him. Grant, we pray thee, this day, that we may awake into tlie

fullness of that upper life—into thoughts that shall soar easily

above sordid care and trouble; that we may dwell in light; and that

our souls may be as sanctuaries in which we may find God.

We beseech of thee, O Lord, that thou wilt accept our thanks

for all the innumerable mercies which have thus far attended us.

We thank thee for all the strength, for all the gladness, and for all

the privileges which we have had. Above all, that we have been per-

mitted to know thee, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent, and the

power of his love, and that redemption which is through faith, and
that inspiration which comes to love from love.

We rejoice that thou hast granted us for so many years to taber-

nacle together, to worship together, to rejoice together. We thank

thee that thou hast made this church more populous than time and

earth will permit; that thou hast borne away from visible sight

multitudes out of our midst; that thou hast taken from bankruptcy

and all risk of overthrow so much of our possession, and invested it

where moth and rust do not corrupt, nor thieves break through to

steal. How great is the company of those who belong to us, and to

whom we belong! How great is the number who sing above, and
to whom we sing responsive! How many reach out hands, could we
but see them! How many hearts are in the presence of all those

joys which on earth they apprehended only by faith ! And we thank
thee that we are, on such days as this, brought very near to our kiti-

dred and brethren. We thank thee that, on such days as this, the

spirits of just men made perfect hover above us, and the communion
of the saints is ours, and the distance and difference disappear, and
we seem to ourselves to be lifted up, and to stand in the presence

of God, and in the immortal company that are round about thee.
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O Lord our God, as one and another go forth, and are received
with songs, sirant that we may send them forth with songs. Forbid
that thei-e shall be such discord of our earthly grief as that it shall
cluph upon the joy and the gladness of the heavenly estate. Mav
we be grateful for those whom we love while tliey are with us ; and
may our joy in their behalf overmaster our selfish grief in our own
when they go, so that we slmll be richer and richer. For on earth
changes come; but they that have gone loving are unchangeable,
and they are ours forever. We know not into what men may grow;
we know not what variations, separations, wide differences may
spring up here among us ; but they are one who are wrapped up in
the light of the heavenly life, and they are our imperishable treas-
lu-e. And so, in their immortal and perfect blessedness, and in God's
gladness over them, may we assuage our grief, and cause it to wear
the colors of the day, and not of midnight.
We beseech thee that thou wilt draw near to all in thy presence

who have been afaicted ; to all that this day are conscious of bereave-
ments; and while thou dost permit their grief and chasten their
tears, grant that they may also feel the comforting influences of the
Divine Spirit. Dwell in every house. Be with those who watch
their sick with full solicitude. Be with any who are upon beds of
pain and weariness. Restore to health those who in thy providence
thou wilt use again ; and prepare for flight, singing as they go, those
whose time is at hand.
And wo pray, O Lord our God, that thou wilt be with thy ser-

vants in all the varied exercises and experiences of their households.
Whatever may come to them of care and burden and trial, sanctify
to them in strength, and patience, and humilty, and trust, and vic-
tory. So, we beseech thee, glorify thyself in the lives and disposi-
tions of thy dear children.

We piay that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon all the
labors of this church. We thank thee that thou hast inspired so
many who have received freely, freely to give; and that thou art
teaching them the joy of communication. Grant, we beseech
thee, that they may be better and better prepared for the work to
which thou hast ai)pointed them. We thank thee that so many of
those who are living without a shepherd and without care are
sought out by thy people, and are cared for. Fulfill to every one,
we beseech thee, thy gracious goodness, and cause those thiit
make joy to have joy, and those that instruct to be themselves in-
structed, and those that strengthen the weak to grow strong in their
work.
We beseech thee that thou wilt bless all the services of this

church, consecrated by the things in which it prospers, and by the
the things in which it has been called to suffer. May it more and
more be purified, and exalted, and made heroic in the spirit of
Christ Jesus.

''

And we beseech thee that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest
upon all the churches round about us. Give them peace and con-
cord. Grant thnt they may prosper in their several spheres of
labor. May thy servants who preach the Gospel have more and more
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of the spirit of Christ in their own hearts. And we pray that all

divisions, and hindrances, and separations, and jealousies, and bick-
erings and envyiugs may pass away. Slay them. Thou that hast
destroyed Satan, and ait destroying his works, destroy whatever
separates thy people from mutual confldeuee. And may all hate-
fulness and hating, may all disturbances and quarrelings, may all

things that offend be taken away. May we dwell in the unity of

perfect peace and confidence together. May all that believe see eye
to eye.

And we pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon
our land ; upon all institutions of learning; upon all newspapers
and books. Send forth as heralds of light and knowledge all

of every profession whose business it is to maintain civilization,

and to extend virtue. We pray for all rulers, for all kings, for all

magistrates, for all that are in authority. Be pleased especially to

bless the President of these United States, and those that are united
with him in administration. Grant that they may be God-fear-
ing, walking in the fear of God before men, honoring all thy pre-

cepts, and made wise and strong by inspiration from on high.

"We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon the world.

Hasten that day when there shall be fulfilled those glorious predic-

tions which have given it to Christ. May he take possession of it as

his inheritance. At last may that kingdom come in which dwelleth
righteousness, and may thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.

And to the Father, the Sou, and the Spirit, shall be the praise ever-

more. Amen.

PKAYEK AFTER THE SERMON.

OuB Father, we pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest

upon the word which has been spoken. We pray that thou wilt

inspire us with the love of that which is right and noble, and give

us liberty without license. Give us freedom, and yet may we put
restraint upon our freedom. Grant unto us the full sense of our
rights; and yet may our lives be love-gifts to those who need them.

So may we live as thou didst—thou that didst create the earth, and
hadst not where to lay thine head within it—thou than whom the

birds and the foxes had more possession. Grant that we may look

upon thee, and take example from thee. And while we assert for

ourselves our own power and freedom and liberty, may we hold it

to be a duty higher than all others, not to offend or to stumble
those for whom Christ died. So living, may we at last, joining the

great caravan of salvation, appear in Zion and before God with

songs and joy upon our heads.

And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, shall be praise forever-

more. Amen.
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" But what think ye ? A certain man had two sons ; and he
came to the first, and said. Son, go work to-day in my vineyard. He
answered and said, I will not : but afterward he repented and went.
And he came to the second, and said likewise. And he answered
and said, I go, sir ; and went not. "Whether of them twain did the
will of his father ? They say unto him. The first. Jesus saith unto
them. Verily I say unto you, that the publicans and the harlots go
into the kingdom of God before you."—Matt, xxi., 28-31.

It should be a matter of serious consideration to those

who demand that preaching should mainly proceed upon a

sound doctrinal basis, that such a mode of preaching,

and the requisition of it, are right in the face of the example

of our Master. There is not a doctrinal sermon recorded of

Christ in the whole of his ministry. On the other hand, the

preaching of Christ was exclusively ethical and spiritual, and

that, in pictorial forms, or in the forms of the simplest didactic

teaching. I do not mean by this that that example compels

all men so to preach ; but I do say that where men preach

didactically, ethically, pictorially, they are not to be con-

demned because they do not preach doctrinally—because

they do not preach what are called the great doctrines of

grace—what are called sound doctrinal views, discriminating

doctrinal views. I do not set any mark of opprobrium upon
these—far from it. Keligion has the libeiiy of the whole

human mind ; and as there is an underlying philosophy, so

they that are equipped for that purpose, and feel themselves

called of God to preach doctrinally—that is, to preach re-

ligion in a philosophical point of view—have a right to do it;

SuNDAV Morning. May 30th, 1875. Lesson: Matt. xii. 1-23. Htmns (Plymouth
Collection): N.)s. 73, 678, 700.
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but they have no right to say, ''We are the characteristical

preachers of doctrine and those who do not preach in this

doctrinal manner are but half preachers;" for he who says

BO makes Christ to be only a fourth of a preacher.

The whole course and flow of that fountain from which

the apostles themselves gathered inspiration, and which has

been the source of supply in the world for two thousand

years, is in favor of pictorial preaching addressed to the feel-

ings, to the imagination, and to the intellect interpreting

throngh the imagination and through the feelings. Not that

this excludes other kinds of teaching, but it justifies them.

Here, our Master teaches, as in the passage which we read

in the preliminary service, by means of pictures or j)arables

—

that is, simple fictions—that is, novels. The same truth is

taught in both passages—that which 1 have taken for my
text, and that which I read for general profit ; that is, the

fugitiveness of good feeling. A question arose in the

minds of the disciples as to why Christ adopted the method

of teaching by parables. He explained it to them ; and,

unless they were a great deal sharper than we are, the expla-

nation was more dark than the thing itself. "I teach," says

he, ''that hearing they may hear, and not understand, and

that seeing they may see, and not perceive. Their heart is

waxed gross ; they are dull of hearing ; and I put it in this

way [this is the obvious and first meaning evidently] so that

when they hear they shall not understand what it means."

Now, in a certain sense that is true, and in a certain sense

it is not true. It would be blasphemous indeed to say that

the Redeemer who came into the world to save mankind

employs himself in bewildering them and darkening their

minds, and that a minister who came to save men stumbles

them, allures them, misleads them. But if, coming to men
that are already gross-minded, men that are banded together

in parties against a spiritual religion, men that are determined

to have a partisan religion, and to cut off anybody that

diminishes their strength and authority, and that sit to

hear, in order that they may criticise and not receive, he

says, '' I will preach so that, while they take in one thing, the

great mass of mankind shall have instruction in another
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thing ; I will give them a picture, and they will have to

interpret it,—but their interpretation will be theirs, and the

teaching will be mine ; and the humble, those that are willing

to get at the light of truth can get it, while those that are

captious and want something to condemn will find their

hands slipping off when they attempt to contradict the

preacher ; and so I adopt the parabolic form of the inculca-

tion of truth, and I adopt it in order that I may maintain

myself as a minister, and help those who are willing to

understand, and avoid the Jaws of those who are not willing

to understand,"—if this is the substance of the explanation,

it seems not so inexplicable, nor so unreasonable.

Two sons are represented—one the willing, and the other

the unwilling. The unwilling son represents, according to

the interpretation, the great under-class of vicious people.

The father says to him, ''Go, my son, and woi'k to-day in

my vineyard." "I won't," says the son. Yet, when the

father went away, the son said to himself, " Well, now, that

was rather rude. I felt cross and ugly. I ought not to have

spoken so. The fact is, it was reasonable, and I guess I

will go."

That is, the publican, the sinner, and the harlot, to whom
the Gospel message came which was so averse to all their

inclinations and habits, at first said, "I don't care anything

for it, and I will have nothing of it;" but afterwards they

pressed around the Saviour, and accepted his teachings.

The other son, when approached by the father, was all ami-

ableness; and the father said to him, " My son, go, to-day, and
work in my vineyard." "Yes, I will go," quickly responded

the son ; and it is not necessary to think that he did not

mean to go. He did, probably. He was all complaisance.

But afterwards, he said to himself, " Well now, I had ap-

pointed this day to go a-fishing, and I did not think of that

when I said I would go to work in the vineyard. I had
intended to meet that party to-day, and I never thought of

it." Here was one thing that he meant to do, and this other

thing came up in his mind, and he said, ''Look here, I told

my father I would go, but I think I won't"—and so he did

not so.
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If you take the first half of each of the two statements,

it bears heavily against the son who said "I won't"—the

morose and fractious son. The other son was amiable and
affectionate. Yet out of the crusty refusal came obedience,

and out of the smiling obedience came disobedience.

This lets me "very fairly into the subject that I propose to

speak on this morning, namely : Tlie unfruitful emotions of

goodness that rise up in the hearts of men : the purposes of

good that men form ; the visions of right things that they

see ; their inclinations and impulses toward something higher,

truer, purer, nobler, that often dance and glitter on the

surface of men's fancies,—that whole experience in which

the mind moves for a moment toward nobility and grandeur

and glory, but which soon subsides and comes to nothing.

We have received, happily, a constitution which is adap-

ted to the exigencies of human life. Men's minds do not

act as printers' types do, every letter being selected, and

every sentence being spelt out, and, when it is stamped,

being stamj)ed complete. Men, on the other hand, are so

organized that they have in every part of their nature an
element of what may be called instantaneity—the instantan-

eous effusion of feeling ; the immediate perception of what

is best or not best ; a recognition of what is good or what is

bad, what is right or what is wrong, what is safe or what is

dangerous,—instantaneousness of purpose.

This element or principle of instantaneity of course varies.

The dull and lethargic are slow ; the intermediate are faster

than this extreme, and less rapid than the other extreme

;

and the more finely organized, the higher, natures have it

so that it flashes and plays without any perceptible pause

between the impulse and the result. But all have it ; without

it, life would be impossible. When men walk, tlie very body

has it. If a man should be obliged, as one that is Just

getting out from an attack of inflammatory rheumatism, or

as one who is in the last stages of lumbago (and I speak feel-

ingly), to pick his way as he walks, and think, " That brick

is set a little sidewise," and to calculate and say, "How
many inches must I lift my foot, to step over it?" how long

do you think it would take him to walk from Brooklyn to
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New York ? Going and coming back would consume almost

the whole day, and tlie errands of life would be neglected.

But a man in health is not obliged to do this. The foot

itself does the calculating. The foot sees without your

thinking or seeing. It rises and lowers of its own accord.

You instinctively avoid the slougli. You leap the little gulfs.

You know the best way to accommodate your whole body to

the ten thousand varying conditions of matter. The law of

gravitation, of light, of heat, of magnetism, of liquidity or

solidity, of things sharp or blunt—all these the body, without

any care on your part, attends to. No man walks into a

mortar-bed. No man stumbles over a sand-heap. Men
jump, not on iron fences, but on feather-beds ; and having

jumped, they never get up and say, "Ah ! what if we had
not thought of that ! How lucky it was !" Suppose a man
were obliged, for all the operations of the body, to have a

httle monitor in his mind that should be on the lookout for

him, and he should say, "If I lift my hand so and so, or do

so and so with it, I shall have rheumatism in the shoulder

;

and therefore I won't do it" ? What if such calculation as

that had to be made before every movement of the body ?

A theory has been pi-oposed lately that I had empirically

entertained many years—that is, that by use at last the nerve-

system becomes intelligent, so as to do away with reasoning

respecting many things connected with the body. The hand

works intelligently, without thought of the brain. It has

something in it of the power of the brain to think. So has

the foot. Those parts of the body that are most constantly

used acquire, by education, a kind of unconscious semi-

opaque intelligence—enough, at least, to adapt them to all

the necessities of instantaneous selection or avoidance.

That which is true of the muscles is just as true of the

emotions. If you sit reading, and a missile—a snowball, for

instance—comes flying through the air, and is just about to

strike your face, you do not say to yourself, " There comes a

snowball : let me lift my hand and ward it off." It would

hit you before you could say all that. You lift your hand,

and ward it off, and afterwards think of the instantaneity by

which you repelled the attack. A Hon lies sleeping, crouched
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down. Now, let some spring be made upon him, and, before

he is awake, he throws himself into an attitude of defense or

of smiting. And this instantaneity which belongs to the

animal belongs yet more to man.

And it does not run in the channel of combativeness or

anger alone. Men say that anger is wrong. It is salvation.

A man that cannot be angry cannot be a man. A man with-

out anger is a pulpy mass, as it were. He is like a lobster or

an oyster without a shell. Everything eats him up. Anger

is the power of instantaneous repulsion. It is, as it were, the

electricity of temper which destroys danger. We are com-

manded, *' Be ye angry." Oh yes, we are to be angry, but

we are to " sin not." We are to feel anger, but we are not

to let it ripen into a permanent principle. We are also

commanded, " Let not the sun go down upon your wrath."

When it is continued, it becomes hateful, malignant ; but

when it is an instantaneous repulsion of evil and danger it is

right,—and not only is it right, but it is one of the most

beneficent elements of our constitution. It is not a fault to

be capable of becoming quickly indignant. A man that is a

man does not need to sit down and think a long time, and

say, '* Well, that boy is only ten years old, and that man is

six feet high and thirty years old ; that boy was on the right

side of the walk, and that bully was on the wrong side ; and

yet the man kicked the boy into the ditch,—and that is what

I now deliberately think, upon principles of just reasoning,

was mean ! " What if a man had to go through such a men-

tal process, in order to arrive at such results ? How would

life unfold itself ? How could society get along ?

If a drunken rowdy, coming up, insults the woman on

your arm, hardly is the word out of his mouth before he is

where he does not speak again ; and although you may say,

" It was rude, it might have been a, little in over-measure,"

that is his look-out, not yours ; because when a man is

aroused suddenly, and lets fly all that he has in him, it is

more or less, according to his capacity. When there is but a

pint in him, he strikes and hits with only that pint, and when

there is a quart, with that quart ; and it is for the evil-doer

and not for him to look out for the consequences of the
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impulse in defense of right which is suddenly developed in

him.

We hear a good deal about cautious action ; and there is

need of cautious action. Society is made up of opposites.

There is in every man a principle of self-restraint, and a prin-

ciple of individual freedom. There is in every man a princi-

ple of combativeness and destructiveness, and a principle of

kindness and benevolence. There is in every man a principle

of things visible, and a principle of facts and relations that

are invisible. There are in men such great opposite elements

as these; and where they come together they are like the

jpokes of a wheel, that, stopping at a certain point, are all

perfectly consistent, but that, being pushed beyond that cen-

ter, conflict one with another. There is a realm of facts,

and there is a realm of imagination ; and these two realms are

not inconsistent with each other, when they are legitimately

employed. Men are made up of these opposites.

Now, caution is necessary, and so is impulse without cau-

tion. Self-restraint is necessary, and so is self-abandonment.

They are all needful. Man is not made on the pattern of a

biscuit, with just so many fork-sticks in him. Men reason

about a man as though he were of a simple organization, and

as though he moved in a limited sphere ; but he is made so

voluminous, the combination of his being is so infinite, and

the out-flow of his life is so multitudinous, that the greatest

thing which ever happens in this world is human life. Noth-

ing that Niagara does, by day or by night, is more than this :

thundering down a precipice in obedience to the simple law

of gravity. It is wealth of water—that is all. It never

flutes; it never prays; it never sings—though it roars. It

does nothing but gush and thunder. But the poorest crea-

ture that stands to look upon it has a wealth of imagination,

of changing emotions, of contradictory passions. There is

in him that which, in the multitudinousness of its results,

has no comparison either in the bird of the air, in the beast

of the field, or in the glittering insect. We are made but

little lower than the angels. The most jvonderful thing that

happens all the time is human life, with its complexity, its

variety, its fruitfulness.
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Therefore, when men talk about prejudice, it is with that

as it is with anger. It is virtuous to be angry, but it is vic-

ious to keep angry. It is virtuous to have a prejudice, but

it is vicious to let that prejudice harden into a permanent

judgment not in accordance with the truth. What is preju-

dice ? Prm-judicinm—instantaneous judgment. You need

to rectify it by subsequent reflection ; but without the power

of forming instantaneous judgments, there can be no power

to live to any purpose.

So then, a quick decision of the will, a quick action of

the emotions, of the understanding, or of the moral sense,

adapts men to their ever-varying wants and exigencies in the

career of society. It is a mistake, therefore, to indiscrimi-

nately urge everybody to caution, caution, caution. There

ought to be caution, but there are times when it is unneces-

sary. Every wine cask ought to have good iron hoops to hold

it together ; but when the wine begins to flow is not the time

to put on extra hoops. It ought to be allowed to flow. And

in regard to the great ends of life, they ought to be held

together by definite principles, well understood ; but in

carrying out those principles into daily life, with its ever-

changing and evanescent circumstances working on men, this

vital instantaneity is also necessary ; and while, preaching to

young people, I say, " You ought to be considerate, you

ought to be reflective and cautious, and in things ascertained

you ought to be conservative," I also say, on the other hand,

" You ought to be vital
;
you ought to flash

;
you ought to

be instantaneous
;
you ought to follow what is good in your

emotions."

Now, this beneficent constitution does not of necessity

(at any rate not until the later periods of life) lead a man in

the right way. He who thinks tliat because he has a clear

inspiration of thought or feeling he will therefore retain

the truth, believes in the egotistical doctrine of self-infalli-

bility. There is no man so well balanced by original consti-

tution that he is necessarily right. The man who has been

thoroughly educated,^ and practiced or trained as well as

educated, may, in the main, toward the later and riper peiiods

of his life, trust his great impulses in regard to right and
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wrong ; but no man can trust the impulses of conscience, in

earlier life. No man, in early life, can feel sure that his im-

pulses will have immediate consummation in great beneficial

results. They are subject to the measurement of the reason

and the moral sense. Our emotions are not necessarily infal-

lible interpreters.

So then, one of the things which every wise man should

and which every wise man does perform, is to give considera-

tion to impulse, to measure it, to estimate it, to correct it, tc

enlarge it, or to reduce it, as the case may be.

Now, it is at this point that the danger lies ; and, as a

general rule, I think it must be said that what is called a

" sober second thought," to the average of men, almost al-

ways deteriorates their emotions. Men who have in their

first impulse aspiration, nobility, heroism, when they come

to submit it to what is called the "sober second thought,"

rasp it down ; they take off the color and the beauty ; they

deprive it of freedom and scope, and leave it sordid—at any

rate, secular. Only now and then is there found a man who
says, at the first, " I won't," and who, on reflection, changes

his mind, so that he says, " I will." Thousands and thou-

sands of men there are who, when duty shines out suddenly,

say, "All hail!"—who, when some noble virtue presents

itself, bow, and say, " Be mine forever ;" who, when a field

of usefulness opens before them, say, "I will enter, I will

enter, with all my soul ;" but who, when the father is gone,

and they stop and reflect, say, " I said I would go, but I

think better of it." No, you think worse of it.

This is the point of transition, then, where there is that

benevolent constitution by which we have impulse, instan-

taneity, in our nobler nature, just as much as in our lower

nature. It is where there are these impulses toward a better

life, a higher life, a purer life, a heroic life. It is where

they come under consideration, and where they are, either

by honest using or by deceitful, calculating dealing, spurned

and brought down. And this is the point where thousands

and thousands of men suffer. It will therefore bear a little

investigation.

There are many good impulses which depend upon exter-
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nal stimulus to develop them. There are minds which, al-

though they have not great power in the development of

higher impulses, are susceptible to influence. An eoiian harj)

put in the window moves to the slightest breath of the wind,

and unwinds its strange, weird melodies in the twilight ; but

the organ and the piano might stand a thousand years in

the wind, and all that they would be competent to do would

be to lie dormant. They could not be moved by such an

influence.

Now, there are many men who are so sensitive in their

better organization and thought that they originate. There

is a spontaneity about them, and they are called automatic,

inspirational, or are characterized by whatever other term

you may choose to apply to them. They have the power

of generating ideas. They have impulses in themselves,

without any particular relation to external circumstances.

Many persons are competent to heroism, who are not compe-

tent to generate heroism in their own thought. Many men
are capable of giving up their will for the sake of somebody

else, if they are moved to it ; bat there must be some external

pressure brought to bear upon them. There are many people

who feel that generosity is a noble thing, when something

makes them feel so ; but when that something draws away
from them, they fall back, and have, in the language of

Scripture, "no root in themselves." This noble Impulse is

found to be developed in them when pressure is brought to

bear upon them ; but when, after its development, the pres-

sure is removed, they sink back into themselves. It is an

impulse which, in order to be continued, must be fed from

their own nature ; but they have not the roots in themselves

that feed it, and therefore it dies.

So there are thousands and thousands of persons in the

church who hear the doctrine of purity, and the doctrine

of self-sacrifice ; and, while they are here, they are not only

m sympathy with these things, but they say, *' God do so

to me, and more also, if from this hour I do not try to

practice this." Nevertheless, the door is hardly closed upon

them in their own houses, and the opportunity scarcely pre-

sents itself of putting them in practice among their servants,
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and children, and friends, and acquaintances, before the

impulse is gone.

" In honor preferring one another."

We are coming down the Ohio. There is a pleasant com-
pany of some two-score persons. They know that I am on
board, and they come to me with the request, ''Will you
give us a Sunday morning talk ?" and it is arranged, and I

preach to them, in my way—I talk to them, taking for my
text this passage: "In honor preferring one another." I

show them how beautiful it is. I illustrate it. I show them
how beautiful it is to prefer those that are inferior. I

tell them how grand and noble a man feels who treats his

servants, the lowest of them, with a consideration which
makes them more manly. I can see one and another drop a
tear, or wipe it away ; and so I go on, opening up the beauty
of disinterestedness and of studying one another's happiness.

I keep talking to them in this strain until I perceive that

dinner is ready to be served, and I give out a hymn, and it

is sung, and I close the meeting. Then the gong sounds,

—

and every man tears for that dinner door ; every man rushes

for the table, pulling and hauling and trying to get the best

place, opposite the choicest dish ; and everybody goes to

eating with all his might, and nobody waits on anybody.
And when they have gorged themselves, they begin to wipe
their faces, and say, " We had a good sermon this morning."
At the very first opportunity they had of carrying out the

principle, their old natiii-e, their old life, their old basilar

habits, prevailed.

Would it be fair to turn on these persons, and say,

" When you cried upstairs in the cabin, you were hypocrites
;

when you acted in that way, it was all a specious pretense" ?

Not at all. They were sincere. It was real. The life which
I pictured was beautiful to them. Then what was the mat-
ter with them ? Why did they act so ? It was because they

were under the influence of an exterior pressure. While
there was a mind interpreting the truth to them, they ac-

cepted it ; but, the moment that influence ceased to be exerted

upon them, they fell back into themselves. There was no
root of that thing in them. At the first opportunity, all their
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under-nature worked again, just as it had worked before.

That is the reason why so many persons listen, resolve, feebly

try, and fail miserably. So that I sometimes think thai

going to church hurts people. I know that going to church

hurts some people. There are persons who go into chnrcii,

and are stimulated and lifted up, and tlien they go out

again, and fall back into their own old nature, and act just

as if they not been stimulated ; and they go in again, and

are stimulated and lifted up again, and then they go out,

and fall back again. Their nature accommodates itself to

the different circumstances, and they get used to them.

Being lifted up and lowered, lifted up and lowered, the opera-

tive capacity of their sensibilities is lost out, and they gef:

into a sort of medium condition, in which they remain all

the rest of their lives, no longer competent to carry out anj

generous impulse which they may have. A moral enamel

comes over them ; so that, though they feel somewhat, there

is a disconnection between feeling and willing—between feel-

ing as a moral emotion, and willing organized as a power oX

action—between transient feeling and the embodiment of

feeling into character, which is the great end and drift ot

education in human life. This power of turning a momen.

tary emotion to a permanent benefit they have lost ; and when

they have lost that, they have lost all nerve.

Oh, how troublesome it is to have a hand so sensitive

that you cannot even let the sheet lie over it ! A cure for

that would be—to cut the nerves. Now the hand does not

suffer a bit—no, even if you put a needle into it, it does not

suffer. It is dead. It not only does not suffer, but it does

not feel. Yet, is that the best remedy for rheumatism ?

There are many persons who suffer from momentary

moral sensibilities ; and, as a cure for their suffering, they

deaden those sensibilities ; they paralyze them ; and at last

they become incompetent any longer to feel. Is that the best

moral cure ?

It may be said that such people had better not go to

church, then. Well, perhaps they may as well be there as

anywhere else, because they fill up. Alas, that I should say

it ! but I think there are persons here whose room would be
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better than their company—persons who have been here for

a score of years without being made any better, and have oc-

cupied room that would be more promising of good to some
others than it seems to be to them. Who they are I do not

Ivuovv, but God knows who they are. Perhaps you will make
the application for yourselves. There are persons here that

have outlived my power of doing them good. I may yet

amuse tliem, fascinate them vfith illustrations, and play upon
their imaginations ; I may, perhaps, feed their reasoning

power ; perhaps I may in some indirect way yet do them good,

make them more rational, make them more comiH-ehensive in

knowledge and in life ; but in respect to that which goes to

make men purer in high or low places in life—in that respect,

I fear they are past my medicament, past my administration.

Where persons have good impulses, but are feeble in carrying

them out, we see the wisdom of the divine ordination of

business, of society, of the family, and of the church ; for

there are persons who are like pea-vines that need to be

staked, in order that they may stand up. They have not

strength enough to support themselves. If they had not

something to lean upon, they would be beaten to the ground
by every rain. Many and many a feeble nature has power to

stand in allliance with a stronger nature, and to climb on a

stronger nature, and so to be saved instead of being lost.

Even the household does that for the individual which he

could not do for himself. So it comes to pass that persons

are not only virtuous but high-minded when at home, who,

when public duty takes them to Washington or Albany, sink

into the mire. About nine men in every ten cannot afford

to leave home. Their coarseness, their temper, their passions,

which at home are restrained by duty, by love, by various

influences, spring forth when they are abroad. The restraints

from vice and the inspiration of excellence being taken away,

having no root in themselves, they fall.

That which is true of the family, is Just as true of the

church, and of the great industrial influences of society,

which are so many crutches to hold up those virtues, oi

sources to furnish that stimulus, which men require, but

which they have not in themselves the roots to feed.
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Every one has also what may be called a soul-current,

and good impulses too often find themselves obliged to stem
that current. The settled habits of a man's nature are

flashed over by glowing impulses ; but these impulses have
no power as against the full current.

Look, for instance, at vanity. I do not mean that the

direct, the immediate operation of vanity, or that its imijulse,

is wrong: it is not wrong. The love of admiration, carried a

little too far, becomes vanity. The love of admiration is civ-

ilizing and Christianizing. The impulse, the desire to please,

and to seem pleasant to others,—to appear graceful, accom-
plished, kind,—is a good impulse ; and yet, vanity, as we
ordinarily speak of it, is a seeming in life. It is the sacrifice

of more valid things for the sake of seeming, in order to win
admiration.

Now, it is frequently the case, that a person's life may
have, more or less, a reference to admiration

;
yet he may be

brought under moral influences which lead him to feel how
much nobler self-sacrifice is than self-worship ; and while

he admires himself, under the influence of the tender feelings

of the soul he may say, " I will sacrifice that love which I

bear to myself, that self-love which covers me with appear-

ances. I perceive that it is ignoble and low, and I will over-

come it and live a higher life."

Have you asked leave? "Asked leave of whom? I

have asked God to help me." Yes, but have you asked leave

of habit—soul-habit ? You are now thirty yeai's of age, and

for thirty years you have been training a little despot in your

bosom ; and do you suppose that desjiot is going to take off

his crown and throw down his scepter because you have had

a flash of emotion ? Do not you suppose that vanity in you

laughs ; and do not you suppose that, if it could speak, it

would say, " Here is my /oo/ in church again to-day, going

through the same thing. I am not going to say anything.

Let her keep on." You go home, and the evening comes,

and friends call in. Up to this time, vanity has not dis-

turbed your solemn j^urpose. Your conscience has been in

the ascendency all day. But it is new. It is raw. It does

not know the ways of the soul. Vanity does, however ; and
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the very first thing that you find yourself doing in the

evening is something to attract observation , sonietliing to

draw forth praise. You find yourself assuming something

that is not real ; and then it is vicious. Ten thousand

things are half said, or said wholly, or not said at all, which

are little baits that vanity throws out to secure notice and

estimation and admiration. The next morning, you say,

*' What was it I heard yesterday that disturbed me so ? Oh,

I remember now. Well, I did mean to live a better life
;

but on sober second thought I do not know—I do not know."

"Yes. I will go," said the young man ; but he went not.

You had a glorious inspiration ; there lifted itself up before

your vision, on the Sabbath day, and under the discourse of

that man of God, a sense of the dignity, of the grandeur,

and of the reality, of right living ; and you looked upon the

ten thousand little pitiful tricks and lies and sinuosities of

vain living with contempt and regret ; and you said, " I will

augment myself: I will rise high above these things"; and

Vanity snickered,—and soon the feeling of aspiration was

all gone ! Yet, was it not a good thing to have ? Oh yes,

it was a good thing to have, and it was a bad thing to lose.

Or, take the man that is proud—the man who feels that

when God made him he had to rest ; the man who, reading

Job, where the Almighty says, " When I laid the founda-

tions of the world, where wert thou ? " has an answer ready,

and replies, " Right behind you." These men who enfort-

ress themselves in this rocky pride—it is very hard to give

them inspiration ; but they sometimes go through those rifts

which sickness makes—through those lightning rents which
misfortunes bring ; and they are sometimes brought into that

condition in which they have a severe conception of humility,

provided the key-note is high enough ; and there is this

thought in them :
" I did not think much of the sermon

;

but the truth was a truth of God ; and by Divine help I

intend to be humble." That is a gracious light, even though

it be flickering and pale. It is that which their souls need.

Therein to them lies the gate of salvation. Through some
such wholesome impulse as this they must escape out of the

thrall, out of the stony prison of their pride, where they lie
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eodungeoned. But alas ! the sober second thought comes,

and pride flies back again, iron-crowned and iron-shod, and
their impulse toward a noble life dies out. Even that im-

pulse was gracious. An impulse unexecuted has some benefit.

When, after long, long days of sailing during which no

reckoning has been taken by the lost mariner, there opens,

for half-an-hour, a rift in the cloud, he gets a view of the

sun, and instantly he takes an observation ; and then the

cloud shuts again. Ah ! but he has had an observation. The
days are dark, and the storm continues ; but he has had an

observation, and that is of great advantage. But how much
better it would have been if the storm had cleared away and
given him a calm sea and an unobscured sky ! Yet a momen-
tary observation was better than nothing.

Now, it is better than nothing for a bad man to have one

virtuous impulse ; it is better than nothing for a man in a

rocky field to find one place where there is soil and where a

handful of corn will grow and wave like the trees of Leba-

non ; it is a glorious thing for a man to know that there is

something in the world besides himself, and that he is not

omnipotent, omniscient, or omnipresent ; it is a good thing

for a man once in his life to feel little, and to know himself

as he is ; but how much better it would be if he could fix the

vision and turn it into character !

Many there are who admit that craftiness is wicked, but

their whole life has been a training in good-natured insincerity.

There are thief-like natures that bear the marks of what they

are upon them ; there are some men that it is conniving with

fraud to look at twice, as there are some men that no Avoman

could look at twice without the imputation of unchastity

;

but the most crafty men are not the men who are fox-like,

vulpine. There are thousands of men who are exceedingly

crafty, but over whose craft plays the fountain of good nature

and good fellowship. Their craftiness is sheathed. They
tell you pleasant stories, and say a thousand pleasant things.

When a farmer wants to catch wild turkeys, building his

pen in the woods, and digging his trench, he strews corn

along. He must be a miser who would grudge enough coin

to catch a dozen turkeys ; and crafty men must be mean and
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selfish indeed if tliey cannot s^sare enough disinterestedness

to catch you with. And so they bait themselves with good
nature, with jollity, and with wit ; and people say of them,

oftentimes, "Now that man has a great deal that is good
about him." Yes, it is ahouf him. There are men of whom
it is said, "Oh well, a man had better look out for him in

the end, but still he has very good qualities." He is a pleas-

ant fellow ; but under all his pleasantness there is craft.

I have seen mosquitoes. They are very delicately organ-

ized creatures. They have beautiful wings, looked at through

the microscope ; they sing a very sweet tenor ; and if you
notice how they sit down on you, nothing is more graceful.

Lighting, they hush their song; and it is not until they have

found the right place that they commence sucking your

blood. And there are men in the world that are just like

them. Blood is what they want. That is the reason of their

gauzy flight and their singing about you. Since it is blood

they want, they take the way to get it.

Then there are men who are not so had as this. There

are men who believe that the medium between honesty and

craftiness is the golden mean of life. They think that a

man must not be too honet.t or too crafty. They have an

idea that there should be a little craft with honesty, as there

is a little alloy in coin—just enough to make it circulate well.

That, they tliink, is wisdom. There are times when men,

under the inspiration of truth, and of a high ideal of

manhood, are filled with impulses of benefaction. Here is

a man who has built himself up, not by stealing, not by

wronging others, but by quarrying his own stone, and cutting

his own timber. He cheats no one, defrauds no one, but

helps and does good to many, and there is much in his life

that he can take satisfaction in ; and yet there are many
things in which he is conscious that he comes short. And
even the sneaking man of fraud has times when he is thor-

oughly ashamed of himself, and has no doubt that he needs

to be born again. Yea, such men in the sanctuary often

have lifted upon them such a light of heaven and of a better

nature and character, and they feel such a need of the divine

Spirit, that all their soul, for the hour, goes out in that
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direction. Oh, that the feeling could be condensed ! Oh,

that it could be kept ! But there is an old channel through

which it has been running ; that channel is not altered ; and

to-morrow, when life resumes its ordinary operation, the man
falls into the same soul-current again, and finds himself swept

away.

So there are men whose habitual current is that of greed,

avarice, stinginess ; and yet they are sometimes lifted above

their lower selves into the realm of their real, true, higher

nature. There comes a time when the community is moved
toward some great enterprise. The champion of that enter-

prise opens up the grand theme of its importance as a public

movement. A man listens ; and, while the discourse stirs

and stimulates him, under the influence of the speaker's voice

he says to himself, '* That is grand ! I will give five thousand

dollars to that." The meeting closes, and the audience dis-

appear, and on his way home he falls in with a neighbor, and

says, " That was a magnificent presentation ; it really touched

me ; and I made up my mind on the spot that I would give

twentv-five hundred dollars to this cause." He goes home,

and at the dinner table the subject comes up, and he says,

*' My dear, I think we ought not to let such impulses of

inspiration as we have felt to-day go empty ; and I have made
up my mind to subscribe a thousand dollars." On the morrow

he meets a friend, and says, " I am glad to see you, Saxton :

you and I ought to move in this matter. I have agreed to

give five hundred dollars." And when he comes to subscribe

he gives two hundred and fifty dollars ! He started at five

thousand dollars and stopped at two hundred and fifty—and

it was the grace of God that stopped him there ! While the

impulse was on him, nothing was too good and nothing was

too much to do for that object ; but the moment there was a

sober second thought his feeling was changed. Ordinarily

speaking, when men in this world have noble, generous, virtu-

ous, and self-denying impulses, the sober second thought cuts

them down, and brings them within the limits of a calculat-

ing secular life. One of the things which every young man
should know is, that the impulses of pride, of vanity, of

lust, and of low ambition, ought to be submitted to a sober
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second thought. Examine the malign impulses
;
put them

to the highest test ; bring the bottom of your soul into judg-

ment before the top of your soul ; and then determine what

is right and what is wrong : but, in regard to all disinter-

ested, self sacrificing, pure, Jieroic impulses, do not let any

sober second thought get at them if you can help it. It

almost invariably lops their branches, trims them down, and
hews them into the pitiful four-square timber with which we

build earthly houses. The higher feelings need all the help

you can give them, and the lower feelings need all the

restraint you can give them.

Blessed is the man who says, " I will not," but whose

conscience, when he thinks the matter over, is moved, and

whose sense of fidelity lifts him up out of his obstinate state,

so that he says, "'I will go"; and woe to those men who
say, " I go, sir, I go," but who, thinking about it, go not.

How many are there here who have been accustomed

to lay down in their households maxims of prudence which

tend to bear their children down, so that instead of being

a little lower than the angels, they are but a little higher

than brutes ! How many parents teach their children to

suspect virtue in any of its larger developments ! Why
should they not ? How many pulpits there are that teach

us the same thing ! How many times, when men mean
religion, do they hear from over-cautious ministers this

exhoi'tation : "Beware, lest you fall into seK-deception

!

Beware, lest you build on a false foundation !" Now, though

that is well meant, and admirable, see what it amounts to.

As if men were so liable to rush into heaven head-long as to

make it necessary to put cords on them and hold them, to be

sure of their not going too quick ! As if men were so intent

to build on foundations of faith and hope and love that one

should stand by and keep them from a too eager building of

spiritual houses ! As if the world were not drawing them
with fatal attraction downward ! As if all the maxims of

society—of business and of social life—did not tend to keep

men down

!

When, struggling through a mass of fuel, the flame shows

that the fire is kindled, and that it has found air passages.
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and that there is to be a grand blaze, suppose one should take

a poker, and say, " Let us see if this fire is well established,"

and should turn over the sticks, and shut up the air holes,

and then, when the fire went out, should say, " Yes, I told

you so : it was not well built. Jf it had been, it would not

have gone out."

That is very much as some deal with religious hopes.

When once hope begins to shine, they say, " Let us see if it

is not a false hope." Then, when they have put it out, they

say, " If it had been a true hope, it would not have died

out. It was not the hope of God."

It is as if there should be an infant just born, that did

not breathe, but in which there was a little palpitation, and

the doctor should say, " Well, put it on the shelf, and if it

is thoroughly born it will show by and by ; if it does not,

then evidently it is a false birth."

We do not so. The time of a man's weakness is the

time when he needs to be helpecf. The time when there

breaks in upon a sordid soul great, generous impulses is the

time for that soul to hold on to those impulses and develop

them.

A man hears me preach of a nobler, a divine life ; and

he says, " This sermon has done me a world of good, but I

will not carry it into effect now : I am going to China, and if

when I come back, a year from this time, I feel as I do now,

I will join the church." I shall not see you next year.

If there is a bit of hunger in you, feed it. If you have a

bit of aspiration, follow it. If there is one movement towards

more truth, more generosity, more justice, more seK-denial,

in you, call on God without waiting—without rising from

your seats. Begin and carry it out into something practical.

Go home and tell your wife. Tell your daughter and your

son. Speak of it to your friends. Speak of it to your min-

ister. The first dawnings of truth are the ones that men
ought to take care of. The first good impulses of men are

the ones that men should obey.

Christ is described as one who will not break the bruised

reed nor quench the smoking flax. The flax means the wick
;

and when it is first kindled you know how quiven'ng and
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flickering the flame is ; but so gentle is Christ that the least

beginning flame of a better life or of better resolutions he

will nourish. Even the harlot and the publican he will deal

so gently with that, if they feel the least spark of a desire to

reform, he will minister to it and feed it. And as Christ is

such a ministrant of help, all you have to do is to get

into sympathy and in accord with him, and look out for

the beginnings of things. Cherish every noble impulse,

every true feeling, every right ideal, and every high concep-

tion.

If men are afraid to go by grave-yards, for fear that here

and there some sheeted ghost will peer over the wall and
chatter at them, what would they think if out of every sep-

ulcher there should come up a peering, gibbering ghost, and
tiie yard should be full of pallid specters ? Who would go
past it under such circumstances ? And if God Almighty
should give resurrection to all the times in which you have
most solemnly entertained and enfranchised noble resolu-

tions, and then buried them ignominiously ; if he should call

up to your memory all the virtues, all the soul-fruits, which
have been drawn out of you by the Sun of Righteousness, and
which you have trampled under foot, who of you could stand
in vour own presence, or in the presence of any congrega-
tion ?

thou man, seized in the midst of thine affairs, and
thrown violently on a bed of tossing sickness, when all things
depended on thy guidance, didst not thou lift up blood-shot

eyes to heaven and call out, "God of my father and of my
mother ! spare me and I will serve thee " ? God heard your
prayer and brought you again to life : where is that ]3romise ?

''I will go," you said : have you gone? thou man that
didst promise to leave thy salacious ways, hast thou left them ?

thou who didst lift daily the cup of damnation to thy
lips, and didst promise God in the hour of enfranchisement
and vision of better things, hast thou fulfilled that promise ?

How many of us, if we should go back to times of distress,

and times of bereavement, and times of sickness, and times
of bankruptcy, and times of persecution, and times of vision,

could stand uj) in judgment before God and account for those
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periods in which the way was opened to the inspiration of

God ? The time for salvation came, and the sweet breeze

wafted from heaven was sent and was ready to carry thee, and
thou didst ignobly anchor.

It is no small thing for a. man, born of the earth, reared

upon the clod, beset by secular and downward- weighing

temptations, rooted in selfishness and pride, to be seized by
the other life, and have heaven open before him, and behold

God and all angelic forms, and be in love with them, so that

for the moment the soul rises to meet them ; and it is a very

serious thing for such a man to be false to God, false to

truth, false to duty, and false to himself.

Therefore I say to every man in my presence :—Do not

neglect the impulses to a nobler life. Do not put them away
from you. Do not prove dishonest and tricky with any of

those movements in yourself which indicate that the germ of

divine life is in you.

"A child is drowned ! a child is drowned !"— this is the

cry that goes through the whole village ; and the mother, well

nigh bereft of reason, dashes wildly out as they are bearing

the limp, helpless body, with long streaming hair, by her

door. The physician is sped for, and the neighbors are there.

"She's dead! she's dead! she's dead!" cries the mother,

''she's dead ! she's dead ! she's dead ! My only child ! my
only child ! my only child !" They would comfort her, and

they say, "Oh, do not be so despondent—do not be so

despondent." " Dead ! dead ! Those eyes will never see me
again. She's dead ! she's dead ! " And still the workers will

not give over. But at last they say, "Yes, she is dead."

Then, with a strange fantasy of opposition, the mother cries

again, " She is not dead ; she cannot be dead ; she shall not

be dead." And she lays hands upon her, and says, " I Jctiow

she is not dead." And she gazes in anguish, until a little

quiver is seen upon the lip, " Oh, my God ! she is not dead."

The eyes do not see, the ears do not hear, the hands do not

move, the heart cannot be felt ; but there is that little quiver

of the lip. "There's life there! there's life there! there's

life there ! " Yes, there is life there ; and now they come
again, and remedies are applied, and the still form quickens.
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and the mother's faith is rewarded, and she takes the living

child back to her bosom.

thou that hast in thee but the quiver of the lip, but

the trembling of the eye, but the faintest pulsation of the

heart, God, thine Everlasting Father, beholds it ; and he will

not break the bruised reed, nor quench the smoking flax, till

he bring forth judgment unto victory. There is victory for

you; there is hope for you: there is salvation for you. Oh,
despise not the striving of the Spirit. Begin, accept, hold

fast, and thou shalt be saved.
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PKAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

We rejoice, our Father, in looking again upon the face of the
earth. Thou art bringing forth abundantly thy blessings. Thou art

constant in thy providence. Through all the seasons thou art mani-
festing thy wisdom and the riches of thy goodness, and all things

show them forth. Even the branches that have stood barren now
clax> their hands with joy; and the whole heaven is serene, and full

of the fragrance of things that are breaking forth from their long
sleep. The earth doth rejoice in thee, and thy glory is in the heaven,
and thy handwork is upon all the earth.

O Lord, we rejoice in these external and visible things; but if we
could see all thoughts, all suggestions of thought and feeling, all

sweet emotions, all gladness, all gratitude, all grief, taking the color

of the Sun of Righteousness, and changing the darkness to light;

if we could behold what thy grace is doing In the many souls that

this day throng thy temples, ail the outward world would turn pale,

and would be colorless by the side of that glory which shows itself in

the souls of thy people. For all their knowledge of thee, for all

their faith of thee, for all their many clustering hopes in thee, we
render thanksgiving together this morning. We stand witnesses to

testify of the divine grace—of strength given us when it seemed that

we were to faint under our burdens. We bear witness of the joys

which have sprung up when we have seemed to be in the barren
wilderness. We render thee thanks that the very rocks have broken
forth at thy touch into springs. We render thee thanks that unen-
durable evils have been borne, and that the cross which threatened
to crush us has leut us its strength, and we have learned to make it

light. We have found, at last, the yoke easy. We have by faith

and perseverance made the burden light, lifted up by thy sustaining

grace.

O Lord, thou hast enlarged the bounds of the invisible world to

us, and circumscribed the visible. Thou hast taught us to put a
more just value upon the things which we see and handle, and to re-

duce them to their proper place. Thou hast taught us more and
more to be sure of things which are not seen—the substance of life;

to live by faith and not by sight. We rejoice that thou hast grant-

ed deep affections to thy people; that thou hast made their love to

their children, to their companions and to their friends around
them, so i^ure, so continuous, so strong, so full of fruit and bless-

edness; and when thy hand has been reached forth, and thou hast

pruned the over-luxuriant affections of the soul, we rejoice that

it has not been with wounds that cankered, and would not heal.

We rejoice that thou hast after a time caused men to know how
sweet is the bitter, how strong is the weakness, how multitudinous
is the withdrawing of blessings, how grand is the humiliation, how
victorious is the defeat. And so, when thou seemest to come to

judgment with thy people, hast thou not stood finally to interpret

thyself, and said : Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and
scourgeth every son whom he receiveth ; if ye endure chastisement

ye are children? O grant, if there be any who are under a cloud,
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if fhere be anj- who feel the thorn, and have not the grace which
should sustain them, that they may every one have patience to feel

that though for the present their trouble is not joyous but grievous,
' it shall work out in tbeui the peaceable fruit of righteousuess—peace
and a fruitful righteousuess.

We beseech thee that thou wilt grant that we may become
more heroic in the things that are right and true. May we no longer
think that religion is a garnish. May we no longer look upon it as a
decoration and an ornament. May it be the substance of our lives.

May we so consecrate all thought and the sources of thinking, all

power, all will, all affections, life, its treasures, its flights and its

ambitions, everything that is in us—may we so consecrate these to

goodness, to the God of all good, that our whole life shall be a relig-

ion. In our thoughts, in our feelings, in our most secret impulses,

may we still be in conformity to the divine law, so that whether we
eat or drink, or whatever we do, we may do all to the glory of God.
And we beseech thee that to all tliat are this morning gath-

ered together with the consciousness of divine goodness upon
them ; to all that are filled with secret joy and newly-opened
affections; to all those from whom have been taken away hin-

drances, and before whose way barriers have fallen ; to all those

who have been snatched from impending dangers, and whose diflB-

culties have been solved ; to all that have been brought hither with
solemn purpose of thanksgiving and gratitude thou wilt mani-
fest thyself, and grant to them not only the continuance of thy
providential blessings, but the sanetiflcation of them, and the enno-
bling of their gratitude and thanksgiving.

We pray that thou wilt inspire in all of us a continuous con-
sciousness of the unfailing goodness of God around us, above us,

beneath us—by day, by night—at home, abroad, everywhere. Open
in the heart the long sealed avenues of gratitude and sensibility to

divine goodness. May we wonder, and be filled full of gladness, at

the unvarying and long-suffering kindness of our God to us; and
rebuke that pride and that murmuring selfishness which look upon
all things in life as not good enough for us. May we bow ourselves

down in shame that we are so insensate, that we are so greedy, that

we become more and more so. and that we forget all the abundance
of the ever-flowing past and present.

We beseech thee that thou wilt grant not only that we may
have this experience for ourselves, liut that we may be light-bearers

to others. May there be given to us such a sense of God's presence
that others shall behold that we are walking in company with thee.

May we feel such overflowing joy that others may desire to be par-

ticipants of our joy. May we be so successful in overcoming weak-
ness and temptations that others shall be emboldened to walk in the

higher and better life. May we be so filled with the spirit of liberty

that others, thralled by various haV)its, shall rejoice to break their

bonds, and join the white-bannered host of God.
We beseech thee, O God, that thou wilt fill with sacred impulse

those who are appointed to teach, whether in high or in humble cir-

cumstances; and may their teaching be not of the lips alone, but
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even more of the overflowing disposition in the direction of good-
ness, of the restraint of the passions, of the well-ordered life, so

that men, seeing our good works, shall glorify our Father which is

in heaven.
Oh, for that day when men shall live, neither by envy, nor by

jealousy, nor by rivalry, nor by vanity, nor by selfishness, nor by
the appetites! Oh, fT that day when men shall eat the bread that

coraeth down from heavtu! Oh, for that day when there shall be
the strength, the omnipotence, of weakness; when the power of

God shall be discerned in virtue, in culture, in love, and in

mutual fidelities, and patieuce, and gentleness, and when the fruit

of the spirit, and not of the flesh, shall be felt in all our churches,

and among all those who profess to teach the way of God! Deliver

us from men filled with anger and passion in proclaiming Christ.

Deliver us, we beseech thee, from the misfortune of churches
filled with the smoke of contention and battle, preaching the king-

dom of divine meekness. Oh, for that day when true Jove shall

reign, and wake up truth, and arouse justice, and clothe itself with

all the power of God, and fill itself with all that is noble, and dis-

criminating, and clear-thoughted, and energetic! And yet within

all thought, and all energy, and all justice, may there reign supreme
the beneficent heart of God, the heart of love, that constrains every

fear, and encourages all in us that leads on to the final consumma-
tion of things, that is destined by and by to usher in a cleansed

universe where all pas^sion, and all hate, and all that works malice

shall have perished utterly, and goodness shall be glorious forever-

more. We long for that day. We pray for its coming. We look

eagerly for the signs of its approach. We pray for more and more
instruments, for more and more men. We pray that thy kingdom
may come, and that thy will may be done on earth as in heaven.

And to thy name shall be the praise. Father, Son and Spirit, ever-

more. Amen.

PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Otjk Father, we pray that thy blessing may rest upon thy truth.

We pray that it may search the heart and the conscience, and

approve itself to the understanding of every one. We pray that

thou wilt teach parents how to teach their children to grow up in

all nobleness. Teach us how to avoid a godless outward life, that

we may lead a spiritual inward life that tends to God. May all the

hours of this day be consecrated to goodness, and the joys that

spring from goodness. And bring us at last through sorrow and

through joy, through sight and through faith, through strife and

through thine own blessed immortality, to the kingdom of glory.

And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, shall be praises ever-

lasting. Amen.



SOWING AND REAPING.

" Who will render to every man according to his deeds : to them
who by patient continuance in well doing seek for glory and honor
and immortality, eternal life : but unto them that are contentious,

and do not obey the truth, but obey vmrighteousness, indignation

and wrath, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that

doeth evil, of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile ; but glory, honor,

and peace, to every man that worketh good; to the Jew first, and
also to the Gentile: for there is no respect of persons with God."—
RoM. ii., 6-11.

It was the habit of the Hebrew mind to regard God as

the immediate cause of all the phenomena of nature. The

winds were his breath. The lightning was the flash of his

eye. The thunder was his voice, or his footstep. The clouds

were his cushioned throne. His " voice" made the "hinds

to calve." He caused the grass to grow. He rolled the

rivers in their channels. Men had not learned that, though

this was true, it was true only mediately, and that the divine

power was to be, not the less, but rather the more, wonderful

when it should be found out that it was exercised through

secondary instruments

—

laws, as we now term them. And
as the visible and observable phenomena of life were supposed

to be the subjects of the immediate volition of God, so much
more was this supposed to be the case with those phenomena
that were a little mysterious and occult.

Then there was no knowledge of the human mind.

When a man had radiant thoughts, no person in the Hebrew
nation ever would have said that there was a wholesome

condition of the brain ; that there was pure and vitalizing

blood ; and that this was the strongest indication of the very

highest state of health. Rather, it was thought to be the

motion of God in and on the man.

You will discern, throughout the Old Testament, that, in

SUNDAY Morning, June 6th. 1875. Lesson : Matt. xx. 1-29. Hymns (Plymouth
Collection) : Nos. 199, 787, 1242.
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SO far as man was supposed to have a mind separate from the

inspirations of God, that mind was supposed to reside wher-

ever anything was felt ; and that idea is not worn out, and

probably never will be laid aside. We still speak of the

heart as connected with the affections, because the affections

increase the beating of the heart. We know that the brain

exerts an influence throughout the whole nervous system,

and quickens the circulation ; but still we shall never get

over using the expression that the heart increases the circu-

lation, though the heart has nothing to do with it—especially

as a residence and a cause. Violent pride had wrought its

effects; and we find the old Hebrews supposing the passions

to reside in the bowels, or in the reins or kidneys ; so rude

and ignorant were they of the first elements of psychology

and physiology.

We are not, therefore, to look in the Scriptures of the

Old Testament or of the New, for the particular phraseology

which belongs to a later, a modern period, and which has

assumed a scientific form. And yet the principles which we

now express scientifically were just as plainly expressed by

the Hebrews as by us, though with a peculiar phraseology

which belonged to their time and age.

When, therefore, it was said, " God is no respecter of

persons," it belonged to a system of speaking which said,

"God administers by universal and invariable laws." It was

said, "God is Just, and therefore he treats all men alike"

—

that is, upon the principle of justice. That is the equiva-

lent to our saying that "God, in administering by natural

laws, administers a universal government,—one which falls

alike upon all, in accordance with natural laws."

The substance is more unphilosophically stated in this

passage—the whole of it

:

"Godwin render to every man according to his deeds [what is

that but a declaration of the great law of cause and effect? What is

it but a declaration of the existence of that same constitution which

we philosophically call the constitution of law, and the invariable

consequence of law,—like cause producing like results, always and
everywhere?]: to them who by patient continuance in well doing

[to those who obey the great moral laws in the circle in which they

move; who do it not by littlcL,; who do it not occasionally; who do

it not feebly], seek [what? Momentary sensation? No, character
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and destiny] glory, honor, and immortality [to those who, regarding
the substance of their whole manhood, and of their whole lite, as
including both worlds, looking on themselves as heritors of immor-
tality, seek to do well], eternal life. [He will do it, no matter
who they are. He will do it to the Greek as well as to the Jew.
God had a covenant with his peculiar people; but it was not a cove-
nant that excluded anybody else who lived right.] But unto them
that are contentious [those who are combative, destructive, animal],
and do not obey the truth [that is, who do not observe the great
laws under which they live—for the laws of God are in the nature of
fundamental truths], but obey unrighteousness [violate the great
instincts, the great facts, the great boundary lines of rectitude],
indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of
man that doeth evil ; of the Jew first [as having the most light, and
as being therefore the most culpable], and also of the Gentile [as

being under the same great scheme of laws, and therefore not able
to escape] ; but glory, honor, and peace, to every man that worketh
good, to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile [or Greek ; the original
is Greek though it is translated Gentilc'\ ; for there is no respect of
persons with God."

To the Hindoos, who live according to the great laws of

morality and religion as they are revealed in nature, God will

render his reward. Here is an explicit declaration from the

inspired apostle that God will, first to the Jews, as the most
intelligent and advanced, render the remuneration of right

living, and the reprobation and penalty of wrong living
; but

if the Gentiles, who have no revelation, and no Christ, and
no clear sense of God, like the Centurion and Cornelius, yet

have reverence and seek righteousness, then God will render

to them the same remuneration as to the Jews ; for God is no
sectarian, and he does not shut himself up to any one

church. So that this is, when translated into our modern
habit of thought, a general declaration that we are living

under a moral government in which cause and effect work
just as they do in the other relations of life.

Now, men, in our time at least, have come to believe that
* in regard to the lower or physical world there is such a thing

as immutable cause and invariable effect, and that no man
can hope to have either life, or health, or strength, or skill,

or success, who has not an ordinary knowledge of what the

laws of cause and eifect are, and who does not yield a reason-

able degree of obedience to those laws. We understand per-

fectly well that the enjoyment of bodily life depends upon
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the observance of natural laws ; and we never expect, there-

fore, that a man who transgresses the great laws of rest can

be a healthy man. It is familiarly said, in the popular phrase-

ology, "You cannot play owl and hawk both. Work all day

and watch all night, will kill anybody." It may seem a very

simple illustration ; nevertheless, there is no man who does

not know that the condition of his health is that he shall

have sleep in its time, food in its time, rest in its time,

recreation in its time, and warmth in its place. Men do

not consider it a thing problematical at all ; for, although in

different constitutions the effects of natui-al law are relative,

—so that a very strong constitution can bear more than one

that is not strong, so that one person can expose himself more

than another, the penalty therefore differing in degree and

varying in amount, according to the strength and vigor that

belongs to one and another,—yet the truth is universally rec-

ognized that health depends upon a reasonable observance

of hygienic laws—laws of the physical world in which we are

placed, and on which our exertions depend.

Well, we have learned more than that. Men have come
to believe, with equal certainty, that there is a connection

between cause and effect in what is called " getting on " in

this world. By "getting on" we mean so far subduing the

great natural laws of the world to our uses as to raise up

round about us the physical means of existence and enjoy-

ment. This includes the great industrial kingdom. Haply

our life comes in the temiaerate zone where nature supplies

those who solicit, but not those who are indolent. One of

the earliest lessons that we receive is the lesson of industry
;

because everybody believes that there is a great law on that

subject. " Nothing venture, nothing have." " He that will

not work shall not eat," Paul said ; but the climate said it

before Paul did. Nature says it
—" He that will not work,

shall not eat." It is not meant exactly so, because there are

"gentlemen" who do not work, and do eat. By a, genfleman,

I mean, a man who does not do anything. The American idea

of a gentleman is, very nearly, a man who has been left with

property, and who therefore does not need to do anything

except to dress well, and to behave pretty well, and to move
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around in life easily, not soiling his hands, not distempering

his body, contributing nothing, keeping within proper

bounds, and on the whole being a very nice, respectable,

excellent man. But he will not work, and he shall not eat.

Well, he is eating the fruit of somebody else's work ; be-

cause there is a vicarious element in all life. A child may
eat on account of his parents' industry as well as his own.

Yet the law stands, comprehensively, and men believe in it,

that he who is going to prosper must work. We teach our

children so from the beginning ; and those children who are

fortunate enough to be born poor learn this as one of the

fundamental laws of i^rosperitj?—that one must exert himself

if he expects to be happy in this life. We point to the vaga-

bond, to the broken down fragments, to the potsherds and
remnants, in our institutions, and say to our children,

" Tliat is whac you will come to. if you do not work."

So that industry is one of the great natural laws. Men
say of activity, '' That is a law which you must obey, or you

never will be anything." We all understand that there is a

great distinction, not in the conventional ideas of things, but
in the law of things, between carelessness and carefulness

;

between foresight and heedlessness ; between frugality and
wastefulness. Men must consider others. If they are going
to succeed industriously in this life, they must work with

others. Cooperation is the basis of such success ; and, to a

certain extent, selfishness makes every man benevolent. If

he looks only upon his own things, if he is greedy, if he is

sly and crafty and dishonest, so that all who come near him
feel that he has absorbed something from them, it will turn

men away from him and leave him solitary. He knows
this; and therefore he understands that it is wise for. him, if

he would succeed in life, to cooperate with others. So men
come to learn that order, diligence, intelligence and per-

severance are great laws which are ordained, not by society,

but by God ; that they belong to the course of nature ; and
that those who faithfully observe them will succeed—will

succeed, that is, in that sphere to which these laws apply.

It does not follow that because a man is industrious, and
therefore creates a good deal ; that because he is frugal, and
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therefore saves a good deal, and wastes nothing ; that be=

canse he is orderly, and therefore connects the present with

the future, and continually accumulates—it does not follow

from these reasons that he will reap anything more than he

can reap in that sphere to which those laws belong which he

is observing. Of this I shall have occasion to speak again.

In regard to society, there is also a theory for that.

Though there are a great many things in society that men
consider to be conventional—as they are

;
yet there are cer-

tain great elements which everybody regards as indispensable

to success in society. We say that every man is free, but

that no man's freedom is to be allowed to interfere with the

like freedom of another. What is the result of it ? For the

sake of the advantage which comes from living together,

men say, " I will give up a little, I will retrench, I will hold

in, I will forbear ;" and if you forbear, hold in, retrench, and

give up a little, and everybody else does the same thing,

society will grow and prosper. This is agreed to by all. But

it was never put to vote. You might as well say that mar-

bles in a tumbler vote to occupy but so much room, and to

touch each other only at such points. It is a part of the

necessity of things ; it belongs to that nature which God

gave to men in society—namely, that among men living

together there should be certain great society laws, social

laws ; and that if men observe them they thread their way

through society, reaping its benefits, while, if they disobey

them, they reap hindrances, frowns, penalties on every side.

Thus society laws come up.

Now, the laws of society seem to be conventional ; but

where men, living together and carrying on any branch of

industry, have corne to find out that they cannot succeed

unless such and such courses are invariably pursued, a law

springs up which was first enacted by God, or else there

would not have been that necessity. The development of

that law is not the creation of it, but only the discovery of

it ; for the laws which are imposed by one on another, and

which enforce temperance, and peace, and respect for prop-

erty and character, and great social duties, are not created

by men. They find them out by living without them, and
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feeling the inconvenience, and work their way into them

little by little ; and they construct a principle, and give it

the form of enactment ; but that enactment, though passed

by a legislature, and though discovered by human intelli-

gence, was divinely discovered, and was a divine enactment

long before. Those laws which govern the existence of so-

ciety are as much natural laws as the law of gravity, the law

of electricity, the law of light, or the law of the motion of

fluids.

Men haye come to recognize this ; and therefore we say,

"That man was foolish. He might have known that such a

course would have led to such results. He might have

known that he could not pursue such a course in a business

community and succeed. He has got what he deserves. He
was a fool, and he brought it on his own head." These things

are common. Men recognize that, in regard to their physical

self, their social self, and their society self, there are certain

courses or laws which, if they obey, benefit them, but

which, if they disobey, hurt them.

Now, the question is. Does this organization of life upon

certain definite laws, so that there are causes and effects

that are constant, and that may be found out and calculated

upon,—does this extend beyond the physical realm into moral

elements ? Is a man's moral conduct, is right and wrong, in

the largest sense of that term, under just this same constitu-

tion ? Men have supposed that God governed the physical

world by immutable laws, and that to a certain extent, as

society was made up of physical elements, these laws extended

into society ; but that as you rose higher, where faith, and
conscience, and hope, and benevolence, and devotion, and
obedience to God have their sway, God became a direct

personal Administrator, and that here there were no such

great causes and effects. It has been thought that a man
might disobey all the great canons of right, and not run

against the inevitable effects of such violated causes. It has

been thought that men might live lives of sin and iniquity,

and, by a lucky dodge, just at the end of life, whisk into

heaven, and be as well off as though they had, on earth, been

virtuous and good. Men have supposed that there was some
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exorcising power in repentance, or some pardoning power of

the priestly-organized Church, or some power revealed in the

Gospel, by which men who had lived all their lives long in

the violation of moral laws might be as well off at the end as

though they had not violated them. They have supposed

that a man who had during his whole life been cheating his

neighbors might, at the point of death, like the thief on the

cross, say, "Let me in," and be let into heaven, and be

about as good as the others that were there. It has been

supposed that a man who had been all his life |iouriug out

hideous passions on men, and destroying them, might, at the

last moment, when sickness had lowered the tone of his

blood, and when he had repented, step off and in, and fare

as well as though he had been a virtuous saint—a pure about

virgin. Men have an impression that, in regard to all these

great laws which touch character and disposition, there is a

different administration.

Now, I hold that there is no part of a man that is not

under the administration of divine, and therefore of natural,

law. The conduct of the reason, the conduct of the taste,

the conduct of the moral sentiments—of right and wrong in

their most ineffable forms—are subject to the same adminis-

tration. These elements are all part and parcel of that great

organized system of law which is the right hand of Jehovah.

He administers high and low, and everywhere ; and, under

his administration, obedience to law carries remuneration on

the one side, and violation of law carries jjenalty on the

other side ; and no repentance, no supposable change, no

compensation, will ever prevent any man from reaping what

he sows. It will make a gi'eat difference whether or not a

man repents at the last hour, in respect to the beginning of

his career in the other world,—that is to say, he may by

repentance., if it be genuine and comprehensive, secure the

opportunity for a start in the other world ; but the man who
lives here on a low plane, dying, even though he goes

through the gate of repentance into the future life, begins

Just as low there as he ended here. The difference between

him and those who are good and noble will be Just as great

there as it is here, and will be apparently greater, because
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the clear discernment of the moral faculties will disclose his

condition as it never was disclosed here. It will make all

the difference in the world how a man lives, in regard to these

things.

But in the larger realm of the moral faculties, which

constitute the higher nature, men are skeptical about the

prevalence of law. They do not believe that a man's pros-

perity is dependent upon cause and effect in moral elements

as in physical elements. They think if a man puts all his

power into his business, and is continuous therein, though he

may be very selfish, very proud, very passionate, very corrupt,

it will not make much difference. They think that if he at-

tends faithfully to his business that is all that is necessary.

Now, the complexity of man is such that we are obliged

to admit that men are often reaping the fruit that belongs to

one department of life, without reaping anything above that.

A man may be in the enjoyment of perfect health, and yet

be corrupt in moral elements ; and we may say in respect to

such men, as Christ said in respect to the Pharisees, who
made long prayers on the street-corners :

" Verily, they have

their reward"—such as it is. They get what they seek

—

human praise ; but that is all they do get, and they get it

with its accompanying deprivations and losses. A man may
be as proud as Lucifer, and yet, if he observes the laws of

physical health, he will get his reward—that is physical

health. He will not get anything higher than that, but he

will get that.

If a man aims to be happy simply by receiving the social

kindness or good-will of his fellows, he does not ask intel-

lectual appreciation, nor does he ask to move in the sphere

of ambition It is sufiBeient for him in the lower relations

of social life, where he finds himself to have the appreciation

of his neighbors. He may be perfectly kind ; he may be,, to

tliose who know him only in those relations, genial and good,

—and he will reap his reward accordingly.

Aaron Burr was to his servants and those about him per-

sonally very genial, very gentlemanly, very considerate ; and

yet, that was not where he sought reward. He got it there,

by reason of this personal quality, but all above that was
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vitiated by the essentially corrupt moral tendency of uis

whole nature. I doubt not that Benedict Arnold was, in

regard to many social qualities, very much esteemed ; but, in

his hiffher and nobler relations, he was not.

A man may be without any Christian quality, and yet be

a healthy man ; a man may be without any eminent moral

traits, and yet be a kindly man in his neighborhood ; but no

man can have the whole of himself, no man's nature can be

lifted above the animal and social to that which constitutes

essential manhood in civilization, and to the play of those

faculties which make him divine, unless he obeys the laws of

all the spheres through which his life passes, and to which

he belongs. Down low in a man is the animal ; but it is not

enough that he regards only animal laws. Next higher is

the social ; but it is not enough that he regards simply the

social and the animal. Still higher is the intellect ; but it is

not enough that he regards merely the intellectnal, the social

and the animal. Then there is the ethical ; but it is not

enough that he regards the ethical, the intellectual, the social

and the animal. It is not enough that a man regards the

great secular laws under which he is placed. Higher than

these is the moral nature, the true manhood—the noblest

efflorescence of human life. The highest experiences, the

choicest specimens, the richest and ripest fruits, must be se-

cured, as well as these lower blessings.

There are some trees whose very roots taste good,—as the

sassafras. There are other trees whose bark and leaves and

roots taste bitter, but whose fruit is good, as the apple, the

pear, and the cherry. Now, a man is bitter of root, he is in-

sipid of bark, and the pleasant fruit of his life comes in the

last developments—in the final stages. The distinctively re-

hgious elements, the sentient parts, wherein happiness chiefly

lies, are the latest results of right living.

So then, if men think that in this life happiness or un-

happiness is dependent upon external circumstances, and not

upon internal character, they deceive themselves ; and yet,

that is a mistake which is constantly being made. Men wish

to be happy, and they perceive that the reason why a great

many men are unhappy is the want of property. They have
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not enough to kee]i the wolf from the door. Thongli tliey

have cliaracter and insight, they are obliged to submit to

many servile, painful courses of conduct in their relations

with those who are arrogant above them. So, from an in-

stinct that is not ignoble at all, every man says, " Let me be

independent. Let me not be anybody's slave. Let me not

be obliged to spend all my time in feeding my mouth. Give

me leisure and opportunity for manhood." And. he goes to

work to gain property. But just as soon as a man begins to

work for property, it becomes a game. Where society is or-

ganized as it is with us, business is sharp and competitive

;

and, aside from the ambition to acquire property, comes also

the feeling of rivalry ; and each man measures himself with

other men about him ; and men are perjietually striving

against each other. And under the stimulus of this element

of competition, life being regarded as a game, nobody sup-

poses that he is any less happy because he misstates his inten-

tions,—as, in a game of chess, letting his opponent think that

he is bearing down witii all his forces on certain men, while

in fact he is seeking to checkmate him on another part of the

board. As, in a game of chess, nobody thinks any harm is

done by the exercise of craft in that way, so men think crafty

devices in business are all right. And they say, " Well, to

be sure, I put him off his guard; I turned the switch when
he did iiot know it ; and he thought so and so : I did it ; I

did it." Men rejoice in their smartness, and tell of their

little tricks and sti'ifes, of their crafts and conflicts, in-

dulged in with each other. They come into life and deal

with their fellow-men as if they were mere pawns, chessmen
on a board, and as if it made no difference to them, so that

they got on ; so that they were fed ; so that they all the

time got a little more, and a little more, and a little more.

They receive admiration and praise. They are young and
healthy. The excitement goes on, perhaps, until they are

fifty years of age. They have become very ricli. It dawns
on them at last that the time has come for them to enjoy

their wealth. They do not want to heap up property end-

lessly. Then comes the question of happiness. You have

got rich; you have gained what you sought: vhy are you
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not happy ? You have succeeded in life, in one sense
;
your

circumstances are all propitious ; but are the men who
have favorable circumstances about them in life the men that

are really happy ? Take your own observation about this.

You can count up the men in your neighborhood that have

succeeded without the development of the moral elements

that are in them ; and do you find that they are singing men?
Are they usually joyful ? They have their reward, such as it

is. What have they done ? They have complied with the

great laws of industrial life, and they have achieved industrial

success. They have got that, and they have got it by obey-

ing those laws. But now they want something besides tliat.

Having been obedient to industrial laws, and having been

disobedient to social laws, they want social laws to give them
something.

A man has violated the social laws, and he has a bad

name. People say of him, " Why, he is the man who turned

that widow out : she was a tenant of his. It was just ; oh,

yes, it was just ; but it was inhuman." " Tiiis is the man
who, when he was guardian of his brother's children, was

so blessed by Providence that when they came of age they

got nothing. He was an honest man, to be sure
;
you could

find nothing wrong on his books ; everything looked right

;

only they got nothing, and he became richer and richer."

" This is the man who. when there was a bankruptcy, hap-

pened to know it first ; and here were his confidential friends,

they had been endorsing one another's paper, and working in

one another's interest,—and he shot away, and rushed to the

spot, and scooped in all the assets. He came back, appa-

rently innocent, and ignorant of what had happened ; but

they found it out very quick. He sacrificed their interests

to his own, grabbed everything, and left them in the lurch."

You may not be able, exactly, by a law of society, to

bring that man to judgment ; but that is not the question.

He was not acting in an industrial and commercial sphere

;

he was acting in the social sphere. " Thou shalt love thy

neighbor as thyself," says the commandment. "I won't,"

says the man. Well, then don't ; but if you violate social

law you must take the penalty—and penalties do not always
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come immediately. They hold over ; they accumulate ; they

wait. There is nothing so patient as violated laws, waiting

for peoalties to be sent by and by.

Here was a man who was so strong in obedience to indus-

trial and physical law that everybody stood out of his way

and admired him, and everybody saw that, as far as he went,

he got his reward. By and by, the time came when he

wanted respect and consideration ; but the boys in the street

hooted after him ; and, though the neighbors treated him,

perhaps, with an assumed kindness, he was made to feel that

of all who were around him there was not one—that there

was not a day-laborer nor a poor seamstress—who could not

command more disinterested affection than he : and he felt

it, and he said, " I believe in total depravity. Men are

brutes, and have no sense ; they act in cliques, and are

proud and ugly." That is to say, when there is a thorn-

hedge along the border of a precipice, and a man runs into

it and he gets scratched, he curses thorns and says they

are nuisances in creation. This man has violated social

law : but because he has kept the commercial law, the in-

dustrial law, and the physical law, he claims the fruits of

obedience to social laws which he has never obeyed. During

all the commerce of twenty-five or thirty or forty years in

which the man has been laboring, he has rendered no obe-

dience to moral laws, in the higher sense of the term. He
has been without God and without religious hope in the

world. He has had a certain toleration for men—that is, he

has let them go, indifferently. Nobody is so intolerant as a

man who does not care a snap about anything. A man who
does not believe in religion, does not care whether you are a

Baptist, a Methodist, a Presbyterian, an Episcopalian, a

Roman Catholic, or anything else. He tolerates you. In

other words, he does not care—that is all. There are men
living in this world who leave religion to other people ; but

when it comes in their way, woe be to it. Such a man, when
there are great elements of success that he wants to secure,

and liis way lies right across the great law of justice, says,

" Justico ! Do you suppose I am going to lose a fortune of

five hundred thousand dollars for the sake of a mere whim-
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sical idea of justice ? I know my own interest, and I am no(

going to stand in my own light." Many a man will sacrifice

the law of humanity, not ouce or twice, but many times, if

he can bottom his prosperity on its violation. There are

some who rake up their money by courses which wring tears

and blood from men, and destroy them ; they know it

;

and when you charge it ujion them, they say, " Sentimental-

ism ! sentimentalism ! Business is business—business is

business. I have got rich ; and do you suppose that God
would have let me get rich, if I had been doing anything

that he cared about ?"

This one gets to be a hoary old man ; he is worth twenty

millions of dollars ; and, if you listen to him at midnight,

it will be as it was with an eminent financier whom T

knew, but who has gone now—I do not know where—and

who was heard in the night, tossing in his bed, to say,

" Oh God ! I wonder when it will be morning." He could

have commanded, the next day, ten millions of dollars ; but

he was a poor, miserable wreck of humanity, whose clutching

hands had become thin like a hawk's, who still had a sense

of money, who yet was sagacious, and was looked up to and

counseled with in the directory. He was an efficient man,

and was called one of our ''princes'' ; but he was a miser-

able wretch, notwitiistanding. He loved nobody, and nobody

loved him. He bought all the kindness he received. He
knew there were harpy heirs who cursed God that he lived

so long. He knew that he must leave his money. The Lord

had put the desert of Sahara in his heart—sand, sand ; and

not a whit less sand because it was gold sand. A young man
says, " You tell me that a man cannot prosper in this world

unless he obeys the great laws of God : now look at that man !

He died worth twenty millions of dollars ; and he probably

has not darkened the door of a church for the last twenty

years. The only time he is known to have gone into a church,

he went in feet first ; and yet, see how he prospered. Look

at his success."

Well, that man succeeded in just the part of himself

where he did obey natural laws ; and in that part where he

violated them, he suffered. He suffered for the want of that
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element of manhood without which we arc lean as sharks.

In that part where the heart lies, and that joins a man to

his fellows; in that part where affection unites with affection,

and makes that undertone of joy, that anthem of life, which

flows through all virtuous society—there he stepped out,

hroke the string, and his harp was tuneless. In that direc-

tion, he had no life. He did not miss it in the activity of

business ; but it was lost, nevertheless. He did not miss it

until he came to make up the inventory of his life ; and,

even then, he did not know what was wanting. Then he felt

the lack. " Other men," he said, " are happy : why not I ?

Other men enjoy themselves; why not I?" Because happi-

ness, joy, was the price you paid for money. You coined

your affections, and gave them for gold,—and gold you

have got. You should have planted them in heaven, that

they might sprout there ; but, instead of that, you plucked

them up by the root. You have been so afraid of generosity

that you have grown avaricious. You have been so afraid of

wasting benevolence that you have severed every tie that

connects you with your fellows. You have succeeded in the

lower departments of life, and you are admired as a rich

man ; but nobody admires you as a man. You stand with-

out friends and without friendship. What summer is with-

out birds, without flowers, without fragrance, and without

the dews of night, that is a man without good will and the

cordial sympathies and affections of his fellow men ; and the

poorest man that walks the streets of New York or Brooklyn

on whom everybody smiles, and to whom little children run

and hold up their little hands and sweet faces, is richer than

the man who is weighed down with gold, but whom every-

body scorns, and whom people point at, saying, "Old hunks!

old hunks!"
There are many young men who, from want of exj.eri-

ence, from want of reflection, from want of proper instruc-

tion, suppose that a man has succeeded simply because he

has gained the things which he sought in the lower depart-

ment of physical and industrial laws, though in the realm of

social and intellectual and moral elements he has comjiara-

tively failed, and life has become a desert to him.
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Let me say, still further, here, tliat we misjudge the

potency, the universality, and the inevitableness of this ad-

ministration of law in the great kingdom of morality, if we

suppose that men who succeed in life succeed by the things

in which they are corrupt. Why, certainly, when a man
breaks into my house and steals four or five suits of clothes,

as well as what little silver he can lay his hands upon (I have

not much), and many little conveniences, and carries them
to the pawnbroker's, and pockets the money, and is worth

two or three hundred dollars more than he was, he succeeds

—undoubtedly he succeeds ; and if that were the whole of his

life, stealing would be successful : but, in judging of the suc-

cess of this thief, you must take into account what is the

average enjoyment and prosperity of thieves. Do thieves

prosper, so that men can be accounted men wdien they be-

come thieves, because they are prosperous ? They do prosj^er

in a certain way ; but still, stealing is a bad trade. Every

man who is a thief will bear witness, at last, that stealing is

a hard master. Generally speaking, men that steal have a

certain malformation. They are organically misformed.

The defect can be overruled and restrained ; but, if it is

allowed to go without restraint, it will lead a man to mis-

chief. And it is not a sufficient excuse for a man who goes

wrong to say that he was born witli a propensity in that

direction. When a man is physically deformed, he is not

satisfied to remain so, if he can help it. If a man is born

with a club-foot, he is not proud of it, and he does not say,

"I am going to make the most of my club-foot." On the

other hand, he goes to the surgeon, and says, " Can't you cut

the cords on one side, and twist it around and make it like

the other ?" If a man is cross-eyed, he does not glory in it

;

it is a cause of sorrow to him ; and he asks if an oi)eration for

strabismus cannot be performed which will straighten his

eyes. But when a man is unduly biased in a given direction,

men say, " Oh, if he was born so, he is not to blame." Not
to blame ? He is not to blame, if he cannot remedy it ; but

if he does not try to remedy it, he is to blame. Every man is

to blame who has an evil passion which he could restrain but

which he does not restrain. If a man would have the whole
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of himself, and experience a happiness with which the ordi-

nary happiness of men is not to be compared, he must obey

all tiie great divinely ordained laws of life.

Now, as it is in such single instances, so it is all the way
through life. There have been, in our history, not a few

instances of apparent success in men who were flagrantly

Immoral. They came to great power and influence. They
acumulated suddenly very large amounts of treasure. They
had, such as it was, notoriety, which they called popularity.

Living several years in a successful outward career, they

destroyed the faith of hundreds and hundreds of young men,

who said, referring to them, " Well, now, there is palpable

evidence that a man does not need to be honest to succeed,

and that a smart man does not need to consider any of these

moral scruples." But I aver that in no instances where men
have come to a success that ran through a series of years,

have they come to it at the point where they disobeyed law.

They came to it invariably at those points where they obeyed

law. It was a success that followed obedience in the lower

sphere where it had its roots ; and when these men came to

disaster, it was a disaster which resulted from their disobedi-

ence of the higher social and moral laws ; and I will point

you to the men who have prospered, being wicked, as authen-

tic evidence of the truth of what I preach to you. They
have their reward. They that sow to the flesh reap of the

flesh ; and those who sow to the spirit shall reap of the

spirit. They that sow to the lower commercial life reap the

rewards which belong to that lower life ; but when by devel-

opment a man comes up to where his head reaches the

higher sphere of social life, of moral life, and of religious life,

then he will perceive the real prosperity which he has gained

by obedience to law. Then he will see the fruit of that

nature which opens late, and which, without some higher

food, will be impoverished and will starve. For prosperity

that is based on virtue all round may come slow, but it will

come to stay ; and prosperity which comes by only a partial

obedience to the lower spheres of natural law, and violates

all the others, if it comes fast, does so because it is in a

hurry to go. Righteousness does exalt a nation, and establish
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the individual ; but unrighteousness is folly and miscalcula-

tion. What a man sows, that he reaps. He that sows to

his lower life will reap all that that lower life has in it to

give him—and that is not a great deal. He that sows to his

higher life will reap that which will make him an honest,

noble, rich toned man.

Man is built kingdom over kingdom ; he is built for

this world ; he is built for the world beyond ; he is built to

take care of his bodily wants, and neighborhood wants, and

society wants ; and then he is built for the enjoyment of

spiritual blessings, and for the companionship of " the just

made perfect." He is born for life in the family, in the

neighborhood, in the State, in the nation, in the world, in

eternity ; and nobody is living wisely who does not look at

his life, and say, "What are the laws, high and low,—bot-

tom, intermediate and superior,—which God has enjoined

upon me, and which, if I obey, yield me a reward ; so that,

if I obey at the bottom, I get a reward there ; if I obey

higher up, I get a reward from that point down ; and if I

obey at the top, I get a reward from the top to the bottom ?

Life becomes richer and is augmented if you build for the

top ; but if you build for the bottom, and not for the top,

life becomes poorer and poorer, and ends in eclipse and dis-

aster.

Let no man, then, deceive you. Let no man suppose that

he can sow to the flesh and reap of the spirit.

This leads me to consider the only other point which I

shall make this morning—namely, that one of the most com-

mon things which we see in life is an attempt to cheat Piovi-

dence and outwit God. Men, for instance, who are frivolous

and giggling, think that if wlien they are under observation

they are sober men, nobody will know them, and that so

they will get the credit of sobriety. Men who in private in-

dulge themselves in all manner of cheating, but who carry

religious tracts in their hands above-board, think that they

will be considered good, excellent, reliable Christian men.

Men whose business calls them to counterfeiting, to forgery,

to all manner of evil, sensuous, lustful courses, think that if

they only wear robes of righteousness on Sunday, and appear
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iu church, and look devout, and talk the sounding phrases

of religion, nobody will know it. In other words, men be-

lieve that it is possible for them, living in one sphere, to reap

the reward of another sphere ; living down there, to gather

fruit up there ; to be vicious, and wear the crown of virtue
;

to be corrupt, and have the remuneration of purity
;
to be

deceitful and rotten, and to throw over their corruption so

fair an exterior that they shall have that respect which

is accorded to true and large men.

There is but one person deceived by adopting such a

course as that, and that is the fool who does it. God is

not cheated or deceived. What a man soweth, that shall he

reap. If a man sows Canada thistles, he will reap Canada

thistles ; and the reaping is a very different thing from the

sowing. The man who sows to appetite, though appetite be

hedged in by double and triple walls, nature reveals it. He

who lives for pride cannot hide pride. He who lives for

craft has craft oozing out of him. He who lives for deceit

and meanness, and is without natural affection, will sooner

or later have God's sheriffs out after him. No man violates

any of the great laws of conscience, rectitude or religion, in

whom first or last it is not disclosed, and who first or last

does not reap the fruit of the violation of those laws which

he breaks and pretends to keep. You can circulate bogus

among men, but not in the spiritual realm. No man can

live on pretense, or anything but realities ;
and oftentimes so

powerful are realities Uiat though in one sphere a man may

live on pretenses, and may be carried along a certain way,

yet, after all, it is where he does obey, and where he is what

he seems to be, that he has currency, in spite of those re-

spects in which he is insincere and corrupt and rotten.

The word of God standeth sure. Truth vindicates itself.

No man is so strong or so large that, first or last, things do

not seem as they are in the sphere where he lives ;
and the

art of putting false appearances upon things, of putting vir-

tuous color on vicious courses, of putting pretensions of

right character upon a bottomless gulf of ignominious self-

ishness and pride—this, from the day of Cataline to our day,

has always been a delusion, and will never succeed, because
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God is against it, and nature is against it, and time is against

it, and all honest men are against it. First or last, God,

nature, time and mankind will gain the \dctory, and lies

shall be lies, and deceits shall be deceits, and rectitude shall

be rectitude. "Patient continuance in well doing" does

bring "glory, and honor, and immortality;" and. they " that

are contentious, and do not obey the truth, but obey un-

righteousness," shall inherit "indignation and wrath, tribu-

lation and anguish," every soul of them.

Therefore I say to you, my dearly beloved, believe that

the truth is, after all, your best shield ; believe that obedi-

ence is the best wisdom ; believe that all tricks which involve

sjDecious pretenses, and all courses that involve not rectitude

but appearances of rectitude, are full of damning retribu-

tions, and end in precipitous, abysmal horrors such as should

warn every man. Seek truth. Seek virtue. Be patient

therein. Believe that you are living in a multiplex sphere.

Believe that it is not enough to obey laws which relate to the

body, to society, to industry, to commerce, or to any of the

professions. You must live with a knowledge that the laws

which relate to you through time and through eternity are

working together for your good, or that their penalties will

run down on you for your harm. That is the reason why
every man should take heed to the Word of God, and cleanse

his way. And if the Word of God shines over all the spheres

here and hereafter, above all it reveals this : that God never

loses you out of the sight of his eye. More watchful than

any mother for her babe, more watchful than any pilot at

the wheel, more watchful than any sentinel that looks out at

night for danger, the great eye of God watches you ; and he

that gives himself to God, and says, morning and night,

" Thou God seest me ; search me, God, and try me ; know
me ; see if there be any evil way in me "

; he that lives as in

the sight of God, will live perhaps slowly at first ; but with

accelerated step, surely, at last, and gloriously, he will unfold

a grandeur, as the body decays, which will break out finally

into the fullness of its light, when he stands in Zion and

before God.
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PRAYEE BEFORE THE SERMON.

Thou art ever with us. Thou dost not need to be sought as if

thou wert hidden in a secret place. Nor need we call out aloud to

thee as if thou wert afar off. Our Father, thou dwellest where we
dwell. We are enwrapped by thy thoughts. We move by thy pro-
pulsion. All life is of God, and all the springs of our life are of
thee, and all that gives us our fullest manhood is breathed upon
us from the divine presence. We rejoice that thou art so familiar
with us, though we are not familiar with tliee. We rejoice tliat it is

not that which we return that brings forth continued blessings; for
we are upon thine hands as little children upon the lap of the
mother who loves from her own fullness, and not from the requital

of the babe. Thou, out of thy bounty, out of thine ineffable and
endless compassion and pity and love, dost pour forth upon us, not
according to our asking, not according to our deserving, but accord-
cording to our need, and according to the fullness of the divine
supply.

O Lord our God, we desire to rise above the limitations of our
own selfishness, and all those conditions on which men act. We
desire to come into the consideration of thy nature, and the fullness

and gloriousness of thine heart, so that we may know how ourselves

to be more like thee, and, treading under foot pride and selfishness

and all evil ways, to come by these to a better compi-ehension of the
glory of God, the fullness of the Godhead, the amplitude of the
divine life, and the richness of the thoughts that are in thee toward
us afar off, spent with vain strivings, overthrown by the distemper-
ature of our own passions, biased by the world, swayed to and fro

incessantly, moaning as the trees moan under mighty winds, and
yet, blessed be God, fast-rooted and immovable. We are held by
thee; we are strengthened by thee; the sources of our life are

impleted by thee; and we are yet destined, rising above the infirmi-

ty of this earthly estate, through discipline, through education
thereby, by the might and by the power of thy Spirit, to yet stand
in Zion and before God. Then we shall be able to discern by our
spirits thy Spirit. Then we shall see thee no more through fables, or

likenesses, or figures—through no mediums. 'We shall see thee as

thou art, without need of interpretation. We shall rejoice in thy
grandeur and glory. We shall rejoice in thee as our own possession.

Thou wilt be ours, even as we are thine. And we shall move
through the eternal spheres with companionship, and with an
ampler and more and more glorious reciprocation of the divine

nature. We shall come to that stature of intelligence and bless-

edness which it is not given us to understand in this mortal life.

Now we beseech of thee that, as watchers in the night wait for

the morning, and rejoice long before the sun comes up in that the

east is growing less dark, so we may wait and rejoice in the coming
glory of the future. So, though we cannot know exactly what is

the eonfiguj-ation of the other life, nor what are its experiences in

detail, grant that the light and the glory of it, as of the coming sun,
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may keep our face toward it evermore ; that there we may rest in our

fore-flyiua; thoughts; that there we may find companionship; and
that there we may revel in the anticipation of the companionship of

the spirits of the just made perfect. May we rejoice in all those

elements below which constitute the glory above; and we pray that

we may less and less grieve for those who have gone before. Less

and less may we return to our own sorrows.

O grant that we may think of the treasure, of the fullness, of

the harmony, of the blessedness beyond conception of those who
have escaped; of those who have gone early; of those who were a

part of ourselves, and so have left us torn and mutilated; of those

who have been to us upon earth more than ourselves, often our bet-

ter spirits, our guides, our Instructors, leaving us pale and feeble

with almost nothing to lean upon : yet grant that we may overcome
our own sorrow by the thought of the everlasting benediction that

hath been pronounced upon them. May we cease to mourn, when
we behold others who have set their helm for heaven, and are steer-

ing thitherward, and are as men going down upon the horizon in the

sea—lost to us, but gained to the heavenly estate. And may we
cease to mourn over those signs and tokens of our own departure
which come—the weakness; the taking-away of the mortal sense;

tlie premonitions that are sent beforehand merely to tell us how
near we are coming. For as we leave the world, with its strength or

weakness, we measure how near we are to the life that is to come;
and for that sake may we be willing to give up everything that is

hitherward, knowing that the joy which lies before us is in over-

measure, a!id that the sorrows of this present state are not worthy
to be compared with the exceeding and eternal weight of glory

which is in reserve for us. May we, therefore, go foiward tiirough

our youth toward old age gladly. May we go seeking immortality.

May we lift up hands of rejoicing yearningly, and cry out for the

consummation. Even so. Lord Jesus, come quickly; and may we
cheer each other on the way by words of courage and by words of

rejoicing. May we not be as those who are bowed down, carrying

the yoke and the heavy burden. We are not thy slaves. Grant,

we pi'ay thee, that we may make proof before men that the Loid's

burden is light, and that the Lord's yoke is easy, and that we have
thine own strength ministered to us. Grant that we may so live

before the world that they shall long to discover the sources of our
life, so full of gladness and joy and victory, and of anticipations of

yet more blessed victories to come.
We pray for those who would fain enter upon this life, but

feel how weak they are; for those who have taken but a few stag-

gering steps; for those who are tempted; for those whose way and
work in life are to overcome easily besetting sins ; for those who
are conscious of their frivolity; for those who know their instabil-

ity; for those who are so easily swept one way or the other by the

breath of men ; for those who mourn that they are so sensitive to

men's thoughts, and so insensitive to the thoughts of God ; for those

who are laboring with fear; for those who are burdened with con-

science; for those who seem to themselves utterly unable to look
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up; for those who are bowed down with cares; for those who are in

distressing conflicts, and liuow not the way out of their difficulties;

for those who suffer through the troubles that come upon others.

Looli upon the great caravan of pilgrims who move toward thee,

O thou Comforter of the ages! and have compassion upon each one.

Yea, give to every one God's blessing according to his several need—
the consciousuess that God is thinking of him, and is merciful, and

waits to be gracious toward him.

We beseech of thee thus that they may not stand in the conscious-

ness of their own goodness, and strength, and wisdom, and purity,

and power, but that they may stand in the faith of the power, and

wisdom, and goodness, and purity of what thou art toward them

;

in the consciousness of thy kindness toward them because they are

so weak ; of thy grace and mercy toward them because they are so

sinful, and need so much. For there is no heart that beats like

thine. There is no heart that could take care of this globe but thine.

O thou that art ascended from crucifixion to imperial power; thou

that hast borne the sins of the world, and art bearing them—thou
art a fit Leader, appointed to lead such as we are from step to stej),

and from strength to strength, until we stand in Zion and before

God.
And now we pray that thou wilt grant to every one more

patience, more faith, rnore courage, more hope, more joy. We be-

seech thee to bless all the labors of thy servants in their house-

holds, and in their several occupations in life. Deliver them from

the temptations which are incident to each place where duty calls

them.
We pray that thou wilt be with those that go forth to give light

and instruction to their brethren who are less fortunate than they.

Bless all our schools and missions. Bless all the teachers, and
superintendents, and officers, and scholars. Bless the households to

which they belong.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt bless the churches that are

round about us in this great city. Unite them by inward sym-

pathy, and by a common love of the common Saviour in a common
work in behalf of a dark and wicked world.

We pray that thy kingdom may come everywhere. We pray

that nations may be Christian, and that national policy may throw

off oppression and be just. We pray that strength may know itself

to be ordained for the defense of weakness. May avarice and

cruelty be rebuked in high places. May the kingdoms of this world

become the kingdoms of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Chiist; and

may he reign from the rising of the sun until the going down of the

same.
And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son and Spirit, even

more. Amen.
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PRAYEK AFTER THE SERMON.

Our Father, wilt thou bless the word of admonition, and praut

that it may be heeded by every one, and above all by those who are

be°-inning life, and are ignorant of its devices, and frauds, and

specious appearances, and delusions. We pray that thou wilt estab-

lish thy covenant with all -with the young and the aged; and we

pray that they who have escaped the snares of life and its corrup-

tions may give thanks to God; and those thanks which their lips

express may their hearts follow. And may those who venture upon

life not despise the wisdom of their fathers, nor the caution of their

teachers, but may they have that faith in virtue and piety which

they have in matter. Oh grant, we pray thee, that there may be

given to them a noble, instead ot an ignoble spirit ; an ambition for

true manhood, and not for the things which surround manhood.

And so we pray that thou wilt lead us all from strength to strength,

until every one of us shall stand in Zion and before God.

And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, shall be eternal

praises. Amen.
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"But grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. To him be glory both now and forever.

Amen."—2 Pet. iii., 18.

That man's duty leads him to active exertion, and that

there is a reason why he should forget himself in order that

he may well perform his work, is not to be denied. There is

a self-consciousness, and there is a self-culture accompanied

with self-consciousness, which has an unmanly element in it.

There may be, therefore, a growth, substantial in some

respects, which carries with it imperfections, and augmenta-

tions of them, which are almost equivalents, putting weak-

ness in equivalency with strength.

But while we distinguish the fact, and set it apart for

reprehension and avoidance, that men may hy self-conscious-

ness fail, on the other hand there may he an unmanliness in

the almost entire loss of one's consciousness of character and

condition. While men are producing effects, as actors, upon

matter, and upon other men in communities, and are ab-

sorbed in that work, there is a compound result ; for, as the

tool graves the picture, and is itself worn in the doing it,

so man, the actor, is producing results not only exterior to

himself, but also interior, and is changed by the changes he

produces.

There is, therefore, a good and sulBBcient reason why the

universal producer of effects, why that being more than any

other within the range of our knowledge whose peculiarity

is the power of developing comprehensive products, resulting

from the complications of causes, should, while thus widely

acting and changing, form, at proper times, and in proper

ways, a judgment of his own self, and of what activity has
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done, not exterior to him, but in liim. For the greatest

results in a man's nature and character are not those which

he sets out to produce. That which is, after all, most thor-

oughly done, in us, is that which is unconsciously done. Not

the things which we aim at, seeking them by prayer, nor

those things which we gain under the direct impulse of voli-

tion, are the most numerous, or the most important ; but

that which time does, that which the attrition of myriad men
round about us does, that which we receive in ourselves when

acting in right lines, and by right instruments ; that which

we incidentally receive ; the incidental result of thinking

rightly, and planning rightly, and acting rightly. The reac-

tions of these things are invisible means of grace.

So that, without undervaluing, in any way, nay, recogniz-

ing the transcendent importance of voluntary endeavor,

admitting that we are reprehensible for the want of it, I still

aflQrm that not the things whicli we intend to do, haK so

much as the things which, without our consciousness or rec-

ognition, are working around us, and in us, and upon us,

change, elaborate and finally settle character and destiny.

The importance of these considerations respecting Chris-

tian character can hardly be overestimated. It shows the

necessity which lies upon us of ascertaining our condition

from time to time—of ascertaining where we are, what are

the real proportions of our nature, how the different parts

of the soul stand related to each other, how we stand related

to our fellow-men, and how we stand equipped for the other

life.

Even worldly men in worldly things admit the wisdom of

every man's knowing his exact condition as to property. He
is shiftless and careless who does not know how he stands.

Men take the same measure of their influence and power, and

know about what they are, and what they are competent to.

Our standing in society is a matter to which from time to

time we give consideration, but in a Christian the- exam-

ination of the condition of his conscience, his moral sense,

his faith, his hope, his whole inward soul-life, his relations

to man, to time, and to eternity, assumes an importance

compared with which all secular estimates are as shadows.
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Now, men fall short of just judgments about theii* con-

dition by a kind of superficial, and often a wholly artificial,

way of examining themselves. No man can examine himself

rightly concerning his condition as a Christian man who
does not know what Christianity is. No man can be ex-

pected to know what his estate is who does not know what
his estate ought to be. There are very many, therefore,

who, in examining into their condition, as to whether they

are safe, as to whether they have grown or ought to grow, or

as to where growth should be, look at themselves externally

almost entirely. Surely, if a man believes that salvation is a

gift of God in any such sense as that it absolves him from

the necessity of having, of earning, morality ; if he believes

that it is a gift of God in such a sense that it despises or

overlooks moral quality, and that men are saved, no matter

what they are", why, then he has only to ask, "Which is the

true church ? What minister has the power of exempting

me from penalty ? What are the conditions which I am to

fulfill?" And then he ciphers it out and saj's, "I have

complied with the conditions, and I am safe." A church

which is a life insurance policy of course would give a kind

of perfunctory test. Men who take care of themselves on

Sunday ; men who go to church as many times as is re-

quired ; men who pay their tithes ; men who perform the

varied duties that are laid upon them, say, " Well, what lack

I yet?" I need not say that a man may go through the

whole round of imposed service in the churcii and yet come
short, according to the declaration of the apostle when he

said that a man might have all knowledge, and all faith so

as to perform miracles, and might be kind and generous so

tliat he gave his goods to the poor, nay, though he might

have such transcendent emotion as to give his very body to

mai'tyrdom, yet if he had not the soul-quality of love he

would be nothing. A man may go through every churchly

service and yet he may be nothing.

We should examine ourselves, therefore, not by the ex-

terior, but by some better comprehension of what Cliristian

life is.

Then, men often examine their condition by mutual com-
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parisons. Very natural, but very mischievous, this is. That

is to say, there is a kind of average requisition ; and if a man
lives about as the majority live in reUgious matters, he deems

himself safe. Men indulge in a strange kind of reasoning

—

namely, "If all in this world who call themselves Christians

are safe, why then I am safe." As if a man in the midst of

comparative penury should go into a community where poor

men predominated, and should say, " If all this great mass

of people, if the thousands around about me, are well enough

oil, why then I am well enough off." If the scale be low,

and if the man is up to that, he is satisfied. He is satisfied

by any such measurement of himself with the community

in which he lives. By such tests as these men measure

themselves among themselves, compare themselves with them-

selves, and are by inspiration pronounced to be not wi^e.

Then, a great many judge of their religious condition by

their susceptibility to religious excitement—a test that cer-

tainly has its uses ; but eminently its abuses also. It is ex-

ceedingly imperfect ; because susceptibility is very much a

matter of organization. He that has a largely organized

system will be very apt to be sensitive to all impressions,

whatever they may be : a mere susceptibility, quickness, does

not necessarily come from growth. It may, and it may not.

Many and many are the men that respond very quickly to

appeal, but have very little stability ; indeed, this very quick-

ness of susceptibility is one of the elements in our Master's

parable, where the seed that was sown, not having much
earth, sprang up the quicker, because it felt the sun sooner,

and died quick because it had very little nourishment at the

root; and common observation shows that men who respond

quick, whose feelings outrun their judgments often, and are

not based upon great purposes solidified into habits, often-

times, feeling quick, weeping quick, rejoicing quick, are

quickly over their feelings, or settle down into a steady life

far below what the indication was.

So, the susceptibility to feeling is no index of a man's

moral condition. Now, what is the grand criterion in this

matter ? On what grounds are we to judge of our condition

as Christian men and Christian women ? Have we grown
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any since we entered the Christian life ? If we are growing,

at what stage of growth are we ? If we are bearing fruit,

what is the condition of the fruit ? Are we ripening ? If

we are, are we ripening all over, and all through ? These

are the questions which one should propose to himself—not

simply the external questions of propriety of conduct and
morality ; not simply the questions of general adhesion to a

religious direction or tendency ; but personal questions.

''How is it with me?" every man sliould ask himself; for

every man sails for the kingdom of God out of the harbor of

his own soul ; and religion means something personal and

different in each individual man. Though there are great

generic elements in religion, yet the religious question with

each man is as to the transformation of his nature from a

lower form to a higher form ; and his own nature—its pecu-

liarities, originally and inherently ; his education ; his occu-

pation ; his difficulties ; his temptations and trials and
burdens ; his joys and sorrows—these all go to make every

man supremely individual, and so unlike every other man
that, while all men are united by certain generalities, they

are, after all, specialized, and no two men begin alike, pro-

gress alike, or are alike. Every man must determine the

question of his salvableness, or of his approaches to a higher

state of Christian character, for himself ; and the most that

can be done is to point out some of those religious grounds

and views by which each man may be able to determine for

himself.

We are not called, then, simply to be good worldly men :

we are called to that ; but we are called to more—we are, as

Christian men, called to observe all natural law (that is,

material law, using it in that sense), and ordinary social

law ; and it is sometimes said that that man is a perfect man
who observes all the laws of his special condition. If any-

body takes any comfort in such an interpretation as that, let

him ; for it throws but little light on the matter to me to

say that a man is perfect who observes all the laws of his

special condition. It is true that such a man fulfills the

measure of duty ; but that phrase does not interpret this

subject.
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We are brought into the world as into a school—as into

a place of education, of unfolding. We are to observe the

laws of the material globe ; we are to observe all social

laws ; we are to observe the special, personal laws which

environ us or take hold upon us for the sake of the great end

of our being—namely, that we may be transformed by the

renewing of our souls or minds, and may become heritors of

eternal life.

We are not born, therefore, to have our summer here, and

then, with folded wing like the butterfly, to be annihilated.

We come into life with the great machinery of the world and

of society, and with the operation of the divine Spirit upon

our personal selves, upon our souls, that by these we may be

carried up, and that we may grow until we come to that

state in which the transfer is possible, and that we may be

lifted up into a higher and nobler sphere of existence. It is

the grand aim of human life to prepare a man, by the faith-

ful discharge of relative duties, to act in a higher sphere with

nobler surroundings, and with a better society—the spirits of

the just made perfect. This is the grand criterion ; and

every man is to judge of himself. He is to ask himself,

" What state of preparation have I reached in my unfolding ?

What are the statistics of my soul ? What are the conditions

out of which I have hope, and out of which I perceive rising

in the eternal sphere a nobler life ?"

The first step, therefore, which every man should con-

sider with himself is the entirety of the moral purpose in

him ; the preparation of the whole manhood for a nobler ex-

istence—the end of life. Is this purpose as full, as strong, as

it was in the begining of your Christian life ? Yea, is it

stronger, and is it increasing in intensity as years go on ? Is

the need of succor and help, of constant watchfulness and

activity, of preparation and of the means of grace, to lift

yourselves above the flesh and above the spirit of this world
;

is the whole sense of Christian duty for these high ends—is

that with you as strong as it was in the beginning ? Is it

stronger ? Does it grow year by year ?

A man is called (suitalDly endowed) to art ; for in art as in

every tiling else, many are called and few are chosen ; but
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if owe be called and chosen, and if lie enter upon the school

of art, while the novelty is upon him, when breaking away

from domesticity and becoming a pupil in that school, all is

fresh, all is new, and it seems to him afterwards as though

the purpose of his life to be an artist was stronger then than

it has ever been at any other time ; but it was probably

weaker. He was more conscious of it, but a purpose that

embodies itself* and becomes unconscious is stronger than a

purpose which is kept in operation by special volition all the

time. He who is obliged every day, going out in the street,

to say, " I will be honest," is not so honest a man as he who
never thinks of it, and is honest without thinking of it. In

other words, he who works out a purpose, as it were, into

organic forms, so that it is spontaneous, and he is uncon-

scious of it—he has a breadth of purpose which the man has

not who is obliged to minister to his purpose by thought.

He who goes into merchandise, or science, or any profession,

thinking, *'I will pursue such and such a line of life," and
holds himself up to it, becomes stronger, and his purpose be-

comes more real.

Now, in the Christian life, he who is obliged to refresh

himself as with a novelty, rubbing bright an old thing; he

who is obliged to say to himself, " I have entered upon a

career that has for its object nothing less than the transfor-

mation of my whole interior life ; I am entering upon the

purpose of being a son of God, and of being worthy of that

name in the other life, whatever may be the imperfections of

this ;" he who is obliged, now and then, to call to mind that

for which he is striving ; he who is obliged to take what is

called his '*hope," and rake it up as one does the embers of

an unused fire-place, going back on Sunday, pulling open

these embers to see where his hope is, and kindling a little

fire for a day, aud raking them up again : he that is obliged

to stimulate himself, and minister to himself, by saying, '* I

am going to live a Christian life "—he is, comparatively

speaking, in the lower forms of development. A man's pur-

pose to live Christianly should become so constant that he

almost ceases to think of it as such. Then, whatever may be

your life, wherever it may be cast—whether in the pleasures
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of refined art, or in the strife which fortune requires—all these

things are but the fulfillment of the sovereign purpose, which
is higher and beyond every thing else, '•' I am carving in my-
self a man that is to be. I am a man. I am an animal ; but

it is an animal being fashioned into a man. I have lower

desires and tendencies ; but I am a man. I am of this or

that or the other profession ; but whatever I am, it is for the

sake of that which is transcendently more than any profes-

sion—perfect manhood. It is not a manhood which comes

from the popular sentiments or the heroic endeavors or exam-

ples which poetry and history give us; it is a manhood in

Christ Jesus. It is the power of manhood in faith ; the

power of manhood in love ; the power of meekness ; the

power of humility ; the power of self-sacrifice. It is a trans-

cendent element in human character. It is a conception

made regnant and radiant." This is that ideal which the

man has for himself. Come joy, come sorrow, come weal,

come woe, come summer, come winter, come poverty, come
wealth, all these things are subsidiary, subservient to this

manhood. It is a manhood which does not live in the work-

shop of the soul. There is this conception perpetually :
'^ I

am to live by the grace of God, and I shall live again. This

body of death is enough for one world : by the grace of God
I will gain a victory over it perfectly. I will be transformed

by the renewing of my soul, by growth, by building, by re-

finement. I will outlive the simple measures and powers of

this mortal manhood, and I will be a man before God—in the

glory of the eternal world and amidst angel bands I will not

be ashamed to lift up my head !

"

Now this purpose of living for a nobler state of being is

one of the tokens and signs which a man should perpetually

apply to himself :
'* I am growing in grace, and in the knowl-

edge of the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ." What is the

whole drift and direction of the soul ? What is the one

ambition which, though it may include in it and under it

other ambitions, yet has this comprehensive one? "Is it

Christ in me, the hope of glory ? Do I put my reason to

that discipline ? Do I restrain all my lordly passions, and

do I shape all my impulses, by that one supreme ambition ?"
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If I be a merchant, I make everything bend to merchandise
for the purpose of amassing wealth ; if I be a politician, I

make everything bend to my ambition for influence and
power in that direction ; if I be a military man 1 make all

the elements of life and society bend toward the object of a
military career ; but if I be a Christian man, I may be any of
a hundred things, in mechanics, in the work-shop, in "the
store, on the ship, in every sphere of life

;
yet here is the one

great end which 1 have in view—a nobler, diviner manhood,
to be wrought out from the materials which God gave me at
my birth.

Now, what is your condition ? Have you been so occupied
by taking care of yourself and your family tliat you really

have not had time to think about your soul ? You'hope tliat

it is going to come out right in the end ; but what that com-
ing out is to be you do not know exactly. Is that your style

of piety ? Or, do you say to yourself, " Well, I don't trouble
myself about the future. I have an impression that if a man
does about as well as he knows how in life he will get along
as well as he needs to" ? Is that your slipshod way ? It is

as if a man should say, "I am going to follow in the track
of Michael Angelo. He was a mighty worker in clay and
marble

; and I am going to be like him. I am going to have
my materials and am going to make something. I do not
know what it will be. I will put on, and put on, and put on
the clay, and I hope I shall get something about as good as

he did." What sort of a statue will a man make who goes
to work hap-hazard and attempts to make, he does not know
what ?

You that smile when I speak of using the clay thus for
the purpose of sliaping a statue of some hero, and to whom
that is ludicrous, must see how much more excessively ludi-

crous it would be, if it were not so foolish, for a man to take
all the subtle elements of reason and imagination, the whole
realm and swarm of higher and multitudinous thoughts which
spark out of the chimney of life, all the lordly passions which
are found in the sphere below, and say, "I do about as well
as I can, and about as well as the average public sentiment
requires ; and I hope all will come out right." Come out I
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What sort of a coming out will it bo ? It is as if one should

throw mud against a wall, and then look to see what he had

made. Men cast themselves wildly against the battlements

of heaven, and hope that it will come out right

!

Not only is there to be this entirety and continuous dis-

tinctness of the moral purpose of manhood in Christ Jesus

as the dominant idea of life, maintained in its sovereignty

;

but another ground of examination should take in the ques-

tion of sovereignty witliin the soul itself. We are told by

Paul, as plainly as if he had been with Darwin, that a man is

sent into this world riding on an animal ; that there is a

spirit-man and a flesh-man ; that tlie two are at variance ;

that they quarrel with each other ; that one or the other of

them must go under ; and that is the point at which divine

grace and succor come in—where, gasping, wearied and often

baffled, the spirit-man, finding little succor in the circum-

stances about him, says, " That is the ideal ; that is the

beauty ; that is the truth ; tliat is the right virtue. I see the

good, but I pursue the evil. When I would do good, the ser-

pent rises under me, or the swine in me lifts itself up, or the

lion's or tiger's paw is in me. When I— /, the spirit-man,

the soul-man, full of all affections and puTities and virtues

and sweetnesses and fruits of another clime bearing seed

—

when I would do good, these things are striving in me. Then
there is another man that comes up under, and snatches down
the vine so that it shall not bear the impurpled cluster ; and

the charm is broken ; and down I am cast into the lower

realm. Wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me from

this body—this dead body—this worse than dead body—this

body of deatli—and open to me tiie high, the generous, the

disinterested, the sweet, the pure, the spiritual and divine ?"

That is the conflict of life.

Now, there are very many men who have a great deal of

generosity and benevolence and magnanimity, and I see that

pride takes them as if they were so many steeds ; they are

brought out of the soul's stable and harnessed : and here sits

Pride riding and driving them. The divine elements are his

horses. I see men who have great wit, a great deal of good

nature, much genial social influence ; these are the higher
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traits and tendencies in tliem ; but lust gets hold of them
;

and I behold that imagination and the brilliant qualities of

disposition are all harnessed beliind tlic most hateful lust

;

and the moral qualities are the servants, the horses, the

steeds, as it were, that draw it. And in ordinary life we
find that men cultivate the things that have a hard temper

and a cutting edge, and say, " I have got to be rude with

rude men ; when I am with Romans I have got to do as

Romans do ; when men are selfish, harsh and cruel, I have

got to be selfish, harsli and cruel : somebody will do it if I

do not ; and I might as well do it and have the advantage of

it. It is not worth while to stand on one's generosity. Of
course a man ought to be honest when it does not cost him
anything ; of course a man ought to tell the truth when it is

not prejudicial to his own interest ; but no man ought to

stand in his own light." In that way men are taught to put

their moral qualities under, and at the bottom, and to drive

them as if they were the servants of the lower propensities

;

and the conflict is as to which of the two sides of man's

nature shall be at the top, and which shall be at the bottom.

And when that which is angelic and divine in man, the

clarity of the reason, the highest impulses of divine wisdom,

faith in trnth, faith in Justice, faith in kindness, faith in

forbearance, faith in forgiveness, faith in hope, cheer and
love—when these attempt to legislate life, to mark out a

man's business for him, to direct his paths for him, do you
suppose it is done without rebellion ?

An old man (I will not mention his name, because almost

always there are Iloosiers here) who lived on the Big Miami
Bottoms when 1 was there was worth his half million dollars,

it was said. He lived in a rattling old cabin. I think the

first story the liogs had, and the upper story he had. When
they, of a winter's night, by their squealing and quarreling

interi-upted him, he would kick away a board that covered a

hole in the loose floor and halloa down to them, and would
sometimes throw things down at them ; and when a moment-
ary quiet had been restored, he would push back the board,

and eat or sleep as the case might be.

There are a great many men who are Just like him. AH
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the under story, tlie whole ground level, is filled with swine
;

and when they make an uproar which disturbs the occupant

in the upper story they are checked a little, but they are

never changed, and they are swine still. There are multi-

tudes of men who, in emergencies, on special occasions, and
for a selfish or ambitious purpose, compel pride and cruelty

to conduct themselves properly ; but how many men are

there who, being conscious of their strong basilar appetites

and passions, have set about saying to these, "You shall

each of you, and every one of you, render service to that

which is highest in me. I will borrow your power; I will

take your pluck and courage ; I will avail myself of your in-

domitable perseverance; I will use all that which makes the

world easy of management ; but I will employ these things

that they may be a stimulus to reasou, to moral sense, to

that which is best and noblest in me. I will rule my under

man by the power of the upper man that is in me !" How
many of you can bear testimony that, being strong in your

lower nature, you have, by the grace of God, subdued the

under man, and gained control of the appetites and passions,

and put an end to all their sensual courses ? How many of

you can say, ''By the grace,of God I have so far overcome

these lower propensities as that I can sincerely declare, 'I

am the master of my own soul
' "?

There is a ground for examination. Have you weakened

your appetites and passions ? Have you gained any control

of them ? Can you make them at all cease their roaring ?

Can you control them to higher purposes ? What is the state

of things with you in this respect compared with what it was

twenty years ago ?

Now, I have said that nature helps grace—that is, taking

nature, not in a degraded theological sense, but in its highest

sense, as the result of God's intent and God's actual work-

manship—for time does essentially weaken many physical

traits ; labor, severe and long continued, takes the fever from

many a passion and appetite : but after all, the conflict lies

between grace and passion ; between the Spirit of God work-

ing mightily in the soul, and the spirit of selfishness that

inheres in the lower . nature of man. I do not ask you
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whether yon rejoice on Sundii}'. Yon mnst be a very bad

man if, on such a Snnday morning as this, yon do not think

things are beautiful. The sky over your head ; the many
serene and deep thoughts that come you know not whence,

and lift you, you know not wliiHier nor how far ; the horizon

so near ; that great roaring city, that old dragon, that during

the week neither day nor night is still, hushed and quiet

—

what must you be if these things do not affect you ? You
are at home, the household is orderly

;
you walk the streets

in your best apparel, as is iit ; and you come here among
those whom it is always a pleasure for you to meet ; and

strange it would be if the Sabbath day were not a delight

and honorable to you. And, so far as it goes, it is an evi-

dence that yon are growing in grace, that the Sabbath is not

a weariness to you, and a burden.

But how far is that ? What is your condition when you

are under provocation to-morrow ? What is your condition

when there is rivaby between you and another, and he is

determined to strike you down ? Is the influence within

you in favor of pride and resentment, or of forbearance and
humility ? Is the impulse of your lower nature, or is the

impulse of your higher nature, strongest? How is it in

the whole play of your hfe ? What is the history of your

soul as regards motives ? Do you act from a higher class of

motives than you did twenty years ago ? Is your better

nature increasing in power and fineness ? Are you conscious

that you are gaining a victory of the upper man over the

under man ? Do you realize that you are being delivered

from the dominion of your appetites and passions ? And do
you feel that this is a strife which you have entered upon
for life ? Can you bear this testimony :

" By the grace of

God I have learned to hold my tongue" ? Now sing a halle-

lujah to that. It is worth one or two. Can you say, " By
the grace of God I have learned not to think more highly of

myself than I ought to think"? Sing ten hallelujahs to

that. It is a Waterloo. There was never another like it.

Can you say, "I used to bo narrow and close; I could not

bear to give away anything ; but I have so far overcome my
feeling in this respect that I experience a very genuine and
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sincere pleasure in the things which I give away ; and T am
learning to live for others"? Sing twenty hallelujahs ; for

when selfishness goes out of your soul you are not far from
the kingdom of God.

Come, what is your evidence of growth in grace ? " Well,

I think I never enjoyed revival meetings as much as I do

now." But how about your groceries, your weights and

measures, and your adulterations ? How about the ten thou-

sand quips and quirks in life by which men seek to cheat

each other ? How about your relations to your neighbor ?

How about your temper in the household ? What does your

wife think? Does she think that your disposition is easy to

get along with ? You like camp-meetings and religious ser-

vices, and glory hallelujahs : are you mean and selfish in

your private life ? " Oh, as to that, I do not know, sir."

Well, don't you sing one single song. For, when victory

is to be registered, where you are to look for growth in grace

is in the substantial ripeness tliat is in you. What is it that

you are ripening? Rushes, toad-stools, all manner of rank

and poisonous herbage in the dank bottom lands ? Is it

these things that you are ripening ? Where are the heaven-

climbing vines that run up from the garden of your soul ?

Where is the sweet passion-flower ? Where are the clusters

of Eshcol grapes ? These other things may be better tlian

nothing, but they are not the things which are evidence of

growth toward the kingdom of God, It is meant that the

power of the spiritual man should dominate over tlie animal

man. Therein are the signs and tokens of victory.

There are some who suppose that when a man goes

through conversion it is a clean sweep, and cuts off all the

old man once and forever : that, to be sure, you must watch

to keep down any sprouts that may start up ; but that in the

main the thing is scotched. If that be so there are very few

people converted in this world. To my observation, and as

I read the Bible, we enter upon a warfare, we begin a cam-

paign, when we become Christians. Conversion is enlisting
;

it is just entering upon the work ; and that work upon which

you enter is yet to be accomplished.

One step beyond this. The condition of every man is to
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be determined by what he is bringing forth. I have said that

overcoming all the forms of evil in a man is one sign that he
is doing well ; hut what is his condition as to actual fruitful-

ness in goad ? You will recollect that under the figure of

fruit the apostle speaks of '' the fruit of the Spirit/' which ia

"love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith,

meekness, self-control [translated tevqjerance] : against such
there is no law." Now, you will observe that the magisterial

graces, dictatorial conscience, all those sterner qualities which
are so much insisted upon in our time, and which are not to

be despised, are nevertheless not ranked high here.

When you are in the midst of a neighborhood which is

full of all manner of vermin and beasts, and you would rear

a garden, what is the first condition ? It is that you shall

make a fence or wall, and that it shall be pig-proof and bull-

proof—that it shall be a fence or wall that no strength can

pull down, and no cunning root up. A man who is going to

live a Christian life must have conscience enough to ward off

all evil that is around about him. But suppose that he

should stop with this fence or wall ?

Here a man has two acres enclosed for a garden. There is

not a fruit tree nor a vine nor a flower there. What is tliere ?

There are gravel walks all around the enclosure ; and every

one is exactly straight, and comes around to just where it

started from, and leads into the house. What sort of a

garden is that ? Suppose the man should call you out, and
say, " My neighbor over there is a very dangerous man. He
will lead you away by all manner of phantasms and fooleries.

He has a garden ; and such a garden ! It has nothing around

it but a little three-foot wall; and my wall is fifteen feet

high. His wall measures only eighteen inches through, and

mine measures three feet at the bottom, and tapers at the

top."" " Well, what have you inside of your wall ?" "Beau-
tiful walks. Every man can see just where he is stepping.

You can go on that side right down to the corner, exact

;

and you can go right down to the corner on the other side,

exact, without any mistake. Every thing is exact— no more,

no less. And you can walk through as many times as you

have a mind to." He thinks because his walks are so broad.
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because his wall has such deep foundations, and is so high

that a bird hardly dare fly over it, and because everything is

so exact, that it is splendid. Well, conscience built it, and

it is not to be wondered at that it is exact ; but there is noth-

ing in it that would make any one, entering it, want to stay.

I can find you prison walls as good as his.

Here is the other man's garden. His wall, I admit, is

rather low—so low that the raspberries and blackberries jait

their long lush branches over so that the cows browse on

them ; so low that many an apricot, and peradventure many

a peach, is within the reach of the hands of the boys on the

outside ; so low that many a wayfarer, many a traveler, many

a stranger, passing by, says, " I, too, can pick off these fruits.

I do not need to be the owner of this garden to enjoy its

bounty." Go inside of the wall. The garden is not laid out

with much exactness; but there is not an inch of it that is

not full of sweet smelling herbs, strange grass, all sorts of

balbs, rare flowers, and every device. There are leaves as

beautiful as flowers, and more various. There is everything

for the taste, and everytliing for the eye. The garden

swarms with its abundance so that the midnight prowler may

fill his pockets from night to night, and the owner not miss

what he takes. Out of it come presents for the sick, remem-

brances for friends, and all sweet and excellent things ; and

the man of the great four-square garden stands and looks on,

and says " Ugh ! courting popularity. Ah! worldly, worldly.

My garden is not like that." No, it is not like that.

Now, I hold that in spiritual husbandry the question of

what you are, and of how far you have grown, is to be deter-

mined not by any artificial physical signs or evidences. The

question is, How fruitful are you ? Will you let me shake

your bough ? The fruit of the Spirit is love. Nothing

comes down. You have none to spare. The fruit of the

Spirit is Joy. Nothing. The fruit of the Spirit is peace.

Nothing. The fruit of the Spirit is longsuffering. Noth-

ing. How long have you been a Christian ? '' Thank God,

about twenty years." The fruit of the Spirit is gentleness,

faith, meekness, temperance. AVhat do you say the fruit of

the Spirit is ? '' Confession of faith ; catechism ; orthodoxy

;
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dogma ; sound words and great exactness ; conscience for

and readiness to defend the faith once delivered to the saints."

Defend it ? " Yes ; let a man attack it : 1 would like to see

him." I shake the boughs, and not one single fruit of the

Spirit falls ; but there are ever so many artificial fruits that

the Spirit never knew, and that were never begotten of it.

Now, are you growing so ?

Men and brethren, do you suppose if I had in a large

gardenei's pot an orange tree in full blossom, fifteen feet

high, wide, of symmetrical proportions from the top to the

bottom-most bough, full of buds, full of blossoms, full of

green fruit, full of half-ripe fruit, and full of luscious golden

oranges—do you suppose if I had such a tree, and I carried

it through a narrow street, I would be obliged to put a label

on it
—"'This is an orange, and it is fragrant"? Do you

suppose there would be a man, woman or child that, on see-

ing the tree, would not know what it was, and that it was

fragrant ? Does it not carry its own fragrance ? Does some

stately Queen of Sheba, walking down the street, need to

wear a label on which are spelled out the words, "I am
handsome"? Are not ten thousand lyrics sung for her?

Does she not carry on her face and in her majestic demeanor

evidence of what she is ? And is grace in the heart to be

solved by many elaborate propositions ? The soul's transit

across the Sun of Righteousness—must that have men going

to the ends of the earth to get a measurement of it, as men
go to get a measurement of the transit of Venus across the

natural sun ?

If a man has the fruit of the Spirit, it will be apparent.

If you could get into this church a hundred families, every

one of whom should be like a tree in autumn, full of fruit

—

full of love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,

faith—there would be no need of publishing it.

And are these the only fruits of the Spirit ? The apostle

says that the fruit of the Spirit is found in goodness and

righteousness. Whatever is just ; whatever is honorable ;

whatever is courageous ; whatever is pure ; whatever is right

;

whatever is genial ; whatever is witty ; whatever is sweet in

reason ; whatever is noble ; whatever is clad in self-forgetful-
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ness ; whatever is full of peace and clieer ; wluiteYer makes a

mau radiant as the sun ; whatever makes him, even in adver-

sity, glow as a starry night ; whatever makes manhood
i-esplendent,—these things are the fruit of the Spirit.

Now, how much have. you grown? How rijDe are you?

Is there anything on your boughs that is worth plucking ?

The other element to which I wish to call your attention is

that of spontaneity. It is a part of universal education ; and

it is just as true of every stage of religious life as it is of every

other part of a man's life, that he comes to perfection step

by step, and that a man's perfection in anything is known by

this : that he is able to command the thing gained without

any conscious effort. When a man begins to study arithmetic

it is a puzzling matter of calculation, and he goes slowly,

and he thinks of what he is about at every single step.

When he runs up a long line of figures he is uncertain as to

whether the result is true. But familiarity breeds ease ; and

there are many men to whom computation comes almost as

easy as reading. I have known men who could take three or

four columns and sum them up almost as fast as the eye could

follow—a thing which seems incredible to me ; for I am hum-

bled in the presence of three rows of figures ! Nevertheless,

that is what men come to by attainment.

Now, in studying a language, no man has gained a

knowledge of that language who thinks of what words he is

going to use. They must come of themselves. No man is

an arithmetician until he has such a familiarity with the

elements of the science of arithmetic that they are a part of

himself. No man is a musician who thinks of notes or

keys. When a man is learning a tune he thinks of both
;

but the tune is never learned so long as he is obliged to think

of these things. No man is an accomplished speaker who is

being drilled in rhetoric or oratory in order to perfect himself

in speaking. He will only be an accomplished speaker when

he has been drilled so that his gestures and postures and

tones shall become unconscious, and shall be a part of the

man himself. No person is graceful who goes to dancing-

school for the sake of pohshing his manners, and who says,

on going into a room, " Now, I recollect that the master said
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I must do so and so." Nobody can be otherwise than awk-
ward who thinks how he shall enter a room, and how he
shall hold his hands. Thinking about how to hold one's
hands, how to walk, or how to stand, is evidence of awkward-
ness.

'

Now, tliat which is true in philosophy, in science, or in
business, is just as true in religion. No man is perfectly a
Christian on any point who thinks of being a Christian on
that point. Every true quality must be spontaneous in its

action. Every grace must be so practiced that it shall be
spontaneous. A Christian man may he put into a situation
where he will be obliged to check himself, and say, ''Hold
your peace," to the lower passions ; he may be obliged to say
to pride. "Keep still ;" he may be tempted, instead of being
longsuffering, to be very short-sutfering ; he may have to
brace liimself up

; but ordinarily a Christian grace should be
so drilled by daily practice that it shall be no trouble for a
man to abound in the fruits of the spirit, and that these
fruits shall be harmonious, perfectly regulated among them-
selves, and steadfast.

Now, is there this evidence of spontaneity in you ? Are
you humble because you have subdued yourself to humility
until it is your natural carriage ? Are you meek because you
have practiced meekness until you have forgotten it ? Are
you sweet-voiced because you have given your voice all drillm sweetness? Are you perfected in the Christian graces so
tliat they are spontaneous? Is the first impulse of your
nature generosity, large-mindedness, nobleness of demeanor?
Is the condition of your soul such, whether in company or
out of company, that it requires something extraordinary to
throw you out of harmony into discord with yourself ?

This subduing of special elements of Christian experi-
ence to spontaneity is one of the most important of the signs
of growth. We are to be so conformed to the gospel as" to
always bear about with us the dying of the Lord Jesus
Christ—so that the life of Jesus shall always be manifestedm us. It is this living always in the spirit and temper and
mmd of the Lord Jesus Christ that shows, not only growth
but ri])eness.

'
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Lastly, as one in the Christian life goes further and

further on, that takes place in the soul which takes place in

the cluster. Sour is the cluster all summer long; but it

grows sweet wbeniit grows purple. Sour is the apricot until

the color on its cheek begins to change, and then it grows

sweet. Sour is the persimmon even under the sun, but the

frost turns it to sweetness. The quality of being ripe is the

quality of being sweet. Now, as you grow older are you

growing sweeter? Does the sun and do the frosts—do pros-

perity and adversity alike—develop the juices in you to

sweetness ? Does it change them to saccharine, and not to

acid ? Is sweetness the secretion of your soul ? For, depend

upon it, he who is preparing to fly and join the heavenly

choir is one in whom all the variations and manifestations of

the universal love-principle are developed toward perfection ;

and he who is acerb, crabbed, cross, hard, obstinate, exacting

—tell me not about the years of his service. God's grace

ripens men to peace, to beauty, to sweetness, to joy, and

then transplants them to heaven.
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PRAYEE BEFORE THE SERMON.

We rejoice, our Father, that to us has been giveu the full summer
of knowledge, and that we have been brought up in the nurture and
in the admonition of the Lord. We rejoice that all the dearest
thoughts goiug backward, associated with all that is most reverend
to us, have been as connected with thee. We thank thee that thou
hast granted unto us such instructions and such instructors, and
that through so many years thou hast caused both the outward
trorld aud the home world, yea, and our inward experience, to tes-

tify of thee, uutil now the things which belong to thy kingdom are
the noblest to us, full of fineness, and sweetness, and gladness, and
peace. Thou hast not sent upon us frowns and darkness; thou hast
revealed thyself unto us as the all-loving Father, and the wide
realm through which time is moving, bearing its mighty burden of
people, is the realm where thou dost shine full of warmth, and hope,
and cheer, and blessed invitation. We beseech of thee that we may
rise up into this blessedness of hope and cheer, and believe the words
of comfort which thou hast spoken. May we be encouraged to come
boldly to the throne of grace, to obtain mercy and help in time of
need. And we pray that we may not be so cast down or discour-

aged by our inipei'fection and our sinfulness as not to avail our-
selves of the full fruition of thy love and grace. Thou hast ample
pardon. The past is with thee as if it had not been ; for thou hast
promised to cast the memory of our sins as a millstone iuto the
depths of the sea. Thou hast promised to forget, and never to make
mention again of our transgression. We beseech of thee that in thy
generosity, and in the magnanimity of thy grace made known and
vouchsafed unto all, we may stand rejoicing and not trembling, or
doubting, or fearing, but confirmed in the holy faith, and be stead-

fast and enduring unto the end, so that when darkness comes we
may have inward light; so that sorrow, coming, may find itself

changed under the light of thy glory into every color of the rain-

bow. Grant that we may under hardship find rising within us thy
promised strength, so that in days of discouragement and despond-
ency the Consoler may draw near—yea, that those who sit in the

region and the shadow of death may behold the light as he advances.

O thou that art set apart and made known; thou that dost make
known to us the secret and intimate knowledge of the disposition

of God; thou that thyself wert not ashamed to call thyself divine;

thou that didst take upon thee human flesh though divine; thou
that, though equal with God, didst humble thyself unto death,

grant, we beseech of thee, that in the appreciation of thy great

merit and goodness we may feel that we are saved, not by any vir-

tue that is in us, but by the virtue which is in thee; not because

of the nobleness of our dispositions, but because of the nobleness

which thou art breathing in us by the blessedness of thy company.
So transform us that more and more thou shalt see growing in ns
the likeness of thyself.

And we pray that thou wilt help all those whose feebleness is
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great; who are takinfr but the first steps of Christian experience; and
who have manifold couflicits with themselves and with surrounding

circumstances. We lieseech of thee that thou wilt clothe them with

patience. Give them faith, give them hope, in thee. May they glory

in the Lord. May they have borne in upon them a sense, not so

much of their own attainment as of the goodness and the glory and

the graciousness of him who has talien them, who has adopted them,

and who will complete in them the work which he has begun, until

they shall stand in Zion and before God.

We pray that thou wilt draw near to those who, called of thee,

have been enrolled a long time, have been soldiers doing battle

under the bannei' of Jesus; and in all tlieir manhood, in all their

conflicts with the world, in all the campaign of duty to which they

are called, may they grow strong both by joy and by sorrow. Over-

coming day by day, may they achieve many victories that shall be

final, and may they behold in themselves the growing ripeness and
preparation for the life that is to come.

We beseech thee that thou wilt grant to those who are old,

standing already upon the other side and near to the river, that they

may have all tokens of divine remembrance, of strengthening, and

of solace. Grant that they may look back upon the unrolled past,

and rejoice that it is over. May they not mourn over disappoint-

ments. May they not repine or murmur. May they believe and

feel that the way in which they have walked is best; and, with eyes

turned toward tiie future and lifted up toward the heavenly estate,

may they rejoice before they enter the gate, and may the light of

thy countenance fall upon them, and may their last days be days of

light and hope and comfort.

We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon all the

members of this congregation whom thou hast afflicted, and that

thou wilt teach them how to bear sorrow so that it shall be a gift of

God to them. Grant, O Lord, when thy knife prunes them, that they

may already discern the coming cluster—for thou dost prune that

they may bring forth more fruit.

Strengthen, we pray thee, thofc that are weak. Lift up the heads

of those that are 1)Owed down.
We beseech thee that thou wilt interpret thyself to those to whom

thou ait coming in thick clouds of darkness, that they may not be

afraid.

We beseech thee that thou wilt be near to all who are in em-

barrassment; who are over-burdened with care; and whose strength

seems ready to fail. May they stand, not in their own strength, but

in the strength of him who called them.

We pray that thou wilt bless all those who seek to spread the

knowledge of Christ ; all those who give their time and their love to

those that are outcast and wandering. We pray that thou wilt teach

tho^e who are teachinL^ and that thou wilt bless those that are bless-

ing. May all our schools, and missions, and the labors of love and

charity which thou liast called forth, and to which thou art minis*

tering, be guided of thee and sanctified, so that all the work which

we perform may be not as unto ourselves, but as unto Him who
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hath loved us, and who hath breathed into us something of his own
Spirit.

We beseech thee that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon
all that are absent from us. We pray for those who are upon the
great deep, that they may be preserved from wreck and storm, and
from peril and disaster of any kind. Speed them to their distant
haven. And watch over all that are far from their friends in other
lands, and all that are separated from us, wandering in our owu
land. And we pray that thou wilt keep the absent, the one for the
other; and be thou, O God, a Providence manifesting mercy in

abundance toward all who put their trust in thee.

Bless those who are strangers in our midst. Grant that they may
have such greeting of the Divine Spirit, and such sympathy and joy
with this brotherhood, that it shall seem to them as though a home
had been established for the wayfarer; and may they rejoice at
least in the precious hours of service which they spend here, and
thank God for a Sabbath indeed.
We beseech thee that thou wilt bless all the churches round

about us, and all thy servants that minister in holy things. Prepare
them for gi-eater and yet greater usefulness. And oh, we pray, take
away those things which separate thy people. Unite them more
and more in confidence, in co-operation of labor, and in the sacrifice

of love. We beseech thee that thou wilt breathe upon all our
land a spirit of knowledge, of duty, of temperance, of God-fearing
and of man-loving.

And we pray for a blessing, not only upon this nation but upon
all nations of the earth. And we beseech thee that thou wilt
hasten that glorious day when injustice shall prevail no more, when
mercy and truth and love shall prevail everywhere, when men
shall have learned to love as they have learned to hate, and when
the kingdoms of this world shall have become the kingdoms of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son and Spirit, ever-
more. A men.

PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Grant unto us, our Father, the signs of our approach to the celes-

tial sphere. As men that out of the wilderness drawing near to the
populous city, see fairer fields and sweeter gardens, and more skill

and wealth, and rejoice exceedingly, so may we discern as we draw
near to our Father's house the gardens of the Lord, and all flowers
of promise, and all sweet fruits perfecting themselves. Grant, we
beseech of thee, that we may not be so anxious for joy by the way
as for a tliorough work in righteousness. May it be our heart's
desire to be equipped inwardly, that we may not be found wanting
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when we rise to our true companionship ; that we may walk with
the spirits of the just made perfect; that we may be able to under-
stand what they say, and to respond to the joyful beatings of their

hearts in the other life; that we may not be afar off from thee,

thou Sun of all Righteousness and ripeness; that we may be able to

draw near, very near, yea, and to clasp thine hand, and to feel thine
everlasting; benediction upon our heads. Grant that we may have
this ambition of piety, this joyful uprising and asi)iration of all that

is good within us to be better. Grant that when we shall have had
enough of winter, enough of frost and of freezing, enough of spring
and of summer; grant that when we shall have been as men in the

field, hardened by the conflict into all manliness and endurauoe
therein—grant that then we may have leave to depart and go home.
O joyful hour! O blessed consummation! O wonderful word from
thy sweet lip! O blessed Sufferer and Saviour! All the melody of

the earth has not in it what that word has; and if we, with upturned
faces, never losing the way for a moment, at last come and stand in

Zion to hear thee say, with all bountifulness and love, "Well done,"

it is enough. That word of greeting has more joy in it than all the

sorrow that we have gone through in life could countervail. How
poor ar<i we, for whom there are such riches waiting! How sorrow-

ful are we, for whom there are such joys and harps mute awaiting

our coming! Grant unto us, O Holy Spirit, a knowledge of what
we are. Give us to know whither we are going, and what is the

estate for which we are striving to prepare ourselves. Strike

through these dull and opaque souls of ours the light of the other

life—the spiritual life—that we may discern the crystalline glory,

the joy, the love, the eternal fruition, that is there. And may
we be ashamed of shrinking, ashamed of weeping, ashamed of bend-

ing down under burdens; and may we lift up our heads, and rejoice

that our triumph draws nigh, which no man and no thing can take

from us. The crowns and the scepters are ours. Ours thou art, O
Lord God Almighty!
And to thy name shall be eternal praise. Amen.
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"For Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach ttie gospel;

not with wisdom ol worls, lest the cross of Christ should be made of

none effect."—1 Cor. i., 17.

" For I determined not to know anything among you, save Jesu3
Chi'ist, and him crucified."—1 Cob. ii., 2.

It did not belong to the literary habits of antiquity to

write such analytic memoirs explanatory of a man's educa-

tion, or of his thought about himself in history, as has taken

place in modern times. Among the best books that we have

in these later days are either those which are a competent

account, by such men as Goethe, of themselves, and of the

development of their mind and genius, or works made up
from the writings of men that have disclosed the progress of

development in their character and in their history. I say

these are among the best, because the building of a man is

the noblest work of time ; and if it be worth our while to

know how architects build, and by what principles ; if it be

a matter of more than curiosity to know how Titian put on

his colors, or how Michael Angelo wrought, whether in stone

or in pigment, how much more is it a matter, not only of

curiosity, but indeed of that which lies far beyond all curios-

ity—namely, personal ioiportance—to know how men are

made, what are the stages of their development, and espe-

cially in the case of those whose breadth and fruitfulness of

life have rendered the race indebted to them.

Now, if we could have had an itinerary, a journal, of

John, of Paul, or, above all, of Jesus, how rich does our

imagination teach us we should liave been ! I cannot but

mourn the unfruitfulness of Christ's written life. That his

life was enormously fruitful, we have the evidence of his own

StTNnAY Morning. June 20, 1875. Lesson-. Prov. lil. Hymms (Plymouth Col-

lection): Noa. 847, 769, 125i.
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followers. John tells us that if all that Christ said and did

should be put into books, the world could not contain them.

We are not disposed to call John to an exact account for this

statement. It simply implies a large number ; it is an ex-

travagance for a definite number : but it indicates, as we
know from other sources, that a large part of the career of

Christ, un'-'atched, or unsought by the memory, was tran-

sient, and that we have therefore only specimens of it. If

we could have had his analysis of men, his thought of

society, his view of the maxims, prudential and other, that

had grown up in the world ; if we could have had his notion

of armies, and of great cities, and of their municipal policies
;

if we could have had his secret thoughts upon all the develop-

ments of human life, as we have had them in respect to the

soul of the individual man,—how large an inheritance would

the world have had that has perished from it ! I do not

discuss the reasons—wliich are many and perhaps satisfying

to the Intellect, if not to curiosity—why it should be so.

Paul was, in one respect, the most satisfying of all tlie

men who had to do with the primitive establishment of truth.

Moses gave us but little of his life, though he gave us a

little. Samuel gave us less of his. David wrote his intense

life, and but very little else. As it were, only when under

such stress of feeling that he could not repress himself, did

he sing ; and we have that record of tlie heart. The

prophets, such as Isaiah, gave us something, and yet but

very little. It is not until we come down to Paul that we

fmd this gracious selfness, which is spread through all his

epistles ; and he alone, of all the sacred writers, gives us an

account of the principle or procedure of his ministerial life.

Corinth, perhaps the most luxurious, the most voluptu-

ous city of antiquity visited by Paul, became the seat of an

early church, and was rich in receiving two letters from him.

These letters—especially tlie first one—contain no inconsider-

able amount of light on the theory, if I may say so, of his

practice ; and it is from this first letter that I have selected

the two passages which give us the key-note of his preaching

on the atonement. He preached the atonement never as a

doctrine : he preached it as a biographical living personality.
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" 1 determiaed, when I came among you," he says to

them, '' not to know any synagogue ; not to know the Tal-

mud, nor any other commentary ; not to know any sacrifice,

nor any ordinance, nor any history of God's people, nor any

philosophy, as the secret and source of that power which I

wanted, and meant to have, in my ministration among you.

I determined not to preach with art, with accomplishment,

with curious cunning, penning up men by ingenuities of

words. I determined to resort to no sophist work ; to no

flowery figures of rhetoric, sounding sweet in the ear, and

robbing the soul of meaning ; to no shrewd theories of

Greek philosophy (though Paul was brought up in a school

that was pervaded with the Greek spirit). None of these

things did I rely upon. I might have been a sweet singer as

a poet ; 1 might have been a bold speaker as a prophet ; I

might have been a soothsayer ; but I had in my mind a

source of inspiration and power which was transcendently

higher than these ; and I determined not to sacrifice, nor to

run the risk of sacrificing, that power, by any of these mere-

tricious or secular ministrations. I determined to know

Christ, and Mm crucified."

The peculiarity is not that he determined not to speak on

any subjects except those which immediately related to

Christ. That was not the topic before him. In those old

days of trial through which we went, men did not want us to

preach about slavery and its abominations, and this text was

held before us, to pen us up. We were told that we must

preach nothing but the amenities of the gospel. Paul had

said that he was determined not to know anything but Christ

;

and so they preached Christ in such a manner that nobody

could dream what Christ was. Therefore Christ was preached

so as to be devoid of the Spirit and of power. Not the

Christ that came to open prison doors, and break chains,

and give light to the blind, and voice to the dumb, but the

doctrinal Christ, was the one that was to be preached. Such

was the charter of that illicit, ignominious method ;
whereas

this passage has no such meaning.

Paul did not say that he was going to preach nothing but

Christ and him crucified. That is denied in this same book.
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He spoke of incest, adulteries, all manner of traffic, and

every phase of social, political and economic conduct between

man and man. His first letter to the Corinthians is full of

these things,—showing that no such narrow, meagre, poor

interpretation could properly be put upon this declaration.

What he meant was, " I determined not to know anything

as a source and secret of power save Christ, and him crucified.

I did not mean that you should go away from my discourse

saying, 'What a wise man Paul is!' I did not mean that

you should go away from me, saying, ' Was there ever a

sweeter speaker in this world ?' I meant to carry on the

discussion of every topic among you so that, when you went

away, the dominant and pervading feeling should be, • How
near we have been to God ! What a view of God we have

had!'"
What a view ? Yes ; because he does not say, " I was

determined not to know among you anything but Christ "

—

all that by itself is lame and halt: lie said, "I determined

not to know anything among you but Christ, and him cruci-

fied." The crucified Christ was what he was determined to

preach. "The cross," he says, in the first passage that I

read. The cross was that on which he insisted.

" Christ sent me not to baptize."

Not that he wished to stigmatize baptism ; but there was

something lordlier than that.

" Christ sent me not to baptize, but to preach the gospel : not

-with wisdom of words, lest the cross of Christ should be made of none
effect."

Remember the time when he spoke this. The cross was

then regarded differently from what it is now. You wear

magnificent Jeweled crosses. I Avas looking at some crosses

yesterday at Tiffany's. Some I could have bought for fifty

dollars. For some with fine cameos, and some with pearls

on the top and diamonds on the bottom, I should have been

obliged to pay large amounts. There were crosses there that

I could have bought for one dollar, and ten dollars, and fifty

dollars ; and there were some that I suppose I should have

had to pay fifteen hundred or two thousand dollars for.
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Then there are crosses on the tops of churches, and tliere is

gilt on them—they are covered with gold ; but Christ's cross

had not a bit of gold on it. There is a jeweled cross at every

beauty's bosom. Everywhere, the world over, it is "The
cross, the cross, tlie cross/' until tlie very name has super-

seded the name of Christ. Ministers preach about the cross

as if it meant Jehovah.

Therefore, when Paul says, " I determined not to know
anything among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified;"

when he says, "I am not to preach with wisdom of words,

lest the cross of Christ should be made of none effect,"—you

cannot understand that thing at all ; for the cross in Christ's

day was a dirty thing ; it was a nasty thing. On the cross

hung the ignominious criminals of the world. The cross was

but another name for all that was degrading, and all that

men despised ; because justice—offended justice—put men
to the rack and to shame upon it. It marked ignominy, and
ill-desert. It was the hangman's sign. It was worse than

the gibbet and the rope ; for it not only was atrocious in its

cruelty, but it indicated the popular idea of the desert of the

criminal that hung npon it. And vvlien the Lord Jesus

Clirist was put npon the cross, he was put at the very lowest

point of human esteem. There was nothing below that. It

was at the bottom of all thought of ignominy.

A pretty text Paul had ! A great chance had he, going

out among the accomplished Greeks—eloquent, elegant men,

that had reasoned, for generations, with the highest themes

of cosmogony ; men that had their heavens full of gods, and

had also an esoteric system in which still there was a theology

in the proper sense of the term ! Paul, a Jew—an expelled

Jew—probably a man of most insignificant, or dwarfed, if

not deformed presence—this Jew, this foreigner, came among
the Corinthians, a most accomplished, exquisite, and tbor-

ouglily refined people (refined to the point, almost, of effem-

inacy), saying, *'I did not intend to preach to you as your

rhetors do, nor did I intend to argue with you as your

philosophers do ; I did not come with any exterior influence

to cheat the eye, and coax the ear, and sweeten the imagina-

tion : I came bringing that Jew whose name was Jesus. He
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was a man esteemed so vile by his own people that the rulers

of the people put him to death. And since they were a

subject province, they persuaded the Eoman government of

his desert, so that the imperial power of Rome was put into

their hands wherewith to do it. So the ruling power of the

globe was conjoined to that of his own countrymen to put

him to a death the most disgraceful known in human annals.

And this Jew malefactor, crucified—that is what I had to

preach to you ; and I determined that I would never shrink

from, and would never let go, that word crncified ; that I

would never hide in flowers of explanation that stern and

cruel thing which lifted Christ between the earth and heaven ;

that I would never let Paul be so eloquent that you would

forget that his theme was Christ Jesus, and him, not a Prince

in glory, and regent, in whose hands were the reins of em-

pire, bub crucified.^'

He tore open the grave, and brought forth the wounded

body. The spear marks, the nail marks, the dripping crown

marks—all these he held up before them. Was this wise ?

Was it the way ? No ; but then, what was the result of it ?

Was it, or was it not, victorious ? Did it, or did it not, suc-

ceed ? Has the world felt the power of it, or has it not ? If

it has felt it—and who shall deny that it has—then the ques-

tion comes back with double force : How is it that the world

should feel a moral power derived from such a source as that ?

Are these the themes that are congenial to refinement ?

If the apostle had gone into Gaul, among those coarse-

fibered nations, probably the more cruel and hideous the

theme, the more it would have touched the animal nature of

such men ; but here he was among super-cultured men

—

men the most advanced in life; and he chose to represent

that most odious period of his hero's life, the hour of his

weakness and his defeat; tlie hour of his obloquy and

execration ; the hour of his death : and he said, "I stand

by that;" and he gained a victory over men's reason, their

imagination and their affections ; and the world lias gone up

through many degrees by Paul's inspired wisdom in main-

taining for his central source of power the cross, and Jesus

Christ crucified on it. Now, what was the secret of it?
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How should that bo so? What was there that had sucli

power ?

In later times, the chnrch, by organization, by the use

of human means for human ends, has carried forward a

great kingdom in this world ; and all the natural forces, as

well as all the elements of civility, have conspired, and

both the ethic of the world and the theoretic of the world

have developed very much on the subject of religion : but

the beginnings were without any organization ; without ordi-

nances ; without symbols. Paul left the synagogue behind

him in Judea. The temple existed only a few years after

that. Sacrifices were abolished. That whole ritual which

before existed was hidden in a few hands, or carried abroad

by a few faithful Jews. The modern symbolizations had not

then been born. The secret and source of power was at the

time when twelve men went abroad, preaching in upper

chambers, or after service in synagogues, in foreign cities,

among people of an unknown tongue. Here were the secret

springs of all that power which has transformed the world,

and is still transforming it, in civilization and religion. Paul

says the root of it lay in that ; and there was something more

thau mere dexterity of handling in it. There must have

been something intrinsic ; and what was that element ?

Well, if you say that Christ was a good man, and suffered,

as all good men do, for his kind, then I confess that I cannot

understand what was the source and the secret of his power.

1 go back, as Mary did in the garden ; and if you divest Jesus

Christ of the attributes of divinity, making him merely a man,

taking the fate of a good man, like hundreds and thousands

of others, then I do not undertake to argue the matter at all

:

I merely say, '"If that is all, I cannot understand nor feel

the power, the beauty, the sacrifice, nor the nobleness of his

teachings, and the sublimity of his death. I believe in these

things, but I cannot explain them on that hypothesis."

Where is Socrates? Was a church led by his example

with such enthusiasm that they eagerly ran to death ? Where

are the men that have swamped their passions, and put them

under, and drained the morass of the soul, for the sake of

Socrates? Where has his name been enshrined? When
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have the weeping children of sorrow and trouble gone down
before him ? What church bears his name in his own land,

or in any foreign land ? His name is commensurate in knowl-

edge with the globe; but, though we regard Socrates simply

as a noble man, he only stands as a man, and his power, as a

soul-power, is limited and measurable ; whereas, at the name
of Jesus Christ every knee bows, and every tongue confesses

that he is Lord to the glory of God. What is the secret of

this difference of power ? Is it tliat one had organization and

the other had not ? But it is confessed that organization

has been a hindrance rather than a help. There must have

been a tremendous force which sustained the organization

through the dark ages, and under the burden of the ceremo-

nials and corruptions which have adhered to almost every

national church on the globe. It is said that the church has

kept Christianity alive ; but I say that Christianity has kept

the church alive. Men say that the church has handed down
to us from age to age the Bible ; but I say that, if it had not

been for the Bible, there would not have been a church to

hand anything down. I hold that the secret power that was

in Jesus Christ was that wliich maintained all church govern-

ment, and gave an impulse of inspiration to it, and made it

worth maintaining.

What, then, is that secret element ? It is Christ as repre-

senting God to mankind. It is a translation of God, in the

person of Christ, from a heavenly language into an earthly

and well-understood language. It is God using man's highest

conception of fidelity and comi)assion.

When a burglar broke into a house here in Brooklyn, sur-

prising a man in his sleep, who heroically fought with him,

amidst wounds and almost death itself, and would not let go,

doing his duty faithfully as a householder and as a citizen

(burglars would be scarcer, if brave men were more plentiful),

and when his wife, aroused from her sleep by the struggle,

offered herself, all the little that she had, putting her life in

peril to save him, everybody, seeing her, would have said,

"What more can she do than to offer her life ?" She was

willing to die for him.

When, driven out of her cottage at night by an Indian
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assault, the mother takes her little brood of children, driving

them before her, putting her body between them and the

arrow, people say, " That is mother— saving the children."

She says, " That is all I have to give—myself," " Yes," they

say, " that is all she has to give ; and if there is no stone to

tell where she. is buried, we will consecrate the ground in all

the region with our tears." For what is there within the

compass of human experience that measures fidelity or love

but the giving of one's life ? All that is sweet in life is given

with the giving of life.

"When Kossvith abandoned his home, the scenes of his

childhood and youth, vines, fields waving with golden grain,

orchards, everything dear to his memory, saying, "I will be

an e^ile as a witness against tyranny," he gave up his living

life in such a way that as long as any name on earth lasts his

name will last, and will be a perpetual warning and testimony

against oppression, and a perpetual argument in favor of

liberty.

A man, dying, gives up his life for another ; and what
is there that the imagination can conceive which makes life

more honorable and dear ? Whatever is precious in human
regard is thus made into an offering. So everything that life

means becomes a testimony of affection one for another.

One dying for another, signifies the utmost stretch of love.

I can understand very well how a man may die for his

country on the battle-field. He never knows it. I can

understand very well how a person in the whirl of conflict

may be slain. It is very noble for a man to die, even by the

sword, for a principle ; but where a person deliberately gives

up life for a principle, it is a nobler thing.

When the martyrs of England were thrown into prison,

and then were tempted, plied with every sophistry, wrought

upon by the fascinations and charms of social life, and.

long and persistently urged by titled royalty and ecclesi-

astical influence to recant, recant, recant, they said, "No,
no ! the truth, the truth, the truth is more to me than my
own life." "What was it that made half-a-dozen men able to

revolutionize England ? "What was it that in the Reforma-
tion made blood such good manure for souls ? It was this :
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that these men, deliberately looking on a principle, or a

truth, or a cause, said, " That cause, that truth, that princi-

ple is worth me; and I give myself for it." That is the

most potential of all arguments in favor of a truth ; and no

great principle, certainly in morals, in religion, or in the

organization of liberty in human society, has been established

except at the expense of tears and blood. Suffering was nec-

essary, as a baptism, before men, believing in principles,

trusted them implicitly.

Now, when the Lord Jesus Christ came on earth to die,

he came not simply as a good man suffering for his fellow-

men. He was representative. He was Divine. He was the

Son of the Everlasting Father. He came as co-cternal and

co-equal with God in power and glory ; and he was not

ashamed to claim equality with God, and he stood for him

among men. He came upon earth, not simply to manifest

his purity, but to interpret to the world the secret and inte-

rior nature of God, and that nature as revealed by his suffer-

ing and death. In other words, he came to make man at

one with God ; to reconcile him to God ; to bring him to

God. It is said, " to bring man back to God" ; but he never

was there. He came to bring man to God ; and by what

special means did he do it ?

We had natural laws before, and we had ethical truths

before ; but that which we wanted was a disclosure of the

central disposition of the Eternal God. We had seen God
interpreted by Jupiter ; we had seen him interpreted by vari-

ous methods ; we had seen him likened in irresistibleness to

natural law ; we had seen Greek gods made up of theoretic

wisdom, and perfectness of administration flowing there-

from : and we wanted something else. We wanted more.

A man is outlawed for his political principles. He is

fleeing for his life. He comes into a province where there is

a man of great substance and renown. As he draws near to

the place, he inquires about him. "Oh," it is answered,

"he is very rich and very powerful." "Riches and power

are good," says the outlaw; "but I do not dare to trust

myself in the hands of a man simply because he has power

and wealth." "But he manages all his estate, and all his
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workJDg men, and the whole letinue of his servant;; he has

perfect government over them ; and everything ahout him
goes on as regularly as clock-work ; and lie is a very just

man." *'A11 that maybe; I can understand how a man
may be rich and powerful, and be a good administrator, and
an executive, money-making and money-keeping man ; but

that does not satisfy me." "AVell, he is a man of great

affection for his family—for his wife and children ; and all

that are connected with him have occasion to bless God for

his bounty every day." " That is very good indeed ; that he

should love his own is very praiseworthy, but ." " Ah !

but he is very kind to all that are under him." ''That, too,

is very good. He is getting better and better all the time."
'• Xot only that, but no one about him is sick, nobody is under

a ban, but he seems to have compassion for him." "Still

better. That is very noble." "And that is not all. He
caught some men attempting to rob his orchard, to break

into his house, to desjjoil him, and he took them and treated

tliem so kindly that they were ashamed of themselves ; and
in all the country there is not a man that would die so quick

for another as he would for him." "Ah ! I will trust that

man now. If he not only loves his own, and not only does

right and acts justly, but can take those that are poor and
wicked and heal them, he is a man that I can trust, and I

will go and give myself up to him. And that which makes
me do it is, not his wisdom and power, but the goodness

which he shows to those who have gone wrong and fallen."

Christ says, "If you salute those that salute you, what
merit have you ?" He says, "If you, being good, love the

good, what do you more than others ?" If you, being pure,

love the pure, why, even the hypocrites and Pharisees can do
that ; but, if you are Christ's, there is to be something other

and higher than that.

What was it in Christ tliat was remarkable ? It was a

nature that had compassion upon unworth. It was a divine

revelation that God looked on sinners with sorrow. That
he looked on guilty men sternly, we knew before : winter

had taught us that. That lie ]ninished lazy men, we knew
before. Gout had taught us what luxury entails. We had
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seen what they come to, who violate the laws of nature. We
did not want anybody to tlirow light on fate or divine inex-

orableness in certain directions. All that, the poor, smitten,

groaning world had learned before. What we wanted to

know was, whetlier there was anywhere in the hoimdless

universe a being of power and wisdom that could take

account of the weak, the worthless, and the wicked.

See how men were born into the world. See how they

came in with rickety constitutions. See how children in-

herited drunken tendencies from unworthy parents. See

bow children came with the burning lusts of their ancestors

of generations back. See how children came with corrupt

tendencies from the very cradle. See how many came, des-

tined to he toilers. See how many came far from schools

and cities. See how many were brought up as wild beasts

from the threshold of life, with little opportunity, and with

false teachers. See how many came into the world where

men were whirled as in vast cylinders in which irons are

polished in manufactories, all sorts thrown together promis-

cuously, and grinding upon each other. See how, from the

first, the inhabitants of the globe have gathered knowledge

by attrition and evolutiou rather than in any other way.

Look at what men are. See the complexity of their or-

ganization. Look at their want of instruction. See how

little knowledge they have of themselves, and of the great

laws of the globe on which they dwell. See how Wind they

are, how poor they are. and how disloyal they are, partly

from ignorance, and partly from the impulse of their pas-

sions, which they know not how to restrain, and which drive

them as brute beasts are driven.

Think how men lived in those groaning days of the

Roman Empire. Nothing is more cruel than civihzation in

its first steps. In oriental despotism there was cruelty,

cruelty, cruelty ; and cruelty was wrought into law, whose

chief function was condemnation, condemnation, condemna-

tion—punishment, punishment, punishment ; and the whole

creation groaned and travailed in pain. Then it was that

the disclosure came ; and I do not wonder that the angels

sang on Christmas morning, and that the heavens themselves
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seemed to beam with new light, and to ring with new melody,
when there came the revelation from God, saying, " Good
will toward, men." Toward men, just as they are ; toward
men of just such materials as they are made up of ; men of

just such conduct as they are addicted to ; men of just such
chances and conditions as belong to them,—there is good
will—Divine good will—Divine good will backed by everlast-

ing wisdom and power. How could men believe it ?

Then came Christ, teaching. He taught us to say, " Our
Father;" he taught everybody to say it; and the heavens
were spread over our head no longer as a prison roof. There-
after they were a crystal dome ; they were our Father's house.

Our Father in heaven was not cabined and confined by
earthly limitations, but he had the sources of universal

power.

Christ taught us by his own example what his Father
was ; for, although he sternly set aside the arrogant and con-
ceited Pharisees, the poor, the mean, the thieving, the

lecher, the publican, the sinner, the harlot,—these he made
to feel the light of hope. The inspiration of the divine

heart fell upon them; and he said to them, "There is a

heaven for you : " that is to say, there is a power that can
dissolve corruption, and that can bring out of it purity. God
is on your side, if you are on your own side. There is a
Heart in heaven that feels for you. And as there needed to

be some measure of the Divine love, he gave himself as a

testimony, than which there could be no other comparable in

the light of human intelligence. He took that which to all

the world, and to every nation in it, is the limit and the

measure of fidelity and love—willingness to give life for

another—as an interpretation of the Divine nature, and gave
himself a ransom for many. Dying, he opened the secret

disposition of God, and taught us what atonement means.
It means God's nature ; it means the God of mercy manifested

by the Lord Jesus Christ ; and, from that hour to this, the

declaration has gone abroad all the world over, " Whosoever
turns from evil and seeks good by the help of God is for-

given, and passes from darkness to light, and is no longer

under condemnation ; whoever turns from that which is
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wrong towards thafe which is right, needs nothing but the

turning ; for God is ah-eady exerting the divine influence in

liis behalf."

Do you suppose that lie who sleeps in the morning needs,

when he has waked up, to have the sun rise for him ? The
sun is up, and is waiting for him ; and he that has done

wrong needs to have nothing created or called forth in his

behalf. God has forgiven, he has loved ; and, tlie moment
the man turns toward him, the thing is done, it is accom-

plished.

This was that peculiar divine nature that Paul perceived

—namely, a God willing to suffer, and that, not on account

of his own sin, not because of any weakness on his part, not

from any of those things which make suffering in men by

reason of limitation, but for the sake of others' good. He
took that feature of suffering which says, " I take your bur-

den and make myself heavy with it ; I take your sorrow and

dissolT^e in tears tliereby ; I take your anguish and cause my
heart to suffer, that you may be the better."

We have the sparks of this divine fire in us ; and Christ

said, " Ye have it because it is the Divine nature." He that

sits upon the circle of the heaven, and loolvs abroad upon all

things, looks with compassion ; and if he punishes, it is as a

father. If he chastises, it is not for vengeance ; it is not for

violence: it is for recovery, for restoration, for re- harmoni-

zation.

Paul saw the willingness of God to suffer for righteous-

ness in his creation, and he sought to make it known to men.

The cross was his theme. The cross means Christ suffering

for the world. The cross overthrew the throne. Jupiter sat

upon sapphire, or radiant stone, on the summit of Olympus,

receiving ; but Christ represents God, by the symbol of igno-

miny, as sitting at the center of the universe, giving—giving

himself
;

giving his thought
;

giving his administration

;

giving all the power and all the resources of the universe

—

for men. And see how this exactly couples itself with the

prominent tendencies of modern thought ; for, whatever may
be the ultimate theories, however far they may reach in an_y

direction, every one of us knows that, so far as the organized
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nations of the world aie concerned, they begin at the point

of savagism and barbarism, and that the advance is from this

low condition up.

Now, what power is there that can draw out all tlie finer

elements of human nature ? What that can draw out all the

intelligence of men ? What that can draw out the exquisite

element of sacrifice and magnanimity ? What that can draw
out courage and undying fidelity ? What that can draw out

the ten thousand glancing colors of taste, fancy, imagina-

tion ? What, but some power divine ?

Go with all your fire engines, and syringes, and garden-

spouts, and see if you can take from yonder morass all that

dead and decaying water, cover the heavens with it, and
purify it. But the sun stands, and looks, and says to every

dismal swamp, to every reeking lagoon, to every miasmatic

pool on the face of the earth, " Come up ! Come up !" and
straightway the water hears, and the particles dissolve, and
unseen fly up into the air ; and when the whole air is filled

with vapor, and the vapor has reached the higher altitudes,

coming into contact with the cold, it is condensed, it becomes
clouds, and they fall back to the earth in the form of rain,

and we catch it, and we give it to the sick person and to the

child, a crystal draught. It went from the pool, impure and
poisonous, it was aerated in the heavens, and it came back

pure ; but the sun was the only thing that could cause this

transformation—the gi'eat central power that governs the

world.

You can perceive that there might be little engineries

which should lift single men up from their degraded condi-

tion to the plane of nascent virtues : but what has taken hold

of generations ; what has carried up races ; what has gone

round and round the globe, falling on low and passionate life,

and lifted it up to a liigher sphere ; what lias quickened

dull natures, and strengthened weak ones ; what has shot

taste and refinement and gentleness all through the race,

and given a new cast to modern thought and feeling, but

that revelation of the love of God which measures itself by
suffering for the poor and the needy, that it may exalt them
and carry them up ?
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If the world were to-day what the world was, it would

be the cruelest of things to preach God as stern ; but the

world being universally wiclced and animal, the disclosure of

the love of God in Jesus Christ fits the government above to

the conditions below, and harmonizes a hundred of those

mysterious questions which have been put away without an

answer, or which have left the most honest thinkers per-

plexed. We have a God who spends his life in bringing up

perfectness from imperfection. We have a school-master God
who is bringing up little children through all the steps of

education from ignorance and vagrancy to knowledge and

virtue. We have a mother God that is patient and willing to

wait for all the evil to run itself out, and for all the good to

gather strength and come to perfection. We have in God the

summer,—the source and the magnificent disclosure of all

those qualities by which the household lives, and friendship

survives, and the race is redeemed from animalism, and

promises yet to have a second heaven here.

That is the idea of Christ Jesus which filled the mind of

the apostle, and made him say, " I determined not to know
anything among you, but Christ, and him crucified." It was

the crucifixion ; it was the suffering ; it was the willingness

to suffer ; it was the everlasting vocation of suffering ; it was

the forbearance ; it was the soul-care—it was this in the

nature of Jesus Christ that filled the mind of the apostle

;

and where it has been preached in sincerity and in truth, it

has always had the same effect ; and it will to the end.

" Your mother weeps for you " has brought more boys home
than "Your father is angry with you." When men have

gone wrong, they do not go back to justice : they go back to

pity and sorrow. A man who has gone wrong, and has

nobody to pity him or to sorrow for him, is lost. A man that

has gone wrong, and has those that are willing to bear all

that is necessary to restore him, is saved.

Now, such a one is God—the best friend you have ; the

tenderest ; the nearest; the most unforgetting; the most

wonderful ; the one by whom you have lived in all that is

noble in you ; the one by whom you are yet to thrive ; the

one who, when he shall break upon you in the fullness of his
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glory, will be worshipped with no acclaim as an almighty

potentate, but with clasping of hands and yearning of hearts
;

and the whole soul of love shall incite the song, and lead the

chorus of the redeemed, when they stand in Zion and before

God.

PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

We know how imperfect, O Lord our God, are all our thoughts.

"We do DOt bring ourselves to thee as those that know the way, or

understand God, or even know themselves, or present the best

things. We come as little children. We have plucked flowers by
the wayside, not knowing what they are—only knowing that they

are the best that we can biing. And so we bring our weakness to

thee, because we know not where else to go but to eternal strength

;

and we bring our ignorance to thee, even as the night brings its

darkness to the morning; and we bring our soirow to thee, because

we hava heard that the God of all the earth is pitiful and compas-

sionate. We bring our sin, because thou art willing to forgive

iniquity, transgression and sin. We bring our whole selves, because

thou hast declared that thou art the Bread of Life, and that every

hunger that feeds upon thee has nourishment for every part. As
the bread that we eat changes itself to whatever the body needs, so

we partake of thee, and know not how to dis(;riminate; and yet

we are strengthened in understanding, and in imagination, and in

affection, and in patience, and in courage, and in hope, and in faith,

and in love bright above them all.

We rejoice in thee, thou all-supplying God, who art not central

selfishness, but art as the sun, giving forth out of thyself intinite

light and warmth, and carrying life every whither. We rejoice in

thy glory. We rejoice in the revelations, so far as thou hast dis-

closed them, of thyself. Thou art everywhere; and to those

that are equipped with spiritual life thou needest no revelation,

since they behold thee and know thee; but we have not yet

broken through—we that are hedged in and hemmed by these mor-

tal conditions—and we do not discern thee though thou art above us,

nor do we feel thee though thou art around about us; and we have

need that thou shouldst interpret thyself to us. Yet we see thee

under all manifestations and intimations as through a glass, darkly,

and know that thou art something better than the best that we
think of, and greater than the greatest of our conceptions, and
nobler than our utmost thought of magnanimity and of grandeur,

surpassing our poor and fitful conception of thee as much as the

orl)s in the heavens surpass the thoughts of little children that look

at them.
And now, O Lord our God, we pray that thou wilt quicken in us
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all those springs by which we discern thee more perfectly; and yet

grant unto us the consolation, day by day and contiiuially ini-reas-

ing, that we shall ere long stand face to face, and see thee as thou
art, and be satisfied. We rejoice that we are not now satisfied ; that

ignoble content does not hold us down ; that the more generous
inspirations of growth are continually pressing upon us. We desire

still to grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. We desire humility. We desire meekness. We desire

all those conditions out of which come true spiritual knowledge and
true spiritual strength. And we pray that thou wilt minister to us,

this day, by the Holy Ghost, all those influences by which the truth

shall be made efficacious to us. Teach us as little children. Hand
down thy mercies to us. Divide and parcel them as we severally

need. Only God can suit all hearts in all states; but this thou canst

do. Thou canst do exceeding abundantly more than we ask or

think.

And so, O thou blessed God, we commend to thee this waiting con-

gregation, praying that thou wilt manifest severally to each one of

them till that which they need this day for health, for strength, for

consolation, for inspiration, for joy unspeakable and full of glory;

and if they come bearing a consciousness of their own deep personal

and spiritual want, may they still find thee ready to supjjly, and to

send them cheerful away. If they come conscious of burdens and
of cares which they can neither shake off nor well endure, may they
find stealing upon them the hidden strength of God, so that the

lightness which strength gives to trouble shall seem to them to be

the loss of trouble itself.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt be near to those who are this

day brought to a quick sense of their sorrows, of their bereave-
ments, of their separations, of their distresses of any kind. Thou
that hast fashioned men, and taught their hearts to twine about
each other; thou that dost bring forth blossoms that fail and fall

away fruitless so often; thou that kuowest sorrow; thou that art

the God who wert pierced by suffering in every way through Jesus

Christ, look upon all the children of trouble and distress, and grant

unto them such submission, yea more, such trust, yea more, such

rejoicing in trouble, as that the peaceable fruits of righteousness

ehall come forth from their experience.

And we pray that thou wilt be near to all those who are con-

scious of barrenness; to all those who have wandered away from be-

lief, or have never been anchored therein ; to all those who have
looked upon religion, and have not seen its comeliness nor known
its power. O Lord, we pray that thou wilt grant unto them, this

morning, such a message from thine own self, from the piercing of

thine own Spirit, that they shall know and discern that the things

of the senses are not enough, and that the great life is the life which
lies beyond these. May they be hungry-hearted, and may their

hunger bring them to thee, thou that art the Bread of Life!

And if there be those this morning who bethink them of earlier

Sabbaths, and earlier worship in other places, and under other min-
istrations, when their parents took them by the hand, and led them
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forth to the house of God from which they long ago departed; O
Lord, if there be those that have backslidden frona the instructions

of their childhood, and from their earlier faiths, and gone into the

world careless, embittered, or unbelieving, vve beseech of thee that

thou wilt bring them back to the Shepherd and Bishop of their

souls. Oh, bring them back by their need or by their gratitude, by

their joy or by their sorrow, by what they have gaiued or by what

they have lost. Thou that knowest how to make summer even in

winter, and by teu thousand genial infiuences to bring forth every-

thing that grows, dost thou not kuow yet better how to deal with

the human soul? We beseech thee to giant that those who are

aliens far from the commonwealth of Israel may be ministered

unto and brought nigh, so that, finally, they shall partake of the

blood of the everlasting covenant.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt grant thy blessing to all those

who are members of this church, and to all those who are laboring

in word and doctrine in our midst. To all householders, to all

parents, and to all those that are in the household, may there be the

ministration of the Divine presence, and the fruit of Divine love.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt teach those that are teaching.

Breathe the spirit of Christ into those that make known the

word of Christ. Clothe them with patience, and gentleness, and

sympathy, and forbearance; and may they give, not expecting to

receive again. May they sow, and be willing to wait until the har-

vest shall come. So may they be as the Master.

We pray that thou wilt bless those who are laboring in word and

doctrine in all the churches that are round about us. We pray for

thy ministering servants, that they may be purified; that they may
be made more and more clear-minded by communion with God;

that they may have more and more faith; that they may be more

and more imbued with the i^oAvcr of God, and that thine indwelling

may appear from the outcome of their ministrations. May thy peo-

ple of every name break down hindrances, take away divisive in-

fluences, remove every root of dissension, and for Christ's sake

come together, and walk in the w^ay of usefulness.

We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon all who
are separated from us; upon all who have gone forth from our

midst; upon all that are upon the sea; upon all that are in distant

lands,'or that are scattered wide abroad in our own land. They are

not far from us—no farther than we can go in our thoughts are they

distant; and we bring them near every day and every hour. Grant

that providence which watches alike upon the sea and upon the

land ; and may it be over them for mercy and for goodness.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt grant that thy servants who
know not what a day will bring forth may hold themselves prepared

for sickness; for the loss of children; for the overthrow of worldly

ambitions; for any sorrow or trouble of whatsoever kind that may
overtake them. May we not look on the outward visible life, but

upon the Ufe that is to come, knowing that the things which are

seen, are temporal and changing, while the things that are unseen

are eternal and immutable. We beseech of thee that thy people
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beforehand may be armed and strengthened for every emergency of
life by the presence of God. May they fear no evil, and may they
be able continually to cast their care upon thee because tliou caiest
for them, and to walls in such rejoicing, singing such triumphant
scmgs, that men, for Iheir very joy's sake, shall be tempted to follow
them. May their sorrow become joy, and their weakness strength,
because the things that are not in men's estimation are apparently
mightier than the things that are. So may thy kingdom be estab-
lished in the hearts of thy people.
And now, O Lord, we beseech thee to grant thy blessing

to rest upon thy dear children that have been brought out this

morning by loving xjarents, that they may be consecrated from the
beginning of life to the service of goodness. May these children be
reared in a true knowledge of piety, and in the hardihood of vir-

tue. May they make good soldiers of the Cross, and go forth every
whither to prove the word and doctrine of God. May the prayers
of thy people go up for them. May those who love their own chil-

dren remember the love that these parents have for theirs, and min-
gle their prayers for their own children with prayer* for the children
of others, so that we may all of us be knit together by common
thought and common sympathy. And we beseech of thee that fhou
wilt teach these parents how to fulfill the vows which they have
made; how to endue these children with all gr-ace and truth. From
their example and through their disposition, as well as by word of
mouth, may they lead them in the right way.
We beseech of thee that thou wilt have compassion upon the

poor children who have no parents, and upon the children that are
worse off than if they had no parents—children whose entrance into
life was through a dark door—through a stormy way. And raise up
in a thousand hearts that compassion and those mercies which shall

make up to these little ones in some measure that which they lack.

We pray that thou wilt bless all those who are ministering to the
poor; to those who are in distress by reason of their own sin; to

those who lie under the world's disgi'ace; to those who are helpless

and needy. May those, thy saints, who are giving time and thought
and heart for the poor and needy be remembered abundantly of
thee, O thou God of mercy and of compassion, more and more open
the secret fountains of sympathy and pity, that there may be those

who shall preach Christ by their deeds as well as by their lips in

every church and in every household, and tliat thy name may be
made glorious in the fullness of its power.
We pray for our land. We pray for all nations. We pray for the

day when they shall make war one upon another no more, envying
or boasting or selfishly grasping. May the day of peace come—not
supine and languid peace, but peace based upon justice, upon liber-

ty, upon knowledge, and upon truth; and grant that everywhere,
through all the world, the glory of the Lord—the latter day glory

—

may come, and the new heavens and the new earth appear in which
dwelleth righteousness.

And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son and Spirit,

Amcv.



THE COMMUNION OF SAINTS.

•' Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so great a

cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, aud the sin which

doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is

set before us."

—

Heb. xii. 1.

The strictly historical form of this passage is derived

from the preceding enumeration by the writer of this book

of Hebrews, whoever he was, of the most eminent Jewish

worthies, who, from time to time, achieved memorable deeds

by the belief of the unseen, which is defined to he faith.

Now, whether or not in the apostle's mind this was de-

signed to be purely a poetic picture, historically illustrated,

does not appear ; but we can very well, without the slightest

straining, suppose that the apostle did intend here to teach

the intimate relation between those worthies that had gone

before, and all who were striving and struggling on earth to

reach the eternal life.

Undoubtedly, by the presentation of these examples to the

understanding, and by the quickening of man's aspiration,

courage and hope, and by the perception of victory wrought

under circumstances of great difficulty, the apostle may have

held forth these examples simply as one way in which to act

on the human mind according to its law, presenting this

cloud of witnesses that had triumphed as an incitement to us

to triumph ; but to my thinking there is much more in the

passage. They are witnesses not in that kind of low and

historical form. There is a vitality in tliis. We are not

looking back period by period to those names of honor and

StrNDAY Morning, June 27. 1«75. T.esson : Heb. xii. 18-24: Rev. v. 1-U
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victory : we are surrounded by them now. They are described

as hovering in the heavens above us, and as being a great

crowd of spectators—witnesses ; and in view of their down-
looking and in-looking we are exhorted to take heart, and

press forward on our life-work.

So then, this is, or may at any rate, without violence to

the spirit of the sacred text, be accepted as a teaching of the

communion of the saints—at least of the fellowship and

sympathy, and so of the communion, of the spirits of just

men made perfect, who, out of their realm of glory, look

down upon the toiling masses of mankind in this mortal

sphere, think of them, watch them, wish them well, succor

them, and give us reason aud permission to lift up our minds

toward them, to rejoice with them, and to help ourselves by

their examples.

It is a thought which no man will reject lightly, that

while the lower forms of human life are not in intimate con-

nection, the higher forms of human life are. Commerce by

the body is limited. We know those who are next to us,

who are near to us, or who come within the reach of our eye-

sight : but we are conscious that we live a great deal more of

our life with men whom we never saw, whose figure we can-

not even imagine ; but whose poetry, whose essays, whose

historical works, and whose religions meditations we read
;

and they are more companionable, more personal to us than

those whom we behold with the outward vision. They take

hold of more points in us, and higher ones, than do those who
dwell under the same roof, or who are in our immediate

neighborhood. We are more intimately acquainted with men
who dwell in Germany, or in France, or in England, whom
we never saw and whom we never shall see in the flesh, than

we are with those who dwell by our side. The weakness of

man lies in the rude beginning of life ; but as you go up

along the scale of thought and imagination and feeling, man
widens, and is no longer bound by latitudes and longitudes.

And yet, all things change ; and we ai-e conscious that men
belong to us who, by ordinary measurements are far from us

;

and that our communion is not lip nor eye nor ear service :

that our most profound communion in this wo^d is that
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unconscious, invisible, unreported communion, by which the

higher elements of our nature hold commerce through grand

thoughts; profound meditations^ noble impulses; so that the

men whom you know best, if you have been accustomed to

water the garden of the Lord in you by showers descending

from benign clouds, are the men who are represented between

the covers of a book, and not the men whom the eye has seen,

and the hand has handled.

We have in this a kind of fore-disclosure, a sort of inti-

mation, of the larger relationship Avhich the mind is to have

to the universe, when that which helps it, though impris-

oning it in the beginning, hinders it all the rest of the way.

When the body gives place, there is a reality of this higher

power disclosed which we have liere in spots and imperfect

glances.

So then, when I think of those that have gone before,

and have ascended into the heavenly city, it does not seem to

me that they are separated from me, and I from them,

simply because the bodies are no longer in communion. The

mind-communion is of a different kind, with different rules,

and with a majesty of power which is unknown to muscle or

nerve.

Now, the communion of the saints, the fellowship of the

heavenly host with us here upon earth, is a truth that ought

to be very dear to us, as it is full of inspiration and full of

consolation.

You will observe that the superior always includes the

inferior. The lower animals cannot look up to those that

are above them except in very limited degrees. They do it

increasingly as the brain increases in the animal kingdom

—

as the mind system is more and more developed in them
;

but, after all, the range in which what is below can take hold

of that which is above is very small, very narrow. On the

other hand, the superior always includes in itself whatever is

inferior ; because we have in ourselves the germs of all that

is below, only that it is developed into a larger form of activ-

ity and power.

So then, while the lower forms of animal life and the

lower forms of human life with very great difficulty can lift
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themselves up to any conceptioQ of the higher disclosures ol

the development of this mortal life, those that are above can

with great facility understand downwards.

It is true that we find it very difficult to go up the scale

of disembodied being, and to take into our thought, with

any precision or definiteness, the reality of any existence

bat our own ; and we help ourselves by analogies and by pic-

torial imaginative efforts ; but they who have gone into the

higher life, they who are disabused of bodily limitations, and

have the liberty of the higher manhood, have not the same

obscurity which we have. They look dowu and understand

us perfectly, though we but very imperfectly understand

them. And here is over again that which you see in every

household—the little child looking up wistfully to the father

and mother, and wondering what their words mean and what

their thoughts are ; while the father and mother look down
on the little child, and take it in, and understand it per-

fectly, and a great deal moi-e. The race of God's people on

earth, aspiring to spirit life, look up like little children, and

wonder what it can mean that all who have gone before are

in sympathy and communion ; but the great host above our

heads, more numerous than the drops of dew at night—that

great saintly redeemed host of the upper life—look down
upon our childhood with a more perfect understanding of us

than we have of the cliildren that we are rearing in our fam-

ilies ; and the question, methinks, must come to men, '* What
do they think ? What is their spirit ?" Too often they are

cold, and mere phosphorescent drawings on the background

of imagination ; too often we think that these things are

scarcely worth our time ; we think that business should

occupy man while he is in this life, as it should ; but in order

to be perfectly accomplished in physical things you need the

refreshment and the inspiration which come from the invis-

ible.

It may be worth our while to spend a little time, this

morning, in the contemplation, though it may be largely im-

aginative, of the way in which they who have gone before,

and who are exalted above all imperfection, look down upon

mortal life, how they think of it, and how they sympathize
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with it. "We are to remember, it is to be borne in mind, that

those who have been perfected are perfect in the same direc-

tion in which God himself is perfect.

Here upon earth we are very largely fighting for the main*

tenance of our own castle, and we are obliged to treaf

everybody suspiciously, and to repel everybody. The unfor-

tunate necessity which we have inherited from the ages that

are gone by, is, that a man is so obliged to defend himself

against social bias, pride, avarice, the various inclinations of

tlie flesh ; that he fortifies himself in a kind of hard way by
looking at all things around about him and resisting them.

This, however, is not a virtue. It is a part of the misfor-

tune of our lower condition. However necessary it may be,

it is a necessity which marks the imperfect, lower condition

of organization. But as men go up, that which is narrow,

intense, selfish, and even bigoted in earthly life, tends to dis-

solve ; and in the other life they who look down upon us look

not out of the narrowness, and exclusiveness, and bigotry,

and intensity of self-conscious rectitude. They repel from

their minds uncharitable suspicion or condemnation. All

those things belong to the lower stages of existence.

When the saints, the sjiirits of just men, who, being just,

abhorred iniquity, did not know how to stop short, and
abhorred the iniquitous man ; when men that hated evil, and

knew not how to stop with that, but hated evil men also

—

when they are made perfect, they will have the same repug-

nance against evil, but it will be joined with infinite com-

passion and infinite sympathy toward those who are under

the dominion and power of evil ; for, as God is Father and
Saviour univei'sal, so those who are drawn up toward him
become perfect in the ratio of their likeness to him, and of

the strength in them of the same attributes that make him
Father over all.

The great assembly above us, therefore, look down upon
earth, seeing things, not as when they dwelt among men, but

as souls must see them, when ripened into goodness. Hence
they are never thinking of themselves. They are enlarged.

They are drawn away from selfishness. It is spontaneous

for them to be in sympathy with others, and with contin-
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nous compassion and sorrow they flash their thoughts down
upon the great dark orb that rolls around us.

Some men tliink that evil spirits, in banded multitudes,

flit in the twilight round and round the globe, and that the

kingdom of darkness has supremacy over the world. To a

certain extent this is probably true ; but to my thought the

kingdom of light is transcendently more glorious than the

kingdom of darkness, and more powerful ; and saintly

thoughts, and celestial messengers, and all the divine influ-

ences that set in from the other sphere upon the world, are

ten thousand times more than the evil influences.

What, then, are some of the influences which we may
suppose, rationally and without extravagance, pass through

the minds and hearts of those that are in glory ?

In the first place, their OAvn previous earthly experience

will give them sympathy for those that are below. They
will, in looking back upon the sphere where their lives were

passed, see human life in a different color ; and the fact that

they had the struggles, and the trials, and the doubts, and

the overthrow, and the refreshing and remedial influences

which are so needful to us—all that experience of their own

—will enrich and vivify their thought toward us.

After the great and cruel war was over, recently, there

drew together on the banks of the Hudson the generals that

had originally been educated at West Point, and had been

divided, and had gone through divers campaigns. They

were brought together again in communion and common
fellowship ; and they sat down, doubtless many and many an

hour, to interchange their history one with another, and felt

the most profound sympathy with each other—a sympathy

which overmastered difference of disposition and difference

of judgment. On the one side and on the other they had

been campaigners ; they had been with each other or against

each other; but nevertheless, the camp, the bivouac, the

battle, the march, the overthrow, the victory, the ten thou-

sand things that surge through war, had been common to

them ; and the mere fact that they had gone through like

experiences brought them together with a kind of brother-

hood.
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Now, this is so even in the lower forms of human life

;

but if you conceive a state in which men are enfranihised,

and take tilings, not in the narrow limitations that belong

to bodily life, but with that large vision which belongs to

spiritual life in the other world, when they look back and
see us moving through the scenes that they themselves have

threaded, weeping the old tears over again, sighing the old

groans over again, desponding the old despair over again,

and rejoicing with the old joys over again, they are looking

back, as it were, upon themselves. Yea, more, is it not pos-

sible that they shall interpret something of their own estate

as redeemed and perfected, from the suggestions and from

the souvenirs of the old estate in which we are ; and that

we are interesting to them, not merely because we are the

children of God, but because we are the patterns of them-

selves ?

I have seen some of these souvenirs of my own cliildhood
;

I have seen some portraitures of my mere boyhood ; and I

look upon them with an intense compassion and interest;

and I am conscious of an undistinguishable throng of fancies

and feelings. I cannot explain them nor solve them all

by analysis, when I look upon them and think that that

is what I was, and also think what life has been doing

since ; but nevertheless, there is a personal identity. T am
coupled with it. I go back on my own self in that way to a

limited degree. It is a part of that charm with which we
return to childhood's experience. It is a part of the charm
with which you revisit the old farm-house where you were

born, and walk the lane where you a thousand times drove

the cows to pasture or brought them thence ; it is a part of

the charm with which you remember the old well, whose
creaking was so pleasant to you. You are glad to find that

the old sweep is still there. It is a part of the charm with

which you see the old school-liouse where you went to school

;

the old stones that were your base ; the old brook where you

first caught your tiny fish ; the old trees that still sing in

summer and wave in winter. These things are not interest-

ing by anything that you can analyze, but there is a mystery

about them ; and you are conscious that you take hold of
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them because there is something of yourself in them. Some
strange and witching influence goes back along the thread of

your life to those early beginnings ; and they who are in that

upper life looking out from the heavenly spheres, and seeing

their counterpart in us—seeing in us the same experiences,

the same lessons, the same mistakes, the same vanquishment,

the same victories, the same everything that belonged to

them—how they are stirred up in themselves ! We can well

conceive, in small degrees, of the interest which they have in

us because we are doing what they have done.

The same mysteries, the same problems of human life,

then, under such circumstances, will add the element of

sympathy and of interest to those who are down-lookers from

the heavenly spheres upon us.

Sometimes, from the upper windows of my house, I have

looked out across the river, and seen the fc<^ tliat hugged low

down and set all the steamboats to whistling and moaning,

and all the bells to ringing. I could see the boats groping

their way up and down, and getting across as best they

might, running hither and thither at all hazards. It was a

low lying fog, and I could see over the whole of it. If it was

evening, the stars were all bright above me ; but they who

were in the boats down there were in twiliglit darkness.

There was a life going on there ; but I sat and saw over it.

There was a great deal of anxiety in steering ; but I could

put my finger right where the slip was, and say, ''There!

there ! there !" every minute, when they could not.

There are thousands of things that we call mysteries in

human life which are no mysteries—which are simply want

of experience. With experience they cease to be mysterious.

We are ourselves perpetually destroying mystery by gathei'ing

knowledge. Knowledge and mysLery are incompatible. But

there are higher sources of mystery. The way toward time

and the world ; the way of God's providence toward the

human soul ; the administration of pleasure and pain ; the

way in which we are lifted up and cast down ; the thousand

peculiarities which belong to every separate saint, and wliich

cause him so often to examine his heart, and cry out in

prayer, "How long, Lord, how long? Why, Lord,
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vvlij is this?" All these things which perplex us in onr

mortal life, they who are redeemed look down upon and
smile at.

If my child, having once been stung by a hornet in

summer, sci'eams and runs to me when a blue-bottle fly is

after him, and throws himself into my arms, I cannot help

laughing, though he is greatly distressed and thinks that a.

hornet is behind him and is going to sting him ; I know that

it is nothing but a fly which has no sting.

We are worse children to the saints in glory than our

children are to us here ; and the million troubles and annoy-

ances from which we suffer, are nothing but harmless flies

that are after us. They are gnats ; but men think they are

giants. All the petty, false fantasies of human life men
look upon as serious obstacles in their way ; and they wonder

an such campaigning as theirs ; but the angels, looking upon
them, laugh and say, " How strange that they do not see !"

Yes, and how strange it is to us that tJiei/ did not see when
they were in our place ; but now they do see ; and seeing

—

well, I hope they enjoy themselves ; for, if they do not laugh

in heaven we are deceived by the constitution which is given

to us on earth. If they smile (and I hojie they do), it is

because they see through that which we do not see through.

Nevertheless, they have compassion on us because we do not

see through these things ; and the solemn meanings that are

in lights and shadows, the consolations of the innumerable

providences under which we are drilling here, all those things

they understand, though we do not ; and on that very ac-

count they are profoundly interested in our history.

It IS as if a strange bark were striving to come into the

harbor of New York, and an old pilot, lifted up on some

tower or some high hill, and knowing where the channel

ran, sat waving his hand, and saying, " Bear, bear away
to tlje right;" and then, "Swerve, swerve to the left;"

and then, " Go straight forward—straight forvard ;" and so

enabled the captain to keep the vessel off from this sand-bar,

or that hidden rock, thus, afar off, in various ways guiding

through a tortuous channel one who knew it not, while he

knew it perfectly well, having been a navigator there. You
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can imagine with what intense interest be would watch and

see how the captain got along—especially if it were some

relative, and more especially if it were his son, that he saw

niakmg for the harbor.

Now, we are not to believe that in the heavenly estate all

natural affection is gone. We are not to believe that in the

world beyond men lose that for which life is a training-

ground, and for which they have been brought up by all

manner of institutions and instrumentalities. The natural

outcome of the family institution serves to increase the ten-

dency of our consideration for each other, and the fineness of

our feeling one for another. Do you suppose that the affec-

tions which it takes fourscore years to educate here do not

grow in the heavenly life ? I believe no mother ever thinks

so much of her children outside of heaven as she does of her

children inside of heaven. No companion was ever so deep

in friendship on earth as in the heavenly land.

I see people on this side go mourning without the consola-

tion of these truths ; but the truths themselves are the same.

There are men like some that we read of on whose farms gold

mines exist, and they are planting potatoes, and pumpkins,

and corn, and are raising pigs. They are poor ; they live

the meagrest of lives ; and yet, right under their pigs, right

under their corn, are gold sands, if they only knew it ; but

they do not know it, and they are impoverished and mis-

erable.

Now, gold sands, gold mountains, treasures better than

gold, treasures of the soul—these are ours ; and our poverty

is that we do not apprehend, that we do not know, that we

do not "take ;" and so men go alone that are not alone—that

never were so united. It takes death to make unity. The

body that seems to unite us here by juxtaposition and pro-

pinquity is m the way of unity ; it begins the work ; but

tliG work is only begun by it. The real union in this life is

that of imagination with imagination, reason with reason,

llopr^ with hope, faith with. faith, and love with love. The

lii.li r manhood is that which twines souls together. And
wlio (Ices not know that bodily life and soul-life are different?

Who does not know that the strength or worth of affection
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lies in that which is invisible and inward ? And yet, those

very persons, living in the power of the invisible communion

between souls, really live soul-lives, their soul being the can-

dle, and their body but the candlestick. And when deatli

separates the soul from the body, men say, " Gone ! gone 1

gone!"
No, not gone—not gone. Within the reach of your voice,

within the reach of your thought, within the reach of your

memory, within the reach of your love, are those that have

left you. There is not one single thing that my children

have taken away from me. Does not my heart enshrine them

yet? There is not one single thing that has made a co-

worker or friend dear to me which I have lost by the bodily

dying of that friend or co-worker. I take hold of them, and

they are nearer to me, and they are a thousand times more

worthy of my soul's twining, than they were when they were

in the flesh. Those who look out on the mottled scene of

human life from above—your father, yonr mother, your

brother, your sister, your husband, yonr wife, your child,

your companions, your Christian fellow-laborers—are a thou-

sand times nearer to you than when they sat beside you on

the same seat, and sung out of the same book with you
;
for

soul-nearness is what brings men together.

To me the heavens are not obliterated. To me the dead

are not dead. They never were so quick as they are to-day.

The great multitude who have gone up still exist. Thanks

be to God that there is something else in heaven besides

angels that never knew how to weep, having known only

everlasting purity and perfection. Heaven is thick-set and

studded all over with souls that have known just my trouble,

and have wept in my place, and have fought where I fight,

and have been overthrown where I have been overthrown,

and have triumphed where I am to triumph, and who look

down with perpetual comprehension and corai)assion upon

the scenes in which we are actors now. Yea. theirs is the

very voice that says, from the heavenly gates, " Come, and

let him that heareth say come, and whosoever will let him

come." They cry to us from their heavenly sphere.

Now, is it nothing that there is the communion of
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saints ? Is it nothing that the accumulated treasures of ages

and nations, and every form of culture are gathered together,

and are so many attractive forces, so many spiritual elements,

tending to draw us up thither ; so many objects on which
our minds can rest ; so many materials by which we can draw
fancy-pictures—for the pictures of the fancy are the best

pictures that men do draw ?

Then there must be a great joy, to a benevolent soul, in

the consciousness of the coming glory. I do not know what
it is that makes persons enjoy the pain of other people, but

they do. If, for instance, parents want to give a child some-

thing, they somehow like to make the child think they are

going to take something away from him, so that the surprise

shall make a rebound of joy which is greater. We bring

in a letter, with a sad face, and throw it into the wife's

lap, and say, "Oh! read that;" and she begins to read it

with arched brow and open mouth ; and then looks ujj with

surprise, instantly, on finding that it is full of mirth and

gladness. That is an element which runs through human
life.

Now, there is nothing that is worth anything in this

life that you do not get in a larger form in the life which is

to come ; and so I think, without a doubt, the angelic host

are mirthful. I know they are. If they are not they cannot

sympathize with me. The angelic host are full of divine

humor ; and God smiled when he put humor into the human
composition, and said, "That is good," specially, as of the

whole world he said, "It is good," generally. I think that

the angelic host sit and look on the warfare of life not seeing

ever3^hing earnestly that we see earnestly ; not seeing things

with our limitations ; but seeing them with their experience

and their certainty. Therefore, when men are going into a

valley of rare and exquisite delight, through a narrow gorge

which is dark and chill, and where it looks as thougli they

were going into a cave's mouth at midnight, and they

shudder, I do not wonder that they laugh when in a minute

they come out where it is all sunlight and beauty. And
when the angels hear mothers weeping over things concern-

ing their children which are for their children's good ; when
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they see men push away God with all their might, not know-
ing that it is God ; when they hear men say, " Oh, what
sorrows !" in regard to things that are bringing golden

censers in their hands ; when they see men rejecting heavenly

messengers that bring down the bread of life to hunger and
the water of life to thirst—when they see these things there

must be some veins of humor, T think, in their minds.

There must be some veins of humor in the minds of those

angels who see us fighting shadows, resisting realities, crying

over things that should give us joy, rejoicing over things that

should bring tears, triumphing when we are defeated and do
not know it, mourning when we are victorious and do not
know that, and making mistakes incessantly. To those who
have been through life ; to those who know what the better

land is, what the great processes of God are, and what are the

glorious revelations of the future, it must be amusing to see

us go through life. Do you not suppose that it gives occupa-

tion and amusement to those who understand this, that, and
the otlier mystery and problem of providence when they

behold us ? If an angel had nothing better to do, I think he
could spend much of his time in watching and seeing what
fools good folks are in this world, and what strange develop-

ments come through our ignorance, and from the conflicts

between the spirit and the flesh in this mortal sphere.

Then, not only do they see the full relation between pain

and Joy, not only do they behold the full scheme of God in

soul-building, and the relations of men to natural law and
society, and the relations of revealed truth to the divine

Spirit, but they have a wonderful sense of what that man-
hood is, and is worth, which time is working out in us.

It is very natural that we should think of the thing that

IS next to us. I can imagine that one of those little polyps
of the coral reef species should think that the cell which he
has built around him is the final end of creation in this

world. He has built up by accretion around him a little

tube
;
he is in it ; he calls it his universe ; as far as he can,

he would defend it ; and dying, he feels as though the world
would miss him. Through a hundred thousand years five

times repeated little fools like this have been building their
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tubes, until at last the foundation of an island has been

reared. Half a million years have been brooding, and a soil

has been created ; and now it swarms with vegetation ; and

all manner of lush prodigal fruit is produced ; and a popula-

tion is there ; and the final end of these little polyps and
their little tubes is this wondrous island, of wliich they have

been architects^

Now, we are in time workers with God ; and each of us

is a pin-point in the great host of workers, all of whom are

contributing a little ; and the outcome and result of human
life in the case of each is that he is to be the heritor of the

whole combined product. We are to inherit all these things

in our final manhood ; but we do not realize it ; men do not

know what manhood is. But I say that truth is a plank on
which a man can trust himself. No matter what the appear-

ance may be, it is safe to be true. 1 declare that honor is an

immutable safety. I affirm that the higher nature of man is

wiser in its machinery and op'erations, though it take longer

for it to turn around, than his lower nature.

Men say, " That is the right thing to preach ; because you

must carry your anchor out a great way if you want to warp

your ship towards it ; but you must not expect your congrega-

tion to come up to these magnanimities. All ideas of heroic

manhood are good ; but, of course, they are to be taken with

immense dilution. Speaking the truth is good, because if we
do not speak the truth, we cannot get along in business.

Magnanimity, in the long run, is proper." So they take

these higher qualities in the soul and measure them by what

they are worth in the market—by how much they would be

of service in business ; by how much secular pleasure there

is in them ; whereas the manhood which is developed in man
is an eternal quality. It is. something which belongs to the

infinities and the ages ; and we are not apt to see it. We do

not look at the grand manhood elements in their coming ripe-

ness. We see these qualities as they are undergoing educa-

tion here, and while they are to us matters of experience,

matters of regi-et, or matters of the most purblind under-

standing. These things, which are so dim to us, are to

the perfected saints as clear as crystal, and they have pro-
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found sympathy for us, because they see that we are striving

upward ; and they say to us, ''You are building better than

you have any idea of. You have no conception of what
you are doing."

I can understand very well how it is with the makers of

fine pottery. Many artists are employed. There are workers

in figures, and there are workers in flowers, and they are not

the same. There are workers in metallic substances, and
there are embellishers, and they are not the same. There
are many of them ; and as they work each one naturally

works on his own part ; and it takes the sum of all their

work to bring that on which they are working to its final

estate, and show what it is to create such articles of beauty.

Now, men are being wrought upon by one influence and
another ; and as yet they are scattered ; they are not coherent

in their consciousness ; but they who look down upon human
life from above see how all things work together for good to

him that loves God. There is a bomb-proof for you.

It does not take a great deal to make a man hap[)y in this

world. I can give you two or three texts which, if you were

to digest them in the substance of your being, would make
you a very happy man; and that is one of them—''All

things work together for good to them that love God." If

with that a man cannot get redemption from the annoyances

of time, he is past all help. It is one of those things which,

if a man realizes it, believes it, covers him with a triple

armor that no barb can pierce. It destroys discontent and

fear and doubt. Let a man say, if he would be happy, "I
love God, and God knows it; and if all the world is under

his control, and everything is working for good, I am con-

tent ; whatever comes, whether it seems good or bad, is the

father of good : it is the seed, or it is the fruit, or it is both."

The saints rejoice, therefore, in that glory which shall be

revealed in us. They rejoice in that which is reserved for

Christ's people ; that which is laid up for them ; that of

which we never have a conception, but of which they have

experience.

Oh ! if those who are gone out from us could only come
back again to speak with us ; if those who sorrowed unto
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death bitterly, could only come back to those who are sorrow-

ing bitterly unto death, to speak to them, now enlightened

as they are, having seen the heavenly vision, having beheld

the august throne of love, having heard the new song which

no man can learn unless he has been redeemed, having tasted

the power of the world to come, and been clothed in it,

having touched the experience of royalty, and felt the power

of it—if when they look out upon us toiling here below, they

could with infinite tenderness and comjiassion speak to us,

how would they lead us through the rough places, and over

the steep roads, and through the bitter vales of tears ! And
how would they cheer and chide us at the same time for

want of faith, for want of hope, saying, ^'Eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard." Reading the immortal verse of Watts,

reading the seraph flights of Wesley, reading the master con-

ceptions of Milton, reading the noblest imaginings of Dante,

reading whatever the highest thoughts of the noblest men in

time have fashioned of the coming glory, they would say,

''This is but the dust. Eye hath not seen nor ear heard,

nor hath it entered into the heart of man to conceive, what

God hath reserved for those that love him."

To-day, Christian brethren, this is your company. High
overhead are all these rejoicing multitudes. They have not

passed beyond labor, nor growth, nor development, but they

have passed beyond the vile, ignoble temptations which be-

long to this sphere. They have cast off the body with all its

mischiefs and liabilities. They have triumphed ; and theirs

is a triumph which insures perpetuity. They have already

been crowned ; their hand is familiar with every string ; they

are chorded with every chorus or melody of the heavenly

throng ; their face is brighter tlian the sun ; the glory of the

Lord rests upon them ; and yet, in this altitude, in this mag-
nitude, in the multitude of their experiences, in their trans-

cendent Joys, they are nearer to you than they ever were

before, and they are more utterly mingled with your life than

they ever were before.

I do not undertake to say that the inspirations which come

to me come from my motlier ; and yet I think it is very

likely that they do ; and there is no harm in my thinking so.
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I do not say that my little children come whispering to

me tender thoughts which ally me to youth and infancy

;

and yet I think it is very likely that they do ; and there is

no harm in my thinking so. I do not say that those great

reformers and martyrs and heroic men who have not counted

their life dear to them, are my armor bearers, and touch my
soul witli courage, and fire my heart with an unconquerable

zeal to make known to men the riches of the love of the Lord

Jesus Christ toward them ; and yet I think it not unlikely

that such is the case ; and there is no harm in my thinking so.

I do not yet know tlie alphabet of the lore of the spirit world ;

but this 1 know : a cloud of witnesses, made up of the noblest

men that ever lived, hold me in full survey ; and I am wilt-

ing or blossoming under tlieir sight, not only, but they are

not cold spectators. They cry out to me. They are, as it

were, sending heavenly greeting down to me. In their place,

with urgency and zeal, and divine longings and inspirations,

they move on me, soul to soul, and press me onward and

upward.

Call it by what name you will, the air is full of God, and

the spirits of men made perfect ; and may not these spirits

be divinely sent as messengers to those who are called of

God?
In this thought how populous life is ! How it transforms

the world with its teeming populations ! How the silence of

the universe begins to speak, and how the darkness of the

unsearched realm begins to show twilight, and daylight, and
the glorious noonday! How this life begins to seem small as

it is ; and how the other life begins to show the extent of its

horizon !

There is great comfort in these thoughts of the other life,

of those that inherit it, and of ourselves that are pressing

into it. The things of the world to come exert a mighty in-

fluence on us here. It is in the power of things that are not

to our senses to bring to nought things that are. Riches

cease to be our masters. Bodily pleasures cease to be our

tempters. Earthly life ceases to have dominion over us.

Things above us and beyond us, for the description of which
adequate words were never formed, rain down sweet in-
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fluences upon iis. They help us in our thought and prayer.

Living or dying they will help us. When this life flows out

that life will flow in. And when we rise, leaving behind

bowed heads, moistened eyes, souls burdened with grief, anrl

the unseemly lamentations of men, and have ascended but a

little way, then, caught in the reflux of the divine light, and

rushing straight toward the crowned Love, the first glance

shall tell us that all that we have gathered up of life here is

worthless as a conception of the life that is to come ; is so

much more, so much finer, so much richer, so much more

joyful.

Then, be patient. Endure to the end. And when you

and I meet in heaven—and we shall meet there—we will take

hold of hands inseparable in love, and will together bow

down, and say to him that brought us there, amidst acclaim-

ing witnesses, in number overpowering computation, "Not
unto us, not unto us, but unto thy name, Love, be all the

praise. Amen.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

We rejoice, our Heavenly Father, that thoup:h no footstep lies

between us and thee, and no thought-print ever lasts, yet the way is

familiar—the way of the soul; the way of sorrow; the way of

repentance and heartfelt grief; the way of admiration, of yearning,
of love, of faith, of trust, of settled peace undisturbed. We are
drawn near to thee, always new, always old in experience, still weak
and sinning, still spriuflrtng away from transgression and towards
purity, evermore children of the dust, evermore sous of God, feeling

our moi-tal origin, yearning to break through and take full posses-

sion of our immortality, stricken with weakness, redeemed with
power, groveling, sorrowing, subject to time and distress, in perfect
peace. So our life is full of strange crossings and enigmas before
thee; and if we look up and down and around, measuring by time
thoughts, how strange are the mysteries, the unanswered and unan-
swerable questions! and yet to thee and to thy redeemed ones there
are no mysteries, and the lore of wonder is all swept away by the
early experience of the heavenly estate ; and the obscure is plain, the
hidden is revealed, and all things blossom with joy wliere thou art.

To that blessed land and experience we aspire. Through clouds,

through storms, through calms, through light and through darkness,

by day and by night, by joy and by sorrow, we reach toward the
promised rest, asking only convoy and guidance and perfect assur-

ance. We are willing to linger ; we are willing to bear up in the
midst of storms; we are willing to take the yoke and the burden.
All that we ask is the sense of thy presence, and the joy of thy sal-

vation; that fruit by the way which thou has sent unto us; those
flowers that blossom even along the desert edge; that manna which
came down from heaven. And we rejoice that thy people have
never had reason to complain. For thou art the Faithful One. Thy
fidelity has been beyond all expression, not by outward .fts alone,

not in the showing of the ^ ^uders of time; bu thou •: t dealing
more munifieently in the spirit realm, and we are too blind there to

see. Thy mercies aro i" «!ing and settling upon us, and distilling

upon us their balm and freshness, but we know it not We are as

children that sleep, and do i.ot know what the mother thinks who
bends above them with infinite love and fidelity. So lixe passes,

laden from above with the ineffable; but w^ dwell so far from the
ineffable that it is untranslated to us. We think at times that the
heavens are opening; that they are less opaque to us than at other
times; and that things which seem to descent, as thunder in summer
are purifying, and leave the horizon clear so that vision is restored
with greater power.
We rejoice that all things are for our sakes who are in Christ

Jesus; and that all things—things the most dissevered, things the
most widely scattered, things the most apparently unconnected

—

work together in the great scheme of redemption which thou dost
administer, and of whi-^h we are the subjects. We come pitiful and
crying, as if there never had been souls distressed before. When
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thou hast been conducting infinite numbers through the isamfl

experiences, light and daik, we come moaning as d tbey did not

moan who now shake the heaven with their triumphant songs. We
come bent and prone to the earth, as if strength was there, not
remembering the stature and tbe glory and tbe power of those

that once also went prone, and have been redeemed from weaknes.-',

and have by death been brought to life and power and victory

eternal. For thou art the God of eternity, and since being was, thou

hast been conducting it with mfinite compassion and love, augment-
ing; and by ways mysterious thou hast caused all creation to know
thy power, and to be drawn onward and outward and upward, mak-
ing little much, and more of much, and still augmenting the treas-

ure and the riches of thy grace till they are past the comprehension
of souls glorified.

We rejoice that when we shall see thee as thou art, and know
something of the revelation of the invisible, the world that seems
so barren at times will seem then stored full of all the signs and
indications of thy wondrous power. Tor here we are living l)y the

senses ; and how poor is the realm of the sense compared with that

of faith, toward which we but feebly aspire, and in which we dwell

only twinklingly and occasionally

!

O Lord, grant that at least we may have so much of faith as to

discern what is unseen. How full, and strong, and rich, and joyful is

the unseen as over against the weakness, and the sm, and the tears,

and the pains, and the difficulties, and the ignoble dishonors of the

visible life ! And may we rise above the storms, finding in faith that

certain and abiding rest which we so much need in this life.

We pray that thou wilt grant to all those who crj^ to thee this

morning the intimation of thy presence, and such whispering to the

soul of each one that he shall find himself beloved of God. May we
know that thy thoughts are toward us ; that thou art not a merchant
conditioning thy goodness; that thou art shining bright as the sun

shines with its gifts of love and mercy.
Blessed are tliey that take it, and poor are they that reject it; but

it fills the universe, as the sun fills the world with light.

Grant that each one may so rise up from the dullness of this

mortal sense as to discern the thouglit of the beneficent God toward

him ; the stature of thy thought of mercy ; the reach and power of

thy decreeing thought of love. Oh, that tlie fuilness of the thought

of thy mercy toward us might fill us with hope and i-estfulness. Not
that we shall be content with imperfection, and less that we shall be

conten t with sin ; hut in the midst of sighrag, imperfection and sin

we wrestle by day and by night, that we may have thought of tie

coming summer; that we may have serenity in the thought that

that which is planted shall have blossom, and that the blossom shall

bring forth fruit.

O Lord our God, why hast thou stirred such tlioughts in ns? Why
hast thou set over against our yearnings these promises which are

full of mercies more fragrant than the opening leaves in spring, and

more full of summer than tbe summer is full of sweetness, why
hast thou so turmoiled our soul with the blessedness of expectation.
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if there is nothing beyond this world? Thou art not a deluder.

Thou art not sitting through the ceuturies to deceive. We know
that thou art, from the outreaching there is within us. There is no
meaning in our better life, and in our higher thoughts, if thoii art

not glorious beyond all comprehension; if thou art not full of infin-

ite compassion and mercy. We submit ourselves to thy guidance.
We rejoice lu thee, u.iknowu, unseen, unfelt, unrealized, and
unpossessed except in the faintest measure. We rejoice in the hope
of the coming glory when thou shalt be revealed; when thou shalt

look upon the book written within and without; when thou shalt

behold and read to us what Is the outer and inner life of the soul

;

and when all that are reconciled shall cause the heaven and its treas-

ure to break forth into resounding joy and thanksgiving.

And now we commit ourselves to thee. As little children put
their hands in their father's hand, so we put our hands in thine. We
put weakness into the power of omnipotence, blindness into omni-
science, and selfishness into the tropic of love, and ask, as the sum
and as the inclusion of all, that thou wilt continue to shine, and to

do exceeding abundantly more for us than we can ask or think.

Grant thyself to all in thy presence who come to thy house
in peculiar circumstances of need or of trial; and grant thyself to

them in such dispensation as thou seest that they need. Succor
those who need to be snatched from danger. Lift up those who are
borne down. Deliver those who are in any peril which hinders

their better life from controling the life of the flesh.

We pray that thou wilt multiply thy mercies consciously to

those that l»ft up thought and yearning and petition to-day,

and bring them near to thee. Open the heart that it may flow as

the rock with cleansing streams.

And grant thy blessing to rest, not only upon this congregation,

but upon all that it represents in the home life. Remember our
absent ones—all that are upon the sea, and all that are in foreign

lands. Remember every household into which darkness has come,
where thou art walking vailed. Reveal thyself to them in their

sorrow, and say, "Whom I love I chasten." Grant that thy king-
dom may come in all churches of every name. We pray tor thy
servants who preach the Gospel that they may have a revelation of

God in Christ Jesus that shall comfort them, enrich them, and
strengthen them to do their work among men. May they sacrifice

themselves for others.

Grant, we pray thee, that thy Spirit may prevail among the

nations; that laws and institutions and governments may be re-

formed everywhere; may the whole race rise; and by thy spirit of

regeneration which has come forth from thy soul through the ages,

may mankind be transformed, leaving behind the power of the
flesh. Grant that the race, imbued with the might of the spirit,

may speedily come to knowledge, to purity, to truth, to liberty, and
to the power of thyself in Christ Jesus.

So may thy kingdom come, and thy will be done upon earth as it

in heaven, and to the Father, the Son and the Spirit shall be the
praise evermore. Amen.
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PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Ottr Father, grant us in our low and listless state something ol

that divine vision, and something by faith of that divine love by
which we shall eke out the poor measure of our natural life; by
which we shall carry iu ourselves something of the Spirit from
above.
We beseech of thee that thou wilt comfort those who need com-

forting. Open this great abyss, and fill it full of all influences that
shall bless impoverished hearts. Let the streams flow down, without
which we are but deserts, that out from the midst of them there
may grow those experiences, those joys, those holy fruits of the

Spirit which shall make us indeed worthy to be called the sons of

God. Bless us in singing again ; bless us in all the hours of this day

;

bless us in every duty yet remaining; bring us grace and he\) in

time of need; and so conduct us through life, and let none of us
fail. Bring every one of us, with all whom we love, into the king-

dom of thy glory, through riches of grace in Christ Jesus. Amen.
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" Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith ; who,
for the joy that was set before him, endured the cross, despising the
shame, and is set down at the right hand of the tlirone of G od. For
consider him tliat endured such contradiction of sinners against

himself, lest ye be wearied and faint in your minds."—Heb. xii., 2, 3.

If, in any country, there is war, but no disturbance ; if

the great thoroughfares are as tbey always liave been ; if com-

merce knows its appointed channels, and flows in them ; if

public bodies are not convoked ; if the government shows no

special anxiety or excitement, we say that it is some trifling

quarrel—some outbreak on the border, bearing no proportion

at all to the force that is arrayed against it, and not of

enough significance to enter into and inflame the thoughts of

the people : but when the whole atmosphere is hot with ex-

citement ; when men forget their daily business, and almost

their daily bread ; when whatever may be private calamity

or private prosperity there is an over-mastering theme of gen-

eral interest, so that strangers become acquaintances, and
friends forget everything but that great theme (as once, not

long ago, in our own history and experience), then we say

that the conflict is tremendous, that the warfare must reach

to the very bottom of things, or there could be no such prep-

arations and no such excitement.

When you open the books of the New Testament, and
perceive that men are called to a new life, to a higher busi-

ness than that which has ordinarily occupied their thoughts

and their hands, what is the language of tliem ? Is there

there the picture of an unwrinkled brow ? Is there there

a smiling lip ? Is there there the voice of music, dulcet and
soothing ? Or is the spirit of the New Testament intense,

S0NnAY Morning, July 4, 1875. Lesson: Luke xlv. Hymns (Plymouth Co'
lection): Nus. 40, 687.
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earnest, almost fierce ? How does it speak of tlie work

to which men are called ? As something that they can take

on the way, together with other things ? Or is it that which

shall tax the understanding, and task tlie conscience—yea,

surpass human endeavor, and demand for its execution tlie

down-sending of divine power, and the inspiti'ation, the guid-

ance and the potency of the Holy Ghost ? What is the way

in which the New Testament speaks of the Christian life ?

" The kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the violent

take it by force," saith the sacred word. " Strive to enter in

at the strait gate, for many shall seek to enter in, and shall

not be able." "Work out your own salvation with fear

and trembling." These are some of the words of the New
Testament. Are they the words of apostles that magnify

with a heated zeal the thought of their Master ? Nay, but

hear the Master himself saying, " If any man come unto me
and hate not his father and wife and brother, if any man
come to me and take not up his cross, he shall not be my
disciple,—he is not worthy of me."

These are the metaphorical terms. This is language

stretched till it seems almost unnatural, to bear the burden

of the divine conception of that life to which we are called.

It is true we are told, in other places, that it is an easy life.

It is true we are told that the yoke is easy and the burden is

light. That is a fact, too
;
just as it is a fact that the har-

vest song is pleasant, though it is not a fact that the spring

plowing and harrowing are pleasant.

Things accomplished are noble and satisfying, but things

unaccomphshed require, during the campaign, all soldierly

qualities of patience and endurance, and do not give con-

tentment.

So it is true that we are called, in the New Testament,

both ways: we are called to be vigilant, to be watchful, to

be fervent, and to know that our enemy, the devil, goes

about, sometimes as a serpent, and sometimes as a roaring

lion—mischievous either way. We are commanded to watch

day and night, and to be always ready, as the Son of Man

may come when we know not. Not only are we told that,

but we are told that the ways are ways of pleasantness, and
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that all the paths are peace. We are told of the blessedness

of the various experiences of life. We are told how the peace-

able fruit of righteousness is worked out in those who are

exercised thereby. And both things are true, one pertaining

to the beginning, and the other to the consummation of

Christian experience.

But the main representation of the New Testament, as

addressed to men in this world, is intense pressure—as if the

things which we are liable to lose were of such transcendent

yalue that no being could afford to lose them ; as if the

things that we are liable to inherit of pain, dismay and
shame, were such as no self-respecting soul could endure for

a moment to contemplate ; as if the ends and issues to which
we are called lifted themselves above all ordinary experiences.

Wealth is as nothing compared with that to which we are

called ; and pleasures, as they develop themselves in ordinary

life, are not to be mentioned in comparison with the higher

ends which we are to seek as Christian men. We are to go

into the Christian life, not languidly, not luxuriously, not

easily, and as it were sunshined into ripeness, hanging on the

bough, and doing nothing ourselves. That is not the voice

of the New Testament. We are to be girded like warriors.

We are to put on the sword of the Spirit, and every part of

the armor offensive and defensive. We are to contend, and,

having done all, to stand. Without a time for ungirding,

without a time for laying aside the armor, we are to stand,

when we have done all, and wait, equipped. This is the

language of the New Testament.

Well, then, what is that character to which we are called,

and of which such things can be true ? Now, it is not true

that any such exertion as this is required, if only that amount
of piety is demanded which we ordinarily see displayed in

Christian households. It is extravagant language with which

to characterize what is ordinarily accepted as sufficient for

the life of a Christian household.

Look at the condition of men who are called to church

life. Men find themselves acting wrongfully: that is, they

are careless ; they go nowhere to church ; they swear a little,

ride out on Sunday a little, drink a little, lie a little,' cheat a
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little,—tliey do a great many little things that tliey think

and say are wrong. "We are in the flesh," they say,

"and of course we do wrong."

By-and-by they are roused up, and they tell you that they

are going to reform, that they have reformed, that they

have joined the church. Now, what is it? Well, they have

stopped swearing. Whatever they may think, they do not

utter anything. They have stopped lying—in the main.

Of course, all ships leak a little. At any rate, they have set

out to stop. They do not ride for pleasure or answer busi-

ness letters any more on Sunday. They go to church. They

pay their rents—their pew-rents. They settle their accounts

in business regularly. They avoid the extremes of eating

and of drinking. They do not steal, or murder, or commit
adultery. They abstain from all the staring vices.

I am not ridiculing these attainments thus far; but this

I say: it is absurd to apply the intensive language of the

New Testament to only this. Decency and morality do not

require any such strain or any such inspiration as the lan-

guage of the New Testament requires ; and a man can be a

good citizen of the commonwealth without any such jjaroxysm

of virtue, of reform, or of anything else. A man can be a

reputable church-member and not put forth any such ex-

traordinary zeal.

" Take up your cross and join the church "—what does

that mean ? Why, it means that you are to be willing to

take up the cross and tell your companions that you have ex-

perienced religion. Then you are to take up the cross and

go down into the baptistery before the congregation and be

baptized. That is about the cross which men take up when
they join the clmrch, in so far as the mere act of joining is

concerned. Is that taking up a cross ? Is that warfare ?

Is that all that is meant by the extravagant language of the

New Testament ? If it be all, it is extravagant language. I

aver that if a man lives on an average according to the morals

of the community in which he is, it is easier for him to live

so than not to live so. If he accept the average morality in

that class and circle where he moves, it requires no great

carrying of the cross and no intensiveness, no special watch-
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ing, no observance of prayer and imploration. There must

be something else. The family life wherein the young soul

is trained for the performance of its virile duties—it cannot

be this that is meant. It cannot be what is ordiuarily called

church life, because church life is not disagreeable—it is very

pleasant. It does not require such herculean endeavors.

That cannot be referred to by these intensive expressions of

inspiration. Is there anything, then, in Christian life which

justifies such language as this ?

Let us look and see whether there are not certain ele-

ments in Christian character which are to be secured only

by the most stringent human effort, under the inspiration

of the Divine Spirit itself.

Look, for example, at the development of selfishness, in

all its multiplied forms among men. The living for your

own self at the sacrifice of others, the neglect of others or

indifference towards them—that is selfishness. Seeking your

own good for its sake first and mainly—that is selfishness.

That is nature. It is that which every animal that is born

is impelled to. It is the unweaned child's necessity to seek

sleep, to seek sustenance, to seek its own little functions in

the narrow circle of its life. It is put to it by the laws of

the world in which it is born (the lower tier of laws, for it is

born an animal) ; but when it begins to develop and come on

to the higher planes of its organization, instead of seeking its

own existence, its own food, its own sleep, its own thought,

and its own pleasure, an obligation is laid upon the child to

think, not of its own things alone, but of the things of

others, and to love others as it loves itself.

That law is to go through the whole realm of man's

reason. It is to be the law of imagination ; it is to be the

law of honor ; it is to be the law of traffic ; it is to be the

law of social intercourse—namely, "Thou shalt love thy

neighbor as thyself." You are to think for your neighbor,

and fore-think for him. You are to avoid wounding him,

as you would avoid wounding yourself. You are to work
for him, as you would work for yourself. You are to feel

pain at his downfall, as you would at your own downfall.

You are to rejoice in his uprising, as you would in your own
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uprising. You are to carry that spirit of living for others as

you live for yourself right through your whole life—your

store life, your ship life, your street life, your political life,

your professional life, every part of your life.

Let a man take the simple element of selfishness, and un-

dertake to live every day—morning, noon, and night—so in

sympathy with his fellow men that he can appeal to God,

with the daily sun, and say, " I am holding myself to this

—

the loving of my neighbor as myself."

Now then, 1 ask you, Can any man do that easily ? Did

you ever do it ? Did you ever try to do it ? When you

think of yourself, and when I put the question to you as to

whether you are living in that way, do not you smile at the

idea ? When this subject is broached in a congregation, is

not the predominant feeling this :
" That is metapliorical

;

that is a good ideal, but God knows that nobody could ever

reach it " ? You cannot do it ; and you must agree with

me, that if a man does it, he does it by the employ-

ment of every intensive force that belongs to his nature

—

by will, by watchfulness, and by zeal ; and more, that in

doing it he commends himself to the inspiration of God,

knowing that he is to live in the midst of multitudes of men,

and in all relationships to them, and yet live, or attempt to

live, in thought, in feeling, in business, and in affectionate

service, so that he can fulfill the command, " Love your

neighbor as yourself."

Why, men feel that to love God with all their heart, and

with ail their mind, and with all their soul, and with all

their strength, is a great deal easier than to love their neigh-

bor as theiuselves, because they have so little to do with God
;

because he is to them, in the main, an abstracrion. They

neither see liim nor hear his voice. In their conception, he is

an omnipotent sovereign. But men they meet every moment,

and at every turn. Tliey live vvith men. and are pushed and

crowded and pinched and excited by them. They are in

rivalry with men in all the thousand departments of life.

And yet, they are to carry themselves in such a way as that

benignant sympathy, and a true fellowship of love, shall

abide in them as toward others.
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Can any man piirsne that life ? Does any man pursue it ?

Is there a single man who, having any conception of it, is

not obliged to lay his hand on his mouth, and his mouth in

the dust, and say, '* God be merciful to me a sinner " ? And
yet, it is a part of the royal law by which God lives, by which

heaven is governed, and by which the universe is to be con-

trolled. And when it conies to this— "Every man is my
brother ; every man, like myself, has a common Father ; and
I owe myself to every creature on the globe, and first to those

that are lowest, and that need me most "—who leads that

life ? Into what creature does that enter as a fundamental

conception ? They would silence me if I were to preach that

there is no Trinity ; if I were to proclaim any theory which

was not orthodox on the subject of the Atonement, ten thou-

sand voices would be lifted up to denounce such monstrous

teaching : but when I say, " Thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself" (and love means willingness to use your whole self,

if not to sacrifice yourself, for the sake of others ; that is

Christ's example ; that is his daily life ; that is the life to-

ward which you aspire—the life which consists in loving

your neighbor as yourself), men say, "That is enthusiasm.

Of course, that is a kind of preaching which some folks like
;

but it is a sort of enthusiastic gusli. People sentimentalize

about that"! I bring to you the fundamental law of the

universe ; I bring to you that on which God's own throne

stands ; I declare to you that the new life is a life in which
selfishness is slain, and in which beneficence reigns ; and
men are so heathen in Christianity, ministers have so long

been preaching as a vain show intellectual ideas, that they do
not recognize what is the marrow, what is the real life and
power, of all religion. Men go browsing like oxen, eating

like lions, gnawing each other like worms, plunging upon
one another like the eagle on his prey ; and that, it is said, is

vigor ; that is power ; that is justice ; and it is thought that

no society can stand without those strong foundations, those

solid sills, those firm corner-posts. But I declare, "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God, and thy neighbor as thyself;"

and I declare that you are to carry out that idea of loving

your neighbor as yourself into the household, and into your
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associations, not only with those that love you, but with

those that hate you, everywhere,—and men say, " That is the

very slopping over of imbecility !"

Now, where are they who shall dare to stand on the foun-

dation of the supreme law of the universe and assert that the

declaration of impartial and inexhaustible benevolence is

mere sentimentalism ? I do not say they are infidels : I

merely say they are Christians who see men as trees walking.

I say they are men whose eyes have been touched by the

Holy Ghost, but that they have been touched only once, an^

that they need a second touch.

Take another matter, which falls under this head, and is

worthy of special mention. Let us look at the way in which

pride acts in the human conscience—pride, that is a peculiar

inflection of selfishness. Let us look at the sense of superi-

ority which it gives to individual men—and that without any

regard to the facts of the case. Pride is a sentiment, not a

judgment. We are born with it. We find it in us. It plays

down upon our thought, and is not a creature of our thought.

Thereby men have a sense of I-ness, of sovereignty, of supe-

riority, of great worth in themselves. More or less, every-

body has it, but in some it is dominant, and swells out from

the ordinary level of their experience, as a mountain swells

out from the level of the plain in which it stands.

Now, the command of the Gospel is, *' Humble thyself

before God." " Blessed are the poor in spirit." Blessed are

those who do not think of themselves as great, and are like

little children that look up to those who are greater, and are

perpetually soliciting.

Does any man undertake to overcome pride when he joins

the church ? He goes to the minister, and tells him tluit he

has gone wrong all his hfe ; that he has left undone things

which he ought to have done, that he has done things which

he ought not to have done, that there is no health in him,

and that he desires to become a communicant of the church.

He is received into tiie church, and he institutes family

prayer, and is reverent on Sunday ; but what does he do with

that pride ?

Now, I do not undertake to say, that, in order to be a
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Christian, a man must have a successful school in himself

;

but I do say, that he must attempt to control himself. How
many are there, in the church or out of the church, who
feel it to be a part of their religious duty, and one of the

evidences of their Christian character, that they should set

themselves to the work of gaining control of tlieir domi-
neering pride, which lifts them above and out of sympathy
with otliers, and makes them feel themselves gods among
men ? If a man recognizes this as a part of his duty, and
undertakes it, is pride a thing that he can control easily ?

That it can be controlled, we know. We have in Paul an
eminent instance of a man who was excessively proud.

Pride pervaded his whole being, and had for its auxiliaries

strong understanding, intense conscience, and immense ex-

ecutive force ; so that, feeling himself to be a man called to

cleanse the old Jewish church of sectaries, he led the van :

but when he was converted on his persecuting errand, a

change passed over him ; yet he did not lose his pride. He
was as proud during the last years of his life as at the begin-

ning of it. At the beginning, though, his pride was like

palisades—angular volcanic stones ; while, at the end, it was

like lime-stone mountains, covered with foliage and all sweet

flowers. He did accomplish the task of subduing his pride

to Christ and to love, so that it became tlie servitor of man-
kind, and worked for others instead of himself. "Who is

offended, and I burn not ?" he says. " Who is wronged, and

I am not his champion ?" was the spirit of Paul. He stood

for manhood in himself. He stood for the rights, the digni-

ties, the honors of his fellow-men, and would suffer for

them.

Now, have any of you ever undertaken to skirmish with

pride, even in a small way ? If so, how was the battle ?

What was your luck ? How long have you been a Christian

or a member of the church ? Everybody says you are a

respectable Christian, but does everybody know what are

the conflicts inside of you ? Do men know wliat are your

thoughts and feelings, and what is the whole by -play within ?

Do you know ? Have you ever contested pride ? Have you

ever known that it was not subdued to divine love, and that
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it was blind to the uses of charity ? Have you ever recog-

nized that ? If you have ever undertaken to subdue pride,

has it not required all the strength of your being, and, more

than that, all the power and the cleansing inspiration of the

Divine Spirit, to do it ?

Have you ever undertaken to subdue, with its ten thou-

sand temptations, the love of praise, which, in its extreme

form, is called vanity—a desire to live such a life as should

make you an object of the kindly thought and feeling and

commendation of those about you ? I think there is no

one feeling that has so many little loopholes as vanity. I

think there is no one feeling that has so many little deceits

and equivocations and deceptions ; so many little plans and

plots ; so many pretenses ; so many false colors ; so many
lures ; so many things that are calculated to deceive. There

is nothing in the world that one understands so little as

this trait in himself. There is nothing that so dazzles the

mind, and gives such false colors. Did you ever go to a

window with a lens, and have the light dance through it,

and see the colors and parti-colors that came from the pure

white ether? Such are the dazzling thoughts and feelings

which are in conflict in a man's nature when under the

dominion of vanity, or the love of praise. Have you under-

taken to contest it ? Have you deliberately taken a gauge of

that enemy? Have you undertaken it before Grod ? Have
you said, "1 will have no rest until I am conscious that I

have subdued this element to the Spirit of the Lord Jesus

Christ"?

Take the element of passion as a temper—as a venge-

ful feeling. Look at the facility of it, and the readiness

with which you are touched and with which you flame out

with anger. Consider the number of things in regard to

which, with unregulated facility, your temper blazes out.

Call to mind the fearful intensity of it, and the unruliness

of it under certain provocations. Oh, how penitent a man's

temper is when he is good-natured ! "The anger that I felt

yesterday seems very queer to me to-day," says a man. Yes,

an old empty gun is queer enough ; but when it is just fired

off at you, then it is not so queer. Temper—how much of
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unhappiness in the household, between husband and wife,

between brother and sister, and between friend and friend,

comes from it ! It is a perpetual cause of soreness, of ill-

feeling, of uneasiness and apprehension. What a torment is

this uncontrolled temper of men ! Many men, when they

come into a Christian life, so far conquer their tempers as to

hold their tongues—and that is a good thing. Oh, that men
might learn even so much of Christianity as to hold their

tongues when they are under the influence of temper ! be-

cause many feelings are smothered by being raked up in

silence. But that is not enough with tempei'. Though it

may be an alleviation, it is not a substantial victory over it.

What is there in your experience ? What view of God
have you ? What divine grace let down from heaven, what

sense of duty, what conscience-bound obligation, is there

resting on you in regard to this matter ? Do you say to

yourself, " Well, all men get angry : I belong to my kind

;

of course we do not expect to be saints because we are Chris-

tians"? No, I do not think any of you are in danger of

being saints on account of your religion. But does your re-

ligion lead you to undertake the subjugation of your natural

feelings ? Does it lead you to say, " I have sworn to believe

the thirty-nine articles, the Calvmistic creed, or the Arminian

creed ;" does it lead you to say, '' I have accepted the policy

of the Episcopal church, or any other church ;" does it lead

you to say. " I am bound to observe such and such ordi-

nances" ? Or does your religion mean the transformation, in

a man, of pride, of selfishness, of envy, of lust, and of jeal-

ousy, so that they shall become transparent like the attributes

of the Lord Jesus Christ ? Is that your conception of a

religious life ? If it is, has not your experience been such

that you can say, " The natural man is not sufiicient for the

things of the spirit : the will is present with me, but how
to perform I know not" ?

If, then, this be the conception which you have of

Christian life, that your lower faculties, your appetites and

passions, the great controlling elements which make so much
discord and mischief in the world, shall be subdued to rea-

son, conscience and love, and if you are trying to live such
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a life as that, then, next, do not yon feel how pertinent is

the declaration of the writer of the Hebrews,

•' Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith " ?

Is there any man who, trying to live the life of Christ,

does not need the personal and conscious presence of the

Lord Jesus Christ every day and every hour? Shall one

learn a trade, and none stand to teach him what are the

methods and secrets thereof ? Shall a man learn writing

without a master? If one be a pupil, does he not need to

go with his task to his teacher ? Does he not need con-

stantly to be shown, and to have his mistakes corrected ?

Does he not need to be stimulated or held back, as the case

may be ? And shall we undertake, unaided, that which is

harder than any lesson in any school of science or of me-

chanic arts—harder than they have who learn any of the

vocations of society ? Is there any other task which is to

be compared with that of those who are attempting to re-

build the soul, and indue themselves with Christian disposi-

tions, in distinction from animal dispositions, such as pride

and selfishness and anger ?

Now, if any man is living without the need of Christ, he

is living without a struggle ; and he that is living without a

struggle, (we have God's word for it), is a bastard, and not a

son.

"Whom the Lord loveth he ohasteneth, and seourgeth every son
whom he receiveth." " If ye be without chastisement, whereof all

are partakers, then are ye bastards, and not sons."

If any man is living a Christian life without such a strug-

gle as makes him feel day by day his own helplessness, his

own utter insufficiency for that which is incumbent upon

him ; if a man is living without the feeling that he needs

God, and that without him all his endeavors will be in vain

—

if any man is living a Christian life so, it is because he is in

a false security. The soul in the new life needs the vivify-

ing influence of God every day.

" Looking imto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith ; who,
for the joy that was set before him, endured the cross, despising the

shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of God. For
consider [explore, weigh, think much about] him that endured such
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contradiction of sinners against himself, lest ye be wearied and faint

in your minds."

Tliat ideal Christ ; that image of divine excellence ; that

One who has taught ns how to carry pride without sin, how
to exterminate selfishness, how to be royal, and yet the com-

panion of the lowest and the least—that noblest Christ, that

drew to hira the needy npon earth, and was himself perfect

among the imperfect, and yet not arrogant nor vain ; that

Saviour who did not look down because He was supe-

rior, but who was as equable and sweet as a mother to

her children—look unto him, lest ye be wearied of this greai

conflict ; for our idea of what it is to be a Christian must be

every day refreshed.

No shipmaster, if he can get observations every day, fails

to take them every day, in order that he may know whei'e he

is, and how he is sailing ; and no Christian on the voyage of

life should do less than this. Every day we need to be

cautioned against taking our ideas from customs, or from

the easy permissions of the church, even. We must not put

our faith in man, nor must we take our notions of what is

right for us from even the best of those who are around

about us. We may learn from them ; but no man is our

model : Christ is our model ; and every day we must rectify

our conception of what it is to be Christian men by looking

unto Jesus, in order that we may build ourselves up after the

ideal of a transformed and spiritualized character. We look

to him because, without the sympathy of a heavenly Spirit

Kke him, we should grow discouraged.

There is nothing in public sentiment or in public institu-

tions which helps a man in tlie direction of self-sacrifice.

The ideal life of a true Christian man must be perpetually

refreshed from the heavenly soul ; and we are to look to

Christ for that life as well as that example, for that inspira-

tion as well as that ideal, day by day.

We are to look unto him all the more because we are

told that he has had to strive in the self-same manner that

we are striving ; that he has been tempted in all respects, in

all faculties, as we are, and yet without sin ; that he has

been made a perfect High Priest ; that he has been made
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the captain of our salvation, by suffering in our place as we

suffer, so that he knows, inwardly and outwardly, all our

wants, and is a Saviour in the forefront of heaven, now
advanced in all power to help those who are willing and

anxious to live as he has lived.

We look unto him, not only as an example and as an

inspiration, but as a sympathizing friend, who has glorified

our nature and sanctified it, and who is administering his

providence and grace for the very special end of helping all

who desire to live above the world, above the senses, and in

the ti"ue spirit life.

Christian brethren, it is that we may draw near to the

Saviour that all the offices of instruction and all the ordi-

nances in the house of God are mainly enjoined upon us.

Their object is to bring us near to a realization of the great

invisible world, of the glory of God, of the love of Christ,

and of the power of that justice, of that righteousness, and

of that abhorrence of evil which comes from love—the vic-

torious power of that faith which works by love. All these

we behold in the Lord Jesus Christ ; and when our faith

wavers, when we drift, when our watch ceases, when we

stumble, when we fall into temptation, in all the emergen-

cies of life, we need the same source of awakening, of deliver-

ance, of consolation, and of sympathy—Jesus Christ.

And now, as we are about, as a church, pastor and peo-

ple, to separate for some weeks—we that have been brought

so near together by a common life in the church, by a

common rejoicing in the truths of the Gospel, by common
sympathies one with another, by common suffering, and by

common hopes and victories—we ought to carry with us

some common memorial, that we may not forget each other,

and that we may feel our hearts still mutually responding,

as they have done so many times before.

As in olden times lovers, when parting, agTced to look at

a common star at evening and think of each other ; as, many

and many a time, hearts bound to hearts have promised, at a

given hour or many hours of the day, to read the same pas-

sages, or to bow the knee in prayer together, that their love

might minister to their zeal, and that their zeal might min-
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ister to their love ; so it would be well for us all if we that go

away could take with us, or if we that stay at home could

keep with us, some common souvenir of suggestion.

Let us, then, take this, every morning, as we rise—" Look-

ing unto Jesus " ; and when the bell strikes twelve at noon
every day, let us, pastor and people, agree to say in our

hearts, " Looking unto Jesus" ; and when the sun goes down
at evening, let us say together, " Looking unto Jesus" ; and
every time you say it, think of me ; and every time I say it,

I will think of you ; and every time you and I say it, Jesus

will think of us all ; and in this common thought of each

other, and of Him that loved us, and gave himself for us,

let us go through the fiery days of summer ; and when
autumn begins to robe the earth in all its dying beauty,

and to prefigure the glory of departure, let us come together

again and report, that, " Looking unto Jesus, the Author
and Finisher of our faith," he has grown larger and more
beautiful, and has become to us all the chief among ten

thousand, and altogether lovely.

Now we sit down together, for the last time in a good

while, to fellowship with each other—to a cheerful hope

and a confident rejoicing in our Master, Jesus ; for this bread

broken is the body of Christ, broken, and this cup outpoured

is the blood of Clirist, shed for the remission of sins. Who
owns the body of Christ that was broken ? Every poor,

tempted, wearyJiearted sinner who wants divine medicine.

Whose is the blood ? Every soul's that wants washing.

Does my venerable brother in Rome own Christ ? The poor-

est Hottentot that is scorched on the plains of Africa, if he

awakes and says, '* Lord, have mercy on my soul," owns him.

The poorest slave that grovels on the plantation owns Jesus,

if he needs him, and takes him. Who owns tlie blood of the

Lord symbolized ? All sinners that need it. Who owns the

cup ? The heart that needs its medicine. Does the church

own Christ ? He is the world's. He belongs to human
necessity—not to a sect ; not to a party ; not to a generation

;

not to an age : but to mankind ; to each individual,—and not

because the priest or the elder or the church told him that he

might, but because God gave himself to every soul that would
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take him. Vou own God, as God owns yon ; and the owner-

ship which the son has in the father is as sweet in its way as

the ownership which the father has in the son.

I ask you, therefore, to come to the table of the Lord,

not because it is our communion : we do not own that table.

I ask yon, not because the body of Christ is given into our

hands, to l)e dispensed according to our judgment. I say to

every soul : Do not come because you are a member of the

church ; do not come because you are orthodox ; but if you

feel, " I am sinful, I in my soul desire and mean to overcome

sin, and I need to look unto Jesus for help to do it," then, for

these inward and spiritual reasons, I invite you to come and

partake of the body and the blood of Christ Jesus. Now
pervert that who wants to ! Because you are sinful ; because

you desire by the power of God to live above your sins
;

because you believe that the broken body and shed blood of

Christ symbolized will help you, therefore come. Come for

spiritual reasons, for personal reasons, for inward reasons

—

not for external reasons, nor church reasons, nor authorita-

tive reasons—because your soul needs, and here it shall have

supply. Whether, therefore, you are a member of the church

or not ; whether you belong to any other sect, however

diverse from us ; whatever your philosophical views may be,

if you are pervaded with a consciousness that you are so

sinful and imperfect that notliing but the blood of Christ can

cleanse you, cOme. If it will do you good, come.

And may the blessing of Almighty God, the Father^ the

Son, and the Holy Spirit rest upon you all. Ameif.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.
Almighty God, we rejoice in the light of this day. We rejoioe

in the opening door of the sanctuary. We rejoice in all the ineajo-

ries that rise thick about us; in the experiences that are witnesses
of the past, and that with gathering force still bear witness to the
grace of God, and to the faithfulness of the Lord Jesus, our Saviour
—for thou hast done exceeding abundantly more than we asked, or
than we thought. Thou hast never left thy people nor forsaken
them in darkness, in sickness, in trouble, or in temptation. Thou
hast been faithful to all thy promises; and in this place of prayer
we desire to bear witness together of the goodness of God—of his

goodness in a thousand things most pleasant, and also of his good-
ness in things most painful; for the darkness is as wholesome to
those who go through the night as the brightness of the day. Thou
art He that knowest how to make sorrow and darkness fruitful of

good; and thou dost interpret thy providence, saying to us, Whom I

love T chasten.

We rejoice, O Lord, in looking back to our childhood, for the
places wherein we were born; for those that surrounded us; for
those who taught us by word and by example; for all the privileges

and opportunities which we had in the way of life; for all the in-

spirations to good, and for the helps therein.

Thou hast multiplied thyself in nature, in providence, in society,

and in the church. In all ways thou hast made thyself a manifold
help. We look back on the whole career of our lives with wonder
and with gladness, and draw for the future hope and inspiration
therefrom.
And now we desire, O Lord, in the days that are to come, to be

stronger, wiser, purer, more like thyself. We pray that we may not
be contented in our present condition. We pray that we may not
be willing to sit down with such attainments as we have. Evermore
may we look to thee. Inspired by thy nature and by thine example
may we reach to such a perfect subjection of every thought and
feeling that we shall know the mind and will of Christ in our own
mind and will, that so thou mayest fulfill thy word, and dwell in us,

and abide with us.

We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to all those who are
walking under the load and beneath the yoke, and who find them
neither light nnr easy. We beseech of thee that thou wilt perpet-
ually teach them to make them both easy and light. We pray
that thou wilt subdue obdurate wills, and that thou wilt inspire
with a patient faith those that think they know as much as
thou dost. We pray that those who suppose they understand thy
truths may learn the wisdom of being little children. May they
accept the lessons of thine administration, and accept them
with cheerfulness as from God, though they know not all their
meaninss. We beseech of thee that pride of understanding may be
corrected in us all. While we seek Christ Jesus may we ask, What
shall be done with thy providences? rather than, Why hast thou
sent them to us?
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"We beseech of thee that thou wilt help those that are tempted,

whatever their temptation may be, whether it be in themselves, in

their surroundings, or in their affairs. Will the Lord grant that

they may be steadfast in their integrity, in their faith, and in their

trust in God.
We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest upon all those

who are in affliction; all those who are in the midst of divisive

cares; and all who lack wisdom to direct them. May they trust

thee. Thou givest wisdom to those that lack it, and thou upbraidest

not; and we pray that every one may turn to thee for light and for

guidance.
We beseech thee that thou wilt grant to this church thine

abiding presence. As thou hast been with us in daj^s gone by, even
as a fire by night and as a cloud by day, so continue to manifest thy-

self in darkness and in light to this thy people. They are thine;

with all imperfections, in the midst of struggles, in the midst of

diverse experiences, with chequered light and shade, they are thine.

And we beseech of thee that thou wilt still abide in the midst of

this people, and inspire them with purer motives, with higher aims,

and with a diviner spirit, so that they may go through life witnesses,

not unapt, not misinterpreting, not misrepresenting the mind and
the will of Christ, by showing forth his meekness, his helpfulness,

his self-sacrifice, and his laborious zeal in doing good. And may
they seek after righteousness. May they be discontented only with

themselves; may they be patient with others. May they not be for-

bearing with their own wickednesses, and their own shortcomings,

but may they be forbearing with others who fall into shortcomings

and wickednesses. And we beseech of thee that thus they may be

girded day by day for that couflict which lasts to the end.

O Lord, minister to thy people a sense of the nearness of things

invisible—of their power, of their magnitude, of their glory, and of

their beauty. May they dwell in faith, in-looking into the invisible

;

and there may their hope be as an anchor that shall hold them stead-

fast no matter what storms may come.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt overrule all events for the

honor of thy name, and for the furtherance of thy cause among men
on earth. We pray for a greater spread of love among brethren.

We pray that divisive influences may be overthrown. We pray that

the things which make for peace and purity may be abundantly

multiplied. We pray that churches may help each other and not

hinder.

So may those who think themselves strong bear the infirmities of

the weak. May those who think themselves wise forbear with the

shortcoming knowledge of those who are less than they. May those

who think themselves to be highest and first condescend to men of

low estate, and bear their burdens. May men not strive to see who
shall be first with an ungodly and worldly ambition, but may they

strive to see who shall be first with wisdom; and may they become

the ministers and the servants of all.

We pray that thou wilt grant that the cause of justice and peace

may prevail among the nations of the earth. May all disturbances
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which tend to break forth into war be taken away. May men learn
that latest and hardest lesson, the lesson of love; and may they
draw together in a holy brotherhood, nation joining to nation, until

at last there shall be concoi-d in all the earth ; until from the rising

of the sun to the going down of the same, men shall learn to fear
and love and reverence thee, and to honor and love one another.
Thus may thy kingdom come, and thy will be done on earth as it is

in heaven.
And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son and Spirit,

evermore. Amen.





THE PRODIGAL SON.

Luke xv., 11-32.

I shall speak, this evening, upon the narrative, o; princi-

pal contents of the narrative, contained in the 15th chapter

of Luke's Gospel. It is the parable of the Prodigal Son. I

shall pass through the two preliminary parables, ami expend

the time upon this one.

The passage opens with the gathering of one of those

remarkable throngs that assembled to hear the Savvour wher-

ever he went, and that increased in the later mooths of his

life until they became so unwieldy as to be po3<tively dan-

gerous.

" Then drew near unto him all the publicans an$ «nners for to

hear him."

It is not a mere matter of fine criticism thrxt emphasizes

such words as, " Then drew near unto him" : rhey are words

which carry in connection with many oth^r elements the

impression which is produced upon the minds of all who
study the personal habits of our Saviour. There is abundant

evidence that he never stood afar off, as if in merely official

relations ; that he never made such a separation of himself

from his people as is implied by audience and speaker accord-

ing to ordinary modern usages. He went with the throng.

We have little hints which show that when he wrought his

miracles they were wrought in the way of affection and per-

sonal attention. If a blind man was to be healed, he took

him by the hand, and led him out of the town, and then

liealed him. He would go near to persons, and put his

hands upon them, and pronounce the sanative benediction.

Sunday Evening, Octobers, 1873. Lesson: Mark Ix., 1-27. Hymns (Plymouth
Ci)Uectlon): No?. 189. 865. fi04.
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So there gathered about him, wherever he went, those

who were attracted by the singular power which he had, and
of which sympathy was largely the secret. There gathered

about him a large class of people ; and not only did they

stand and look afar off, held back by a certain awe, but

they came where he was. They came even unbidden into

the dining halls. They came into his very presence. They
wept upon his feet. They touched him. They indulged in

various familiarities toward him. And when it is said,

" Then drew near unto him all the publicans and sinners for

to hear him," we are to imagine that he stood in a throng

of these worst men—as they were esteemed by the genuine

Jews.

The publicans were hated because they were foreign offi-

cers. Usually they were Jews ; but what business had a Jew
to be collecting taxes from his own people to put into the

treasury of imperious, haughty Rome ? He turned against

his own kind, and became the instrument of a foreign des-

pot. Aside from any extortion that they might practice, the

ignominy of serving an enemy toward whom the Jews cher-

ished the utmost bitterness and hatred rendered the pub-

licans, the tax-gatherers, the most despicable of men to the

patriotic feeling of the Jewish nation. The sinners were

men and women of an abandoned character ; men and women
that had lost moral restraint, and had gone to the very ex-

treme in vice—the outcasts, the undone, the wrecks of soci-

ety. Here was a goodly audience gathered about him of

these publicans and these sinners ; and you may well suppose

that the orthodox Jews felt the utmost horror of it.

" The Pharisees and Scribes murmured."

That is, they whispered, muttered. You know that some-

times good men are left to do that when things do not go to

satisfy them. There is a great deal of talking behind the

back, and a great deal of criticism and whispering going on,

about persons who are not, according to their views, sound

and right and safe. So was it with these men who had spent

their whole lives in being good, and were so proud about

being good that they had not got past the body, and had

not had time to attend to the inward man, the soul—these
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tnen, who were so exceedingly scrupulous, who knew the

truth, who had found it out—who knew to a line just what
the church was, and just what the church should be ; and
who had complied with the requirements, who had fulfilled

the law, they thought, in every jot and tittle. If anybody
did not know what the flavor of piety was they could tell

them. If anybody wanted to know anything about God and
tlie eternal government they were the ones to inform them.

They were the favorites of God. They had the law, they

had kept the law, and they knew what it consisted in.

When they went after our Saviour, and looked upon his

methods of teaching, and listened to his discourses, they

went as critics ; and seeing about him this great unwashed
throng, this great crowd of men vomited out of the waste

places of Jerusalem, or of the Galilean cities, that surrounded

him, they said

:

" This man receiveth sinners, and eateth with them."

Now, they could have got along with him very well,

probably, if he had kept a good distance off, in pontifical

robes, or with an air more imju'essive than any pontifical

robes, and had laid down the law to those wicked men out

there; but he made himself as one of them, and they came
close up to him, and he made them his fellows. He received

them not simply into his presence, but into his company.

They sat at the table with him ; and in that oriental country

to eat bread with one was to recognize him as a friend. He
not only talked to them, but he ate with them ; and that was

thought to be as bad as to commune with them at the same
table, he belonging to one sect and they to another.

Then it was that our Saviour uttered this exquisite para-

de of the Prodigal Son ; and we will follow the course of the

Prodigal Son, for the sake of bringing out, afterwards, sev-

eral points that may well occupy our attention.

The i>oint that he makes, and what may be considered as

the text, is:

" I say unto you, There is joy in the presence of the angels of God
over one sinner that repenteth."

In another place the same thing is said in another way:

"Likewisejoy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repenteth,
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more than over ninety and nine just persons which need no repent-

ance."

This is the text—divine sympathy with broken down, sin^

ful men, and divine joy in their recuperation —the sympathy

of God and the helpfulness of God to all that have sinned

and are making even the feeblest strife to regain themselves.

God is on the side of every sinner that desires to ceaso

sinning.

" A certain man had two sons : and the younger of them said to

his father, Father, give me the portion of goods that falleth to me.

And he divided unto them his living. And not many days after, the

younger son gathered all together, and took his journey into a far

country."

It is a striking fact that the first step that was taken

amiss and downward (the first impulse probably anteceded

this, but the first actual downward step) was the one of no

longer desiring to abide ynder the parental roof. The bonds

of affection were slackening. The wish to be his own master

was growing in him. A vague and wild curiosity to know

what was in the world was stimulating him. He could not

bear the routine of morality in his father's house. He could

not endure the restraint of his father's eye and voice. There-

fore he determined to take his possessions and go and see

the world. There have been thousands since his day who

have wrecked and ruined themselves because they wanted to

see what was going on among men. So he took his property

and went forth from his father's house, and came to a far-

off country where he could not be sent for nor interfered

with. He had wild liberty. He had absolute confidence in

himself. He felt perfectly certain that he knew enough to

take care of himself. *'Let those remain tied to their

mothers' apron strings who want to," said he; ''T am a

grown man, and I know a thing or two.*' No doubt if any

counsel had been offered him, he would have thrown it off

indignantly. He was going to a far country where nobody

could oversee him. He sought liberty; but it was the liberty

of the lower nature. It was not the liberty of the moral

sense, striving to disengage itself from the thrall of supersti-

tion. It was not the liberty of a noble nature, seeking other

channels for sympathy and beneficence. It was not the
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liberty of a generous soul who, seeing the truth, is resolved to

break through old accustomed ways, and give up the world,

though it should cost him his name or his life. It was not

the liberty of the upper man. It was the liberty of the lower

man. It was that kind of liberty which is called license;

and he soon became licentious—for it is said,

"He took his journey into a far country, and there wasted his

substance with riotous living."

He poured out freely his means upon the cup. He in-

dulged in the wildest and merriest dances. He was full of

gayety because he was full of youthful spirits. He denied

himself nothing that his eye saw, that his ear heard, or that

his heart coveted ; and his passions became his counsellors.

" When he had spent all [and it did not take him a great while to
do it], there arose a mighty famine in that land ; and he began to be
in want."

Of course now there was nothing for him to do but to ask

assistance from those neighborly fellows who had met him so

often, and enjoyed his hospitality. The moment he made
his necessities known to them of course they would succor

him. Not so. When he sought their aid they were nowhere
to be found. Those who had shown him so much friendship,

admired him, walked with him, coquetted with him, gone

into every excess with him—they, surely, by their loving

sympathy, would bear up a fellow sinner. No, they had
other friends now. They could not attend to him. AU
his companions were gone. There was none who cared for

him.

There is many and many a young man who is walking on
the same track in the world. To-day he has friends enough.

Just as long as his pocket holds out his company will be

sought, but when his pocket gives out he will be abandoned.

No selfishness is so hideous as the selfishness which prevails

among the passionate who, having enjoyed all the wild delir-

ium of pleasure with each other, heartlessly abandon one

another in the hour of extremity.

"When he had spent all, there arose a mighty famine in that
land; and he began to be in want. And [since he could do nothing
else] he went and joined himself to a citizen of that country; and he
sent him into bis fields to feed swine,"
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He went into the saloon to begin with, and he went into

the pig-pen to end with. It was not a long reach from the

glory, the dazzle, the pride, the vanity, the lust and the

license of his youth, to the humiliation and the shame, tho

degradation and the want of a swine-herd. There is no
recall of him, no yearning after him. But there are a great

many men that spend their substance and their youth and
their health in riotous living who have a heart left. There
are many bad men who have much in them that is good

—

who have a sense of honor lingering in them ; who have
aspirations, and who have yearnings for things high and
noble. There is many a man who has philosophy with which
to reason on his own mistakes, and who longs to reascend the

path by which he descended so swiftly.

So was it with this young man, who had spent all, and
began to be in want ; and who went and joined himself to a

citizen who sent him into his fields to feed swine. He went,

and for aught that we can see he did his work faithfully.

He began to be sensible at last ; for when a man has gone

down by false stejos of self-abuse it is something if he accepts

his situation, and sets up, in the low depth to which he has

sunk, some foundations for renewed life.

Well, you will observe how this young man is spoken of,

as if he had been insane. It is said, " When he came to

himself." He had not really been himself. Every man has

an equator, and all below that line is animal, while all above

that line is himself. The upper manhood, the higher nature,

is not the animal in you. It is that which allies you to the

angelic, to God, to the invisible and eternal world. There is

many and many a man who lives in his lower nature, and

who is, as it were, insane, but whose sins, whose remorse,

and the misery which comes from these, begin to bring him
to his higher and better nature. He has j)roved the lower

nature, and found its falsity, its oppression, and its danger

;

and through the suffering which comes from the wild indul-

gence of his lower nature—that which he is to leave with the

dust when he dies—the door is open to that whicli is higher.

" He came to himself." As a man that has been insane is,

by some cooling draught or potion, brought to sanity and
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reason again, and is softened, and made rational, so this

young .man was brought to himself.

Blessed are they who, after following temptation and

solicitation, and reaping misery, learn by that misery what is

the royalty of their better nature, and are ashamed of sin

and of sinning. Such was his extremity of suffei-ing that he

''would fain have filled his belly with the husks that the

swine did eat; and no man gave unto him." He was alone.

He was uncared for and unprovided for. Those sweet and

edible pods which were fed to the swine he would have

chewed for his own sustenance.

Well, he had time for one thing—he had time, amidst hia

grunting charge, amidst the chanking swine, to think ; he

had time to suffer ; he had time to be sorry. There are a

great many men who have not time to be virtuous ; who have

not time to be religious ; who have not time to do a great

many things ; but there is no man who does not find time,

by and by. to be very sorry, very sad, in his adversity. So

did this young man, " when he came to himself ;" and I do

not know that there is anything in this world more touching

than that vision of home which rises, in their extremity, upon
the wicked, either to torment them, or to lure them by the

hope and promise of sympathy and succor.

I have stood by the side of those that were sick, and 1

could bear to witness their pain ; I could harden myself, as a

surgeon would, to perform all the ofiices tliat were needful

for their restoration ; but when, in the midst of their trouble,

when perhaps unconscious of what they were saying, they

would call out, "Father! father!" or "Mother! mother!"
it was more than I could bear. The going back of those who
have gone through a career of license and wickedness to the

visions of childhood, its sweet innocence, the secui-ity of

home, and the joy and pleasure of household fellowship—

I

think there is nothing that touches a sensitive person more
than this.

And so the Prodigal Son, when he was reduced, through
indulgence, to extreme distress, and when no man would
show him any charity or any succor, began to bethink him-

self of his own father's house : and he said :
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" How many hired servants of my father's have hread enough
and to spare, and x perish with hunger! I will arise, and go to my
father, and I will say unto him, Father, I have sinned against

heaven, and before thee."

Now, that is honest ; that is manly. He did not say, " I

will arise and go to my father, and I will state the circnm-

stanees." Oh, no. If there is anything in this world that

is the devil of the casuist, it is "circumstances"; but he was

not so bad as that. Having sinned, he had courage to look

upon his sin and call it sin, and know that it was sin, and

take it in all its magnitude. He attempted no acquittal, no

palliation, no excuse, no piteous fear, addressed to the com-

passion of his old father.

" I will arise and go to my father, and will say unto him, " Fa-

ther, I have sinned against heaven, and before thee, and am no more
worthy to be called thy son."

Here begins to spring out the exquisite delicacy and sensi-

bility of a heart that is returning to a wholesome repentance,

to nobility and to truth. He is already partly reformed

whose soul begins to move to higher instincts.

" I am no more worthy to be called thy son : make me as one of

thy hired servants."

Beautiful, that is, in its simplicity and humility. He
knew how to go dowrt, and, blessed be God, he knew how to

go up, too ; but there are a great many men who know how

to go down but do not know how to go up.

Well, how fared it with him ?

" And he arose and came to his father. But when he was yet a

great way off his father saw him."

Men see a great way with telescopes ; eagles and vultures

see a vast distance : but I take it that there is no eye that is

so unerring and that sees so far and so sure as a parent's eye

looking for a lost child.

" When he was yet a great way off his father saw him."

And he saw all that was good in him ; for fatherhood in

its purest form is the truest expression, as it is the sign and

symbol of the Godhead.

" When he was a great way off his father saw him, and had com •

passion, and ran, and fell on his neck, and kissed him."

He waited for no word. He put him upon no conditions.
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There was no preparation. His father did to this son that

returned just that which God does, and to all eternity will

do, to every erring or struggling spirit that, uprising, goes

to him—he gave him something of himself; he gave him
acceptance ; he gave him sympathy and kindness. It is the

nature of God, it is the nature of every true father, to do it.

The beauteous child, flattered and deceived, in an evil

moment flees and wanders, and goes from bad to worse
;

and the mother's heart is sore through years, hearing from
her and yet not being able to recover her; but at twilight,

on some evening, as the mother sits and sees things darkling,

there comes a form, ill -clad, with feeble step and sunken

cheek, through the open gate. The mother knows her, and

with open arms rushes to embrace the child that has come
back. No word is spoken. Both hearts are pouring out a

sacred tide. She bears her child to the house. " Mother,

I have come home to die." "My child, live." Ought not

the mother to say, *' The public sentiment of this neigh-

borhood requires that I should call out from you some

token that you have repented" ? Ought she not to put her

on some condition ? Would it not be a violation of public

sentiment to take her back without words ? Nay ; is there

anything that cleanses away the sin of a child so fast as the

loving heart of a parent ? Men seem to think that there

must be some preparation through which a man shall come
to God. Yes, the everlasting nature of God himself. That

is the preparatiouo It is the heart and soul of divine love

that quickens to remorse the hearts of men that go wrong
;

that brings light to their darkness ; that sees them afar off
;

that draws them by the cords of love ; and that takes them

then with a heart overflowing with forgiveness, not because

they have done this, that or the other thing, but because

God is infinite in sympathy and in love ; because God's

nature, tlie moment your soul is open to it, pours a stream

of cleansing redemption into it. God forgives from what he

is, and not from what you have been.

The young man had come, you know, with a good ortho-

dox confession ; and he was going to pour it into his father's

ear ; but he found himself embraced, and wept over, and
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kissed. He struggled through, and said, " Father, I have

sinued against heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more

worthy to be called thy son." He could not get out the

other part—" make me as one of thy hired servants." He was

smothered in his father's embrace, and he could not get it

out.

What was the father's reply ? He did not hear what the

son said ; it all, as it were, went to the wind ; and he called

to his servants, in fatherly gladness :

" Bring forth the best robe, and jjut it on him, and put a ring on
his hand [that scrawny hand which had just come from the husks

and the swine], and shoes on his feet ; and bring hither the fatted

calf, and kill it ; and let us eat and be merry."

And the reason was :

" For this my son was dead and is alive again."

That was reason enough for you and rae, and for every

noble man and woman, because God has lent us a little of his

own feeling. There is no other argument.

Our Father in heaven is purer and better than earthly

fathers ; and if an earthly father knows how to bear and for-

bear, and wait to be gracious, and, with a generosity of love,

to forgive those who have gone wrong, how much more shall

God forgive, and cherish, and build up to eternal life, every

one that comes to him, or that desires to come to him.

Well, this is a beautiful picture ; but still, we must finish

the whole scene. There was one other son. We have now,

next, one of these perfect folks who censured Christ for

eating with sinners ; one of these pharisaic precisionists ; one

of these men who thanked God that they never stumbled
;

one of these men that knew what was right, and always did

it. The story is in this language :

"This my son was dead and is alive again; he was lost, and is

found. And they began to be merry."

The old house shook. The lights glanced through the

windows. The music was wafted into the field, where this

exceedingly good elder brother was.

" Now, his elder son was in the field; and as he came and drew
nigh to the house [he could not imagine what they were about there]

he heard music and dancing [it seems to have been a long time since

there had been anything of that sort in the old house] ; and he called
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one of the servants, and he asked what these things meant. And he
said unto him. Thy brother is come: and thy father hatti killed the
fatted calf because he hath received him safe and sound. And he
was angry, and he would not go in : therefore came his father out,
and entreated him. And he answering said to his father, Lo, these
many years do I serve thee, neither transgressed I at any time thy
commaudmeut; and yet thou never gavest me a kid that I might
make merry with my friends ; but as soon as this thy son was come,
which had devoured thy living with harlots, thou hast killed for him
the fatted calf."

Well, now, I would ratlier be the repenting Prodigal Son
than the elder brother. Was not he a mean sneak ? and was
it not designed that these two brothers should stand over

against each other and teach the world ? The contrast

between a man who by strong and impetuous inclination is

led to sin, as the publicans sinned, as the sinners sinned, as

the harlots and courtesans of Galilee or Jerusalem sinned

—

between a man who is carried away by his overpowering

passions, but who, when he sees the final results of his wicked
course rebounds, and goes back, and frankly, honestly, ac-

knowledges his sin—between such a man and one hke this

elder brother ? Is not that character jminted so that it seems

a great deal more admirable than that of this precise fellow

who never sinned at all, to his own thinking ? He never got

drunk—no, he was too stingy to get drunk. He never could

afford wine. He spent nothing on courtesans. He was too

cold, too unsympathizing. He did not give a loose rein to

passion. It was the very pride of his life that he never did

wrong. He was one of these locked-up, tied-up Pharisees,

who are so afraid of going wrong that they do not go anyhow
—who are so afraid of doing wrong that they do not do any-

thing. He was self-contained, self-worshiping, and exceed-

ingly proper. He was going toward heaven stiff, stingy,

lean, mean, selfish. He was going to heaven like a mummy.
And when his brother went away, he probably damned him
in his heart right orthodoxly; when he heard how he was

going on afar off in foreign lands, no doubt he had a very

great horror of sin, in other folks; and when he heard that

he had come back again, doubtless he said, "The beast of

burden back on my father's hands ! Now he will be dividing

his substance with him, and I shall have less. Besides all
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that, look at the difference between us. I never ran away
and he did. I never fell into any impetuosities, and he did.

I never squandered anything upon harlots, and he did. In

all my life I have never done anything that was improper. I

am made like a clock, having a stroke at every hour, being

regularly wound up, and keeping time ; but that fellow has

been through all sorts of circumgyratory courses of evil. My
father has made for him a royal feast, but he never made a

feast for me. He never gave me even a kid, but he has

given him a calf"—and he was so mad !

Where was that brother's heart ? Where was his love of

the cradle ? Where were his childhood memories ? Where
were those ties of kinship and blood relationship that should

have stirred every man to gladness who had a spark of man-
liness in him, on hearing that the prodigal had come home ?

where was that impulse that should have led him to rush

into the house and greet his returned brother, and say, ''Let

me help you " ? He would not go in. He stood off, and

grumbled. The salvation of his brother from destruction
;

his restoration to honor and love ; the repairing of the breach

in the household—all these things fell on him without pro-

ducing any more impression than they would produce upon

a stone. And yet, he offered his sacrifices and rattled

through his prayers every day, and kept, he thought, a pretty

correct account in his bank up above. Pharisee ! Cold,

unsympathizing moralist ! How can one help despising such

a man ? You despise him when I am describing him. There

is not a man, woman or child who does not feel, as I do, that

this kind of dry morality is hateful. You feel that a man
without any heart, without any pulse, without any warmth

in his blood, hardly belongs to the human family.

And yet, many of you will walk in New York, and when

you see some poor, drunken, filthy, ragged fellow, who has

fallen step by step all the way down, and is trying to reform,

I am afraid you will pass him by without a thought of sym-

pathy—without one yearning. Yea, I do not know but you

will thank God that you are not as other men are. Perhaps

you will say, " I might have fallen into such wickedness, but

I was strong, and so was saved from it."
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When we see these flaunting mistresses of the street, there

is much that shocks our delicacy
;
yet I never look upon them

that inside of me there are not tears which move as from a

fountain. When I see them, I see the mother; I see the

childhood ; I see the girlhood ; I see the sad days of neglect

and abandonment ; I see the dying ; I see the cheap funeral,

with no mourners ; and not only do I see the things that are

visible, but I see the inner and spiritual reality. Do you see

these things ? Does your heart go out toward strict people,

and orthodox people, and church people, and your set of peo-

ple in your denomination ? and do you look upon those who

are outside of your denomination, upon those who are not

church people, upon worldly people, upon people who have

made mistakes in life, who have stumbled, and gone to the

ground, degraded and ruined, from a high point—do you look

upon these with coldness, and even with bitter contempt ?

Then you are the elder brother.

If there be any meaning in this parable, it is that if a

man stands where he probably thinks he is proper and right

and virtuous, and has no compassion for his fellowmen who

are in distress or want, even though it is by reason of their

own folly, then he is the elder brother. Such a man is more

despicable than he who has sinned more grossly, and yet

seeks to repent.

That is the meaning of our Saviour when he said, on an-

other occasion, to these proud Jewish religionists :

" Verily I say unto you, that the publicans and the harlots go
into the kingdom of God before you."

It is as if he had said to them, '* Their chances are better

than yours." Hardness of heart, the want of charity for

others, lack of sympathy and genuine beneficence—this is a

crying sin ; and against no class in Judsea did our Saviour

hurl such anathemas as against cultured people, whose con-

Bciences were educated, but who were hard-hearted toward

their fellow-men, and whose piety was without sympathy.

Dissipation tlirough the basilar passions is not less bad

than you think ; it is worse than you think ; but the dissipa-

tion of the upper nature, by which all that is divine in a man
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is turned to coldness and selfishness, is a worse dissipation

than the other.

In closing, I will add a few points. In the first place,

let me say that according to tliis narrative it is never to late

to mend. Perhaps there are some persons that have strayed

in here who have been thinking to themselves, " What did

he pick out that subject for ? I wonder if he knew that I

was coming. He has described my case exactly. I have

been running away from my parents, from my instructors,

from my own self. I have slipped and slipped ; I have lost

my name and position ; I am hovering between life and
death ; and it is strange that he should have selected such a

subject as that." No, it is not any more strange than that

God should think of you, and by his providence should draw

you where you hear such themes discussed. And I have a

personal message for you. I have to say to you, to-night,

you are a great deal worse than you think you are
;
you are a

great deal worse than you yourself can measure or under-

stand ; and yet there is mercy in the heart of God for you.

It is not too late for you to mend. It is not too late for you

to turn round and go back to your Father, and say, '* I have

sinned against heaven, and in thy sight
!"

I have to say, secondly, to all such persons, and to all who
are struggling to amend their mistakes, and to rise to a true

life, that the heart of God is in its full tide of sympathy, and

that those who need his help will receive it. " The bruised

reed shall he not break, and the smoking flax shall he not

quench, till lie shall bring forth judgment unto victory."

Do you remember that remarkable scene which took place

when our Master, a month or two before the crucifixion, was

for the last time going from Galilee to Jerusalem ? As he

came to a Samaritan village, the people refused to give him
shelter, or food, or drink. The disciples had been sent for-

ward to prepare for his stay there over night ; and John,

whose name is now synonymous with the most perfect gentle-

ness and love, but who had a fiery temper, said, with James,

*' Lord, wilt thou tliat we command fire to come down from

heaven, and consume them?" And the Master rebuked

them, and said, " Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are
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of ; for the Son of Man is not come to destroy men's lives,

but to save them." Jesus Christ came into the world to save

sinners. Jesus Christ came to teach this grand revelation of

the universe : that in spite of all the dark appearances of

things, regoant in the center of all power, in the midst of

all that wisdom, whence issues that which controls all laws,

there is a Heart that is full of compassion. The law of the

universe is to restore, to recuperate ; and the heart of God is

on the side of every man who needs divine love, divine pity,

ind divine mercy. You have not the power in yourself to

do everything. You can do something ; but, after all, the

great work, the transforming work, the blessed work that is

done in us, is the pouring out into our souls of the nature

and inspiration of the love of God manifested to us through

Jesus Christ.

Not only is God's heart on the side of the poor and needy
;

it is on the side of those who have stumbkd by reason

of strong drink, by reason of dishonesty, or by reason of

headstrong passions and lusts. If you have gone through

every one of the grades of defilement, and you find yourself

at last among the swine, the heart of God is still on your

side. It is on the side of the off-scouring and the most

wretched of creation. Are you without a friend and without

a benefactor ? God is your friend, and God is your benefac-

tor. "Yes," you say, " he would be if I would repent ; but

I do not feel like repenting." God is your benefactor repent-

ing or not repenting. Repentance does not change him : it

changes you. When the son was yet a great way off, and

before one word had entered into the father's ear, the father

ran to meet him ; and if you have in your soul one single

movement toward hope ; if there begins to be in your soul a

letting go of tilings that are past ; if there begins to be in

your soul one aspiration, one yearning; if you say, "If I

could only try ; I have tried once, and failed, and it is of no

use for me to try again ; but yet I cannot give it up, and I

would be glad to try again," those thoughts in you are the

fruit of the Spirit. They are the result of the moving of the

Spirit upon your understanding and conscience and heart.

Now, I beseech of you, grieve not the Spirit of God
;
for
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what is he ? He describes himself as one whose tendf mess

and gentleness are snch that the brnised reed he will not

break, and the smoking flax he will not quench, till he brings

fortli Judgment unto yictory. That is, he is so gentle in his

dealings with men whose integrity, whose standing, is liable

to be cast down as is the tallest reed that is the least able to

stand against the wind—be is so gentle in his dOalings with

them that he will not overthrow them. So gentle is he in

his dealings with men that in no way will he make it hard

for them to stand or to recover themselves.

You know, when the flame is first lit on a candle how
faint it is, and how reluctant it is to burn ; so that the least

breath of air, caused by the movement of your body, blows

it out : and if there is in your soul the beginning of a desire

for a better life, no larger, no brighter, than just the tip of

the flame kindled on the wick of a candle, so gently does

God deal with this merest speck of light of another and

better life that he will not quench it till he brings you

through all the stages of reformation.

You have gone wrong, all of you. There is not one

here who cannot lay his hand on his heart, and say, " I

am a great sinner, and it is the grace and forbearance of God
that give me life and mercy." There is not a single one of

you that cannot say, " Lord, I have sinned, and I am not

worthy to be ci^lled thy son ;" and yet you have the assurance

that God's heart forgives, that God's love strengthens, and

that God's wisdom will guide you till you are brought through

various states of development to that condition in which you

may be transferred to the heavenly land, and begin again,

with ampler power and a better guidance, to reap noble.r

fruits and an eternal blessedness.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON".

We rejoice to come into thy presence, our heavenly Father, and
to look up to thee as the Fountain of all wisdom, and all p;ooduess,

and all power. In thee we live, and move, and have our being. We
rejoice that thus day by day we may feel ourselves joined to thee,

so that thy power is upon us; thy wisdom comes before us; and
thy goodness attends us all our lives. We look back at the way
in which we have been led, and with growing admiration of

thy goodness we desire to take courage from all thy past mercy,
and to trust thee for the time that is to come. Thou surely wilt not
change. Thou art in thy goodness the same yesterday, to-day, and
forever. We desire, O thou that art without variableness or shadow
of turning, to put our trust in thee; for though we have some
strength, what is it for the emergencies which we meet; though
there is for us the light of reason, how is it over-taxed with the
problems of life! How are we continually thrown aV)out hither and
thither by those strong forces of the universe which we do not
make, and which we cannot resist! We need thee; and our spirit

needs the consciousness of thy presence and of thy government; and
we pray that thou wilt help us this evening to say in our inner-

most heart. Thy will be done. May we rejoice in thee as the Supreme
Governor, and as our Father-king; for we are reigning with thee,

or are to reign, and are heirs with Jesus Christ to the eternal

possession—for all things are ours if we are Jesus Christ's, and we
walk with him in undivided inheritance, unrevealed as yet in its

richest treasure, but to be revealed.

We pray that thou wilt draw near to all thy servants; that thou
wilt hear their supplications, and that thou wilt move in them to

pray for the things which they most need.

We beseech of thee that thou wilt hear those upon whom thou
hastlaid thine hand heavily, and who are mourners before thee; and
that thou wilt grant them thy presence, thy strength, and the com-
forts of thy Spirit. For thou, O God, hast been the Comforter of

mourners through the ages past; and thou hast not forgotten thy
skill; and thy love is not weary. Thou canst nourish those who are

sick at heart ; and we commend them to thy special care.

We pray that thou wilt sanctify the disposition of every one that

is in darkness or in suffering. We commend to thee those who are

asking light upon their path from day to day. We commend to

thee those whose way is great, and whose strength is small. Be thou

their strength. May they trust in thee, and may they be able to

walk firmly, neither falling nor stumbling.

We commend to thee all those who are engaged itJ the service of

thy kingdom, making known the name of Jesus, and bearing the

tidings of salvation, and of faith in Christ to those who are needy.

We pray that thou wilt give them in their sympathy the very spirit

of their Master. We pray that thou wilt help them to interpret the

case of those whom they meet bj- their own experience. And we
pray that thou wilt abundantly bless their labor.
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We pray that thou wilt grant more and more abundantly that

illumination of spirit which guides thy servants into all truth. Draw
thy people nearer together by good works; by eommou labor in the
common field ; by the possession of a common Saviour; by the same
hope and the same destiny.

We pray that all those differences which have sprung up, and all

those separations which have come from piide of outward organiza-

tion and from the selfishness of sects may be done away. Grant,

we pray thee, that thy people may be deliveied from the thrall and
peril of these great evils. May all efforts made to further the unity

of the spirit in the midst of 'thy people throughout the world be
greatly blessed of God; and may that love which has but one
tongue and which is of all languages unite the earth together, so

that all men when the love of God is made known shall hear it in

the tongue in which they were born. Bless those who seek the ends
of catholicity in Christ Jesus. We pray that thou wilt send the gos-

pel into the dark places of our land, to make them more and more
fruitful in all knowledge, in all justice, in all peaceableness among
our citizens.

Be pleased to bless the President of these United States, and all

who are in authority with him. Bless the judges throughout our
land, and all magistrates, and the great people. We beseech of thee

that thou wilt more and more cause the light of truth to shine upon
them, that they may be great, not in outward things alone, but in

temperance, in justice, in love, and in purity.

And bless, not us alone, but all the nations of the earth. We
pray that thou wilt let the light of Christianity stream abroad into

every dark place, and carry thither the ray of hope. Overthrow
all those machinations by which the strong seek to dominate the

weak. We pray that thou wilt lift up the poor and needy.

Strengthen all peoples till they are too mighty to be thralled. And
grant, we pray thee, that with outward liberty and outward thrift

may come the yet more abundant liberty of the soul.

We beseech of thee that with the riches of the Spirit may come
the name of Jesus which in times gone by has been so glorious, and

that it may be yet more resplendent in the times that are to come-
that name over all, before which all creatures shall bow, and every

tongue confess to the glory of God.

We commend ourselves in the service of the evening to thy care

and inspiration. Grant that as we sing together the songs en-

deared to our memory here, we may be prepared to love those

nobler songs in the higher sphere when we shall be brought home
to our Father's house, to go no more out forever.

And to the Father, the Son and the Spirit, shall be everlasting

praise. Amen.
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PRAYEE AFTER THE SERMON.

Our Father, we pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest

upon the word spoken. Grant, we pray thee, that thy truth may
come home to us ; and that it may be the word of God, not the word
of man. May it enter and rest, not in the outward ear, but in the

heart. Art thou not drawing some to thee to-night? Art thou not

making the way of return more hopeful to some? Art thou not

stirring the consciences of some that are not utterly cast away?
Wilt thou Qot bring many Irom error? Wilt thou not glorify thy-

self and the royalty of thy grace in the conversion of men ; in the

restoration of backsliders; in the building up of thy people in the

humility and sweetness and sympathy of Christian life and love?

May we come together in all the power of the heart; and may thy

will be done upon earth as it is in heaven.

And to thy name shall be the praise forever and ever. Amen.
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In the last chapter of Matthew's gospel, you will find the

closing words to he these :

"And Jesus came, and spake unto them, saying. All power is

given unto me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore and teach

all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching them to observe all things

whatsoever I have commanded you : and lo, I am with you aiway,

even unto the end of the world."

If we turn to Mark's gospel, the last chapter, we shall

find the same commission and command, expressed in some-

what difPerent language :

" And he said unto them. Go ye into all the world, and preach
the gospel to every creature. He that believeth, and is baptized,

shall be saved; but he that believeth not, shall be damned. And
these signs shall follow them that believe: In my name shall they
cast out devils ; they shall speak with new tongues ; they shall take
up serpents ; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt
them ; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover. So
then, after the Lord had spoken unto them, he wa^s received up into

heaven, and sat on the right hand of God."

Later than any of tiiese is the version given by Luke

;

and his account of the life and teachings of Christ is col-

lated, as he declares in the preface of the gospel. As he was
well informed of all the various stories that were circulated

respecting the life and teachings of Christ, and was therefore

qualified to give a true account of the things that were seen

and done by the primitive disciples, he had set his hand to

that work. The account given by Luke is substantially this :

" Then opened he their understanding, that they might under-
stand the scriptures, and said unto them. Thus it is written, and thus
it behooved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day

:

SUNDAY Evening, July 4, 1875. Lesson; Psa. cxxxlx., 1-24. Hymns (Plymouth
Collection): Nus. 905. 725, 660.
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and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his
name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem, And ye are wit-
nesses of these things."

There is one other account, and that is continued in the

1st chapter of Acts, which is supposed to have been also

written by Luke :

" When they therefore were come together, they asked of him,
saying. Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the kingdom to
Israel ? And he said unto them. It is not for you to know the times
or the seasons, which the Father hath put in his own power. But ye
shall receive power after that the Holy G host is come upon you : and
ye shall be witnesses unto me, both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea,
and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth."

There are in these several accounts two elements—what

may be called the special and temporary, and what may be

called the permanent and universal. They were to preach

the gospel in Judea, in Samaria, in Galilee ; and, the gospel

being preached, certain signs were to follow. The signs did

follow, and the signs do not follow. These are the facts

:

that in the beginning miraculons power went with the teach-

ers of the gospel, and with eminent Christians receiving it;

and that eminent teachers and eminent Christians in our day

have not, and for ages have not had, that power. The in-

ference is very simple—that there were certain concomit-

ants of the first proclamation of the gospel which were in

their nature to be temporary, and which ceased.

If these external elements—the element of baptizing ; the

element of raising the dead, and healing the sick, which was

a kind of spiritual antidotism to poison and the like—if these

external elements had been primary and important, then we

should feel that the very gospel had failed ; but those were

adjuncts, auxiliaries, wrapped around the central elements,

which in their nature were permanent and universal.

You will observe, in the first place, wL an your attention is

directed to it, though it is not prominent, that the command

is, "Go out into all the world—go everywhere." It is that

specification in the Book of Acts to Judea, to Samaria, and

to all people," Go ye out into the whole world and preach

the gospel to every creature."

Now, this outburst, this element of universality, was new.

It was new to all religions. It was especially so to Judaism
;
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because the Jewish people, like their neighbors around about
them, while they did not object to pros(?lytism, to the propa-
gation of their faitli, to making all nations Jews, by bringing
the Greek, the Roman and the barbarian, under the name of

proselytes, into Israel, the idea of spreading their views of

Jehovah, and their doctrines of pure spiritualism, so that

they should belong as much to the Greek as to the Jew, was
quite foreign to tlieir thought and their feeling. For they
held religion as an exclusive possession. They made it their

property. They were willing to dole it out to others, as we
are willing to give of our means to objects of charity ; they
were willing to be benevolent in that regard, as we are in

regard to our goods ; but as we hold our pioperty as capital,

and give of it only as much as we please, so the Jewish
church held religion as a kind of capital of which they wished

to give only as much as they pleased. God was their God

—

the God of their nation. That was one of their proud dis-

tinctions, which made them what they were in the sight of

other nations, and in their own Estimation. When they

thought best, they gave something of the benefits of their

religion to others as a charity, as a beneficence, as a dole

;

but the true idea was that it should be carried out to every-

body ; that it should be made the common possession of the

world ; tliat it should reach beyond national confines and
bounds, and come to be the possession of the human race

—that the Christian religion should be common in the bless-

ings which it imparts, as it is in its genius. That was one
of its grand characteristics of universahty.

It was also universal in another respect—namely, that it

was not the religion of a latitude, nor the religion of a

philosophy, nor the religion of a special civilization, nor the

religion of any political system. It did not belong to any

political system. It did not belong to any people by reason

of their genius. It was universal, as being made up, in some
degree, of those elements which belong to all mankind alike,

founded on natural law.

We have heard so much of natural law in connection with

philosophical facts, that we are shy of such a phrase. We
regard rehgiou as something supernatural. We are afraid,
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when we speak of natural law in connection with religion,

that it is bringing down the sanctity of it, the authority of it,

the majesty of it, and making it part and parcel of the

lower sphere of life ; but natural law neither begins nor ends

with matter. This is its lowest manifestation. Natural law

includes in itself the human soul. It includes in itself

all the ripest elements of spirituality, and of the genius

that is therein. It includes in it the invisible world, as

much as the visible and material world. It compasses the

universe. And religion not only belongs to natural law,

but is based on natural law. For, though it em})loys dif-

ferent instruments for different ends, local and special, the

great root-forms of religion are universal, without regard to

time, or place, or nationality ; and they are just as applica-

ble to those who are in the frigid zones as to those who are in

the torrid zones. Religion is just as apjilicable to one nation as

to another, and to one form of government as to another. It

has in its purview and contemplation that grand necessity

which exists in all mankind, of elevation, regeneration and
spiritualization.

You will observe then, in following out this idea of its

universality, that the command of the Saviour was, " Go out

into all the world and preach good tidings ; and command
men everywhere to repent." The assumption (not the proof,

as if it were a thing to be doubted) of the universality of

man's wickedness is primary, initiatory, fundamental ; and

the command, ''Preach to men everywhere," implies that

men were sinful, and were in need of salvation by reason of

their sinfulness.

Now, this constitution of things by which men are sinful

includes the race. The race are imperfect—imperfect in

knowledge ; imperfect in organization ; imperfect in educa-

tion and development; imperfect in moral elements, intel-

lectual elements, social elements, and physical elements.

The race are not everywhere endowed alike. The highest

are imperfect. All are imperfect, from the highest to the

lowest—and more and more manifestly so as you go down.

But imperfection, though it is universal, is not always sinful.

It may, however, be a matter of sin, and the occasion of sin.
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Neither is infirmity, nor the partial or complete fulfill-

ment of duty, excluded. Men are imperfect, and they are

infirm ; and men's infirmities by reason of their imperfec-

tions are more than the hairs of their head, accompanying

them from childhood to old age ; and they are to be pitied

of God in all the evolutions and exigencies of human life.

Imperfection and infirmity of function—these are character-

istic of the human race.

But there is more than that—there is a positive trans-

gression. I do not say that there are transgressions inherited

from oar forefathers. We are rich enough in sin, without

any legacies, and we need not go back to Adam for any in-

heritance of that sort. In natural transgression we can

furnish our own houses and our own lives, without the

slightest need of any garnish or superfluity of wickedness

through any such channel as that.

It is true that we are affected by antecedent lives ; it is

true that the human body manifests the health or the sickness

of our ancestors ; it is true that dispositional elements are

transmissible ; and it is true that moral quality goes on from

generation to generation, and that moral infirmity becomes

hereditary. How far that goes back, it is not necessary for

us to say ; it is to be recognize4 as one of the facts of life

that the condition of the children is materially affected by

the conduct and condition of the parents ; but there is no

transmission of guilt from anybody to anybody. We may
have transmitted moral weakness, or passional strength ; but

the guilt of sins committed by somebody else never comes

down to anybody. The idea that it does is one of those

monstrous fictions of theology, which, if it were to arise in

our time, would be supposed to be born of theological delir-

ium tremens ; but that it should have arisen in times before

men understood moral government, and the rights of com-

munities, and the paternity of God, is not strange. It had

its birth with ten thousand other nightmare dreams, filling

the earth with horrible hobgoblin conceptions of a transmit-

ted guilt, as well as a transmitted weakness.

We can understand a transmitted limitation or a trans-

mitted power : we can understand how a father who is a good
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musician may have a son who is a Mozart—a genius in music
;

we can understand how a drinking father may transmit all

manner of nervons derangements to his son : but the oath of

the father, the theft of the father, the guilt of forswearing

on the part of the father, the sin of the father's act, never

comes over to the son. Every man's own teeth are sttt on

edge, if he eats sour grapes ; but if the father eats sour gi apes,

the child's teeth are not on that account set on edge. You
are to make a distinction between the transmission of consti-

tutional power or weakness, and the transmission of moral

power or weakness. The idea that a man is punishable for

the sins of Adam, or for the sins of Noah, or for thb sins of

Saul, or for the sins of anybody else except himself—this is

orthodox in some schools, and it is not orthodox in others

;

but it is one of those questions which every man must deter-

mine in his own mind, according to his own conviction. The
fact that men are sinful runs with universal consciousness

;

but the idea that men are culpable for the sins which other

people committed before they came into the world violates

every sentiment of Justice. If you were to carry out such a

principle of administration as that, it would essentially de-

stroy family government, and it would make it impossible to

have civil government ; for it is built on a rotten foundation,

and it cannot stand : but the other truth—namely, that we

come into life with limited, infirm and imperfect power, and

that we, uniformly and universally, come short of our own
knowledge, and of the motives which are brought to bear

upon us in our various circumstances and with our various

constitutions, doing the things which we know to be wrong

;

the truth that we sin at every age—in youth, in mid-life, and

when we are old ; the truth that we sin by the understand-

ing, by the will, by the conscience, by the affections, by the

tastes ; the truth that every faculty, first and last, is em-

ployed in doing wrong things ; the truth that we do wrong of

our own accord, and that we do it because for the time being

we prefer the thing that is wrong to the thing that is right,

—

that truth is universal. It is a fact of the most tremendous

import. The existence in men of a discordant element

which takes them out of harmony with God, with the uni-
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versal system of law, with their own organization, and which

breaks out into positive transgression in such a way that a

man is at discord with his own self, with his circumstances,

with his fellows, with the laws of his development, with holy

beings, and with God, the highest, the noblest, and the most

beautiful of all,—this is everywhere recognized. The facb

that men are in life, and that In every one of them is laid

the foundation for this primitive and transcendently impor-

tant command, " Go preach to all nations repentance,"

—

this is not to be disputed.

There is the first step. Look at it for a moment. A
dispensation comes into the world with a creative purpose.

The very first utterance of the gospel, in the hands of the

apostles, was the implication of such a moral waste, of such

degradation, of such sinfulness, that the universal command
is, '* Repent ! Repent !"

Repent ? What does that mean ? It means such a sense

of wrong, and such an inward turning from it, as that a man
turns from it outwardly. It is letting alone that which is

wrong. It may be with much or with little sorrow. It may
come in with all the might of a strongly conscientious organ-

ization, or it may come in silent as a dream. Whatever may
be the special mode in which it discloses itself, it is true of

every being that becomes a child of God, and knows his

wickedness, and turns from that wickedness. As we grow

more and more sensitive to moral truth, we discern things to

be wrong which, before, we did not think were wrong.

When a man first begins to use the glass in microscopic

examinations, he cannot see in nature things which one with

a practiced eye can see ; but more and more, with practice, he

perceives things which were not perceivable by him at first

;

and, as he continues his practice, his perception becomes finer

and finer. No person in the world has such a sense of the

evil of sin as those who are furthest advanced on the road

toward the cure of sin.

In the beginning, therefore, men have what might almost

be called a generic revulsion toward that which is evil ; and
the first step toward a true, manly, divine life is a warfare

with evil. The recognition of the great truth of right and
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wrong ; a hating of the evil, and the personal determination

to be free from it,—this is the first step of repentance.

Well, there are two questions which arise here : the first

is. Has repentance cogent power ? Is it any more than being

sorry ? A miser loses a thousand ducats ; and, you may
depend upon it, he is sorry. He dwells over the loss with

the utmost revulsion. What he has lost he cannot get again.

It is gone. Now, is repentance of evil fruitful ? Does it do
any good to men ? Is there a regenerative power in the

human soul ? If men cease to do evil and learn to do well,

is there to them a chance for a kind of life other than that

which they have developed in times gone by? If men believe

that selfishness is hateful to God and injurious to the race

;

if they believe that selfish pride, low passions and appe-

tites, evil inclinations, and worldly ways, are not only inhar-

monious but unsymmetrical ; and if they turn against sin,

—have they any chance of recuperation ? Or, is sin like a

canker on tulip roots, which, if it has gone round a circle at

the bottom where the little germs are, destroys them ? There

is no repentance for our gladiolas or tube-roses, when once the

canker lias attacked them, and has made a circle round their

roots. They are good for nothing after that. And is it so

with men, when sin has run the whole circle round? Are
they corrupt—endlessly, hopelessly? Have they no resihencey

in the direction of that which is good ? . The peculiarity of

the gospel, in this regard, is, that it holds out encouragement

to a man who has gone wrong. It teaches that repentance

of sin stands connected with regeneration. It teaches that

men are born again through repentance. It teaches the

possibility of moral transformation. This transformation is

not instantaneously complete ; but the beginning of it is in-

stantaneous. And it begins with such power, with such divine

auxiliaries, with such an inflammation of the Holy Ghost,

with such a summer-like rush in the soul, that men who have

been accustomed to do evil may, in spite of the prophet's

malediction, learn to do well, so that he that stole shall steal

no more, and he that was lustful shall be lustful no more

;

so that he that drank shall drink no more, and he that

lied shall lie no more ; so that he that wallowed in impurities
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eliall be washed, and shall never return to his wallow again
;

BO that he that has been swallowed up in carnality shall walk

in Christ Jesus.

Now, that is contrary to ordinary experience. We say that

a man can be changed ; but we understand that no consider-

able change is apt to be wrought immediately among mankind
in regard to their personal habits of eating, drinking, etc.

There are a thousand things connected with men's trades and
occupations about which we say, "You cannot look for any

great change except little by little, little by little."

Well, is that true in regard to religion ? So far from its

being true, there is nothing truer than that facts bear out the

broadest interpretation of this earlier declaration of the gos-

pel—"Go out and preach repentance." He that believes

your message, of God reconciled to men and men reconcilable

to God, shall be saved ; but he that believeth not, and is left

under the power and dominion of sin, shall be condemned
forever and forever. He that believeth in the power of re-

pentance, and accepts it, shall be changed. He that, believ-

ing, follows the Lord Jesus Ciirist, shall be transformed.

He shall be purged as with fire. He shall be sifted, that the

chaff may be taken away, and that the wheat may be gar-

nered. Revivals of religion show, great reformations show,

the awakening in London to-day shows, religious interest in

large centers of population shows,—as it did in Whitfield's

time, as it did in Jonathan Edwards's time, and as, blessed

be God, it does in our time, everywhere,—that there is power

in the gospel such as, when it is preached, and brought to

bear upon men, takes the whole community in its grasp, lifts

up the low, cleanses the impure, enlightens the ignorant, and

transforms the degraded.

Now, this is a fact in the sphere of morality and spiritu-

ality which is more important than any other to progress

in the economies of society. The power of the infectious

spirit of the gospel ; the power of concentrated truth in

the association of the church, brought to bear, under social

influence, upon the conscience of mankind, to cleanse them,

and to bring them suddenly and completely out of the gall

of bitterness and the bonds of iniquity into the sweetness
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and the light, and the liberty, and the power of the gospel of

Jesus Christ,—this is of transcendent importance. Therefore,

the command of Christ is, "Go, preach my gospel." All

men need it, for all are sinful. All men are competent under

it to be redeemed from their sins. Men who are steadily

going down, forming habit upon habit ; men who are weigh-

ing themselves downward by passion upon passion, through

their whole life ; men who are destroying themselves by evil

propensities whose effects flow in upon them like streams

emptying into some mighty Amazon of iniquity,—such men

may be stopped in their career of wickedness. There is a

power of the Spirit of God acting on the will of the individ-

ual that may arrest him in his downward course at any time,

and give him a new impulse, which shall cause him to turn

around and go exactly the other way from that in which he

has been going, and regenerate him, and make him a new

man in Christ Jesus. Thus, " old things pass away, and all

things become new." A wonderful gospel is this !

Oh, that there could be such a gospel in commerce ! Oh,

that there could be in the bankrupt court an apostle crying

out, " Ye bankrupts, of all sorts and grades, here are certain

truths, which, if you will believe them, will renovate you,

wipe out your debts, and start you over again"! What a

revival there would be, if, in commerce, in bankrupt courts,

in hospitals and in poorhouses, there were a gospel which

should say to men, "Though you have idled your time away,

and squandered your substance, and wasted your powers,

there is recovery for you "
! If there were a gospel which

said to paupers, " There is a message which I bring to you,

and which, if you will heed it, will put you on your feet,"

what a revolution there would be among paupers ! If we

could go to asylums and preach a gospel of the salvation of

men from bodily ailments, how eagerly the unfortunate

inmates would listen to us ! If we could restore from

delirium those who are insane; if we could bring out of

disease those who are sick ; if we could turn back the effect

of that mighty stream of ti-ansgressions which men have been

committing in their bodies ; if we could say to those who are

suffering from the effects of their own physical wrong doing ;
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"Pursue certain courses and the results of your misdeeds

shall be wiped away, and you shall be restored to health and

strength, and you can begin over again your outward life,"

what a wonderful thing it would seem to be ! But here is

that gospel which will stand forever and forever, declaring,

"There is a spiritual realm of human life where reversible-

ness is possible ; where there is an interposition between

transgression and its fruit ; where there may be a rejuven-

escence, a recuperation, which does not belong to the lower

forms of life." As we reach toward the si^irit man, the

angelic man, there are liberties, largenesses, glorious fulfill-

ments, and possibilities such as are found nowhere in the

lower sphere of human existence.

This doctrine of the power of men, through a will sancti-

fied and spiritualized by the Holy Gbost, to break off from
their sins, and wash themselves inwardly as by baptism they

are w\ished outwardly ; this doctrine of the divine power
by which men may be brought back from selfishness to

benevolence, from niggardliness to generosity, from self-

seeking to disinterestedness, from hatred to love, from pride

to humility, from evil dispositions to right ones,—so that

they shall sj)read abroad their fruit-bearing branches for the

protection of those who need to be protected, and so that the

race of man may be lifted up by the forces appointed for

nobler spheres and a better life,—this is the most glorious

doctrine that ever dawned on the earth.

I am impatient, therefore, when I see men that have been

ordained to preach the gospel in the pulpit niggling on the

subject of regeneration, arguing as to whether a man can be

right before he is regenerated, and denying that the text

teaches this, tliat, or the other thing, on this subject. A
man might as well raise queries about the weather, and set

aside the obvious indications of the sky, as to call in ques-

tion many things that are disputed by religious teachers.

The wind has been blowing long, long, long, and the

ship has become entangled in the ice, and the heart of the

sailor is weary ; but at last the child comes running in and
says, " The long night is past, the summer of the north is

coming ;" but the oflBcer sits and says, " No^, I do not believe
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it," and he goes on to argue and state the various grounds on
which he bases his belief that the child's statement is false.

But, notwithstanding his arguments, under the dissolving

fervor of the sun the ice gives way, the vessel is set free, and
the joyful tidings are i^roclaimed of release, of rescue, and of

return homeward.

Is that natural ? Would any officer do that ? No. And
no man, when the physician draws near to him and says,

'" Your symptoms are better ; the chances of your living are

increased,"—no man, at such a time, pushes the physician

away, as one who tells him false or unwelcome news. No
man pushes away the lawyer who tells him that his estate will

be savedj that the inheritance will be justly divided, and that

his portion will be secured to him. But when God comes,

by the Holy Ghost, saying to every sinner who is hardened in

selfishness, and who is reduced to the level of an animal,

'"^You need not be in the lower sphere of life forever, for

there is a power of regeneration, there is a power of recupera-

tion, there is a power of restoration, for you ; there is glorious

health, there is balm, there is a physician, for you,"—then

men, listening to it, argue about it, and some want to know

whether the Spirit is provocable or not ; some want to know
whether yon take this view of regeneration or that ; and some

want to know whether you make such and such distinctions.

They split hairs all around this transcendent truth, this won-

derful breaking open of the heaven out of which issues the

spiritual force that lifts men up to a higher sphere, with

nobler experiences. Oh, wonder of wonders, this gospel of

rescue ! And yet, men treat it as they do ! It is the most

blessed of all messages. The news of Christ is old; the

news that he lived, that he taught, and that he died, can

never be news to us again ; but the fact, that, by the secret

Spirit of God, made known through Jesus Christ, there is a

vital force that may transform a man,—this is news to him

the day when it dawns upon him, and becomes vital to him.

For one wlio is sodden by sorrow, and who is degraded to

the plane of an animal, to perceive a resurrection power in

himself, to feel the breath of God upon him, to be conscious

that the keel is beginning to move out from the mountain of
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ice, and to be assured that the vessel will soon be in the open
channel and bound for a warmer latitude in the south,—it is

wondrous ; and I do not marvel, when it comes to men, that

they sing, or shout, or go into all manner of ecstacies. I

wonder that the revelation of such possibilities does not

awake the dead.

Now, the universal truth of the gospel preached to all

creatures because all creatures are sinful ; of a power disclosed

in the world by which sin may be transformed into holiness,

and by which men who have been aliens from the common-
wealth of Israel may be brought home and may become the

sons of God, the children of their heavenly Father, in reali-

zation, and therefore potentially,—this blessed universal truth

carries with it certain applications, a few of which I will

make.

One is this : that obligations of right living do not depend
upon the fact that you have undertaken to live right, nor

that your father and mother have undertaken that you shall

live right, nor that you have such and such social connec-

tions, nor that you are members of the church, nor that you
have promised to live better. Above all these considerations,

your obligation in regard to right-living lies in the nature of

things. It lies back of all agreements or associations. It is

outside of church legislation, and of your allegiance to any
church. If there were not a church on earth, there would be

less light, but there would not be a whit less obligation.

The instrumentalities would be diminished, but the duty of

every man to rise out of the animal which is in him to the

spirit-hfe which belongs to him would rest upon him. The
straight and narrow way would be more obscure, but the need
of following it would^^not be changed.

It is not, therefore, by the authority of the truth which
we preach, that men are to be transformed, and are to become
true children of God. The authority is not one tliat is

derived from reasoning. Neither is it one that is derived

from churches. It is not transmitted to the hands of any
body of men. It does not inhere in any form of religious

organization. It is deeper than religious organizations. It

is as deep as your nature. It is as deep as those laws whicli
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are eternal, and which came from the hand of God when he

invented and fashioned mankind.

If this be true, then comes also another truth, and one of

transcendent importance—namely, the truth that those who
are not church members, and who call themselves "men of

the world," are under just the same obligation to live lives

of faith and purity and holiness as they who are in the

church, and have undertaken to do right.

If men have by their vices run down their sti'ength, so

that their duties to their families that are dependent upon

them, and their duties to their fellow-citizens to whom they

are under obligation, are left unfulfilled, some may ask for

the physician to cure them, and others may not; but those

who have asked the doctor to help them are no more bound

to get well than those who have not. The obligation to get

well does not lie in the fact that one has sent for a physician.

The duty of health is alike incumbent upon all.

One says, "I am not a Christian, and of course you can

not expect of me what you would of a Christian." Why
not ? Is it because we are called Christians that we are bound

to do right things, and to avoid wrong things ? I stand on

the same ground that you do. You are bound to do right

because you are a man ; and I am bound to do right because I

am a man. Christians surround themselves with church

influences ; but these influences are only helps, they are.

not authorities. They merely assist us ; they do not deter-

mine our duties. To be proud is wicked in the church ; and

it is just as wicked out of the church. To be selfish is

wicked in the church ; and it is just as wicked out of the

church. To give yourself up to a life of passion certainly is

wicked in the church ; and certainly it is just as wicked out

of the church. Not only the law of your lower nature, but

the law of your higher nature, is binding on you. It is uni-

versal. It belongs to the race. It stands on that obligation

which every living man is under to obey the commands of his

God.

Therefore, the fact that you are in the church does not

obliterate your duties nor your obligations. You are bound

to love God, having promised that you will ; but the promise
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to love God on your part is not the authority which binds

you to do it. The command of God, " Thou shalt love," is

universal, and falls on all men alike, in or out of the church,

synagogue, temple, and priesthood, no matter where they

may be. It is universal, and falls on all mankind.
So, you are just as wicked, if you do wicked things out of

the church, as if you did wicked things in the church. You
must not suppose that we are bound to be meek because we
are professors of religion, and that you are not bound to be

meek, because you are not professors of religion. The reason

why I am bound to be meek is not because I am a professor

of religion, but because God demands it of me. I am bound
not to be proud, not to be cold, not to be wicked, because

the divine law requires it of me; and so are you. The
church recognizes its obligations to society ; but the church
and society stand on precisely the same level. Both of them
are bound to obey the command of God, which falls upon
them equally. The duty of men, as God's children, destined

to an eternal existence, comes home to every one of us. I

would not lessen the sense of the responsibility in the church;

but I would say to every man out of the church, " You are

just as much bound to be moral and spiritually minded as I

am. It is your need. It is no more than that in me. It is

your bounden duty to God and your own soul ; and that is

all that lies upon me.

And as these commands are universal, so the obligation is

universal, without regard to age, or sect, or condition, or

specialities of any kind. Every man is bound to turn from
evil, to repent, to believe, and, through the holy faith by
wliich the heart is connected with God, to rise into that

chamber where the legislation of the soul is righteousness,

where the wisdom is supernal, where the strength is divine,

where the fruits are of the Spirit, and where the promise is

of life everlasting.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

Thou art our fathers' God. Thou didst conduct them safely-

through this mortal life. Their trust in thee was not in vain. They
taught us many things; we have been inspired by their teaching
and by their example to search and to find thee out; and thou hast

been unto us, as to them, a refuge. Thou hast rejoiced us in times of

prosperity, making all mercies brighter by thy shining on them.
Thou hast been a refuge to us in times of adversity; and thy shield

has been over our head. We have been guided by thee and guarded
by thee; and thus far we have been saved by thee. We are wit-

nesses of thy goodness; and we bear testimony to those around us

that it is not a vain thing to serv* the Lord. Thou hast recognized

thine own. They are called by their names. As a shepherd knoweth
his sheep, so the Lord knoweth those that are his. We rejoice that

thou dost lead them into green pastures, and by the side of still

waters. And when enemies are abroad, so art thou, to be their de-

fender. Yea, if any are seized and borne away, thou dost snatch

them from the devouring jaw, and biing them back again. We re-

joice that men may trust thee both in darkness and in light, for

themselves and for all that they love, for time and for eternity.

We render thee thanks for all the mercies which thou hast made
known to us, and for all the special blessings which have descended,

enlightening and rejoicing this household of faith. We thank thee

that thou hast given us such evidences of thy piesence, and such a
manifestation of thy power. We thank thee that thou hast opened
the hearts of this people, and that they have gone about, in imita-

tion of their Master, doing and loving to do good. And now, we
commit them to thy care, believing that they are more beloved by
thee than they can be by any one on earth. We pray that thou wilt

protect them from all outward harm, and from all inward enemies
in the form of sin and temptation. We beseech thee that thou
wilt maiutain thy covenant with this people, stirring them up in

good works. May they be truthful. May they not be unworthy of

Him who called them in all holiness, in all gentleness, in all humility,
in all courage, in all fidelity, bearing witness for the truth, and de-

fending evermore the defenseless, standing always for justice when
it is cast down in the streets, pleading for the liberty and the ad-

vancement of mankind, and waiting and longing for the fulfillment

of thy word toward this world.
We beseech thee that, in the temporary separation of pastor

and people, during this summer, thy providence may preside over
both; and bring together again the pastor of this people appointed
of thee, and this flock, that in times to come the truth may be
spoken with even more simplicity, and more power from on high,

and that the word of God may prosper in this congregation.
We commend to thee all those of every name that worship.

Grant that the differences which exist may not be divisions. Grant
that all temptation to evil speaking and to evil feeling may be taken
away. Grant that ttmt spirit in which is peace and purity may d well
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in all thy churches; and that nothing may prevent their unity in all

the things that are good.
* Bless this nation, anc] grant that its example may be for the fur-

tlieiance of piety, and of civilization, and of true religion.

And we beseech thee that thou wilt remember all that thou
hast said touching this world, Biing in Jew and Gentile. Let the
light of the latter day dawn. Grant that all nations may serve thee,

cease from war, efface cruelty, destroy injustice, and establish
rigliteousness. And may thy kingdom come, and they will be done,
on earth as it is in heaven. We asl< it in the name of the Beloved,
to whom, with the Father and the Spirit, shall be praises everlast-

ing. Amen.

PRAYEE AFTER THE SERMON.

Grant unto us, our heavenly Father, more light—and, more than
light, impulse. May the power of the Holy Ghost descend upon us.

May we be aroused that are asleep. May we be brought into light

and liberty that are in bondage and darkness. May we be healed
that are sick. May those who are aliens in the commonwealth of

Israel be brought back and become fellow citizens in the Spirit of

Christ.

Grant that the words spoken to-night may not be transient. May
they fall as seed into good ground, and bring forth abundant fruit.

We commit ourselves to thy holy care and keeping, until we all

shall come together again in this blessed place. Sanctify us, living

or dying; and bring us where sighing shall cease, where darkness
shall disappear, where all sin shall be done away forever, where
every teai- shall be wiped from the eye, where all separation, all

misunderstanding, and all quarrels shall be unknown, and where,
witli the spirits of just men made perfect, we shall be forever with
the Lord. And to thy name shall be the praise, Father, Son and
Spirit. Amen.





ECONOMY m SMALL THINGS.

" And he said unto his disciples, Gather up the fragments that
remain, that nothing be lost."

—

John vi., 12.

Although the miracles of our Master were very many, and

although they excited, in various degrees, surprise, admira-

tion, and gratitude, there were two that stood conspicuous

above all the others, by reason of the critical results which

followed.

The second of them (for I mention them in the inverse

order)—namely, the raising of Lazarus from the dead, at

that particular time, and under such circumstances, produced

an impression upon the minds of the Pharisees and the rulers

in Jerusalem which made it necessary for them to consum-
mate their plans, and led proximately to the arrest and cruci-

fixion of our Saviour. The other—the first—was the feeding

of the "five thousand men, besides women and children,"

on the northeastern point of the Sea of Galilee. This took

place in the last months of the last year of our Saviour's

earthly life. It preceded by but a few weeks his ascension

at Jerusalem. After that, he made a tour from Palestine to

the boundary line of Tyre and Sidon ; and then, abiding

only a few days in Galilee, like a bird of passage he flew

southward to Jerusalem, and entered upon the last days of

his ministry there.

He went to this part of the lake, some of you will recol-

lect, for retirement ; but the people were in such a state of

excitement that they would not let him retire. From every
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quarter they gathered where they saw that he was goih^, and
Hstened to his instructions through the day : and at night

they were faint from lack of food ; and then it was that he

worked that miracle of multiplying the loaves and fishes, so

that from five to eight thousand were fed.

Now, this was so uudisguisedly a divine operation, there

was in it such a manifest transcending of human jiower, that

the whole multitude felt, "This is he that should come and
deliver Israel " ; and they sought to take him, and to make
him king. When he refused, it offended them : they felt

that he was a man who excited the most glowing expecta-

tions, and then declined to fulfill them. They felt that after

all he was an enthusiast, and not a true man.

From this time forward, his popularity never gained. It

never rose again. The people felt that they had been excited

under his teaching through a misapprehension both as to his

meaning and his purpose. The miracle consisted of an extra-

ordinary multiplication of food from a few barley-loaves and
a couple of fishes. These loaves, as distinguished from the

wheaten loaf, were the food of the common people. It is an

undistinguishable matter among us, because our poor are not

so poor but that they live as the rich live. The day-laborer

and the capitalist alike eat the wheaten loaf. But in the

time of our Master the difference between the common people

and the wealthy classes was marked by what they could afford

to eat and drink ; and the barley-loaf indicated poverty.

The disciples, it seems, carried about with them barley-loaves

—a fact which goes to show the low kind of fare which the

Master, as well as they, subsisted upon. It was such loav ^s

as these that were multiplied.

Now, while others of the evangelists mention the com-

mand to gather up the fragments, only John gives the reason

of gathering them up—namely, ''that nothing be wasted"

(the word which is translated lost should be translated

wasted). That stands in remarkable contiguity to the facility

and abundance of supply. Here was that touch by which the

loaf, as it were, sprang up like a field of wheat; by which,

at a word, there was poured abroad an abundance of food for

an army, without metes or bounds. And yet, that very One
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who had the power of increasing the loaves and fishes, he who
could have changed stone to bread, he who could have rained

down manna again, as it was rained down in the wilderness

;

he who had jnst shown the people that they had no need of

anxiety about food,—he it was who said, " Gather up the

fragments that remain, that nothing be wasted."

And they gathered twelve baskets full—that is to say,

such baskets as they were accustomed to carry with them for

their own supply. These twelve baskets were filled with the

broken fragments ; and upon these doubtless the disciples

and the Master himself fed.

This is recorded for our use ; and it seems to me that

there is a great deal of instruction in it ; especially for the

young, for those who are beginning life, and for those who
are teaching the young how to begin life.

'^That notliing be wasted"—that is a lesson from the lips

of Christ to his disciples, and through them to all men. The
gospel contains a thousand injunctions in regard to the duty

of frugality, economy, carefulness ; and it is on the subject

of carefulness in small things, it is on the subject of looking

after the little as a means of securing tlie much, that I mean
to speak a few words to you this evening.

First, in regard to external results. Nothing can be more
certain in such a laud as tliis, under such a sky, and Avith

such prodigal abundance, than tliat the ordinary wants of

every man, woman and child may be amply supplied. It is

true that there is much poverty, and it is true that in excep-

tional cases this is not the fault of the poor—certainly it is

not in the large centres of population, where persons are

subject to great and sudden revulsions ; and where upon the

death of the father, by disease it may be, the mother, with

large troops of children around her, finds herself all at once

without friends in a strange land, and without any occupation

which is adequate for their support. There may be reasons

of poverty which do not involve wrong ; but looking compre-

hensively through city and town and village and country, the

general truth will stand, that no man in this land suffers

from poverty unless it be more than his fault—unless it be

his sin. There is enough and to spare thrice over ; and if
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men have not enough, it is owing to the want of provident

care, and foresight, and industry, and frugality, and wise

saving. That is the general truth.

Now, in regard to the great multitude of men who live in

communities, they have their way to make. They always

have had, and they always will have. Those who transmit

to their children competency are the exceptional class.

Comparatively, however, all can give their children edu-

cation and good training. Out of these come good habits
;

but so far as estiiblishing them in the outward prosperities of

life is concerned, the great multitude are not able todo it;

and their children, boys and girls, are obliged to look forward

into life with a consciousness that they must make their own
way.

Tins is, on the whole, a very great blessing. There can

scai'ceiy be anything that is less to be desired than a condi-

tion of prosperity which takes from the child a feeling of

responsibility for his own education, and for his own well-

being, and which leads him to make his father and mother a

crutch, and to hobble, leaning on their strength, instead of

learning to stand on his own feet, and to provide for him-

self.

There is, essential to morality, essential to self-respect,

essential to that confidence which carries in it success in life,

a feeling of independence, a sense of responsibility, a state of

mind in which a young man says, "I must take care of my-
self." And poverty, though it has many hard times, and
much that is disagreeable, has this redeeming quality, that it

turns out of the houses of the poor those who never thought

that they were to inherit anything—those who never had any

other thought than this : "If I thrive, I must be the archi-

tect of my own thrift."

It is a great thing for children to have learning ; to have

accomplishments ; to have good manners ; to know the ways

of the world ; to be versed in a thousand matters of this

kind : but, after all, a child that has nothing but these, and

has not an indomitable self-helping quality, is like a watch

that has a fine dial, a fine hour hand, and a fine minute hand,

but no works inside. In other words, he is like a watch that
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is good-lookiiig, and has all the outward apparatus for keep-

ing time, but has not the machinery.

That is the trouble with hundreds and thousands of chil-

dren of prosperity. They are accomplished and well dressed

in youtli ; they have letters of introduction, their father's

name is a great recommendation of them, and they start

well ; but when the burden comes, when life goes hard, and

they are left to themselves, then they are at a loss what to do.

The enterprise, the perseverance, the fruitfulness which

comes from the lessons that are learned in poverty, they lack.

It often happens that the best beginners come out worst at

the end. It often happens tliat those who begin at the bot-

tom rise the highest. As there is a sense in which the low-

est are perpetually coming to the top, and in which those

at the top are perpetually sinking to the bottom, the great

necessity in every household, in starting the young, is that

they shall be started with the habit of helping themselves,

and of knowing how to help themselves—and that, too, in

respect to physical things. We must not despise things of

the flesh, of matter, or of the natural world. As long as we
are incarnated, we must live by a wise administration of phys-

ical things. The habit of taking care of things, and of

learning to take caie of them, is one of those elements which

are essential to prosperity.

In the first place, as soon as a child comes to an age in

which it can discern between good and evil, or between pros-

perity and adversity, if it is in the midst of such abundance
that it has no care, it grows up without learning how to be

careful. Looking after little things, that nothing may be

lost, is one of the v/ays in which men learn to be careful. It

is one of the ways in which they are taught that kind of

sharpness which men's faculties need as much as tools need a

sharp and cutting edge. This sharpness comes by the exer-

cise of though tfulness at the beginning of life. The wise

adaptation of little to little ; the making the little more, and
the more most; the habit of wise frugality. The knowing
how to turn everytliing that one touches into some economic
use ; the being willing to do it ; the waiting in the doing of

it until by frugality and care you are able to live more largely.
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—all these things are elements of education wl^ich carry with

them, as I shall show by and by more at length, a moral
result ; but in the first instance they carry thrift with them.

Now, as a general rule, though thrift is not piety, unthrift

is impiety, or tends toward it. The habit of thrift—that is,

the habit of thinking, of watching, of waiting, of saving, of

using ; the habit of thoughtfulness ; the habit of adapting

one's self to things as they are,—this habit is preeminently

educating and beneficial, whereas the opposite quality—indif-

ference, carelessness, wastefulness—is a relaxing, a dissolv-

ing element.

It is not the bread you waste, but the habit of wasting

bread, that is so much to be deplored ; it is not the clothes

that are thrown aside half used, but the habit of not guarding

things, to their utmost bound of use ; it is not that you

squander what anotlier would use, but that you have a kind

of open-door hand through Avhich your property goes out as

fast as on the other side it comes in.

I think I may say, that a man of health, with an ordinary

endowment of faculties, beginning no matter how poor,

should always leave enough when he dies to pay his funeral

exj)enses. It is a shame for a man to die without leaving his

funeral expenses provided for. A man ought at least to lay

aside in life enough to secure himself a decent burial.

And that is not enough. Even the coral-worm adds his

small contribution ; and little by lictle the diameter of the

island increases : and if a worm will not die without leaving

his monument behind, how much less should a man. It is

a shame and a disgrace, and ought to be so considered by

3verybody, for a man not to organize material force enough

to leave the world about him better than it was before he

came into life.

That which measures the gradual ascent in the develop-

ment of the animal kingdom is the power of living beyond

the present—a power which comes with an increase of the

nervous system, and especially with an increase of the brain

system. It is this increase that marks the growth of the

animal kingdom from the lowest point to the highest. That

which distinguishes a human being from all below him is in
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the mental faculties : not in tlie mere quality of foresight,

for that faculty in the brute is not to any considerable degree

expansible, the bound is very narrow in which it is suscept>-

ible of development ; but in man there is no assignable limit

to it. One thing that makes the difference between man
and the creature below him is that he can live in the past a

hundred times more than any other animal. The memorv

—

the power of repeating the experiences of life ; the power of

living over again in the present that which has gone by,

—

this is peculiar to man. He has also the power of living in

the future—and that, not simply by the fancy, but by that

prophecy which comes from knowing cause and effect ; by

studying the relations between the producing power and the

resultant of the producing power.

Therefore, man is distinguished from all below him by

the fact that he looks forward, and is sagacious, and not only

draws help from the future, but brings to bear considerations

of the future upon the organization of the present hour, so

that every step afterwards has a certain fitness to which his

whole life is organized ; and it links in day by day and year

by year to make his life complete.

The squanderer lives for the hour, and has not enough
for the day. He spends the day in rollicking sociality, and
does not trouble himself about to-morrow. He says, " Suffi-

cient unto the day is the evil thereof ; to-morrow we die ; let

us eat, drink and be merry."

Now, squandering has this essential vice about it, that it

leaves out foresight. It is a characteristic of those who live

for the hour, instead of for the life. Almost always, they

burn out soon ; their life grows more and more fragmentary
;

they are demoralized by it. No man thrives who does not

know how to weave hour to hour. As men who build rafts

put stick to stick ; and as the rafts grow more and more
buoyant as each stick is added, nntil they will bear one man,
and two men, and three men, and any weight that they are

required to carry ; so men add to-day to to-morrow, this

week to next week, this year to next year, and so on, thus

building broader and broader the hull that is to sail upon the

great sea of life. He who is able to organize the v.'hole of
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his life by thonghtfulne?s, by care, and by that sagacity, that

foresight which comes from the tendency to take care of the

little things of to-day—he is the man that prospers. Taking
care of little things, then, is not the beggar's business. It is

education. It is thrift.

This is peculiarly true at such a time as this, when men
are vehemently tempted to unthrift, when they are tempted to

think that care means stinginess, that frugality is ungentle-

manly, and that it is unbecoming a gentleman not to seem
rich. They are not rich ; they know it ; they know that

other people know it ; they know that if they have withal to

spend, it is because their father gave it to them, and not be-

cause they earned it : and yet they are ashamed, in travehng,

to take the most economical methods. If they go to Boston

or New York, they are ashamed not to put up at a first class

hotel ; and not to carry themselves as if they were able to do

it. Tliough they are as poor as worms, it seems to them a

d.egradation not to appear as though they were rich ; where-

as, the degradation is just the other way. They are not will-

ing to seem what they really are. They are poor (almost

all men are, or ought to be) when they start in life ; and they

have their character to make, their property to make, their

standing to make, their reputation to make, everything to

make. They are architects of themselves. And they want

to live in profusion and extravagance. The moment they do

this, they are on the road to the penitentiary. And broad is

that road. If there be few that walk in it, it is because all

are not there that ought to be.

Now, at this time, there are multitudes of young men
who are ashamed of economy. They are ashamed to wear

the old coat, and they keep getting a better and a better

one. They cannot deny themselves those things which shall

make them presentable among their fellow men. They are

bound to gain a position in life. They are ashamed of fru-

gality. They are ashamed of gathering up fragments, that

nothing may be lost. They want to live as though they were

almoners of a perpetual miracle, and as though their loaf

could never be exhausted. And so they are led into a

thousand temptations besides this grand trunk mystery—
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namely, that of living a false life, an unreal, an unseemly,

an unmanly life.

Moreover, there is, in the time in which we live, a great

disposition to indulge in luxury and in an unwarrantable

kind of luxury—that is to say, such luxury as exists where a

man has appetites which are higher than his mouth ; where

a man's eye is cultured—where he wants beauty ; where his

ears are hungry—where he wants the solace and instruction

of sweet sounds chorded and harmonized ; where he wants to

see fitness, aptitude, taste, all that is refined in his surround-

ings. That is a sign of development and growth. But there

is another kind of luxury—a kind of swash luxury—where
persons want to feed the body unnecessarily, without any

discretion, and without reference to comfort ; and this is a

sort of luxury that men are tempted to.

I am sorry to see that our prosperity and aggrandizement

in this land is such that our habits of hospitality are directly

opposed to simple friendliness. I think society moves on it-

self less easily than it should do, because we are not econom-
ical of little things. We desire to make a great show. You
cannot invite me to your house, without spreading your table

as you cannot afford to. If it were enough that you had your

friends with you ; if they would be satisfied with a wheaten
loaf and a cup of tea or a glass of water ; and if you made up
for sweetmeats and other things with high conversation, why,

then it would be in your power to see them oftener, and to

give more thought and time to tlieir entertainment. I do

not say that, if you had the means, it would not be proper for

you to take more pains for your friends, and set before them
more luxuries; I do not despise the luxuries of life, even in

that regard : but I say that a man who is endowed with

reason, that he may act in accordance with the nature of

things, and in accordance with the circumstances which sur-

round him, is foolish if he does not use it in this matter in

such a way as not to drain himself of resources. It is great

folly for a man to go without society, for the sake of luxuries

that are not necessary. If we fail to receive company because

we cannot receive them in the style we would, or if, by receiv-

ing a few friends in fine style, we render ourselves unable to
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receive others, and so throw ourselves out of familiar inter-

course that would make us wiser and better, we thereby harm

ourselves and others ; for, as a general thing, men are better

for moving on men. If you mix men up, tiiey will always

come out the better for it. If you mingle with men, you will

seldom find them as bad as you thought they were; or, if

you find that they are bad in spots, you will also find that

tliere are many good spots in them which you did not know

anything about before. Oftentimes, those asperities which we

think we see in men, and which hinder our intimacy with

them, disappear when we come to meet them socially. So

that, in the course of life, all such extravagant luxuries as

prevent freedom and frequency of hospitality tend to injure

society. The habit of not caring for little things, and of

aspiring to extravagances, injures not only society, but also

the person himself who is wanting in carefulness, and who is

extravagant in his aspirations.

But there are more considerations in connection with this

matter. The whole world is God's university of education.

Do not let any man think that he gets the whole of his edu-

cation in the schools—he gets but little of it there ; or in the

church—he gets but single raj's of it there ; or in the house-

hold—he gets but a partial education there. A man is

educated by his business ; by his companions ; by the ten

thousand influences of the climate ; of the farm ; of the

shop ; of the men that work next to him ; of the political

institutions under which he lives ; of the length of the win-

ter and of the summer ; of the heavens above, and of the

earth beneath ; of society at large. Men are educated by

these various elements, and not by any one institution, or

any one line of influence.

Now, in the education of men, it is not so much certain

philosophical ideas or certain great truths that educate them.

Certain inward tendencies, certain germinant elements of the

soul itself, determine very largely the results of education.

He who has been trained to look at things as they are, to

irradiate them with fancy, and to make them ideal ; he who

has learned to know what things are, in themselves, and in

their relations to other things ; he who has been taught in
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early life to organize things, to put them together, to give

them vivific power; he who in early life has been taught to

do much with a little ; he who has come to understand bow
to do without what he greatly wants ; he who is able to stand

on realities instead of specious appearances,—such a man lias

an education, and a true education, though it may have come
from poverty.

Poverty and Sorrow are twin schoolmasters, and have

graduated more noble men than any other two schoolmas-

ters in this world. They have spoiled a good many in the

making, of course ; but there is a great deal of material

which cannot be worked up very well without spoihng.

Many men have by poverty been destroyed, but more have

been made rich by poverty than ever riches have made rich.

And sorrow, or that adversity which oppresses a man,

often quickens liim, gives him impetus, develops him. That

necessity which is laid upon a man inwardly and outwardly

is, so far as thrift in this world is concerned, absolutely

essential.

It is a common saying, in respect to certain people who
come among us, that they can live on what we throw away.

It is said that a German will support his family on the wastes

of our households. It is a complaint which is made in busi-

ness communities, that profits are small. Men say, "We
cannot do business honestly and thrive : the Jews are taking

all our business from us." Why is this? Are they smarter

than you are ? Are they more industrious than you are ?

" Oh, no, but they are less scrupulous : they have no con-

science." That is not it. It does not take so much to sup-

port them as it does to support you. They live on less than

you do, and they are willing to live on less. They save what
they get. They take care of the fragments, and on the frag-

ments they hvc ; and, so far as that is concerned, they live

about as well as you do. The difference is in the amount of

care and thought which is put into the living. They give to

it more flavor than you do. And if you demand more than

they do, you cannot stand the competition, and they will

thrive while you will not. That is according to a law of

nature.
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Alas, that the children of our emigrants who came over

should forget this ; for they are about as bad as if they had
been bora here. They have come to a land of fine climate,

of abundant soil, and of liberal ideas. Their fathers and
mothers grubbed in the street, and whacked at the roots and
stumps of things, and lived on very little, and lived, as it is

thought, very poorly. But they amassed more or less prop-

erty, and their children, beginning higher up, lack the edu-

cation which comes from collecting and saving : and so, for

want of economy and frugality, they very soon run through

all that was amassed for them ; and tliey have to begin at the

ground, and come up again.

So, there is this perpetual revolution. It is very seldom

that you see prosperity go through more than one or two gen-

erations. Ordinarily speaking, a man earns property, and his

children spend it, and their children begin over again ; so

that the wheel turns around once in three or four genera-

tions. As the old Antaeus was said to renew his strength by
,

touching the ground, so it seems as though God had ordained

that the strengtli of men should be renewed by their touch-

ing the ground once in three generations.

Now, the lesson to be learned is that of care in little

things ; and it is a lesson which is too often learned through

the experiment of shiftlessness and a want of economy. The
effect upon the mind of a lack of care in little things, of a

want of saving the fragments, that nothing be squandered or

wasted, is to teach men this lesson. No other habit that

takes hold of a man's outward life can produce so striking an

inward effect upon the regularity of the intellect and social

and moral life, as that of frugality. The habit of careful-

ness, of organization, of foresight, of sagacity, is the germ-

form of morality, and out of morality comes spirituality,

which is morality carried into blossom. Therefore, as the

carelessness of youth works its way all through the disposi-

tion, and makes it a great deal different, so does the careful-

ness of youth.

There are many directions in which this subject might be

applied ; but I shall not weary you by going at length into

them. I give you this general outline, and leave you to fill
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it up by your own experience, observation, and reflection. I

may say, however, that it has a relation to the whole of our

existence, and is susceptible of a much higher and more spir-

itual application than I have given to it.

We are told, under the form of a parable, that a king

gave to his servants various talents : to one, five ; to another,

two ; to another, one. He told them to increase and multi-

ply them. They went away, and when they returned, one,

by faithful usage, had doubled his money ; and he received

commendation. The second, by faithful use of a smaller

sum, had doubled it ; and he received praise, and promises of

reward. The last, by a perversion of care and attention,

buried his : and he received severe condemnation. This

shadows to us the life in which we are thrown ; that we may
rightly apprehend our duties to ourselves, to our families, to

our neighbors, to society, to the great cause of humanity, to

God, and to the spirit-land toward which we are going. He
who is faithful in little is faithful in much. He that, in this

life, administers in spiritual things with care, with thought,

with organizing power, with persistence, with wise foresight,

and with sagacity, looking through the present into the

future ; he who dwells with truth, and accepts it, and shapes

his life in accordance with it,—he shall be thrifty forever and
forever: but he who waits for miracles, or great explosive

influences, or a wild delirium of excitements which shall

draw him into the right channel or way ; he who squanders

his time, and neglects his opportunities, and is a spendthrift

in things social and moral, will be a bankrupt in things spir-

itual. All opportunities, however small ; all influences, how-

ever feeble ; and whatever things are given to us to profit

withal,—these should be not hoarded, J)ut economized ; not

brooded idolatrously, but nevertheless carefully organized

and used.

And so, when out of this life we rise to the life eternal,

it shall be found that in economy in things spiritual, as in

economy in things temporal, we have fitted ourselves out for

a successful life among men ; and, by an equiA'alent care, by

using our opportunities and means—the lowest and the least,

as well as the highest and the greatest—we shall find that
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we have also made ourselves thrifty for the life tliat is to

come.

Be ashamed, then, only of shame. Be ashamed only that

you are ashamed to be what you are. Be ashamed of false

appearances. Be ashamed of intemperate appetites. If you

are ashamed of the necessity of industry, be ashamed of that.

Be willing to be a true man, and to take life just where God
put you into it, and to begin with the things that are at your

hand, neither envying others nor waiting for any good luck.

By the legitimate exercise of your own thought and care and

organizing power, build yourself up day by day, gathering

and saving what you gather. Be willing to live within your

means. Scorn seeming. Be absolutely unwilling to appear

to be more than you are. And if, in divine providence, it is

needful for you always to be plain, always to be economical

and careful, and always to labor, do not be ashamed to accept

the lot which Providence has assigned to you. And remem-

ber, that a man's life consisteth not of things which he

possesseth. Every one of you, while laboring for the bread

that perishes, should labor for that bread which cometh down

from heaven. Your treasure is of the soul
;
your nobility is

of the disposition ; and your riches are where moth and rust

do not corrupt, and where thieves break not through to steal.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

O Lord, our God, if we draw near to thee boldly, it is by thine
own invitation; it is because thou hast taught us to love thee, and
hast granted us thy love whic-h casts out fear. We have heard thee
calling us, and saying, Henceforth ye are not servants, but friends.

Yea, thou hast made us to know the friendship which may be be-
tween God and the heart of man ; for, though the fullness of thy
nature has never been, and never can be, unfelt; though we have
never discerned thee in all the circuit of thy being, nor measured
any part of the height, the depth, the length, and the breadth of
divine love, or wisdom, or power, or any attribute of thine, yet thou
hast so far made thyself known to us as to fill our souls with wonder
and with gladness. And we trust thee ; and we have drawn near to
thee so often in such emergencies and with such sorrows, that we
bear witness that it is not in vain to approach God, and to call upon
him. For thou dost open to those that knock; thou art heart-found
by those who seek ; thou dost give in over-measure to those who are
willing to receive: and we rejoice that thou dost know how to do all

things for our good—not according to the rule and measure of our
asking, not according to the interpretation of our judgment, but
according to thine infinite wisdom and goodness, knowing what is

best.

We thank thee that our prayers are not often unanswered, and
that where they are unanswered, the not answering is a greater
mercy than that would be which gives us what we ask. We thank thee
that our prayers do not come to thee clothed with all the obscui ity

and ignoiance and passionateness of our earthly be-stormed life.

The Spirit maketh intercession for us; and, through thy knowledge
and sympathy and goodness, our wants are interpreted better than
through our making them known. We rejoice that thus we may
come to thee without fear of error or mistake, and that we are, in the
circuit of thy being, surely enriched whether by giving or withhold-
ing; whether by joys that are sent forth like summer, or by troubles

that come upon us like winter; whether by prosperity or adversity;
whether by the revealing of thy face, or by the hiding of it. When
thou comest in darkness; when thy hand is severe; when we are
smitten ; when the thorn doth enter our side,—then thou art gracious
and art still full of mercy, and art helping, answering either the
prayers that we have made, or those that we should have uttered.

Thou art in thy goodness ineffable. Thy way is past finding out.

The longer we live, and the more thou art brought down to our
innermost consciousness, the more we feel that we could not live

without our God, and that we could not live with God, if he were not
so full of mercy, and tender mercy ; if he were not so full of patience,

and long-suffering patience.
And now, with the full consciousness of our ill deserts, ready to

be ashamed if thou dost not hide our shame, ready to be abased if

thou dost not lift us up, knowing our temptableness, and the facility

with which we fall, and how far we aie from holiness, and how un-
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worthy we are of any standing or acceptance with thee,—with all

this consciousness we draw near boldly to the throne of grace, to ob-

tain mercy and help in time of need.

O thou all-glorious Pathei- of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

accept the poverty of our gratitude. Accept our praise, though it

be so poor. Accept our trust. Let us lean upon thee. And as thou

hast been faithful. O wonderful Faithfulness! to thy people in every

age—to the poor, to the outcast, to the despised and needy—so be

thou still the Defender of the weak, the Protector of the oppressed,

the Enlightener of the ignorant, the Succorer of all those that are

beset with any trouble. We beseech of thee to-night, ttiat evei-y

heart may go up to God knowing that divine mercy is that which

each heart needs, and that God lives to do good, and is God l)y

reason of universal goodness. And so we pray that we may to-night,

in the consciousness of thy presence, in our communion with thee,

in this giving ourselves up with an entire yielding to thee, tind that

gladness and joy which is in thy presence forevermore.

Grant thy blessing upon all those who are gathered in this place

to-night, in their households; in their individual and personal wants;

in all the errands of their lives; in every achievement to which

they have set themselves. May every one have strength and divine

direction. Grant to every one the power to resist evil, to discern it,

and to know it afar off. Give to every one the savor of goodness,

and a love of all things that are good. Guide all households—the
children, the parents, all that belong to them. May every family in

this congregation be blessed of God. Abide in every household.

Sanctify all joy and love therein.

We beseech thee to bless all who are providentially present with

us to-night—strangers, perhaps in a strange land, yet not far from
thee, and so, near to all whom they love. May they feel that in

the presence of our God and Saviour they are brought very near

to home and to love; and may they rejoice with us to-night in the

fullness of the blessing of Almighty God.
We pray for all the churches round about us, and for thy ser-

vants who are striving, according to the measure of strength which
thou hast given them, to build up the interests of Christ Jesus in the

field which thou hast committed to them. We pray that they may
have strength to labor, that they may have wisdom in their minis-

tration, and that they may have great love for those who are com-
mitted to their charge. We beseech of thee, O thou Shepherd, that

thou wilt give to thy shepherds those whom thou hast put under
their care. We pray that thou wilt make thy people more charita-

ble one toward another. We pray that the love of Christ may purge

out the leaven of envy and jealousy and selfishness, and that all who
love thee and are beloved of thee may be gathered together in sym-
pathy, and in common desires and laboi's for the welfare of man-
kind, and for the honor and glory of thy name.
We beseech thee that thou wilt help us to-night to speak some-

what that will be for the encouragement, instruction and guidance

of those who are beginning life. We pray for the young, and espe-

cially for the young in these great cities, where they are surrounded
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by so many temptations, and are liable to so many influences whicli

are drawing them hither and thither.

O Lord God, we pray that thou wilt teach tbera how to cleanse
their hearts, and walk in the ways of righteousness; and grant that
they may at last, having come to a ripe and noble manhood, bear
witness to the guidance of God; and that thus generation alter

generation may be raised up, advanced, and made ])urer and more
holy, until the whole earth shall be filled with thy glory.

And to thy name. Father, Son, and Spirit, shall be the praise.

Amen.

PRAYEE AFTER THE SERMOK

OtJR Father, we beseech tbee that thou wilt teach ns to gather
from thy word, not only the great truths which lie apparent, but
all those other truths which lie darkling—which are hid under every
leaf and in every thicket. We pray that thou wilt teach us that

wisdom which shall enable us to become eminent in this life for

truth, for honor, for virtue, for fidelity, for manliness, Ihat so this

life itself may be the capital with which to begin the life that is to

come. And when we draw near to our release and our emancipation,
when we draw near to the spirit land, oh, let us not go there as

paupers; may we go with stiength, and with an experience which
has wrought wisdom, and with a wisdom which has wrought love,

and with a love that has wrought purity, and with a purity that has
wrought faith; and with joy and ecstasy may we enter in, to be for-

ever with the Lord.
And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit shall be praises ever-

lasting. Amen.





GOOD DEEDS MEMORABLE.

"Blessings are upon the head of the just: but violence covereth
the mouth of the wicked. The memory of the just is blessed : but
the name of the wicked shall rot."

—

Prov. x., 6, 7.

There is hardly one of the proverbs that are gathered

together in this book of Proverbs, the larger part of which

was written, or supposed to have been written by Solomon,

that will not stand the test of the experience of the world,

embracing some three or four thousand years, through every

stage of civilization. It is, in this respect, a thing to be

noticed, that, speaking three thousand years ago of com-

merce, of statesmanship, of morality, of ambition and of

pleasure, there is not a single instance in which there is a

statement that needs qualification. These apothegms with

regard to political economy, to sociology, and to personal

conduct, are to-day just as wise, just as applicable and just

as true as they seemed to be in that early age. Many
of these rules Solomon knew to be true because he had
broken them ; for he was not an exemplary man. He was a

luxurious, magnificent, oriental despot. As the government
which Joseph instituted in Egypt was a hateful one, but

he knew of none better, so the procedure of Solomon broke

up and destroyed the business of the nation, but was accord-

ing to the light that then existed. His external history and
his personal history were far below the result of his observa-

tion and reasoning. We have, therefore, in the Book of

Proverbs, from this oriental king, some of the most valuable

principles of action ; and I think that if one were to take

SUNnAY Morning. March 15. 1874. Lesson : Heb. xl., 24-W; xii.,1-3. Hymns (Plj-

mouth Collection) : Nos. 1011, 905, 1267.
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these gems, and carry them about him, and refresh himself

day by day with tliem, he would find them wise—wise in the

street ; wise in the warehouse ; wise in the caucus ; wise iu

the conference meeting ; wise in the household. They are

not worn out. They touch principles ; and principles never

decay, nor die, nor change.

In this passage it is declared that the memory of the just

shall not perish, in distinction from the memory or name of

the wicked that shall perish. Goodness tends, as a general

fact, to perpetuate itself. It touches man's memory. It

touches his nature on that side which makes him anxious to

keep alive the memory of it. The name of him who hath

brought goodness to pass shall survive. On the other hand,

wickedness tends to destroy itself, and to go down, as the

impurities of the sea tend to sink to the bottom, where they

lie forever.

That is as true to our own observation, in our day, as it

could have been, in the days of Solomon, to him.

Now, is it right for men to desire to be remembered, and

to be praised? Is it right for men to act with reference to

their happiness in the way of duty? Or, is it necessary that

a man, in order to be obedient, from the Christian stand-

point, should do right from abstract reasons ? Have I a

right to deny myseii, and to develop activity and fruitful-

ness, because I see that such a course will raise me in the

estimation of men ; and because, doing it all my life, my
memory shall not fade out, and I shall be remembered in

after years ? Is this consistent with the Christian standard ?

In other words, does disinterestedness require that a man
should not associate himself with the benefits which accrue

from right conduct ?

I do not hold that dismterestedness requires any such

thing. I hold that a man has a right to act for the good of

others with the distinct consciousness that in this way he is

promoting his own good. The rebound of benefit to you

from the benefits which you confer upon others takes nothing

away from disinterestedness. It may, and often does, add

color and use to it ; as where a man, allying himself to his

fellows, rejoices that he is doing them good, and rejoices
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because he is a part of them. A man joins himseK to his

kind, and feels the breathings of benevolence and tenderness

and gentleness and kindness toward them, and wipes away
their tears, and brings smiles for sadness and does it glory-

ing in the fact that he is a peace-maker and happiness-maker,

and that by the shining of his goodness upon them he adds

to their joy, and that they will remember him ; and is not

this right? Is it inconsistent with disinterestedness on thi

part of a mother that she should long to be remembered by
her children ?

One of the most disinterested persons that I ever knew

—

my aunt—asked to be buried in Greenwood, '' Because," said

she, •' I hope the children will remember me, and love to

come down where I lie." Did that take away from the

nobility of that wondrous life of hers, which was absolutely

and literally a sacrifice of self, by which she found herself

more gloriously than she would have done if she had sought

herself ? You know it is declared that he who seeks his life

shall lose it, and that he who loses his life for others finds it.

Disinterestedness is not well defined or understood where

men make it an abstract love of doing good for other people

without thinking of oneself. I should be sorry for a man
who did not hear his own song-when he sings to the sick, or

to children. I should be sorry for a man who, playing on an

instrument for the pleasure of those who are in the room, did

not himself enjoy the music that he made. It is perfectly

right, and it is entirely consistent with the highest concep-

tions of disinterestedness, that a man should associate the

fact of being good and of doing good, with himself. A man
who is good, or who does good among his fellows, exalts him-

self while he lives, and perpetuates his name when he is

dead.

Now, is the desire for posthumous fame worthy of Chris-

tian experience ? May a man think, may a man say, even,

''By the good deeds that I do in this world I am laying the

foundations for fame in the future " ? Yes, he may ; and so

far as he can he ought to. It does human nature good to

consider itself as belonging not simply to the small circle of

three score years and ten. It does a man good to believe that
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his life is continuous in the other sphere, after death. It

does one good to believe that his name is to live after he has

gone beyond this life. It quickens every upward inspiration :

it intensifies every motive for goodness and for benevolence
;

and it takes away from nothing that is good in a person,

that while on earth be seeks fame and glory after he is gone,

provided he seeks it in the right ways and on right founda-

tions. This, then, judged by the standard of Christian

ethics, is allowable.

What ! is it worthy for one to wish that his name may

bring pleasure wherever it is sounded in the ears of men ; is

it right that a man should desire that his person should be

agreeable to those to whom he comes ; and wrong for him to

feel that he would have his name like music in the ears of

those who hear it after he is departed ? Was it wrong for

the patriarchs—Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob—to look for-

ward with rejoicing because they knew that in their seed the

whole world was to be blessed ? Why, they had so little

while they did live, that I think their inheritance afterwards

ought to have been blessed a thousand fold. Was it wrong

in David, the sweet singer of Israel, to desire that his songs

that came out of his heart should flow down in streams

through the generations of the world, and comfort and con-

sole future ages ?

Even Christ, we are told, ''for the joy that was set

before him, endured the cross, despising the shame"; and

we are told that it was on this account that his name was

above every name, in heaven and upon the earth. The Mas-

ter had the foresight of glory and of riches. Would it have

been wrong if the unknown author of the Imitation of

(Jlirist, when he had written his book, full of the very mar-

row of innermost experience, had, in dedicating it in prayer,

breathed to God the desire, " Let my name go with this book

to the generations that are to come ; and as they are blessed

in it may they think kindly of me " ? Would it not have been

amiable ? Would it not have been beautiful ? Would not a

man be less than a man who should be insensitive to such

inspirations as these ?

Oh ! that men might have known and taken some comfort
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of the good that their works have done. John Bunyan, if

he had known, in his prison, what his PUgriin's Progress

would have done for the world, would have been the happiest

man, it seems to me, in the kingdom of Great Britain. A
pity it was that he did not have some foresight of the good

that he was doing. There is one hymn of Francis Xavier

which has been a stream of life ever since he set it a-going.

Would that he could, have known how many hearts were

going to be blessed by that hymn. All that Cowper has done

for mankind—if a conception of it could have been carried

back to him, would it not have cheered those dreary hours of

despondency in which he lived, and in which, at last, he

died ?

If, then, we live for the best purposes, and put in our

best powers for others in a noble and heroic way, have we not

a right to look upon our life and say, "I cannot see what is

going to come of this, but I know full well that I am making
happiness that rings, and that will continue to ring out like

chimes"? Have we not a right to gather some consolation

like this from the good that we are doing ?

Suppose I ride past a pleasure ground, enclosed by a high

and close fence, where boys and girls of a boarding-school

are playing. I hear their merry voices, and I take handfuls

of fresh flowers and throw them over the wall ; and I hear

them striving for them, and hear their gleeful expressions

—

their "ohs!" and "ahsl" And suppose, perceiving how
happy they are, and delighting to make them happy, I ride

back home and get more flowers, and return and throw them
over the fence, and hear them say, " I wonder who it is, and

where he came from, and what he looks like ;" does it not

add a charm to the benevolent impulse by which I am actu-

ated to know that I am filling their minds with pleasant

fancies, and adding to their happiness, and associating my-
self with their enjoyments ? And as we ride along the

border of future generations, and fling down into their midst

the flowers and fruits of good words and good works, have

we not a right to rejoice ? Is it wrong that the fragrance of

these Ihings should give us some comfort and consolation ?

Wliatever makes a man feel that his life is lone:— tluit it is
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not limited to this world ; wliatever a man does that con-

nects him with the ages, and secures to him the universal

praise of humanity, not only in this world, but in the world

to come—whatever does this augments him, makes him
more, makes him better, and makes it easier for him to be

good and to resist evil.

If this be so, ought there not to be some consideration on

the part of men as to the way in which they live, and the

deeds whicli they perform, the influence of which is to come
after them ? It may not be the main motive of a man's life

;

but though it is incidental, is it not a right motive for a man
to be influenced by—that of the name which he shall leave

behind him at death ? Ought not men to have a considera-

tion as to how they shall perpetuate tlieir memory ? Ought

not men to bear in mind the fact that if one associates him-

self with things that are high and noble, his memory shall

go on down to the far future, whereas if one associates him-

self with the animal that is in man, and with that only,

making it stronger and stronger, his name shall perish and

go out ?

But more distinctly, men beginning at the bottom of the

scale, who, by physical or mechanical benefactions increase

the general comfort of mankind in a remarkable or extraor-

dinary manner, may hope to be associated with the best

feelings and kindest remembrances of their race. The
Greeks and the Romans had their mythological notions and

their myths ; and, among other things, they celebrated the

name of him who brought fire from heaven to earth, evi-

dently pointing back to that time when men were yet so

nearly animals that they did not know how to use fii'e, and

when that element was introduced into the human economy.

He who brought fire brought a good thing; he who taught

men how to use it was a great benefactor ; and his name was

worshiped like that of a derai-god. So also was the name of

him who taught the arts of husbandry. In the Greek myth-

ologies are records of many illustrious personages who, in

one way and another, benefited their kind, and whose names

are coupled with various superstitions and fantasies.

Every man who works for his own support in a lawful
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calling is really, if he only knew it, working for everybody

else, or a large circle around about bina. If you build a

house, and build it well, it ought to be a source of satisfac-

tion to you. You will not live in it forever
;
your children

will not live in it forever ; it will be handed down through

generations ; and you may as well take the largest view,

the full sweep, of what that house will do for those who

are to come after you. The man who erects a comely

house for a price, if he makes every chamber, every room,

convenient and beautiful, ought to take pride in it. I think

that every well-built house ought to have the name of the

builder upon it. It ought to have upon it the name of

him who designed it ; the name of the originator of it

;

the name of the man who set it in operation ; and the names

of the carpenter and of the mason. A house well-built

—

what a history it has ! No v^olume either of Shakspeare or

Homer ever had in it so much of human life as one of those

old English mansions that have come down for five hundred

years, bringing family after family, with all its wondrous de-

velopments. The compensation of a man who lifts up such

a dwelling as that upon the earth ought not to be so much a

day. There are men alive now who, when they go by this

old plain church (it is called plain : it is j^lain outside, to be

sure ; and when it has not its ornaments it is plain inside

;

but when you are here it is handsome enough)—there are

men alive now, who, when they go by this church, uncon-

sciously stop, and say, "I had a hand in building that."

They share the history of this church, which is a part of the

history of our nation in its most critical period, and they take

pride in it. The man who put on the roof takes pride in that.

The man who laid the foundation-stone takes pride in that.

I honor those men for the pride which they take, in the part

which they had, in the erection of this church, with its

glorious history. I reproach men who are mechanics if they

have only the lowest appreciation of the work that they do.

The man who makes garments for comfort; the man who
makes trunks for the conveyance of goods hither and thither

through the world ; the man who provides conveniences for

the house and the table ; the man who in any way promotes
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the happiness of bis kind by bis labor—be ought to enjoy
tbe contemplation of the good tbat be does. He ougbt to

take to bimself credit for tbe noble part which be is perform-
ing instead of simply taking the lowest view of it.

When tbe navigators who followed Cook after he was
killed by tbe Sandwich Islanders reached the scene of his

death, tbey found one of the cbiefs wearing bis watch around
his neck. Tbe watch moved for awhile after Cook'^ death,

and then it stopped, and would not go; and the cbief

thumped it to make it go ; but the tbump did not do any
good. However, be wore it as a kind of amulet or cbarm.

Here was an instance of a poor savage nature, possessing

something, the possible functions of which were a tbousand

times higher than be understood anytbing about ; but be was
wearing it as an ornament. It was competent to bold com-
merce witb tbe planets, and to divide time off into its various

portions ; but be was putting it to a frivolous and unim-

portant use.

Now, in the sphere in wbich you aie acting there are

functions of labor which you ought better to understand and

apjoreciate, and from which you ought to derive higher and
purer remuneration than you do derive from them. How
few men comfort themselves after tbe duties of tbe day have

been performed, by saying, "How much I have smootbed

tbings for men to-day ! I bave made a great many people

happy to-day ; and tbings have made me very happy to-day " ?

You work witb centripetal force; and you think, "Well,

how much shall I get ? How did I succeed ? How shall I

be benefited ?" Tbere is your little life, wbirling round and

round, and drawing everything into it. That is the smallest

and poorest way to live.

Not that you should not have some of that enjoyment

;

but tbere should be a reflex influence upon others to their

good ; there should be a centrifugal force acting upon tbose

around about you. Tbere should be a power going forth

from you whose tendencies are to make mankind better and

happier, and to make it easier for men to be good. Tbese

tbings should raise up men's minds ; it is the doing of tbese

things in an illustrious way and witb prominence that gives
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to men who are working in physical and material elements a

right to immortality among their fellow-men.

I hold that Palissy, the potter, a Frenchman, who had in

him the thought of more beautiful ware, and who devoted

iiis life to experiments in rare pottery, and made himself

poor, and with disaster, and with disaster, and with disaster

still saw the ideal, and burned up his money, burned up
his chairs, and burned up everything that he could lay

his hands on, to raise the heat, and finally succeeded—

I

hold that he is worthy of all honor. He made a revo-

lution in art ; and that revolution has carried beauty and
comfort and taste into innumerable dwellings ; and his per-

severance made his name memorable. Though he worked in

kilns and with clay, lie worked to bring out that which

should be convenience and beauty and refinement to his

fellows ; and he deserves to have his name inscribed among
the names of the benefactors of the race. He is not to be

thought of simply as Wedgewood is, who introduced into

England the most beautiful of wares ; he is to be thought of,

not only as a creator of beauty, but as one who joined use to

beauty, and made convenience wait upon fancy. He is re-

membered, and will be, and ought to be, not simply because

he was ingenious, and not merely because he was an artist,

but because he was a worker for his fellow-men.

Bridge-builders should be remembered. This will be

understood and appreciated by those who, like me, lived in

the West in the early days, and had to ford streams at the

peril of their lives. He who makes roads that render it easy

for neighbors to come together alleviates the daily task, not

simply of every citizen, but of all brute hearts, who do not

know their benefactors. He who does so small a thing as to

change the face of matter in ways that promote the comfort

of his fellow-men has a right to rejoice that, doing it, he

shall be remembered ; and it is a shame if he is not remem-

bered.

Therefore, men have a right to associate their names with

their inventions. Why, MacAdam, who has given his name

to the road which he invented, has blessed hundreds of

thousands wlio have trod upon it, and will bless hundreds of
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thousands more. His name is connected with that which

will go on benefiting society and multiplying happiness in a

thousand quarters.

In our own time we have Goodyear, who, with enormous

self-sacrifice and labor, introduced india-rubber vulcanized,

which has now become a universal necessity. He had no

orator's gift ; he did not flame in the Senate ; he had no

power in poetry ; he could not die on the battle-field—that

was not his place ; but he found a place, and he put thor-

oughly persevering manhood into it, and he made his religion

sustain him in doing it. He invented an art which has in

many i-espects changed the forces of the world. Explorers,

wanderers in the wilderness, and those at home, are using

that which by toil and labor he perfected. He is a bene-

factor to the race. A man does not need to deal in literature

in order to be a benefactor of his kind ; he may become such

by deahng with the ordinary affairs of life.

Watt's name is associated with the use of steam. What
credit ought he not to receive ? The benefit which he

wrouglit was only second to that which was wrought by him
who invented type and the printing-press. The men who
stood at the head of these simply physical inventions opened

the way for the march of civilization, and were precursors of

those great humanities which are intimately connected with

the Gospel of Christ—for the Gospel of Christ is but a

serener and more divine humanity.

Then all those who have toiled, and are toiling, should

have their meed of praise. Not only would it not be in

conflict with disinterestedness, but I hold it to be the duty

of every generation to remember its benefactors, and to en-

shrine their names. I hold it to be the duty of every single

profession, of every single ti-ade, of every single art, to keep

a register of those who belong to it and have done well by it.

We are gi'eatly deficient in this—that we let the memory of

deserving men die.

Every man, I remark again, who has contributed, by the

special gifts that God has given him, to the esteem, to the

good-nature, and to the usefulness of his fellow-men, in such

a way that his life goes on working after him, his good deeds
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following him, and manifesting themselves in the things

which he sets in operation—every such man ought to rejoice

in these things, and ought to be remembered on account of

them. Men sometimes think that if they could only have

written Gibbon's history of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire, that would be a memorial to be proud of

;

but I say that to have written a book like Mrs. Barbauld's

sweet Stories for the Nursery is no less a reason for pride.

Anybody who has written a book like that has equal reason

for pride. Anybody in the world who has written a piece of

music that is sung at the cradle, at festivals, at weddings, or

at funerals ; whoever has employed the gifts of genius that

were bestowed upon him to throw into life elements that

assuage asperity, and that make the machine move easily ; he

who has lubricated the wheels of life so that they turn with

ease—be deserves to be remembered ; and while he is doing it

he ought not to feel, " I am working at trifles ;" for I think

the things in this world which are important are not so much
new discoveries, great orations, and magnificent books as

things that make every day happier among the common
people.

I think, in the progress of the Gospel, good-nature is not

to be undervalued. I have great respect for conscience ; but

men have, for conscience, sat in inquisitorial chambers, and,

without sympathy, seen blood spurting from their victims.

Men have been too conscientious to be liumane. Conscience

has driven men like fiends. Two things I think are terrible :

one is that sobriety which is often the greatest of hypocrisy,

and behind which is perpetrated every sort of wickedness

under the pretense of religion ; and the other is conscience,

misinstructed, and wrongly divorced from good-nature. The
man that goes through life manifesting good-nature and ex-

citing it (for generally you excite in a man what you bring

to him : if you bring the feeling of kindness, you excite the

feeling of kindness ; and if you bring the feeling of good-

nature, you excite the feeling of good-nature) associates him-

self with one of tlie best tilings in human life ; and he who
has genius and power to give these feelings literary or artistic

form, so that when he is dead they remain like instituted and
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organized forces, and go down through time, ought to shine

like a star.

So I should class things differently from the classifications

which are often made of them. What are often called

''privileges," "worldly pleasures," and "mere gayeties," I

should call means of grace. I say that what life needs is not

so much sternness and rigor, not so many cords and restraints :

what we want is more cheerfulness ; more sweetness ; more
lovableness and lovingness ; more things that please—please

the higher nature—" please men for their good," as the apos-

tle says, '* to edification." These are things which the world

needs as much as anything else—that is, our world.

I would not preach so in Paris ; for there men have un-

derstood this truth and. carried it to excess ; but I would

preach it to the children of Puritans—old bare-boned, hard

men. We need that gesthetic element which was considered

treasonable to piety in their day. The age demanded one-

sidedness, and had it. They were noble and victorious ; but

it is needful that their children should give up, strip off, that

which was necessary for local and temporary reasons. We
need more of cheerfulness, and gentleness, and kindness,

and pleasure-producing qualities. Pleasure does not neces-

sarily ruin young men and maidens. Alas ! it is a thing

which you do not understand, that pleasure is to be associated

with home-life and business. It ought to be so that men
will not have to go hunting for pleasure as though it were

separated from duty and life. It ought to be so universally

diffused that you shall find it everywhere. You need more

of it in business. You need less business and more pleasure.

You need it in your social life, and everywhere. He who

shall make reformations in these directions Avill be a true

reformer. He who has power to bring the joy of spring in

the place of the rigor of winter ought to have his name

remembered.

So there are a great many men whom, when God shall

rank men, though we call them low down, and look upon

them as of not much account, we shall be astonished to see

so high. Many a man thinks that because of the book which

he has written his name will stand very high, since it treats
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of theology ; but he finds that the name of the author of a

ridiculous little nursery book stands three times as high as

his. Many and many a little child's book is doing more of

Christ's work than many and many a big book. Not that big

books are to be despised, but tiiey are not always the most

useful. Oftentimes the way needs to be prepared for these

by books of less pretension.

All examples which men give in life of heroism entitle

them to the right of being remembered, and tend to exalt

them above the common level. There is a kind of heroism

that will endure hunger, long Journeys, wounds—that will

endure torments and never move a muscle ; and it is a her-

oism that requires enormous self-denial. Though it is on

the lowest plane, it is on a plane where, if anywhere, self-

denial is to be developed ; and it in a rude way advances our

conception of manhood. But as you rise higher than this

everything difficult for man to do that is well done, every-

tliing that men do in life by the force of the higher feelings,

instead of the lower, is heroic. The value of heroic conduct

consists in this : that it gives everybody a conception of the

possibilities of manhood. What one man has done, another

can do. If Grace Darling can perform deeds of skill and
courage, and make her name sound through the world, a

hundred others can.

You will excuse the illustration ; but when I began to read

about fast horses there were very few that could trot a mile

in less than four minutes, and to do it in four minutes was

thought to be a great deal. When they got down to 3:40,

that was looked upon as astonishing. When they got down
to 3:00 it was considered wonderful. But every time they

got down from one point to another there were five or six

horses that could do it. When they got down to 2:40 and

there was but one horse that could do it, people said, " Hem !

that will not be equalled very soon" : but it was. And when
they got down to 2:30 or 2: 25, that seemed the end of equii:M}

capacity. As soon as four minutes was attained, one man
said, '*My nag can do that," and another said, " Mine can

do it" ; and when that was beaten, there were men who said,

*' We can beat that." And the moment a heroic deed is per^
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formed by one man, other men say, "We can do that."

This spirit increases in men ; and they grow better and bet-

ter by the amount of the heroic element tlins bred in them.
Where one woman can in her neighborhood deny herself

wealth, and tliose aceomplislmients which would elevate her

position, for the sake of taking care of the sick ; where one
woman denies herself all the amenities of life for the sake of

serving others and making them better, her name and ex-

ample are a leaven of souls ; and although there may not be

another one that shall be a Florence Nightingale, yet there

will be five hundred thousand that will come nearer to her

performance than they would if it had not been for her

example. Whoever does a good thing that has before been
considered impossible in human life is a hero, and raises the

level of humanity—raises the ideal of higher living, and so

the possibility of it.

Now, persons who are in humble places, and are raising

the standard in these places
;
persons that are midway in life,

and are raising the standard there
;
persons who are in emi-

nent and conspicuous positions, and are raising the standard

among their class—these are all deserving of praise and of

remembrance.

The poorest boy that went out on either side in the con-

flict through wliich the nation passed, convinced that he was
serving his country, and contending for a princii^le, enduring
cold, and hunger, and fatiguing marches, and wounds and
death itself, thanking God that he was worthy to die for his

country, did right, in doing what he supposed was best for

his country ; and he raised the conception of manhood, of

self-sacrifice, of honor, of citizenship, and of patriotism ; and
you do not know how much of that which we call refined

public sentiment, and whicli goes blossoming in outbreaking

lyrics, comes from these lower, humble persons.

Often the most noble things that are done are not seen.

If you were to ask, to-day, where is the stream of gold that

is flowing most abundantly, on looking at the bank accounts

and exchange accounts, you would see millions of dollars

going back to pay for goods in Europe ; but I think that

even more is going in sums of five pounds, four pounds.
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three pounds and two pounds, from servants—young men and
maidens—working day and niglit industriously, and sending
back money to the old father and mother in Irelaud, and
England, and Scotland, and Germany, and Sweden, and
Denmark, and Norway, and all over the north of Europe.
There is a perfect gulf-stream of gold going back all the

time. You have a concei)tion of how much there is of it.

It touches me deeply to think of the generosity and self-

denial of this great under-class. When I see the heroism of

maidens—persons that I know, often—who deny themselves

of many comforts, and even refuse offers of marriage, because

if they are married they cannot help their brother and sister

to come over, and cannot help sustain their old father and
mother in their old age, I feel as though I was not worthy to

unloose their shoes' latchets. It is good to bi'ing up from the

bottom these examples. It will teach the top a great many
lessons. "—

-

Whoever tends to make the sense of Justice strong in

society ; whoever tends to rectify law and inspire rectitude in

public sentiment; whoever tends to give juster views of

human rights or duties ; whoever associates himself with

great principles, deserves to have his name carried down to

remote generations, and has a right to rejoice when he
'

thinks that his name is associated with some great good to---\

society.

It may be the case, and it often is, that men who live

beneficent lives live unacknowledged. There is many a lawyer

who does not receive the credit he is entitled to. We are ac-

customed, in a good-natured way, to stigmatize lawyers. It is

an interchange of comity. All persons have their share of this

sort of thing, and lawyers have their little quota ; and doctors

have many things said about them ; we are all of us inter-

ested in snapping each other up in various ways ; but, after

all, what a vast sphere of equity lies along the path of men
who do not turmoil society, who do not seek to make quar-

rels, but who really study tiie things that are right between

man and man. I tell you, I believe in my soul that there

are as many lawyers who are seeking peace and justice, as

there are who are seeking pelf, profit, or fame. 1 believe
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that when they seek ignoble ends it is special, and not char-

acteristic. When a man is waked up, when his feelings are

excited, he may have his judgment obscured, and may step

aside from the best course in spite of facts without knowing
it. It is the result of the condition of brain in which he

works. I know it is so. I should do just so myself. If I

were in a cause I should go it to death ; and I can understand

how many times a man may be carried away by his enthusi-

asm. I can understand liow a lawyer's sense of fidelity to his

client might carry him beyond the bound of reason. But

my opinion is that, taking the profession throughout the

land, they are seeking for justice, for good neighborhood,

and for morals ; and I cannot join with those who perpet-

ually stigmatize them as if they were selfish, cunning and

false. I have come to a time, thank God, when I can praise

judges. There have been some in the city of New York that

were not so good, and I had my share in thundering at the

bad ones ; but I take pleasure in thanking God that we have

so many good ones. I rejoice that there are on the Bench so

many men of learning, and equilibrium, and equity, and

courage, and refinement, who smooth the rudenesses, and

take away the asperities of life, and who do a work in justice

which makes it easier for men to live, and for society to

move upon its wheels. They deserve to have their names go
down, and they are goipg down, in honor, to the future, so

that when men speak of justice they shall think of them.

And physicians, that go among the sick, and assuage their

sufferings, and heal their diseases, though they ai-e attempt-

ing to support themselves by tlieir profession, are contributing

to the welfare of society, and should be recognized as bene-

factors, so far as they are faithful to their calling, which is

founded on benevolence—and recognized they will be.

All of us who are benefactors of our race will be under-

stood to be such. For we do not live in this world only ; it

is not here alone that you are to hear about yourself. What
you are doing here is known there. God ratifies every good

act of every one of his creatures. Your works follow you,

and your life follows you. The day will come when every

man who has meant right things, and sought them in how-
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ever humble a place, and in any relation of society, may com-
fort himself with this tUtought :

'' I have not lived for myself,

I have lived for a cause ; 1 have lived for liberty ; I have lived

for education ; I have lived for the prevalence of beauty in

art; I have lived for the diffusion of noble ideas." Oh, ye

toilers in poverty, with labor-throes for what is good and
true, that which you have achie^fted shall come to you, and
will make your names known by-and-by. You may be work-

ing more than you know now ; but you will not only know,

but will be known above. There, where there is everlasting

equity, no man shall have done a thing which made mankind
better at his own expense, and by his own toil, and be for-

gotten.

The list, the catalogue, of God is growing fuller and

fuller. One after another has departed. The fathers of this

land—where are they ? and the thousands that have fol-

lowed on and carried up their work—where are they ? And
they that in our own time have labored and travailed for the

cause of humanity are sinking and disappearing ; but they go

as the morning stars go, that are not lost because they are

not seen, but they are not seen because they are hid in the

brightness of the effulgent sun.

And so, workers all, high and low, top and bottom,

though you are unknown to each other, and though you are

unknown to yourselves, you are working toward the great

Father, and toward the great Father's household, and when
we shall stand in that blessed, company, then shall we know
how full, how glorious, is that truth which is contained in

the words which I have selected for our text—"The memory
of the just is blessed." Known will you be of God; and

there will be an exchange of memories and greetings and

congratulations ; and there will be a recognition of whatever

is right and true and noble and just and good. Yon that

live and labor for your fellow-men, turning souls to right-

eousness, shall shine as the stars of the firmament.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON'.

aucWe thank thee, thou blessed God aud Father, that thou hast
made the way betweeu thyself aud our souls plain; and though we
stumble when we attempt to attain uuto thee by thinking, yet wheu
grief comes, and want presses, and all our strength fails, then our
necessity breaks through, and we are boi-ne up into the presence of

conscious power and wisdom and goodness; and our souls are wiser

than our understandings Wfe rejoice that as thou hast made the
child to cry for the mother before it knows why, so thou hast made
our souls to cry out for God. We are by our yearnings aud longings
and manifold needs brought into thy presence; and we rejoice that

by thy divine touch thou canst send us away filled with a sense of

God's presence, and of liis goodness and sympathy for us. And if

thou dost hold us in lemembiance and in sympathy thou must needs
be One that can take care of the feeble, and of the imperfect, and
of those that sin continually; tor such are we that we cannot bring
to thee strength and perfection ; we can only bring to thee the

weakness and imperfection which belong to us, striving in the midst
of buffetings, temptations, bent as the reed before the wind, turned
hither and thither, and swayed as the leaves aud the branches of the

tree are.

We rejoice, O Lord our God, that there is no great central dark-
ness; that night does not reign in the universe; that no hard-handed
fate is tyrant upon the throne; and that thou art not represented by
those laws which domineer over matter, and compel all things to

obey. We rejoice that at the center of power, high above the sight,

high above sense, high above all the knowledges of the body, thou
art eternal Noon, eternal Summer, eternal Light and eternal Joy.

Thou art the Father of the spirits of men, and art the Cause of all

that influence which is highest, and sw eetest, and purest, and dear=

est, and most just, aud noble, and compassionate.

So we draw near to thee sometimes as men sail with clouds over

all the sky, and yet have faith. Thou art shut out from us days and
days, and we cling to the memory of faith if we cannot hold faith

itself; and as no storm abides forever, at length the light breaks out,

and often in unexpected places; aud when we find thee again, how
sweet and pleasant art thou! and how are we comforted when upon
the retiring darkness we behold the bow of promise full of hope and

cheer!

O Lord our God, we thank thee for the manifestation of thyself,

so ample, so beautiful, so gracious, adapted to each and every one's

want; for thou art universal. Thou hast not limited and restrained

thyself. Thou art a God of compassion for sinners, suffei-ing for

them, rather than inflicting suffering upon them. Thou art full of

bounty, and mercy, and motherliness in love, aud we beseech of thee

that as we conceive more and more of thee, we may not learn to be

disgusted with ourselves— for why should we be in contempt in our

own esteem if thou dost love and desire us? May we have a whole-

some sense of our sinfulness; but may we also have a cheering and

hopeful sense of our value—for what must they be worth for whom
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Christ was willing to die? and what shall be the glory of our resur-

rection and immortality when thou hast perfected us, and made us

worthy by thy power to become kings and priests unto God ? Grant

that we may be cheered and comforted about ourselves, and not for-

ever wear sackcloth, and go mourning and discouraged. Grant, we
pray thee, that we may have rebound from conviction of sin into

the joy of hope through Jesus Christ. We pray that thou wilt help

us every day, looking up and seeing how beautiful thou art, and
how good thou art, to strive more and more to make ourselves

such as thou wouldst have us to be. How easy is self denial in

the presence of love! and how efluent are all gracious things in the

presence of love! So shine before us, O thou Chief among ten thou-

sand and altogether lovely, that everything which thou wishest may
become easy, and that our obedience may be impetuous, and that

our love may be zealous, and that our aspiration may be as burning

tire.

We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing to rest especially this

morning upon all those who are gathered together. May those who
have been laboring with weariness and anxiety be able to rest them-
selves in God. May they be able to rest themselves underneath the

shining of the Sun of Righteousness. May they run in unto thee as

into a tower from an enemy, or as to the shadow of a great rock in a

weary land, or as to a covert when the storm is out, and be safe.

We pray that thou wilt draw near to all those who to-day feel the

sorrow that comes from thy providence in bereavements. There
are many that walk with muflQod step, and with sad and solemn
thought ; and yet what ails them ? Hast thou not been loving them ?

Is it not a token of thy fidelity? What would become of them if

thou didst not afflict them? How would they grow in grace and in

the knowledge of the truth if thou didst not by suffering deepen
their affections, and enlarge their horizon? How unfortunate they
would be if thou didst not thus make them worthy of immortality
and blessedness! Oh, grant that they who walk in twilight and in

darkness may behold the light that is shining for their coming
toward the morning. Watchers we are, and grant that over the hills

we may see coming the sun with all its glory.

We pray that thou wilt grant that every soul that is afflicted, that

mourns under special trials, and that feels itself set apart for God's
judgment, may find a refuge from trouble in him who gave his life

for us, and who hath said. Because I live ye shall live also. O Lord
Jesus, put thine arms around about every one who feels the need of

thee, and whisper words of love to him ; and may every one hear
God saying to him, Because I live thou shalt live.

We beseech of thee that all those who are bearing burdens, and
are walking in dilficult ways, and are half desponding or wholly de-

spairing, may find the God of hope and consolation to-day. Give
them faith to endure; and having done all, no matter what the bat-

tle hath done, may they be able to stand in the strength of God,
waiting for the disclosures of his providence—for what can harm
those whom God loves? What can harm those who have life before

them beyond this sphere? The whole time of life is but a hand's-
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breadth. It passes clay by day as a weaver's shuttle. Our life shoots
as an arrow through the air. We are almost home. Grant that we
may not be so unworthy of our parentage and of our hopes as to sit

in despondency, since so little of our life is left in which care and
trouble can beset us. May we begin to look away from this world
to that bright and blessed city which shines out to those who are
drawing near to it.

Grant, we beseech of thee, thy blessings on those who are at-
tempting to fulfill their calling, and to perform their duties toward
their fellow-men. We pray that thou wilt give them strength. And
even when they fail may they not despond. May they try again and
again; and if they cannot bring the best performance, may they
bring the best that they have, knowing that thou art better in thy
gentleness, better even in thine anger, than men in their most gentle
moods.

Grant these things to thy people, not because they are worthy of
them, but out of thy bounty which expresses itself in kindness
toward men.
We pray that thou wilt bless all the churches of this city. Wilt

thou establish them in righteousness. We pray that thou wilt take
away from them whatsoever hinders the full disclosure of the sweet-
ness and symmetry and beauty of Jesus Christ. We pray that thou
wilt grant unto thy ministering servants better to make known the

truth. May they rejoice in their souls to behold the seed which they
are sowing, that fruit may be garnered abundantly to the honor and
the glory of God.
We pray that thou wilt bless the instrumentalities which are be-

ing used for the education of the ignorant, for the reformation of

morals, for the establishment of justice, for the purification of law,

for the bringing about a wiser administration of all institutions.

We pray that thou wilt bless the President of these United States,

and all those who are associated with him in authority. Bless the

Congress assembled, and all governors, judges, and magistrates.

We pray that they may be God-fearing men, and that they may ad-

minister in righteousness.

We pray that we may be admonished, as one and another are

passing from the scenes of their earthly life, that our sun, too, is go-

ing down, and that the night cometh when no man can woik. May
we work with diligence while life lasts, so that when we come to

give up our account, no talent of ours shall be found wrapped up in

a napkin, but all our talents shall be found to have been used, and
increased and multiplied a hundredfold.
We pray that thou wilt grant thy blessing upon the services of

the morning; upon all the labors of the day; and from Sabbath to

Sabbath ; and may we therein grow stronger in faith until the last

week shall come, and the last Sabbath; and then may we break
forth and blaze in the wonder of that rest which remaineth for the

people of God.
And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit shall be praise ever-

more. Amen,
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" Jesus answered and said unto him, If a man love me, he will

keep my words : and my Father will love him, and we will come unto

him, and make our abode with him."—John xiv., 23.

This language is not solitary or singular. In its imme-

diate context, it is repeated under every form and under

various images.

" Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot beai" fruit of

itself except it abide in the vine, no more can ye, except ye abide in

me. I am the vine, ye are the branches : he that abideth in me, and

I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit." " If a man abide not

in me, he is cast forth as a branch." "If ye abide in me, and my
words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done

unto you."

Tlie three evangelists that are called synoptic—Matthew,

Mark, and Luke—deal very largely in the external experiences

and relations of Jesus. John, distinguishably from all the

others, reveals the interior life of Christ. It is remarkable

how far from the educated style of thought the whole Bible

is. The drift of education, in our day, is from things to

ideas and relations. We are reasoners. We use facts as

grapes are used, for the sake of the wine that can be pressed

out of them ; and, often, as the cluster is destroyed for the

sake of the wine, so the facts are macerated for the sake of

the conclusions. At any rate, there is an unquestionable

feeling that lie who reasons upon causes, he that is able to

tix his mind upon abstract ideas, to construct them into a

world of his own, is furthest advanced, and is the greatest.

So then, men say, " Ethics are very good, but doctrine is

supreme." Now, with the exception, perhaps, of the apostle
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Paul, who had received a liberal education, there is almost

not a single philosophizing spirit represented in the whole

Bible. Almost the whole body of writers the results of

whose works is included in the sacred scriptures of the Old
Testament and of the New, represent facts as they appear to

common people : and these are translated into scientific forms

of thought ; and the translation is by preachers and teach-

ers ; and often the original is lost in the translation ; and we
have periphrases rather than the actual signification of the

original.

You will find, therefore, in the whole life of Christ, as

contained in the four evangelists, almost nothing of that stvle

of thinking which is prevalent in our catechisms and in our

bodies of divinity.

Among the four evangelists John stands alone, and pecu-

liar. It may be said that the key-note of his gospel is the

doctrine 'of the intersphering of the Divine mind with the

human mind. It is not an elaborate psychological theory or

treatise. It is a statement of facts, such as is Matthew's gos-

pel ; but the facts stated, as nowhere else in the evangelists,

are interior, and not exterior.

In the passage which we have read, and its co-related

passages, it is the indwelling of God in the human mind that

is taught. Men read this in a cursory manner : and because

it does not convey any very intelligible idea to them they are

apt to pass it by, saying, " This is metaphorical ; this is

figurative:" and the tendency to pass it by is increased by

the use which is made of these passages by mystical writers

who have been fascinated by them—for a mystical mind loves

things in the proportion in which they are vague. The
scientific nature wants everything to be as sharp as the angles

of a crystal ; it wants things to go just so far, and no further
;

it wants lines to be measurable in every direction : but a

mystical nature, and one in which there is deep emotion

qualified by secretiveness, likes things not very definitely

measurable—likes clouds, that you ciinnot measure, and of

which you cannot say, ^'Here it begins and there it ends."

It likes things with rounded outlines, or with lines that fade

off into almost nothingness, or to such faint degrees that you
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cannot distinguish tlicni. Such minds have rejoiced in the

writings of John, who dealt with things mystical, which were

so much like gossamer webs that others could not appreciate

them. There is that difficnlt}^ I think, intrinsic in this pas-

sage ; and there is a reaction from this mode of treating

Scripture ; and we do not make, I think, so much of the in-

dwelling of the divine mind in ours as is made of it in Scrip-

ture, and as may be profitably made of it in spiritual life.

Consider that the highest form of being—that which con-

tains in itself the germ and seed of all creation, of every

element known to men, of every faculty, and of those quali-

ties which faculties were organized to express, and which lie

back of faculty— is, in amount and influence, far beyond any-

thing that we know.

For instance, the affection which we experience through

the tendency or faculty of love is, in itself, and in its infinite

relations, unspeakably beyond anything which is interpreted

to us by the faculty.

Consider that the mind of God is that which contains in

itself the germ and the seed of all faculty and fact, and of all

the quality which fact and faculty interpret to mankind, of

all possible combinations and of all elements, everywhere,

throughout creation. Consider that a mind containing such

elements, and existing in conditions untranslatable, incom-

prehensible, with moods of activity which cannot be known

by us in our lower sphere of life, must be a mind not easy to

understand, and that anything declared in regard to it must

be interpreted under difficulties, and with the liability of

extreme inaccuracy. Our knowledge springs from the expe-

rience of the lowest plane of divine existence. We are the

sons of God ; we have something in us which interprets God :

not quantity of being, not power, but essential quality, in

certain elements of our nature. But all these qualities we

have experienced in our relations to one another in society,

and in a comparatively low plane of existence. The vast

ranges which these very same experiences take on in beings

of a higher mold we know almost nothing about ; and still

less do we know what are the moods, conditions and expe-

riences of one so transcendent above all others as God must
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ueeds be. The distance between Goethe and the peasants of

Germany, or between Shakspeare and the untaught yeomen
of England, or between Emerson and the plowboys of Mas-

sachusetts, is so great, that they may almost be said to be

not the same beings—for, although they are coupled together

by the sympathy of a bodily organization, yet the carriage of

their thoughts and tastes ; their habits ; their ways of look-

ing at things ; the multitude of living, meaning facts ; the

moods; and the associations one with another,—these are so

different that they are substantially in different worlds, and

are further apart than any measurer's rule could put them.

If it be so in respect to those who dwell among us, if we

see that men are near or far off according to the development

of their inward nature, how much more are they near to Him
who lives above all human beings—a spirit—a Divine nature !

All these ideas work toward a grander idea of the inter-

sphering of mind with mind, and not away from it ; and we
shall find that, just in proportion as we rise from the lower

to the higher, though the outward concern of one man with

another may not be less, the inward life grows larger and
larger, and that we sliift the unit of value : whereas, in the

lower forms of associated life among men, the unit of value is

juxtaposition ; it is physical presence ; it is rude strength ; it

is accomplishing skill ; it is the capacity of man, with his

body, to develop one or another phenomenon for the admira-

tion or delectation of men. As men grow toward manhood
the body becomes less, and conforms itself to taste. It may
take on accomplishment, but all that the body does is but a

representative of that which is within it—the mind ; and our

intercourse one with another is an intercourse by thought,

and not by action ; by taste, and not by the properties of

matter ; by imagination and emotion. Men are near to

each other, or far from each other, not so much by contiguity

as by inward similarities or repugnances.

There are many that live under the same roof who never

were within a thousand leagues of each other ; and there arc

many that never came together who are nevertheless one.

That man, that author, who has filled me with knowledge,

with enthusiasm, and with the subtle leaven of imagina-
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tion, and so has enriched my whole life ; that man whose

name I have garlanded with a thousand precious thoughts

and emotions,—that man lives in me, and I live in that

man. He is nearer to me than though he dwelt in my
house. It is possible to be near and yet far away. It is

possible to be far away, and yet not only to be near but to

be insphered the one with the other. And if this be the

analogy of development in human life, and if you carry it on,

how much larger might we suppose to be the intersphering of

mind with mind touched by thought, by imagination, by

emotion, by spiritual experience ! T'his is ineffable. There

are no bars, no limitations, no hindrances in this intercourse.

There is absolute freedom in the higher sphere of human life
;

but bondage and proscription belong to the animal life. In the

organized family, it is indispensable that things be held

somewhat according to the natural laws of force, restric-

tion and limitation : but as you go up toward the spiritual

and intellectual life, men grow freer as they grow true
;

and thought, feeling, hope, faith and love have absolute,

unbounded liberty.

What, then, must be the terms of intercourse between

beings lifted above the sphere of mortal life, where they

come together by that which we perceive even in our dull

and undeveloped, inexperienced hope; and what must be the

nature of that God, Father of all these tendencies, himself

representing them most perfectly?

In the Word of God it is declared that he comes to men,

and abides in them. We are not to turn over the leaf and

say, ''A figure"; nor are we to reduce that expression to the

level of our own experience; neither are we to give it a coarse

and economic explanation, saying, " Well, we live with men
when we somewhat like them, and we dwell in men when we

are obedient to them, and th.cy control us." That is the be-

ginning of an explanation ; but it does not at all measure

the fullness of the idea that is conveyed in these passages

—

namely, that there is power given to men to open their souls

by love in such a way as that the divine influence inter-

spheres the human faculties, and the soul moves to the touch

of the divine mind, indwelling and permanent. Though
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there is no possible parallel experience, and though there is

no absolute analogy in the line of thought which we have
followed, yet it suggests much.

While the lower animals are one by juxtaposition, while

they are physically near to each other, and while they influ-

ence each other casually, that intercourse becomes enlarged

as we rise to the lower sphere of the human family; it

becomes enlarged to a still greater extent as we rise into the

cultivated and more developed spheres; and it becomes more
complex still as we develop morally and aesthetically; so that

in the highest forms of nature, and in their noblest inter-

course, it is changed from an almost entirely exterior inter-

course to an interior one. In other words, we actually do

toward each other that which it is supposed to be impossible

to interpret as between God and the human soul.

If you will analyze your own intercourse with those who
are best beloved by you and nearest to you, you will be

struck, after a time, with how little the exterior is in your

mind when you think of them, and how largely you think of

them by what they are interiorly—by their disposition—by
their mental nature.

The indweUing, then, which is recognized in our lower

plane, though not an equivalent, nor perhaps strictly ana-

logic, suggests and gives a sense of possibility to that which

exists between God and us.

For example, a child that has come so far along as to be

able to appreciate thought and feeling and imagination is

not conscious of deriving everything from father and mother;

and yet, as you look upon the child, seeing it derive its

thoughts from its father and mother, seeing it derive its im-

pulses from them, seeing it act all the day long under the

stimulation of their experience and their disposition, you

very soon come to have a thought that it lives in its

parents—as it does. It may not be conscious of it ; it is

not generally—certainly not until the intercourse is broken

off, and homesickness ensues; but we see that, without being

conscious of it, the child does really use the best part of

itself with its faculties under the constant stimulus of the

living jjresence of the father and mother.
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And this is so not merely in childhood. It is seen as the

child grows up and goes into school, as a favorite with the

teacher, who arouses in it the love of knowledge as the new

birth of intellect comes—for every true scholar has to be

born in intellect. There is a point of time when every man

can testify he had an impulse which carried him over the

inertness of custom, and gave him a sense of victory over his

faculties. The pupil, under the teacher, in books, in art, in

any economy of civilization, acts under the predominant in-

fluence of his master. Not that he does not act somewhat,

also, by other forces ; but this dominates, and is supreme.

He goes through all his avocations; and to the end of his

hfe he is conscious, if he thinks of himself, of influences

tluit move upon him. Some men are so constituted with

strong and permanent mental tendencies that they are less

influenced than others ; but the fact that mind works upon

mind, and is the prime cause of development and educa-

tion, no man can doubt.

Not only is it so in the intellectual, social, and esthetic

spheres, but still more is it so, and still more is it recognized,

in the realm of the affections ; so that persons who are dwell-

ino- together in a true, symmetrical affection need no illus-

tration to show that they constantly act as in the presence,

and under the stimulating influence, of each other's dispo-

sition. Hence, as being unfolds, as men become more

sensitive, as their natures grow larger, we should suppose

that tbis tendency, which began at zero, and augmented

with their augmentation, and is never so strong as at their

largest development, would go on increasing. The more a

man's nature is opened, the larger the development of the

faculties, the more perfectly his mind acts under the interior

and invisible influence of other minds.

It is in this susceptibility of mind to the divine that I place

the whole doctrine of tlie Spirit of God. While I perceive

that the physical globe has in it all stimulus for the body ;

while I see that society affords sufficient cause for the evolu-

tion and full development of our social feelings ; while I

recognize that the lower forms of the intellect find in the

material and scientific elements enough influence and stimu-
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lus and pabulum ; it seems to me that the higlier elements of

our nature—those which, more or less perfectly, in every age

of the world, constitute heroism and the largest manhood—
have very little in this world, or in the intercourse of man
with man, or in mundane causes or influences, that fits this

higher part ; and it is upon this that the direct Spirit of

God falls. The indwelling of the divine nature with the

human lifts us above the animal into the spiritual, and gives

perpetual stimulus and inspiration there. And I liold that

whatever has inspiration in thought throughout the globe,

among Christian or heathen, ancient or modern, people, is

the fruit of the divine touch in the human soul, and the

universality of the spiritual influence of God ; and the fact

that it touches the highest points of our nature is the fruit-

ful cause of all the etfects that proceed from our highest

nature. This is the largest expression of that doctrine of the

Divine pffluence which is taught in the New Testament.

^'"hen, therefore, our Master promised his disciples that if

they W(.uld abide with him he would be a source of great con-

solation and enlightenment to them, he uttered that which,

though it may be unfamiliar to us by reason of tlio lowness

of our lives, belongs to the divinest and most universal devel-

opment of truth as it relates to the human mind. We are

taught distinctly that the avenue, the door, through which

the divine influence comes, is that of love to men under

the condemnation of the malign feelings—pride, vanity,

selfishness, appetite, and passion. A mind that is closed to

all the sweetness of benevolence and all the delicacies of

affection, and that is continually made lurid by the lower

feelings, can no more perceive God, or feel the divine im-

pact, than a globe shrouded by storm-clouds can take the

light of the sun which is intercepted. '^ The light slnneth

into the darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it not

"

is the teaching of John. The divine luminousness goes

forth to all creation ; and those that are shrouded in then-

lower nature, in their appetites and passions, though it

shines upon them, are not conscious of it, and are not bene-

fited by it : but where the soul is kept pure, where the lower

nature is suppressed, where it works not only in harmony
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with, but in subjection and thorough obedience to, the higher

nature, so that in the soul there is no bitterness, no hating,

no envy, no jealousy, nothing that hurts, but everything that

breathes a gonial and benevolent disposition,— there conies

continually that influence of God which stimulates whatever

is good, and helps to repress all that is bad.

'^ Blessed are the pure in heart; they shall see God."

He dwells with those who by their purity of heart give op-

portunity for the Divine Spirit to rest in their nature. More

than this, when by love the soul is open to this inter-

sphering activity of the Divine mind ; when men thorough-

ly conform themselves to this higher method of living

;

when they dwell in it , when it abides with them ; when it is

their temper and temperament, then is fulfilled in them all

the words of promise of Jesus in the evangelists.

When, therefore, men ask me, " Do you believe in the

higher life? do you believe in a life of perfection ?" I will

not quarrel with them about terms ; I will not go into a

campaign of limitations and definitions ; hut this I will say :

that tliere is a sphere where the human mind may dwell in

perfect peace, not because it is sinless, not "because it is per-

fect, not because it is perfectly good, not because it has

attained the stature o^ a perfect man in Christ Jesus, but

because the mind that lives under the direct influence of the

Divine mind cannot but be peaceful, joyful, happy, even

though it be imperfect. There is that power in the divine

presence which inspires happiness, joyfulness, and peace.

When I am sick, and he that visits me as a physician is

robust and hopeful and cheerful, his face is better medicine

to me than his potions ; for Tf he come into my room with

elastic step and cheerful bearing, I feel the power of the

pliysician more than by and by I shall feel the power of the

medicine.

If one's affairs are in turmoil, and he is in discouragement

well nigh to despondency, and there comes to him a robust

friend who always shines as the stars do, that are the lighter

the darker the night, the mere coming of this friend is itself

the beginning of prosperity to him again. No man ever

brings so much with his hands as he brings with his heart.
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In yonr ordinary experience, you know that it does not

require that you should be so very good, in order that you
may be powerfully affected by men ; and if that is so, how
much more powerfully might it be expected that a man
would be influenced by the potency of the Divine soul ; and
if the Divine soul, coming to men yet limited, or more or less

rusted out by selfishness, or more or less under the dominion
of sin, powerfully influences them, how much more would
that soul, shining on them, make them radiant, dwelling in

them to quicken all the sources of hope, and to jnit down all

doubt and fear and unbelief ?

It is not necessary that a man should be perfect, in order

to be serenely happy. I do believe in a higher life. I be-

lieve that some get it in the beginning. I believe that some
were ordained to be so symmetrical and harmonious, that they

have not the struggles which other people have.

I know that, in order to prove the doctrine of uniyersal

human sinfulness, we have been accustomed to criticise per-

sons of very harmonious construction, and say, " They are a

great deal more sinful than they seem to be ;" but there are

many persons, I think, who have come into life with such a

harmonious mind, who so early took on the knowledge of

God, and who were so fortunate in their circumstances, that

they sail through life, from beginning to end, a blessed sym-
phony to all those who come near them. They are happy,

and are a source of happiness to all others. I would to Goi
there were more of them. Because there are many eagles

and hawks and owls, it does not follow that there are not

nightingales.

I thank God for persons who have a sweet and beautiful

temperament. I thank God for them, as lights in dark
places. I will not deny the facts of consciousness, for the

sake of establishing the theory of sinfulness ; but there are

many who are far less fortunately organized—many who are

less perfect, and comparatively unfruitful : nevertheless, when
the Spirit of God dwells in their soul, whatever is good is

made trebly good, and whatever is evil is held in check or

partial restraint; and it does not require the doctrine of per-

fection in any literal or unchangeable sense to assert that it
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is in the power of men to rise to a higher life, where they

shall live in serenity, overcoming the world, not simply by

the power of their own faculties, but by the power of their

own faculties stimulated by the indwelling presence of God.

It is this condition of soul, in which it feeds upon God,

that you have the privilege of aspiring to, with the hope of

attaining it: and when a man has come to that condition;

when he has so long dwelt with God in Christ Jesus, and

when God has so long dwelt in him, that his disposition is

confirmed under the Divine influence, it is not possible for

domestic care, bereavements, losses, despondencies, or the

ten thousand things which continually annoy and vex human

life, to hurt him. A person who is under the dominion of

his higher sentiments almost forgets the things that afPect

his lower nature.

We pity men who are burned at the stake; but my opinion

is that all men who die as martyrs die more painless deaths

than the majority of people: for when the nervous system

is strung up to high tension, when a man is able to be a

martyr, he goes to the stake itself almost unconsciously.

Men in battle are sometimes shot through and through with-

out knowing it; while if they were out of battle, and under

a less degree of excitement, they would know it.

It is a generic truth, that it is in the power of men to live

in their higher nature with such continuity and such thor-

oughness under the influence and stimulus of tiie Divine

presence, that helow them the world rolls and seethes, and

they are almost unconscious of it. And this is subject to

habit as much as any other fact of our experience. As an

occasional expenence, it is of but little worth : but the con-

tinual aiming at this state; the abiding in it; the perfect

subjection of every tliought and feeling to the will of God;

the having constantly the disposition of love through which,

as an atmospiiere, shining as the sun, is felt the indwelling

and touch of the inspiration of the Divine mind upon ours

—

this disarms trouble. It shoots light through the darkness.

It gives us summer in winter. It makes us live, even in dying.

It makes us conquerors and more than conquerors through

him who loved us.
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It is to this life, to this nobler development of experi-
ence—not to changes and occasional flames of joy, but to an
education of the soul into its higher nature, and into such a
permanent building of it that it dwells in sympathetic inter-

course with God—it is to this that I call you, and all who
have made a profession of faith in Christ Jesus. Many of
you are as children Just learning the alphabet ; but it is a
grand literature tliat you are aspiring after. It is toward
this blessed conception that I call all those who have stood
out, and are scarcely the friends of religion ; cis if it were but
a round of superstition, imposing penances and tasks. No,
it is a new manhood. It is being born again, though not in

any low and superstitious sense. It is a disclosure of the

royalty of the soul. It is bringing the soul into the presence
of God, and dwelling in that presence until all that is low is

l)urged away, and all that is impure is held subordinate and
thoroughly disciplined, and all that is radiant and immortal
is brought to power and glory.

It is for this that Jesus is revealed : to take away the sin

of the world, and be the Way, the Door, the Life, the

Bread, the Water, the Wine, and tlie Vine bearing the

branch. It is in this office that he presents himself to you
;

and it is in this office, dearly beloved, that we to-day shall

draw near to these sacred memorials of the body of Christ

broken for us, and of God manifest in the flesh, saying, both

by word and by deed, " Greater love hath no man than that

he lay down his life for his friends." That love, which was

expressed by this act of our Saviour, flames in the heaven

above, needing no such symbol, the source of light and of

joy.

To-day I invite you, one and all, to renew your covenant

relations with this blessed Saviour, and enter again, in the

secrecy of your thoughts, into the pledge of love. All who
are conscious of a need of divine help; all who are willing

to accept that help, with a distinct undei'standing that they

are attempting to build their souls for eternity,—all such I

invite (if they think it best and feel in themselves a drawing

thither) to this sacred table. I invite all such, not because

they are members of this church, or of that church, or of
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any chnrcli, but because they know their need, and, knowing

it, earnestly long for God, and are willing to accept the

Divine indwelling. If you are sinful, erroneous, imperfect

on every side, remember the words of Him who said, " They
that are whole need not a physician: I come to call, not the

righteous, but sinners, to repentance."
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.*

We thank thee, our Father, for all the manifestations which thou
bast made, and art iucreasiuf»; from age to age, of thyself, and of the
power of God upon the human heart, and for all the presages and
blessed intimations which we have of that dignity, and power, and
beauty, and joy which shall come upon the soul when it is fashioned
by the Divine nature, and when it sliall rise into the image of God,
and into his presence. We thank thee, that, walking upon the earth
under thick trees which hide so often the sun from shining upon us,

we yet have intimations of comiiig glory through the openings
in the brightening heaven ; and when it is hidden again, we remem-
ber it, and rejoice in it. We rejoice that it is given to us, not to

walk as other men do, only in the strength that is of man, but in the

strength that is of God. Ours are the hopes which are wrought by
the Comforter iu the human soul. Ours is the joy of forgiven sin.

Ours is the grace of faith. Ours is that inward life, that indwelling

presence, which is the cause of all that is good, and which is full of

cheer and of gladness.

And now we pray that thou wilt grant this morning to every
one of thy people a renewed expression of thy love. May they be
able to throw oflF all doubt, all coldness, all indocility. Open
their understandings, that they may perceive the truths of thy
word, which may become even more beautiful as truths of their

own experience. Grant that by thine indwelling all that which is

contrary to the law of God may be repressed, and all that which ia

of its spirit and life may flame forth as sacred fire, and that to-day,
as temples of the Holy Ghost, they may be tilled with sweet incense
as an offering before God.
We thnnk thee that from time to time thou art bringing one

and another pilgrim from doubt and trouble into the promised land
of hope. We thank thee that thou art filling up the places that are
made by death or removal in our midst, and that thou art thus
keeping together this great company of believers whose hope ia in

joy, whose strength is in God, whose lives are hid, who walk out-

wardly in a vain show, and whose true life lies beyond and above
the storm and trouble of this earthly realm. We thank thee that

thou art drawing them from time to time to a better wisdom ; and
we pray that thou wilt grant that the truth may so be made mani-
fest by the living of thy people that there shall be no question, or

doubt, or infidelity. And may men believe, not alone the word and
the record, but the thing siiinified. May all goodness abound among
thy people; all gentleness and graciousness; all faith and trust; all

simplicity and purity; all love and fidelity; all activity in doing
good; and all zeal with knowledge.
We pray that thou wilt make the name of Jesus beautiful, so that

those who behold him in his disciples shall be won to him, that

thus they may glorify our Father who art in heaven.

* Immediately following the reception of members into the church.
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We thank thee for the long years that have passed, and for the
memorable histories that have transpired here. We rejoice that to-
day so many are iu heaven who have learned the way thither in this
place, and tiiat they are iu that great company who cry out to us,

Come up hither. We thank thee that among the number of those
Avho have proved the power of death itself, and who reign tri-

umphant to-day above all change except from glory to glory—we
ihank tliee that among them there are so many whom our heart
seeks, and seeking finds.

O Lord God, we pray that thou wilt bring each heavenly state
very near to us to-day. May there come down manna therefrom.
May we be fed with hope and inspiration. Yea, may we have, if not
the visible, yet the unquestionable, presence of the Comforter with
us, ao that this may be one of the days of the Son of Man ; and may
we rejoice iu it.

We pray that thou wilt be especially near to those who this
morning have been united to us by solemn- covenants. May those
who are for the first time to walk manifestly before men, avowing
the name of Jesus, remember that blessed name. May it be as a
shield to them. In it may they find inspiration and defense. May
they do nothing to tarnish it. May they reap tiom it plentifully of
the Bread of Life; for thou art the Bread of Life, and thou dost feed
all those souls that look unto thee.

And we pray that thou wilt grant a blessing to rest upon those

who have come to us from other churches. Bless also the churches
from which they came. And grant, we pray thee, that thy word
maj% in all the churches of this great city, be preached with more
and more power. Bless the interests of thy cause under every form

—all moralities, all reformations, all enterprises that have for their

object the welfare of mankind.
We pray that thou wilt bless us during the week in our several

vocations. Grant that we may carry to them a higher light of in-

spiration than belongs to men of the world.

We beseech thee that thou wilt guard all those influences which

are striving together in all nations for the advance of civilization,

and for the establishment of the kingdom of God among men. May
wars cease, and may the occasions of war pass away. May injustice

come to be unknown. May pride, and all domineering, and hating,

and oppression come to an end, and be remembered as the things of

the night; may the world, finding its bght coming, awake to its

true manhood ; aiid may the glory of the Lord fill all the earth.

We pray that thou wilt accept our prayer, not because we are

worthy to offer anything, or to supplicate aught; we si)eak in the

name of Jesus our beloved; and we pray that thou wilt for hi^ sake

hear and answer our petition.

And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit shall be praises ever-

more. Amen.





THE CLAIMS OF THE SPIRIT.

I shall deduce some remarks this morning from the pas-

sage in the 3rd chapter of John's Gospel, the 5th and 6th

verses

:

"Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man be

born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of

God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh ; and that which is born

of the Spirit is spirit."

We are not to understand by this declaration that there is

any mysterious efficiency in the application of water. Indeed,

this is not a dogmatic statement, in so far as that is con-

cerned. You will recollect that at this time John was

baptizing, that Jesus had been baptized, and that the devout

Jews were thinking very seriously about baptism into the

new kingdom, and Nicodemus, as a very conscientious man,

doubtless had it in his mind and in his purpose to be baptized

as a fresh start in life, or in righteousness; and Christ says

to him, " It is necessary to be more than baptized." He
doubtless pointed to sometliing in his thought and feeling.

It was necessary tliat there should be the water nnd the Holy

Ghost. It was the additional element of the Divine spirit

that was to be emphatic.

One of the most thoroughly misrepresented of men in the

Holy Scripture is Nicodemus. He was a man of great sa-

gacity and purity of life. So far as wc have any record, or

can deduce any infei'ences from the facts, he was a superior

man, having but one lack. He had not the demonstrative

element in him to any considerable degree. He was not a

Twin Mountain House, N. H.. Sunday Morning, August 15. 1875. Hymns
(Plymouth Collection) : Nus. 187, G05, 840.
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bustler ; he was not a talker ; he was not a man that made
the most of everything he did.

It is said that he came to Jesus by night for fear of tlie

Jews, and that therefore he was a timid, cowardly man ; but

he did not go to Jesus by night for fear of the Jews. That
statement is made up by taking two passages, one of which
is contained in another part of John's gospel, where it says

that many rulers spoke of Christ, but for fear of the Jews
did not come to him. That sentence has been taken and
put upon Nicodemus ; and the theory has always been that

he came to Jesus by night for fear of the Jews ; but unques-

tionably he was one of the listeners that heard the discourses

of our Saviour to the great crowd, and was not, like the most

of them, satisfied with the little that he took in. That
which he heard of Christ touched a feeling which resided

very deep in his nature. This was a man that he wanted to

see. A very great soul carries in itself unexpressed and
inexpressible thoughts and yearnings and desires ; and to the

greatest there is nothing so joyful as to find some one that is

greater, who can solve or succor or strengthen or enlighten
;

and Nicodemus came to Christ by night simply because only

then could he sit down for a meal of talk, pour himself out,

and ask enlightenment. It was not cowardice : it was hun-

ger—soul-hunger—that brought him by night to Christ.

Then only could he find what he longed for.

A strange kind of cowardice his was ! for, when the

Saviour's career was well advanced, and the templars had

determined upon his destruction, he, being a member of the

Sanhedrim—that is, of the highest council of the Jews; he,

being in honor, having the class-feeling, knowing that they

had determined upon the death of Christ ; he, when the

messengers came back and reported that " never man spake

like this man," rebuked his fellows in the Sanhedrim, who

scornfully derided, saying, " These people, these coarse,

vulgar folks, do not know the law." Nicodemus. standing

among his own peers, who were all leagued and bonded

against Christ, calmly said to them, "Doth our law condemn

any man until he is heard ?" Is that cowardice, for a man
to stand up among those round about him, in a time of
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Clu'ist's peril, and in a time when men had their faces set on

his destruction, and calmly bring their own laws home to

them, and rebuke them ?

And when all was over, when the crucifixion was past

;

when the terrible drama had been enacted ; when the dis-

ciples were all scattered, and there was not one of them to

take care of the remains of their Master, Joseph of Ari-

mathea got leave to take charge of the body ; and then it

was that Nicodemus went with Joseph of Arimathea, and
took the body of Christ, and embalmed it, and buried it.

Were these the deeds of a coward ? I tell you, Nico-

demus was one of the calmest and most courageous of the

men that appeared in the New Testament ; and his name
should no longer be a synonym for timidity : it should rather

be a synonym for conscientiousness, for quietness, and for

courage—a courage that is genuine and real. For anybody

can be courageous with a crowd, but very few men can be

courageous against a crowd ; anybody can be courageous with

the stream of public sentiment, but it is hard for a man to

be courageous standing alone ; and Nicodemus could do that.

Now, there were a great many men in Jerusalem ; but it

is likely that if you had tried you would scarcely iiave found

another man that was the peer of this man for various excel-

lencies ; and it was all the more remarkable that to such a

man Jesus declared, "That which is born of the flesh is

flesh ; and that which is born of the spirit is spirit." " Ye
must be born again."

Are we to understand that everything which is born of

the flesh is naturally corrupt ? Are we to understand that

until there has passed a crisis in a man's spiritual history,

until he has been born again, everything that he ever thought

or felt or did goes for nothing ? Are we to understand, in

other words, that- morality is without any spiritual value?

Are we to account that part of human thought, will, con-

duct and character which is directly inspired by the Divine

Spirit as the only thing that has value in human life ? That

has been the extreme teaching of many. It arose, I think,

from this cause : there are two kinds of morality—that which

may be called the popular notion of morality, and the philo-
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sopbical notion of morality. Tlie popular idea is that if a

man does not do anytliing very bad, and does some things

that are very tolerable, he is moral. Thus, if a man does

not steal, if he is not given to violence, if he does not injure

anybody knowingly and purposely, if he is reasonably indus-

trious, if he never lies (except upon occasion), if he is a good

neighbor, if he pays his debts, if he is a kind father, then he

is, as the world goes, understood to be moral. When we
speak of a moral man we are generally understood to speak

of a man who is free from vices—that is, of a man who has

the negative virtue of being free from bad qualities !

Now, what is morality ? What do we mean by morality

in the larger and more philosopliical sense of that term ?

We mean a reasonable degree of obedience to the laws of

ourselves and the circumstances in which we are j)laced. He
who dischai'ges the duties required of him by reason of the

physical laws which are inherent in us all ; he who discharges

with reasonable fidelity the social laws that are imposed upon
him by his neighborhood; he who fulfills tlie obligations that

are incumbent upon him by reason of the industrial and
commercial relations in society ; he who performs the duties

that belong to him as a citizen—he discharges moral duties,

and he is moral. Morality is obedience to the laws that

regulate our conduct in all the varied conditions in which we
are placed in society.

Now, the question arises, Is there no value in morality ?

I say, even in regard to the popular idea of morality, that it

is very valuable. It would be one of the worst things that

you could do, to give a neighborhood the idea that a man
was no better for having negative virtues ; and that not to

brawl, not to quarrel, not to get drunk, and not to steal,

were of no value to a man, to the peace of the neighborhood,
or to the possibilities of development in human society.

What I say of these things, is, that while they are positive

and real excellencies, they are very low. Compared with

all that a man is qualified to develop, they are very small in-

deed in degree, and very low in kind.

But look at the higher conception of moralit}'. Is it

nothing that a man is acquainted with the laws of health,
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and avoids the transgression of those laws ? Is it nothing

that he obeys them ? Tn other words, is temperance noth,

ing ? Is self-denial nothing ? Is forbearance nothing ? la

it nothing that a man makes his life move in the channels

which God has marked out for him ? It is a great deal.

It is said that there is nothing good in these things posi-

tively—that they are simply obeying natural laws. Well,

did the devil make natural laws ? Did not natural laws

spring from the nature of God, and are they not his laws ?

Did he not make the laws which regulate the heart, the

brain, and the nervous system ? Though on Sinai there was

no proclamation of these things, they are just as much from
God as the Ten Commandments are ; and he who breaks the

laws of health breaks God's laws ; and if he obeys them, his

obedience is a part of righteousness. He Avho maintains the

best health of his understanding, the best health of his

heart, and the best health of his body (whicli is necessary to

the health of other things), is obedient so far as the laws

which pertain to his person are concerned. In the house-

hold a man's sphere extends beyond his own person ; and if

there he is kind to his elders—his father and mother ; to his

equals—his brothers and sisters ; and to his inferiors—the

servants, is that nothing ? Is it nothing that he practices

self-denial in their behalf ? Is it nothing that he fills the

house with gentleness and hopefulness and kindness ?

If morality is good for nothing, it would be no worse if

there were none of it ; but who will say that it is not good

for something in the family ? It may not be good for every-

thing ; it may not fill up the measure of duty, as we shall

have occasion to show that it does not; but in so far as it

goes it is good, and is to be encouraged. Or, if you take

the whole neighborhood, would you tell me that it is nothing

that a man is moral in the sense that he regulates his own
personal affairs justly and generously, and that he is also

just and generous and kind toward his neighbors ? Do you
think that it is nothing that he extends forbearance, gentle-

ness, and kindness to all the households in the neighbor-

hood ? You give affront to universal reason, you offend the

moral sense of thoughtful and just-minded men, if you say
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that it is of no consequence that a man is public-spirited,

that he seeks the welfare of those who are not connected to

him by ties of blood, and that he attempts to make all who
are around about him, wiser, purer, juster, truer, better, and
therefore hapi^ier.

But tlien, most men are affiliated in business relations
;

in industries of one kind or another, creative or distributive
;

and this form of life has its own scheme of morals or ethics,

according to which some things are right, and some things are

wrong, on account of the customs, agreements, and general

understandings of men. Experience has shown that this

scheme of morals or ethics is indispensable in society ; and
is it nothing that a man is true to his word, and that his

word is as good as his bond ? Is it nothing that a man is

considerate and forbearing ? If it is not a virtue to be for-

bearing, then it is not a vice to be greedy. If truth-speak-

ing among one's neighbors is of no account, then lying is no
fault. If to treat men as you would have them treat you,

according to the Golden Rule, in your business relations,

is of no moral worth, is not orthodox, then the opposite

—

'*Let every man look on his own things, and take care of

No. 1 "—is not heretical or vicious.

The fulfillment of our duties in commercial and indus-

trial relations is a morality that has its own value in business

between man and man.

When men, therefore, ask me, '* Do you preach morality?"

I say, "Certainly I do—most certainly I do." " Do not you

believe in spirituality?" "Most certainly I do—most cer-

tainly." I will illustrate it.

I have a vineyard on my hillside. When my vines were

set out I was young and callow in the business of vine-raising
;

and I was in doubt whether they were going to live ; but

when, after some weeks of southern wind and rain, I found

that the buds had swollen, and were breaking out into leaf,

I was rejoiced indeed. I was glad to see every bud. I said,

" How fare you?" to every leaf. And when they began to

throw out at every axil a stem with more leaves, I was still

more rejoiced.

" Well," says a man, " what were your leaves good for ?
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Could you eat them ?" No. ''Could you get any grapes

from them?" No. '' Was there any wine in them ?" No,

none. Nevertheless, the leaves were good. So was the stem

good. It was good because it had started on the way toward

blossoms and grapes. It was on the road toward their juice.

If it were allowed to fulfill itself it would come to grapes.

• Now, morality is the leaf, and spirituality is the blossom

and the cluster ; and you cannot get the blossom and the

cluster out of the air, without anything on which to hang

them. They must grow out of something lower and less

than themselves. Thus, spirituality grows out of morality.

It is carried up and carried on ; and the reason why morality

is not enough, is simply this : it has not had its development.

It is good to begin with and to go on with ;
but it should

perfect itself. As every root seeks to run through the whole

circle of its appointed being ; as every summer, beginning

small, enlarges, and warms, and grows more beautiful and

glorious, and winds up in the graciousness of autumnal har-

vests ; so the human soul is germinated. At first there are

the stem-forms ; and these lower forms go on higher ;
and

they reach more and more nearly to the blossom till they at-

tain it ; and finally they come to the fruit.

No vine, no matter how many leaves it has, could bring

forth any fruit by these leaves alone ; and yet no vine that

brings forth fruit could afford to turn round to its leaves and

say, " You are of no account." They are not good to eat,

but they are good to bring forth things that are good to eat.

Moralities are the lower forms of man's virtues. They

are germinant and coarser forms of obedience ; and as such

they are indispensable. They are like leaves on trees which

bear no fruit. They are like vines that germinate, and bear

nothing. An unfruitful vine is all through the Bible set up

as an emblem of a man who has just the lower earth-forms

of virtues, but who never lets them grow and develop into

their higher forms.

I am a preacher of morality, therefore, because I am a

preacher of spirituality. I am a preacher of morality be-

cause, though I believe in the Divine Spirit, and though I

believe in the indispensableness of it to all true productive
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human life, I also believe that the Spirit does not create, but

develoiJs. If the natural faculties are in you, and if the

earlier forms of morality are in you, then the Spirit of God,
quickening you, and leading you on step after step in your

education, brings out the final form—the fruit.

Now, let us turn to some of the fruits of the Spirit. We
shall find them enumerated in the 5th chapter of Paul's lettef-

to the Galatians. I will read them first, and then go back

and comment on some of them. There are fruits of the

Spirit just as there are fruits of the sun. Among the fruits

of the sun are peaches and pears and apples and dahlias and
camellias and azaleas and tulips and hyaciuths. The divine

influence, according to the declaration of Paul, produced in

men fruits of the Spirit, as the light and warmth of the sun

produce these other fruits.

Now, what is the fruit that is produced by the Spirit ?

" The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle-

ness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance: against such there is

no law."

I cannot help thinking, when I read such passages as

these, of catechetical examinations which I have heard made,
by Committees, of persons for church membership. The
evidence that a person is prepared to join the people of God
is supposed to be that he believes in the "fall of Adam " ; in

" original sin "
; in " election and reprobation "

; and that he

understands about "ability" and "inability," and about

"the perseverance of the saints," and other such intricate

and subtle questions of theology. The Spirit of God is

nothing, apparently, in the minds of these committees. One
would think, from the questions which they ask, that the

Holy Ghost was the editor of catechisms. But in the word
of God the fruit of the Spirit is what ? What are the foun-

dations or points on which your emotion, your temperament,

your mind-state, your character, should rest ? What is the

question on the subject of love ? How stands a man in the

matter of joy ? These are interrogatories which are ruled

out, often, by Examining Committees. Why, it is thought

that no one is fit to go into the church as long as he is joyful.

It is thought that a man, in order to be qualified to join the
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church, should be long-faced, and should be awfully consci-

entious. It is thought that smiles are only occasional vacation-

experiences. Tlierefore men look with suspicion upon gayety

and beauty and grace and buoyancy and developments of

taste and the other finer feelings. " These will do for a

natural man," they say, "but you must remember you are a

Christian." My declaration is. Because you are a Christian

you must be happy and joyful, and you must be the most

buoyant of all people.

The first fruit of the Spirit which is mentioned is love,

and the next is joy. Now, joy is one of the very signs that

you have been born again. A man without joy may have

been born again, but he was dwarfed in infancy. There are

spiritual dwarfs ; but Paul is calling out for vie7i—men in

Christ Jesus.

" The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace."

Yes, peace. That is a spiritual trait which you may look

for up and down through- the churches of the land, and you

can hardly find it unless you catch persons asleep. Our

nervous, Yankee education ; this intolerable haste in develop-

ment ; this rushing to and fro ; this perpetual excitement in

which men live—this is in marked contrast with that fruit of

the Spirit which is denominated ''peace." Ah ! the sweet-

ness of peace ! The calm restfulness of it ! That strange

and glorious joy wliich steals upon a true soul, walking alone

in communion through the vast expanse with the Invisible
;

that soul-rest which comes no one knows whence, and which

abides strangely in the midst of distemperaturcs and trou-

bles ; tliat language which is taught to a man by no teacher

of languages ; that treasure which money cannot measure,

and the value of which cannot be represented by gold or silver

or precious stones—that you may have when men are out

upon you, and when the storms are black in the heavens.

The fisherman's hut is near the waves ; the thunder rolls
;

the sea breaks ; the heavens scowl ; the clouds whirl before

the wind ; it is evening, and the light shines out through the

little lattice window ; and within there is sweet calm ; and

there are none more happy than those who live there, in the

midst of the storm ; for they are safe and secure. And so
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may those have peace who are secure and safe in the hands
of the Lord, though the storm rages about them.

" The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace."

Not alone the peace of quietude ; not alone the peace of

non-doing ; but peace in activity, peace in enterprise, peace

in sickness, peace in peril—strange power of inwardness, that

holds every fear in abatement, and gives to courage calmness

and strength."

" The frtiit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering."

Who does not need long-suffering that lives in this world

where weeds grow and crops do not ; where vexations* and
attritions spring up ; where the closer your relationships are

the more you see the faults of men ; where selfishness is con-

stantly over-riding benevolence ; where envy and jealousy

poison the very fountains of joy ; where there is so much of

the lower, the animal, nature of man ?

If a man is going to maintain himself in this world he

must have wind and bottom. There are a great many horses

that can run their quarter of a mile, but then are " blown "
;

and there are some horses that can run four miles, and can

repeat it if it is necessary. What is needed is long-suffering

stamina—which does not permit a man to turn back from
anything which he means to do and to be ; which does not

discredit men ; which does not take away faith in humanity

and goodness, though it is continually vexed and crossed.

There are some men who have been all over the world,

seen every city, and enjoyed all sorts of pleasure, mingling

with mcB of every description, and who have come back so

wise that they say to you, " Oh, it is very well, you know,

in a village, to bring up children right and according to

rule ; it is very well to govern them according to strict prin-

ciples of morality ; it is very well to teach tliem religious

ideas ; but, after all, when they get out from under youl

influence they will be swept along by fate." There are men
who are kind and obliging to their fellow-men because it is

polite and politic ; but they are without faith in right, with-

out faith in duty, without faith in the disinterestedness of

love, without faith in divine and enduring benevolence.

Now, no man is a true man who goes out into the world
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without believing in substantial spiritual qualities, and with-

out having a feeling of long-suffering in these things. No
man is half a man who has lost faith in men ; and in order

to have faith in men you must begin pretty low. Do this,

and your faith Avill never waver in respect to them, even if

they are very weak and wicked. 1 believe in the depravity

of men ; and that belief is indispensable to Christian charity.

Start with that, and you never will be disappointed except

agreeably ; for you will find men better than you expected

them to be; and your good opinion of them will always be

on the gain.

"The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle-

ness."

Do not, I beg of you, think that gentleness is an attribute

of weakness.

A pair of bellows takes on all the airs of a thunder-storm.

Looking out of the window, it says, "Hem ! that turbulent

storm— see what trees it has overturned. See how it has un-

roofed that man's barn. See how it has swept down that

chimney over yonder. I do not tear up things. I am gen-

tle." Well, a pair of bellows has to be gentle. It has not

the power to be anything else.

Many people think they are gentle because they are sick !

A person without much stomach to make blood with ; without

much heart, or pump with which to throw up the blood,

and without much brain when it is thrown up, lives in a

kind of dreamy, moonlight existence. He is always gentle,

because he is feeble. But gentleness is not feebleness.

When the great muscular hand of the farmer takes up a

babe out of the cradle, how gently he does it ! He has power

in that hand, if he were to shut it, to put an end to one ex-

istence very quick ; but he does not do it ; and the babe looks

up and smiles. See how he carries it in his shaggy bosom.

A babe in a large man's bosom looks like a nest in a great

tree. Gentleness is compatible with strength. Where power

is self-contained, there you find gentleness. Strength so soft

and so sweet that everybody loves its touch—that is gentle-

ness ; and such gentleness is a virtue. God, the omnipotent

Thunderer claims it ; for he says, in describing himself:
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" He shall not strive, nor cry ; neither shall any man hear his voice
in the streets."

He is not clamorous like a mob that has broken into a

town.

" A bruised reed shall he not break."

The reed that grows tallest, and is feeblest, he will not

overturn, like the wild animal that dashes through the

thicket.

" Smoking flax shall he not quench."

God's spirit moves among men more gently than a breath

of wind. It moves so gently that when the flame is dancing
upon the wick or lamp, doubtful whether it will go out or

continue to burn, he will not extinguish it. That is the

way the gentleness of power in God is described.

" The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle-
ness, goodness."

I can only appeal to you, on the subject of goodness.

The definitions of it cannot be given. Some men and some
women you know are good. They are not persons of

genius. They cannot hold an argument. They cannot

write poetry—thank God. They cannot do things that in-

dicate largeness of intellect in any way. But there ar^ per-

sons in every neighborhood, I trust, to whom everybody

looks up, and in whom everybody feels strong. If you are

in any trouble, they are the ones to go to.

Goodness, whether it be of the eye, of the tongue, or of

the hand, is a universal disposition to make everybody hap-

pier and better that comes near it—not to make them better

first, and then happier. Sometimes it should be that way
;

but just as often it should be the other—that is, they should

be made happy so as that they may be made better. If

there is anything in this world that is intolerable, it is to

have a thoroughly strong good person talk to you about

making you happy by making you good. If anything is in-

tolerable, it is to have such a person say to you, " If you

will be good you will be happy." Many a man might reply

to that, "Well, I cannot be good because I am not happy."

As a general truth, you shall be happy in the proportion in
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wliich you are harmonized—not in the proportion in which

you are good. It is harmony of all the faculties that makes

happiness, ordinarily—not so much the quality of single

faculties. There are those who make men happy all the

time in tlie direction of making them better.

I remember that, in my own childhood, the person whom
I looked up to most was not the person that kept me from

playing on Sunday, nor the person that made me recite my
lessons most rigorously, but the person that knew my troubles,

and sliielded me from necessary moral discipline, and gave

me cake for bread, and helped me to a thousand little things

which I wanted. For children have feelings. You may
think that they are made only to be cuffed and to run

errands ; but they have feelings ; and a good aunt, or a good

elder sister, or a mother that is cheerful and prayerful and

devout, and that knows how to throw a wing around a child,

and to make the child happy, becomes in the child's im-

agination the very ideal of piety, and so has a power over

him which no other person has.

Are there not some of you who think of your father and
mother as sitting, as it were, in a perfect halo of brightness ?

You could not, perhaps, point out a single trait in their

character that particularly impressed you ; but you remem-
ber where they sat in the old arm-chair, how they were as

heaven to you, and how you always liked to stay by their

side, and disliked to go away from that place.

I tell you, goodness is a great thing in this world, being

disposed, as it is, to make better, wiser, and happier, every-

body that comes near it ; but it is greatly neglected.

" The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gen-
tleness, goodness, faith, meelcness, self-control," [for the word tem-
perance in the New Testament should be translated self-control,
or self-governmcnt.'i

Now, such are the fruits of the Spirit. Moralities are

the sprouts ; and these are the fruits of moralities. If you
trace them one by one, you will see that every one of those

qualities which are distinctively pronounced to be the work-
ing of God in us "both to will and to do of his good pleas-

ure," is the outcome of the natural faculties. Every one of
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them is simply some natural morality carried up under the

inspiration of God, under the stimulus of the divine mind,
to that state in which it blossoms and brings forth fruit.

When a man, out of these lower forms, is so developed that

they begin to blossom, he then has become a child of God

—

he is born again.

Let me put a case to you. A man is kind in his own
household. He is benevolent. There are such men. They
are perfectly generous to wife and son and daughter. But
when they go out into life they regard that as a game. They
consider that they are bound to take care of themselves

;

and woe be to the man who endeavors to outwit them in a

bargain. Now, one of these men, who is considerate toward

his wife and children in the household, who is kind and
obliging in his social relations, but who is hard and crusty in

business, and who takes every advantage he can in bargain-

making, goes forth on some comely May morning, and says,

" Men and brethren, I have been converted." Some one says

to hjm, "Then you believe in the inspiration of Scripture."

"Oh, sir," says the man, "that is a question which I have

never thought of. 1 do not know how I stand about that."

"Well, as to the Trinity—you believe in that?" " Well, I

hope I do, though I do not know how I stand on that,

either. I have not thought about that." "Well, you
believe in an orthodox scheme of salvation ?" "Very prob-

ably I shall come to that ; but I do not know how I stand

respecting it." "Why, then, do you think you are con-

verted?" "Because the Lord appeared to me last night.

He was with me. He shined on me, and I could not carry

on my plans, because I saw that I should be wringing blood

out of this man and that man. I cannot any longer consent

to do harm to any one. Here are four or five persons that

have been beseeching me to do them kindnesses ; and I

always have shut the door against them ; and now I feel as

though I wanted to benefit them ; and I am going to do it,

instead of continuing my business in the old way. I am
going to help everybody. My heart goes out after the weak
and ignorant. I am sorry for all that have stumbled.

Somehow or other, all men seem to be my brethren now

;
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and I am carrying them on my heart. I do not know why
it is unless I am converted."

If some men that you know should take such a start, you
would think they were converted, would you not ? Here is

a man who all his life has harassed and vexed everybody that

came within his reach ; and now he is endeavoring to live

righteously. He has been trying to do it a week, a month,
six months, or a year, and the testimony of men on every

side is, "This man treats his fellow men, all of them, as if

they were his brethren. He acts as if he loved them. He
does not neglect himself or his family ; but he is living for

other people." Looking upon the poor and wretched creat-

ures around about him he says, "1 do not know them ; but

more and more it is borne in on me, as the saying is, that

God made everybody, and that all men are his children.

That view of God, together with the thought of what he has

done for me, makes my heart go out toward him. I love

him, and want to do something for him, and 1 do not know
how, except by helping his children. So I am living to serve

God by living for ray fellow men."

Would you not say that that man was born again ? Would
you not say that something had come over his old faculties,

and changed them, and made them glorious ?

If you were to come here in March, and look over these

knolls, you would find that they were brown, and apparently

without life. You might take a crowbar, and go and try

them, and you would find that they were hard as flint. The
ground has vitality in it, but it is all frozen up. Now, go

and look at these knolls, and you will find grass and moss

everywhere nestling under them ; and you will discover a

thousand exiguous flowers waiting to be found. Everything

is growing and everything is teeming with heat. What
has wrought the change ? The sun. But the knolls were

there before the sun shone upon them. The roots were

there before the grass and moss and flowers could grow.

Otherwise the sun could not have brought them out. And
they could not have come forth themselves.

So the germ-forms of morality are in the souls of men
;

and the warmth from the bosom of God rests down upon
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them, and they begin to grow, and they grow a little more

and a little more to the end of life; for *'the path of the

just is as the shining light that shineth more and more unto

the perfect day." We do not begin perfectly in anything;

and not until ages have rolled over our heads in the other

life shall we be perfect.

Let me, then (for I will not weary you with a long dis-

course—and these are not regular sermons, but rather talks),

say to every young person, Do not discredit morality. Do
not believe anybody that tells you that moralities are of no

account. They are of very great value. They are the foun-

dations on which you are to build. Even if a man should

not carry morality up to spirituality, he is a great deal better

with it than without it. On the other hand, do not deceive

yourself by supposing that you are as good as you ought to

be, simply because you are moral. Morality is the foundation

of the house; but what is a house good for with a foundation,

but with no walls, ar.d no roof ? What is a house good for

with walls and a roof, but with no finishing inside ? And
what is a house good for that is finished inside, but that has

no furniture, no carpets, and no upholstery ? What is a

house good for that is furnished from top to bottom, but that

has neither man, woman, nor child in it, to give social life

to it? In the human :ou] you i.^cd foundation qualities;

and they need to be carried up ; an 1 when they are carried

up they need to develop spiritual elements—the fruit of the

spirit. There must be this heavenly unfolding in you, if you

are to be truly a child of God.

Morality will not save you. Righteousness will not save

you either, for that matter. God saves, not because the

man that is saved is r;ood, but because he himself is good.

The noblest saints that ever went singing into the heavenly

state went in by the grace of God. No man can be saved

except by God's grace ; but the grace of God comes to you,

not as the rain descends, but as growth comes. Its oflSce is

to open you ; to make you larger ; to make you wiser ; to

make you purer ; to make you sweeter. God saves nien as

fast as they are salvable. And I do not think that after we

die and go to heaven we are all alike. I mean that some men
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enter heaven so as by fire. Do you supjjose a man that is

only moderately developed in his spiritual faculties is in

heaven as much as they who are a thousand times more
developed ? There are some men whom I suppose remain

on the edge of heaven before they are fit to be advanced and

to go into the royal throng of the redeemed and blessed in

the heavenly land.

Be moral, if you will not be anything else ; but be moral

on your way up to spiritual things. Fulfill all the duties that

are obligatory upon you in your individual relations, in your

family relations, in your neighborhood relations, in your in-

dustrial relations, and in yonr civic relations, but remember
that there is a duty which is more imperative than any of

these things. Your God, your Saviour, the quickening

Spirit, has claims upon you ; and shall you serve your earthly

father and mother, and not your greater Father ? Will you

love men, with all their imperfections, and not love the per-

fect One ? Will you do good and be good, and not requite

Him who gave you the power to be good and to do good ?
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

Our Heavenly Father, we thank thee that we look no more to the
hills nor to the heavens, but that we look to Jesus Christ, as the full

interpretation ot God brought home to us in our own form, walking"
u[)on the earth as we walk, oppressed as we are, and sought out by
huuger, and thirst, and weariness in ovei-labor. We rejoiee that
we behold him aud his disposition reflecting the nature of God
himself, rejoicing in sacrifice, and loving with an unquenchable pas-
sion which death itself could not destioy; and we rise from him to
thee, coming in no other way, and understanding thee aiight in no
other way. Thou God and Father of us all, we rejoice in thee
through the light of the knowledge which comes in Jesus Christ our
Lord and Saviour,
We bless thee that we are brought together again upon this day,

so many of us, some renewing the memories of years gone by, many
strangers to each other, but all brought into the presence of a com-
mon Father. May the spirit ot brotherhood be diffused among us.

May we receive the blessing of Almighty God, even at the begin-
ning of our service. May there rise among us that fellowship, that

divine sympathy, that yearning of our souls for thee, that heaveuly-
mindedness from which shall come joy and peace this day; aud may
we feel that we are not strangers among strangers, but biethren
at home in the Lord. Though we differ in outward things, aud
though we are from diverse organizations, may we be one and very
near together, hand in hand and heart with heart this daj' to love

thee, to worship thee, to implore mercy and forgiveness, aud to re-

ceive strength and consolation.

Aud wilt thou be gracious unto us, our Father, not according to

the wisdom and the jmrity of our asking, but according to the

greatness of our necessity, and according to the greatness of thy

generosity. Take no measure from our way of thinking; take no
tneasure from our habit of giving ; take thy measure from thine own
self. Thou that art infinitely full of riches; thou that dost delight

to give rather than to receive; thou that dost live to overflow thy
light, and give a portiou of it to all things that are, look upon us

this morning, and relieve our minds, though our trouble may seem
to us, or to any of us, very great; though oiu- sorrow may seem very

deep; though our disappointments may seem very grievous; though
our limitations may seem very narrow; though we may be pinched

or pierced; though we may seem pursued or oppressed; though we
may beat liberty, or in the wilderness, orshiit up in our necessity.

How great is trouble to us because we are so little! and how little is

it to thee who art so great ! For what thing is there that it troubles

thee to fill and cover with light this day? The stateliest trees and
all of them that do thickly populate the mountains, it is as easy for

thee to pour sunlight upon as upon the smallest flower that grows,

and troubles that seem to us like trees are nothing to thee when thy

mercy looks upon them. It is easy for thee to forgive; it is easy for

thee to love; it is easy for thee to deliver; it is easy for thee to hft
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up those that are cast down; it is easy for thee to comfort the

afflicted ; and it is easy for thee to speak peaceable words to those

who are distressed.

Now, out of the inflnite ease of thy power and graciousness, O
Loid our God, draw near to every one in thy presence, and make
liim rich. Thou wilt not miss what thou givest. Thou wilt not by
reason of all that is poured forth from thee to fill universal being
this day be the less thyself; for giving doth not impoverish thee, nor
doth withholding make thee rich. Grant, therefore, that tliere may
be given to us such a sense of thine infinite fullness, and gracious-

ness, and loving-kindness, and tender mercy, that w.e may strangely

forget our own sorrow, and find ourselves stronger in our God and
made cheerful by the cheer that is in him, looking away from self.

No longer wliirling in the small sphere where our troubles are, may
we know ourselves to be sons of light, and the sons of God, and heirs

of the heavenly inheritance; and may we rise up with the dignity

and joy and conscious power which belong to us, not of ourselves,

but of God.
We pray that thou wilt comfort those who are drawn near this

day by reason of the weariness of years, or by reason of the trials

and troubles which gird them as with sackcloth; and speak peace-
ably to them.

Give light, we pray thee, to any who are longing for light; whose
minds are darkened as to the truth; who know not the way of duty;
who are perplexed with many contrary contrivances of their reason.
We pray that thou wilt give deliveiance from perplexity and trou-
ble to every mind. O Lord God of oiir fathers, they are with thee.
They were delivered, and we hope. They triumphed in death, and
we shall triumph. It is but a little way from here to the day of our
departure. Why should we go mourning? Why should our faces
be as the night? The morning comes. The day-star dawns beyond
the hills. Fill us with joyfulness that so much is accomplished, and
eo little remains to be accomplished. With the certainty of immor-
tality and glory before us, what have we to do with tears and fears
and complaints? Rise up in our hearts. Spirit of Immortal Life.
Crown us to-day with joy. May we see Jesus Christ in each other.
Since we are redeemed by him, may we behold each other as partak-
ing, not alone of infirmity and weakness and sinfulness, but as heirs
of pcrfectuess ; and may we love more and more to look at things
that are excellent and beautiful in each other; and may the light of
the other life inspire us to dignify and glorify our fellowship one
with another, that we may live in the spirit of our Master, in the
communion of saints, and with ourselves not disjoined from that
great overhanging host whose sweet music fills the heavens and the
universe.

And now we pray that thou wilt grant that our tarrying together
for the day or for the weeks here in this far-off retreat, where the
thunder of the city is dying away, and where we are in sweet and
blessed solitude, may be profitable to us. We pray that thou wilt
abidp in us to check all jealousy, to rebuke all envy, to destroy all

selfishness, and to give liberty and full disclosure to the sweetnes3
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and blessedness of sympathy tbiough forbearance and gentleness
and kindness one toward another. So may we live as they that sing
perpetually. And, at last, when we are called to depart, may we
not be unwilling to leave the world. Yet may we not be glad to

leave it as though it were a prison-house; for to many it is a palace.

May we not cast contempt upon the world as though it were a vile

thing. May we die, not as those that would be unclothed, but as

those that would be clothed upon, that wt may rise to something
better even than the best things that are here. May we appear in

Zion and before God, bearing the image of our God in every line

and lineament. There, In his Spirit and in his presence, may we be
glad forevermore.
And the praise of our salvation we will give to the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

PRAYER AFTER THE SERMON.

Bless, we pray thee, our Father, this waiting throng. Breathe
into every one of them divine intelligence. Make it easier for them
to be virtuous, and true, and gentle, and loving, and lovable. Give

to them that power which they have not in themselves, and which
thou givest liberally, upbraiding none. Grant to every one strength.

Grant to every one an honest conscience and a truth-loving mind.

Grant to every one ambition in things that shall make him better.

And may we seek, not our own things, but also the things of others.

In all things may we approve ourselves the sons of God. And at

last, through our many weary ways straying hither and thither,

bring us at last to the one blessed home from which there shall be

no going out any more, nor any death, nor any sorrow, nor any
crying.

And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit shall be praise ever-=

more. Amen.



THE KINGDOM WITHIN.

^' The kinfrdom of God is not meat and drink ; but righteousness,

and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost."—Rom., xiv., 17.

This passage occurs in a chapter which is written to dis-

suade men from acting the part of religious critics. It

cannot be said that men are indifferent to rehgiou in other

folks. It is only to religion in themselves that they are com-

paratively indifferent. Men are accustomed to criticise each

other's church service, ceremonies, ordinances, conversations,

and everything that appertains to the ministration of relig-

ion. They are sometimes so bent upon this that they lose

the very spirit of religion, which is charity. The apostle

dissuades everybody from it, saying,

"Why dost thou judge thy brother? or why dost thou set at

naught thy brother?"

You need not be afraid that men are not going to be

judged. God will take care of that. Do you take care of

your own soul.

" We shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ." " So
then every one of us shall give account of himself to God. Let
us not, therefore, judge one another any more : but judge this rather,

that no man put a stumbling-block or an occasion to fall in his

brother's way. I know, and am persuaded by the Lord Jesus, that

there is nothing unclean of itself : but to him that esteemeth any-
thing to be unclean, to him it is unclean. But if thy brother be
grieved with thy meat, now walkest thou not charitably. Destroy
not him with thy meat, for whom Christ died."

This IS a dead question with us, because we have never

been accustomed to eat meat, or pour out wine, or have

sacrificial blood in our services ; but to the Jewish mind, not

emancipated into the liberty which these forms prefigure, it

became a very important matter; and Paul, preaching Christ

Twin Mountain House, N. H.. Sunday Morning, August 15, 1875. Hymns
(Plymouth Collectiou) : Nos. 132, 120, 551.
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to his brethren at Eome and, elsewhere, attempted, all the

time, to extricate tliem from the externals of religion, and to

root and ground them in the inside spirit of it ; and he says

to them, finally, " The kingdom of God is not sacrificial

meat and drink ; it is not ceremonial observances ; it is

righteousness." By that term we mean everj^tliing that

comes under integrity or righteousness of life, in all our

relations with our fellow men. That is a part of the king-

dom of God—living right and acting right toward ourselves

and toward tiiose around about us, in all the infinite ways in

which we are associated with them.
" Joy in the Holy Ghost," means that joy which comes

from our moral sentiments, inspired and aroused by the

Spirit of the living God—for when God's soul comes in con-

tact with human souls it kindles in them their noblest nature,

and brings forth from their higher faculties a transcendent

experience.

Now, what is the kingdom of God ? That question de-

termines another, namely—What is religion ? It is a vital

question, therefore. Everybody is disputing as to what relig-

ion is. Everybody is attempting to show that religion is

that which he thinks it to be, and that those who differ from

him are all wrong.

It ia a humiliating fact that disputes on the subject of

religion, as they have carried with them the weightiest parts

of men's natures—their moral sentiments—have been the

most cruel, the most divisive, and well-nigh the most

destructive of all disputes that have taken place on the

face of the globe.

A little spring comes out from the side of a mountain,

pure and cool. Two men are determined that that spring

shall be kept perfectly pure and drinkable. One wants it to

be done in one way, and the other in another way ; and they

are so zealous to keep the spring pure that they get to quar-

reling about it, and tramp through it, and make it muddy.

They defile it in their very zeal to keep it pure ; and the

water flows down turbid and unfit to drink.

Now, men are so determined to glorify God that they act

like the devil. They are so determined that charity shall
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prevail that they slay men. They are so determined that a

kind Spirit shall exist that they will not have a word to say

to a man who does not believe in their catechism. They are

so determined that the world shall be generons that they stir

up all manner of corrupting appetites and passions. Tliey

condemn their fellow men, saying, " Well, they are not or-

thodox. They are not true believers. Tliey do not belong

to the true church. There are no covenants for them."
So, under one pretense and another, the great Christian

brotherhood, through the ages past, has been turmoiled and
distracted ; and the world has seen the spectacle of anything

but what God meant to establish in the world. The church,

by which he meant to make known his manifold wisdom, has

made manifest naiTowness, sectarianism, selfishness, unjust

partialities, and all manner of irritable jealousies. It has

not made manifest the beauty of God, the sweetness of Christ

Jesus, nor the love of the Spirit. It is a fact which I think

can be stated without fear of contradiction, tliat the general

aspect of religion, as presented by churches throughout

Christendom, is not winning and attractive, and that the

" beauty of holiness," of which the ScrijDtures speak, has not

yet blossomed out in the world.

We are not left at all to guess at what religion is. It is

identical, of course, with the kingdom of heaven. When
Christ was asked when the kingdom of God should come, he

said. "That kingdom cometh not with observation. You
seem to think that the trumpet shall sound, some day ; that

a great crowd will appear on the horizon, and that men will

say, 'Lo ! lo ! look ! there they come !' You think that the

kingdom of God is to be an outward kingdom, and that

everybody will be on tip-toe to see it. You think it will be

a kingdom having visible forms. But the kingdom of God
is never going to be anything that you can look at. It is

never going to be anything that can be discerned by the

bodily senses. The kingdom of God is within you."

It is within us. Therefore it must be some mental condi-

tion. It is a state of the mind—employing the term mind
as including the whole soul.

In our text this is specified more jDarticularly. " The
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kingdom of God," it says, '*is righteousness, and peace, and

joy in the Holy Ghost." This puts the finger of definition

precisely on what it is to have an inward state of mind which

produces right-living, peace, and joy.

The kingdom of God is a soul-kingdom, then. Why was

it called a kingdom at all ? Well, since a man's disposition

is the fountain from which all his enjoyments that are worth

having spring in this world, the condition of the soul he-

comes a kingdom in the sense that it represents to men the

idea of felicity. The old notions were that a king was about

the happiest man on earth. Therefore there came to be the

phrase, " Happy as a king." Kings are usually very miser-

able ; but the popular apprehension has been that they were

very happy. It has been thought that to*be at the head of a

kingdom was the highest state of which men are usually able

to conceive. Therefore in the description of the disposition,

which is the soul-kingdom, it is called a king's dominion, or

a king-dom. But there is a more important reason—namely,

that a king in his kingdom dominates, controls, governs. It

is the disposition of men, their chai'acter, that controls.

Tlieir enjoyment, all tlieir life, depends upon what they are

in themselves, and inside of themselves. If a man's soul is

one that works itself out in righteousness, in peace, in joy in

the Holy Ghost, tbat is the dominating influence which con-

trols the whole life.

Now, I aver, that men are happy in the exact proportion

in which their dispositions are qualified to make happiness.

This is a truism which nobody believes. You have heard it

stated as a maxim, you have had it told you by father and

mother, but the truth of it has not impressed itself upon your

mind. Moral prosers have said to you, again and again, '•' Be

good and you will be happy," but you do not believe it.

Nevertheless, the enjoyment of men is in the i-atio in which

they have a right inward condition. A man who has riglit

feelings and right dispositions either finds happiness or makes
it. It will happen to a man who is all right in himself.

He either finds life a blessing, or he makes it a blessing.

A man who is in good health, who has a right temperament,

all of whose dispositions are noble, and who is hopeful,
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conrageoas, and cheerful, loving God and loving men, thanks

nobody for making him happy : he is happy of himself. The
iuiman soul was just as much made to produce happiness as

a music-box was made to produce music. If it be in a right

and normal condition, harmonized with God, with the spirit-

world, for which we are being trained, and with men, then

it is happy. The soul must needs produce its own happi-

ness out of the harmony of its own condition ; but men do

not believe in this. You will find young men saying, " If I

were as rich as Vanderbilt, would not I enjoy myself ? " Do
you enjoy yourself now? '* No—oh, no." Then you would

not then. A man can tell whether he is going to enjoy him-

self in any anticipated period by the way in which he takes

life now. A man who despises little things will, when he

comes to big things, have his ideas so enlarged that he will

despise the larger as much as he did the smaller.

You may take a well-made, well-accorded piano, and put

ft into the most squalid house that was ever built, and it will

give forth noble sounds. You may put a girl at the keys who
does not know how to play the piano, to practice her rudi-

mentary lessons, and still in her drumming there will be

something that is worth hearing. The quality of the sounds

will be sweet, though there may be a lack of harmonization.

On the other hand, you may take one of these old tinkling,

shattered, broken-down pianos, such as are stored away in

warerooms or garrets, and you may put Tt in one of the most

magnificent of saloons, and you may place Beethoven at the

keys, and he cannot bring out anytliing that is worth listen-

ing to. The instrument itself being poor and meager and

lean, it is incajiable of giving forth sweet sounds even under

the most favorable circumstances.

I meet men of whom the same thing is true. They are

so proud, so selfish, so mean, that if God should play on them
they would not make anything but jangling discords. They
are of themselves incapable of producing harmony. Then
again I meet persons of wliom the opposite is true. I have

met w^omen who were so poor that poverty could not board

with them, and yet they were happy, and they made those

happy who came near them. The essential quality of their
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nature and disposition was such that wherever it gave out

tones they were sweet, they were pure, they were blessed.

A man makes his own happiness. You may come to

the mountains, and if you are a complaining, dissatisfied

man at home, grumbling at your wife, at your children, at

your servants, at everybody and everything, thinking that

nothing is good enough for you because a little prosperity has

puffed you up, and feeling that you are a little God walking

about the world, and that nobody does his duty unless he

burns incense to you—if you are such a man as that, you may
come here, or you may go to the most splendid watering

place, and you will grumble at the book-keeper ; you will

grumble at the servants, up-stairs and down
;
you will grum-

ble everywhere and at everybody. If you were put into a

palace, and you had everything that money could buy, you

would be miserable. Everything would be vitiated by your

own bad nature.

On the other hand, you may take a man who is gracious

and kind, who does not think of himself more highly than he

ought to think, who looks upon his fellow-men with sympa-

thy and with geniality, and who desires to do good and to

make others happy—you may take such a man and put him
wherever you please, and he will produce happiness, content,

satisfaction.

Now, the kingdom of God consists of a man's disposition

in so far as each individual is concerned. The kingdom of

heaven is that state in which men are divinely enlightened.

It is not a great objective kingdom. It is in each one of us
;

and it means a state or disposition. It means the character.

If you have the kingdom of God within you, then you have

religion ; but if you have a religion which has no righteous-

ness, no peace, and no Joy in the Holy Ghost, then you have

a false religion, and not the kingdom of God within you.

The kingdom of God in a man's heart signifies the moral

character of that man's disposition ; and it becomes a very

important thing to know what that disposition is.

A great many people think that religion is crying over

one's sins, or getting rid of them ; but that is the accident,

or, I might say the incident, of religion. The implements
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and the processes of religion are confounded with the thing

itself.

Religion means simply the ennobled condition of all

a man's faculties ; his intellect, his moral feelings and his

social instincts all being harmonized with the universal law of

love, harmonized with God's heart, and harmonized with each

other, so that his whole nature is high, luminous, sweet, and
joy-producing to him, and to those around about him.

A great many persons think that rehgion has about this

birth : that men live about as they are a mind to, and have a

good time ; that they hear a powerful sermon ; that they are

convicted of sin ; that their minds are terribly wrought upon

by the sense of their sinfulness ; that they wallow in darkness

for a while under conviction ; that the time comes when their

struggles are over ; that the impression is produced upon
them that they are converted ; and that they rejoice and go

on their way singing. They think they must join the

church, and they join it. They think that they must keep
Sunday, and go to meeting, and perform all the external

offices which the church requires ; and they do these things
;

and then they feel, '' What^ lack I yet ? I am a Christian

man."

Well, every one of these things is right and good in its

place, I admit ; but what are you going to say of men who do
not have any such experiences ? What are you going to say

of a child that is brought up by Christian parents ; that

never fell into the slough of evil pleasure ; that has always

been accustomed to regulate its life by the gospel ; that has

a well-tempered constitution, and a well-balanced mind
;

that has been trained into Christian ways ; and that never
knew a time when it was overwhelmed with a gigantic wave
of conviction, or when it did not love Christ, and did not

desire to make everybody happy, and was not willing to sac-

rifice its own happiness for the sake of others ? Is not such

a child a Christian ? Are you going to judge a man by his

experiences, or by the way in which he comes to them ?

A man that has righteousness and peace in the Holy
Ghost has religion. If some come to it by the plow and by

the harrow, well and good ; and if some come to it not by
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the plow nor by the harrow, well and good. The result is

the thing—not the jn'oeess by which the result comes to pass.

The kingdom of God is within you, in the form ol Christian

dispositions which you acquire through your religion. This
is a very severe test, and a very cruel one.

We have seen what dispositions go to make up religion :

now let us see what applications flow from the definitions or

explanations which have been given.

A man may be an excellent churchman, and a poor Chris-

tian. The church test is not enough. We all know that a

man who is reasonably moral ; who is tolerably kind ; who
practices moderation in all things ; who likes his minister,

and dines him on Sunday, and at other times ; who is liberal

in paying his salary, and who, on the whole, is worldly-wise

—we know that everybody says of such a man, "He is a

Christian, he is a member of the church, he performs all his

church duties ; and he belongs to the right church, and he

is right." The right church is tlie one that you belong to,

always ! Men who serve the church with an ordinary degree

of morality in their daily lives and conversations are esteemed

as certainly Christians ; but a man may be good-natured, he

may be an easy-going soul, and he may be amiable to the

degree that he wants to live in peace and harmony with his

minister, and those in the church, and his neighbors; and

he may never rise above that very common state which might

be called an abdominal grace—for he has good digestion, and

good health ; and therefore it is that he is good-natured.

But a man may comply with all the requisitions of church

life ; the ordinary tests of church life may be applied to him
;

and yet he may be avaricious, and unduly ambitious, and

Jealous, and envious. A man may be a member of a church

and not have in him the kingdom of God, which is not

merely righteousness in the form of popular morality, but

such a condition of the soul as issues in right doing

rather than in wrong, and brings joy. No man can be joy-

ful who is not harmonized with himself and his circum-

stances, and who is not filled with peace—a quality which is

almost unknown in this jangling, noisy world. A man may
pass well among religious people, and yet when he shall
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knock at the gate of heaven and say, "Lord, Lord, open

unto nie," he will not be admitted. And when he remon-
strates, and cries, " Lord, do you know who it is tha't you

are keeping out ? Why, I am the man who took care of your
ministers on earth. I cast out devils, and spoke in your

name. I did all manner of things "—then the voice within

will answer, " You are nothing but a churchman. You
have not the kingdom of God within you." Where are your
graces ? Where are the fruits of the Spirit ? Where is the

inside man ? The outside man is very fine ; the outside man
is clean and comely; the outside man is clad in broadcloth

and silks ; the outside man is all right ; but what is inside of

you? Lusts unsubdued? uncontrolled appetites? hardness

of heart? selfishness? discontent? envyings and jealousy?

are these the contents of the kingdom withju you ? You
may be a member of a thousand churches, and you could

not enter the kingdom above with such dispositions.

It is not because I despise churches or churchmembership,
that I say these things ; for as schools are useful to popular

intelligence, so these outward instrumentalities are useful to

religion ; but, as it would be absurd to worship a school-

house as though it were an equivalent for education, so it

would be absurd to worship a church as if that was the sub-

stance of religion. It is but the instrument by which relig-

ion is to be ministered to preserve it. And if you are a

member of a church, what have you over and above your
membership ? What is the state of your disposition ?

Then, too, the sectarian test must disturb some persons.

Many feel reasonably secure because they are so certain that

other folks will be damned. They believe in the Trinity

;

and they say, "That man don't—that miserable Arminian
;

that Arian ; that low-down theologian ; but I am at concert-

pitch of orthodoxy." They say, "Why, that man believes

not one single word in future and eternal punishment ; and
I do. I believe in hell, and in an eternity of it ; and I be-

lieve that men are going there by myriads, and ought to go."

They think because another man is so deficient in his belief

on these subjects, that they are a great deal better than he is.

That man may be sweet-tempered and gentle, he may be kind
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in his disposition ; but he cannot stand the test of sectarian-

ism or sect-life, and so he cannot train with the man who
can stand this test. By strange inflections of reasoning one

man believes that he is safe because another man is in dan-

ger. Men taivc care of their own sect ; and tliey are led to

feel that those who believe in their doctrines, in their form

of government, and in their mode of worship, have some-

thing to hope for, are reasonably well off, and are safe.

For going to heaven in churches is like going on a jour-

ney in cars. Now, of cars, some are palace cars, some

are sleeping cars, some are second-class cars, and some are

third-class cars; and it makes a great deal of difference which

you ride in, so far as your comfort is concerned ; but it

makes no difference in respect to getting to the end of your

journey. Yet one sect of church people think that theirs is

the right church, because they go m the palace cars. Others

think tliat theirs must be the right churcli because they go

in sleeping cars; and others think that theirs must be the

right one because the cars they go in ai'C plain and rough,

because they are not proud, but are democratic, because they

do not have anything to do with style and the refinements of

life. So the poor despise the rich, and the rich despise the

poor ; and men are looking at each other everywhere out of

their particular car.

I suppose that a man can go to heaven from a very fine

house ; but not on account of his house. I suppose that a

man who is rather stupid and sleepy can go to heaven : not,

however, on account of his stupidity and sleepiness, but in

spite of them. I suppose a man can go to heaven from a very

coarse hut ; but not on account of the hut. The reason why
any man goes to heaven is, that he has the kingdom of God
in him, whether he is high or low ; whether he is in an or-

thodox sect, or in a heterodox church ; whether he believes

much or little. The man who has that state of soul in him
which is working out in righteousness of life, in kindliness of

disposition toward men, and in a reverent life toward God,

whose nature is breatlied upon by the Holy Ghost, so that it

seeks its origin again, and who is happy and joyful—you

cannot damn such a man. You cannot damn a man in
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whose soul is the kingdom of heaven ; for he would turn hell

into a palace, and sing songs in the midst of perdition.

It is what you are, and not where you are, nor what you
believe, that determines your future condition. What you

believe is important; but it is only secondary to what you are.

Your belief depends u})on your father or mother and school-

master, upon your early life and surroundings, upon what

you hear preached, etc. ; but God works by nature as well as

by society. He works by the morning, by the noon of the

day, and by the night. He works by uien (we do not know
what they are doing one upon another) ; he works by all the

industries of life ; he works by the economies of government;

be works by the direct and indirect influences which go to

make a man what he is ; he works outside as well as inside.

There is neither Jew nor Gentile with him. All men are one

people in his sight. The human family are God's, and he

uses them all ; and he employs their surroundings of every

kind to produce character in them. A man may not have

the Catechism ; but if he has the right character he does not

need it. The Catechism is very admirable for educating men
into the right state of mind ; but if they are already in the

right state of mind, they can get along without the Cate-

chism. A man may learn mathematics without going to

West Point ; and if he does, he does not need to go there for

that purpose. Ordinarily, men make themselves intelligent

through appointed instruments; but many slaves have learned

to read on their bellies, with a pine-knot for a candle ; and

having learned to read thus, it is not essential that they

should go to a school or a college to learn to read. And yet,

no one would say that everybody had better lie down on his

belly to learn to read because one out of ten thousand did so.

Ordinarily, creeds and ordinances are blessed to the awak-

ening and coiiYersion and education of men ; and yet there

are those throughout the community who have never gone

through these processes, but who have been brought up
through various influences into the kingdom of God ; and
they are safe. They are not imperiled because they did not

go through such and such experiences. If they have the

kingdom of heaven in them, they are safe by reason of its
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quality. And though they have gone through all the right

roads, if they have failed to pluck the fruits of the Spirit

they are not safe. All the regulation processes of themselves

cannot save you. It is not how you got it, but whether you
have got it—the kingdom of heaven—that determines your
happiness and your salvableness.

That which is true in respect to sectarianism and church-

ism is also true in respect to theology. Though I have partly

discussed that in considering the other questions, there are

some things which I did not take into account. When the

Jews reasoned on religion, they brought to bear upon it the

peculiarities of their race-stock. They looked at it from the

Jewish standpoint ; and that was the standpoint of profound

emotion or moral feeling. When the Greeks brought their

mind to the subject of religion, they, in looking at it,

brought the peculiarities of the Greek race-stock, which

were intellectual and ascetic, to bear upon it. They turned

religion out of an emotion into an idea or philosophy. You
cannot find any philosophy in the Old Testament, any more
than you can find goats and sheep ; but you can find wool

there, plenty of it ; and tlie Greeks took the wool, and spun

it, and wove it, and made it into garments, and called that

religion. The Greek mind, in coming to religion, organized

a theological system, as it respects the Godhead particularly
;

and so far as it was merely a matter of intellection we are

indebted to the Greek mind. But the Romans brought the

peculiarities of the Roman race-stock to the subject of relig-

ion ; and they looked at it from their standpoint. They
were a peculiar people, and knew how to organize men into

solid communities, and how to govern them by law ; and

thfey were the only ones that could do it. Law and govern-

ment were the great peculiarities of the Roman mind. The
Jewish mind developed profound moral sentiment ; the Greek

mind intellectual and speculative ideas, and the Roman mind

the machinery of religion—the organization of churches and

a body of ministers ; and we have derived through these

three sources elements which are still in the world, and about

which men are perpetually quarreling with each other.

Now, it is a good thing, often, to have profound emotion
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without pliilosophy ; it is a good thing to have philosophy,

often, without profound emotion ; and it is often a good

thing to have organization ; but neither organization nor

philosophy nor moral sentiment is in itself a substitute for

living, personal character. They are all good just so far

as they influence personal character, but they are good for

nothing to any individual if they do not influence his per-

sonal character. No man is worth anything except so far as

he has developed in him his sweeter graces of the Divine

nature. Just as much of God as is in you makes you valu-

uable ; and by as much as you are deficient in the divine

elements, no matter what your culture or position or natural

endowments may be, you are poor and miserable, and in need

of all things.

There is another element that I wish to call your atten-

tion to—namely, the fact that the New Testament descrip-

tions of religion, all of them, represent it as unstormed and

full of tranquillity and beauty. In the contemplation of our

dear Master, and particularly in the contemplation of that

noblest of modeni Jews, St. Paul, religion is a thing of joy.

It is full of cheer, full of courtesy, full of generosity, and
full of magnanimity. It makes a perfect gentleman. You
cannot find anywhere else in all the world so perfect a de-

scription of a real gentleman as that which is contained in

the 13th chapter of 1st Corinthians. Put poUfe?iess or gen-

tleness in the place of " charity," and you have there the

most perfect description of what it is to be a gentleman. We
say a Christian gentleman ; but that is tautology. God is

the only Gentleman ; and we are gentlemen proximately just

in proportion as we have nobility, sweetness, grace, delicacy,

refinement, consideration for others, and the power of pro-

ducing happiness spontaneously and unconsciously, as well as

voluntarily. These qualities constitute the divine nature.

The overflow of God is the virtue of mankind. The divine

life is all that is beautiful in its developments of man. We
have the soil of flesh ; into that is thrown the seed of the

Spirit ; and out of it comes Christian grace in blossom and
in fruit, under the influence of the divine mind, acting in

and on our minds.
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The delineations of Christian experience in the New Tes-

tament are all cheerful, hopeful, courageous. " Well," you
say, "is it so? Was Christ's life an epitome?" You are

under a great misapprehension if you think that Christ,

except when going through his passion, was an unhappy man.
I have read with great care and scrutiny the history of his

early life ; and 1 am satisfied that except during the last

thirty days of his career, wiien he suffered for sacrificial pur-

poses, he was happy. The early part of Christ's life was a

beautiful one. He was a noble Jew, and he was admired of

his countrymen, not because they thought him to be, in the

way that we do, abstractly a divine personage, but because

they thought him to be about the greatest specimen of a Jew
that had ever appeared in their nation. He was a prophet

to them. Why was he so much to them ? Because he typi-

fied the best things which had been known in the Jewish

religion for a thousand years. He stood as a glowing exam-

ple of their ideals. They were mistaken in their supposition

that he was to be at the head of their physical kingdom, and
to add to their power, dominating and governing in a mate-

rial point of view ; but he was their ideal so far as manhood
and patriotism were concerned. In all his early years he was

loved and followed. He had that which made every man
happy. He possessed the power to make men happy with

the look of his eye. He had the power of teaching men to

extract honey from rebuke and sorrow. He had power to

dry the tear of bereavement, and to assuage the pain of suf-

fering. He had the power to carpet the earth with flowers.

He had the power to quiet the storm. Light and darkness

were his ministers of mercy. Where he went men felt the

breath of spring, the balm of summer, and the glory and

richness of autumn. And he was hajjpy during the early

part of his life. In the latter part, it is true, he went

through an experience of suffering and grief that he might

bear the sins of many ; but his life as a whole was a beautiful

exemplification of how happy religion ought to make men.

Take the apostles. Of all men of their time, they were

the most joyful. Though you shall find in the writings of

Paul declarations of care, and anxiety, and burdens in con-
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nectiou with the churches, yet I will defy anybody to find

anywhere such a display of wholesome feelings as he exhibits

in the delineation of his life. He speaks of it as if it were

a triumphant campaign ; as if it were a career of victory ; as

if it were a life garlanded and honored. Men were called

from darkness to light ; they were called from prisons to

liberty ; they were called from being slaves to being friends
;

they were called to the bosom of love. Eminently this was

the case of the apostles ; and they were joyful men.

"Well," you will say, " what do you mean by the cross

and the burden ? Does not Christ say that you must take

up the cross and follow him ? Does he not say that you shall

suffer tribulation ?" Yes, that is so. Suppose I go into a

malarial district where persons are shaking with chills and

fever, and say to them, ''You cannot expect to be healthy

and happy except by a good deal of suffering. You must
take a good deal of bitter medicine. Unless you do that,

you cannot enter into the kingdom of health ;" and suppose

some one, hearing me preach that, should say, " Mr. Beecher

does not believe in health where there is an absence of pain

and the presence of joy." I say that to be healthy those

persons must suffer ; and he thinks that I mean to teach

that suffering is indispensable to enjoyment. Now, when

men are told to bear the cross, it is that they may reach a

condition such that they can leave- the cross and the burden

behind them, or carry them with cheerfulness and joy.

There is not a Christian mother here who does not know that

in carrying the cross we end by being carried on it. We are

selfish ; and it is not easy to get over our selfishness ; but

when we begin to get over it, do not we find joy ? We are

proud ; and there must be suffering if we are going to con-

quer pride. Who can do anything that is worth doing with-

out experiencing more or less attrition ? but Avhen it is

reached, who will not say that its value is more than enough

to compensate for the discomfort which it occasioned ?

In Christian life, the turning our bad habits into good

ones, the changing our selfishness into benevolence, the con-

verting our uuloveliuess into loveliness, the working right

out of wrong, leads us through a way that is often dark, and
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cross-bearing aud burden-bearing ; but the moment we are

successful, we leave the burden and the cross, and go on our

way rejoicing. The process of education toward good in-

volves pain ; suffering is incidentally an instrument which

belongs to the 2)rocess of getting well ; but when a person

has attained that which is good, when a person has got well,

then the pain and the suffering disappear.

Therefore, I beg you to notice wherein the religion of the

world is different from the religion of the New Testament.

The religion of the New Testament is the fruit of the Sjjirit,

the kingdom of God, which is "righteousness, and peace,

and joy in the Holy Ghost."

Now, see how large a number of ascetics there is in the

world. See how many men think that if a man has become

religious, he must carry a long face—that he must be very

sober. Here is a man fhat used to be jolly, and could tell a

good story, and afforded much innocent enjoyment for those

around about him ; but lie joins the church ; and then he

feels that he must not tell any more stories, and he becomes
very serious, and casts a gloom over the society in which he

moves. If a man joins the cliurch as the result of a new
life begun in him, and goes out among people, and is lively

and cheerful in things innocent), as he was before he became
a Christian, people look upon him askance and say, " I am
afraid that man has deceived himself." A young woman is

beautiful and Joyous, and full of a hundred sweet fancies that

are harmless and eminently desirable, and she is brought into

the church, and a great many people watch her, and say, "I
want to see if she laughs as much as she used to. I am afraid

that she went in under an impulse of feeling. I am afraid

that grace is not going to live in her." Why? Because she

is not despondent. Because she retains her gayety and ex-

uberance of spirits. If she were sad, and less happy, and
were less pleasant to other people, they would think that she

was truly converted. Many a man lays aside, on going into

the church, his wit and mirth, and says, " I must be sober,

because the Bible commands me to be sober ;" but when the

Bible says, " Be sober," it means that you must not get

drunk. It has no reference to the other kind of sober at all.
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The Bible exhorts men to rejoice. It says, '' Rejoice in the

Lord ;" and then, as if something had been forgotten, it

says, "Again I say rejoice." The nature of religion is joy-

ful. It is one of the disclosures of its nature that men are

living in such relations to God and to their fellow-men that

they are to be exultant in their happiness.

Oh ! That they who are young and full of gayety would

sanctify it, and keep it, and make it better, and more radiant,

and let it reflect upon others, through the desire to make
them happier, which is the dominant desire of God. Rejoice,

laugh, let your fancy work out in a thousand ways for the

enlivening of those of your fellow-men who are dull and well-

nigh dead in their feelings. He who has wit has a gift of

God. He who has humor has a power of enlightening men
which many teachers lack. He who, among the men with

whom he works, can whistle, or can play an instrument so as

to stir up their emotions, has the ability to lift them out of

sordid, carking cares and degrading appetites. He is not a

full-orbed Christian ; but he has something that belongs to

Christianity ; and instead of throwing it away he should con-

secrate it and use it. There is a wind of laugbing that may
swell the sails of those who are going to heaven as well as a

wind of groaning.

The ascetic religion which has come down to us through

mediaeval influences and Puritanic influences is not to be

despised. It is good in its place. The Puritans are to be

revered; but not for their warts, not for their faults, but

for their excellences. I am the son of a Puritan, and. I revere

the Puritans as the chiefest among men ; but I do not believe

in their asceticism or acerbities for our time, though they

were adapted to the times in which they lived. We must

not imitate the errors of our parents because we do their

virtues ; and I think the time will come when religion will

embrace the sweetest and most joy-inspiring elements of our

nature.

Beware, then, of a religion that is nothing but formal

propriety. Beware of men who keep away from faults, but

do not develop excellences. Beware of men who damn all

evils in others that they are not liable to, and who are lenient
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toward those evils to which they are liable. Beware of men
in whom the critical faculty is strong ; men who do not need
spectacles on their eyes to enable them to see everything that

is wrong—but who see it instinctively.

I notice that my doves, of which there are flocks circling

round and round and round my farm, never come down to

earth because there is carrion there, and that they never see

it ; but that if a crow or a raven is swinging in the air, and a

dead lamb is over the fence, he will see it, and will pass by
everything that is healthy for this one stinking carcass.

There are doves in the church, and there are ravens there.

Now, when the Spirit of God came down upon Christ, it

came upon him as a dove ; and the spirit of charity, that

thinks no evil, that does not love suspicion, that hates to

think hai-m of anybody, that is slow to detect evil in men

—

that is the spirit of religion ; and those who have it are

Christians ; whereas, those who are censorious, who are ex-

acting, who do not have much pleasui-e themselves, who are

stridulous, unmusical, and unrich in soul and in faculty,

and are unsympathetic toward the young, and are always

watching for their faults—do not take such persons as your

models. Do not believe that termagantism is Christianity.

There is one other line of thought that I would like to

pursue ; but T am afraid that the talk which I have made to

you thus far will lead a great many of you to say, " Now,
Mr. Beecher is making religion just as natural and easy as

he can. He is drawing in a great crowd to hear him, by

smoothing religion over. He is preaching so that everybody

will come, pell mell, thinking that they are religious. He is

not making religion hard enough of attainment."

My dearly beloved, just try to be what 1 have been

describing a true religion to be, and you will find it hard

enough. I do not mean to block up the way of expectation.

Let a man who has strong health, who has a resolute will,

who is a natural leader, and who has the power to use men

—

let him so control his spirit of domination that he shall

become a brother instead of a slave-master ; and if he finds

it easy he will be the first man on the face of the globe that

ever found it easy. Try to control that protean selfishness
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which is in your nature, and which visits you earliest in the

morning and latest at night. Instead of yielding to the dispo-

sition to secure your own interests rather than those of

others ; instead of taking on you the thousand forms of com-

petition which exist in business, attempt to act for one single

month according to the Golden Rule of doing unto others as

you would, have them do unto you. Fulfill the command,
" Bear ye one another's burdens"—their burdens beiug their

faults. Bear with men's bad tempers, and help them to bear

them. Bear with men's stinginess. Do not revile nor kick

them : help them. It is a fault which is dragging them
down ; and do you help them rise above it. Bear one anoth-

er's soul-burdens and disposition-burdens. Try that, and
see whether I have made religion easy. Endeavor to attain

the result which I have attempted to depict, and see whether

it is not hard. Undertake to develop in yourself the quali-

ties of true piety, as I have described them, and see how easy

it is. I have striven to show what the kingdom of God in

you is ; I have tried to take away all misconceptions of it,

and to make the thing itself seem lustrous and desirable ; I

have endeavored to make its results appear glorious ; but I

do not hesitate to tell you that the work of educating a man's

faculties to the higher plane, and to nobler generosities, to

more disinterested, benevolence, to reverence and love for

God and to a universal kindness toward men, is the most
serious task to which a man ever addressed himself, and I

should be witiiout hope and expectation of benefit if it were
not a part of the mission of the divine Spirit to send down
the influence of God to all who are susceptible to it for their

guidance and assistance.

I am always pained to hear ministers preach in such a

way as to discourage men. They say, "Now, remember,
my friends, oh remember, that in all your endeavors to be
pious, you cannot do anything of yourself. Remember that

you must depend upon the Spirit of God." The effect of

that is to repel men from religion ; but I say to you, ye that

want to be better, ye that wish to rise higher, Do not be dis-

couraged. When you have put forth all your strength, you
have not exhausted the whole of the strength that there is
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for you. There is over you a loving Spirit ; and every time

you thiuk once for yourself, He thinks twice for you. Every
time you make an effort, he duplicates and quadruples

that effort. It is because there is this loving, helpful God
that there is any hope that men will rise from animalism,

and become heirs of immortality. It is because God works

in you to will and to do of his good pleasure, that I am
encouraged to say, " Work out your own salvation."

Remember, then, that if you stumble and fall, you are to

get up again. Do not say, "God is discouraged with me."
Did you ever know a mother that ceased to have patience

with her children ? I have known women who took to them-

selves elect husbands that fell from the grace which they

thought they saw in them, and went down into vulgarity,

into vice, and into the most loathsome forms of filthy intem-

perance. If there is a hell on earth, it is where a noble-

hearted woman, refined and conscience-inspired, is compelled

to lie by the side of a grunting brute, and her house is

darkened by his midnight disposition; and yet the love which

many a woman had for such a man when she knew him can-

not be extinguished ; and over all the loathsomeness of the

present there is still the memory of that old love. And
when, at last, he dies, and all the town takes a long breath,

and says, "Thank God, he is gone," she, alone, says, " Oh,

you did not know him—you did not know him : there was

good in him before the tempter took him." And has there

ever a woman been born yet that was as good as God ? Is

there a mother or a wife that has as deep tenderness and as

long-suffering love as God has ?

If you have tried a hundred times, and failed, try again,

and keep trying. There is hope for the proud ; there is liojoe

for the selfish ; there is hope for the envious ; there is liope

for all men. There is not a sinner that lives for whom tliere

is not hope ; but it is because God is so gracious, and so gen-

tle, and so near, and so helpful. Hope in God. and he will

add flower to flower in your garden, and fruit to fruit in your

orchard, until at last the kingdom of God shall be so devel-

oped in you that you will be borne to the upper realm, and

be unfolded in the kingdom of heaven.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

EvER-Bi.ESSED God, thou art forevermore blessing; and thou art
happy because thou art makinji so many happy. Thou dost live
rejoicingly because thy life kindles the life of so many creatures.
We cannot understand thee. By searching we can never compass
thy being, uor find out the condition in which thou dost dwell, so
higli art ihou above all mortal experiences in the efQuenee of thy
heavenly spirit of love. Thou art raised above the selfishness and
the pride and the worldiness of this mortal state. Nor shall we see
thee as thou art until we stand in Zion and before God. But, as we
know, thou art infinite truth, infinite purity, infinite goodness, and
all the springs of joy in us shall be touched when we draw near to
thee. All who are around about thee rejoice, and rejoice evermore.
We have made contribution to thy heavenly host. With thee are

our beloved, gone before. We parted from them with tears; but
we think of them with smiles. For us is the storm, and the rude
way, and the hard world; but for them are the rejoicing heaven and
the untempting delight. We are glad that their labors are over.

Our children are with thee; not one of them is lost; and the lit-

tle feet that could not find the paths of this life, the little hands
that could not make their way amidst the toils of this lower sphere,

are safe. There is not a single wandering one. They are better cared
for with thee than mother-heart or father-heart could ever have
cared for them on earth. We thank thee for their rest and triumph

;

and we humbly believe that through the ministration of thy Spirit,

and the merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, we, too, like

them, may be brought safely out of temptation, weakness, and sins,

and peril of every kind, and may abide with them again, to be
separated from them no more forever.

Everlasting thanks be unto thee, thou loving God, for all the

purposes of mercy which are yet unrevealed, and which when out-
rolled shall be more than enough for all the whole universe. Like
the sun, thou dost not give by measure, but dost pour out of thine

infinite fullness an overflow transcending all want. We rejoice in

thee, and pray that thy Spirit may be in us, and that though we are
ill lower places and in smaller spheres we may learn how to shine

upon others, and how to pour happiness abroad, giving to all some-
thing. As even the humblest flowers breathe fragrance uncon-
sciously, so may we, by kindness, by gentleness, by meekness, by
humility, by loveliness, breathe the Spirit of our Saviour, and inter-

pret to men the glory of that God whom they neglect or reject, and
bring him near to their conscience.

We pray that thy blessing may rest, to-day, upon this great
throng that is gathered together in the wilderness. Oh! may it

prove true that from the mountains comes their help. May they
find in thy presence here something more precious to them than
jewels or than gold. May they take some fruit that shall grow,
living evermore in them; that shall make their life better; that

shall make the way of their thought toward God easier; and that
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shall make their hope aud their aspiration through Jesus Christ
more earnest and genuine.
We pray that tbou wilt bles^s adversity in all its forms, in the

household; in business affairs; by the wayside; in all the relations
of life. Grant" that our dealing with thy people, and with all that
are around about us here, may be blessed to their sjjiritual edifica-

tion. And we pray that thou wilt bless, not only those that are here
gathered together, but the great multitudes who are left behind.
We bring them in the arms of faith; and we implore for them that
which we ask for ourselves.

And we pray that thy kingdom may come, and that thy will may
be done in all the nations of the earth. May the time soon come
when the name of Jesus shall be sweet to every one, and his

Spirit shall be breathed into the hearts of all. Thus may thy will

be established throughout the earth in purity, in truth, and in

goodness.
Wilt thou hear us in these our petitions, and answer us, not be-

cause we are worthy, but for the sake of Jesus, our Lord and Mas-
ter; to whom, with the Father and the Spirit, shall be praises
unceasing. Amen.

PRAYEE AFTER THE SERMON.

Our Father, we beseech of thee that thy kingdom may shine

upon us, and upon all that we have—upon our households and upon
our business; but chiefly upon our endeavors to live more divinely'.

Lift us above carnal passions and appetites. Lift us above discour-

agements and despondencies. Lift us above empty moralities. Lift

us above mere peace, and give us life ever fiesli, and ever develop-
ing in new lines, in the direction of love and joy. Bring us to thy-

self by making our life divine.

Now, may thy blessing rest upon all. May those who came
despondent go away with a secret joy. May those who came with-

out light bear with them the illumination of hope and cheer. May
we have fellowship and gladness one with another. And bring us

all, at last, to heaven and to Mount Zion, the city of the living God.
And to thy name shall be the praise of our salvation. Father, Son,

and Spirit. Avien.



THE NEW BIRTH.

" Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again."—
John iii., 7.

Almost all the sects of religion that are separated from

each other by doctrinal peculiarities are made separate by

some peculiar mental philosophy. You will find that in the

process of time the children that are born holding their

parents' peculiar dispositions still go on in their sect, from

the force of education and of habit ; but, after all, men of

one peculiar type of character have personal afiinities with

what is called Calvinistic doctrine ; and men of a different

type of feeling and understanding affiliate more readily with

the social sects, and are more liable to embrace the Arminian

doctrine than the Calvinistic. Men of a certain worshiping

nature, whose souls demand of them an experience of rever-

ence, of beatitude, of awe, tend almost always to organize

themselves in some church form that shall represent these

elements ; and so, although there are many found in each of

the sects who do not belong to them, the great truth remains,

that all the cardinal sects of Christendom are organized

around a psychological core, or tendency, and that they all

hold it ; but that they hold so much of the truth as is con-

sistent with a certain mental conformation.

You will find, therefore, that, under certain circum-

stances, the great operative doctrines which have been

preached, have been preached in the direction of the sover-

eignty of God ; and that everything else has been subordi-

nated to that one great conception. Men have not only

sought, as all do, to teach the right view of God, but they

Twin Mountain House, N. H.. Sunday Morning, August 22, 1876. Hymns
(Plymouth Collection) : Nds. 174, 497, 604.
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haxe had the motiv§-power of their life exercised in exalting

him and in humbling men ; in showing not simply tliat God
is supreme and sovereign, but that his law, as representing

him, is the most precious thing in the universe, and that it

were better for the whole race to be swamped and destroyed

than that one jot or tittle of a law should perish.

Xow, when you bring this view into a community like

New England, as our fathers brought it there, you are to

bear in mind that it is a doctrine which is no longer held by

men cramped and confined by political circumstances, or by

old and hereditary institutions ; and that it naturally is un-

dergoing modification, arising largely from the character of

the times and of the people. If there be anything that is

characteristic of New England, it is practicalness; and as

New England was a commonwealth, and a democratic com-

monwealth, from the very beginning ; as it was given to New
England in the early days to contend against the liierarchy for

the sake of vindicating the essential worth of men, and the

inalienable rights of the individual citizen, it could not be

otherwise than that, having defended the dignity and the

prerogatives of every man, they should frame their religion

accordingly. Therefore, when they came to preach high Cal-

vinistic doctrines, they felt that there wag something needed.

They felt that they could not one day declare against hierarchs

and against rigorous cliurches, and assert that men were equal,

that each man had in him a kingdom, that every human being

was crowned with immortality, and that he had rights which

no king, nor heresiarch, nor bishop, nor any tribunal on earth

could with impunity despise—they felt that they could not

do this, and then turn around the next day and preach that

God had a right to tread anybody under foot because he was

God, that men had no rights before God, and that therefore

they had nothing to do but to stand still and take what they

could get. That became inconvenient ; and, little by little,

Calvinism in New England took on new topics, not so much
by abandoning old doctrines as by neglecting them ; not so

much by changing their philosophy as by putting the empha-

sis of their preaching on some other point in the' scheme of

Christian doctrine; and when the shift was made the point
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selected was that of the new birth ; and the New England

preachers, from an early day, have made the emphatic point

in this scheme to be the necessity of being born again—for

this is the pivotal doctrine, having implications in every

direction, and giving emphasis and color to almost every side

of Christian theology.

So, then, I suppose in your youth you have heard as many
sermons on the subject of Eegeneration as upon any other

topic of religions doctrine. It is of transcendent importance.

It is a truth not less true, and not less essential, than the

most vigorous preachers have represented it to be. It may
be that it has been stated without skill ; it may be that it

has been encumbered by misconceptions ; it may be that it

has assumed such a place in the scheme of Christian doctrine

that it has crowded out some other collateral truths which

should have been preached more ; but, no matter what the

infelicity may have been, and no matter what obliquities may
have adhered to it ; it is still true that there is not, in the

whole range of Christianity, a point, a fact, a doctrine, more
important than this—" Ye must be born again. That which

is born of the flesh is flesh ; and that which is born of the

Spirit is spirit. Unless ye are bom of water and of the

Spirit, ye shall not see the kingdom of heaven."

I propose, therefore, some familiar remarks, this morn-

ing, on this great theme ; and I trust that they will not only

be profitable to those who have never made a profession of

personal faith in Christ, but that they will also search and try

the hearts of those who have long supposed themselves to be

living in Christ's Spirit—for there be many that wear Christ's

name who wear nothmg else that belonged to Christ.

And now, is it necessary that men should be born again ?

Is there any reality that ever takes place before your eyes

which leads you to think that they are born again ? Is it

true that this new birth is instantaneous ? Is it true that

men can live thirty, forty, fifty, sixty years, or more, and

then, by the flash of the divine power, be transformed in a

moment, so that though yesterday they were sinners black,

to-day they are saints white ? Is it true that that which

passes for conversion is genuine ? Will it wear ?
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Now, these are questions of a most practical kind. I not

only do not shun them, and do not desire to repel you from

asking these or any other questions which an active, search-

ing, critical intellect can dictate to you ; but I invite them
;

and 1 think that the Scripture teaching will bear any amount
of inquisition on this point.

As to the need of a new birth, the question may be

resolved into a new form. Are men good enough ? How do

you find them ? Are men on the whole good ? Of course, I

leave you and your family out ; but what do you think of

your neighbors ? Are they good ? Could they not be im-

proved a little ? Could they not be improved a good deal ?

Is the community in which we live such that one can safely

say to those around about him, " You love one another as

you do yourselves, and I am not going to guard my money"?
Is it safe for us to sleep with unlocked doors ? Are men
proof against temptation ? I am not asking you in respect

to a single instance of integrity ; but where a man is good,

just, truth-speaking, sincere, upright, is he not as much
an exception as the steeples are in a village ? Every house

in a village has not a steeple : there are generally but one or

two. When you ask in respect to the character of a man
theologically, many of you are very indignant at the op-

probrium which is put upon human nature ; and you say,

**Men are a great deal better than they are represented to

be." That depends on how they are represented. You say

that men are not totally depraved. Well, if total is under-

stood as signifying absolute quality and quantity, you are

right ; but if you mean by it that men are not educated,

that they are morally infirm, and liable to sin in the exercise

of every particular faculty of their minds, then I say that

you are mistaken. In that sense, men are totally depraved.

There is not one avenue of thought or feeling or will in

which, in the hurly-burly of life, they, as they are consti-

tuted, are not liable to sin, and are not actually sinful, sin-

ning day by day, year by year. Men think themselves to be

good because they take no account of the infelicities, the in-

firmities, the infractions of laws which they thus recognize.

But if there be any who say that men are, after all, a good
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deal better than ministers represent them to be, and that

they are unnecessarily alarmed, would it not be well for us to

take some test and apply it to men as we see them ?

For example, consider man as an individual as if he were

a Robinson Crusoe on an island, and had n.o duties except to

take care of his own health of body and mind. As men rise,

are they competent to that ? Do they know how to take care

of their brains, of their lungs, or of their stomach ? Do they

know how to take care of the whole structure that God has

given to them ? If an engineer, running a locomotive, were

as ignorant of its whole structure as most men are of that

most wonderful machine which is run on the track of life,

the human body, he would be discharged at once. There is

nothing which men know so little about as their bodies ; and
taking society at large, even after the diffusion of knowledge

which there has been, more than half the human race die in

infancy, and the duration of the life of the race, on an

average, is less than thirty years. Man was evidently made
to last at least a hundred years ; there are wheels enough in

him, they are strong enough, they are made well enough, and

they are well enough put together to warrant us in expecting

that men would run without squeaking for a hundred years
;

and yet they break down in thirty years. Two-thirds of

human life is squandered the world over, because men do not

know enough even to take care of their bodies.

But then, how much do men know about their disposi-

tions ? Consider man in the* family. That is regarded as

tlie best place in human society, and it is the best place. It

is the nearest symbol and representation of the heavenly

state ; and yet, how many households are there which may
be compared to an organ every pipe in which is musical and
in harmony with every other pipe, so that all day long the

experience of each member is that of sweetness, cheerfulness,

helpfulness, sympathy and gladness ? Is that the case with

your household, and yours, and yours, before breakfast and

after breakfast, and when you are tired as well as when you

are rested? Is it true that there are no quarrels in your

family? Is it true that there are no households represented

here who have resorted to indifference as the best retreat
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which they can make from despoiled love ? Do none of you
represent families that are hot without a furnace in the

cellar, and iu which temper is the only fuel that is needed ?

How many disputes, how many wranglings, how many envy-

ings, how many jealousies, there are that blood—even though

it be kindred blood—does not extinguish ? If you test the

condition of men by their state in the family, they fail just

as much there as anywhere else. They do not know how to

live happily one with another.

Well, tliere is a larger relation. Men are obliged to live

by industries. They organize themselves into guilds, and
trades, and professions. Therefore, there is the husband-

man, and there are mechanics of an almost endless variety,

and there are professional men of various descriptions.

Society is organized into all sorts of industries for the ex-

change of the commodities which are created.

Now, how is it with man as the conductor of business ?

As a general thing, the ablest and the clearest thinkers rise

and take the lead in all the great departments of industry;

and what is the character of these men ? Is it found that

the best heads carry the best hearts ? Is it found that the

strongest men are the most humane ? Is it found that the

law of benevolence, which is the one law that represents liap-

piness in the individual and in the community, is it found

that that law dominates in any of the principal industries of

human life ? Is it safe to trust a man because he is an honest

carpenter ? If I were seeking for votes, I would praise labor-

ing men, and call them the bone and sinew of the country;

but how are they really in the matter of kindness and patience

and goodness ? Are they free from pride and selfishness and

avarice ? The man who follows the plow is no better than

the hatter ; and the hatter is no better than the man who

pursues any of the various mechanical trades ; and the me-

chanic is no better than the merchant ; and the merchant is

no better than the doctor ; and the doctor is no better than

the lawyer ; and the lawyer is no better than the minister !

We all live in glass houses ; and all of us are indebted to the

Apostle Paul, who said, "We have like passions with you."

And that which was true of the apostles has descended
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tlirouoh a straiglit and unbroken line to all the ministers of

our day. In other words, when you come to test men by

their competency to take care of themselves, they break down

under the examination. When you test men by their power

to make themselves luippy, and their power to make ha])pi-

uess in the household, they are greatly wanting. When you

test men by their power to conduct business successfully and

unselfishly they fall short. They are avaricious, grasping,

greedy, jealous, envious. They are perpetually lying and

cheating. There are as many lies told day by day in men's

intercourse with each other as there are punctuations in a

page of literature, in proportion to the business done. When
you examine men as to their dealings with each othe]' in

society they do not stand the test.

Well, there is a still higher relation than that—the rela-

tion which men sustain to the State—the relation in which

men attempt to organize a government, or a system of laws

by the administration of which evils shall be repelled from the

community, and the whole community shall be at liberty to

develop itself in prosperity and in happiness. Now are men
as citizens in need of no further improvement ? I will not

speak of the region round about here ; we will assume that in

tills mountain neighborhood, where there is simplicity of

habit, where men are not tempted by the frivolities of life,

and where the opportunities of learning are few—we will as-

sume that here primitive customs prevail, and corruption and

tergiversation are unknown ; but away from here, where you

live, how is it ? Do men love the laws ? Are they in sym))a-

thy with the community ? On the other hand, is it not a

fatal truth that the popular spirit of the community, to a

large extent, is tainted with the idea that each man has a

right to pluck as much as he can from the commonwealth ?

Is there any one thing about which men are so incredulous

as the idea that nobody is really patriotic ? Does any one

believe that a candidate for any office whatever 'has anything

but a selfish end in view ?

I do not say that there are not men of popular spirit who
have a heroic patriotism. There are such men. I think it

to be one of the worst things in the world, in bringing up
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young men, to teach them that nobody is honest ; because if

that is done the inevitable inference will be, " Then 1 do not

need to be honest." I would say to the young, "There are

noble men who are willing to spend and be spent for the sim-

ple pleasure of doing good to society." But is that the

character of the race 'r Even in conditions of such unoppres-

sion and of such great happiness as there is in America, are

men, tried as citizens, in need of no tinkering or repairing ?

When they built Chicago, they built it in the mud. As
the streets were raised up, in order that they might be dry,

all the houses had to be raised too. Tlien they raised the

streets to another grade, and they had to raise the houses

again. Then they raised the streets for the last time, it is to

be hoped, and they had to pry up the houses once more so

that they would be on a level with the streets. Otherwise

they would have been in the mud.
Men need to be taken from their foundations, and to be

lifted up ; and it would not hurt them to do it three times !

But there is another and different relation which men
sustain to each other—namely, the church relation, which

men form in organizing themselves into Christian churches

on their way to heaven. That is the best relation that we
have reached yet. But the regenerate nature of men—the

nature which assumes to be developed under the immediate

grace of God—has it attained any such condition as that it

needs nothing except to go right on as it is going ? In other

words, is church-life the pattern life ? There are a great

many members of churches who are very excellent people,

and who may in a limited sense be models ; but they hre not

always the most esteemed in churches. I am sorry to say,

but I am obliged to say, that while religion has increased in

the world, while religion is the best gift that man ever in-

herited, while religion is man's richest wealth, and while

through religion men are inflamed, inspired or guided by the

Spirit of God, religious institutions have been about as bad as

any institutions that the world has ever seen. True Chris-

tians have been the best of all the earth's possessions ; but

the organized Christianity of the globe has been worse than

imperial Rome, and worse than savage life. There have
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been more tears shed under priestly hands, there has been

more blood poured out like water uader iuquisitorial tor-

ments, there have been more wars fomented by high church-

ism carried on for church interests, there have been more

slaughter, more rapine, and more lust wrought under the

name of religion than under auy other name. The world

has been ransacked with cruelty by men who pretended to

follow the sacrificial Lamb—the God who would rather die

himself than that men should die.

If, instead of giving way to sentimentalism, you take men
as you find them in the community, and ask, ''Are they per-

fect, or any where near it ? Are they not all of them wretch-

edly imperfect, not only in themselves, but in the household,

in business, in the civil organization of the community, and

even in their very religious organization?" are you not

obliged to answer this question in the aflSrraative ? Do not

men need to be born again ? Is there an influence which can

raise men up to a higher plane ? And if there is, do they

not need it ?

You are a safe, careful merchant, doing a large business
;

you have probably a thousand accounts opened ; and it takes

a great deal of your time, and of the time of your confiden-

tial clerks and managers, to look after your mterests. You
have to watch men, and head off their selfishness and their

avarice. You are obliged constantly to tickle their compla-

cency and their self-interest, in order to bring m the fruit

of the seed that you have thrown out. Suppose, however,

you should sleep ; and suppose, in a vision of the night, an

angel should appear to you, and should say, " I have spread

my wings over all the multitude of those that owe you

money, and they are born again : rise, and rejoice, for they

are all honest," would not you say, " Well, now, if A is hon-

est, I am satisfied of two things : first, that he has been bom
over again, and second, that nothing but God could have

transformed him. To change that man is an instance of

divine power"? If you were to find that every man you met

was really honest, the first impression on your mind would

be, " What dodge are they after now ? There is some craft

under that. They are going to try to get around me, but
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they sha'u't succeed. I'll watch them." Your opinion of

human nature is such that if men should act sweetly, truth-

fully, honestly, up hill and down hill, all the time, you would

not know your own kind. If there should come a change

over men, as you know them, and as they are, from imper-

fection to jDcrfection, would you not say, "These men have

been born into a new condition " ?

The great mistake, I think, that men have made, is, that

they have expected that this birth would be instantaneous

;

or that they have misunderstood the meaning of instantane-

ousness. It has been supposed that men might be drunk-

ards, counterfeiters, debauchees, that they might be dishonest

and hypocritical, and that if a revival caught them, and they

were brought under serious conviction, and the Spirit of God
strove mightily with them, they were born again, translated

into a higher life, and washed clean ; but this has been a

mistake. When men are born again, they are not born into

any such life. They are not perfect because they are born

again. The error comes from this, that you suppose a child

to be born when it is born. It is not. A child is born into

a family, and the doctor says, " You will not need my service

any more," and the father looks sheepish, and everybody con-

gratulates him, and rejoices with him that a child is born into

his family ; but I say that it is not born. It is started—that

is all. Why, he has not the first idea in him. A child born

Avithout an idea ! He is a mere lump of palpitating nothing

in a flannel. The only thing there is of him is suction. It

is days and weeks and months before he can even turn his

eyes. Are those eyes born ? There are spots for them ; the

orbs are there ; buc the eyes are not complete. And he does

not know what to do with his hands. Not even the mother's

bosom draws them in the earliest days. It is a long time

before he knows how to put his hand to an object ; and then

he does not know what the object is. It is a year, it is five

years, it is ten years, it is fifteen years before the child is fully

born. The law says that it is twenty-one years before a man is

born enough to be fit to be entrusted with anything like civil

liberty and responsibility ; and experience shows that a great

many are not born then. We know that birth is a graduated
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thing. Existence is begun outside, as it were, of mundane

conditions; but when the child has been brought into life,

we know that its development is a gradual thing. It takes a

great while to become a full-grown man.

Now, when a man is born of the Spirit the analogy holds

good. The birth into the kingdom of God is said, to be

instantaneous. It is in one respect, and only in one. What

is that ? A man has been going on living under the multiform

law of selfishness. He has lived for himself ; and at the same

time he has lived for his household—and that is one way to

be selfish. He says, " It my family are happy, I shall be all

the more so; and I will make them happy." He has been

moral—that is selfishly moral. The predominant element of

his life has been selfishness. But he is brought, by the divine

Spirit, to see that selfishness is treason to the universe, and

that the one great moral law which of all others he ought not

to discredit or disobey, and which binds him with inexorable-

ness—"Thou shalt love"—he has been a traitor to. Now
and then he has glanced obedience toward it, but it has never

ruled his passions nor directed his conduct. All his life long

be has been living in defiance of the supremest law in the

universe, the fulfillment of which is indispensable to true joy

and happiness.

If, by the work of God's Spirit, a man is brought to see

the want in himself, and he comes to that point in which,

with his understanding, his affections and his will with him,

and under the divine inspiration, he says, '' Henceforth the

law of benevolence is my master : many as are my imperfec-

tions, imperfect as is my obedience, that is my model, that

is my aim, that is my purpose ; I hold myself amenable to

tlie great law of the universe, " Thou shalt love God and thou

shalt love man "—if a man has come to that resolution, he is

born again ; and I say that he comes to that resolution

instantaneously. It does not follow that he comes to it in the

same minute in which he thinks of it, by a great deal ; but

when he comes to it he does it by the force, or by a stroke,

of will. However long he may be in digesting the motives

which lead to it, when he does determine, the determination

is instantaneous. Thus, a man may be serious in the begin-
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ning, death may come to deepen his impressions ; bankruptcy
may help him on in the same direction, and he may say, "I
invested in the cradle, and 1 am bankrupt there ; I invested

in companionship, and death has robbed me there ; I invested

in business, and storms have sunk my ship, and destroyed

my plans ; this world is not fit for me to hve in ; I ought to

have a better world ;
" and he thinks of it ; and thought con-

firms his feelings, little by little ; and at length he makes up
his mind to go and hear the man of God preach ; and he does

so for weeks and months ; but these are only preparatory

steps. At last there comes sickness to him ; and he says, as

many of you have said, "If God will only raise me up, I will

serve him," and unlike you, when God raised him up, he wae
honest, and did not cheat his promises ; for then he said,

" What must I do to be saved ? What shall bring me into

the salvable state?" And wlien it is explained to him that

he must come into harmony with God and into harmony with

God's law, he says, " I choose it ; I go for that law." And
that choice is instantaneous; but the preparation for that

choice ran through a whole year or more. It may have been

four or five years.

Take a young man who has been brought up Christianly
;

to be respectful to his father and mother and his elders, and

to be kind and obliging to his brothers and sisters and equals,

and to be considerate toward his inferiors. He has been

under moral influences ; but other influences have been

brought to bear upon him ; and he has fallen into dissipa-

tion—for the sweetest and noblest qualities are the most

easily perverted by vice. He gets into bad company ; and lie

is secretly allied to evil ways. He goes on from bad to worse.

It is known in the neighborhood before it is known to his

father and mother. At last it comes to their knowledge ; but

it is too late for them to save him. He soon comes to be so

bad that he can no longer be kept in the family. He breaks

away from home, and goes abroad, and unites himself to

gamblers. He leads a wicked life year after year, followed

by a mother's heart and a mother's prayers. At last, in some

far away city, he is smitten down by sickness. His boon

companions, who willingly drank his money, abandon him
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now. He is left with an old negro nurse, homely as sin, but

rich as grace—for she has the love of God in her soul. She

prays for him, but prudently says nothing to him until, find-

ing him in his sleep calling for his mother, and muttering some

incoherent words about home, she, in a favorable moment,

takes occasion to talk with him. She finds him tender and

mellow. He sees the folly of his life, and the wretchedness

wiiich it has brought upon him. Home never seems so beau-

tiful to one as when he looks back over a storm of passions

on its purity and tranquillity ; and at last, in answer to his

mother's fidelity, this young man lifts up his hand, worn

and wasted, and says, " God of my mother ! from this hour

I am thiue."

Now, he is not going to get through by just saying so ; he

has many a storm to meet ; he will break down often ; but

he has a fixed purpose ; and it is going to hold. He has

lashed himself to that purpose, and no wave nor anything

can break him away from it. When he gets well he will have

to begin with his old habits. His lusts must be attacked and

put down. He will have to fight his temper, and overcome

that. His passions and appetites must be subdued. His life

he will have to rebuild. He was not born again perfect when
his purpose was first formed, any more than a babe is born

perfect when it is first born. He was born with enough to

start with, and no more. The point of time when a man
makes up his mind to make the law of God his model, his

test, and his judge—that is when he passes into the new
birth. After that comes the reformation of his habits and
of his character. It may be a score of years later when he

feels himself born again sufficiently to take tlie step of join-

ing the church. The mistake is in supposing that a man is

fully born again when he changes his purpose.

The doctor says of his patient, ''The crisis is past, and
he is saved." What does he mean ? That the man is cured,

and able to sit at the table and eat a hearty meal ? Not at

all. The next day, when he is asked, "Is the man out yet ?"

he says, "Out? Bless you, no. He isn't out of bed. It

will be ten, fifteen, twenty days, or a month, before he can

set foot to the ground." But there was a time when the
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man's case took a favorable turn, and when the doctor felt

warranted in saying, ''He is saved."

So in regard to a moral change. A man may go toward

it, and then hesitate, and then go toward it again, thus

approaching it gradually ; but when he has made up liis mind
to embrace religion, and obey the law of God, be may be

properly said to be born again. Step by stej? he has come to

the point of birth ; and he is gradually going on from that

point to the develojjment of true Christian manhood. An
inward change has taken place in him, though it has not

reached a perfect form. When a man has undertaken to live

a Christian life, he has changed his model and his purpose
;

but the work of conforming his life to that model and that

purpose is yet to be performed.

"Well," yon will say, ''that is not much." Is not

much ? Suppose a man has been a pirate on the high seas
;

suppose he has slaughtered men, and sunk ships, and wasted

merchandise ; and suppose he comes to a better mind, and

says, " By God's help I will not do so any more " ? That

would be a good deal ; but it would be only the first step.

Suppose, further, he should say, "By God's help, I will go

back home, and I will become a good citizen, and try to

build up my fellow men and my country as much as I have

tried to pull them down" ? When he has made up his mind
to that, is it nothing ? If a man has been a pirate, the

moment he changes his purpose, and ceases to be a pirate,

and hates piracy, and gets out of It forever, he Is born again

so far as that is concerned, though his evil habits are not all

overcome, and though the effects of his wrong doing are not

repaired.

So, when a man who is given over to selfishness breaks

away from it, and his whole soul rises up and takes hold of a

new ideal, a new model, a new life, he is born again, though

he is yet a child, though he is still a young man, though he

is not largely developed in that new life.

Consider the benefit of it. I have sometimes heard this

doctrine preached In such a way that it was a bar to men.

Men have been very good—very moral, that is, good in the

ordinary and lower sense of the term ; they have been happy
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themselves, and have added liappiness to those around about

them, in a limited way ; but of a Sunday tliey hear from the

pulpit a sermon in which they are told that they have been

dealing in bogus coin ; that morality is of no use. The
preacher says to them, " You must be born again. No mat-

ter how pure and white you are, there is a mysterious some-

thing called the new hirth which is indispensable. When
you get that you will have a pass-ticket by which you can go

to heaven ; but you cannot get in without that." And they

say, '' Then I will wait for it. If it comes, well and good
;

but if it does not come I cannot help myself. If these other

things are not good, then they are not ; and if God does not

care for them, I do not. It is said, no man can go to heaven

except God draws him ; he does not draw me ; I can't under-

stand it ; I don't care anything about it ; and I will have

nothing to do with it anyhow."

Men seem to think the doctrine of regeneration, as pro-

claimed in the declaration, "Ye must be born again," is

something mysterious. It is preached in such a way as to be

a hinderance to men. And yet, rightly preached, it is the

most blessed and comforting truth in the world. If I might

be permitted to translate the passage, I should state it so that

it would read, "Ye may be born again."

If you were in business, and you were in the place of

Duncan and Sherman, with whom, in their great misfortunes

we sympathize deeply; and if it were said to you by your

creditors, " If you will promise that you will stick to the

banking business, and not speculate in cotton, or anything

else, we will remit all your debts and furnish you with capi-

tal with which to go on as you used to," how would you feel ?

Would you not think that it was a godsend indeed to be thus

reinstated ?

Now, what is the new birth but that? A man has for-

ffited his own respect, the favor of God, and the love of his

fellow-men; and the overture comes to him, "All that is

passed shall not count. And that which has gone by is

wiped out from this moment. You now begin a new life
;

and it is as if you had never sinned at all." And is it noth-

ing ? That is the voice of God to every man here to-day.
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I go to the drunkard, and say, ''Cease your cup, change
your company, and though I do not promise that to-day or

to-morrow you sliall be rid of the fiery devil, I say that in

this way lies salvation." I say to him, "You must be born
again ;" and not only that, I say, " You may." "But," says

he, " I have drank away all my friends, all my property, all

my health : you tell me I must be born again ; but I know
that I am going to be damned ; and whether the time is a

little longer or a little shorter, I don't care." But I say to

him, "You may be born again," What is that worth to

him ? It is worth his recovery—his restoration to health,

and to friendship and to prosperity. And I say to every in-

temperate man, to every lustful man, to every man who has

gone over into the slough of passion and of evil doing, " Not
only must you, but you may be born again. The wheels can

turn backward as well as forward ; and you may be recovered.

As long as there is life, there is hope. No matter how far

you have traveled in the wrong direction, no matter how
far you have gone in evil courses, you may stop, you may
change, you may begin to be better, and you may end glori-

ously." There is hope for all.

"But," you ask, "Is there no foreordination to condem-
nation and punishment?" Yes; any man who sins and
sticks to it is foreordained to condemnation and punishment.

"Well, is there no election?" Yes; whosoever will, and
whosoever does, is elected. I believe in foreordination and
election and reprobation. I see some men go over Niagara

Falls ; and they are reprobated. Why? Because they go
over. I see other men in the rapids^ crying earnestly for

help, and endeavoring to swim for the islands ; and they

succeed in gainhig them ;. and they are saved ; and they are

elected. I know when a man is elected by the way he works
;

and I know when a man is reprobated by his stupidity and
indifference. It is a great and unspeakably precious truth,

which every man should bear with him, that while the prob-

abilities of reformation decrease with the length of time in

which a man perpetrates evil, yet there is no point of time

this side of the grave where grace does not give him the per-

mission to start again. Old hoary-headed patriarchs, robed
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in iniquity, steel-plated iu selfishuess, utterly regardless of

God and man, prayerless, hopeless—even for you, adaman-
tine as your heart is, there is hope. If you will, you 7nay

reform. But you ?nusf. If you will not take it on the sweet

side, then you must take it on the imperial side. You must

be born again, or you will not see the kingdom of God ; for

tiesh and blood sliall not inherit that kingdom.

"Well," you will say, "does experience bear out the

validity of that reasoning ? Are men who profess to be born

again better than they were before ?" A great many are not,

because they are not taught right. If you teach a man that

the church is like a car, and that he has nothing to do but to

buy a ticket, and that after that it is the business of the

engineer and the conductor to take him through to heaven
;

and that if he waits patiently, and observes the rules of the

road, by-and-by he will hear the right station called, when he

can get out, and it will be all right; then you teach him to

depend upon his minister, instead of striving to work out his

own salvation under the divine influence ; and he says,

" Why should I trouble myself, if my salvation is sure ?" But
there is no railroad betv/een here and heaven. There is no

church that affords any guarantee of safety. The church

can jjromise help, but nothing more. No priestly hand has

any power over you. No solemnity of service can be of any

arbitrary benefit to you. The benefit which you derive

inheres in you. It comes through the development of your

own higher self by the help of God.

Now, if nine out of ten of the men who are claimed to

be born at revivals should fail, it would not invalidate the

genuineness of the new birth of the tenth. Because twenty-

five dollars are counterfeit, it does not follow that the

twenty-sixth will be counterfeit also. If by reason of the un-

skillful handling of men by ministers in churches, or if by

force of circumstances, men make a feeble beginning in the

Christian life, and grow content, and cast anchor, and do not

go on to perfection, it does not follow that those who do go on

do not succeed. It does not invalidate the fact that it is pos-

sible for men to be born of the Spirit into the new life which

shall burn brighter and brighter unto the perfect day.
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I believe in revivals of religion, I believe in that grand

social principle which makes a thousand men stronger than

any individual of the thousand could be. J believe in that

great power by which man melts man, and inspirits him,

and creates a current along which the keel of tardy men
goes swiftly. I believe that element which is so efficacious

in politics may also be used with good effect for religious

progress. Men often find themselves in the current of pub-

lic sentiment moving heavenward. The great work of God
which has been carried on in England under Moody and

Sankey is an instance of the efficacy of revivals ; and there

have been other cogent instances in New England and else-

where. Though there may be much chaff in the harvest, the

wheat is genuine notwithstanding. Though there may be

much straw, the flour is not on that account to be rejected.

No matter liow many men think that they are born again,

and no matter how many of them fall off by the way, there

are thousands—and the number may be infinitely increased

—

who, beginning, hold on, continue to the end, and are finally

saved.

My message to-day is over. I have preached my sermon

—

if you call it a sermon. I have laid before you some simple

thoughts in regard to your state, in regard to the possibility

of your attaining a better life, and in regard to the motives

which should actuate you in your endeavors to become true

and noble Christians. The application of this discourse is

with you. You can let it pass as the idle wind of the moun-
tains, or you can consider it merely as a thing for sjieculative

curiosity, and discuss it by the way ; but there is not a soul

here that ought not, in the light of this truth, to measure his

experience, that he may know whether he has a real conver-

sion or only a technical one. It is for you to determine

whether it is best for you to hold on to the end of life,

ignoring this great truth and your need of it, or whether you

will, by God's help, begin at once that higher and better ^ife

which shall lead you to eternal blessedness.
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PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

We thank thee, our heaveuly Father, that the way of prayer is

made plain to the soul, though it be void to the eye. No man may

know or mark the path; and yet the feeblest child, the most ignor-

ant soul, shall not err. Convoyed by angels, illumined by the light

of thy face, every soul that knows its need and believes in God shall

find its way to thee. None can come, asking wisdom, and not be

filled; nor dost thou taunt any with being ignorant. Thou givest

liberally, and upbraidest not. We rejoice that our hope is not in

our skill, not in our habit of goodness, and not in our gooduess at

all. We rejoice that we are children of the bountiful God, to whom
it is a greater pleasuje to give than to withhold ; who longs in our

behalf with more than a father's yearning; who stops not to count

desert, but causes, day by day, the sun to speak of God by rising

upon the just and upon the unjust, and the rain to testify of him by

watering the soil both for the good and for the bad, for the evil as

well as the good, telling all that if they perish it is of their own

selves, and not of the scantiness of the divine heart, or hand, or

will. Ever blessed be thy name that, struggling through human
passions and symbolized by men's imperfect natures, the name of

God is growing clearer and nobler and brighter to every successive

generation. In days past men have seen thee as through a glass,

darkly. We believe the time shall come, even yet, upon earth when
men shall stand face to face with thee, and see thee as if thou wert

present in bodily form, and rejoice in thee, and fulfill thy will, mak-
ing it their own, and walking obediently in the spirit of love and of

truth.

Now, O Lord our God, thou hast made thyself very familiar with

us by thy providence, by thy grace, and by thy Holy Spirit; and
thou hast invited us to become very familiar with thee, and to come
boldly to the throne of grace to obtain mercy, and find grace to help

in time of need. Is it not this morning a time of various need with

this great assembly? Grant that the breath of thy mouth may blow
away all unworthy motives. Grant that the warmth of thy face

may arouse in us all dormant affections. Grant that we may enter

into fellowship with each other in the blessed services of praise

toward God, and in all the effort that we shall make for instruction.

Draw near to every one according to his several need. To those that

mourn bring thou consolation. To those that are heavy laden bring

strength. To those that sit in sorrow, as in the region and in the

shadow of death, let a light appear. O thou that understandest the

most secret thoughts which men can reveal by no language, thou

before whom the heart itself is open as a book, grant unto each one

in thy presence this morning, we beseech thee, such divine succor

and inspiration as that he shall know that God thinks of him, and
calls him by name.

Forgive all of us our sins. Teach us how to avoid temptation and
transgression. Grant, we beseech of thee, that through the power
of truth, and of the Holy Ghost sent down thereupon, we may from
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day to day gather fresh strength, with our faces set toward Zion.
May we victoriously march the appointed way, doing good, lovers
of good, and more and more lilce God, who is himself supreme
goodness.

And then, at last, bring all of us, our children and our friends—
who are better to us than the treasures of life—bring unbroken
houseliokls and undissevered friendship into thine own presence,
where there shall be no more death, nor division, nor misunder-
standing, nor separation, nor sorrow, but where everlasting joy shall
rise and crown every head.
And to thy name, O God Jehovah, to thy name, O Lord Jesus

Christ, and unto thee, O sanctifying and enlightening Spirit, shall be
the praise of our salvation, forever and forever. Amen.

PRAYEE AFTEE THE SEEMON".

Grant, our heavenly Father, thy Spirit to rest upon the hearts
and consciences of this great assembly. May the truth, weakened
by human hands and imperfect in its interpretation, be by the
power of God from on high brought home to the understanding, and
the conscience, and the purpose of every one. Oh, that there may
be some who shall turn their faces heavenward; some who shall

count themselves unworthy of death, and worthy, through Jesus
Christ, of eternal life. May one, and another, and another begin
the upward way which, though it be narrow and though it be hard,

shall grow easier as it grows steeper; and at lust may we all be
borne on angel wings which shall speed us to our eternal rest.

We ask it for Christ Jesus' sake. Amen.
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I sliall ask your attention to a few remarks, based on ths

48tli verse of the 5th chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel

:

" Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven
fs perfect."

Is this an exhortation to perfection, or is it an exhortation

to a particuhir mode of becoming perfect ? This passage is

not used in the sense in which the term 'perfection has come

to be used among many Christians—namely, to signify the

rising of men into a state in which they are at perfect peace

with God : it is used to signify a particular condition of

benevolence—that condition of benevolence which is charac-

teristic of God, and which, if we are to be his children, must

be characteristic of us.

The foregoing passages were exhortations on the subject

of our relations of temper and feeling to our fellow men :

" Ye have heard that it hath been said [and they could havo
heard it again, if they had lived in our time], Thou shalt love thy
neighbor, and hate thine enemy." •

This was on the principle, I suppose, that ''half a loaf is

better than no bread." People fulfill the last part of this

maxim, without taking very much pains about the first

part. The art of hatred is very thoroughly developed among
mankind. It is one of those graces that does not need much
nourishing. It feeds itself. But the art of loving one's

neighbor is a different one, inasmuch as most people are not

altogether lovely. Anybody can love that which is intrinsi-

cally lovely ; but nobody, without God's grace in his soul, can

love one wlio is not to some extent lovely. It is mother-love

where one loves unlovely things ; for a babe is not lovely. It

is nothing at first ; it is neuter; it is all yet to be : but the

Twnr Mountain House. N. H.. Sundat Morning, August 29. 1875. Hymns
(Plymouth Collection) : Nos 619, 682, 597
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raotlier discerns wonderful things in the child. There is a love

that can love beauty, and nothing else; there is a love that

can love excellence, and nothing else ; tliere is a love that

can love a being that is without excellence or beauty, and
love him into it. There is such a thing as loveliness being de-

veloped by love in the object loved. It is Divine love that is

here meant. Let me ic;id the next verse. Men and women,
you are in danger of losing your souls on this verse more
than on any other part of the whole Bible. There are more
people that make shipwreck on this passage of Scripture

than on any other. The whole shore along here is thick

with wrecks.

"I say unto you, love your enemies."

'" Oh yes," say many, " if they confess, if they acknowl-
edge their wrong, I will forgive them, and love them."
Well, let us read on.

" Bless them that curse you [and while they are cursing], d» good
to them that hate you [and whose hatred is like burning fire], and
pray for them which spitefully use you, and persecute you ; that ye
may be the children of your Father which is in heaven [that is the
spirit which is to make you children of God] : for he maketh his sun
to rise on the evil and on the good [on pirates, on murderers, on deb-
auchees ; for, though they are corrupt, they are human beings that
have eternity before them; and if God does not love them, who
shall ? and if he does not send kindnesses to win them back, who
will ?], and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust."

If all farmers had ram according to their personal merits,

there would be queer farming abroad ; but God sends rain on
the just and on the unjust, because by nature as well as by
spiritual grace he is seeking perpetually to win men, through
gratitude, to service and to obedience of love.

" For if ye love them which love you, what reward have ye ?

"

Why, that is exchange, dollar for dollar. That is com-
merce. Anybody can do that.

" Do not even the publicans the same ? And if ye salute your
brethren only [that is, if you salute those that belong to your church,
and that think just as you think, and act just as you act; if you are
courteous and kind to your In-ethreu that are in afiinity with you],
do not even the pnlilicans so ? Be ye therefore perfect as [or in the
manner in which] your Father which is in heaven is perfect."

And how is that ? By the temper of divine benevolence.

By the universal vivific and healing power in the heart of
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God, he holds the warriug race together, aud so is building

up that coming new heaven and new earth in which is to

dwell righteousness ; and in this way you are to approve

yourselves cliildren of God.

No man is a Christian because he is a professor of religion.

No man is a Christian because he has had an experience.

No man is a Christian because he loves to go to meeting,

because he loves to read his Bible, or because he loves to say

his prayers. No man is a Christian who has not the Spirit

of Christ ; and the Spirit of Christ is a Spirit of beneficence.

If you are tender-hearted, if you are gentle, if you are kind,

if you are slow to anger, if you are easy to forgive, if you

love your enemies, and even those that spitefully use you and

persecute you, then you have Christ's spirit, and you belong

to God's family; but no matter what church you belong to,

or what creed you subscribe to, or what religious services you

atttend ; no matter what you do—though you give your body

to be burned, and give your goods to feed the poor, from

ostentation or vanity, or what not—and have not this benevo-

lence, then you are as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal.

So, then, you perceive that the exhortation of our Master is

to perfection in a given direction.

Now, perfection suggests what we call character: for

what we call character means simply tliat condition to which

training, whether conscious or unconscious, brings the whole

of a man's faculties; but what a man's character is usually

depends on the central or dominant faculty in him. A man

who loves money more, on the whole, than anything else is

avaricious. His character is formed around the predominant

feeling in him of love for money. Not that he has not other

feelings ; he thinks good things and does good things : but

the architectural faculty in him, the one that builds him and

gives shape to everything in him, is avarice ;
and tliat spoils

him. No matter how niucli honey you may find in him, his

character is collected about the central element of avarice,

and he has a bad character. There are many worthy quah-

ties in him, jt may be ; but the real Fgo, the central man, is

the selfish, avaricions man.

That which is true of avarice is also true of pride and
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/anity. There is but one central faculty around which any

man can afford to form his character, and that is the one

of which 1 have already spoken—the great warming, radi-

ating center of benevolence.

Now the end and aim of the gospel, like the end and aim

of the Old Testament Scriptures (for they run on in continu-

ous lines, the only difference between the Old Testament and

the New being that the New is but an extension of the Old :

the Old was the stem, the stalk, and the leaves, and the New
is simply the blossom coming out of the Old, and the con-

summation of it)—the end and aim of the gospel is right-

eousness ; or, if we drop the theological phrase, it is rightness

of life. And what is that but cliaracter ? The end and aim

of the gospel is the formation in men of characters that shall

aflBliate them to God, and make them like God.

This has been regarded by some, in later days, as a new
gospel. It has been regarded as a new-fangled notion.

When it is preached that Christian manhood is that which

every man should seek,—that Christian manhood should be

the key-note of practical theology,—many flare up and declare

that it is abandoning the old way of the fathers, and destroy-

ing the doctrines of Christ. Paul would not have known
such men. It is doubtful who Paul would have known in

these days, or who would know Paul if he were to come
back to earth.

I am anxious that this central thought should be brought

to the minds of all serious, earnest, conscientious Christian

men, and that they should make no mistake.

If you will take notice of the teachings of the Lord Jesus

Christ, you will find many marked points of difference be-

tween his teaching and ours. He never dealt in any philo-

sophical teaching : he dealt in the iiltuitions. The teaching

of our Saviour was not theological. It was supremely, though

not exclusively, directed to the formation in men of what he

technically called ''The kingdom of God." '* The kingdom
of God is in you." " Thou art not far from the kingdom of

God." "How hardly shall they that have riches enter into

the kingdom of God." That Oriental figure of the king-

dom, which is interpreted elsewhere in the New Testament,
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we learn is that state of niincl and character in which we are

like God. In other words, it is the state of holiness. Clirist

taught that the supreme object of life was the establishing in

men of this character or kingdom of holiness.

You may take the Sermon on the Mount, and go through

it, and you will not be able to point out to me one word as to

the evidence of the existence of God ; nor one technical word

as to the attributes ; nor one word on the subject of moral

government ; nor one word as to natui-al ability or inability
;

nor one word as to free agency or fatalism ; nor one word

as to election, decrees, fore-ordination, and reprobation.

From this immortal sermon of Christ's on the Mount, you

never would suspect what has been taught for thousands of

years as tiie sum of the gospel. Not that I undertake to say

of any of these doctrines that they may not be in certain

philosophical relations true : I undertake to say simply this,

that it was not in such forms nor for such iiurposes that the

Sermon on the Mount was delivered. It was a personal

teaching of men how to become like God. Its object was

to teach them how to become Christians ; to teach them what

to avoid, and what to take on ; what nob to do, and what

•to do ; what they should not be, and what they should be.

You will recollect the occasion when the mother of

Zebedee's children (his name is given, but hers is not; men
had not then got along so far in this matter of tlie sexes as

they now have) brought James and John to Christ, and

asked that they might sit, one on his right band and the

other on his left, in his kingdom. She did this, thinking

that before long there would be a real civil kingdom over

which he would reign. He turned to them, and said, ''Are

ye able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of, and to be

baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with " ? They,

quite unconscious of what he meant by the baptism and by

the cup, replied, ''We are able." Were they so? Had
they gone through that experience of soul which made them

love others as tliemselves ? Were they not on an errand of

selfishness ? Were they not aiming at dispossessing others ?

Were they not trying to get ahead of their own brethren at

this very time ? And yet, when Jesus put to them the
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question as to whether they could go through that discipline

which was necessary to elevation in his kingdom, they

promptly answered, "Yes."
But what was the thought of Christ in this matter ? It

was, evidently, that what in the providence and grace of God
men get in this world is that which constitutes in them the

new kingdom—Christian character, or a higher, better, more
perfect manhood. The apostle followed in precisely the same
path, when he said, " The kingdom of God is not meat and

drink "—the kingdom of God, in the New Testament, mean-
ing everywhere either individual character or the collective

character which comes from briuging together men that are

individually perfect. The kingdom of God does not consist

in ordinances, and methods, and such things—not at all.

We are told by our Master that the kingdom of God is within

us ; and the apostle interprets it by saying that it is '' right-

eousness" [that is, rectitude, right-living], '' and peace, and
joy in the Holy Ghost." These were estates of cliaracter or

of heart.

You will find, in the 13th chapter of first Corinthians, a

wonderful descrij^tion, from which doctrine is mostly absent,

and in which the central light of Christian experience is set

forth in colors which never came from any other palette

than that of the apostle. He there shows that love is the

great central principle of the universe. You will find,

throughout both the gospel and the epistles, that, whatever

discussion took place, the final result was, how to build

people up into perfect men in Christ Jesus. In one

passage—and it is the only one that I remember—the apostle

Paul was asking what the church was for, what apostles were

for, what prophets were for, what teachers were for, what

workers of miracles were for, what the whole apparatus of

Christian life was for; and the conclusion to which he came

was, that they were to be employed in bringing men, in the

unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God,

unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the

fullness of Christ. There is a measure of manhood: Jesus

Clirist, reproduced in our feelings and in our lives. That is
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Christianity, or Christ's manhood in us. Paul says, that the

end of all service in the church is,

" That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and
carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men,
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive ; but

speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, which

is the head, even Christ: from whom the whole body fitly joined to-

gether and compacted by that which every joint supplietb, accord-

ing to the effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh
increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love."

That is the apostle's exemplification. The whole drift of

religion is toward tlie hiiildino- of men up into a better man-

hood than you can get by nature, or by the ordinary influences

of society. It is a manliood in which the disinterested love of

God is the central feature. I declare to you, that the whole

gospel, the whole gracious provision of God in time for

the salvation of the world, is directed to the production of

that Christian manhood in this life which shall make men
the representatives of God, as children are the representatives

of their fathers. Such is the doctrine.

Many seem to think that Christianity consists in certain

very sweet experiences. I say that Christianity consists of

everything that there is in you. 'No man can be perfect

outside of the line of God's creation. When God created

you, he created you with a body; and if you aie perfect men,
that body must have a relation to your perfection. Yon can-

not be perfect without a healthy and sound body. God, who
made the reasoning faculty, made also the physical organs of

the body. God, who made digestion, made the liver also.

God, who made the mind to act under the influence of the

bodily organs, made these organs, whicli are indispensable to

the perfection of the mind in this lower mortal state.

Although what we call perfection of character may exist in

individuals whose bodies are more or less depraved, yet no
individual is absolutely perfect whose body is not perfect.

The typical man is one in whom the various p.-irts of the

body, the appetites and passions, the reason, the social affec-

tions, and the moral sentiments, all harmonize, each work-
ing in proper subordination. It takes the whole being,

molded according to the divine conception, to make a typical
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Christian man. I do not say that a man who is born para«

lyzed cannot go to heaven, but I do say that he is no more a

typical representation of a Christian man than lie is a typical

representation of Hercules. I do not say that a person who
is sick cannot be a good Christian ; but I do say, that he

cannot re^jresent the highest and best state of Christianity.

I look upon religion, not merely as that selfish thing which

will enable all sorts of souls to scrape through it, and go to

heaven (singed or unsinged) as it were by fire, thus saving

the whole vagabond crew : Christianity is that which makes

the body honorable, the reason divine, and the moral sense

luminous and sweet. It is that which infuses into life the

blessings of love. It strengthens every affection, making

the higher faculties dominant over the passions, and

the whole body pure, fresh, and healthy. The man who is

first a man in body, and then a man in affection, and then a

man in reason, and then a man in moral experience—his

spirit in all these stages being inspired by the Spirit of God

—

is a typical man. Although less than this will be accepted

as a Christian man, you must not take any of these poor driv-

eling homunculi and say that tliey are full Christians. No
distorted man is a Christian, in the larger sense of that term,

although he may be a Christian in the sense in which the

term is ordinarily used. God, who gave the gospel, is

attempting to make large men out of small men ; healthy

men out of sick men ; sweet men out of sour and bitter men :

and the typical Christian is the man in whom every part is

perfectly organized, healthy, and in harmonious relations

and perfect subordination to the great dominant element of

love. That is the character which I hold up as a true Chris-

tian character.

Now, since this is the generic idea, it relieves us from many
notions about science, and about an apparently imperfect

theology. Science has brought many discoveries ; it has re-

vealed many things that were not known before ; it has shown

many combinations that were not provided for in the teach-

ing of the church : and men say, "Where is your Christian-

ity? A new era is coming up. New spiritual developments

are being made. Science is giving us larger views of the
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government of God. We are going to have a new scientific

religion. Some old church fancies are going to be dispos-

sessed." But none will be dispossessed which the church

ought to hold ; for Christianity is not merely this, that, and
the other thing : it is perfected manhood.

Now, nothing can come in the form of knowledge, noth-

ing can come in the form of new methods of life, nothing

can come that in coming makes a man better, which was not

contemplated in the original design of Christianity. When
Paul had been writing to the Phihppian Church, he compre-
hensively summed up the whole, thus :

"Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true [not just those
things which you know to be true, not just those things that will be
known five or six years hence, not just those things which the church
holds to be orthodox, but whatsoever things, in all time and forever,
are included in the divine idea ( l Christ, and so of Christian man-
hood], wliatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just,

whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lively, whatso-
ever things are of good report [that is, whatsoever things are esti-

mable among men, whatsoever things men praisp] ; if there be any
virtue, if there be any praise, think on these things [ponder them

;

talk them over; make tuem your own]."

Christianity is not a thing of exact terms. It is not like

a crystal, five-sided, with sharp angles, that nevpr grows any

larger. It includes in it everything that can come to men in

all ages. And when you show me new adjustments, new
combinations, discoveries of any kind, I hail them as a part

of Christianity ; for Christianity is not simply what was

known among men when Christ lived. Whatever is brought

to light in any age of the world belongs to Christianity, and

so belongs to me. It is mine, because it belongs to that root

notion which is contained in the gospels, and for which the

Church has existed ever since it was established.

Now, what are the means by which men come to this

character ? First, and above all, in point of time, in point

of power, and in point of importance, is Divine help. The
first and most important step toward educating a young man
is that he should be well born. After that, the most impor-

tant of educating institutions are the father and mother.

They are primary, both as to time, and as to access to the

mind of the child. There is no such power on the young as
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that wliicli acts from parental love. And the Divine Spirit is

primary in man's spiritual development. It is the first and
universally indispensable element in the unfolding of the

human mind into anything like rectitude of life, spirituality

of nature, or Christian character. I do not insist any longer

upon the distinction which was formerly made, as to the gen-

eral and the special influences of tlie Spirit. I believe that

the Divine Spirit is at work in every part of that man's nature

who is to be immortal. Man is an animal, working up from

the lowest state toward the highest condition ; and the Spirit

of God is universal, working among the heathen, as well as

among Christians, among the uncivihzed, the semi-civilized

and the civilized ; and with all men there is that brooding

heart of God without which all attempts to go upward would

be faint. Although there are schools, and civil governments,

and rehgious institutes, these would be utterly unable to cany

men up against the fatal attractions which tend to draw them

back to the earth from which they came, if it were not for

the counter-inspiration from the life of God—that universal

influence which, shining down on men, falls into the soul-

darkness, which has hitherto comprehended it not, witli such

illuminating power that it is now not only comprehended
but appropriated.

I will not be misunderstood on this point, because some
of the remarks which I am going to make turn on it. Let

no man say that I preach the doctrine of Christian manhood,
and therefore exclude the Divine eflSciency. There would
not be the slightest hope for man, if it were not for the

Divine existence ; but is it necessary to be forever repeating

that ? If a man does not believe it, but wants to keep up
a show of faith in it, then he may need to keep repeating it

;

but if God gives his SpM'it to a man, he does not need to be

talking about it all the while ; he will be conscious that

he cannot do anything witliout God's help. '' You must look

to God :" "Do not rely upon your own desert :" " Depend
on God "—such exhortations men do not need who really have

faith in the efficiency of the Divine Spirit. For a Christian

man to be calling them to mind perpetually is as if I, want-
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ing to know whether my watch were going or not, should

stop it. Is that the way ?

First, middle, last, and altogether, the great moving

power of human life is the inspiration of the Divine Spirit

;

and it is universal, whether men take it or not. It is not any

the less true that the sun pours down its warmth on the rock

because the hermit in the cave beneath does not feel it. Be-

cause you shut your doors and blinds, and your roof is slated,

and the light of the sun is kept out, it is not any the less true

that it exists and knocks for entrance at every lattice and

door all through the day, saying, "I am here: let me in."

The light is there, though it is shut out.

The stimulating influence of the Divine Spirit is univer-

sal; it seeks an entrance into every soul; and it becomes

special, when it becomes personal : but the appropriation of

the Spirit is your part.

The sun comes down in the morning, and shines every-

where ; but you never would see the sun in the meadow,

making daisies, and coreopses, and violets, and other flowers,

unless you went there. It pours itself abroad, and warms the

roots, and develops the stems and leaves and blossoms ; but,

in order to see the special ways in which it acts, you must go

where these things are taking place.

Now, a man's mind is made so that, when the divine in-

fluence strikes it, it tends by its nature to develop into higher

forms : but it cannot do this without God ; nor can the

Divine Spirit do it, except miraculously, without the human
organization which he has provided. Such is the state of

things which exists in accordance with the decree of God, that

human volition must work with the divine influence in order

that the effect which was designed by man's creation may be

produced.

You cannot have a philosophical formula that sliall state

this better than the New Testament has stated it—both sides

of it.

" Work out your own salvation."

"Just what I tliought," say men: "teaching folks mo-
rality ; encouraging them to rely on themselves."

" Work out youi' own salvation, with fear and trembling,"
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"Ah! Yes. There it is. Sentiment; gush; teaching

men to work out their own salvation with fear and trembling

—by emotion. Leaving out entirely the old staple doctrine."

We are to work out our own salvation with fear and
trembling, as men who tremble when they see that they have

almost perfected a bargain by which they are to come into

the possession of invaluable treasures.. We are to work out

our own salvation—our manhood in Christ Jesus—with a

solicitude and earnestness which will make us tremble.

"Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling, for it is

God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good pleas-

ure."

There you have it all round.

In the first place, it is objected to the statement, that

the object to be gained by conversion and religious training

is the production in this world of that higher form and type

of character which is called Christian manhood—it is objected

to this view, that it makes salvation dependent on man's ex-

cellence, and not on grace. It is said, " If men are going to

be saved because they have an excellent character, then there

is no grace." Does that follow ? Suppose sovereign grace

determines to save men and adopts excellent character as the

means, who shall dare to say, " That is not done as I think

it ought to be done, and therefore it is not done right" ? If

it pleases God to save men by inoculating them with his own

character, and bringing them into such conditions as that

they are worth saving ; if it pleases God to prepare men for

heaven by developing in them a character which shall fit

them to be happy there,—then do I set aside sovereign grace

when I tell the way in which it works ?

It is said, further, " This is a new-fangled notion. It is

not the safe teaching of our fathers." More the pity for our

fathers, then. But let us consider this talk about its being

new-fangled. New-fangled is a contemptuous expression

used to vilify men who suppose that they know more

than their fathers did. Now, a man who does not

know more than his father has no business to be born.

It is the business of the generation that goes before to

do its work, and to leave the generation that is to come
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after higher than it otherwise would be ; and if the men
of any age do not know more than their fathers did, they

have become degenerate, or their fathers were not good work-

men ; and in either case, it is not for anybody to deride new
Hght, new ideas, new discoveries. You have a right to say

that whatever is new must be put to tests, subjected to

proper philosophical examinations, and must not be adopted

hastily. That is all right ; but because a thing is new, or be-

cause it has advanced beyond the teachings of our fathers, is

no presumption that it is untrue. On the contrary it is in

analogy with the developments of the Old Testament and the

New Testament, and with the experience of the world in the

progress of civilization. In everything there is advancement

;

the New takes the place of the Old ; and this notion is not

new-fangled. There are certain great staple truths that I

believe will never receive much illumination. There are many
elements in theology which lie so far beyond the sphere of

observation and positive cognition, that, though theologians

have dwelt much on them (thanks to the perversion of the

Greek mind), we shall never know much about them. Paul

was modest in his estimate of his own knowledge. Though
he had been in the seventh heaven, and learned things which
it was impossible to utter, and though he had been forty years

a teacher and a preacher, yet he said, at the end of his life,

in regard to the nature of God, and the government of God,
and the eternity of things, that he only saw them dimly. If

he had looked through modern theological spectacles, he
would have seen them clearly, so that he could have explained

them fully ; but, being modest, he said :

"When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a child,
I thought as a child ; but when I became a man I put away childish
things."

In respect to eternity, he was like a child. It was only

when he should arrive at his manhood in heaven, that he
should look back and see how little he knew upon earth.

He was not fit to be a theologian, because he admitted
that he did not know everything. He said :

"We know in part, and we prophesy [teach] in part [that is,

fragmentarily—imperfectly]."

Then he went on to say •
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" But when that which is perfect is come, then that which is in

part shall be done away." "Then shall we know, even as also we
are known."

The greater comprebencls the less ; but the less does Dot

comprehend the greater, by any means.

And now he speaks of three gifts which abide. Teach-

ing, prophecy, miracles—these are relative to our earthly

state, and are going to pass away ; but there are three things

that will continue on, and will not perish. What are they ?

Gush—no, I do not mean that : I mean faith, hope, love.

The devil's disciples call them gush ; but Paul, Christ's dis-

ciple, declared them to be immortal. The things which he

declared that death should not touch were not reason, nor

shining words ot eloquence, nor iiropheey and forelooking,

but these emotions of the soul—faith, hojDe, and love, the

greatest of them being love. To them is given the crown of

immortality, while these other things fall back in the shadow

of twilight.

It is said, also, tliat this view of religion which makes so

much of the new manhood in Christ Jesus will tend to culti-

vate self-dependence, and not dependence on God. Yes, it

will in speculators, but not in those who are grounded in the

faith. I do not know that there is anything about which

men dispute me more than about depravity. If I were a

representative of a warring sect, T should hardly think myself

a Christian if I did not figlit this doctrine as it has generally

been taught. The spirit of the Babe of Bethlehem has

come to be scarcely known among us. We are to see an age

when the power of Christianity shall be in love, and not in

fighting. Men will deny that man is depraved and weak,

and will talk about his godlike qualities and various excel-

lencies. I believe in them all ; and, judged by what he

started from, man is good ; but, judged by the standard

which he is aiming at, he is depraved.

Now, follow out the teaching of the Lord Jesus Christ in

regard to Christian manhood. He says :

" Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them which despitefuUy use you and
persecute you."

Try that, and see whether you are sinful or not. Put on
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the whob character which is set down for you in the New

Testament. Nothing makes a man feel so weak, so im-

perfect, so utterl}' helpless, and so absolutely in instant need

of succor, as the attempt to wear a single one of all the

jewels in the crown of God. Take meekness. You might

as well undertake to carry a taper in the face of a tornado as

to undertake, amidst the bickerings and quarrelings and

Jauglings of life, to govern your disposition by this quality.

Humility is swamped at every step. The Christian graces

are scarcely known as predominant elements of human char-

acter. Let any man undertake to build up in him, day by

day, the comprehensive idea which I have given you of man-

hood in Christ, and he, of all men on earth, will feel the

need of the power of the grace of God.

Well, there is another relation of this teaching. All

Christendom is sighing for unity ; and I suppose that little

by little we are approaching it; but the mind is so full of

illusions on this subject that it needs much explanation.

The central view, that religion is a power which produces

Christian manhood in men, is not consistent with the idea of

outward unity. Organic unity is sought ; but you cannot

organize all the churches into one. The Greek Church and

the Roman Church might come together ; by mutual adjust-

ments you might bring together the English Episcopal Church

and the reformed Oriental Latin churches ; but what kind of

unity can you establish between the Quakers and the Roman

Church ? I should like to know how you could reconcile the

freedom of the Congregational churches with those churches

that have stringent forms of government. How are you

going to bring together churches that differ as to their ideas

of organization ? You cannot do it, any more than you can

bring civil governments together. How are you going to

make the administration of the six New England States

alike? What if a great convention at Worcester should

attempt to make the duties of sheriffs and constables tech-

nically alike ? So far from the laws in these six States being

identical, they are widely different, adapting themselves to

slight conveniences here and there ; and, in the long run,

this variation does no harm.
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What if a convention of botanists should get together, and

say, '*We shall simplify the vegetable economy, if we can

discover, by some alembic, what is the central principle of

growth, and get everything to be just alike ; we shall bring

aoout a great improvement, if we can reduce all vegetables to

one"? What if they should say, " It would be far better if

there were no potatoes, no turnips, no beets, no carrots, no

cabbages, no salsify, nothing but pumpkins" ? And what if

they should spend their time trying to transmute cabbages,

beets, and all these other vegetables, into pumpkins ? Talk

about unity in the vegetable kingdom ! Why, its diversity 1

its glory. Its variation is its richness. Variety is just what

we want m the vegetable kingdom.

The same is true in regard to the sects ; and yet, men go

about as though they were born again in Bedlam, attempting

to lay down some plans by which all the sects of Christendom

shall be one sect. I would not give a snap for them, if they

were one.

I should like to know how you would make an overture

that was worth hearing if all the parts were just the same.

The bass thunders at the bottom, the alto and the tenor

sound in the middle, and the soprano is heard at the top.

It is by the harmonization of all tlie notes and qualities of

sound that you get majesty in music. The richness comes
from the variety of the parts, and not from sameness.

The churches throughout the world are to take part in

that universal anthem which is to sound through life and
after death forevermore ; and they are trying to do it by
teaching everybody to sing on a monochord. But I say, sing

in parts ; let not the bass, nor the tenor, nor the soprano, nor

the alto drown the other parts. Let them all move in har-

mony. The churches are well enough, if they will only work
together. Let not the Presbyterian Church, nor the Con-
gregational Church, nor the 13aptist Church, nor the Meth-
odist Church, nor the Episcopal Church undertake to lay

down rules for its sister churches. Let each one have the

method that it wants.

I do not go into your house to spy out your way of house-

keeping. I should be indecent if I did. I mind my own
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housekeeping ; and I would not let you interfere with me in

it. You have your way, and I mine.

Then, besides the particularity of each household, there

is a large neighborhood, sphere, in which each family is in

sympathy with the others, though they difEer in their ways

of doing things. Let every family do things as it pleases.

There can be no absolute pattern in this regard, any more
than there can be an absolute pattern in regard to machines.

There is no universal standard on which all machines must

pattern themselves. There can be no unitizing of the Church

of God in respect to organization ; and still less can there be

unity in God's Church with respect to worship.

In meetings, some men want to give expression to them-

selves ; and some men who are not a whit less good do not

want to speak, and are perfectly silent. Men differ in regard

to veneration. I should die of inanition, if I could not

express myself through veneration ; but some men put aside

veneration as foreign to them. With them, the development

of social life is worship.

You cannot make all men just alike. Their tastes differ.

You love vinegar, and I love molasses. You love rice, and I

would eat rice straw just as soon as rice. Every man has his

own taste, and there is no disputing about tastes.

So it is in regard to Christian worship. Every man has

his preference as to the mode of worshiping ; and his choice

turns on the way in which his mind is set. It depends upon
where his hunger is. Some men's hunger is in ideality, and

leads them to prefer organized forms of worship. Other men
are factual in their tendencies, and they do not take to

"moonshine" as they call ideality. I like the Episcopal

worship. There is something in it that takes hold of me. I

like the Methodist worship. There is something in that

which finds a response in me. I like the tendency to intel-

lectualism which there is in the Presbyterian worship. There

is something in me that responds to that. There are various

wants in the human mind, and in the church provision

should be made for them all, and not for one or two of them
only.

Nor can you, by any common government, unite churches
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together. Our ideas of government are as divergent as our

ideas on any other point. But you will take notice liow men
come together in times of public excitement. You will take

notice how, when there is a revival in a town or village, the

Methodists, the Presbyterians, the Baptists, the Lutherans,

and other denominations unite in the good work. You will

notice how, as the interest in religion waxes warmer and
warmer, and as the drunkards, gamblers, wicked men of

every description are striving to reform, are becoming awak-

ened, and are asking what they shall do to be saved—you will

notice that then lines of distinction are rubbed out, and
these are all brethren. The moment their hearts are touched,

and they are lifted into higher experiences, unity takes place,

without any endeavor, spontaneously—for unity is the result

of elective affinity. The only unity which you can have in

this world is that which you get by the tendency of moral

qualities to run together. Where there is mutual regard and

esteem, there will be unity. Church fellowship will exist

where there is a predominance of higher feelings ; and when

men live in unity of the higher forms you cannot draw them

away from each other. Love unites ; and the spirit of self-

ishness disintegrates. Those are two primal laws.

There are many res23ects in which this view will apply,

not simply to Christian churches, but to all religious institu-

tions.

No religion ever remained from one generation to another

whose basic principle was not the promotion of some common
good. The foundation of every enduring religion must be

laid in some principle that is common to all religious sects.

Churches must be drawn toward some element of Christian

character, toward some pattern of higher life, if they would

be united.

I may say, that I see no reason why there should be any

dividing line between the Jew and the Christian. The old

darkness has passed away. The mediaeval days are over.

Tlie name of the Jew, that used to be a by-word and a hiss-

ing, is dropping its habiliments of contempt. This free land,

1 believe, is the only place on the globe where the Jews feel

themselves to be so permanently established, that they b»iy
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real estate, and settle down, and mingle with the people, and

become recognized citizens—and he who has ground under

liim strikes roots into it, and becomes a iixture.

Now, we are indebted to the Jews for that which is best

among us. We have received from the old stock of Israel our

liighest notions of manhood ; we have received from them

our noblest conceptions of righteousness; all the world has

gone to school to Judaism ; and we are what we are, as men

discerning right and wrong, and as men having unutterable

aspirations for a higher manhood, by the Jewish Scripture,

and the old; Jewish influences. The Jews have come among

us, and we » turn and say to them, "That which was born

with you, and ripened and made effulgent by tlie presence of

one of your own men, descended through the loins of the

patriarch David, Jesus, our Saviour, and your countryman,

has rounded out, and given to the world, in resplendent and

perfect form, the conception which lingered, dawned, shone,

but did not come to its noouday brightness, in the Old

Testament.'* And I see nothing to prevent sympathy be-

tween tlie conscientious Jew and the Christian worship. I

am not ashamed to srv, that ray heart yearns for my ancestors.

I am not ashamed, laying reverent hands on the Old Testa-

ment, to say, that, but for that, I never should have had the

New Testament. I think the world, which has trampled on

the name of Jew, and despised it, and hated it, owes a debt

of gratitude to tlie Hebrew stock which it does not to the

Koman, nor to the Greek, nor to any Oriental nation.

I will not dwell longer on this subject, although I

leave many things unsaid. There are, however, one or

two points that I may press in closing. One is, that I

see no hope for the future of the world until we divest this

beautiful and central element of Christianity of all tlie fig-

ments and mistakes which have clustered about it, and make

the power of true holiness in the individual man the vital

power by which the world is to be transformed. The world

is never going to be converted by church government. Nor

is it going to be converted by theological reasoning. Not

that I disesteem theological reasoning, nor that I would dis-

possess it ; but it has not the power to convert the world.
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But there is one thing that nobody can resist ; there is one
thing which is transcendently powerful everywhere; and tliat

is the power of a perfectly radiant, tender, sweet, strong,

beautiful character. Everybody bows down to that, and is

submissive to it. Submissive ? why, it is pleasant to me.
Bring me your robed priest, and let him hold above me his

scepter in his ringed hand, and pronounce liis liturgies, claim-

ing apostolic descent as his authorization, and saying, " I am
God's authorized teacher : bow down to the authority tliat is

in me." " Never !" J would say to him ;
'' for I am a son

of God as much as you; and I have as much authority as

you"—not because I am a priest, but because I am a man
;

for God does not see in any dignitary on earth anything

higher than the manhood that is in him. No king is higher

than the manhood that is in him. No priest is higher than

the manhood that is in him. Nothing is higher than the

manhood in man. And I will bow down to no man that

comes to me with mere logic, or ecclesiasticism, or ordinances :

but bring to me a sensitive, strong soul—bring to me a Flor-

ence Nightingale ; bring to me one whose power is tempered,

whose soul is garlanded, whose nature is rich, and pours

abroad its riches as does the sun, and I will make haste, I

will run, to cast myself down, and say, " I am not wortliy to

unloose thy shoes' latchets." I will bow down to the beauty

of holiness. That is my master; it is my love; it is my
aspiration ; it is the joy of my life.

The power of God's omnipotence—that is not the power

which is going to convert the world. You are not going to do it

by the voice of thunder, though it rend the rocks, nor by the

lightning, no^' by the earthquake. The moral power of love

is the force which is to regenerate mankind. It is not

going to be done by contributing a hundred dollars a year

toward sending missionaries to the heathen, while you stay

at home and go on cheating your neighbor. The power that

is going to overturn selfishness is benevolence ; the hght that

is going to cause unbelieving eyes to see, is the power which

consists in the co-working of man with God. Thus, an irre-

sistible force will be exerted through all the world for men's

conversion and salvation. The beauty of your character is
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that which must bring to a knowledge of the truth of Christ

tliose who are around you, if they are brought to it at

all. Ye that make religion homely, beware. Do you say,

'' I shall get' my reward : it is true, I am not comely ;
I am

grim and unlovely; I know boys and girls run away from

me ; but God knows me"? Yes, you will find out that he

knows you ! Suppose a man should forget his flesh, and walk

in his bones through a room filled with people, and suppose,

noticing their fear, he should say, " Oh, I have the substance

and foundation of things in me, although I lack flesh and

skin, and such minor matters " ? Do you suppose that he

would be capable of winning his way in society ? You theo-

logical skeletons
;
you corpses that are walking among men,

and thinking that you are Christians because you hold the

right doctrines and keep yourselves aloof from your fellow

men, and boasting of how much you know, and demanding

that people shall bow down to you and look up to you, and

pour out incense of praise to you, do you suppose that you

are going to benefit this struggling race ? Time is a womb,

and men are striving to be born ; and they come into the

new life, if they come there at all, with cries of pain ; and

what we need is mother-care, nurse-care, and love-care.

Until you can make men more beautiful, and women more

beautiful, and churches more beautiful, you may despair of

saving the world by spreading your meager, bare-boned

Christianity. What we want, is God's love in men, and God's

beauty in women. Under the influence of these qualities, the

soul is irresistibly and almost instantly drawn heavenward.

There is no medicine like that of soul on soul ; and so,

when the child was dead, and the prophet wanted to heal

him. he stretched himself on the child, with his eyes on the

child's eyes, with his mouth on the child's mouth, with his

face on the child's face ; and the child came to life. It was

the touch of the prophet that healed the child. And when

Christ would heal men that were sent to him, he laid his

hands on them and recognized them as his fellows. Even

those that were most desperately wicked, he allowed to sit

down and eat with him. The harlot, the drunkard, and

such as these, he did not turn away from him. By his pres-
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ence he healed thera. It was the toucli of Christ that made
him so powerful with the common people. And if we are to

save men, it must be by following his example. He that does

save men by loving them, and by bringing his lieart into con-

tact witli theirs, is a true representative of Christ, and so a

true minister.

««»*

PRAYER BEFORE THE SERMON.

Our heavenly Father, we thank thee that we are not left to

decipher what thou art through the dim light of this material

world. Out of our own souls thou hast instructed us, and out of

the experience of the blessed sense of happy memory in days long
past, thou hast collected the record of the experience which thou
hast wrought in them ; and it is a light to us, to cheer, to instruct, to

hope and comfort.
And now we believe that thou art not the mighty thunderer, nor

the God of fate, nor irresistible chance, nor an all-consuming will.

Though thou art sovereign, thine is the sovereignty of love.

Though thou oonsultest none, it Is because with infinite fullness

thou dost pour nut abundantly upon all the wisdom which they

would bring to thee.

O Lord our God, we rejoice that thou hast called thyself Father,

and Friend, and Elder Brother, and Redeemer, and Saviour and
Lover; for in all these terms we Hnd an interpreted experience of

our own ; and we take the purest and the best thoughts and feelings

of the household in our best hours, and from them gather some
tiiought of what thou art, lifted infinitely above the experience of

men. In truth, more pure and absolute than men can be; in love,

infinitely more rich, more tender, more self-sacrificing, thou dost

teach us how to love. But what, then, must be the Teacher. Thou
dost teach souls that are drawn together what affection is; but what
must be the drawing of thy soul when thou thyself dost arouse thine

heart, and with outspread love look upon the whole world, drawing
it toward thee in kindness and sympathy! O Lord, we rejoice that

thou art not an avenging God, cruel as despots are; we rejoice that

thou art as a father beholding wrong in the child, and loving him so

much that he cannot afford that he should go wrong, and with the

rod chastisin'T him, that he may become purer, better, and more
lovely. Thy judgments and thy penalties are not fulminated in

wrath, but are administered in mercy and goodness. Whom the
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Lord loveth he cliasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he
reeeiveth.

Grant, then, that we may lift ourselves up iuto the couceptiou ot

thy greatness, the glory of thy nature, and the love of thy heart
and soul. Grant that, while we admire thy power and thy wis-

dom, we may love thy love; and that we may be drawn to thee by
confidence. By ten tliousaud assurances, thou hast made it easy for

us to come to thee. Thou hast commanded us to lay aside that rev-

erence which hinders, and that fear which restrains, us from coming
to thee. We are commanded to come boldly to the throne of grace,

tliat we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in time of need.
This is the very time. Our need is upon us—the need of faith to see

more than that brute life which is round about us; the need of be-
holding the invisible, that we may cheer and nourish this mortal
life with all its apprehensions, and all its beckonings and promises.
We need forgiveness. We need not that wrath should be quenched,
but that love should be inflamed. We are grieved that we have
offended thee, and we ask for a reconciliation which shall lift us
beyond the necessity of sinning, and grieving our best and only true
Friend.
We beseech thee that thou wilt grant to every one in thy pres-

ence, as the highest possession possible, the riches of faith in

God through Christ Jesus our Lord. Oh, that every one might feel

how rich he is in God ! Oh, that every one might be able to call God
his Father' Oh, that each one might now, with manly experience,

repeat heartily that which was taught him in his childhood, and
say. Our Father! Dost thou own us. Lord God, that own thee! Thou
ait ours; and what have we in heaven or on earth that is to us such
a treasure, such a refuge, such a present help in time of trouble,

such patience, such fidelity, such tenderness, such a Master of joy,

as thou art.

We beseech thee, O Lord our God, to grant that every one
in thy presence who stands to-day in any peculiar relation,

or needs any peculiar grace, may be able to ask that which he
neetls of God, who gives liberally, and who tipbraideth not.

Remember all the little children, and bless them from the morn-
ing hour; and may they be taught the way to Clirist. From the
beginning may they trust in him ; and may they grow up to heroism,
and to all manliness in grace. Bless, we pray thee, the youth that

are beginning with promise, and hope, and gayety, and joy. Oh,
tha* their joy may never be less! May they so fix their affection

upon God, and take their ideal of right and wrong from what thou
hast made known jn thy word, that they shall be able to walk the
way of righteousness, which is the path of peace. And with glad-

ness may they look upon religion as beautiful, and understand the
beauty of holiness.

We pray for those who stand in the midst of life bearing its bur-
dens and cares and trials. May they have that manly trust which
overcomes all troubles, and sustains the soul under cares and
trials and burdens. May no one be willing to fall down defeated by
his circumstances. May every one have such a thought of the mau'



or^ PERFECTION THROUGH LOVE.

hood which is his own, and of the strength which has beea vouch,
safed to bim by Almighty God, that he shall be able, having done
all, to stand.

We pray for the aged, that their last days may be benign, and
that they may be more and more warmed by the approaching sum-
mer, and made more and more bright by a drawing near of the
heavenly luster. And at the last, grant that they may go from glory
to glory.

We beseech thee to bless us in our several relations. Grant that
they who are brought together here from different directions, and
with varied experiences, with one common end and interest and
with one common hope, may have to-day common joy and common
instruction, and that we may be led on and up in the right way.
Bless this neigh iiorhood, and the church that is here. Bless all the

churches in the region round about. Bless the homes represented
by those that are gathered together here.

Bless our whole land. Make this Emmanuel's land. And may
there at last arise a nation of great power which shall use its might
for justice, and in behalf of the weak, and not against them.
We pray for all the nations of the globe. Is it not time for thy

blood to work, thou Sacrifice for the world? Oh, wilt thou not
rebuke any nations that to-day oppress thy children. Wilt thou not
gather together by their affinities and sweet affections those who are
bound together only by fear and despotism.

Let thy kingdom come, and thy will be done upon earth as it is

in heaven. And to the Father, the Son, and the Spirit shall be
praises everlasting. Amen.

PRAYEE AFTER THE SERMON.

Otjk Father, we pray for forgiveness that we so indifferently

speak of thee; that our life is so barren; that we cannot gather in

ourselves enough of the higher spiritual qualities to represent thy
life, which is represented in Jesus. O blessed Jesus, from whose ex-

ample we learn to love, forgive us that we follow that example so

poorly. We are trying, O Lord Jesus, to make ourselves worthy of

thy compassion. Teach us to know that thou hast compassion upon
all who are in need. We are tempted to push the battle with sword
and trumpet; teach us to promote peace and good will among men.

Oh, for divine love among men and in men

!

Bring thy kingdom forward, we beseech thee—that kingdom
in which dwells righteousness. Lord Jesus Christ, come and reigrr

King of kings and Lord of lords. And when we shall see thee a»

thou art, being ourselves transformed into thy perfect image, we
will cast our crowns before thy feet, and say, Not unto us, not unto

us, but unto thy name be the praise of our salvation, forever and
forever. Amen-
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